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FOREWORD 

The present volume forms the second issue in the Dissertation 
Series inaugurated this year to mark the 125th anniversary of die 
original foundation of the Institute, and represents the first contribution 
by the Department of Proto- and Ancient Indian History of the Deccan 
College Postgraduate and Research Institute. Dr. D. R. Patil has thus 
the distinction of not only being one of the first scholars carrying on 
research in this Department, but also of being the first in contributing 
his valuable study for inclusion in this Series. Dr. Patil’s work was 
accepted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy by the University of 
Bombay in 1944, and k is presented here with a few alterations necessi¬ 
tated by further research. 

The field of pre-history is confined primarily to archaeology, while 
that of proto-history is considerably vaster. It may include sources 
which at a given time cannot be regarded as historical, but the .informa¬ 
tion from which, if gathered objectively, may throw light on the 
prehistoric and historic* periods. The evolution of material culture 
in India can, therefore, be best understood if both these subjects are 
studied simultaneously and their results compared and mutually 
checked. With this object in view the Department of Proto- and 
Ancient Indian History at the Institute organized its programme in 
1939,'and the present work represents one of the earliest fruits of that 
programme connected with the preparation of regional archaeological 
studies in conjunction with strictly objective analytical studies 
of literary sources like the Pura^s, the Jaina Agamas and the Epics. 

While political or dynastic history has been reconstructed from 
the PuraQic tradition, and a number of works have been published on 
various aspects of religious or social life in India, this is the first 
systematic attempt at collecting and interpreting "cultural history" 
from the rich Pura^ic sources, and for the purposes of this study, the 
oldest Purana, according to generally accepted standards, has been 
subjected to a scientific analysis. The book is valuable not only for 
Indian Culture, but also for a critical edition of the Vayu^ and con¬ 
sequently of other PurSt^ material. 

I* 

vu 

26th June 1946. S. M. K. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The history of Puranic researches’ ranges over a period of nearly 
a century. Wilson is generally regarded as a pioneer in the field. His 
heavy volume containing a lengthy preface and introduction on the 
Vi^nu Purdna with its translation and learned notes thereon is too well- 
known to need mention here. He also wTote many essays on Puranas 
especially on their religious aspects. But to him the Puranas w^ere only 
pious frauds written in subservience to sectarian imposture. He was 
not much interested in historical facts lying embedded in them. He 
greatly underrated the antiquity of the compilation of the extant texts 
and some of his views are now considered as being only of academic 
interest. Col. Vans Kennedy, Wilson’s contemporary, no doubt 
regarded the Puranas as a class of ancient literature, but he also did not 
contribute much from the historian’s point of view. There were also 
minor attempts made by Burnouf, Col. Wilford and by the compilers 
of the catalogues of manuscripts like Aufrecht and Eggelling but they 
too did not concern themselves with their historical aspect. This was 
the condition of Puranic researches upto about the beginning of this 
century. 

The dawn of this century heralded an era of awakening in India in 
all aspects of her national life. There has been an unprecedented 
interest in her ancient history and culture. Researches on Indian history 
have been growing apace both in their volume and quality. Naturally the 
Puranas received some attention as “sources” of ancient Indian history.* 
But the old prejudice that these works are mainly mythological had not 
died down all of a sudden. Historians generally treated their evidence 
with indifference and cold formality and that too only for the purposes 
of ‘corroboration’. It was, however, Pargiter who put the Puranic 
studies on a sound basis and the credit of rescuing the Puranas from the 
morass of mythology and of convincing the learned world of their 
historical value must essentially go to him. His two works Tiie Purdtjta 
Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age and Ancient Indian Historical 
IWadition are epoch-making in the history of Puranic researches. He 
began with a tirade against those scholars who attempted to reconstruct 
India’s most ancient past from the evidence of the Vedic literature. 
He called such attempts as absurd when there already existed the more 
reliable evidence of the Puranic and Epic traditions. But Pargiter was 
concerned more with political history. There is another important 

1. For a survey of studies on Puriuas so far carried out by scholars, see Dikshitar, 

Purdf^as^ A Sfudy, IHQ 8. 747; and A. D, Pusalkar, Progress rf Indie Studies 

(published by Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1942, 139 ff.) and for the 

attitude of modern scholarship towards them, cf. CHI 1. 299. 

2. Smith, Early History <4 India, 11^2 i JRAS 1914, 267 ff. etc. 
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work of S. N. Pradhan, viz., Chronology of Ancient India^ on the 
subject which too makes considerable use of the PurSnic material. 
Raychaudhari in his Political History of Ancient India has also 
taken into account the evidence furnished by the Puranic tradition. 
Dikshitar, too, has contributed much to the field of Puranic researches 
especially by his works on individual Puranas such as the Matsya and 
the VSyu and has, to a certain extent, dealt with the cultural aspect of 
their evidence. There is another important work of Hazra which has 
traced the Smrti material in the Puranas and has attempted to fix the 
chronology of the Puranic chapters containing that material. Recently 
Altekar in his presidential address to the Indian History Congress, 
1939, has tried to show how the pre-Bharata-war history of India can 
be reconstructed from the evidence of Puranas and Epics with the help 
of the Vedic evidence. But in this second phase of Puranic studies 
much attention is devoted to the genealogies and their political history 

with the exception of Dikshitar and Hazra. 

The old idea of history mainly signifying political history is now 

no longer accepted by historians all over the civilised world. The 
scope of history has been considerably widened by the newly born 
sciences of archaeology and anthropology. In their synthesis of re¬ 
constitution historians have adopted two very different attitudes : that 
of political history and that of cultural history. To the idea that the 
state plays a preponderant r61e in the life of peoples, that the acts 
of governments, the facts of internal policy, of diplomacy and of war 
constitute the core of history, there has been opposed the thesis that 
the object of history is civilization, that is, a collection of facts on 
very different planes among which material and intellectual facts are 
of prime importance. History tends to embrace life in the entirety of 
its aspect, or to quote Henri Pirenne, “the object of the study of 
history is the development of human societies in space and time.'* Due 
to this opposing thesis political history which is orientated towards 
political action has lost some of its prestige in the West, though the 
old claims of political history have not still lost their hold on the pro¬ 
moters of historical researches in India. Cultural history as such has 
not received due attention from scholars of ancient Indian history.* 
The present work attempts to fill in this want so far as it concerns 
the Vayu Purana. Thus it is obvious that only the Kulturgeschichte 
as can be gleaned from that Purana has been the subject of this in¬ 
vestigation, political history being relegated to a subsidiary position. 

Originally the idea was to take up the Vayu^ Vifftu^ Markandeya And 
Matsya Puranas for the purposes of this investigation as these Puranas 
arc generally considered by scholars to be the “ancient" PurSnas. But 

it was soon evident that the v^ork could not have been completed within 

3. Frogress of Indie Studies, 237, (pub. by BORI, 1942)« 
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the stipulated period and consequently the Vayu was selected for 
reasons which are stated below : 

Out of the four Purapas mentioned the Vifnu and the Markandeya 
Puranas have been translated into English by Wilson and Pargiter 

respectively and the geographical material of the latter has been con¬ 
siderably made use of by B.C. Law in his articles pertaining to geography/ 
The Matsya too is generally referred to by scholars occasionally and 
there exists a study of the Matsya Parana by Dikshitar which, as 
compared with his earlier work on the Vayu Parana, is more exhaustive. 
Thus the selection of the Vayu Parana was made not only because it is 
perhaps the earliest of the Puranas, as is often assumed, but also 
because it has not still received that attention which it really deserves. 

There is most common agreement amongst scholars about the 
opinion that the Vayu is one of the very few of the ancient Puranas, 
though they differ about their relative chronology. Long ago R. G. Bhan- 

DARKAR opined that the compilation of the Vayu Parana is older 
than that of the Matsya,^ and that it is the earliest work of that class 
(i.e. the Puranas),® but Pargiter differs from him though he says 
that the Vayu is older than the Visnu.’’ He, however, quotes the 
evidence of Vayu as accurate and as one having the best text on many 
occasions in the course of his investigations and they have been referred 
to in our work.® Winternitz says that “there certainly existed an 
ancient Purana under this name and undoubtedly there is still preserved 
in our texts much of the ancient w'ork which is probably not later 
than the 5th century A. D.* The Vayu is perhaps the only Purana the 
existence of which is expressly indicated in the Mbk. and its supple¬ 
ment the Harivamsa.'^ We cannot do better than quote the remarks of 
V. S. SuKTHANKAR on this point: “The reference in our parvan to Vayu, 
‘Vayuproktam anusmrtya (3.189.14), is*worth considering in this connec¬ 
tion. Nothing corresponding to the general contents of the passage 
where it occurs is to be found in the extant Vayu Parana as is remarked 
by Hopkins,” or for the matter of that in any other Purapa proclaimed by 
Vayu. There are, however, a few stanzas in the Vayu describing the 
dissolution of the world where verbal similarity with some stanzas of this 
passage are pronounced, even though they are introduced in the Vayu 

' 4. See ABORl 17.217 ff. 319 ff. 

5. Early History of the Dekhan, 1895, 162. 

6. Vai^t^avism, SaMsm, etc. 

7. Pur&f^a Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, 14, and fn. 4; cf, also C.V. Vaidya, 

3BBRAS, 1925, 155 ff. where he tries to ascribe it to the 8th century but his arguments 

are not convincing* 

8. Ibid., cf. also AIHT, 77 f. 

9* History of Indian Idterature, 1.554. 

10* Cf. Dikshitar, Some Aspects cf the Vdyu Purdfj^a, 47. 

ll« The Great Epic of In^a, 48 
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in a different context. The Mbh.draws upon a Puripa of V&yu— 
and indeed the topic narrated belongs properly to a Purana in its right, 
a Purana which is older than the extant Purapas and which must be 
presumed to have been irretrievably lost. The evidence for establish¬ 
ing a relationship between the extant Vayu and its old namesake to 
which the epic is indebted is lacking, barring these few stray stanzas.’’’* 
But, as will be clear below, our Purana shows at places a material 
definitely older than that of the Mbh., and though we do not claim to 
have discovered the truth that the Vdyu quoted in the Mbh. is the 
same as our text, we only wish to stress the fact that since it has pre¬ 
served for us a material which in some cases is older than that of the 
great epic we may be allow'ed to infer that it has preserved for us a 
material which originally belonged to the Purana of the same name 
known to the Mbh. 

The other evidence for the date of this Purana has been fully dis¬ 
cussed by Dikshitar'* and it is unnecessary for us to repeat his 
conclusions here. According to him the earliest portion of the Purana 
goes to the 5th cent. B.c. and the latest to 500 a.d. On the ground of 
the evidence of the Smrti material in the Vdyu Hazra too thinks that 
it is “perhaps the oldest of the extant PurSnas’’, though the expression 
“oldest” is, according to him, “applicable only to the main skeleton 
of the work.”’* 

Dikshitar’s work, already referred to above, is the only independ¬ 
ent treatise on the Purana. In this work the author has dealt mainly 
with textual matter such as its name, its place in the Mahapuranas, the 
classification of its contents, the literature known to it and its date 
both from external and internal evidence. He has also discussed, 
though not in full, the data of the Purana on matters such as religion 
and philosophy, geography, music, sculpture and painting. The 
astronomical and other data and the genuineness of the historical tradi¬ 
tion contained in it are also considered. And so far, we have to 
acknowledge that our investigation has been simplified. The material 
of the Purana has been sparsely utilized by some scholars for which 
we may better refer to A. D. Pusalkar’s survey of Pura^ic studies.’* 

There exist two printed editions of the Vdyu. The earlier one was 
edited by Rajendralal Mitra and was published by the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal in 1880.’* The second is that published by the Ananda^rama, 
Poona, in 1905. The latter being the better one and since it also 

12. Introduction to the Araoyaka parvan. published in Sukthanhar Memorial 
Edition (1944) 1.156. 

13. OPo tit.f 46 ff. 

14. Purdnie Records on Hindu Rites and Customs, 13 and fn. 9. 
15. Op. eit., 145. 

16* In Bibliotheca Indica, New S^riea Nos. 420, 424, 428, 434, 437 and 445, 
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utilizes the earlier edition (as Ka) we have followed its text for our 
investigation. Again Pargiter also used the same edition in his 
works.’’ We have, however, noted, whenever necessary, the important 
variants substantially affecting the source material of the text. 

(a) The Gayamahatmya (chapters 105-112) has been omitted in 
toto as there is no doubt as to its being an interpolation.’® It is omitted 
in four of the five manuscripts utilized in the Ananda^rama edition. 
“On the other hand, it is often found to appear as an independent text 
in MSS. as well as in printed editions.”’* 

(b) Chapters 103-4 also are omitted in two MSS. and, as in the 
case of (a), are considered to be interpolations.*® 

(c) The material of the Purana on astronomy ( chapters 50-53 ) and 
its technical details on music have been omitted as it was not possible 
for us to do full justice to them, for the present. The chapters on 
music ( Va 86.29 ff. and 87) are also omitted in MSS. Kha and Gha and 
perhaps they did not originally belong to the Vayu Purana. The context 
also suggests that their place in the Purana is liable to be suspect. 
Dikshitar appears to have overlooked this fact in his discussion of the 
contents of the Purana and of the material on music contained in it.*' 

We have deliberately arranged the whole work into two parts and 
the Appendix. The first part embodies the facts as they have been 
collected from the Putaiia. No attempt is here made either at a comment 
or gloss. Whenever remarks are made they are simply to explain the 
context in which the facts stand in the Purana so as to make their 
position understandable in the interpretation. The first five chapters 
contain facts of intellectual culture and the last five of material culture. 

The second part presents the interpretation of the facts collected 
from the Purana in the first part. This interpretation is primarily 
‘chronological’. 

It will be obvious that this arrangement has been responsible for 
increasing the bulk of our work. But it has a decided advantage 
inasmuch as it ensures clarity of expression. We have again an added 
advantage in this arrangement—i.e. of checking the source-material 
easily whenever a critical edition of the work is undertaken ; and 
lastly, we have a hope that this arrangement will be considerably 
useful in the preparation of a critical edition of the text itself. 

The first part essentially involves a great deal of translation of the 
material of the Purina and in this we have tried our utmost to cling 
more to the sense of words than to the words themselves. Thus the 

17. Cf. The PtirSifa Text nf the Dynasiiet e4 Kali Age, v, and AIHT 78. 
18. Cf. WiNTERNiTZ, op. tit., cf. aUo Dikshitar, op. eit., 5 and fn. 1. 
19. Hazra, eR.cl(., 17. 
20. alto Dikshitar, op. eit. 
21. JM., pp. S<»7: 33 ff. 
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English presentation of the material is Utera sensu rather than liiera 
scriptu. Wherever necessary the text of the material of the Purapa is 
also quoted immediately after it. 

A Brief Outline of the Political History as 

Found in the VAyu 

Though political history is not the prime concern of this work still 
we cannot do away with it altogether. Occasionally we have had to 
deal with incidents that pertain to political history ; and thus it will 
not be out of place if we narrate here a brief outline of the political 
history of the most ancient past of India as it has been handed down 
by the Purana. 

In its chapters 85-99 the Purana sums up, in the form of genealo¬ 
gical lists, the account of the various ancient dynasties ruling in 
North India and occasionally narrates the incidents connected with 
these kings. 

The account begins with the Primeval king Vaivasvata Manu, son 
of Vivasvat (i.e. the son-god). This Manu had nine sons. (But our 
Purana actually mentions ten names, that of Nahusa being inserted 
wrongly in the list).** It is further stated that Manu offered a sacrifice 
to Mitra and Varupa to obtain a son but a daughter Ha was born. Ha, 
through cohabitation with Budha, son of Soma, had a son Pururavas 
and afterwards she became a man named Sudyumna.** Sudyumna had 
three sons viz. Utkala, Caya and Vinata^va. 

The account then starts with the different sons of Manu. Manu 
divided the earth into ten portions of which he gave nine to his nin6 
sons and the tenth went to Pururavas, son of Ha, who, being a female, 
had no share assigned to her. The story of the nine sons is stated 
thus 

(1) Pr^adhra: He killed his preceptor’s cow and w’as condemned 
to be a Sudra. Nothing is then said of his descendants. 

(2) Karufa: His descendants are said to have been determined 
fighters. This is the only tradition about them. 

(3) Nahhaga: He is simply alluded to. 

(4) Arifta :*^ His genealogy is given for a few generations and 
the last king of this line, named Marutta, is said to have 
been a cakravartin. 

22. See AIHT 255. Paboiter does not expressly refer to this lact. Cf. also 
md., 84 fn. 2. 

23. For other versions of the same story in the other Puripas, cf. thW., 253 S. 
24. There is some confusion shout this name in the Puripic tradition in general, 

cf. dIBT 255 fa. 13. We have mainly followed the Vdjm aeoount only. 
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(5) Narifyanta: His descendants ruled at Vaiiall.** The 
Vai^ali dynasty came to an end with its last king Pramati 
(or Pramiti) who, according to synchronisms established by 
Paroiter,*' was a contemporary of Daiaratha, father of Rama 
and king of Ayodhya. 

(6) Saryati: He ruled in Anarta (cf. No. 38 App. ). After the 
mention of a few descendants there occurs a long passage 
on music narrated in connection with Revati, daughter 
of king Reva of the line. And we are later told that 
after Raivata Kakudmin had died, the city of Kuksthal! was 
besieged by the Punyajana Raksasas. The hundred brothers 

. of Raivata—probably his kinsmen—fled at the attack and 
thus the line came to an end. 

(7) Dhrfta: He is simply mentioned, no reference being made 
to his descendants. 

(8) Nahhaga: A few descendants of his line are mentioned and 
with Rathitara, the last of the names mentioned, the line 
seems to have closed, probably because the descendants of 
Rathitara became Brahmins.*' 

(9) Ikfvaku : The genealogy of his line is fully treated by the 
Purana. He is said to have had hundred sons of whom the 
three viz. Vikuksi, Nimi and Da^da were the most im¬ 
portant. Of them it is further stated that fifty ruled in the 
north, forty-eight in the south—[ and twenty of those forty- 
eight (?) ruled in the Daksinapatha ]—Nimi in Videha and 
Vikuksi succeeded to his father’s kingdom of Ayodhya. Of 
these branches of the line of lk§vaku only those of Vikuksi 
and Nimi are treated fully in the Puratia ; the genealogies 
of the others are nowhere mentioned. 

The important kings of the dynasty at Ayodhya, of whom the 
Puraoa tells more than merely alluding to their names, are : (in chrono¬ 
logical order) Vikuksi, Brhadaiva and his son Kuvala^va Mamdhatr, 
SatyavrataTri^anku, Hariicandra, Sahara, Bhagiratha, A4maka, Rama, etc. 

Nimi had set up an independent line in Videha. His son was Mithi 
or: Janaka after whom the city of Mithila was so-called (cf. No. 837 
App.). The only other important king of this dynasty was Siradhvaja 
Janaka who was probably the father-in-law of DaiarathI Rama.** 

25. According to Pargiter NSbhfincdi^ta founded the VaifSlI dynasty. Nihhdne* 
di$ta is mentioned in other Purfi^as and is the same as A&ri$t<t of the Vdyu, Gjfi 

AIBT%-1. 
26. Pp. 97. 147. 

27. There are thus twoNabhfigas whose descendants arpeat to be in the Purfina ; 
but dbie confusion is really about the first NabhSga. (Cf. AJHT 255 fn. 13.) 

28. Cft 4iHr95. l47e 
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After this the Pura^ proceeds to narrate the dynasties of the 
“lunar race” (Soma-Vaih&). 

The history of the lunar race begins with the story of the birth of 
Soma. Soma’s son, through his connection with Tara, was ;6udha. 
Budha’s son was PurQravas born of Ila, daughter of Vaivasvata Manu. 
About the relation of PurQravas with Urva^I we have an interesting 
legend in the Purana. PurQravas ruled at Pratisthana or Prayaga and 
appears to have been a powerful monarch who met his ruin, it is alleged, 
through his greed of the sacrificial wealth of the sages. He had six** 
sons of whom only two viz. Ayu and Amavasu, are important. 

Leaving aside the main line,*® continued by Ayu, the Purana first 
takes up the genealogy of Amavasu who had established a separate king* 
dom in Kanyakubja. After Amavasu, Jahnu was a very important king 
of the line and an incident is narrated about him by which the river 
Ganges was called Jahnavi (cf. No. 298 App.). Jahnu was probably 
related to Mamdhata, king of Ayodhya, who was his father-in-law. 
Jahnu*s seventh successor was Gadhi about whom the text has a tale 
to tell. He was the father-in-law of the Bhargava ^c!ka, grandfather 
of Jamadagnya Rama. A story is here told of the birth of Jamadagni 
and of Viivaratha who became the Brahmin ViSvamitra and is, as such, 
famous in the Puranic tradition. He figures elsewhere in connection 
with Satyavrata Tri^anku. Vi^varatha was succeeded by Astaka, after 
whom the dynasty seems to have come to a close. 

The Puraiia now commences the account of the main line of Ayu 
who succeeded his father at Pratisthana. He had five sons through 
Ptabha, daughter of Svarbhanu. Of these five, only two, viz. Nahusa 
and Putradharma, are mentioned by the Vayu.^' As usual the Purana 
leaves the main line of Nahu§a and proceeds to narrate the genealogy of 
Putradharma (or Dharmavrddha ?)** who founded a separate line at Ka^i, 
the name of this city having been derived from Kala, grandson of 
Putradharma. Of Dhanvantari, a few generations later, it is said that 
he was the Divine Physician Dhanvantari born on this earth as the 
son of Dirghatapas (who had practised penance to obtain a son and 
had pleased Dhanvantari). About thVee generations later was bom in 
this dynasty the famous king Divodasa 1 about whom the incident of 
the destruction of his capital, the city of Varapas!, is narrated (see 
No. 1403 App.). With king Divodasa I begins a long contest be¬ 
tween the kings of Kadi and the Hailiayas.” Bhadra^re^ya, the Haihaya 

29, SeVjen according to some PurS^as (cf. AIHT 85). 

30« This 18 usually the method followed in the Puri^. 

31. Cf. AIHT, 85 fn. 6,101 fn. 3. 

32. ci.m. 
33s The V^yu account ia somewhat cmluning and instead of two DivodSaat of the 

dynasty it mentions only one* For a better account collected from the various texts of 

the Purfioes cf. AIHT 153-5, 163. Cf. also Altekah, History tf BmirHp 9 (L 
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king, was successful against Divodasa and had taken possession of his 
capital Varanasi, but Divodasa later I ecovered his territory and capital 
from the sons of Bhadra^renya, all of whom were killed in the war that 
ensued, except one Durdama whose life was spared on account of his 
tender age. The contest, however, continued for a long period 
afterwards in which the descendants of Divodasa suffered a great deal. 
Pratardana, son of Divodasa II of this dynasty was a great and powerful 
king who defeated the Haihayas but still it appears that he could not 
get possession of the city of Varanasi, which had been occupied in the 
meanwhile by the Rak^asas. His grandson Alarka was a great king 
and the Purina has handed down tw'O stanzas which sing of his glory 
according to the ancient tradition. He drove away the Rak^sas and 
re-established himself in the ancestral capital of Ka^l and had a long 
and prosperous reign. After naming some descendants of Alarka the 
Purdna then closes the account of this Ka^i dynasty. 

The genealogy of Raji, another of the five sons of Ayu,®^ is then 
narrated. He w'as a powerful king and a legend is told of him that he 
helped the gods in their war against the Danavas and later on usurped 
the place of Indra, who in vengeance retaliated on his sons, and thus 
his line ended in disaster. 

The descendants of Ksatradharman are then mentioned. This 
Ksatradharman, according to Pargiter, was a descendant of Anenas®* 
son of Ayu®* and the kings of the line were known afterwards as 
Ksatradharman and nothing more is said of them. 

The Purdtta now begins with Nahusa who continued the main line 
of king Ayu at Pratis^l.ana. Nahusa had six sons amongst whom Yati 
was the eldest and Yayati second to him. Yati became a muni and 
Yayati then succeeded his lather. Yayati was a great king according 
to the Puranic tradition and much is said of him by way of legends. 
He had two w’ives, DevayanI, daughter of the Bhargava U&inas Sukra, 
and Sarmistha, daughter of the Asura Vrsaparvan.®’ He seems to have 
ruled.-for a long period and later on relinquished his kingdom to his 
sons and embraced forest-life. Puru was a favourite of his father and 
he continued the main line of his ancestors. Yayati had divided his 
kingdom into five portions; Puru ruled at Pratisthana, Yadu in the 
south, Turvasu in the south-east, Druhyu in the west and Anu in 
the north. 

34, The Vdyu does not say ao explicitly, but in other PurSiiluis he is said to be a 

son of Ayu, cf. AlHT 85-8. 

35. Cf. AIHT 8^. 

36. In the case of Raji, the Vdyu does not say explicitly of him that he was a son 

of Ayu, but other Purfipas imply this, cf. ibid 86*8, 

37, It should be noted that the Vdyu does not narrate nor even allude to the story 

of the rivalry between Sarmifthi and DevayanI which is found elsewhere, cf, Matsya 
2S*32 ; Mhh. 1*78-83 ; Rdmdyapa $8-9a 
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As usual the Purdna defers the account of the main line of Puru to 
later consideration and takes up the sub-line of Yadu first. Yadu had 
five sons amongst whom Sahasrajit and Krostu are the most important. 
Sahasrajit had a son Satajit whose son was Haihaya, the ancestor of the 
Haihayas. Bhadra^ren' a was a descendant of Haihaya, born some four 
or five generations after him. It was he who started the contest with 
the kings of Ka4i and occupied the city of Varapasi. Some generations 
after him the Purdna narrates the story of Kartavirya Arjuna who was 
the most famous and powerful king of the Haihayas. It should be 
noted that our Parana depicts him as a great and virtuous king and not 
as in the Mbh. a vicious creature who misbehaved with the Bhargavas. 
Kartavirya Arjuna is said to have had hundred sons but only five are 
mentioned by name, amongst whom Jayadhvaja succeeded his father. 
Jayadhvaja’s successor was Talajahgha who, in turn, was succeeded 
by Virahotra*® and after naming a few of his descendants the Purdna 
closes the line of the Haihayas. 

The genealogy of Krostu, who continued the main line of Yadu, is 
then narrated. The sixth successor of Krostu was the great king 
Sa^abindu who was a cakravartin. He had a hundred sons** amongst 
whom six are named. Of these six Prthuiravas, a few generations after 
him, was Rukmakavaca. Rukmakavaca had five sons. The Purdna here 
leaves the line of his eldest son and does not treat it anywhere else. 
It, however, continues the genealogy of Jyamagha, a younger son of 
Rukmakavaca, who had founded his own line in Vidarbha. Jyamagha 
was a great king and his son was Vidarbha after whom the territory, 
over which Jyamagha ruled, was probably called afterwards. Vidarbha 
had three sons viz., Kratha, Kai(Kau)4ika, and Lomaplda. The first 
son apparently continued the main line in Vidarbha; while the 
second son Kai^ika established a separate line in Cedi, the name of 
this region probably having been derived from Cedi, son of Kailika. 
All kings after Cedi are summed up by the Purdna by merely stating 
that they were Caidyas. Lomaplda had founded a dynasty but only 
two of his descendants are mentioned in the Purdna and it does not 
add anything more about them.®® 

The account of the dynasty ruling in Vidarbha—i.t. the genealogy 
of the descendants of Kratha—is then given. After naming about 
fifteen descendants of Kratha the account comes to Satvata. Sitvata 
had four sons viz. Bhajamana, Devavrdha, Andhaka and Vrsni. Only 
the sons of Bhajamana and Devavrdha are mentioned by their names in 
the Purdna and their genealogies are not further treated. The genea- 

38. CUAJUTm. 
39. 'Hundred eons' appeere to be merely ■ formal ezprettion and may not be 

taken literally. 
40. Cf. AIHT 102-3. 
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logics of the last two are narrated but the lists are very confusing and 
it is unnecessary to discuss them fully here/' The only important 
event in connection with these families is the one about the symantaka 
jewel. The story of Krena’s conflict with Karnsa is also narrated in 
brief and in the same connection is told a detailed account of the 
incarnations of Visnu of whom Krsna was one. 

The Purapa then proceeds to narrate the genealogy of Turvasu. 
It enumerates some of his successors, the last and the most notable 
amongst whom was king Marutta. Marutta had no son and it is stated 
that he adopted Dusyanta as his son and that his line merged into 
that of the Pauravas as a result of this adoption.^* In spite of this we 
find the Purana further stating that from this line, or from Dusyanta, 
there was a branch which founded the kingdoms of Pandya, Cola, 
Kerala and Kulya in the south. It appears Janapida was a grandson of 
Dusyanta and he or his four sons migrated to the south and founded 
the four kingdoms so called after them. Nothing more is said of them 
in our text. 

We have now a short account of the line established by Druhyu. 
After naming his seven descendants, the last of whom was Pracetas, 
the account closes by merely stating that Pracetas had hundred sons 
who were all kings and ruled over the countries of the Mlecchas in 
the north. 

The Purdpa then proceeds with Ann's descendants. The seventh 
king after ,Anu was Mahamanas who had two sons viz. U^inara and 
Titiksu. Ufinara had five sons all of whom had carved separate 
principalities for themselves (cf. No. 891 App.). Sibi w’as one of these 
five and he had four sons whose separate janapadas are mentioned 
(No. 705 App.) and with this the account of Uiinara’s descendants ends. 
In the line of Titiksu was born the king Bali of whom the Purana has 
handed down a legend to us. He had five sons Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, 
Suhma and Pundra. The line of Anga, the eldest son, is then narrateds 
but the text here has some omissions.*’ Campa was a notable descen¬ 
dant of Anga and the city of Campavatl or Malini was founded by him 
(cf. No. 170 App.). The tenth successor after Campa was Karima of the 
Mbh. fame. The Purdtta attempts to explain why he was called Suta 
but the explanation does not appear to be satisfactory. 

The last to be treated is the main line of Puru, who probably suc¬ 
ceeded the ancestral kingdom of Yayati at Prati§thana. After enumerat¬ 
ing some of his descendants the account comes to Bharata, son of 
Dusyanta.** Bharata had three wives and also sons by them but it is 

41. Cf. ibid 1U3 fi. for details. 
42. Cf. ibid 108: the Vdy» mentions Du^krta (or Du$kanta) and not Dusyanta. 
43. ct.Aisrm. 
44. Cf. AJSi no ff. for details. 
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alleged that they killed their sons because he was disappointed in 
them. Thus Bharata was left without an heir and later adopted 
Bharadvija as his son. The fifth descendant of Bharata was Hastin who 
founded the city of Hastinapura (cf. No. 363 App.). Hastin had three 
sons viz. Ajamidha, Dvijamidha (or Dvimidha) and Purumidha. 
Ajamidha had three wives. About Ajamidha there is some confu¬ 
sion in the Pura^a. It appears he had four sons viz. Kantha/* Bksa, 
Brhadvasu and Nila. Of these four Nila’s great-grandson was Rksa 
(No. 927 App.) who had five sons*® after whom the name Pancala of 
the region occupied by them became known. This is a very note¬ 
worthy dynasty because many of its kings play an important part in the 
RVThe king Divodasa who is referred to in the RV. belonged to 
this line. 

Some of the descendants of Brhadvasu are also mentioned by the 
Purina and Pargiter calls them as forming the south Pancala dynasty.®* 

The descendants of Dvijamidha (or Dvimidha) are then treated in 
brief; but where this dynasty ruled is not clear. The only notable 
king in this line was Krta. 

IRksa continued the main line at Hastinapura. His grandson was 
Kuru who probably founded the city of Kuruksetra (No. 667). Kuru 
had three sons viz. Parlksit, Sudhanvan and Jahnu. Parlksit continued 
his father’s line. founded a separate line and Vasu, one of 
his'descendants, conquered and founded anew the kingdoms of Cedi 
and Magadha probably by overcoming the Yadavas who were, formerly 
ruling-in that territory. Vasu had seven®* sons, the oldest amongst 
whom was Brhadratha. Brhadratha’s descendants were known as the 
Barhadrathas amongst whom was born Jarasarhdha who w’as a pow-erful 
king. The account of this dynasty here stops for a Iwhile and is 
resumed afterwards. 

The account then returns to the main line continued by Parik§it. 
His son was Janamejaya II and his son w'as Suratha.*® The Puranxi does 
not say anything further about the descendants of Janamejaya and passes 
on to Jahnu and gives his genealogy and it appears that the line of 
Jahnu became the main Paurava line.®* It was in this line that Devapi 
and his brother Samtanu were. §amtanu continued the main line 
at Hastinapura. Vicitravlrya succeeded Saihtanu and the subsequent 

45. Pargitbr does not refer to him in this connection, cf* AlHT 110 ff. 

46. According to V&yu, but cf. AWT table on p. 116, 

47. See AIHT 117 for details. 

48. /H4. 
49. Five according to some Purapas, cf. AWT 118. 

50. The Fd3^fi account is here confusing; for according to the colUted account by 

Pargitbr Suratha was the son of Jahnu and the VSyu also says so immediately. It 

should be noted that some Mss. omit the stanza relating JenanrieJaya with Suratha* 

51. IbidlU. 
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genealogy is too well-known to be treated here. Parlksit, son of 
Abhimanyu, had a son Janamejaya of whom we have a story in the 
Purana. The son and successor of Janamejaya was Satamka whose 
grandson was Adhisama-Krsna in whose reign this Vetyu Purana is said 
to have been narrated by the Suta to the sages who had assembled for 
the sacrificial session in the Naimisa forest. 

The dynasties that ruled after this king are treated by the Purana 
as those belonging to the “future”. Adhisama-Krsna had a son 
Nirvaktra and it is stated that while he was ruling in Hastinapura the 
city W'as flooded by the Ganges and that he shifted his capital to 
Kau^ambi.®* The text then refers to the names of sixteen descendants 
of this king the last of whom was Ksemaka. With Ksemaka the line of 
the Pauravas ends and, it is stated, the Kali age begins. 

The Purana now returns to the dynasty that had been ruling in 
Ayodhya. We are told that king Oivakara was ruling in Ayodhya, as 
a contemporary of Adhisama-Krsna, when the Vdyu Purana was being 
narrated by the Suta to the sages. The successors of Divakara apparently 
belong to ths “future”. We have twenty-five descendants of this 
king mentioned by their names the last of whom was Sumitra. Sumitra 
is stated to be the contemporary of Ksemaka of the Paurava line. 
The Purana thus states that both the line of the Pauravas and the 
Aiksvakus of Ayodhya came to an end at about the same time and that 
the Kali age began since then. 

The Purana now resumes the account of the dynasty ruling in 
Magadha. At the time when the sacrificial session was in progress in 
the Naimisa forest Senajit Barhadratha was ruling in Magadha. 
After him nearly fifteen kings of the dynasty held the territory and the 
Pradyotas came into power. The Pradyotas were, in turn, supplanted 
by the Saisunakas. Next came Mahapadma Nanda, a Sudra who 
destroyed all the small kingdoms around Magadha and held sway over 
all those territories. We need not give details of the subsequent 
dynasties ruling in Magadha. The Purana comes down upto the line 
of the Guptas who, according to it, were ruling in Anuganga, Saketa, 
Prayaga and Magadha, thus suggesting that it is not aware of the 
great empire of Samudragupta and his successors. 

52. The reference to Nagas in the context suggests that their presence in the vici¬ 

nity forced this king to retreat to the south and to establish himself there, Ci, AIHT 
2SS, According to Paroitbr Nirvaktra ruled about 820 b.c. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results that have been obtained from the investigation may now 
be stated in brief. 

For want of space it is not possible to summarize here the 
chronological discussion in the second part. What the whole of this 
chronological discussion tends to indicate is that the source material 
of the Vdju Purdna may be assigned to three broad categories 
&Mch zsThe Archaic Survivals which are coeval in point of time 
and contents with the similar material found in the Vedic Literature. 
500 B. c. may be safely considered to be the lowest time-limit of this 
material; (ii) The Ancient Material of the Purdna alligning itself 
with the early Dharmasutras, the early Buddhist and Jain canonical 
literature, the Arthasdstra of Kautalya, the Manu-Smrti, and the earlier 
portions of the Great Epic Mahdbhdrata. Broadly speaking, the 
beginning of the Christian era may be supposed to be the lowest 
chronological terminus of the material; (iii) The Accretions or the mass 
of material that has been incorporated into the body of the text. Most 
of this material falls in line with the Smrti works, the later portions of 
the Great Epic, etc'. It should be noted that this material does not 
generally cross the chronological line demarcated by the date 500 a.d. 

The important facts of the material that has been so assigned may 
now be stated accordingly : 

(i) Archaic Survivals : 

(«■) Some of the stories of the Ksatriya-Brahmana conflicts, such as 
between 'Vasistha and Satyavrata Tri^anku and Vi^vamitra; Brahmanas 
and«king Janamejaya, and between king Kartavirya Arjuna and the 
Bhrgus. Kb) Ksatriya-Brahmana relations such as a few' instances of 
Ksatriya-Brahmana marriages, and the case of the Ksatriya Bharata 
adopting a Brahmana as his son; and the references to Ksatriya 
Brahmanas (Ksatropetah Dvijatayah ). (c) The references to ‘Dasyus’ 
in the dynastic lists which indicate that the term does not there mean 
‘slaves’but signifies‘enemies’. W) The few references indicative of 
slavery particularly in the case of Vi^vamitra’s child sold for 100 cow's. 
(c) The crude facts of the incidents suggestive of the primitive insti¬ 
tution of marriage not essentially based on the conception of sexual 
morality and the peculiar cult of Godharma advocating sexual license. 
(/) The few instances of the custom of Niyoga or levirate, particularly 
the odd procedure followed in one of them, traces of which have been 
observed in one of the early Dharma-s&tras. (g) References to the use 
of chariots, the plough (Hala), and the bow in war, particularly in con¬ 
nection with the dynastic lists, (h) Cow as means of exchange. 

It should be noted that this is the class of material that exclusively 
belongs to that portion of the Puraiia which contains the ;dynastic lists. 
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(ti) Ancient Material: 

(a) Some of the references to the term Vart3 reminding of similar 
references in Kautallya Arthaiastra and the Manu-smrti, signifying 
‘a branch of learning’, such as probably the science of economics. 
{b) Incidents indicating the influence of Brahmins, particularly of the 
Purohita in political matters, (c) References suggesting that women 
could proceed to higher studies and could move freely in society as is 
evidenced by the ealier portions of the Great Epic, (d) The theories 
regarding the origin of kingship, one of which is probably earlier than 
a similar one found in the Mahabharata. («) The references to ‘Danda* 
and ‘Dandaniti’ similarly found in the Arthaiastra, the Mahabharata 
and the Manu-smrti. (/) The instances indicative of the existence of 
oligarchies for which evidence has been found in the patakas, in the 
Arthaiastra, in the notices on India by the early Greek writers and in 
the Great Epic, (g) The references suggesting existence of popular 
institutions such as the ‘Sabha’, ‘Samsad’ and the ‘Paura-Janapada’, 
evidence for which has been found as in the case of oligarchies. The 
same can be said regarding the Puranic use of the expression ‘Gana’. 
(A) One of its ‘table’ of units of measurements of distance which as 
compared with the one found in Kautalya’s Arthaiastra is rudimentary, 
(*■) Its cruder references suggestive of town-planning less systematic 
as compared with Kautalya. (/) Part of its information on the non¬ 
vegetarian diet which begins to appear as a taboo in the Manu-smrti, 
Ik) One of its conceptions regarding classification of plants which is 
cruder and more elementary than the one suggested by the Manu- 
smfti and Caraka. {1} Two out of the three modes of classification of 
the animal world suggested in the Parana, that are ancient as compared 
with Caraka who flourished in the first century A. d. 

(Hi) The Accretions: 

These make the real bulk of the Purana. It is here that the 
Brahmin redactor has made his influence felt. Most of the Purapa 
information on social organisation, excepting that already noted above, 
belongs to this category. Our Pur&na, however, is comparatively 
more moderate in regard to its claims for the Brahmins than the 
Smrtis and some of the other Puranas. This Purana has much more to 
say with regard to religion, particularly Saivism which it openly favours 
more than it does Vaisnavism on which too it has something to say. 
It should be noted that our text throws a good deal of light on the 
early history of the LakuliSa Pa4upata sect. The table of the twenty- 
eight incarnations of Siva may help us to bring into limelight some 
of the ancient propounders of the sect of whom probably Kapila, Aksa- 
pSda Kapada and Lakulin were the notable ones. That the Purana has 
no direct evidence on the actual worship of Lihga is also interesting as 
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is also the fact that the god Gane^a is completely absent in the PurSfta. 
This would suggest that even on matters of religion our text is earlier 
than many of the other Puranas, and the later portions of the Great 
Epic. The same can be stated with regard to the information on Yugas 
and the system of chronology on which our text is less schematic than 
the works referred to above. That the standard ten avai&ras of 
Visnu that are known to the later epic and to many of the other Purnas 
are not found in the Vayu is also a significant fact. These are only 
some of the salient facts that suggest that on the w'hole even this mass 
of accretions would not push the Purana down to a period later than 
the approximate date of 500 A. d. 

We have so far dealt with the positive evidence ®f the Purana: but 
certain aspects of its negative evidence, particularly on its facts of 
material culture deserve to be noticed. It should be noted that it 
is this material of the text the value of the evidence of which must be 
deemed'to be more reliable; for with regard to this kind of facts the 
hand of the tamperer is least likely to be felt. No redactor would 
unnecessarily fill in or insert facts of this kind in the accounts of ancient 
tradition as there would be no purpose for him to do so. This is 
apparently one of the reasons why we do not find facts of the material 
culture of a later age at all associated with the ancient dynastic lists. 
It is this portion of the text that contains the least information on 
the facts of material culture and wherever they contain them they only 
indicate their hoary antiquity. The only plant mentioned in connection 
with ancient kings is the Aivattha, the most celebrated of the plants 
known to the Rgveda; the only animals referred to in the incidents 
about them are the cows, horses and goats, the most favourite animals 
of the Vedic sacrificers and their ancestors ; and it has to be further 
noted that in these dynastic lists no indication of the use of cavalry in 
war is found and instances suggesting horse-riding are too few as com¬ 
pared with the employment of horses for war chariots. It is, again, in 
connection with this portion of the Purana that the buffalo appears 
as a wild beast still to be domesticated. 

Thus the earliest conditions of culture, or the archaic survivals, as 
we have called them, that have been traced in the Purana are intimately 
connected with its genealogical lists and with the incidents narrated 
therein. This is a finding w’hich is striking in itself for it confirms, to a 
certain extent, the authenticity of the information contained in them so 
far as the facts of material culture are concerned ; and there is reason to 
believe that to that extent the Purana has handed down to us the poli¬ 
tical history of the ancient dynasties in their true cultural setting. The 
case is, however, different when we examine the facts of intellectual 
culture. It is in this connection that the lists have suffered a great 
deal from the subsequent handling of their nuterial. The references 
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t9 great kings of the past ti^ho are stated to have protected the 
Var^iramatdharma and went along the traditional path of Dharma and 
their glorification as givers par excellence are the points in instance. 

It appears that the dynastic lists have also suffered from omissions. 
For example, it is reasonable to expect that the original tradition 
as was handed down by the ancient bards must have contained 
picturesque descriptions of war that were fought by the kings of yore, 
in the manner in which we find them in the Greek poems of Homer and 
in our Epics, the Mahabhdrata and the Ramayatfa. It is this topic that 
has always inspired and nursed bardic poetry of ancient times; but 
our Pura^a has not handed down to us any of such picturesque scenes 
of war ; and the descriptions of ‘war’ found in it are too fanciful and 
scanty for comparisonlwith the Greek poems of Homer and the Epics. 

In some cases, it appears, that the Purdna has confounded the 
lists. According to Pargiter there were various reasons that caused 
this confusion ; the cultural aspect of the lists indicates that one of 
these reasons might be that some of the ruling families probably con¬ 
verted themselves into oligarchic or republican clans and their ‘genea¬ 
logies’ it would no longer be possible to narrate. It is probably for 
this very reason that real difficulties occur in tracing .the genealogies 
of the FfffMS and the Andhakas. The same observation may probably 
be made as to why, in a few cases, the Purdna stops narrating further 
the ‘genealogies’ of certain'kings, as in the case of king U^inara. 

The negative evidence of the rest of the Purdna (i. e. the portion 
other than the dynastic lists) is likewise instructive. None of the 
“ archaic survivals ” noted above are to be found here. This is an 
additional proof with regard to the authenticity and antiquity of the 
material of the dynastic lists. 

It must be stated here that our observations on relative chronology 
are bound, in the nature of things, to remain tentative. Still their 
value for the purposes of cultural history need not be overlooked. We 
often hear of the palaeographical evidence in the dating of an undated 
inscription and its value in the absence of a contrary evidence has 
rarely been denied. Such is the case also of the typological evidence, 
of pre-historians. Our findings have been made in that manner and 
should be judged from that point of view. 

The Purapas, in general, contain a good deal of information of 
value on ancient geography of India and some of them devote, a number 
of chapters to this topic. Our Vdyu Purd^ is one of them. One of 
the appendices gives an exhaustive and descriptive list of the tribal 
and place-names in the Purdna arranged alphabetically. There are 
certain of such names which on general assumption belong purely to 
the domain of mythology but some scholars have tried to identify 
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even these names. It would be prejudging an issue to exclude them 
for the present and they are thus included in the Appendix. 

The names of tribes and places in the Appendix are too numerous 
(about 1500 ) for discussion of the identification of all of them in the 
present work, which is not a treatise mainly on geography. It is clear 
that such a discussion should form a separate enquiry altogether and 
we hope to undertake it in the near future. The identifications of 
some names are, however, attempted in the present work only to see 
how far the Vayu information admits of verification in the light of 
similar information available from other sources. 

On the institution of pilgrimage too most of the PurSffos offer 
valuable information as does also the Vayu Pura^a. This information 
also has been presented in a separate Appendix. As compared with 
the later portions of the Great Epic, the Smrtis and some of the 
Puranas our text is less enthusiastic and elaborate in the matter. There 
is only one reference to a holy place of pilgrimage in the dynastic 
lists in connection with the king Gadhi and that too in a mythological 
setting, a fact which further attests our conclusion regarding the lists 
already noted above. Though the idea of the sanctity of water was 
known to the Vedic people it appears that the institution of pilgrimage, 
as such, was first started by the Buddhists or Jains and later on it 
became common to ail the faiths in India. The Brahmins took it over 
probably in the early centuries of the Christian era and by the time of 
the Institutes of Vi§^u it had become an established institution. 

The terms ‘cosmological’, ‘geograpbreal’, ‘iraddha’ and ‘genea¬ 
logical’ portions of the Puraifa are often used in this investigation and 
they should be taken to imply the chapters 3-10, 34-49, 71-84 and 85-99 
respectively of the Pura^. 

As regards the dates of various ancient and Pali works, such as the 
Vedas, Jatakas etc. we have followed the views which are generally 
accepted by scholars. There is some conflict of opinion regarding the 
age of the compilations of the JStakas. But scholars generally take the 
society and culture represented by them as belonging to the age of 
Buddha himself, if not earlier. Caraka is said to have flourished in the 
let cent. a.d. and Su^ruta probably in the 5th cent, a.d.” 

53. Mae. H8L. 455-6. 



CHAPTER I 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Social Theory 

Cosmic origin : From the mouth of Brahma arose the Brahmins, 
from his breast ( Purvahhaga) the K^triyas, from his belly the Vaiiyas 
and from his two feet the Sudras.' 

Mythic origin : In a prayer to Siva by Daksa the former is glorified 
as being the originator of the var^sratna} Manu and other sages are 
also credited with its propagation in every yuga* and the same is 
said of the seven sages in the beginning of the Treta age^. Brahma 
once granted a boon to king Bali, a descendant of Yayati, that he 
would be the founder of the four varifas duly regulated.* 

The terms var^a, airama and dharma are often related to each other 
and are sometimes used conjointly. The compound word varifiairama 
is, however, a very common expression, and the four a^ramas are said 
to have been set up by Brahma immediately after the creation of the 
four varnas.* The connection of these two terms with dharma is obvious 
from the following statements in the Purana :— 

“Brahma had created the four varnas but a spell of delusion (moha ) 
swept over the people who defied the rules of varnadharma which 
consequently led to mutual conflicts. Brahma brooded over the matter 
again and set up proper limits to the respective functions of the four 
varpas, and at the same time inaugurated the four a^ramas.’’^ The same 
information is cast in a different mould thus : In the Treta age Brahmi 
planned the varna^rama but delusion (moha) disturbed the people and 
chaos ensued. The people approached Svayambhuva Manu... This 
led to the origin of Kingship with protection of dharma as its main 
function.* In the very first chapter of the Purana we find it stated that 
varnas and S^ramas were set up according to dharma.* 

Dharma, again, is either iraula or smarta, the former being 
primarily concerned with the ritual and the Vedas and the latter with 
the various rules of vari^a^rama.’* The smarta-dharma is based mainly 
on tradition (paroiR/nrd) as is stated by Svayambhuva Manu." There 
is also a statement that whatever is enjoined by the Sruti and the 

is the var^ramadharina though it must not, at the same time, 
be opposed to iiffSedra.'* 

1. Cf. 6.27; 9.121. 2. Cf. 30. 218 3. Cf. 59. 35-36. 4. Cf. 61.98. 
5. Cf. 99. 32. 6. Cf. 8.176. ff. 7. Cf. 8.167. ff. 8. Cf. 57. 55-9. 
9. Cf. 1.110. omitted in Khs, Ohs tnd Ns. 

10. Cf. 57.39 ; 59.31-9; 59.106. 11. Cf.57.41. 12. Cf.59.51. 
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The descriptions of the four yups and the one especially of the 
conditions obtaining at the end of the Kali age offer good instances of 
the linking up of these three terms. For instance, in the Krta age 
dharma did not exist nor did the varna^rama, but all of them originated 
in the Treta age. Theoretically every King was duty-bound to follow 
dharma and to promote the varna^rama and wherever the varna4rama 
prevailed dharma was bound to be observed. 

A gloomy and frightful picture of the state of varnasathkara is 
found in the narrations of the conditions that were supposed to be 
prevalent at the end of the Kali age that was in the past or that will be 
in future. 

The possibility of the modification of varnas (cf. varnavaikrtam) 
arises in the fusion of the high and the low (adharottaracSre^a). This is 
said in reference to the origin of the Suta.” It is not clear, however, 
whether here var^amkara is also meant. The Ajivas, who were regard¬ 
ed as being the products of the contamination of the varnas and who 
belonged to the class of artisans, were supposed to have Pisacas as their 
deities’* and the Mlecchas of similar origin are referred to as offering 
oblations to Pitfs, i.e., they too performed sraddha along with the four 
varnas.” 

Vaim^rama and Varta:—Brahma created the vegetable kingdom and 
set up vartas for the sustenance of his creatures. After this had been 
achieved he regulated the various limits to the functions of the four 
varnas.’* Elsewhere it is mentioned that after the establishment of 
the vSrtas the plan of the varna^rama was taken up and the sadthitds 
(of the Vedas) were compiled.’^ 

The mention of Treta age in this connection is worthy of notice. 
In the first chapter we find an allusion to the fact that virtas had their 
origin in the Treta age” and we are informed elsewhere that the Creator 
ordained the setting up of vartas in the middle of the Treti age.’* Siva 
is also credited with the creation of vartls.*® 

At the end of the Kali age the people will be giving up their vSrtRs 
and will become miserable.** 

Of Manu and the other sages it is said that they promulgate the 
three (Vedas), vdrtd, daft4amti, ijyd and the var^srama in every Yuga.** 

II* The Brahmins 

The Brahmins’claim for superiority : This claim is implicit in the- 
cosmic account of the origin of the four varnas. It is said that one who 

13. Cf. 62.135M1; alto 1.36. 14. Cf No. IS, App. 15. 63.110-2. 
16. Cf. *amsiddhay6tk tu variSylim...marySd^ tth&poySnUUa...', 8.159 alw 8.128-34. 
17. 57.89-90. 18, Cf, 1 109. 19, 8,200-2. 20. 24. 103, 
21. Cf. vfytam utsrjya dufMitOfi; 58.96; 99.399; alto 58.32. 

Cf, 59. 35-6 { alao No, 1027 in App. 
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makes others listen to the story of the birth of Prthu “after paying 
homage to Brahmins”** need not worry for whatever is done by him. 

The sages are often shown in the company of gods, thus elevating 
their status. They lived with Devas on the peaks of the Meru 
mountain,** on the Kailasa** in the hermitage of Sukra,** in Brahma- 
ksetra*’ and on the Mandara mountain in Malayadvipa.** They even 
appear in the heaven {svarga) with Devas, Gandharvas etc.** In the 
amrta-manthana incident we find them included in the party of Indra 
which led a deputation to Brahma.** Their association with Visnu 
is indicated by the fact that they attended upon that god in his abode 
on the Ni^dha mountain.*' They had also the company of the thirty- 
three gods in the Puskaradvipa.** In the descriptions of the various 
mountain-tops we often find references to sages associated with Devas, 
Gandharvas and other supernatural beings.** 

The incident which led to the origin of the avat&ra of Visnu should 
be noted in this connection. It so transpired that Visnu killed the 
mother of Sukra. Incensed at this outrage, which amounted to the 
murder of a woman, the sage Bhrgu cursed Visnu that he would be born 
as man seven times on the earth. But there is nothing in the narration 
of the story that Bhrgu cursed the god because the Brahmin in him was 
roused to fury ; on the other hand, we find it expressly stated that 
Bhrgu was enraged at the fact of the murder of a woman, which was 
considered as one of the most heinous offences.** But in the actual 
enumeration of these incarnations we find each incarnation of Vis^u 
having a Brahmin promoter {purahsara).^* 

Corresponding to this claim there was equally an assumption that 
the welfare of the society rested on their behaviour. Any defects in 
their karman may make the whole society suffer.** 

Kinds of Sages**: There is reference to the three categories of 
sages (ffiprakrtayah) viz., Brahmar^is, Devargis and Rdjarfis. Their 
characteristics are also mentioned.** But elsewhere we find five jatis 
(classes) of sages enumerated thus : (1) the mind-bom sons of Brahma, 
(2) Maharfis, (3) Rfis, (4) ftfikas and (5) Mantrav&dins. It is not clear 
whether the group of seven sages formed a separate class.** Most 
probably they were the same as the mind-born sons of Brahma, also 
referred to as Prajdpatis.*^ They are also mentioned as Maharsis*' and 

23. BrShmatftikyo namaskrtya—cf. €2,106. 
24. Cf. 34. 74 ; 49.48. 25. Cf. 41.48. 26. Cf. 38.62 ff. 27. Cf. 59. 107. 
28. Cf.48.23. 29. Cf. 34.93. 30. Cf. 54.66 ff. 31. Cf. 41. 49. 
32. Cf. 49.135. 33. Cf. 42. 61; 41. 62; 41.68 etc., and alao App. 
34. Cf. 99.127-42. 35. Cf 98. 88-105. 

. 36- Cf. viprS^Uhh karma dotait talk pra/andik jSyate hhayam 58. 36. 
37; Tbe tann ni ia explained thna ; rtik sarvagatatvSe ca. Cf. 5.35. 
38. Cf- 61. tMO. 39. . Cf. 61.93 S; 100.49 ff. 40. 100.34-5 ; 65.16 ff. 
41. Cf. 7.72-5; 65.31 ffi M». 49 ff; 62.113iS. 
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probably were the same as Brahmar^is, who were the first in the three 
categories of sages mentioned above/* 

The Maharsis, who were seven in number, do not seem to have been 
affected by the great catastrophe of the Deluge, for during that period 
they retire to the region called Maharloka whence they watch the 
slumbering Kala in the darkness of the night/* Their origin is attributed 
to the sacrifice into which Brahma offered his semen as an oblation.** 
It is said that they are called maharsis because they see (ffanti mahai )/* 
They are also shown as practising the Paiupata yoga.** At one place 
we find them questioning the propriety of killing animals in sacrifices 
and advocating the cause of non-violence. According to them hithsd 
cannot be dharma** nor do they think highly of dana and yajda.** 

~ The Brahmarsis, as we have seen above, might probably be the 
same as Maharsis. They are so called because they ‘see’ Brahman and 
it is stated that only in the five gotrar, viz., Ka^yapa, Vasi§tha, Bhrgu, 
Afigiras and Atri, are the Brahmarsis born. It is for their knowledge 
of the Vedas, their birth and tapas that they are well-known. They are 
superior to Devarsis and Rajarsis and their ultimate goal is the Brahma- 
loka.** Sometimes the term viprar^i is used.*® Vi^vamitra is men¬ 
tioned as a viprarsi.*' Terms such as irutarfis and paramar^is are 
also used but it is difficult to say whether they are merely descriptive 
terms or signify different classes of sages denoted by these names.** 

The Devarsis were inferior to Brahmarsis but were superior to 
Rajarsis. They ‘see’ Devas : hence their name. The descendants of 
Dharma, Pulastya, Kratu, Pulaha, Prabhasa and Kaiyapa were known 
as Devarsis. Their ultimate goal was the Devaloka. Nara, Naraya^a, 
Parvata and Narada etc., are mentioned as Devarsis.** 

The Rajarsis were so called because they ‘see’ their people through 
their (peoples’) happiness. They are inferior both to Brahmarsis and 
Devarsis. They are mostly born in the vamias or families of Manava 
and Ai^. Their ultimate goal is the Indraloka.** A list of the names 
of Rajarsis is also given.** Kings such as Damaghosa,** Janamejaya,** 
Ai^a,** Riveyu,** SomSdhi,*® Jahnu,*' Divodisa,** Lohagandha (? ),** 
Yayati,** Kartavirya Arjuna,*® Krostu,** Byhadaiva,** Gaya,** and 

42. Cf. 61. 10-2; 54. 8; 62.113-S. 
43. Cf. 7. 72-5: alio 100. 188-92, which, however, mentioned Jemaltka instead of 

Maharloka. 
44. Cf. 65. 31 fi. 45. Cf. 59. 88 ; omitted in Gha. 46. Cf. 16. 24. 
47. Na UthsS dhama ueyatt-ti. 57. 99; 57. 97 S. 48. Cf. 57. 115. 
49. Cf.6J. 80-90. SO. Cf. 73. 17. 51. Cf. 41. 44-5. 
52. Cf. 58. 13-4: 61.12-3. etc. 53. Cf. 61.80-88. 
54. Cf. 61. 80-87. 55. Cf 57. 122-3. 56. Cf.96.158. 57. Cf.99,15. 
58. Cf. 99,100. 59. Cf. 99, 128. 60. Cf. 99. 296. 61. Cf. 91. 57. 
62. Cf. 99.201:92.25-6. 63. Cf.,91.22-5. 64. Cf. 93.102. 65. Cf. 94.19; 95.2. 
66. Cf. 95. 14-9. 67. Cf. 88. 45-6. M. Cf. 85.19. 
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Janaka** are called Rajarsis. Two verses, ,saul to have been recited 
by Rijai^is about king Alarka, are quoted in the Pura^.” Names of 
K^triyas who are said to have achieved the status of sages through 
their efforts of penance are also mentioned. They are styled as 
KfStropetSh dvijStayah (i.e. probably Kfatriya Brahmins 

The Munis arc mentioned as if they are different from the Ilsis” 
and at one place we find Maharsis styled as Munis who questioned 
Indra regarding the propriety of killing animals at sacrifices.” The 
sages of the Naimisa forest are also called Munis.” But the most 
frequent mention of the word Muni occurs in connection with the 
various incarnations of Maheivara and with the description of the 
Pa^upata Yoga. God Mahe^vara had revealed five dharmas and the 
ganas of Munis appear to have observed them; and of them it 
is said that forsaking the human forms they can wander about like 
god.” They can see Prakrti through their inward eye.” They are 
said to be indifferent both to insult and flattery.” Siva in his 
different incarnations is also called Muni” and in his thirteenth in¬ 
carnation he will be a great Muni named Vali who will be bom in the 
Vali(la)khilyairama on the Gandhamadana mountain.” In the same 
context we find Bharadvaja** and Rtanjaya*' called great munis. The 
story of the birth of Mahadeva is said to have been told by munis.” 
The munis also figure in the Purana as worshippers of Siva with 
dance and music, with the mystic omkara and huthkara at tirthas and 
temples in the north of the Himavat mountain.” Eighty-eight thousand 
Valakhilya munis are said to have waited on the god V3yu to listen 
to the latter’s ^account of how Siva came to be called Nilakantha.** 
The god Vayu, who many times appears as a narrator in the Purina, 
is himself called a mahamuni.^ The munis also appear to be advocating 
the cause of non-violence and they have set up certain rules for yatis 
and bhikfus (mendicants) regarding abstinence from animal food.” 
Vaikh&nasa-munis who are mentioned here appear to have some 
connection with Rudra (?).” The Valakhilyas (i.e., probably munis) 
were bora of Siva.” Vasistha is many times called a muni.” Aurva 
is also called muni” and similarly ^cika,*' Saunaka,” Brhaspati, 
U3anas, are also called munis.” Even K^triyas such as Saihyati 
(brother of Yayati)” and Devapi, son of king Pratipa” had become munis. 

69. Cf.60.35. 70. Cf.92.66. 71. Cf. 91.114-8. 
72. Cf. Tfoyo mutdbhis taha—S, 4; also 60. 60 ; 60. 4*. 73. Cf. 56. 94-102. 
74. Cf. 1.28; 2. 45 ; 1. 48; 86. 35. 75. Cf. 10. 73-6. 
76. Cf. yaktSb ptdyanti eeta:3~HA2, 77. Cf. 16. 2-4. 
78. Cf. 23.115 ; 23. 198 ; 23. 206. 79. Cf.23. 159. 80. Cf.23. 185. 
81. Cf. 23.181. 82. Cf. 27. 1. 83. Cf.54.4-5. 84. Cf. 54. 8-10. 
85. Cf.22. 1. 86. Cf. 18. 9-17. 87. Cf. 65. 56-61. 88. Cf. 55.41-3. 
89. Cf. 88.94-6 ; 88.112: 88.138. 90. Cf.88.158. 91. Cf.91.81. 
92. Cf.93.25. 93. Cf.3.5. 94. Cf,93. 14. 95. Cf.99.236. 
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Brabmills and the Ritual: To officiate as priest in s^riiices was 
one of the three duties of a* Brahmin as ordained by Brahma.** Many 
instances of great ritual performances are cited in the Purai;ta. The 

■Vayu PurSffa itself was. narrated at a sacrificial session,*^ Indra and 
Soma perforrhed It was at this sacrifice performed by Indra 
that the maharsis, also called munis, had raised, a protest against hilling 
of animals in yajna. The story of the Daksa-yajfia covers a whole 
chapter.** 

With Akrura it appears to have been almost a habit to perform 
sacrifices so much so that Akrura-yajnas are well-known."® King 
-Raiadu and his son Citraratha performed great sacrifices and distributed 
ample wealth as dakp9a.'°' King Rukmakavaca had performed an 
aivamedha and bestowed wealth on Brahmins.'®* There is also an 
allusion to the performance of hundred a^vamedhas by king Sagara 
which led to the incident of the descent of the river Ganga on the 
earth.'®* Siradhvaja Janaka had also performed an aivamedha and while 
the agnikfeira was ploughed in the course of this sacrifice, it is said 
that Sita was discovered from the clods of earth.’®* King Janamejaya 
performed an aivamedha in which Indrota Saunaka officiated as 
priest.'®* It is said that no one can be compared with king KartaviryR 
Arjuna in his performance of yajnas etc.'®* King Dharmaratha had 
the privilege of sharing Soma with Sakra in a sacrifice performed on 
the Visnupada mountain.'®^ Rdjasuya was performed by Hari^candra.'®' 
A story of how Devamitra Sakalya was vanquished by Yajnvalkya in 
a debate at Janaka’s aivamedha is also narrated in the Purana.'®* Of 
the kings of the ‘future* w'C find an instance of king Pravira who ‘will 
be’ performing many zajapeya yajnas in his city of Kancanaka ac¬ 
companied by a generous distribution of wealth by way of daksina."® 

King Vena held ideas against the performance of sacrifices and 
in his reign gods did not partake of Soma at all. The sages offered a 
successful fight against him and installed Prthu in his place."’ King 
PurOravas also tried to fall in line with Vena in this regard and coveted 
the wealth of the sages but he too met with a similar fate. 

But ideas opposed to the performance of rituals, connected with 
the killing of animals are expressed, as we have seen, by the great 
sages themselves. They disliked both dana and ye^Ha on this very 
point."* Attempts are made to elevate dana at the cost of actual 
performance of-the ritual. One who gives his all to the Brahmins 

96. Cf. 8.169-70. 97. Cf. 1 1 B. 99. 257-60. 98. Cf. 57.96 ff.; 90 22-4. 
99. Cf.Chspt.J0. 100. Cf. 96.81-2. 101. Cf. 9.5.18-9. 102. Cf.9S.26. 

103. Cf. 88.143fi. 104. Cf. 89. 16-8. 105. Cf. 93. 25. 106. Cf. 94.20. 
,107. Cf. 99.102; Oa omiu this. 108. Cf, 88. 118. 109. Cf.€0.3SS. 
no. Cf. 99.371-2. in. Cf. 62.109. ff. 
112. isnsBs m> dlmaO ya/84)* nt 9Mf<nOMnli Mskarfoiw^. Cf. 51115. 
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is said to be capable of achieving the merits of the performance of all 
sacrifices."* In attempts to evaluate the respective merits of danOt 
yajHa, tapas, satfmydsa and ja&na we find yajna standing far below in the 
grade"* and we have also a discourse by Siva to Brahma that ya)&i, 
dina, the Vedas, etc., are not sufficient for the comprehension of his 
real greatness."* The origin and the flourishing state of yajna parti¬ 
cularly in the Treta and Dvapara ages are equally deserving of notice. 
It is said that the Kali is the age of dana, i. e., of making gifts only. 

Acceptance of gifts (pratigraha ) is also one of the three primary 
duties of a Brahmin. In a passage on danalaksana (characteristics of 
making gifts) we find a definition of dana and its kinds. A gift, to be 
proper, must be made only of a property acquired by lawful means and 
to a person (i. e., a Brahmin) who is virtuous."* Such a gift can be of 
three kinds: the best, the intermediate and the worst. Gift of the first 
kind is made without any ulterior motive of a return. The second type 
of gift is what is made through pity (karunyat). The worst kind of gift 
is made in view of a selfish end."’ It is emphasized that the Brah¬ 
mins to whom gifts are made must be 'virtuous."* Contrary to this, 
however, we find an exhortation that while feeding Brahmins in Gayl 
one should not inquire about their birth, conduct and learning, etc."* 

Subject-matter of Gifts : Feeding Brahmins seems to have been 
regarded as the most appropriate dana."* It is stated that feeding 
Brahmins in Gaya makes gods and ancestors pleased."* Vipras should 
be offered food even if they come in thousands, for it is said that the 
blessed ones {siddhah...yogeivarah) wander on this earth in the guise of 
vipras and protect the people according to dharma and that is why 
Brahmin guests should be offered food and hospitality with due 
respect."* Brhaspati particularly points out to Samyu that at the time 
of sr&ddha the ancestors are in the form of w'ind and become identified 
with Brahmins and that is why they should be served with food, 
clothes, cows, horses and villages."' Cows are also regarded as good 
gifts. Of Gindin! (daughter of Svaphalka, king of Ka^i) it is said that 
her father daily gave a cow to a Brahmin for she had insisted on this 
procedure as a condition precedent to her birth.’** A thousand cows, 
gold, villages, jewels and slaves were the objects of prize offered by 
king Janaka to the most learned Brahmin amongst those assembled at 
his aivamedha."* In the chapter on danaphala}** we find food, clothes, 
house-furniture (especially cots, bedding and cooking utensils ) and 
foodstuffs as good gifts in iraddha. We do not know from the Purina 

H3. Cf. 79.12. 114. Cf. 91.113-4 llS. Cf. 23.101. 
116. Cf 59.49. 117. Cf.S9. 48-S0. 118. Cf. 80. 28. 119. Cf. 82. 24-7. 
126. Cf. wmad&nSt parmh ddncdi ntho kitfuana vidyat*—C{. fO. 55. 
121. Cf. 82.35-6. 122. Cf, 71. 64-75. 123. Cf. 75.13-4. 
124. Cf. 96.104-8. 125. Cf.60.37. 126. Cf. Chapt.iSO. 
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88 to what objects were offered as gifts in the various sacrifices per^ 
formed by kings. There is a story of how Citrabhanu (the Sun>god in 
disguise) demanded of the king Kartavlrya Arjuna a gift of the whole 
earth and of how the king granted it.'*' 

Glorificatory statements regarding making of gifts are found in the 
PurS^a at many places. We have seen above how the blessed ones and 
the spirits of the ancestors were capable of being represented in the 
Brahmins. Gods, Manes and Fire receive what is offered to dvijas.'** 
In the iraddha-phala chapters we find the merits of making gifts in 
^raddha compared with those obtainable by performance of various 
sacrifices.'** If respects are duly paid in a 4raddha to a yogin led by 
a thousand Brahmins it is certain that he will lead his host and his 
entourage {bhoktfn) in crossing (the sea of life ?) as a boat afloat on the 
sea.'*® The story of the gift of silver (rajata~dana) is without an end 
and virtuous sons enable their ancestors to cross (the ocean of life ?) 
with the help of this kind of gift.'*' There is also a general statement 
that those who give, go to the world of gods and those who do not, 
go to hell.'** 

As in the case of rituals we find statements in the Purapa indicat¬ 
ing a low estimation of the spiritual value of dana. 

Brahmins at Tirthas : We find many tirthas mentioned in the Purana 
as being holy for the purpose of ^raddha. At one of such tirthas we are 
told of the existence of a sort of merito-metre 'dharmSdharma-pradariini 
tula) with which Brahmins are said to have measured the merits of 
a tirtha.'** At the holy place of Vayupura 18000 Brahmins—one-third of 
its total population—are said to have resided under the leadership of 
Matariivan. These Brahmins belonged to eleven gotras. This tirtha, 
it is asserted, is famous throughout the world.'** 

Brahmins and Recitations of Kathas, Gathas, etc.: There is an 
allusion in the Purana to recitation of a gatha by Brahmins on the family 
of king DevSvrdha.'** Their connection with the recitations of Kathas 
and Parana are, however, mentioned many times. He who listens and 
makes others listen to the story of the origin of creation from Brahmins, 
especially from yatis, at places of pilgrimage and temples, enjoys a long 
life and is, in due course, glorified in heaven due to purapSnufdrtana 
(i.e. recitation of a purana?).'*' One attains happiness by a regular 
attendance at a recitation of a purana.'*' Women, Sodras and Vai^yas 
are recommended to listen to the story of Dak§a-Siva conflict from the 
Brahmins for securing a place in Rudra-loka.'^^ Various merits are 
promised to the members of different vartjas if they listen to the 

127. Cf.W. 39-40 ; 95.3. 128. Cf. 79.14. 129. Cf. Chapters 79-80.. 
130. Cf.76.28. 131. Cf. 74. 1-2. 132. Cf. 81. 9. 133. Cf. 77. 73. 
134. Cf. No. 1422. App. 135. Cf.96. 13. 136. Cf.4.5-8. 
137, Cf.4.92. 138. Cf. 30.320-1. 
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story of how Siva came to be called Nllaka^itha (blue-necked).'” 
Similarly, one who listens to and repeats the account of the birth of 
Maruts is said to enjoy a long life.'” It is also meritorious and benefi- 
cial to listen to the account of the progeny of Kaiyapa in the assembly 
of learned Brahmins.'^' The Brahmin who repeats the account of 
Kfspa’s birth is also expected to be happy if he makes others listen to 
the same.'” 

Brahmins and Politics : The Purohita was one of the seven jewels 
of a paramount sovereign (cakravartin). The other six were: the 
Queen, the Commander-in-Chief, the Charioteer, Mantrin, Horse and 
Kalabha. These jewels were the very breathing spirit of kingship.'” 

The influence of the Purohita in matters of state apparent from 
the following instances. In the absence of the king, w'ho had retired to 
the forest, the sage Vasi^tha—who is here called yajyopddhySya—looked 
after the kingdom of Ayodhya and the royal seraglio. The enemies of 
Sagara repaired to Vasistha for protection and king Sagara allowed them 
their freedom on Vasistha’s advice.'” 

The Brahmins as a class also appear in the Purana as wielding 
some influence in political affairs. King Yayati had decided to conse¬ 
crate his youngest son Puru as the next ruler of the realm. This was, 
however, against ancient usage. The (representatives ? of the) people 
headed by Brahmins (Brahmapa-pramukha varpaft) lodged a formal 
protest against this to the king and advised him to follow the dharma by 
installing any of the elder sons on the throne. To this the king replied 
rather calmly, “All my elder sons have behaved disrespectfully towards 
me, while only the youngest son Puru had proved himself to be 
respectful and obedient. Besides there is the boon of the sage Sukra 
that only an obedient son should succeed me. There is also the con¬ 
sideration that Puru is acceptable to you {bhavato 'numato) and being 
your favourite prince he shall certainly be benevolent to you.'” Since 
the venerable sage Sukra had already ordained the matter through 
the boon, I am almost helpless to add any further explanation.” The 
Paura-jSnapadaS' were apparently satisfied and approved of the king’s 
choice.'” 

Brahmins versus Ksatriyas : King Trayyaruna of Ayodhya expelled 
his son Satyavrata at the instigation of his priest Vasistha and feeling 
disgust at his son’s behaviour retired to forest life. Satyavrata being 
thus in exile, Vasistha now looked after the affairs of state and also 
supervised over the royal seraglio. In the meanwhile famine stalked 
over the kingdom and it lasted for twelve ye^rs. During the period of 
this famine Satyavrata supported the family of ViivSmitra who was 

139. Cf. 54.111-6. 140. Cf. 67.135. 141. Cf.69.355. . 
142. Cf. 96.191. This sunu i* omitted io Ghe. 143. Cf. 57.70. 
144. Cf.M. 136>8. 145. C^,9ei|^pri>'‘d^triyakrtUl.s>a. 146. Cf. 93.15. S. 
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engaged in severe austerities. Though Vasistha.^vas the de facto ruler 
of the kingdom still he felt insecure in his position and appears to have 
had an inclination to instal Satyavrata on the throne.'*’ But it so 
happened that Satyavrata, partly through a spirit of revenge and partly 
because he could not get food elsewhere, killed the cow of Vasistha, 
The enraged sage condemned him to be called Triiahku (a man of three 
sins or stains). Vi^vamitra, after he had finished his penance, came to 
know of how Satyavrata had supported his family ; and it appears that 
he helped Satyavrata in his restoration.'** Tri^nku is then stated to 
have been elevated to heaven by Vidvamitra.'** 

The following factors in the narrative of Vena and Prthu should be 
noted :— 

(1) The Prajapati Ahga was born in the family of Atri. His son 
was Vena born of Sunitha, a daughter of Mrtyu whose vices seem to 
have tainted the character of Vena. 

(2) When Vena came to the throne he transgressed the injunctions 
of the Vedas and followed the path of adharma. In his reign sacrifices 
ceased to be performed and gods were without their drink of Soma in 
yajnas. He was even fanatically determined'®® to offer active resistance 
to the performance of rituals. He arrogantly asserted that he himself 
should be worshipped and offered oblations in sacrifices. 

(3) The sages, with Marici as their leader, approached him saying, 
“Vena, do not follow adharma ; this is not the eternal law. It has been 
promised by you that you would protect the people”.”' But Vena 
replied in scorn, “Who else is the creator of dharma ? ...Who can equal 
roe in power, penance, knowledge and truth ?... I am the sole master 
and disposer of the earth ...” 

(4) The great sages could not now control their anger. They 
seized him and ‘churned’ his left arm.'®* They then ‘churned’ his right 
arm and Prthu was born to the joy of all beings. The rivers and seas 
brought him jew'els. The lord Pitamaha, with gods, Angirasas, and the 
creatures of the world, consecrated Prthu as the first king {adiraja) of 
the world. An explanation of the word raj an (king) is then given. 
The king is called as such through the a€ection (anurdga) of his people. 

(5) Then comes the incident of the birth of Suta and Magadha in 
the yajna. The sages called upon them to sing of the glory of Prthu.'** 

147. Cf. abhifekfydmyaham rSjye...... . 
148. But here the test it not clear. There it also no clue as to how the reatoration 

wa« cfiected. 
149. Ka, Ga, Gha and lila omit this. There is, again, no description of the 

coofiict between ViivSmitrt and Vasittha. Cf. 88. 80-116. But it it only alluded to 
elsewhere (2. II) without any reference to Sstyavrata Tri^ftku. 

150. Cf. krUrS pma^M. 151. Cf. pOUiyity prtddUa iti toayA fOrvmk frotiinaadt, 
152. Fhr former details cf. No. 576 in 153. Cf. tUudMimk HtmdkS*a»> 
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They, however, replied, “We are accustomed to sing of gods and sages 
according to their achievements. Of the deeds of this king (i.e. Prthu) 
we know nothing that will enable us to praise him in suitable terms 
nor have we any indication (/<t^;ana) of the same.” The sages, how¬ 
ever, asked them to sing of such deeds of the king as he w’as destined 
to perform in future. The Suta and MSgadha praised the king 
according to the wishes of the sages. The king was pleased and offered 
the Anup.vde^a to Suta and the Magadha-deia to Magadha. Thence¬ 
forward are kings praised by Sutas and Magadhas. 

(6) This is then followed by the speech of sages in words such as 
“Let this king Vainya be our sustainer,” follow'ed by an acclamation of 
the people in words : “Sustain us, our lord.” 

(7) The king now proceeds to vanquish the earth, which in the 
form of a cow, pleads mercy. The king commands her to always 
sustain his people which'®^ the earth agrees to do. Henceforward is the 
earth known as Prthu’s daughter. 

(8) Last comes the incident of the ‘milching of the earth’ (prthvi- 
dohana) in which the earth is symbolized as the cow'. The king, gods, 
sages, yaksas, etc. partake in this ‘milching’ of the earth.'*® 

The facts about the Janamejaya and Gargya episode are as follows 

(a) He was the son of Pariksit and is also called Kaurava (i.e. a 
descendant of Kuru). 

ib) He hurt the son of Gargya.'®* Gargya seems to have cursed 
Janamejaya and as a result of this curse the famous chariot which Jana¬ 
mejaya had inherited from his ancestor Yayati w’as destroyed. The 
unfortunate king w'as also forsaken by the Paura-janapadas and thus he 
was never at rest.'*’ 

(c) The sage Indrota Saunaka purified him by oflSciating as a priest 
in a horse-sacrifice performed by him.'®* 

We find another account of the same king elsewhere :— 

(i) He supported the Vajasaneyika Brahmins. 

(ii) According to some versions of the PurSna,'®* Vai^ampayana is 
said to have cursed him, but the reason for this is not stated. 

(iii) He performed a^vamedha twice. 

(iv) He is here called the lord (? kharva) of the Aivakamukhyas, 
the Aiigas and of Madhyade^a. 

(v) It is further stated that he met his ruin through his quarrels 
with the Brahmins who installed his son Satanika on the throne.'** 

154. Cf. tcahjivaya prcjS nityath. 155. Cf. 62. 103 ff. 
156. The twme of thie son mtsht be Lohagendha, but the text here is very confusing. 
157. Cf. Pmmd^oopndais tyakto no ItVht iarma karhieit. 
158. Cf. 93.21-7., 159. As in Kha, Ghs and l^Ia. 160. 99,250-6. 
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While king PurQravas was ruling, the sages of the Naimija forest 
had started a sacrificial session which was to last for twelve years. It 
is said that even the jewels of the eighteen seas did not satisfy his greed. 
He came to know of the wealth of the sages when he happened to come 
to the place of the sacrifice in the course of his hunting expedition. He 
tried to force it away but the sages opposed him and killed him with the 
blades of Kuia grass. They then installed his son on the throne.’** 

Once upon a time the Sun-god in the guise of a Brahmin named 
Citrabhanu demanded from the king Kartavirya Arjuna the whole earth 
for alms. To effect this gift the king shot arrows which consumed with 
fire cities, villages etc., and also the hermitage of the sage Vasiffha 
Apava, probably son of Varuna. The sage was enraged and cursed the 
king that the Brahmin Rama would annihilate him.’** 

Brahmins and Education : Teaching (adhySpanay** was one of the 
three primary functions of a Brahmin as had been ordained by Brahma.’** 
The Suta says that the story of the birth of Prthu is not to be narrated 
to a person, i. e., a Brahmin, without a disciple.’*® A Brahmin without 
the knowledge of the Vedas was not to be invited for iraddha.*** 

There is an instance in the Purana of how the Vedic lore was trans¬ 
mitted from father to son. Jaimini was entrusted with the compila¬ 
tion of the Samaveda Saiiihita by his preceptor VySsa. He taught it 
to his son Sumantu, who in return transmitted the same to his son 
Sutvana. Sutvana further transmitted it to his son Sukarman."* 

Some glimpses of the intellectual activities of the Brahmins are 
offered from the following story of Janaka’s aivamedha: Thousands of 
sages had assembled for this sacrifice. The king desired to know as to 
who was the most learned amongst them and announced a highly cove- 
table prize for the most successful contestant in the debate. Yajna- 
valkya came forward to claim the prize but had an opponent in Deva- 
mitra Sakalya. The other sages had asked him many questions but he 
answered them easily. After some wordy warfare Sakalya.asked Yijfia- 
valkya some questions on kama and the latter answered them quite 
satisfactorily. Yajnavalkya in turn now asked his rival only one 
question on kSma ( kdmikath prainam) and warned him that death was 
waiting for him if he did not answer it. Sikalya was unable to answer 
and thus he courted death.’** 

There is a quaint reference to Brahmins preaching principles of 
atheism in the holy place of Gokarmi.'** 

l«t. Cf. 2.13-24; 1.1»-3. 
162. Some versions do not resd the nsme Apsva; Ka omits it altogether. 

Cf. 94.39. ff ■; 95.1-13. It should be noted that the patronymic Jimadagnya ia not 
mentioned in connection widt Kima. 
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166. Cf. 82.64. 167. Cf. 61.27. Kha and Oha emit this. 168. Cf. 60.35.^. 
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III. The K^atriyas 

The term K^attra is very often used in the Pura^a to denote the 
whole order of the Ksatriyas. King Hari^candra is referred to as the 
conqueror of the whole Ksattra.*^® Rima Jamadagnya is styled as the 
‘annihilator of the whole Ksattra’.”' Mahapadma conquered the whole 
Ksattra.’” Manu, a descendant of Iksvaku, is called the promoter of 
the Ksattra {Kfattra-pravartaka),^^ and the same is said of Devapi and 
Suvarcas elsewhere.”* Resides, we have expresfions such as MSnava 
Kfattra, Aila Kfattra,'” BdUya Ksattra,”* Rajeya Ksattra,'” 
Dharftaka Ksattra,'” etc., meaning the descendants of Manu, Hi, 
Bali, Raji, Dhrsta, etc., respectively. The compound word Brahma- 
Ksattra is also mentioned sometimes.”* The Ksattra of Iksvaku is said 
to have come to a close with Sumitra and that of Aila with Ksemaka.'*® 

The word Ksatriya meant a member of the order of Ksattra. Vasu- 
deva reminds Kaiiisa that a Ksatriya should not kill a woman.”’ The 
word K^triya is used in this sense in the Purina many times. But in 
the account of the origin of the varnas we find the word ‘K§atriya’ as 
signifying the class or order of Ksatriyas and the use of the word 
in this sense is equally observable in the Purina as in the case 
of K?attra.’“ 

There is, however, an interesting instance of Kartavirya Arjuna 
who is called Viidth patih, i. e., “lord of vii or people”,and the 
term rdjanya is very rarely used in the Purina.’** Even Sakas, Yavanas, 
Kimbojas, Palhavas, Piradas, Kalisparias, Mahifikas, Darvas, Colas 
and Khasas are mentioned as Kfatriya-ganas.’** 

Functions of the Ksatriya Order: To protect others was the 
primary duty of Ksatriyas.’** But to be more explicit Brahmi had 
ordained the following as their chief functions: (i) bala (soldiery ?), 
(ii? dan4a (government ?) and (iii) war.’*^ 

After Brahma had set up the virtas he proceeded to regulate the 
limits of the functions of the varnas. To protect others was the function 
he assigned to K^triyas and then functions of other varnas are men¬ 
tioned. When this did not work well he reiterated the same though 
more explicitly. Here too the functions of the Ksatriya order are 
mentioned first.'” 

170. Cf.88.120. 171. Cf, 98. 91. Omitted in Ch«. Cf. also. 99.449. 
172. Cf. 99. 328. Kha has Kaetra instead. 173. Cf. 88. 210. 174. Cf. 99. 438-40. 
Cf. also 28.27 9. 175. Cf.99.293. 176. Cf. 99. 28. 177. Cf. 92. 75. 
178. Cf.88.4. 179. Cf. 99.116; 99.2 8; 99. 246. etc. 180. Cf. 99. 431-3. 
181. Cf. 96.224. 182. Cf. 99.433; 99.442; 99.449; 91. 69; 91. 75; 91.91 etc. etc. 
183. Cf. 94, 39. 
184. Cf. 28.37, where Ketumat is called riianya but Gha and life read rSjan. 
185. Cf. 88.142-3. 81.126. ff. 186. Cf. 8. 162. 187. Cf. 8.169. 
188. Cf. 8. 162-70. 
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INTELLECTUAL ACTIVITIES OF THE K$ATRIYAS 

(i) The following kings are mentioned as being Brahmavidins in 
the Purana: 

(a) King Pururavas was Brahmavadin and Satyavadin.’** 

(b) Malina was the son of king Trasu and is called Brahmav3din. 
He had four sons of whom Dusmanta or Dusyanta was one.**® 
This Dusyanta^as the father of Bharata born of Sakuntala.’*’ 

(c) King Mitrajyoti s’** sons gave up the life of a householder and 
embraced the life of renunciation and having followed the life 
of yatis they finally achieved the brahmabhuya (i.e., unity with 
Brahman).'** 

(ii) Kings who retired to forest life and practised penance and 
yoga : 

(a) Brhada^va installed his son Kuvala4va on the throne and entered 
forest-life. Once it so happened that the sage Uttanka was 
disturbed by a demon Dhundhu (who also was practising pen¬ 
ance) in the course of his austerities. Uttaiika approached 
Brhada^va (who had now embraced forest-life) for redress of his 
grievances. Brhada^va replied, “I had already given up my 
arms’** but my son Kuvala^va will see to the matter”. He is 
also called a rajarsi.’*® 

(b) Trayyaruna and (c) Visvamitra are already mentioned. 

(d) Vasudeva had two sons : Pundra and Kapila. Of these, Pun^ra 
became king and Kapila retired to forest-life.'** 

(e) Brahma once granted some boons to king Bali according to 
which he was expected to be a great yogin and a master of the 
principles of dharma and artha.'** 

(f) Manu was the son of Sighra of the Iksvaku line.’** In the 19th 
prayuga (?) he is said to have resorted to yoga.’** 

(g) King Nahusa had five sons of whom Saihyati was one. He 
became a muni and having desired for emancipation became 
finally united with Brahman.**® 

(h) After installing his youngest son Puru on the throne Yaylti 
entered forest-life and practised penance on the BhrgutuAga. 
He is styled as rajarsi.*®’ 

189. C£. 91.4; 91.2, 190. Cf^ Kha and Gha have Dufkanta. 
191. Cf. 99.1J2-5. 192. Cf. according to Ga Afitradyati. 193. Cf. 93. 5-6. 
194.J C£. rajstptknyatt&ioitro ’hant. 195. Cf, 88 32-45. 
196. Cfw96. 183. 197. Cf. 99. 30-2. 
198. Cf. Khi and Gha nil him Mara at one place. 199. Cf. 88> 210. 
200. Ct- Samyitir. mekum dttkSya irahmabMUo 'Maoaa w«i#; 93.14. 
201. Cf. 93 102. 
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(i) King Pratfpa had three sons, viz., Devapi, Saihtanu and VShllkS. 
Devipi entered forest-life as he was in earnest about dhairma 
(dharma-paripsaya^. He became a muni, and the upadhy&ya of 
Devas.*” 

There is another reference to Paurava King Devipi who is said td 
have resorted to yoga. He is here called the promoter of K^ttra 
(Kfattra-prSvartaka).*^^ 

(iii) The Rijarsi Kings ; Two lists of Rajar^i kings occur in the 
Puri^. The first list, which does not profess to be exhaustive, gives 
the following names of RSjarsi kings:—Priyavrata, Uttanapada, Dhruva, 
Medhathhi, Sumedhas, Virajas, Sankhapada, Praclnabarhis, Parjanya 
and Havirdhana, etc. They are said to have practised penance.^*** 
The second list, which too does not purport to be exhaustive, 
mentions the following royal sages:—Vi^vamitra, Maihdhata, 
Saifakiti, Kapi, Purukutsa, Satya, IRthu (?), Arsti^na, Ajami^ha, 
Kaksiva, Smjaya, Rathitara, Rundha and Visnuvrddha, etc. They are said 
to have accomp^shed sage-hood through austerities. They are also 
styled as Kf&tropeta dvijatayah.^^^ The names of the royal sages 
scattered about in the Purina are already mentioned. 

Some of these kings, of whom we have more information from the 
Purana, have been noted below :— 

(1) Ambaiisa: The Vayu Purana mentions tw'o Ambari^as of 
whom one was a son of NabhSga*®* and the other that of Mimdhata.*®’ 
In these references to the king we do not find the epithets rijarsi 
used, though the name occurs in one of the above lists. 

(2) Ajami^ha: There are two Ajamidhas mentioned in the PurSt>a. 
One of themi was a son of Somaka. He was probably the grandfather 
of Drupada. His wife, by name Oh&min!, is said to have practised 
severe austerities for a hundred years I Here Ajamidha is not called 
rajar?i.“* The other Ajamidha was a son of Hastin, who founded the 
city of Hastiidipura. This Ajamidha had three wives. One of them, 
Keiini, gave birth to Ka^fha whose descendants were the Ka^thayana 
dvijas. His other wife, Nilini, gave birth to Nila. Mudgala was a 
great-great-grandson of this Nila. The descendants of Mudgala were 
known as the Maudgalya Brahmins who were Ksatriya Brahmins.*®* This 
Ajamidha also is not mentioned as a rajar^i. But his name occurs 
in the list of rSjar$i si^es. 

(3) Divodlsa: Divodlsa is mentioned as a son of Badhyaiva.**® 
He is mentioned at another place as the king of Virapasi. He wks the 

202. Cf. 90.234-6. 203. Cf. 99.437-40. m. Cf. 57.121-3. 
205. Cf. 91.114-18. 206. Cf.88.6. 207. Cf. 88. 71-2. 208. Cf. 99. 209-12. 
209. Cf. 99.166-200. Biit l4a omitt&it piece of information about the Maudgalyaa. 
210. Cf. 99.200-1. 
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son of Ketumat. A story is narrated of the destruction of the' city of 
Vlri^asI and of the founding of another city by Divodasa on the river 
GomatL*" Here Divodasa is mentioned as rSjarsi. 

(4) Kaksivat: He is said to have been born of .Dirghatamas 
through a Sudra maid>servant of king Bali. He is called a BrahmavSdin. 
He practised severe austerities and through^ these achieved brahmin- 
hood.*'* But nowhere in this account is Kaksivat called a rajar?i though 
his name occurs in the above lists. 

(5) MSmdhata : He was the son of Yuvanaiva. He is said to have 
been bearing a corpus (tanuh) of Visnu. He had three sons, viz., Pura- 
kutsa, Arabarlsa and Mucukunda. The grandson of Ambarisa was 
Harita after whom the Harita Brahmins—who were Ksatriya Brahmins— 
were known.*'* Visnuvrddha was a descendant of Purukutsa. The 
Vi§nuvrddha Brahmins (?)—who too were Ksatriya Brahmins—were 
known after this Visnuvrddha. The term rajar^i, however, does not 
occur in the narration. Another reference makes Mariidhita an incarna¬ 
tion of Visnu.*'* 

(6) Prthu Vainya and (7) Purukutsa are already mentioned. 

(8) Rathitara: Rathitara was a great-grandson of Ambarifa, son 
ofNabhaga. After him the Rathitaras, who were Ksatriya Brahmins, 
came to be so called.*'® The epithet rajarsi does not occur in con¬ 
nection with Rathitara. 

(9) Samkrti, (10) Janaka, (11) Brhada^va and (12) Yayati are men¬ 
tioned above. 

(13) Janamejaya; Rajarsi Janamejaya was the son of Purarojaya.*'® 

(14) Kapi: The ancestor of Kapeya Brahmins. 

(15) Vi^vamitra: In these accounts he is not called a rijarfi, 
though his name occurs first in the list of rSjarsis. 

. (iv). Ksatriyas and Vedic Learning : Sagara had his education in 
the hermitage of the sage Aurva who taught him the Vedas and the 
iSs/rar.*'* King Ku5a had four sons who were well-versed in the 
Vedas.*'* Va^is|ha, a descendant of Iksviku, was a disciple of a grand¬ 
son of Jaimini. He was we 11-versed in 105 saihhitas. Yajnavalkya 
learnt from him (? ).*'* King Krta, a descendant of Puru, was a 
disciple of Hiranyanabhi Katithuma. He compiled the twenty-four 
Simans which are known as the pracya simans of Kyta.**® The sanae 
fact is referred to in the account of the compilation of the Sima-veda.**' 

211. CLNo. 1403 inApp.; 92.20S. 212. Cf. 99.67-94. 213. Cf. 88.65-75. 
214. Cf. 98. 90. Gha omita this. 215. Cf.88.6-7. 
216. Cf. 99.15. Ga omits this, 217. Adkyipya veda-idsIrS^: Si. . 
218. Ve^vtareasa^: 91.62. Gba reada dificrently. 219. Cf. te. 206*8. 
230, SmrtSs u prdcyanSmami^ Kirtd yd««d« tu SimagS^t 99.189-91. 
221. Cf.61.44. 
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The following names of persons, who are known as kings- elsewhere 
in the PurSpa, occur in the list of mantravadin sages : Vltahavya. Pilhu 
Vainya and Divodasa.*** 

The names of Purukutsa, Mamdhata, Aitibarl^a, Yuvanaiva Pauru- 
kutsa, Trasadasyu, Ajamidha, Rsabha, Bali and Pmda^va occur in the 
list of mantrakrt sages.“* Most of the kings who bore these names 
have already been noted above. 

A gath6 which purports to have been sung by the great king Yayati 
is actually handed down to us by the Purana.**^ 

Ksatriya-Brahmin Relations 

(A) Ksatriya Brahmins : The expression ‘Ksatropeta dvijatayah’ 
occurs many times in the genealogical lists ot the Purarta in connection 
with kings after whom these twice-born (dvijatayah) were named. 

Of such Brahmins the following are mentioned in the Purana : 

(a) Kanthayana-dvijas. They belonged to the pakfa of Ahgirasas. 

(b) Maudgalyas, (c) Haritas and (d) Visnuvrddhas. They are in¬ 
cluded in the list of the fifteen paksas of the Ahgirasas.^*’ 

(e) Rathitaras : They were known as Ahgirasas and are also 
included in the list of the fifteen paksas of Ahgirasas.*** 

(f) Gagras, (g) Kapis and (h) Samkritis: Vitatha Bharadvaja had 
a son Bhuvamanyu w’ho had four sons, viz., Brhatksattra, 
Mahavirya, Nara and Gagra.*** The descendants of Gagra were 
known after him as the Gagra Ksatriya Brahmins. Mahavirya 
had a great-grandson named Kapi whose descendants also were 
known as Ksatriya Brahmins. Nara’s son was Saihkfti after 
whom the Samkrti Ksatriya Brahmins w’ere so called. All of 
these Ksatriya Brahmins belonged to the paksas of Ahgirasas.*** 
The Gargyakas and Samkrtikas are mentioned elsewhere as 
paksas of the Ahgirasas.*** 

(i) Saradvatas: ^atananda, a great sage, had a son named Krpa 
through an apsaras. Krpa seems to have been brought up by 
the king Saihtanu. Satananda was a descendant of Mudgala 
referred to in connection with king Ajamidha. The des¬ 
cendants of Krpa, son of Satananda, were probably known as 
Siradvatas. It appears that they were called also l^tsthyas 
and Gautamas. They embraced the stock of the Bhargavas.*** 

(j) Maitreyas: Mitrayu was a son of King Divodasa. His 
descendants were the Maitreyas who were also Ksatriya 
Brahmins following the stock of the Bhargavas.*®' 

222. Cf.».96-7. 223. Cf. 59.99. 224. Cf. 93.94-101. 225. C£.6S. 107. 
226. 6S. 106. 227. SlsGarg.. 228. Cf. 99. 157-64, 229, Cf.65. 106. 
230. 99. 204-«. 231. 99.206-8. 



(k) and daonakas. (I) King Sutahotn had three slina, 
viz;>|^Ka^ar Sala and Ortsatnada. Sala had a son Arf^tfet^a 
after whom the Arftiseiias—who were K$atriya Brahinins>— 

, were so called. Gftsamada had a son Sunaka after whom the 
^aunakas—^who too were Ksatriya Brahmins—^were so called.*** 

(m) Kauiikas: They were known after Viiv&mitra, son of king 
Gadhi. Many gotras of the Kaudikas are mentioned in the 
PurStia. It is stated that Vi^vamitra was also known by the 
name of Vi^varatha.*** 

(B) Kratriya^Brahmin Marriages : In the following references we 
find the Ksatriyas related to Brahmins through matrimonial ties : 

(a) DevaySnl, wife of king Yayati, was a daughter of the sage 
Sukra.*** 

(b) The wife of Jamadagni was RenukSi also called Kamall. She 
was a daughter of the king Suvenu, a descendant of Iksvaku.*** 

(c) The BhSrgava ^cika had a wife named Satyavali who was 
the daughter of king Gadhi.*** 

(d) Ahalya was a daughter of the king Badhyaiva, whose son was 
Divodasa. This Ahalya was the wife of the sage Satinanda 
whose descendants were known as the Saradvatas.*** 

(e) Kamya was a daughter of the Prajapati Kardama. She was 
given in marriage to king Priyavrata. She gave birth to sons 
who promoted the order of Ksattra.*** 

(f) Vasistha had a daughter Pundaritu who was the queen of 
Pandu.*** 

The last two instances occur in genealogical narrations of the sages. 

(C) Brahmins appointed to raise issues for Ksatriyas : This ques¬ 
tion has been treated at length in the following chapter. 

(n) K^triya adopting a Brahmin as Son : Bharadvaja was bom of 
an illicit connection of Brhaspati with Mamata, wife of Aiija,*** Brhas- 
pati’s brother. The new-born child was exposed to the care of nature 
by the parents. The Maruts are said to have brought up the child.**' 
When king Bharata performed the Marut-Soma sacrifice for a son, the 
Mamts were pleased and gave Bharadvija to the king (probably by way 
of adoption ?). This Bharadvaja was known as Vitatha Bharadvaja. He 
was known as having two fathers and was called dtnmukhySyana.**^ 
Being first a Brahmin be later became a Ksatriya.*** He continued the 
royal line of Bharata.*** 

232. Cf.92. 3-6. 233. Cf.91.93ff. 234. C£. 93. 72. 235. Cf. 91.89-90. 
236. Cf.91.65ff. 237. Cf. 99. 201-6. 238. Cf. 28.27-9. 
239. Cf. 28.34-5. 240. Kht.Viifa. 241. This it osoitted in I^a. 
242. Cf. dtdmiAhydyanaiiSmS sa tmrto dvi-pitera{trha)t hi mrf. 
243. Cf. BrOhmapydt Kfotriyo ‘bhevat. 244* Cf. 99.142-58. 



IV. The Vai§ya8 

The Pur3^ does not give much information on the Vai^yas. In the 
cosmic account of the origin of the varmis they are represented as being 
born of BrahmI’s belly. They are said to be without any means of 
protection UAalah) following agricultural pursuits.**’ The important 
functions assigned to them by the Creator are : cattle-breeding (p&su- 

ttade (v£t»yya) and agriculture ikrfi)’*^ In the Treta age the 
VaUyas (or Vi6) followed the Ksatriyas**’ which was expected of them in 
an ideal state of varna^rama. 

Their relation with the king was that they expected protection from 
the latter. King Yayati served them with protection.”’ King Prthu, 
who was revered by them, is called their sustainer {vfttidala)}** King 
Kartavlrya Arjuna is called the lord of the Vai^yas (i.e. the people ?) 
(cf. vii&th patih) and the same is the description of his son Jayadhvaja in 
the Avantis (?).”° The expression viiam patih is also used elsewhere 
but there it means a vaiiya leader and not a king.”' 

A benedictory stanza shows that their attention was mainly 
focussed on wealth and profit.”* Dealers in liquor, milk, fiesh, lac, 
perfumes, etc., are condemned to hell*” and the same lot is assigned to 
a dealer in horses.*” Uncomplimentary references about them occur 
in the description of the conditions at the end of the Kali age. All 
will be like traders (va^ijakah) in this age.*” But it is also asserted 
that during this period they will be extinct along with the K^triyas.*” 
The Dvapara age is called as their age (vaiiya-yuga ).*” They are 
recommended with Sudras and women to attend a recitation of the story 
of Daksa-Biva conflict for a place in Rudraloka.*” They are also 
mentioned as residing in the city of Campavati with the Brahmins 
and K^triyas engaged in the worship of Visijiu.”* 

V. The Sodras 

In the cosmic account of the origin of the four orders of society 
the Madras are represented as having arisen out of the two feet of tfaie 
Creator. In the first account of their origin elsewhere, they are des¬ 
cribed as a powerless, miserable and timid people always engaged 
in servile occupations.*” But when the Creator revised the whole 
scheme of social functions he assigned them craftmanship and manual 

245. ISnSiSvrttiadhaka^. 246. Cf.8.164-<0. 247. Cf. 57.51-2. 
248. Cf.93.66. 249. Cf.63.10. 250. Cf. 94.39 ; 94 50. 
2SI. Cf.S7. 50. 252. Cf. 100.246; only in cf. also 54. 111. 
253. Cf. 101. 162. 254. Cf. 101. 154. 255. Cf.58.51. 
2S6. €f.S8.38. 257. Cf.78.36. 258. Cf. 30.320-1. 
259. Cf. 99.106-7 bm dita information it not found in Gha and l9a. 
260. Cf. htmOoi ta dfovoMtii «a ptricaryiin$ y* ratift $» i0dri$k$ 

afnntmM’tntaft* 
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labour as tl'eir chief functions.*** Elsewhere they are treated as 
dependents of the first three classes.*** 

In the story of Prthu in which the first three vari^as are recommend* 
ed to pay homage to the king Prthu they are not referred to at all ;*** 
but in connection with the king Yayati they are mentioned as being 
distinct from the Dasyus. The king entertained the Sodras with favour 
and the Dasyus with proper supervision.**^ These two references are 
probably indicative of their place in politics. But we have the instance 
of Mahapadma in the Purapa to show how a Sudra can raise himself in 
political sphere. King Mahanandin had a son Mahapadma through a 
Sudra (maid-servant or wife ?). This Mahapadma destroyed the power 
of all the Kfatriyas and was the sole ruler of the world. After him all 
the kings were Sudras.*** 

The sage Dirghatamas had two sons, viz., Kaksivat and Caksus 
through a SQdra maid servant of king Bali. Kaksivat practised severe 
austerities and achieved the status of a Brahmin (brShma^yath 
praptavan). The king Bali at first claimed both the sons of this maid¬ 
servant as his sons but Dirghatamas set the claim aside.**• Pfsadhra, son 
of-Vaivasvata Manu, ate the fiesh of his preceptor’s cow. The sage 
Cyavana cursed him to become a Sudra.**^ These two accounts are 

. sGggestive of the social position of the ^dras. In the description of 
the city of Vayupura they number twice as much as the Brahmins in the 
composition of the city’s population.*** They are also mentioned with 
Vai^yas and women who were recommended to listen to the story of 
Dak^-Siva conflict from the Brahmins for a place in the Rudraloka.*** 
In the Treta age they were supposed to have behaved in the footsteps 
of the Vaidyas.*™ 

In the picturesque description of the conditions prevailing at the 
end of the Kali age many uncomplimentary remarks are passed about 
them. The Kali age is the age of Sudras.**'* 

A reference to Ajivas, who were a class of artisans, is found in the 
Purana. They are said to have their origin in the contamination of the 
varnas and Pi^icas were regarded as their deities. Are they to be 
included in the order of the Sudras ?*” There is again a story of the 
-destruction of the city of Vlranasl in which a barber named Mafikana is 
shown to be installing ah image of Gape& Kfemaka, an attendant of 
iSiva, at t^ city-gates. This deity Gapeivara became a favourite object 
of worship especially for women who desired male progeny.*” 

Sodra also occurs as a name of a country in northern BhSratavaifa. 

261. .Cf.'8. 165-71. 262. Cf. 7.27. 263. Cf. 63.6-10! 2«. Cf. jj. 66. 
265. Cf. 99.326-9. 266. Cf. 99.67-94. 26?. Cf. 86. 1-2. 
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VI. The Dastus or DAsas 

Words such as Dasyus or Dasas occur sometimes in the Purana. 
We have seen above in connection with king Yayati how the Dasyus 
were regarded as distinct from the Sudras. That king Yayati enter¬ 
tained’ ianuranjan) them with due control and supervision indicates 
that probably they were a people of wild habits. When Satyavrata 
killed the cow of Vasistha the latter took it that the exiled prince 
had followed the dharma of the Dasyus.”* This leads us to infer that , 
the Dasyus were a people who were accustohaed to steal cows. 
There is another important fact which should be noted in this connec¬ 
tion. This Satyavrata was condemned by his father to follow the ways 
of a &vapaka, i. e. the life of a tribe who ate the flesh of dogs (?)”® and 
it is said that Satyavrata did follow the ways of these people as was 
commanded by his father.”* Budha, father of Pururavas, is thrice 
mentioned as “the best amongst the annihilators of the Dasyus” ,*” 

The Dasyus were also regarded as distinct from the various jatis of 
Mlecchas. In the Ku^tdvipa there were no Dasyus nor the various Jatis 

of Mlecchas.*” 
Satyavati, the daughter of a fisherman, is called Daseyi. The sage 

Fara^ara had a son born of her. This son was none else than the famous 
viprarfi Vyasa who is said to have arranged the four Vedas in the 28th 
Dvapara age. Satyavati later became the wife of King Saihtanu and had 
two sons.*” She is also referred to in the genealogical lists as daseyi}^ 

Slavery and Slave-trade : A reference to the twelve-year famine 
has been made above in connection with the story of Satyavrata 
Tri4anku. At this time, Vi^vamitra was practising severe penance. 
Being severely affected by the famine, the wife of Vi^vamitra tied a 
string (?) to the neck of her middle-most son and sold him for a price 
of hundred cows so as to enable her to support the rest of her 
children.**' Satyavrata, the exiled prince, appears’to have been present 
at the transaction and he effected the emancipation of the child and 
himself undertook to look after the family of Viivamitra. He did this 
partly with a view to please Vi4vamitra and partly through pity.*** 

The prize which king Janaka announced to the learned winner 
in bis Aivamedha included, among other things, such as cows, gold, 
etc., slaves also.*** 

274. Cf. Dasyudharmam gato dfftvd: 8S. 104-5. 275. Cf. 88. 82. 
276. Cf. 88. 84. 277. Cf. Dasyuhantama s 89. 37-42. 
278. Cf. 49. 55. 279. Cf. 73. 16-20. 280. Cf.99, 241. 
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CHAPTER II 

WOMAN AND MARRIAGE 

I. Woman 

Estimation of Women : It is prophesied that at the end of the Kali 
age—which is pictured as a repository of all vices—women will out¬ 
number men.' It should be noted in this connection that this age 
is described as being essentially an age of Sudra influence. Women 
are classed with Vai^yas and Sodras and are advised to listen to the 
story of Dak§a-Siva conflict for a place in Rudra-loka.* 

When king YaySti requested his son Druhya to accept his old age the 
latter replied, "Not an elephant, not a horse, not a chariot nor a woman 
does an old man enjoy."’ Yayati himself later expressed a similar 
sentiment mentioning women with food, gold and cattle to show as 
if they were articles of enjoyment.’ The queen of a cakravartin is 
considered as being one of his seven select jewels (atiiaya-raln&ni) 
the other six being chariot, discus, jewel (mapi), treasury, horses 
and elephant.’ Vasudeva (father of Krspa) had thirteen wives of 
whom two are mentioned as paricarikas.* A reciter of the prayer to 
Siva, it is expected, goes to heaven, after his death, being surrounded 
by a thousand damsels,’ and the meritorious return for a generous 
donor in draddha is that many beautiful maid-servants {nSryah) will be 
at his command.* 

King Jylmagha had captured a girl in a victorious war and when 
he went home he told his wife that he had brought her a daughter-in- 
law. But Jyamagha had no son and his wife reminded him of that. 
The king however retorted that a son that would be born would 
marry her.* 

Her Status as Wife : Statements in praise of sexual purity occur 
in the Purina. Men in the Uttara-Kuru land did not associate them¬ 
selves with the wives of others.'* One of the evil features of the future 
Kali-age is that men will be addicted to others' wives." But cases 
of 'illicit' sexual intercourse occur in the Purina. 

It is said that the wives of Nirayana, Indra, Vi^u (?), SQrya, and 
V^asi^ha never forsake them. They follow their husbands in all their 
rebirths in the different Kalpas.'^ By listening to the story of hdw 

1. Cf. purufSlpam bakuitrikam yugintt paryupasthite : 58.52. 2. Cf. 30. 320-1. 
3. Cf. M g(^a$h na ra&unh ndivath JirpP bhuikte na ea ttriyam; 93. <<1. 
4. Cf. 93.95-6. 5. Cf.S7.68 
6. Cf. 96.161. Khs, Ga and ^a: pmitSrakis. 7. Cf. 30.316. 
8. Cf.80.36. 9. Cf. 95.33-5. 10. Cf.45.20. 

n. 5*. 51; 58. $7. 12. Cf. 30. 72-3. 
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Siva came to be known as Nllakantha a wife is said to secure a male 
child and a girl a virtuous husband.’’ This was probably an ideal held 
out to women. Without the knowledge of her husband, Saihjna, the 
wife of Vivasvat, had gone to her father’s place but he advised her 
to go home and be dutiful.” 

There are, however, certain incidents which suggest that wives 
were loved and respected. Sat!, wife of Siva, was dearer to him than 
life,” and it is at her instigation that Siva effected the destruction of 
Dakfa’s sacrifice.'* In the genealogical lists we have an instance of 
king Jyamagha who had no son but still he did not marry again for one.” 

Her Status as Mother : Vivasvat had two wives of whom the first 
gave birth to Manu and Yama. The second wife, Savarpa, ill-treated 
Manu and Yama. Manu suffered all the insults with patience but Yama 
did not bear them and once he kicked his step-mother who being en¬ 
raged at this rude behaviour cursed him. Yama complained against 
this to his father Vivasvat but was told that there w'as no remedy 
against a mother’s curse.'* 

The story of how Garutmat forced away amtta from the custody 
of gods for the sake of his mother is also alluded to in the geographical 
chapters of the Purina.’* 

Immunity from Capital Punishment: Once it so happened that 
Visnu killed the mother of Kivya. Bhrgu became so angry at this 
outrageous act of Visnu that he cursed him that he would be bom seven 
times as a mortal on the earth. The expression strivadha is here used 
to signify heinous crime which particularly upset the temper of Bhrgu.** 
When king Pfthu proceeded to vanquish the Earth, the latter, in 
the form of a cow, pleaded ; ‘Tn all the ages of mankind, women are 
deemed to be free from infliction of death.”*' But the dutiful king 
set aside the plea on the ground that for many, one may be allowed to 
suffer.** When Kaihsa drew his sword and was about to kill his sister 
Devakl, Vasudeva intervened and reminded him that it was improper 
for him, as a K^atriya, to kill a woman.** King Mulaka was afraid 
of Rima and that is why he always kept himself surrounded by 
women.** This suggests that women were free from molestation. 
The same appears to have been the reason why the Asuras fled to the 

13. Ct.gwrvipt IttVua* ptttrath kanyd tindatisotpatim: 52.112. 
14. Cf. 84. 44-8. 15. Ct. prdifair api prlySmi 39. \27. 
16. Cf.(30.120S.;cf.*l$oNo. 1403 App.) 17. Cf.95. 32. 
18. Cf. m iakyam utanmitkyi M karimk mSttir vatat tava: 84. 53-60. 
19. Cf.No.989App. 20. Cf, 97.137-42. 
21. Ct. madkjHi ta stHyak P'^kkm tiiryag.jmd~ialefvapi. 22. Cf. 62.159-41. 
23. Cf. 96.224. According to Kha i improper for • Kfatriya to kilt bis aistar and 

according to Cha: to kilt a woman unnaceaaarily. 
24.. Cf. *8.171-9. 
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protection of the Another of Kavya which led to the incident of her 
murder by Vi§nu and subsequently to the curse of Bhrgu mentioned 
above.** One of the evil features of the Kali age is that strivadha will 
be very common during this period. 

Women and Higher Studies : There are many instances of women 
practising penance and yoga. The sister of Bfhaspati, though a married 
woman—being the wife of Prabhasa,—is called brahmacSrini** and had 
accomplished yoga.^’’ Samjna, the wife of Vivasvat, practised austeri¬ 
ties in the Sadvala forest.** SatarQpa, the female portion of Brahma, 
practised severe penance and secured a husband in Svayaihbhuva Manu, 
the male portion of Brahma.** In the geographical chapters, we find a 
reference to penance being practised by Uma, the wife of Siva, on the 
Kailasa mountain.** Diti, too, practised severe austerities in a forest 
to secure a son who would be the annihilator of Indra*' and all the 
wives of Ka^yapa are called brahma-vadinis.** ^ 

Similar instances occur in the genealogical lists. The unfortunate 
king Bahu, who had lost his kingdom, entered a forest and practised 
austerities with his wife. This Bahu was the father of Sagara.** The 
two wives of king Sagara pleased the sage Aurva** through their penance.** 
DhQmini, the wife of king Ajami^a, had practised severe austerities 
for a hundred years.** 

Seclusion of Women : When queen Ke^inl, the wife of Sagara, was 
asked by the sage Aurva to select a boon she did so in the assembly of 
kings (nTpa-samsadi).^^ The wives of gods were present at the sacrifice 
performed by Daksa and received sound drubbing from the Rudras who 
raided the sacrifice.** On another occasion of a sacrificial performance 
Brahma happened to lose his self-control at the beauty of the wives and 
daughters of gods, who were then present, and his semen fell on the 
earth.** Soma had seduced Tars, the wife of Brhaspati. During this 
period Tara was pregnant and later gave birth to a son. The gods asked 
her as to who w'as the father of the child. But Tara did not reply 
through bashfulness.** All these instances suggest that women could 
move freely in society. 

But in a passage on the construction of forts we have a reference to 
Kumarlpura as the fort of an artificial kind (krtrima durga),*' From this 
bare mention of Kumarlpura it is difficult to say w’hetlier seclusion of 
women is implied. 

25. Cf. 97. 127 ff. ' 
26. Kha, Ga, Gha and lila : brahtr.ai'&dini, 27. Yoga.‘siddh& 66.27-8. 
28. Cf. No. 108J in App. 29. Cf. 10. 9-12. 30. Cf. No. 469 in App. 
3i. Cf. 67, 88-95. 32. Cf.65.118. 33. Cf. 88.129. 
34; Kha and Gha ! Crvii. 35. Cf.88. lSS-8. 36. Cf.99. 212. 
37. Cf, 88. lSS-8, 38. Cf. 30. 134. 39. Cf. 65. 29>;3!1. 
40. Cf. 90.39-40, 41, Cf. 8.109. 
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The Suttee: King Bahu who had lost his kingdom and was 
practising austerities in a forest died of old age and his wife, a Yadava 
princess (Fadapf),—who was at that time pregnant—made preparations 
for the funeral pyre and set fire to it. While proceeding to ascend it, 
the Bhargeva Aurva dissuaded her from this act of self-immolation 
“through pity”." It appears that Aurva arrived at the place just at the 
time when she was about to enter the fire. The fact of her pregnancy 
and her husband’s death in unfortunate circumstances are the points 
to be noted in this connection. The sage Aurva might have had 
these considerations in his mind when he “through pity’’ dissuaded her 
from her act of self-immolation. Assuming that this was so, one has 
to admit that the sage Aurva would not have acted in the manner he 
did but for the considerations referred to above. 

Matronymics and the Matriarcl\ate : There are many instances of 
matronymical names in the Purana. Simhika was a wife of the Asura 
Vipracitti and had fourteen sons who were called Sairhhikeya Asuras." 
They hated the Brahmins." The Paulomas and the Kalakeyas, who 
were Dinavas, were known after their mothers Puloma and Kalaka 
respectively." Alamba, Utkaca, Kj-s^a, Nirfta, Kapila, Siva,_and Keiini 
were the seven sisters after whom the ganas of Raksasas, viz., Alambeyas, 
Autkaceyas, Karsneyas, Nairrtas, Kapileyas, Saiveyas, (and Kedinis ?) 
were respectively called." Iravatl vras a Raksas! being the daughter of 
KrodhI. She gave birth to a son who was called after her name." 
Agnika, Kambal§, and Vasumati were the three sisters after whom the 
three classes of Gandharvas, viz., Agneyas, Kambaleyas and Vasumatl- 
sutas were so called." ViSala, a Yaksa, had four Apsaras as wives, 
viz., Loheyl, Bharata, Kr^angi** and Vi^ala whose descendants were 
respectively known as Loheyas, Bhatateyas, Kriahgeyas and Vi^aleyas. 
Thus are these four ganas of Yaksas well-known in the Purana." 
The Sauparpeyas were the descendants of Supar^a, the Kadraveyas 
of KadrQ, and the Kha^ayas of Kha^a." Garu^t is mentioned as 
Vainateya" and Taksaka as Kadraveya." 

The other instances of matronymics are : Vi^ve Devas after Vi^va, 
the wife of Dharma;" Sadhyas, a class of Devas, after SSdhya;" Savarna 
Manu after Savarpa.” Ai^a (or Aila) Pururavas is the only matronymic 
found in the genealogical lists. 

The sage Ka^yapa said to his wife Kha^, a Rak^si, about her 
newly-born sons, “A son is devoted to his maternal uncle and a 

42. Cf, SS tu bhartui eitihh krtvS vahniih tath tamtuohoyat Awvat tSm IhSrgavo 
dfttvS kOmtfySil vinyavartayat; for "vaknim Ka has “vahmuak”; 88. 129-33.. 

43. Cf. 88.17-9.- 44. Cf, tarvt brahma-4vi(ai ta U 68. 21. 45. Cf. 68.23-7. 
-46. Q..69. 170S, 47. Cf, lrdvatySf^ tMo yatmSii tatmad Air4vaU>tmTUtlfb%lVy-\. 

. 48. Cf. 69. 20-3. 49. Kha, Gha and i^a's 50. Cf. 69;. 14-7. 
51. Cf, 69.67-79. 52. Cf. 1.137. S3. Cf.39. 54. 54. Cf.76. 3. 

Cf.66.3-4. 56. Cf<88.52, 57. Gf.9ia8;91.22;al«i2.20. 
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daughter to her paternal ancestors; a son generally inborits the character 
of his mother..your sons have followed the conduct and disposition 
of their maternal uncle.”** 

II. Marriage 

Promiscuity: The following episodes in the Pui€pa should be 
noted in this connection : 

(a) After performing a rajasQya sacrifice^' Soma, the eponymous 
ancestor of the lunar race, had become too much possessed of his 
power and glory. Lost to all sense of modesty, he seduced 
T3ra, wife of the Adgiras Brhaspati, inspite of the opposition of 
the Ahgirasas.** The gods and sages requested Soma to allow 
Tara to go to her husband but Soma did not yield. This eventu¬ 
ally resulted in a terrible war in which Rudra took sides with 
Brhaspati. The Danavas, too, took part in the battle, which is 
mentioned as being TaraJiatnayam.*^ Brahma, however, effected 
a compromise and he himself led Tara to her husband Brhaspati. 
Tara was pregnant at this time and gave birth to a soli. The 
Suras asked her as to whose child it was and after many 
entreaties she told Brahma that Soma was the father of the child. 

(b) Budha, son of Soma, invited Ila for cohabitation and their issue 
was Pururavas.*' 

(c) Before entering into conjugal relations with king PurQravas, the 
Apsaras Urva4i had made an agreement with him that he should 
not be seen naked except at the time of intercourse.'* She 
expressly laid it down that any breach of this condition meant 
her immediate separation from him. She also used to keep two 
goats—her pets—at her bedside.The Gandharvas, however, 
became very uneasy about her long absence from the svarga. 
They commissioned Vi^vavasu to effect her separation from 
PurCiravas. At the night-time, Vi^vavasu went to Pratifthana, 
where the king resided with his beloved, and stole away one of 
the goats. Urva^l told the king of what had happened but the 
king, who was then naked, did not do anything for fear of break¬ 
ing the agreement. The Gandharvas came a second time and 
took away the second goat. Urvaii again raised an alarm and 
said to the king that her two pets were forced away from her. 
At this PurQravas could not but hunt after the intruders even 

. though he was naked and ran in search of the goats. Thus the 
agreement came to an end and Urva3I disappeared.'* 

58^ Mdtuhth hhajate putral^ pitpi l^ajati kanyakd Yath&Hld Shaven nUUd taihd 
iilo khavet sutafi.Mdmtaih tu anuydtds te putrakd gut^avrttihkifi 69. 88^7. 

59. titrvdn avamatya Adgiraf^-mtdn, 
60, There is some oonfustod here about the Dinsvas and about the Asura Tiraka 

and it is diffieuh to understand the sudden and tinwarran^ble entry of tint Dttnavaa 
into ^0 story. 61. meidbwiiydye 85. 17« 

62. Qt caivd ahdmSi 61^ C{«9I. lO lfa 
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(d) The stery re^rding the birth of Bharadvija who continued the 
line of king Bharata, the son of Du^yanta, may be given here 
at length for its interesting details : 

Brhaspati once asked his brother’s wife, Mamata, to get 
ready for cohabitation with him.** She, however, replied that 
she was pregnant and that compliance with his request would 
amount to violation of dharma.*® But Brhaspati,** cutting short 
her remonstrance with an angry rebuff, proceeded to gratify his 
passion forcibly. The child in the womb, however, protested 
against Brhaspati’s action which enraged the tsage who at 
once cursed the child that it would be born blind. This union, 
of Brhaspati with Mamata led to the birth of Bharadvaja who 
later on was adopted by Bharata.*^ 

Earlier in the same chapter we find the same story repeated to 
account for the birth of Effrghatamas. Here Brhaspati is mentioned as 
the preceptor of the gods {purodha yo divaukasam) and instead of 
Mamata Ka reads Samata.** 

The Cult of Godharma; The sage Dirghatamas, whose birth is re¬ 
ferred to above, once came by a bull and played with it by firmly 
holding its horns. His grip was so tight that the bull could not move. 
The bull, who was really the vehicle of Siva, was astonished at the 
unusual strength of IMrghatamas. He informed the sage that he had 
come on this earth as a carrier of Tryambaka and that if he were allowed 
his freedom he would grant him a boon. Still Dirghatamas was not 
convinced. The bull then said to him, “We (i.e. bulls) are sinless 
creatures who do not know the difference between good and bad ; nor 
do we observe any restrictions regarding sexual behaviour. This is 
known as the cult of the bulls’’.** Dirghatamas went home pro¬ 
foundly impressed by this new teaching. He approached his younger 
(brother’s ?) wife to practise this new cult himself upon her but was 
expelled for this very reason. It appears that he had to undergo many 
persecutions and was later on thrown into the river Ganges. The 
stream of the river brought him to the territory of king Bali who 
happened to see him and saved his life.^ 

Niyoga : There are two accounts in the Purat^a which clearly testify 
to the custom of Niyoga: — 

(a) We have already seen how king Bali rescued Dirghatamas from 
being drowned. The king later on offered him an assylum 

64. Cf. alawkrtya taimrii svSth tu maithuiiam d*hi m« iiMtt. 
65. Cf. dhatmad taiva vigarkiUi^. 

'66. Cf. vinafo nopadtffavyas tveyd mama katkameana. 
67. 99.140 ff. <8. Cf. 99. 36. ff. 
69, C{. MSryakeryatH na vai vidmo gamydgamyatk tathaiva ta tia p&pmAna vayadt 

vipra dOtarma hytfa fovAA nurtaft. Kha, Ga and Gha and I^a ghra readings which are 
difficnlite^ eMiWuad. 70. Cl. 99.35 ff. 
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in his own harem with all kinds of enjoyments.” • Here' the 
king is mentioned-as Vairocana Brli, but really speaking this 
Bali was a descendant of Turvasu whose genealogical narra¬ 
tion is the subject-matter of the chapter. 

King Bali once requested DIrghatamas to beget an issue for 
him” from his wife Sudesna and instructed his queen to that 
effect. Sudespa, however, felt repulsion at the appearance of 
the sage, as he was aged and blind, and sent her maid¬ 
servant as her substitute. The maid-servant gave birth to two 
sons whom king Bali claimed as his own but DIrghatamas set 
aside his claim and disclosed the truth of the matter to the 
king. Bali rebuked his queen for her action and again sent 
her to the sage. DIrghatamas now told her that if she, with an 
unperturbed mind, licked his naked frame after anointing it 
with curds and salt, from top to toe, her desire for sons would 
be fulfilled. She first hesitated to do so, but the impulse for 
a son prevailed upon her and she did likewise.Later on 
Sudesnl gave birth to five sons, viz., Anga, Vanga, Kalifiga, 
Pundra and Brahma.” They are mentioned as the Ksetraja 
sons of Bali.” 

(b) Vasistha raised an issue on the Ksetra of king KalmasapSda 
to continue the line of Iksvaku”. This issue was A'^maka. 

(c) VySsa too raised issue on the Ksetra of Vicitravirya.” 

Polygamy : Many instances of polygamy are observable in the 
Purina. Bhrgu had two wives.” Daksa gave his ten daughters to 
Dharma, thirteen to KaSayapa, four to Ari^tanemi, twenty-seven to 
Indu, etc.” Atharvan had three wives.” The third Prajipati Atri had 
ten beautiful wives®® and Viiravas had four.®' The ten wives of Pulaha 
were sisters.** Diti and Aditi were the two wives of Kaiyapa.®* 

There is a reference to the 16,000 wives of Kr§tia.®® His father 
was the lord of thirteen wives of whom seven were the daughters of 
Devaka.®® Satrajit had ten wives all of whom were sisters.®^ Prabhi- 
kara married the ten daughters of King Raudriiva®* and Gindhiri arid 
Madri were the two wives of Vrsoi.*® Dausysnti Bharata had three 
wives®®. Brhanmanas, Yayati, Sagara and Bhajamina had two each*® 
while king Ajamidha had three.®' ■ . - 

71. Cf antaftpure jugopaincm hhakfyair bhojyaU €a tarpayan, 
72. Cf. santdndrthofh mahdbhdga* 
73. Cf.99. 67 ff. 74. Cf. 35. 
75. Jkfvaku^kulavrddhaye. Cf. 88. 177, 76. Cf.99. 235 ff. 
77. Cf. 65. 72-3. 78. Cf. 65. 39-42 ; 10. 26 ; 65.118 ; 91. 21, 79. Cf. 65. 88. 
80. Cf. 70.67, 81. Cf. 70. 32. 82. Cf. 69, 204. 83. Cf. 67.43. 50. 
84. Cf.96,233ff. 85. Cf.96.159. 8i. Cf, 96. 53, 87. Cf. 99.127. 
88. Cf.96.17. 89. Cf. 91.137. 90. Cf. 99. 114; 88, 155; 93,15-6 ; 96. 3-4v 
91. Cf. 99. 167. Ki omtta tlie sldka ^hich refers to the wives of Ajen^^jihe. 



CHAPTER III 

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

I. Kingship 

In the Treta age, an ideal state of vari>airama existed. The four 
var^s worked in perfect social harmony. This is how Brahma had then 
ordained the constitution of the four var^as. 

But somehow or other—(the reason is not stated)—delusion ‘agkin’ 
swayed over the minds of the people who consequently ceased to 
observe the rules of dharma.' There was thus a state of turmoil and 
mutual conflicts. The people ‘again’ approached the Prajapati Svayam- 
bhuva Manu. Manu pondered over the pros and cons of the matter and 
brooded over Satarupa who gave birth to two sons, viz., Priyavrata and 
Uttanapada. They were the first to be called kings.* From this time 
onwards are the kings bearers of the royal sceptre and because they 
please their people they are known as rdjanah.* They are also enjoined 
to promulg.ite dharma.* 

Conception of King’s Divinity ; In all the manvantaras of the past 
and the future, the paramount sovereigns are born on this earth bearing a 
portion of Visnu’s personality.® Those versed in the Puranic tradition 
say that king MSrhdhata bore the corpuj of Visnu.® The sage Uttanka 
complemented the king Brhada^va that he possessed the lustre of Vis^u* 
and when KuvalSiva (son of BrbadaSva) proceeded to annihilate Dhundhu, 
Lord Vi?nu entered his body with all his lustre at the direction of 
Uttanka.® 

King Raji fought on the side of the gods who had promised him the 
place of Indra in exchange for his help. He did achieve that honour. 
Indra, however, afterwards annihilated the sons of Raji and regained his 
position.® King Dharmaratha had an opportunity to drink soma in the 
company of Indra on the occasion of a sacrifice performed on the 
Vi^nupada mountain.’® We have already seen in connection with the 
RSjarsis that their ultimate goal is the world of Indra. It is said that 

1. Cf« pumf^ praj^s tu ta moMt tan dharman na hy apdlayan. 
2. Cf. pTiUhamarh tau mahipati, 
3. Cf« tatali prabhrii rdjdna utpannd da^4<^dhdrifta^ prajdndni ronjandt taiva rdjdms 

tv abkavan ntpdft. 4. 57. 
5. Of. atksenajdyante prthivydm eakravartinaJjt manvantare^u sarv$fu atltdn 

dgaU^u vai, 57. 72. 
6. Cf, Mdmdhdta tu tattur Vifrj^oh Purdttajfidk praeakfate, 88. 69. 
7. Cf. tfjas ti sum ikd-^Vif^ui, 88, 41 • 
8. Cf. tarn dviiat tato bhagavdn sveua tfjasd Uttadkasya niybgdt tu^ 88. 49. 
9. 9a.76ff. 

10. Omil^d in Ga ; Gha reads Sukra instead of Sakra, Cf. 99. 102. 
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DaSarathi RSnna fulfilled the desire of gods in the course of his career in 
Janasthana.'* We also find a recommendation that Prthu, the first king 
(ddirSjaX should be revered and worshipped by all beings alike.'* The 
learned Brahmins, the warriors and the common people should pay 
homage to the king.'* 

Functions of a King: We have seen above how the great sages 
in their conflict against king Vena reminded him of his words that he 
would .* protectthe people. We have also a verse sung by the 
knowers of ancient genealogies,'* pertaining to the king Ambarisa, who 
protected the earth with the: force of his two arms and relieved her 
of the “ three pains ”.'* There is no indication whatsoever about the 
exact significance of these “ three pains”.'* The successors of Yayiti 
protected the earth according to dharma.'* In the reign of king 
Durjaya there was no loss or theft of property and the people were 
well protected.'* The same was the case with Kartavtrya Arjuna who 
protected his subjects according to dharma. He is again styled as 
the “ protector of cattle and agriculture ”(?).'* The janapadas of 
Kalinga, etc. ” will be protected ” by Guha.“ 

An expression like ” pleasing the people ” is also used in connec¬ 
tion with the origin of kingship and what is implied in this expression 
is probably indicated in the statement regarding Yayiti which runs 
thus: ” King Yayiti ” pleased {atarpayat) the gods with sacrifices, 
the ancestors with performance of iraddha, the poor with favour 
(anugraha)t the Brahmins with what they desired, the guests with food 
and drink, the Vai^yas with protection, the Sudras with equity {infiamsa) 
and the Dasyus with due control (sathnigrahepa). Thus did he enter¬ 
tain (anuranjayat) his people according to dharma as a second Indra 
himself.*' Of the great and wise kings it is said that they see their 
subjects through their happiness.** 

Side by side with the protection of the people, there was also the 
duty to protect or to observe the: rules of dharma. King Prthu was 
the protector of dharma.** Rathavara of Kro$tu line always followed 
dharma** and similar was the case with Nabhaga, grandson of Bhag^- 
ratha.** The great sattra, at which the Purina was recited, was per¬ 
formed by the sages in the reign of the king AdhisStna-Kr^ua who was 
ruling on this earth according to dharma.** King Sagara is styled as 
” victorious in dharma”.** Brahma had conferred a boon on king Bali 

11. Cf. 88. 194. 12. Cf. ndmatyai eaiva pi^yai ta bhStdgt4m*9d 
13. Cf. 63. 5-10. 14. Cf. vamia-pvraitajfUiff. 15. Cf. tSpa-troya-vivarjiiS. 
16. Cf. 88.171-2. 17. Cf. 93.91. 18. Cf. 94.53-4. 
19. Cf. ta tfa paiupSlo’ that kfetra-pSlai tathaiva M. 94'. 22-4. 20. Cf. 99.386. 
21. Cf.93.65-7. 22. Ct.rfontiraHfoiUldyMMtprajatgjt^faya^mrtdp^U^T’ 
23. Cf. Marmasya goptS: 62.106. 24. Cf. dM tOtarmarato ttitymk i 95.42. 
25. Cf.88. 170. 26. Cf. 99.258^. 27. Ct.Outrmd-vem .HS. 144. 
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that he would be adept in matters of dharma and artha.** Dharma is 
one of the four striking features of a king in the Tret3 age.** Attri¬ 
butes such as dharm&tmd, dharmajfla, dharmarthakovida, dhdrmika, 
paratna-dh&rmika, sudharmatmd, dharmaHla, etc., occur frequently in 
the description of kings in the genealogical lists.** 

We have seen that King Yayati deviated from the rules of dharma 
by appointing his youngest son Puru as his successor ; but be had 
to convince the people about the propriety of his action. Similarly, 
Trayyaru^a expelled his son Satyavrata because he followed 
adharma.*' Vena arrogantly asserted that he was above dharma and he 
met his ruin on that very account. 

Kings and Danda : The connection of the king with Da'^da has 
already been indicated in the account of the origin of kingship. Dapda 
is also the most important function of the Ksatriyas. King Dama is 
called ‘Wielder of danda’.** In the Sakadvlpa, it is stated, there is no 
danda, nor any one to wield it. The people who knew well the dharma, 
protected each other by virtue of their own dharma. They had also no 
taxes to pay.** In the Puskara-dvipa Brahma himself wields the danda.** 

The da^da-niti was brought into existence in the Treta age—in 
which kingship originated for the establishment of (peace and ?) 
order.*® Promulgation of the daQda*nIti along with vartd etc. by Manu 
and the seven sages is already referred to. Sukra (or Kavya) told the 
vanquished Asuras that he would evolve a niti for -them and that he 
would go to Mahadeva for certain mantras which would procure them 
victory.** It is not clear, however, whether niti here means daod^-niti 
or any other niti connected with the affairs of orderly government. 

Devolution of Kingship-: There is no reference to election of a 
king in the Vayu Purina. Hereditary succession was the general rule 
and the office of the king devolved on his eldest heir after his demise. 
This means that the rule of primogeniture was followed. In the 
genealogical lists, if many sons of a particular king are mentioned, we 
find only the genealogy of the eldest son further traced. For example, 
Kuvalaiva had three sons of whom Drdhaiva was the eldest whose 
genealogy is then continued.** Kakudmin was the eldest amongst the 

28. Cf. 99. 29-31. 29. Cf. S7. 74. 
30. 86. 9 ; 88. 77; 88. 65-6 ; 88. 48 ; 88. 120-1 ; 88. 165-7 ; 88. 201-5 ; 99. 219 ; 

99.189-91; 99. 84 ; 99.18; 95. 23-5 : 95. 36-9 ; 93. 9-11; 92 ; 68-72 ; 91.1-4; 89. 116; 
88.180-4 : 89. 94. 3. etc.; cf. also 2. 24 ; 33. 53. etc. 

31. Cf. 88.81-4. 32. Cf. £><ima^ : 86.12. 
33. Cf. Karetpattir na Ufv atti na datf4o m ca daft^ahd^ %va-dharmetfa-iva dharmaj- 

Hat U rahtanU parasparam: 49.103. 34. Cf. 49.140 ; cf. also 49.115-8. 
35. Ct.marydd^-tthdpanSrthame.idaff^o-dltib pravartata : 57.82. 
36. Cf. tStM VO hi vidhisySmi...y3tySmy aham Mahddevam mantrdrike vijaydya 

V(df s 97.105-6, 37. Cf. 88. 60 ff. 

V. P. 4 
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hundred sons of-^iReva whose line he continued.” That the rule of 
primogeniture was probably a settled law or usage regarding the suc¬ 
cession to the throne becomes obvious from the-nature of the objection 
raised by the people against king Yayati’s selection of his youngest 
son as his consecrated heir. 

But there are also numerous instances suggesting a division of the 
kingdom. From the nature of their contents these instances have been 
presented in three separate categories : 

(a) Manu had ten sons amongst whom he divided the earth. The 
share of Sudyumna—(who had once been a female)-went to Pururavas, 
his (or her) son.” The four sons of Da^aratha had their own shares 
in the kingdom of their father and their descendants established separate 
lines in their respective territories.” Even though consecration of 
Puru had taken place we find king Yayati actually assigning portions 
of his kingdom to his other four sons too.^’ King Rukmakavaca had 
five sons of whom the eldest son Rukmesu (or Brahmesu) became 
king with the second son as his protege.” To the youngest two was 
assigned the territory of Videha by their father. The third son Jya- 
magha was probably w'ithout a share and was expelled by his brothers. 
He passed some period in exile and later carved a kingdom for him¬ 
self in the region about the river Narmada and the mountain Rksa.” 

(b) King Bali had five sons all of whom w'ere consecrated by him. 
The janapadas of these five sons, { viz., Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Pu^i^r® 
and Brahma) are also mentioned.” Janapida had four sons, viz. 
Pan^ya, Cola, Kerala and Kulya, whose respective janapadas w'ere 
called after them.” It should be noted that the genealogies of these 
four sons are not further stated. In the same manner the janapadas 
of the four sons of Auiinara Sibi,” as well as of the five sons of Rksa 
are mentioned.” 

Pracetas had hundred sons all of whom were kings.” They were 
the lords of the countries of the Mlecchas and ruled in the north.” 
Nipa had hundred sons all of whom were kings known as Nipas.” 

(c) Agnidhra consecrated his nine sons as kings and then retired 
to the forest life.” Priyavrata had ten sons amongst whom he divided 
the earth of the seven dvipas.” The hundred sons of Satajit were all 
of them kings’^ and the same is the description about the hundred sons 
of Vairocana Bali.*’ 

38. Cf. 86. 25. 39. Cf. 85. 20-3. 40. a. 88.187-200. 41. Cf. 93.88-90. 
42. Cf. tad-airayalf; but Kha. Gha and Sa read tatairayafi. 43. Cf. 9S. 27-32. 
44. Cf. 99. 33-4; cf. aUo 99. 98.103. 45. Cf. 99. 5-6. 
46. Cf. No. 705 in App. 47. Cf. No. 927 in App. 
48. Cf. raj&mlf surra eva U. 49, Cf. 99. 11-2. 50. Cf. 99. 175. 
51. Cf. 33. 46. 52. Cf. No, 433 in App. 
53, Cf. r&janafji sarva eva te 33. 60. £4. Cf. 67, 82. 
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The Consecration of a King and its Importance: It is stated of 
king Prthu, that the sprinkling ceremony was ‘performed for him in the 
rSjasHya according to Vedic injunctions.*® Prthu’s connection with the 
origin of kingship and the details of his consecration ceremony have 
already been noted. There is also a passage showing how the various 
beings and things have their respective “consecrated lords”.*' It should 
be noted that Puru is said to have been consecrated to Sv&rajya.” 
Stray references to consecrations of individual kings occur occasionally 
in the Purana. Brhada^va consecrated his son Kuvala^va to his kingdom.*' 
Bali performed the ceremony for all his five sons.** It is said that 
Munika (i.e. Pradyota ?) “will kill” his master and consecrate his son to 
the throne.*® The Brahmins who had brought about the ruin of king 
Janamejaya consecrated his son Satanika. Here consecrations by kings 
or Brahmins should be noted. There are also references to performance 
of the rdjasuya ceremony by Soma and Hari^candra." 

It is said that the kings of the Kali age “will be” like the Yavanas 
in matters of dharma, artha and kama and “will not be sprinkled on their 
heads”.'* But the instance of Munika’s son .should be noted in this 
connection. 

A^vamedha ; The asvamedha was a sacrifice specially meant for a 
king and instances of the kings who had performed this sacrifice have 
already been mentioned. 

Vajapeya t The Vajapeya sacrifice was also performed by kings of 
whom we have only a few instances in our Purina. 

The following statements about these three rituals are significant: 
A donor of cots, lands and vehicles in ^raddha is said to obtain the 
merits of the performance of an asvamedha.** By muttering the syl¬ 
lables of Orfi one achieves more merit than a king who performs aiva- 
medha every month." By making a gift of a beautiful homestead 
(avasatha) to a Brahmin in ^raddha the donor gets the merits of the 
performance of a rajasuya** and a gift of woollen and linen clothes 
together with golden ornaments is equal in sanctity to the performance 
of a vijapeya." 

II. Popular Institutions 

Samiti: There is only a solitary reference to Samiti in our text. 
Brhat! was a daughter of Brhaduktha. Her three sons are styled as 
“ ornaments of the assembly ” (?).** 

55. Cf. RSjatSye’^itikUti ea Pfthur.Vtda~drffena vidhinS kfto rajd pratdpavdn, 
"0. 21. 56. Cf. 70.1. ff. 57. Cf. 93. 88. Kt : Svard^fra. 

58. Cf. 88. 32. ; Gh« : 59. Cf. 99.98-100. 60. Cf. 99.310. 
61. Cf. 90.25 ; 88.118.1 62. Cf, neUvomUrdhaihifiktds te bhavityatai,99, 3t9. 
63. Cf. 80. 26-7. «. Cf. 20.16-7. 65. Cf. 80. 30. 66. Cf. 80. 34-5. 
67. Cf. tamiH-fdldiauSii: 96. 246-7. 
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Sabbi : expression ‘ sabhd ’ occurs frequently in a variety of 
tenses and the following references are classified accordingly : 

(a) Tfie sabha of Kubera on the Kailasa mountain is called Vipula 
(i.e. literally‘spacious’).** In the description of the Meru mountain 
sabhis of many gods are mentioned.** The sabhas of Mahendra and 
others were situated to the north of the Manasa lake.” Here sabhi 
probably means a temple or a mansion. 

(b) The merit of listening to the story of Daksa-Siva conflict is 
that one is able to secure an admission to the sabha of a king.^' Here 
sabha probably signifies the royal court. 

(c) In the course of Daksa’s prayer to Siva, there is a reference to 
sabha.” 

(d) In the midst of the sabha, Janardana (i.e. Krsna) addressed 
Akrura thus : “ Venerable sir, please hand over to me the jewel (i.e. 
the syamantaka) which is in your possession.” Without any hesitation 
Babhru (i.e. Akrura) acceded to the request of KrsM and passed the 
jewel on to him “in the assembly of the Satvatas” (sarva-Satvata- 
sathsadi)."'^ Sabha here has a synonym in sathsad which meant an 
‘ assembly ’. 

(e) King Kartavirya Arjuna conquered the Karkotaka-sabha in the 
city of Mahismatl (together with) the thousand Nagas.” The sabha of 
Karkotaka was, it appears, a representative institution of the Nagas. 

Gana :—As in the case of sabha, “gaina” also has different shades of 
meaning and hence references to it have been presented here in the 
same manner: 

(a) Ga^as of Kinnaras, Vidyidharas, Yaksas and Gandharvas are 
enumerated and their names are mentioned in the narration of the 
progeny of Ka^yapa.” Similarly gaMS of Devas are described and 
named.” Here ‘gana’ is used in a general and collective sense. 

(b) There is a reference to Saiihhikeya gana of Daityas which was 
ten thousand strong.”' They were the descendants of the fourteen 
sons of Siihhika, who was a wife of the Daitya Vipracitti.” Hallhala 
was a name of a gana which comprised of a hundred thousand descen¬ 
dants of Vayu and Sinivali (grandsons of Hiranyaka^ipu).” Yatudhanas, 
Brahmadhanas and Vartas were the three ga^ias of Rlk^asas who were 
active in the day time (divacarah) and those Who wandered about in the 
nighttime (niiacarah) were known by the four gapas of Paulastyas, Nairrtas, 

f.8 Cf. No. 469, App. 69. Cf. No. 8i8 in App. 70. Cf. 1. 92. 
71. Cf. ySH sttbhSySm pSrtkivaiya ea ■ 54. 105. 
72. 70. 279. 73. Cf. %. 90-5. 74. Cf. 94. 26. 
75. Cf. 69.15 ff. 76. Cf. 64. 2-4; 100. 13-20 100. 111. 
77. Cf daidfiydni sahitrdffi Saimhiktyo ga^Mb 
78, Cf. 69.17-2). 79, Cf. 67. 74-5. 
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Agastyaslind Kau^ikas. Thus, in all, there were seven jdtis of Raksasas. 
Here jSti is equivalent to a gami.*® lliranyaksa had five sons wliose 
descendants were known as the Badeya ga^a.'* Rama annihilated RSva^a 
together with his gapas.*^ In almost all these instances “gai>a” appears 
to denote a sort of organization based on the hereditary principle. 

(c) The Aiiga, Sankha and Varaha dvipas are said to have been 
inhabited by numerous ganas of Mlecch^. These dvipas are the sub¬ 
divisions of the JambQdvipa.** Various ^apas of Mlecchas occupy the 
KeturoSladvipa*^ and the same is said of the Saravana.** Here the 
association of gana with Mlecchas should be noted. 

(d) In the chapters on ^raddha occurs a statement that one who 
regularly performs iraddha on the seventh day of every paksa is sure 
to become a lord of ganas.** This ‘gana’ apparently indicates a kind 
of organisation. 

(e) Once upon a time the sages had some business to be transacted. 
After having assembled on the Meru mount for that very purpose they 
resolved thus : “This is our resolution*’ that whosoever docs not turn 
up here within a period of seven nights from today shall be deemed to 
have incurred the sin of the murder of a Brahmin.” According to the 
requirements of this resolution all the sages—with the exception of 
Vai^ampayana—were present “with their ganas” (sagapa/j) on that 
occasion when the transaction of the notified business had been arranged 
(yatra samdhih kfto ’bhavat). Vai^ampayana had thus become subjected 
to the sin and later he tried to be purified of it.*® The terms satnaya 
and sarhdhi should be noted. Here gana is certainly indicative of an 
organization of some kind. 

(f) The Dharstaka** Ksattra was composed of a gana of three thou¬ 
sand Ksatriyas. Nabhaga is said to be powerful as he was backed by 
a gaj^ of a thousand Ksatriyas.** King Sagara annihilated a number 
of gatias of Ksatriyas, viz., the Sakas, Yavanas, Paradas, etc.*' Of the 
Haihayas there were five ganas, viz., Virahotras, Bhojas, Avartis, 
Tun^ikeras and Talajanghas.** Here the association of the Ksatriyas 
with ‘gai^’ should be noted. 

Janapadas:—The expression ‘janapada’ is used sometimes as a geo¬ 
graphical term and sometimes in the sense of a tribe or people occupy- 

80. Cf. 70. 55-6. 
81. Cf. teidm putrdi ea pcutrdi ca Ba4fyah ittfialfi, 67. 67-9, Ga : VSleya. 
81. Cf. 70.48, fcS. 197. 
83a No.437, App. 84. No. 27, App. 85, Cf. 41. 46. 
86. Cf. gaig^dndm adhipo hhavet, 81.14. 
87, Cf. foffioyo 88: 61.12 ff. 
89. Kha» Gha and l^a : DhUr^tyaka ; Cf. 88.4-5. (Here the text U oonfuaing and 

the above rendering Is liable to be doubtful.) 
90. Cf. inhasra*lCiatriya^gatfa»vikrdnto„.Ndhhdfi>, 86. 3. 
91. Wo, 345 App. 92. Cf. 94. 51-2. 
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ing a particular region called after them. We have also some information 
on the Paura-Janapadas. The following references have been arranged 
accordingly: 

(a) Janapada as a Geographical Term : The earth is described as 
including many janapadas.*^ The extent of several janapadas is also 
described.** The janapada in the centre of Tamravariia mountain 
covers an area of a hundred yoknas.** At the end of the Kali age, 
people will be flying from their janapadas and will be seeking refuge 
in the outlying territories (pra/ya«ta« ).** The janapadas that “will 
be ruled’* by the Guptas are also mentioned.*’ The janapada is also 
a synonym for 'deici .** 

(b) Janapada Signifying a Tribe or People : We have an allusion 
to cities and “jubilant” janapadas.** Again janapadas ‘drinking’ the 
waters of rivers are alluded to.'“* At the end of the Kali age, the 
janapadas will be following the customs of the Mlecchas.'®' It is not 
certain, however, whether the janapadas mentioned in the genealogical 
lists signified peoples or tribes or they merely indicated the regions of 
those names. 

(c) The Paura-Janapadas : The Paura-Janapadas are mentioned in 
connection with the selection of Puru by Yayati. Similarly, king 
Janamejaya is said to have been forsaken by the Paura-Janapadas and he 
was never at rest. We have one instance in which only the Pauras are 
mentioned. King Sagara, it is stated, expelled his son Asamanja because 
the latter was engaged in activities prejudicial to the Pauras."” 

93. Ct.nSia-iam-padmrv&,^^.2. . 94. Cf. 44. 3 ; 46. 73-4 etc. 
95. No. 1302APP. 96. Cf.S8.96. 97. No. 708App. 
98. See Noe. 608, 524 App. 
99. Cf. 9.113. 100. Cf. 45. 93. 101. No. 844 App. 

102. Cf. Pawd^m ■jHtt yukta^ pitrd nirvdHta^ purd, 88. 166. 



CHAPTER IV 

RELIGION 

I. Saivism 

Mahe^vara, the Supreme God : Siva is called Mahadeva because 
he excels all the gods, sages and Asuras in point of tejas.^ As Hara is 
the greatest (variftka) of all the gods so is his prayer, which is com¬ 
piled by Brahma himself, the greatest of all the prayers.* He is also 
called the god of gods* and as the greatest amongst the best of Suras 
and Asuras.* Again he is the senior-most amongst the Devas.® The 
gods, sages, Pitrs and Danavas w'orship I^a because they are afraid of 
Kola (i.e., the same as Mahadeva ).' 

Siva also figures as the great creator of the universe. He is the 
real creator, supporter and the destroyer of the world.’ From him 
are born the seven sages, gods and manes.®' He is the source of the 
mountains, seas, etc.® He is called Sthanu because after creating this 
world he stood motionless till the time of deluge.'® He himself asserts 
that he is the creator of the Yugas and of Kala." He is frequently 
mentioned as the lord of^he universe, and of the three worlds.’* 

. The status of Siva amongst the deities of the Vayu Purana is best 
realized from his relation to the other great gods, viz., Visnu and Brahma. 
The gods and sages were afraid of the four-faced Kala and approached 
Mahadeva for relief. The latter explained to them the true nature of 
Kala and asserted that Brahma was worshipped in the Krta-yuga, Yajna 
in Treta, Vi§nu in Ovapara and he himself in all the ages.’* Brahma 
and Visi)u jointly offer a prayer to Siva who is consequently pleased 
and confers upon them a boon. Here Siva himself says that Brahma 
is his right arm and Visnu the left. The real creator is Siva, the two 
gods being only his functionaries.'* Daksa, in the course of his prayer 
to Siva, says that Brahma, Govinda and the ancient sages are unable to 
measure his greatness.'® Visnu once proposed to Brahma that both 
of them should adore Mahe^vara with a stotra. But the latter angrily 
spurned the idea and demanded as to who this Saihkara was, excelling 
both of them. Vi^nu, however, pacified Brahma and explained to 
him how Siva was the real creator and Visnu, the field of creation and 
Brahma, the seed of it." This was enough to reconcile Brahma and 

1. Cf. 10.66-7. 2. Cf.30.307. 
3. Cf, dtva-deveia ; 2i,%-91 d(va-deva ; 5^.3. 4. Cf. 55.6S-8. 
5. Cf DevSndthjyttfha; 35,30, 6. Cf. 32. 35. 
7. Cf. 55. 37 ff. 3.1; 1.205. 8. Cf.32.4-ii. 9. Cf. 24. 96-100. 
10. Cf. 10.64. 11. Cf. 32 7-26. 12. Cf. 1, 3-4; 69.44; Cf. sUo 30. 289. 
13. Cf. 32.7-26. 14. Cf, httumdtrd t 55, 53-65, 35, Cf. 30. 26-9. 
16. Cf. *ta hfjf bkavSn Hjam aluuh tandtanaff. 
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then both of them offered the prayer to Siva.” Vispu, though he is 
prayed to by all the gods, himself adores Siva.’* Visinu vanquished Bali 
and was congratulated by gods and sages. But Vi§pu attributed his 
greatness to Siva.'* It is stated that in the 22nd Kalpa, Visiiu, in the 
form of Meghin, was a carrier of Mabe^vara for the period of a thousand 
divine years. Once, being too much hard-pressed by the burden of 
Siva, Visnu heaved out a breath from which arose K3la.** 

There is, however, a solitary statement that all the three gods are 
merely manifestations of the. one Supreme God.*’ 

Rudra, the Malevolent: He is called the god of death as well as 
the destroyer of death itself.** He has always a fascination for the 
cremation-ground*’ and loves the funeral ashes.** He wanders naked 
with skulls in the hands.** In the Krsna-Kalpa he was the terror itself 
but to those who knew him he was benevolent.** He is also identified 
with the terrible Kala of whom the gods and sages were afraid.** 
Epithets such as su-ghora,^ naraka (hell),** kutila (crooked),** hhima, 
ugra (terrible),” krura (cruel), vikrta, bibhatsa, bhi§apa, kapdla, mrtyu,^^ 
duhsaha, durvarapa,*^ frequently occur in ;connection with the god. 
He is called the bearer of terrible forms.” Siva is also called Vama-deva 
as he had attained vamadevatva through vdmatva yoga.^^ 

Names of Siva : Siva is referred to by many names in the Purana 
and only the important amongst them have been noted .’* 

Maheivara?^ Sathkara,^^ Mahadeva,^* Hara,*° Rudra*^ jSarva,*^ 
Bhava,*^ Sambhu,** Sthdpu,*^ liana,**’ Vamadeva*^ Pasupati,** Bhiita- 
pati,** Kapardin,** Vrsabhadhmja,*' Tripuraghna,** Tri-netra,** and 
Nilakaptha, etc. etc. 

The story of the eight names of Siva also occurs in the Purana. 
These names, which were given by Brahma to the eight sons of Siva, i.e., 
the various forms of Siva himself, are : Rudra, Bhava, Siva, Pa^upati, lia, 
Bhima, Ugra and Mahadeva.” 

17. The prayer is known as attava.” Omitted in Kha, Gha and iSla : Cf. 24. 
60 ff.; cf. also 1. 72-3. 

18. Cf. 1.105, 19. Cf. 55. 1-10. 20 Cf, 21. 50-2, 21. Cf. 1.132. 
22. Cf. 24.128. 23. Cf. imaiana-ratimtyaya : 24.140. 
24. Cf. citi-bheamapriya : 30. 201, 25. Omitted in Ka, Cf. 24. 129. 
26. Cf, 23. 74-6. 27. Cf. 32. 8. ff. 28. Cf. 24.120-3. 29, Cf.24.116. 
30, Cf, 30. l%-8. 31. Cf. 97. 166-71. 32. Cf. 97. 172-81. 33, Cf. 30. 263. 
34. Cf. aAorfl-rijpa-dfcr* : 55. 51-5 ; Cf. also No. 1403 App. 35. Cf. 23. 69-71, 
36. The references are only illustrative and not exhaustive. 
37. Cf. 34. 38-9; 55. 51-5 ; 55.65-8. 38. Cf. 39.42; 55. 65-8. 
39, Cf. 40. 20-6 ; 34. 38-9; 69.44. 40. Cf.30.307. 41. Cf. 21. 71; 10, 70. 
42. Ct. 47. 27; 97. 166-71 ; 1.152. 43. Cf. 47.29-31 ; 92. 28-37. 
44, Cf. 30, 211-2, 45. Cf. 10. 64. 46. Cf. 97.182-90. 47. Cf. 23. 69-71. 
48. Cf. 30. 89 ; 24.10 v7; 97.191-202. 49. Cf. 50.30 ff.; 40. 20-6; 39.42. 
50. Cf. 97.162-5; 24,129. 51. Cf. Tp, 7-8. 52. Cf. 97. 182-90. 
53. Cf. 97. 172-81. 54. Cf, 27.1-16. 
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Important Myths about Siva: 

(1) The story of Daksa’s sacrifice : In the SvSyaihbhuva manvan- 
tara Daksa had eight daughters of whom Sat!, the wife of Siva, was the 
eldest. Maheivara had no respect for his father-in-law. Once Daksa 
invited his daughters (excluding Sat!) to his place. Sat! came to know 
that she w'as not invited but still she went to her father, who, however, 
showed her scant courtesy. She expressed her resentment at the 
treatment meted out to her. Daksa, however, replied that Bhava was 
inimical towards him** and that was the reason which prompted him to 
treat her like that. He further added that his other sons-in-law' were, 
as compared with Tryambaka, more deserving of honour and respect. 
This was adding insult to injury and Sat!, enraged as she was, said to 
her father that she would thenceforward cease to he his daughter. She 
informed her husband about what had happened and consigned herself 
to fiames. God Mahe^vara was now angry and he cursed Daksa that he 
would be born again. 

As a result of this curse Daksa was reborn as Pracetasa Daksa. 
Once, at the source of the river Gahga, Daksa started a sacrificial 
session. It is said** that the gods went to the place of the sacrifice 
with their own vehicles. All the beings were invited and attended the 
session. Dadh!ci, however, felt uneasy at the whole affair and exclaimed, 
“This man (i.e. Daksa) is certainly committing a heinous sin in adoring 
the undeserved and in neglecting the deserved.”*’ Turning towards 
Daksa he said, “Why don’t you invite the venerable lord of the 
paiusi” Daksa replied that he did not know the god Mahe^vara any 
more than the Rudras of whom he had seen many. Dadh!ci reminded 
him that he was following an improper policy but Daksa neglected his 
advice and offered oblations to Visnu as his favourite deity. 

In the meanwhile, Uma, the wife of Siva, had seen the gods going to 
attend the sacrifice and asked her husband as to why he was not invited. 
Siva replied that under the arrangement made by the Suras there was no 
provision for his portion in the oblations offered in all the sacrifices.** 
Um§ was pained to hear this and took the whole affair as a mark of 
disrespect towards her husband. Siva tried to convince her that this 
was not so but Uma was not impressed and rebuked her husband that 
he knew well only to praise himself in the assembly of women. The 
taunt had its effect on Siva who from his wrath created V!rabhadra and 
commissioned him to destroy the sacrifice of Dak^a. Virabhadra, with 
his l»>st of Rudras, raided the sacrifice and played havoc at that place. 

55. Cf. protikalt hi me Bhavafi. 56. iti iruti^. 
57. Cf. opQjya-pi^ane taiva pSjySnSm cdfyapUjane vara^ pipam avSpnoti makad 

vai ndtra stahiayatt. 
58. Cf. SmeUr eva nuthUkilge sartam 'Had anufthitath ytyiUfu mama sarvffu na 

UUga npahalpUo^. 
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The gods ah^ Daksa beseeched Virabhadra but he directed them to 
appeal to lord Siva. Daksa then prayed to Siva who appeared before 
him, after having arisen from the sacrificial fire.Here we find the 
text of the lengthy prayer addressed by Daksa to Mahe^vara.®* 

(2) The story of how Siva come to be known as Nilakantha: 
In former times, the gods and the demons had started “churning of the 
ocean” for amria but at first a deadly poison issued out of it. All of 
them went to Brahma but the latter told them that he was helpless and 
that only Siva would be able to help them. Brahma then prayed to 
Siva and requested him to drink the poison. Siva acceeded to the 
request and thenceforward he came to be known as “blue-necked”.*® 

(3) Story of the origin of Linga is given in the following pages 
in another context. 

(4) The story of the destruction of Varanasi is given elsewhere.*' 
Siva’s Associates : 
(i' The Bhutas : Siva and Uma enjoyed their stay in the 

Umavana in the company of the Bhutas.®* The Bhutas entertain Siva 
with dance and music by playing on various instruments.*® The 
Bhutas, residing at Bhuta-vata, a mansion of Siva, have faces of various 
animals and hairy skin.** They adore Siva in various forms.*® Bhuti 
(or Bhuta), the wife of Ka^yapa, gave birth to the Bhutas who were the 
followers of Rudra. They had various forms, mostly hideous, and are 
called terrible like the Raksasas, with skulls in their hands, horrible 
and crooked. They have neither wives nor children and are always 
urdhvaretasah." Siva is called the “consecrated lord” of the Bhutas 
and Pi^acas.*® 

(ii) The Rudras : They are born of Siva.*® At the time of their 
birth they began to weep and run away, that is why they are called 
Rudras.** They figure more in the story of the sacrifice of Daksa than 
elsewhere. They helped Virabhadra in his raid on the sacrifice. 

(iii) The Asuras, Raksasas, Daityas, etc. : Siva is called the lord of 
the Rak§asas.™ He is worshipped by Suras and Asuras alike” and is 
called the best amongst the Suras and Asuras.” Hundreds of the ganas 
of the Raksasas follow (anucarantt; Samkara, the lord of the world.” 
The Nairrta-Raksasas adore Tryambaka.” In the story of the destruc¬ 
tion of Varanasi we find Kfemaka, an attendant of Siva, mentioned 
as a Raksasa.” In a mantra addressed to Siva he is styled as Asura.” 

59. Cf. Chapt. 30. 60. Cf. Chapt. 54. 61. Cf. No. 1403 App. 
62. Cf. 41.32-6. 63. Cf. 40. 24-5. 64. Cf. 40. 21- -3. 65. Cf, 
66. Cf. 69. 242-56. 67. Cf. 70. 7-8. 
68. Cf. 55.40-41. 69. Cf. 9. 75-80 : 10. 43 -60. 
70. Cf. Rakfodhipati: : 24. 109. 7T. Cf. 30. 317. 72. Cf. 55. 65-8. 
73, Cf. 69.175. 74 . Cf.69. 173. 75. Cf . 92. 68. 
76. Cf.^'tvamagntrudroasuroma eiivtittftmfM'^ m^atam Prf>ta «tc. 

21.71. 
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(iv) Munis: Besides these, the Pi^acas, Vinayakas, Nagas, Yaksas, 
Gandharvas, etc., are also associated with Siva. Kubera, the lord of the 
Yaksas, was a friend of Mahadeva.” In the house where Siva is prayed, 
there shall be no danger from the Vinayakas, Piiiacas, Nagas, Yaksas, 
etc.'^* The Nagas and the others w’orship Siva’*. Siva, in his future 
avataras, will have four sons in each avatara. They are often mentioned 
as Kumarakas.** 

The Adityas, Siddhas, Vasus, etc., are also associated with Siva but 
there is nothing striking in this association. 

Siva, Tapas and Yoga: Siva says to Brahma that those who see 
through .tapas the iSivatva as pervading everything are sure to be 
one with Siva. For them rebirth is not possible.*' To the same god 
he elsewhere states that since he has known Siva as being on the 

by means of his OW'D penance, those who do likewise shall 
achieve unity with Siva w’ithout any fear of rebirth.** Siva is ‘hunted 
after’ (mrgyate) by Yatis who are afflicted with misery.** In his prayer 
to Siva, Daksa addresses the god simply as Tapas.The god himself 
practised severe austerities in the mansion of Devi (devyalaye i, on 
the Uma-tuhga standing on one foot for a whole heavenly yuga w'ithout 
taking any food.*® He did the same by the side of (the river ) KausikI 
by placing his one foot on the mutfda-prstha for many yugas of gods.** 
Rudra practised severe penance on Sapta-Godavara in the Gokarna- 
tapovana.*’ In the various stotras of Siva he is often addressed as 
Yatin, urdhvaretas,^^ tapo-nitya,^^ etc. The explanation of the name 
Sthanu given above should be noted in this connection. The Devas 
and Danavas practised severe austerities as a result of which Siva 
created the Pa^upatavrata which enables one to be free from the 
Paiu-pdUis.*° Sukra Kavya who desired a mantra from lord Maha- 
deva, to bring about the defeat of the Devas at the hands of the 
Asuras asked that god as to what he ought to do. Siva advised him 
to practise a vrata by concentrating on him as a brahmacarin for a 
thousand years. Kavya had already advised the Asuras to practise 
penance till the time he secured the necessary mantras from Mahadeva, 
and now he himself proceeded to practise austerities as advised by 
Siva.” Uma is said to have practised penance on the southern side of 
the Himavat mountain.** Aparna practised austerities without having 
even leaves of trees for food, while Ekaparna had only one leaf and 
EkapatalS only fruits and flowers of Patala trees as food.*® The four 

77. Cf. safcAaS : 41. 1-8. 78. Cf.30.311. 79. Cf. 40. 26. 
80. Cf.Chapt.23. 81. Cf. 23. 95-7. 82. Cf. 23. 66-7. 83. Cf. 24. 65-6. 
84. Cf.30. 2S6;alao 24.115. 85. Cf. 77. 81. 86. Cf. 77. 102. 
87. Cf. 77. 20. 88. Cf. 97. 162 ff. 89. Cf. 30. 224. 
90. Cf.paiu-paia.vmok(ava-.20.293-S. 91. Cf.97. 105 fl. 92. Cf.41.31. 
93. EkapatQi and EkapitsK are D.erely the other nainea of Durgi: 

Cf. 72. 7-U. 
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that Siva “will be‘’ entering a dead body lying uncared for in a crema¬ 
tion ground through the power of his yoga-maya for the sake of the 
Brahmins ; he “will” then be a brabmacarin.’” This incarnation of Siva 
will take place in the siddhak§etra named Kayarohana.'** 

Siva and Lihga : The Purana has one chapter (55) entirely devoted 
to the origin of Lihga. It runs thus ; 

Visnu had vanquished Bali and was congratulated by gods and sages 
upon this act. But Visnu attributed this success to the greatness of Siva 
but for whose favour he would not have achieved siddhatva in former 
days.'” Visnu then narrates a tale with regard to this : 

“In former times, I had absorbed all the three worlds. Everywhere 
there was darkness and with all the creatures in my bowels I slept. 
After some time, I happened to see something shining at a distance 
which was none else than the person of Brahma. Brahma came towards 
me and after asserting that he is the self-born (svayamhhu) and the 
creator of the world he questioned me as to who 1 was. I replied to him 
that I (too) was the creator and destroyer of the world. While w'e were 
thus engaged in a w'ordy warfare about our part in the creation we saw, 
at a distance, a blazing flame which appeared to envelop the w’hole 
world above and below. We were bewildered at this glaring sight and 
hastened towards it, and lo I we saw, in the midst of flames, a lihga, 
terrible in appearance.'” We felt a curiosity about its magnitude and 
Brahma said to me, “Let us try to trace out its limits. 1 am going 
towards its upper extremity.” He proceeded to do likewise and I went 
towards the bottom. But all our exploration was in vain. We were 
overtaken by maya |nd could not And out our way. I was really very 
much afraid. We then offered prayers to Maheivara who appeared 
before us to relieve us of our anxieties.” 

In the first chapter of contents an allusion is made to this meritorious 
story.'*' Stray references to lihga also occur. Visitu tells Brahma : 
“Formerly (Siva ?) inserted the lihga and your seed in me (i.e. the yoni) 
which in course of time developed into the golden egg”.'” Siva is 
elsewhere called the subtle lihga.’” He is also called the lord of the 
kfetra {k^etradhipati), bIjin and urdhvame^hra.'** 

136. For places where these avatarss 'will be’ taking place see Nos. 3t5, 386« 387, 
560A,814,995, ll'ss in App. 

137. Kha and Gha omit these details. 13S, Cf« 30. 219*^24. 
139. Cf. tasya eva prasddena ddau Uddhatvam dgatam : 55. 10. 
140. a, jvdld-nidldyataih nyastoth sarva^bhuta^bhoyathkaram : 55. 22, 
141. Cf. 1.105. 
147. Cf. purd Hdgcfh bhavadhiijath pratkamnm tv ddUatgikam mayi yvftau samdyuktarh 

tad^bijam kdlaparyaydt hiranmayatn apdreth ud yonydm af^4^m ajdy^ta : 24. 72-3. 
143. Cf. 97. 200-202. 144. Cf, 24. 91-2 ; also 24. 55-60. 
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Skanda-Kartikeya: In the chapters on Sraddha we find a story 
narrated about the birth of this god : Indra had fears about the issue 
arising out of the union of Siva with Rudrani.’^* He commissioned Agni 
to disturb them in their intercourse. Agni did his duty well and the 
semen of Siva fell on the earth. Uma, with her passions thus ungrati¬ 
fied, angrily cursed Agni to bear the garbha himself. After carrying the 
garbha for many years Agni requested the river Gahga to bear it for him. 
Gangs, though with great hesitation, agreed to do so and, in course of 
time, delivered it on the Saravana. Thus was born Kumira, the child 
conjointly of Rudra, Agni and Ganga. The wives of the seven sages 
(excluding Arundhatl) came to see the child as if they were its 
mothers.’^ Each of them in turn saw the child and that is why Kumara 
has six faces. Since he vanquished the Danavas, he is called Skanda'^^ 
and since the Krttikas nursed him, he is called Kartikeya. Various gods 
then brought him presents mostly in the form of animals. Skanda had 
many sports on the Kraunca-giri where he killed Tarakasura. This son 
of Agni was later consecrated as the Commander-in-Chief of the gods. 
He is surrounded by the Mdtrs and the ganas of Vinayakas and Bhutas.'^* 

Skanda’s birth in Saravana is alluded to in the geographical 
chapters. It was on the Kraunca^ila that lions were yoked to the 
chariot of Kartikeya and Guha (i.e. Skanda) was consecrated to the 
generalship of the gods.’'** 

In the description of the city of Siva ( Sivapura) we find Skanda 
mentioned as Sikhivahana (i.e. having peacock as his vehicle) with 
Sakha, Vi^akha and others as his followers.'*® The sage Vasistha, who 
professes to be his devotee, also calls the god as Sikhivahana and Sakti- 
hasta (i.e. having Sakti as his weapon ) in the course of his prayer.'*' 

Skanda also figures as a leader of the Nairrta Raksasas who were 
in the habit of kidnapping children.'** The Vainayakas and others are 
the classes of Bhumi-Rdkfasakas. They wander unseen on the earth in 
various forms ; there are eight classes of them, viz., Bhadrakas, Nikaras, 
PQtanas with MStrs (amongst them ?), etc. They have their eyes always 
on children.'®* They have Skandagraha in their train.'** The Kaumaras' 
amongst them have a particular tendency to kidnap children. Thus 
there are numerous ganas of Skandagrahas, Loka-Vinayakas, etc.'** 

145. C£. t&hhydm maithunasaktdbhydm apatyodbhava-bhtruna.Indrena. 
146. Cf, svakdbhir iva mdtfbhib* 
147^ Cf. Skanditd Ddnavagands tasmdt skandafi pratdpavdn, 148. Cf, 72. 21 ff, 
149. No 469 App. 150. Cf. 101. 279-81. 151. Cf. 54. 22-6. 
152. Cf. Nairftd ndmatah imttd grahds te rdkfasdh sarve bdldnath tu vise^atGjji : 

84. 13-4. 
153. Cf. bdldnath manure loke grahdh, 154, Skanda-'grchddayai eaiva, 
155. Ci, Kaumdrm te tu vijfteyd bdldnath grahavr^taya(i skandcgrahaviiefdndm. 

ye ca loka-tiadyakdh. They appear to have some connection with the Guhyakas : 
69.184-94. 
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Ga^eia : Sot6yutnna is said to have been turned into a female and 
achieved the status of g&tfapatya through the favour of Mahadeva.”^ 
A Sodra devotee of Siva is promised the same status of Gtnapatya if 
he is not a drunkard.'** 

II. Vai^ijavism and the other sects 

Vaisnavism : Visnu as the supreme god does not figure much in 
the Purina. The only important account about him is the story of his 
avataras brought into the genealogical portions of the Purina in con¬ 
nection with the ‘history’ of VIsudeva Krsna. But here too we find 
the greatness of Siva pervading the story. The sages asked SOta 
as to who were Vasudeva, Devaki, Nandagopa, etc., amongst whom 
the god Visnu was born and the latter elucidates the point by narrating 
the story of Bhrgu’s curse to Visnu for killing his wife as the result of 
which Vispu was born seven times on the earth. 

Though Siva is the supreme god of the Purina, we find Vispu too 
as a great god next to him. Nlrlyana creates the universe and pervades 
it, though he himself is created by Mahclvara.'** He is the best 
amongst the Suras'*® and is the “consecrated lord” of the Adityas and 
Sidhyas.'*' All the gods are pervaded by Visnu {ViftiumaySh) and 
there is no goal better than the world of Visnu.'** This is what the 
gods sing. But still Hari adores Bhava.'** When the period of de¬ 
struction arrives, he absorbs the three worlds and goes to sleep. 
References to Visnu reclining on his ocean-bed occur frequently'** 
and there he is described as holding the iafikha, cakra and gada in his 
hands,'** as having eight arms and tvearing the kirlfa.'** The mark of 
cakra on the feet and of sankha on the palm of the hands are some of 
the indications of a cakravartin in the Jreta age.'®* This cakravartin 
is animated by the spirit of Visnu. Can^, the lord of Nagas, was also 
marked with the discus of Vi§5iu.'** 

In the accounts of creation, Visnu often figures with Brahml and 
is sometimes identified with him. Brahml is called Nlrlyana many 
times and the name Nirayana is explained in that connection.’*• When 
Vispu asks Brahml as to u ho he is, Brahml answers that he is known 
as Nlrlyana, the creator of the world.'*® In the act of creation Brahma 
himself assumes the form of a boar.'*' 

156. For details of tSe stnrv of the destruction of the city of VBrSi^ast'through 
a eurae of Ga^efa Kfemaka ; Cf. No, 143 App. 

157, 85. 28. 158. 101. 351-5. 
159. Cf. 1.204. 160. Cf.69.43. 161. Cf. 70.5-6. 
162. Cf. na ta Vifnu-tama hseid gatiranyd vidhlyate, 163. Cf. 21. 6-7. 
164. Cf. 1. 56 ; 24.10 0.; 55.12. etc. 165. Cf. 55. 12; 24. 9. 
166. Cf. 24. 9-10.' 167. Cf. 57, 79. 168. VitlftuakrS^iita^tikna Cf. 41. 73. 
169. Cf. 6. 3; 3.38; 7.63-5; 7.69-71. IJO. Cf. 24. 21. 
171. VSrSka rapa : Cf. 6.10 0. 



AVATXSAtvOr 41 

' Tb6 mtiras of Vi^^u, referred to in the PurS^a, are at follow* : 

Ntme of the avatSra Details about the avatSra 

pl. NSraya^a He started the Institution of Sacrifice. 
2. Narasithha He killed Hiranyaka4ipu. 
3. Vlmana As a Brahmin he begged of Vairocana Bali tbe 

portion of earth traversed by his “three steps” 
and vanquished Bali. 

4. Dattatreya Markandeya was his promoter (^uraArara). 
5. Mimdhata He was a cakra-vartin and had^” a promoter in 

Utathya.’” 
6. Jamadagnya He was the annihilator of all the Ksatriyas and 

had Vi^vamitra as his promoter.*’* 
7. Rama He was the son of Da^aratha with Vasi^tha as his 

promoter. He was born specially for the purpose 
of killing Havana. 

8. Vedavyasa He was the son of Para^ara with JitQkarna as his 
promoter. 

9. Krsna Son of Vasudeva by Devaki. Brahmargargya (?) 
was bis promoter.”* Visnu was born in the family 
of the Vrsnis in order to promulgate dharma. He 
killed Kamsa, Salva, Putana, Keiin, Naga Kuvala> 
yapida, etc., who were really Daityas in different 
garbs. Here Sandipani is mentioned as his pro¬ 
moter. 

10. Kalki When this age will come to a close, Visnuya4as 
Kalki, belonging to the Para^ara (gotra ?) will be 
bom with Yajnavalkya as his promoter.’” 

The first three avatSras are called divya-safhbhStis (i.e. incarnations 
in heaven) and the rest are the incarnations amongst men.”* 

Some of the above avataras are mentioned elsewhere in the text. 
Hiranyaka4ipu, the lord of Daityas, was killed by Narasirfiha Visnu.”* 
With reference to Vamana the name of Visnu is explained thus : "tasmSt 
savm mrtoVif^ur viier dh&toh praveianat.^"* The knowers of Purl^ 
say that Atri’s son Dattitreya had the corpus of Vispu.'*' Kirtavirya 
Arjuna propitiated Datta, son of Atri, through practice of severe auste¬ 
rities and the latter granted him four boons.'** Vyasa, as an athia (i.e. 
portion) of Vi?pu, is also mentioned at some places.'** We have also a 
narratbn about the future exploits of Kalki.'** 

172. Cf. 98. 70 ff.; »l*ol. 148-50. 173. According to Sfa only. 
174. Gh« does not mention him. 175. Gba omita hia name. 
176. Gha and Ilia omit this. 177. For details see Mo. 842 App. 
178. Cf.98; 88. 179. Cf. 67. 66. 180. Cf. 66. 136. 181. Cf. 70. 77. 
182. Cf. 94.10-15. 183. Cf. 60.11-2; 23.217-8. ‘ 184. Cf.99.396. 

V.P.S 
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The VarShSvatdra of Vieinu is not included in the above diet but 
the following references indicate that it was probably recognised as an 
avatira. The people of Varaha-dvfpa worshipped Vi§nu in his form of 
Varaha.’** Pramiti, as an aihfe of Madhava, is also mentioned*” but he 
is not included in the above list because he was an av: tara (?) of Vispu 
in the Svayariibhuva Manvantara. The above list apparently refers to 
the avataras of Vispu in the Vaivasvata manvantara.’” 

Visnu as a Sectarian God : There are some indications in the 
Puripa about Visnu as a sectarian god. The Brahmins, Ksatriyas and 
Vaidyas'of the city of Campavat! were worships era of Vispu.'” Worship 
of Datta’** by Kartavirya Arjuna has already been noted above. Tn the 
story of Daksa-sacrifice we find Diksa offering oblations to Visnu as his 
favourite deity. There is also a statement*” that Narayana is the sole 
resort for emancipation. 

We have a reference to Samkarsana, Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Sarhba 
and Aniruddha as the five great men of his family Ivamia-vfrak). This 
reference occurs in the context of the narration of the avataras of Visnu 
and is probably suggestive of the theology of the Bhagavata sect.**' 

The Conception of the Triad : In the accounts of creation Brahma 
is called both Narayana and Mahe^vata.*** Lord Narayana divides 
himself into three and performs the functions of creation, preservation 
and destruction.*** In the first chapter which gives the contents of the 
Puranas, we find a provision made for the elucidation of the unity and 
diversity of the three gods.*** We have already referred to the exposi* 
tion made by Visnu to Brahma as to how Siva is the generator {bijin), 
he himself the field of creation (yoni) and Brahma the germ (bfjam ). 
Brahma is the Rajas, Agni (i.e. Rudra) the Tamos and Visnu the Sattva.^^ 

In the prayer to Siva the god is also addressed as Vi§nu and Brahma.*** 
The abode of Narayana is to the east, of Siva to the west and of Brahma 
in the middle. These are the principal gods (deva-mukhydit ).*** It is 
said that in the Puskaradvipa Brahma wields the danda with Siva and 
Vi^pu*** and in the iraddha chapters we find a recommendation that the 
Brahmin worshippers of Vi§pu, Siva and Brahml should be invited on 
that occasion.*** 

185. Cf. 48. 40; also 97.16; 97. 74. 186. Cf. 58.85. 187. Cf.98. 71. 
188. VififuporayatfSb ■ Cf. 99. 105-7. 189. Gha and Sla omit this. 
190. It occurs only in Kha. 191 Cf 97.1-2. 192. Cf 5.38-42. 
193. Cf. NatSyapaft.tridhd vibhajya svStmSnam.sjjau grasate taivo vlkfote ea 

tribkis tu yat: 5.38-9. 
194. Cf. Ota urdkvath brokmapai ea vifpoi caiva hhavasya ta ekatvaih ea pftkaktvatA 

ea.lOrtyalt: 1.132. 
195. Cf. 5.15-6. 196. Cf. 54.68-76; 54.98 etc. 197. Cf. 41. 63. 
198, Cf; 49,140, 199. Cf. 82. 57-9. Gha omits this, 



BUDDHISM AND JAINISM 

The Cult of the Sun>god : In the description of the Vayupufa there 
appears an allusion to the setting up of (an image of ?) Va^ditya by 
the god V5yu. This V§dsditya is none else but the Sun-god or SOrya. 
The people of the place were called Va^vas whose customs, it is 
stated, were many and varied.Yajfiavalkya and his pupils had become 
inflicted with the sin of Brahma-hatyd. On the advice of Brahma they 
worshipped the god Valukedvara of twelve beams (dvddaidrka, i.e. the 
Sun-god) in the city of Vayupura and had their baths in the tanks at that 
place and were thus rid of their sins. Then they adored Vadava, the lord 
of the north, and merged themselves into the world of Surya (Surya- 

Of Yajhavalkya it is again stated that he returned what 
he had learnt about the Vedas to his teacher and concentrated his mind 
on the Sun-god. As a result of these efforts the god, in the form of a 
horse, gave a new sathhitd to Yajnavalkya. This saihhita is known by 
the name Vajasaneya. The name of this Yajnavalkya was probably 
Brahmarati.*®* The Raksasas named Yatudhanas—who were ten in 
number—were the followers of Surya and wandered with the deity.*®* 
Bhauvana who appears to be a Daitya, offered a prayer to the Sun-god with 
the Rathantara sdman and was immediately turned into an elephant.*®^ 
In the Kiihiuka forest, the Siddhas pay homage to Aditya^°^ and we 
have already had a reference to the story of how Surya in the guise of a 
Brahmin begged of the king Kartavirya Arjuna the whole earth for 
alms. Sakrajit*®* was a friend (i.e, a devotee ?) of the Sun-god*®* who, 
as a token of his friendship {or devotion ?), presented a jewel 
to the former called Syamantaka which involved Vasudeva Krsna in 
many incidents.*®* 

Buddhism and Jainism : In the genealogical narration of the 
Iksvakus, Sikya is mentioned as a son of Sarhjaya. His son was Sud- 
dhodana.*®” The Vairajas are said to have achieved dnanda-brahman 
and become ‘awakened’.*’® Of the conditions obtaining in the Kali 
age we are told that there is neither happiness nor nirvd^a (emancipa¬ 
tion ).*” In a prayer to Siva by Daksa the god is addressed as buddha.^'^ 

In connection with the a^rama of the forest-dweller there is a re¬ 
ference to the five vratas and five upavratas. Such is the ten-fold 
dharma with regard to them as is enjoined by Svayaihbhu."* In con- 

200. Cf, No. 1422 App. 201, Cf. No. 1423 App. 
202. Ka» Brahmanti: Cf. 61. 20-2. 
203. Cf, Suryasya anucard hyete saha tena bhramanti ca : 69. 128. 
204. Gha omits the name Bhauvana ; Cf, 69. 209-10. 205, Cf. 38. 31-2. 
206. Gha : SatrSjit, 207. Cf• Sahrajitafj^ Suryaft sakhd, 208. Cf. 96. 20 ff. 
209. Cf. 99. 288-9. 210. Ct buddhdvasthdi : tOl.Sl-5. 
211. Cf, na sukharh ndpi nirvdi^am tasmin bhavati vai yuge : 32. 20. 
212. Cf, nama^ iuddhdya buddhdya i 30. 216 ; cf. also 97.172. 
213. Cf. bhikfor vratdni paHcdtra paHtaivopavfatdtd ca daia4akfa^o hyi$a dhofmaft 

prohtafy SvayadMiuvd. 
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tinuation of the same occurs an explanation of the Pariwaja-iharma, 
The stanza which explains this dharma is in a different metre and 
may probably be a quotation. The dharma enjoins the following things : 
dhydna, samSdhi, bhaikfya, mauna and vimukti,*'* This was the state 
of things in the Treta age.*'* At another place there is a reference that 
the bkikfus should observe ahithsd.^'* 

A reference to bhiksus and yatis has already been made in con¬ 
nection with munis. With reference to ^radha it is enjoined that in the 
absence of dhydni-bhiksus (two ?) brahmacarins may be fed on the 
occasion.*'* This shows that the bhiksus were more deserving of 
respect than the brahmacarins. It is not certain whether by these 
bhiksus we should understand the monks of either the Buddhist or 
the Jaina faith. It is more in the fitness of things if we take them 
to be the Saivite yogins. 

The manner in which the Vrsalas, Yatis and Pdfandas are described 
in the sketch of the state of things at the end of the Kali age may 
make us rightly infer that they belonged to some hostile faith 
such as that of the Jainas or the Buddhists.*'* Condemnatory remarks 
about the Nirgranthas occur in the same context. In connection with 
the rules regarding sraddha, the Nagnas (i.e. naked ones) and others 
are mentioned as taboo and here we find a digression describing 
the Nagnas. The Nagnas, it is stated, have forsaken the Vedas and 
follow other ways for their emancipation (moksa). They consider 
the a^ramas and the Vedas as useless, and (thus) do not comprehend 
the ultimate reality. Formerly, there took place a war between gods 
and demons in which the latter were defeated. (After this?) the 
Brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaidyas and Vrsalas*'* were spoiled by the Pasandas. 
Here occurs a reference to Nirgranthas, Karpafas^ but the text here 
is very confusing. These Nagnas do not follow dharma and go by 
wrong ways.**' The irreligious Ajivas, so called by the Suras, also 
figure in the Puraita in its accounts of the Pi^acas,*** who are said to be 
haunting the Caityavrkfas.^^ 

214. Cf. Dhydnath sanUldhir ntanmendriySvSm sa^Agarnir bhaikfyam athopagamya 
maunath pavitropacitrir vimvktib parivrajo iharmam idam vadnnti 

215. Cf. 8.184-8. 216. Cf. hhikfUnam ahitk^d paramSrthitd s 16.18. 
217. Cf. 71, 71-2. 218. Cf. Nos. 9^5-7, 1480 In App. 
219. Gha : VrsaMtas; Ka reads it differently, 2'0. Aceordins to Ka, Adkyat. 
?21. Cf. 78.24-33. 222, For detaiU, see No. 15 App. 223, Cf. 69.284. 



CHAPTER V 

YUGAS AND THE SYSTEM OF CHRONOLOGY 

1. Kalpas 

Of Kalpas in General: The first chapter dealing with the summary 
of contents provides for the narration of Kalpas.’ Immediately after 
enumerating the five characteristics of a Purana, the Suta refers to 
Kalpa, that being involved in the topic of immediate* narration.* A 
Kalpa is so called because Brahma ordained it.* The sages request the 
god Vayu to unfold to them the wonder and mystery about the Kalpas.* 

Kalpa closely Connected with Cosmology : In the beginning of 
each Kalpa Vi^vakarma fashions the earth with its seas, mountains and 
islands.” In every Kalpa lord Mahadeva creates the universe.” When 
a Kalpa comes to a close, the time for the great fire, which causes the 
periodical destruction, arrives.” Creation and destruction of former 
Kalpas are occasionally mentioned.” Brahma assumed different forms 
to lift up the earth from out of the waters “as in the former Kalpas”.* 

Duration of a Kalpa: The Kalpa immediately preceding the 
present Kalpa passed away at the end of a thousand caturyugas together 
with its days and manvantaras.'^ A half Kalpa is said to cover a period 
of 2862 kofis and 70 niyutas (of years?).” Other calculations are 
also given but they are complicated ; and again it is not necessary to 
work them out here.’* There is, however, a statement that a thousand 
Kalpas make a year of Brahma and that one thousand such years make 
his Yuga.” 

Number and Names of Kalpas: The following Kalpas are men¬ 
tioned in their order : Bhava, Bhuva, Tapas, Bhava (?), Rambha, l^tukalpa, 
Kratu, Vahni, Havyavahana, Savitra, Bhuva (?), U^ika, Kulika, Gan- 
dharva, J^sabha, Sadja,’* Marjallya, Madhyama, Vairajaka, Ni^Sda, 
Paficama, Meghav3hana, Cinfaka, Akuti, Vijiiati, Manas, Bhava and 
Brhat.’” But in the next chapter’” the list is further continued : Sveta- 
lohita, Rakta. PitavSsas,'” Sita and ViivarQpa. Thus the list includes 
3. Kalpas. The Varaha Kalpa, which is often mentioned elsewhere,” 
is not included in the above list. Again Padmakalpa is mentioned as 
the seventh Kalpa but that too is not found in the list. There is one 
statement which mentions the number of Kalpas as being ten.’* 

I. Cf. 1.53-5; 1.62; 1. 65; 1.168. 2. Cf 4. 10-13. 
3. Ct. Kalpryemdsa vai Brakmd tasmdt kalpo nirueyatr; Gha has KSla for Kalpa : 

7.77. 4. Cf. 22.1. 5. Cf. 6.33. 6. Cf.7.78. 7. Cf. 7.15. 
8. Cf.6.35; 7.68-9etc. 9. Cf.8.6; 6.8-9. 10. Cf.7.14. 
II. Cf. 21.13-4. 12. Cf. 21.15 ff. 13. Cf. 22 4-S. 
14. Kht Ga SBd lira! SdAra. 15. Cf.21.26S. 16. Cf.22.9S. 
17. Kiit.Ga.Gl»sncl]il«!JP«ae«a. 18. Cf.7.9; 5.49-50:21.11-2. 
19. Cf.7.36. 
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II. Many ANT ARAS 

Of Manvantaras in General: The first chapter mentions the Man- 
vantaras as a topic for narration in the Purapas.*® In fact, description 
of Manvantaras is one of the five characteristics of a Purina as such.*' 
Every Manvantara has a Manu who is. its lord** and it appears that a 
particular Manvantara bears the same name as that of the Manu who 
presides over it. Thus, in the Vaivasvata Manvantara, Vaivasvata was 
the “lord of n\en”.** Every Manvantara, again, has its own set of 
Devas** and of the seven sages*® and probably its own Indra also.*® 
Visniu too had different names in different Manvantaras.** 

Duration of a Manvantara : Seventy-one caturyugas make a Man¬ 
vantara.*® There are seventy-one padas (steps) of Kala. When it moves 
to cover one pada there is an end of one Yuga and seventy-one such 
movements bring the Manvantara to a close.** 

Number of Manvantaras: The number of Manvantaras is fourteen.*® 
There are fourteen Manus (i.e. Manvantaras also) in the Varaha Kalpa.*' 
From the fourteen Svaras arose the fourteen Manus who were the lords 
of the celestial Manvantaras.** Seven Manvantaras have passed already 
and seven more are still to pass.** The names of the Manvantaras that 
have passed are: Svayambhuva, Svarocisa, Auttama, Carisnava,*® 
Tamasa, Cak§u§a and Vaivasvata, the last being the current Manvan¬ 
tara.** It is to Vaivasvata Manu that the royal genealogies owe their 
origin.** We have also a reference to Savarpa Manu who is the same 
as Vaivasvata Manu.** 

Excepting the Vaivasvata, the Svayaihbhuva and the Cak^usa Man¬ 
vantaras have received more attention in the Purana. It was in the 
Svayambhuva, the first of the Manvantaras,** that the great sages 
questioned Indra regarding the utility of killing animals in sacrifices.** 
The Suta narrates what Brahma said to Manu in regard to the divisions 
of the Veda in the Ovapara of the Svayambhuva Manvantara.*® The 
Svayambhuva Manu had ten grandsons*' who occupied this whole earth 
of the seven dvipas. These ten sons or grandsons are also referred to 
elsewhere.** In the Caksusa which was the sixth of the Manvantaras 
immediately preceding the present Manvantara, the gods were called 
Sadhyas** whose leader was Narayapa.** The importance of this 

20. C£. 1. 53 ; 1.120-1. 21. Cf. 4. lO-l 1. 22. C£. 26. 30; 63.12-9; 73. 49. 
23. C£. 70.18. 24. C£. 66.64-5. 25. C£. lOO.lOff. 26. C£.64.6. 
17. C£. 66. 128-35. 28. C£. 57.33 j 10.12. 29. C£. 32. 31-2. 
30. C£.7 17-21; 45.69-70. 31. C£.5.50. 32. C£.26.30. 
33. C£. 100.10 S. 34. At one place we have Raivtua instead : cf^ 62.3. 
35. C£. 66. 128-35; 63.12-9; c£. also 85.2. 36. C£.85.1ff. 
37. C£. 100.9; 84. 38 ff. 38. C£. 30.5; 21.22-3; 63.12-9; 66. 128. 
39. C£. 57.119. 40. Cf. 60.1-2. 41. Aooordkig to Gha i aona t Cf. 33.4. 
43. Cf. 31.17-8. 43. Cf. 66.8-10. 44. Cf. 70.6 1 66.133-4 ; 70.1. 
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Manvantara is brought out by the fact that the story of Prthu is 
narrated with reference to this Manvantara." In the same context it 
is stated that in the Caksu^ and in the Manvantaras preceding it, the 
earth was uneven" and there were no cities and villages ; neither did 
agriculture, trade, pasture and cattle-breeding exist then. But all these 
things had their place in the Vaivasvata Manvantara from the time of 
Vainya." This amounts to a suggestion that the reign of Vainya formed 
an interregnum between the Caksusa and the Vaivasvata Manvantaras. 

One chapter" is entirely devoted to the description of the Vaivas¬ 
vata Manvantara and the varhia portion" of the Purana begins with the 
story of Vaivasvata Manu. 

III. The Yoga System of Chronology 

Of Yugas in General: As in the case of Kalpas and Manvantaras, 
we find narration of Yugas also provided for in the first chapter of 
contents The connection between Manvantaras and Yugas in point 
of calculations has already been noted above in connection with the 
duration of a Manvantara. 

The concept of time is closely connected with Yugas—a fact which 
is significant m itself. Kala appears as a deity identified with Siva.*’ 
Its four faces are the four Yugas.®* The Yuga is the soul of time®® 
and Kala is known through the Yuga.®® We have not found such ex¬ 
planations in connection with either the Kalpas or the Manvantaras. 

The Yugas are again associated with the concept of dharma, as will 
be obvious from the description of the four Yugas below. When the 
Yuga-dharma is not followed god Visnu appears on the earth in the 
form of an incarnation to put matters aright in point of dharma.®® He 
acts according to the wiys appropriate to Yugas.®® Similarly, when the 
future incarnatimis of Siva are mentioned, we find the corresponding 
Yugas too mentioned. There are six facts about the Yuga of which 
Yuga-dharma is one.®® 

Methods of Computation of a Yuga : The learned say that a yuga 
is comprised of five years.®® The year (sathvatsara'< again is said to be 
five-souled ipaflca^hatma) but another view of MadhvSdinrtapa (i.e. ?) 
that it is six-fold fafkat is also quoted. This may probably refer to the 
number of seasons as it appears from the immediate reference to 

45. Cf» 62. ff, 46. Ci vi^amd Ssld voiumdhard, 47. Cf. 62« li0’-4. 
48. Chapter 64. 49. Chaptcrb 85-V9. 50 Cf. 1 109-13. 
51. Cf. ur&ca devo bhagavdn svayam kdlafi* 52. Cf. 32. 12^. 
53. Cf. yvgdhhimdfd k&Uitmd : 31. 5>. 54. Cf. Kdlas tu yuga sadijHita^ : 32. 6. 
55. Cf. yugd^dhtifme pardvftte kdle ea prabhuf^ kartum dharma^vyava^thdnam 

Sdya$9 ika t 97. ^5-^^. 
56. Cf. yugduurspiith yajf kfUd : 97. 30. 57« Cf. 57. 3-4« 
58« Cfs iU Hob pi^Mparfatk hi yugofh pi^ahtath 31.49. 
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rtus ( seasons ).** A reference to five divisions of KSla*° is also made 
elsewhere and here Kala appears to mean Yuga. These five divisions 
are: (1) Saipvatsara, (2) Parivatsara, (3) Idvatsara, (4) Anuvatsara and 
Vatsara.*’ 

There are in all six prakaras of Yugas, viz., Yuga, Yugabheda, 
Yugadharma, Yugasaihdhyamiaka, Yugasaihdhina and (Yuga-satiikhyS ?)** 
but they have no bearing on the method of computation of Yuga. 

Divisions of Time and the Computation of Yuga : A nimefa forms 
the lowest unit in the measurement of time. The time required by a 
nimefa is equal to that taken in (pronouncing ?) the shortest letter 
(akfara ).** 

15 Nimefas » Kastha ; 30 KasthSs = Kala ; 30 Kalas ~ MuhQrta ; 
30 Muhurtas = Day and Night. 

The further divisions of time upto the year are taken to be under¬ 
stood. 

The four Yugas cover a period of 12000 years in the following 
manner:— 

1. Krta-yuga —4800 years with Samdhya and Saihdhyaifa&. 
2. Treta-yuga —3600 ,, ,, „ 
3. Dvapara-yuga—2400 „ ,, „ 
4. Kali-yuga —1200 „ 

Calculations regarding the ‘days’, 'years’, etc., of the Pitrs, Devas and 
Saptarfis are also given but it is unnecessary to give details about them 
here. There is also a calculation of the ‘Krauiica year’.** 

The divisions of time mentioned elsewhere are as follows 

(1) Kastha, Kala, Parvan, Muhurta, Vipaksa, Pakfa, etc.** 

(2) Nimesa, KasthS, Kala, half-month, month, etc.** 

(3) Lava, Kastha, Kala, Muhurta, day, night, etc.** 

(4) Nimesa, Kala, Kastha, MuhOrta, day and night.** 

Description of Yugas 

The Krta-yuga: The people lived without malice towards each 
other and faced no mutual conflicts. There were no houses for them to 
reside and they resorted to mountains and sea-shores for shelter. Ever 
gay, they wandered aimlessly. The animal kingdom did not exist nor 

59. Cf. 31.50. 60. Cf. paHcdnath pravithaktStiSth halSvasthSnt, 
61. Cl. 31. 2o-8; and 32.65 v^re, however, we find it difficult to meke out the 

enct sente; cf. also 53.116. 
62. Cf.57.3-4. 
63. Cf. U vUydl ta^wahtarmh ea jMt: 57.6. 
64. Cf.57.6fi. 
65. The reference to tmkvatsara at "lord of Ganita-Toga" abeald bo noted t 

Cf. 70. IS. 
66. Cf.3e.233. 67. Cf.8.20. 6S. Cf. 30.15 omittad in Ko. 
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the vegetable world. The time was conducive to fulfilment of all 
desires and the climate was temperate.” The people were ever young” 
and did not observe any sacraments.^' They were all equal in matters 
of birth, beauty and of various virtues. Things took shape of their own 
accord.” Virtuous or sinful deeds had no place in this Yuga.” The 
institution of the varna^rama, and consequently its sarhkaras, did not 
exist then.” 

The Treta-yuga : The coming of the Treta age was heralded by a 
rain>fall and there was luxuriant vegetation.” The people became used 
to clothes and ornaments. Thus were they living happily. But after 
some period, greed (lobha) ‘again’ overtook them and because of their 
misdeeds (apacara) the plant w’orld failed to supply their needs. The 
climate appears to have become extreme and it brought upon them 
many sufferings. Formerly, people were of nomadic habits” and 
had no fixed dwellings; but now, ‘again’ they raised structures amidst 
the mountains and along the rivers. It was in this state of things that 
villages, towns, cities, etc. had their origin and units of measurement 
of distance were devised to make a suitable town-planning. It 
appears that there w'as again a crisis follow'ed by a rainfall. This meant 
a rich vegetation which enabled the people to sustain themselves. 
The four variias were born and acted up to their respective functions. 
But “the same evil’’ again affected the plant world which consequently 
was unable to support the people. The hungry (K$udhdviftdh) people 
approached the Creator who then ‘milched’ the earth and made the 
vegetation grow again. Brahma then regulated the functions of the four 
var^s. But ‘again’ the people became subject to delusion and Brahtr.a 
having scrutinized all the details of the problem framed clear-cut 
distinctions about the functions of the four varnas. The diramas were 
then set up.” 

The origin of kingship in this age and the conception of Visnu being 
represented in the perscn of a paramount sovereign have already been 
described. It was in the Treta age that the Daffda-niti was promulgated” 
and the one Veda became four-fold.” Sacrifice, making of gifts, 
penance and truth constituted dharma in the Treta age.” Thus, the 
Institution of Sacrifice originated in this age.*' In the beginning of 
the TretS, the seven sages .are said to have promulgated the two. 
fold dharma, viz., &rauta and Smdrta.^ 

69. Cf. nUyartherh hi uftta-Hiatd- 70. Cf. tthira-yi.uvatidlt, 
71. Cf. ctaikskdryai^ 72. Cf. abuddki-pSrvakam tirttatk, 
73. Cf. apravftt^ krta-yugt karmavo iubhapSpayo^. 74. Cf. 8. SO ff. 
75. There u here • reference to the period of menktruation but we are unable to 

make out its significance. 
76. Ct. niktmttMs tt, 77. Cf.8.77fif. 
78. Cf.57.82. 79. Cf. 57. 83. 80. Cf.S7.81. 81. Cf.57.89ff. 
82. Cf.57,39. S3. Cf.3.21. 
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Vifiiu that in tb«} decline of the Yuga, excepting both of them, people 
have no other resort.When the end of a Yuga draws near Siva 
devours all the hkutas (i.e. creatures 

Yugas in Relation to Events and Personalities : 

A. Krta-yuga 

(1) King Bahu, the father of Sagara, was deprived of his kingdom 
by the Haihayas, etc.,'®* in the dharmya Satya-yuga."° It is 
not certain whether we should take this Satya or Dharma yuga 
as meaning Krta-yuga.'" 

(2) Jamadagnya Rama annihilated the Ksatriyas in the Krta-yuga."* 

B. TretA-yuga 

In the ddya (i.e. first ?) Treta age of the Vaivasvata Manvantara, 
Bhrgu and the other sages were born."* 
The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th avataras of Visnu took place in 
the 7th, loth, 15th, 19th and 24th Treta-yugas respectively."* 
King Karandhama, a descendant of Nabhaga, fiourished in the 
beginning of the Treta age."® 
Tfrobindu, a descendant of Karandhama—13 generations re¬ 
moved from him—also flourished in the beginning of the third 
Treta age."® 
In the beginning of the third Tretl age king Trnabindu (the 
same king as above ?) had a beautiful daughter who was married 
to the sage Pulastya.'" 
Rama killed Ravana in the 24th Treta age."® 
King Pururavas fiourished in the Treta age."* 

C. DvApara-yuga 

(1) The 8th and 9th avataras of Visi)u took place in the 28th 
Dvapara age. 

(2) It is said that in the 28th Dvapara, Acchoda, an Apsaras, was 
born as a daughter of a fisherman. Her name was Satyavatl. 
She gave birth, through her cohabitation with Paradara, to the 
great sage (Vyasa) who arranged the Vedas.'*® 

(3) In the second Dvapara, king Dtrghatapas practised penance 
and pleased Dhanvantari who was then born as a son of the 
king.'*' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

107. Cr. 25.23. Its. Cf.30. 74. 109. Cf. No. 345 App. 
110. Kha, Ga, Oha and Na read dharme sati yuge which probabljr means dharma^ 

jfUga, The expreeaton, it appeara, it ineonect ^anakrit. 
111. Cf.88. 123. 112. Cf.99.449. 113. Cf. 30.76. 
114. Gha omits the information nparding the 5th and the 6th tanrattions. 
115. Cf. TrttS-yg i-eiidUk* hhavH 86.3-7. 
116. Cf. Tretd-yuga-miM^ rt4& trOyt tathb-jikHoa ha : 86.15. 
117. 70.31. 118. 70.48. 119. 91.48. 120. 73. 168. 121. 92.17-22. 
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D. Kali-yuga 

(1) The tenth avatara of Visi^u will take place at the end of the 
Kali age. 

(2) It appears that the destruction of the city of Varanasi, at the 
hands of Gaine^a Ksemaka, took place in the Kali age.'^^ King 
Divodasa was ruling at that time.’** 

(3) Kali-yuga commenced on the very day when Krs^a died.’** 
(4) The experts on ancient tradition say that at the time of king 

Ksemaka, the last of the Paurava line, the Kali age will begin.’** 

(5) The knowers of the future cite a stanza that the Kali age will 
commence from the time, of Sumitra, the last king of the 
Iksvakus.’** 

The following stanza is cited regarding the terminating point 
between the Kali and the next Krta-yuga : 

yad& candras ca suryas ca tatha tifya-bfhaspati 
eka-ratre bhavi^yanti tada krta-yugam bhavet.'^^ 

Schematic References to Yugas : Brahma is adored in the Krta, 
Sacrifice in the Treta, Visnu in the Dvapara and Siva in all the ages.’** 
The Vedas are revered in the Krta, the Suras in the Treta, wars in the 
Dvapara and Pasapdis in the Kali.’** The four Yugas are the four j-adas 
of Visnu in his Varaha form.’*® The Krta is associated with Brahmins, 
the Treta with Ksatriyas, the Dvapara with Vaisyas and the Kali with 
Sudras.’*’ Dhyana in Krta, Jnana in Treta, Yajna in Dvapara and Dana 
in Kali are the best things.’** There is also a gradual morphological 
deterioration in men and animals in the different yugas.’** Happiness, 
life, strength, beauty, dharma, artha, and kama—all these suffer in 
degrees in the different Yugas.’** In the Krta age dharma did not 
exist; it was promulgated in the Treta and was on the decline’*® in 
Dvapara and finally destroyed in the Kali.’*' In the Treta dharma is 
‘yearly’, in the Dvapara ‘monthly’ and in the Kali ‘daily’.’** 

12?. 92.60. 123. Cf. No. 1403 App. 124. 99 428. Cf. 99. 279. 
126. Cf.99 292. 127. For rafre Kh« has ri!/o«; cf. 99. 413. 
128. Cf. 32.21. 129. Cf. 78.37. 130. Cf. 23. lOS. 131. Cf. 78. 36. 
132. Cf. 8.65. 133. Cf. 59.5 flf. 134. Cf. 5?. 111-3: 
135. CLvygkdU^dimvS. 136. Cf. 58. 3. 137. Cf. 58. 72. 



CHAPTER VI 

TOWNS, VILLAGES AND DWELLINGS 

I. Towns and Villages 

The Origin of the Communal Settlements; In the Caksusa and.*<in 
the Manvantaras preceding it, the face of the earth was uneven and there 
were neither cities nor villages. It was in the Vaivasvata Manvantara 
that they had their origin. In the Krta age, too, people probably had 
no communal settlements, such as villages or hamlets. In the Treta- 
yuga, however, there was a climatic crisis. The climate became 
extreme which brought many sufferings upon the people. Formerly the 
people were of nomadic habits and had no fixed dwellings' but now, 
due to the change in climate, they felt the necessity of resorting to 
some sort of shelter.* They raised artificial structures amidst hills and 
dales, in the wilds and lowlands and along the river-banks, according to 
their requirements and tastes.* Such is the origin of the dwellings of 
men which were primarily meant for protection against heat and cold.* 

Different Terms used for Communal Settlements: Durga, i.e.. 
Fort: A fort or durga is perhaps surrounded by a ditch, always filled 
with water.* There are four kinds of durgas. The first three kinds of 
durgas, names of which are not mentioned, are protected by hills and 
ditches,* The fourth kind of durga is called the Krtrima, i.e., artificial. 
It is distinguished by a rampart that runs round it. It has only 
one gate known as the svastika and has a Kumdripura in it.* The ditch 
in front of the gate is about 8 x 10 hastas deep and wide (according 
to some 8x9 hastas®). River-fort (nadt-durga) is also mentioned. 

Puras, Khetos, and Gramas, etc.: A nagara or pura covers an area 
of a yojana, a khefa, of half a yojana and a grama, of one-fourth yojana. 
(? )• Thus these terms are probably equivalent to the modern terms 
such as city, town an4 village. King PurQravas is said to have passed 
by Kulas, khetas, kharvafas, Vdfts and Nagaras in the search of his 
beloved Urvaii.'® King Kartavirya Arjuna shot arrows which set fire to 

1. Cf piirvam nikdmacdrds te aniketahjoyd bhriam, 2. Cf. eakrur dvarandni €a, 
3. Cf. yathd-yogyam yathd-priti nikete^v avasan punaft marudhanvasu nimnefu 

parvate^u nadifU ca* 
4. Cf. drahdhds U fiikptdn vai kartutk iitoivia-vdranam* Note the omission of 

reference to rainfall: 8. 93-100. 
5. Cf. samirayanti ca durgd^i dhanvdnath idivatodakam : 8.98. 
6. Cf. trividhdndm ca durgdnam p*rvatodaka-bandhanam : 8.111. 
7. What this Kumdripura signifies it is difficult to say. 
8. This rendering is liable to be doubtful; cf. srotasisarhhatadvdrath nikhdtafh 

puftar tva ca kastdffou ca daia ireffhd navdHou vd* pare matdit: 8.110. 
9. Cf. 9.116-7. 10, Cf. 91.29-30 Kha omits this. 
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puras, ghofos, giimas and pattanas.^^ Gift of gramas or villages to 
Brahmins in iraddha and in the aivamedha of Janaka has already - been 
referred to. 

Town-planning and Units of Measurement of Distance: Before 
proceeding to explain the plans of the various kinds of towns or villages 
in the Treta age, we have, in the Purana, a brief information on the 
various units of measurements of distances. They are : Ahgula, Hasta, 
Kisku, Dhanus,** Pradeda, Tala, Gokarna, Vitasti, Ratni,'* GavyQti and 
Yojana. The following table gives some idea about their relations to 
each other 

8 Ahgulas = Prade^a (?); 12 Angulas = Vitasti; 
21 Ahgulas = Ratni; 2 Ratnis or 42 Ahgulas = Ki§ku ; 
24 Ahgulas = Hasta ; 4 Hastas = Dhanus ; 

2000 Dhanus =Gavyuti; 8000 Dhanus = Yojana. 

It is not clear whether Nalika-yuga*^ was also a unit. 

Elsewhere the following appear as the units of measurement of 
distance : 

Mahasthula,’* Bhutadi-Sthula, Paramanu,’’ Trasarenu (or Padma- 
rajas), Ratharenu,’® Balagra,'* Liksa, Yuka, Yava, Ahgula, Vitasti, Ratni, 
Hasta, Kisku, Dhanus, Danda, Yuga, Nali, Gavyuti, Nalva, Yojana and 
Krosa. 

The table is as follows : 

10 MahasthQlas = BhQtadisthula ; 10 BhhtadisthQlas s=Paramanu. 
8 Paramanus = Trasarenu ; 8 Trasarenus ==Ratharenu. 
8 Ratharenus = Balagra ; 8 Balagras = l.iksa. 
8 Liksas =Yuka; 8 Yukas =Yava. 
8 Yavas =Ahguli. 

The table following Ahgula agrees with the one given above but 
the following additional details are to be noted : Dhanus, Dapd^, Yuga 
and Nali are equal. 

300 Dhanus = Nalva. 
1000 Yojaoas = Sakra-Kro^a (i.e. Kro^a of Indra ). 

It should be noted that in this connection we find a reference to 
experts on the knowledge of Saihkhya.*® Reference to Yojanas is very 
common in the geographical chapters of the Purina. 

11. Cf. 94, 40; cf. algo 93. 9-10. 
12. T'he last three are omitted in Ka. 13. From Prddeia to Ratni omitted in Gha* 
14* Cf. 100-7. 15. 8. 106. 16. The shortest visible distance. 
17. The shortest particle of dust visible in the sun-beam. 
18* The particle of dust caused by the movement of a chariot, 
19* Kha, Gha and : Bdldgra, 
20. Cf. Sathhhydjddna-viidradat^ : 101«115-198. 
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Town-Planning 

Site for the Town and Village ; Every communal settlement 
should be situated near mountains and water-sheds.*' The case of the 
artificial durga was probably an exception. 

Cities situated on the “tops of hills” or at "the foot of mountains” 
are often mentioned in the geographical chapters.** Most of these cities 
belonged to the Daityas, Danavas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, etc. The 
city of LaAka was situated on the TrikQta mountain and was inacces¬ 
sible.** Cities or tirthas situated on the banks of rivers are also 
mentioned. There is again an allusion to a river-fort (nadi-durga ) in 
a prayer by Daksa to Siva.*^ 

We have also a reference to the city of Guha which was situated in 
a cave on the VUakha mountain.** 

It is not clear whether the plan of a town or village is to be 
triangular in shape.** A city inagara) is probably required to be 
1 X 1 yojana in its area, a town (kheta) covering half its area and a 
village (grama) half the area of the town.** 

But in the case of the cities of the geogrphical chapters, we find 
references to their area being more or less fanciful. For example, the 
spacious city of LaAka was 100 x 30 yojanas in extent.** The cities of 
Gandharvas on the Kailasa occupied 1000 x 30 yojanas of area.** 

Of Village Boundaries: The boundary (of a village or town) 
should extend to two Krosas around it and the boundaries of the fields 
in this area should be four dhanus.** 

Village Roads and Streets in the Town : The roads leading to 
various directions from a village or town should be twenty dhanus wide 
and the road across the boundary-line should be ten dhanus wide.*' 
The street leading to the king’s palace li. e., rajapathah) should be 
ten dhanus wide and it should provide easy passage for men, horses, 
chariots and elephants.** The other streets should be four dhanus 
wide. The lanes and bylanes ( uparathySh and uparathyakah) and the 
paths joining the buildings with the streets (?) (grha-rathySh) should 
also be four dhanus wide.** There is a reference to Ghanfi-patha which 
probably refers to a village high-way or a main road passing through a 

21. Cf. Khf^tdndm nagardtjtdm €a grdmdr^dm caiva sarvaia}^ trividhdndm ca durgdt^dm 
parvatodaha bandhanam : 8. lU. 

22. Cf. Nos. 229, 437, 469. 727. 826, 905. 935, 1048, 1085, 1285, 1302, 1323, etc. App. 
23. Cf. No, 437 App. 24. Cf. 30, 2/8. 25. Cf. 39. 55. 
26. Cf. Mnna-kar^am vlkarf^am tu vyafijanam Kfia^amihitam : 8.113. 
27. Cf. 8. 116-7. 28. No. 437 App. 29. No. 469 App. 
30. Cf. dvikroiam paramd simd k^etra^simd catw-dhanu}^ : 8.117. 
31. Cf. vifhiad^dhanur gtdma-mdrgafji simd-mdrgo daia eva tu : 8.118. 
32. Cf. nrvdji-ratha^ndgdtidm mambddhaft tmanmra^ : 8.119. 33. Cf. 8.12D. 
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village." It should be four pidas wide being separated from the 
buildings by three padas.** The vrtti-mdrgas should be one half pada 
wide and the prag-vathia one pada.®* 

Elsewhere we find it stated that a yogin ought not to perform 
dhyanasVi. t. feats of concentration) at the catuspathas (i. e. where 
four roads meet)." The god Siva, however, is addressed as having a 
fascination for catuspatha and is also called rathya, virathya .** In 
connection with the Pi^acas we are told that they haunt the raja-margas, 
uparathyas, etc.®* The cities of Raksasas, Daityas, etc., are said to 
liave hundreds of/»rato/*i(i. e. broad-ways or main roads ).^® The city 
of Kalakeya Asuras on the Devakuta mountain had broad streets.^' 

City-gates and Ramparts : The svastika-gate of the artificial kind 
of durga has been described above. The main-gate of a town or city 
should be, it is stated, 800 The city of Dvaravati had many 
gates.** That there was some reverence or awe inspired by a gate of 
a city appears from the story of the destruction of the city of Varanasi." 

The cities of Kinnaras situated on the Mahanila mountain are 
said to have had bila-praveias.** The city of the Daityas on the southern 
side of the Nisadha mountain had a cave entrance." Gates and ramparts 
are often mentioned in connection with the description of the cities 
of the Daityas, Asuras, Gandharvas, etc. The city of Vidyadharas had 
mahaprakSra-tora^, a big gate and a wide rampart*^ and such was also 
the case with the city of the Saiinhikeya Daityas.** The city of Lanka 
had ‘golden’ gates and ramparts** that being also the feature of the 
city of the Autkaca Raksasas.** It should be noted that most of these 
cities were supposed to have been situated in the midst of hills 
(or on the hills) and are described to be “difficult of access”. Thus 
they were taken to be well protected because of their natural situation 
as well as of the construction of their enclosures. Ditches around the 
durga have been already noted above. They probably ran along the 

34. The name is probably derived from its being frequented by elephants end 
cattle, adorned with tinkling ornaments such as bells, etc. 

35. Cf. gha^fd-pathai catus-padas tripddam ca grhdntaram. The three pSdas may 
also refer to the distance between two buildings : 8.121. 

36. We are unable to bring out the exact significance of the information about the 
last two : cf. 8.121. 37. Cf. 11.33-4. 

38. Cf. name rathya-virathydya catu^patha»ratdya ca, I^a : eatufpatharathydya; and 
Ga : eatufpatharathdya : 30. 220. 

39. Cf. rdja^mdrgoparathydi ca.FUdcd viniviffd vai sthdne$v ete§u sarvaiafi: 
69. 283. 

40. Cf, 41,50-4 and Noa. in App. quoted above for references in the text. 
41. Cf. viidlaratkyam : 40.11-5. 
42. Cf. atha ki^ku^iatdni affau prdhur mukhyam nivcianam : 8.116. 
43. cf. 86. 26-1. 44. No. 1403 App. 
45. Cf. 39. 34. 46, Guhdpraviia : cf, 41. 55, 47, Cf. 39. 60. 
48. Cf* 40. 9-11. 49. Hema-prakdra-tora^d : cf. 48. 27-9. 50, Cf. 40,16-7. 

V. P.6 
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rampart with a iasirge opening in front of the main gate. Nine durgas 
are said to have protected the ksetra (circuit) of the Vayu-pura.®‘ 

Drainage and Gutters : In connection with the planning of a town 
we are told that the avaskara (i. e. gutters ?) and parimht^^ should be 
one pada wide.” 

Buildings, Parks, Gardens, etc.; Tall buildings lined in rows in 
the cities of Daityas, etc. arc often mentioned. The city of Lanka was 
harmya-prasada-malinl.^ The seven cities of Gandharvas were graced 
with lines of spacious mansions,*® the same being the description of 
the city of the Saimhikeyas.*® The mansion in the city of Kalakeya 
Asuras almost pierced the clouds.®’ 

In the same cities we occasionally find references to the existence 
of gardens. The city of Ulahghin, a Raksasa, had many gardens,®® 
similar being the description of the city of the Saiihhikeya Daityas.** 

There is only one instance of a dharma-idla (resting house or a 
charitable institution) in the Vayupura which was a holy place.®® 

Regarding the Composition of the Population : From the descrip* 
tion of the population of Vayupura®' we learn that it consisted of 18000 
twice-borns and 36000 Madras. 

II. Houses and Dwellings 

Origin of a Fixed Dwelling : While explaining the word ia/a (build¬ 
ing) an attempt is made to connect its origin with the tree and its over¬ 
spreading branches which, in former times, offered shelter and protec¬ 
tion to men.** This may probably make us infer that the early dwelling 
was merely a hut for the construction of which branches of trees 
( primarily of idla trees ?) were used. The emphasis on this point of 
connection between the sala and the Vakhas is interesting. 

Cave-dwellings : Siva is associated with habitation in a cave. He 
is called guha-priya^^ and guhavdsin.** Daksa, in his prayer to Siva’, 
offers salutations to those who dwell in caves.®* Siva says to Brahma 
about his 28th incarnation as Nakulin that he will. then be bom with 
Visou in a cave of the Meru mountain.®® The same god is called 
sa-guha (i. e. “ with a cave ” ?).®’ 

51. Cf. 59. 123 omitted m Ice, Ga and Na. 52. ICha, Ga, l^la : paHvdTa» 

S3. Cf.8.122. 54. Cf. 48.27-9. 55. C£.40. 6-7. 56. Cf. 40.9-11. 
57. Cf. 40.11-5. 58. Cf.41.54. 59. Cf. 40.9-11. 60. Cf. 59.126-7. 
61. Cf. No. 1422 App. 
62. Tepurvam Stan mi vrhfat tu grhasathsthitSlt.evath prasiddhaff iMiabhya^ 

iSlSi taiva grhSifi ea : 8.123-6 ; cf. also 8. 89. 
63. Cf. 54.116. 

64. Cf. 24. 156. The name of Siva in his 17th incarnation was GuAdodifti. 
65. Cf.30,278, 66. Cf. 23.221 cf. App. No. 814. 67. Cf.30.31S, 
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Caves were suitable for those of the last stage (a^rama ) of life 
for purposes of meditation.** It is said that in the Kali age Sudras and 
Yatins will be gu^ha-vdsdh.^* One who goes to the cave of Vamana is 
purified of his sin.’* 

The habitation of l^ksaraja Jarabavat was a huge cave where Krsna 
fought against him for twenty-one days.” 

Kinds of Dwellings : With the explanation of Md, reference to 
prasdda also occurs in the same context. Since it pleases the mind 
it is called prdsdda.’’^ This is apparently an attempt at etymo¬ 
logy. Anyway it suggests that prdsdda was regarded as more at¬ 
tractive and imposing in appearance than the ^ala and probably it 
means a palatial building. 

References to spacious buildings are noted above. We have an 
instance of the bhavana (mansion) of Yaksa which measured 80 x 40 
yojanas.” 

Daksa, in the course of; his prayer to god Siva, offers salutations 
to those who are gone to hastyaivarathaidlds, i. e. to stables for ele¬ 
phants, horses and chariots” and gosthas of cows are also referred to 
in a simile.’® A stable which was not used (jtr^a-gostha ) was a taboo 
for a yogin for the purpose of meditation.’* 

It is said that the' Pi^acas haunt places such as sutikdgrhas (i. e. 
maternity homes ?), imasdndyatanas (i. e. shelters raised in cremation 
ground) and sunydgdras (i. e. desolate houses).” 

Of Construction of Buildings : Visvakarman was an architect of 
the gods.’* He is the presiding deity of architecture {silpi-prajdpati ) 
and is also mentioned as Tvastr. His wife was a daughter of Prahlada. 
His son was Maya.’* He is also mentioned elsewhere in the' same 
capacity as a silpi-prajdpati. He is the founder of the science of 
architecture of the gods.** He is also the maker of their ornaments 
and vimdnas.*^ Siva too is credited with being the originator of the 
science of architecture, he being the best architect himself.*® Siddhas 
are also referred to as builders of the gods’ dwellings.*® 

It appears that certain rites were performed when a house was 
first inhabited or its construction was first undertaken. The Pi^acas 

68. Cf. 17. 5. 69. Cf. 58. 51. 
70. Cf. 77. 82-3. The exact significance of this statement is not clear. 
71. Cf. 96. 32-45. 
72. Cf. prasldati manas tSsu prasddyanti tab = 127; omitted in 5ia. 
73. Cf, 41.22-3. 74. Cf. 30. 278-9. 75. Cf. 30.186, 76. Cf. 11. 33-4. 
77. Cf. 69, 271 Ka omits reference to the last. 
78. Tridai&ttam vSstukft. 
79. Cf. ViivakarptStmajai eaiva viivakarma mayab mrtab: 84. 16-20. 
80. Cf. m karts sarva-iilpSnSih iridaiSnSm ea. 81. Cf. 66. 28-30. 
82. Cf. Hlpiiab HlpinSm iristhafy sarva-Ulpapravartaka^i: 30. 253. 83. Cf. 39- 50. 
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were supposed haunt houses with regard to which saihskSras are not 
observed and which are inhabited without the observation of acSras.** 

The mention of following terms in connection with the description 
of buildings shows that they formed part of their structures :—Sopana 
(stair>case), Silatala (pavement ?),®® Tora^a (gate),“ ValahK (roof, 
wooden thatchet), Kufa (projection), Nirvyuha (door, gate or turret),*^ 

(window).®® It should be noted that such terms are used 
only in connection with the description of the cities of Daityas, etc., 
mentioned above. 

Houses appear to have been frequently exposed to dangers from 
fire. Ksama is the name of the fire which sets ablaze the dwellings 
of men.** 

84. Cf.anSeSrofitani.safhtharair vafjkStH ea : 69.281~-2. 

85. Cf. 54. 30-1. 86. Cf.34.67. 87. Cf. 38.14-5. 88. Cf. 45. 32-9. 

89. Cr.29.34. 



CHAPTER VII 

DRESS AND ORNAMENTS. FOOD AND DRINK 

1. Dress and Ornaments 

(i) Dress. 

Nudity : In the narration of the progeny of Ka^yapa we find the 
Pi^acas described as naked (nagnakah).' Siva had by Satt thousands of 
sons who were not used to dress.^ In prayers to Siva he is often 
addressed as being “naked”.® 

Origin of Clothing and its Development: We have no evidence 
regarding dress in the sketch of the Krta age. Like houses and dwell¬ 
ings dress too had its origin in the Treta age. This was an age of 
luxuriant vegetation and the trees offered man his requirements of 
clothes and ornaments.® 

When we come to the chapters on ^raddha we find clothes as a 
primary necessity of man. It is stated that without clothes there can be 
no activity, no sacrifices, no knowledge of the Vedas, nay (not even) 
penance ; so should clothes be given particularly at the time of draddha.® 
We find gift of clothes to Brahmans on the occasion of ^raddha as a 
highly commendable act.® 

Materials for Dress : Leaves of Trees and Bark : In connection with 
the origin of dress we have seen above how trees offered man the 
materials for his clothing. Whether this material consisted mainly of 
bark or leaves of trees it is difficult to say. The use of both the 
materials for the purposes of clothing is, however, often indicated. 
A brahmacarin of the Treta age was expected to wear clothes of bark 
and leaves of trees.’' There is a reference to suggest that this was the 
dress peculiar to the munis who prepared it themselves. With re¬ 
ference to the conditions at the end of the Kali age it is said that the 
dress of the people at that time “will be” of bark and leaves of trees 
and that they “will” prepare it themselves “just as the munis do”.* 
When the Asuras commenced practising austerities at the advice of 
their preceptor, Sukra Kavya, they used valkalas ; and when the Devas 

1. Cf.69. 279. 
2. Cf, vivatan : Kha, Ga and Na : Vis&ian i. e. swallowers of pouon; cf. also 

10. 45-6. 
3. Cf. digvStSya or digvastraya : 24.132 ; 24.129; 54.72 ; 54. 77; 97.192 etc. 
4. Cf. vrkfdt te grha-tanisthitSIf eattrav* ca prmSyatUe phaldny akharav&vi ca: 8. 89. 
5. Cf. vattrdNtave kriya nSsU ycgHd Vedas tapdtiui ca tasmSd vasirdpi deydni irdddha- 

kale viiefatai^: 80,39-40. 6. Of. 80.4-6. 
7. Cf. eSrapatrdiitidm ca : 8.183. 
8. Cf. eirash parpask ca vivUhcm vcdhaldny ajindsii ca tvayads krtvd vivaSsyaedt yathd 

nutd-jattdt ietdta, Khs, Ga aad l^a read panti-jatait for msm^anis i 495. 
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attacked them in this condition which made them flee to the shelter 
of Kavya’s mother, the Asuras pleaded to the latter that the Devas had 
done an improper thing in attacking them while they were engaged in 
penance, “with the clothes of bark and leaves on them”.* This may 
make us infer that these were not the clothes of the ordinary people. 
The Pi^cas too are mentioned as wearing clothes of bark.*® In prayers 
to the god Siva he is often addressed as wearing these clothes.** 

It is said that at the end of the Kali age people will be making use 
of clothes of this kind after the disruption of the society and the state 
had set in.** 

Skin-garments ; References to skin-garments occur mostly in con¬ 
nection with gods, particularly Siva and with the Pitrs. Siva is called 
Krttivdsas.'^ Virabhadra is mentioned as mrgendra-Krtti-vdsas^* and 
as wearing the clothes made of tiger-skin.** The sons of Satl, the 
wife of Siva, wore skin-garments.** Kffndjina is the dress for Brahma,*^ 
Siva** and Hari** likewise. The Pitrs, too, love the Kr§^jina.^° 
It is stated that this will also be the dress of the people at the end of 
the Kali age.** 

Use of Cotton, Silk, Wool and Linen : References to clothes and 
blankets made of these materials appear mostly in connection with 
gifts to Brahmins in ^raddha. Clothes and blankets made of wool and 
silk fetch for the giver the merit of the performance of a hundred 
vdjapeya sacrifices** and to make a gift of garments of linen, silk and 
cotton is also highly meritorious.** The Sudras and Culikas at the end 
of the Kali age “will be” Kdgdya-vdsasah.^ 

Shape of Garments: Expressions such as ndnd-vesadhardh (i. e. 
wearing different kinds of garments), citravesa-dhardh or vicitra-vastrd- 
bharapdh (i. e. using various kinds of garments) are frequently used 
in the description of the Rak^sas, Vidyadharas, etc.** But they do not 
make us infer anything. Prdvarapa (i. e. upper garment) is mentioned 
in connection with evil forebodings in dreams.*' Upavita and dcchddana 
are mentioned as good gifts in 4raddha.** Siva is called YajHopavitin^* 
The wife of god Samkara used one garment.** 

Hair-dressing: The Piiacas are described as lamha-keidlf (i. e. 
long-haired ).*® One of the sons of Siva in his eleventh incarnation had 

9. Cf, 97. 108-25. 10. Cf. clra-vasasafk: 69. 273. 
11. Cf. €ira^vasa^€ ; 97. 164 ; cf. hiranyactra : 55. 48; cf. also valkaldjinadhdrittep 

valkaldjinavasast: 30. 224; cf. also 24. 93 etc. 
12. Cf. 58.98; 98. 121. 
13. Cf. 97.192; 21.50-1 etc. 14. Cf. 30. 123-4. 15. Cf.30.125. 
16. Cf. 10. 45-6. 17. Cf. 25. 80; 55.14. 18. Cf. 30. 22U 
19. Cf.25.34. 20. Cf. 74. 4. 21. Cf. 99. 410. 
22. Cf. 80. 34. 23. Cf. 80. 37; cf. alto 75. 29. 24. Cf. 58. 58-9. 
25. Cf. 38.16-7; 70.62 etc. 26. Cf. 19. 33. 27. Cf. 80.4-5. 
28. Cf. 30. 221. 29* Cf. €ka-vdsail; Gt: eka vatmd : 9.91. 
30. Cf. 69. 279. Otj Gha and l^a have a diOferent reading. 
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a name Lambake^aka. The Culikas who will flourish at the end of the 
Kali-yuga are mentioned as muHa-keiah (i. e. with hair dishavelled ).*' 
Siva too is called ‘mukta-keia* 

The/aia of Siva is, however, a matter for much description and 
epithets. He is called eka-jata,^ tri-jatin,^ cu4ala (i. e. having a top- 
knot jatamalin,^ etc. The Kumarakas, who were regarded as the 
sons of Siva, too, are described to have jatas.*^ The Bhutas are also 
jatilah.^^ ♦ 

A brahmacarin, in the Treta age, was also a jatin.** 'Sihhin', 
‘Sikha^din*, '&ikha-yukta' are also epithets of Siva.^ The name 
PaHca-'sihha of one of the four sons of Siva in his eighth incarnation is 
also mentioned. The origin of the name might have some connection 
with the fashion of five knots of hair. Apsarasas also are called 
panca-cudiih (i. e. having five braids of hair ? ).^’ 

Growth of the Beard : Siva is called haricchmairuh (i. e. wearing 
grey beard )** and the Pi^acas are mentioned as imairulah (i. e. 
bearded).^* 

When king Yayati requested his son Yadu to exchange his youth 
for his own old age, the latter replied, “ I do not wish to become a 
decrepit old man with a grey beard 

Following are the indignities which king Sagara inflicted upon his 
enemies before he allowed them their freedom. The Sakas had their 
heads half-shaved while the Yavanas and Kambojas had clean-shaving. 
The Paradas were allowed to go with their hair dishavelled and the 
Palhavas were allowed (only) to retain their beards.** 

References to usnisa are often noted in the description 
of Siva’s appearance. He is called ivetos^isa*’’ pito§tfisa** 
hT§^o$ni§a** etc. Brahma too is adorned with iectorpFfa.*® The 
Raksasas are mentioned as wearing crowns and usnisa.®’ 

Ornaments 

Of Ornaments in General: General references to ornaments, as 
in the case of different kinds of garments, are common in the Purana 
and all such references need not be noted here. For example, Siva 
is mentioned as being adorned with various kinds of ornaments.** 

31. Cf. 58. 58-9. 32. Cf, 97. 165. 33. Cf. 55. 51-5. 34. Cf.30. 189. 
35. Cf.30. 250. 36. Cf. 23. 186-8. 37. Cf. 23.59. 38. Cf. 69. 245 fit. 
39. Cf. 8.182. 40. Cf. 22.10; 30.250 ; 97. 162 fit.; 23.115 etc. 
41. Cf.69.49. 42. Cf.30. 24. 43. Cf. 69. 273. 
44. Cf. sitaimairu-dharo dinojaraya : 92.33j 
45. Cf. ardham iakdnStn iirato mu^fd^yitva vyasarjayat yavananaik itraft tervam 

kamh«jSndm tathaiva ca pSradd mukta-keidi ea paklavd ima/ru-dhdrifak : 88.14(1-1 
46. Cff97.162flt. 47. Cf. 22.10. 48. Cf. 23.2-3 ; 23.17. 49. Cf. 23, 63-4’ 
50. Cf. ivttofififa-bkiifav^ : 24.52. 51. Cf. mukufoftidfa-dhdrivak: 70.62. 
52. Cf. nSnd-khStavaMtSfiuit^: 55. 53. 
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Heavenly ornatnehts cnhancedHhe beauty of Chaya, the wife of Pu?ii.“ 
The name of Vi6vakarman, the goldsmith of the gods,** is already 
noted above in connection with the construction of buildings. 

For the sake of convenience, the references to ornaments together 
with the relevant details about them are given below in an alphabetical 
order:— 

Aksamala In the seventh Rasatala (i. e. Patala) rules king 
Bali adorned with an aksamala.** 

Angada It was used as an ornament by the people of the 
Kuru land,®* by Siva®^ and by the Raksasas.** 

Daman Vlrabhadra wore a jewelled necklace.** 

Ghanfa (It is not certain whether it was an ornament). 
Siva is often associated with its use. He loved a 
garland of bellsHe is called ghanta-priya^^ and 
ghaptika.*^ 

Hara Used by the people of the Kuru land.** The Siiras 
are called harakdh.^* 

Kdncana-patta: Belt made of gold. It was recommended as a gift 
to a Brahmin jn ^raddha.** 

Keyura It was an ornament used by the people of the Kuru 
land** and by Siva.*’ 

Kinki^ Its use is associated with Skanda (? )** and also 
with Siva.** 

Kinta Hari or Visnu is called Kirttin.'”* 

Kutfdala Used by the Raksasas” and by the people of the 
Kuru country.” Bali, lord of Patala, is called 
Kttpjfaltn.” 

Mekhala A brahmacarin in the Treta age was expected to 
use mekhala.” Siva is called munja-mekhalin (i. e. 
having a girdle made of munja grass).” 

Mukufa Used by the Raksasas” and by the people of the 
Kuru country.” 

Srivatsa Srivatsa is called the lakfapa (distinguishing orna¬ 
ment ?) of Visi^u.” 

S3. Cf. divydbharava-bhafita : 62. 83. 54. Cf. UtHta^natu.Aorta.-* 
55. Cf. 50. SO. 56. Cf. No. 660 App. 57. Cf. 24.153. 58. Cf. 70.62. 
59. Cf. nnAt&dSmavM&tita • 30. 127. tO. Cf. ghatffa-mala-priydya : 30.209-1*0. 
61. Cf. 24.159. 62. Cf. 30. 250. 63. Cf. No. 660 App. 
64. Cf. 69, 183, 65. Cf. 80. 34. 66. Cf. No. 660 App, 
67. Cf. 24, 153. 68. Cf. kiAkiffijSla-mSlin : 41.38. 
69. Cf. 24.148; cf. alto 73.73. 70. Cf.24. 9; 24.53. 71. 70.62. 
72. Cf. No. 660 App. 73. Cf.50.47. 74. Cf.8,182. 75, Cf.24.56. 
76. Cf. 70.62. 77. Cf. No. 660 App. 78. Cf,25.2S, 
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iSrovt-bandha The kings of Aida-vaih^ are mentioned as being 
Sroffi-handhaJi (i. e. having girdles round their 

waist 

Sutra The neck of Siva, after he had swallowed the poi¬ 
son, shone as if it was adorned with a golden 
thread.*® 

Valaya Its use is associated with the people of the Kuru 
land.*' 

Use of Garlands : Siva is called sragvin (i. e. bearer of garland),** 
the same being the description of the Yaksas,** of the people of the 
Kuru country** and of Puloma, the lord of the Vidyadharas.*® The 
Rak^sas too decorated themselves with garlands.** Siva used the 
garland of lotus-flowers for his usnisa.** He is also called dhaoa-mala- 
dhara (i. e. decorated with garlands of white flowers ).** Again he is 
mentioned as panca-malarcitdnga (i. e. having his body decorated 
with five garlands ).** 

Cosmetics : The expression mdlyanulepana occurs very frequently 
in connection with Siva and the Kumarakas.*® Siva used various kinds 
of ointments.*' The Raksasas too used garlands and ointments of 
various kinds.** 

Siva was fond of applying to his body the ashes from the cremation 
ground.** 

Siva used gandAa also (for purposes of decoration).** Elsewhere 
he is called Sugandhin,^ Mdlyas, perfumes, Gandha, dhupa and guggula 
were required for use in the performance of the ^raddha ceremony.** 
It was advised, however, that strong perfumes should not be used on 
the occasion.** Turufka was equally recommended for use in ^raddha.** 

Reference to anjana (i. e. soot or kohl) also occurs. In connection 
with iraddha we are informed that trikakudanjana is the best.** The 
wives of Mahisasura, whom Kartikeya annihilated, are also credited 
with the use of afijana for their eyes.'®® 

79. Cf. 32. 47. 80. Cf. kema-tutra~vibhutita : 24. 154. 81. Cf. No. 660 App. 
82. Cf. 24. 120. 83. Cf. 69.162, 84. Cf. 45. 44-.5. 
85. Cf. 38.16-7. 86. Cf. 70. 62. 87. Cf. 24. 155. 
88. Cf. 24.140. Kha, Ga, Gha and I^a have dhana for dhava. 89. Cf. 30. 209. 
90. Cf. 22. 10; 22. 23-31 ; 23. 2-3 ; 23.17 ; 23 . 26-31 etc. Alto 30. 123-4. 
91. Cf. iiStUf-mSljfanulepam : 55. 51-5. 92. Cf. eiira-sragatiuUpanS^ : 70. 62. 
93. Cf. 30. 205 ; cf. alao 55. 45-6. 94. Cf. 30. 205. 
95. Cf.24. 120. 96. Cf. 75.5S. 
97. Cf. varjtttiiyani..ugra-gandhStii ySni ca : 75. 35. Ka has upagamdhdni for 

ugragandhdni, 98. Cf. 75.32 
99. Cf. irtftkam dkiii tti-hakuiaA aHjanath nityam €va ca : 75. 31. 

lOO. C£.S4.19. 
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II. Food and Drink 

On Food in General: In the first chapter of contents we find food 
also included as a topic for narration in the Purina.’*” 

That the plant world was considered to be the main source of 
sustenance of the people in the Treta age is obvious from its descrip¬ 
tion already given. The story of the Prthvi-dohana (i. e. “milching of 
the earth” by the king Prthu) is notable in this connection. In the 
Caksusa and in the Manvantaras preceding it, there were no food-grains, 
no cattle-breeding, etc.'®* But from the time of Vainya onwards, in 
the Vaivasvata Manvantara, all these came into being for the sake of 
man. The king Vainya “milched” the Earth in the form of a cow who 
yielded the milk in the form of food-grains. It is this food that enables 
the people to sustain themselves.'®* Elsewhere we find the self-bom 
Creator “milching” the earth himself as a starting point for his creation 
of the plant world.'®^ Reference to food being regarded as the best 
form of gift in Sraddha is already noted and we find here food elevated 
to the status of Prajapati himself.'®* 

Food-grains : With regard to the origin of the vegetable kingdom 
we have a reference to gratnyausadhis. They probably mean cultivated 
grains and some of them might have been used as food-grains. In the 
^raddha chapters we find nine kinds of grains mentioned as being good 
gifts in ^raddha'®* but .they are not enumerated. The Purana has 
for us a gathd said to have been sung by king Yayati himself. It refers, 
amongst other things, to vrihi and yava and the context of the reference 
suggests that they were regarded as food-grains.'®* 

The list of food-preparations, given below, suggests that masura, 
sahu, rice (i. e. vrihi), tila and yava were used as food-grains. As to 
what food-grains were employed in the food-preparations such as pupa, 
pi^yaka, karambha and kardatna it is difficult to state definitely. 

Food Preparations; For the sake of convenience, references to 
food-preparations together with relevant details have been given below 
in an alphabetical order : 

Gu4akulya'°^ Used in Daksa-yajna.'®* 

Gudaudana Mentioned in connection with Pi^acas."® 

101. Ct. annSdinath ea.srjanath tyajanam tatkd: 1.60. 
102. Cf. tia sasyani na gorakfa. 
103. Ct.sasySttitenadugdkanivoinyenatu vasuthdharS.lena amem tada ta vai 

vartayante prajs^ sada : 62. 176. 
104. Cf. 8.147-30 ; This happened in the Treta age. 
IpS. Cf. annam Prfjdpatib sSkiit: 80. 57. 
106. Cf. navotaiyStn yo dadyat chraddfu.cf. 80. 49. 
107. Cf. yat prthivydth vrJhi-yavam hiravyam pafava^ striyd^ ; 93. 96. 
108. Kha and Gha ; Gu4atdya. 109, Cf, 30, 152, 110. Cf. 69. 287, 
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Karamhha 

Kardama 

Khatf4a-‘iofkara-‘ 
v&luha 

Kfiara 

Kulmdsa 

Madhu-tnandodaka 

Odana 

Pii^yaka 

Piftaka 

Pfthuka 

Pupa 

Sa/Uu 

Saktulaja 

Sarpistila 

TilacUr^ 

Vyanjana 

Yavagu 

Yavaka 

Recommended as a gift in sraddha."’ 
Used in Daksa-yajna.*'* 

Used in Daksa-yajna.”* 

In connection with the Pi^acas we find Hdridra- 
Kfiara mentioned."^ Kr'sara in which Masiira 
was used, is referred to as a gift in Itaddha."’ 

Mentioned with vyanjana as a good gift in 
^raddha.*’* 
Used in Daksa-yajna.”’ 

Mentioned in connection with Pi^acas”* and re¬ 
recommended as gift in ^raddha.”* 

Recommended as food for yogins.”® 

Recommended as gift in iraddha.'” 

Prthuka, in the preparation of which sugar and 
milk were used, is recommended as a good gift 
in iraddha.*** 

It was regarded as a good gift in ^raddha.'“ 
Oily (?) pupas are mentioned in the same con¬ 
nection.'** 

Recommended as gift in ^raddha.'** 

Recommended as gift in ^raddha.'*' 

Used for the piifdi in the iraddha.'*’ 

Mentioned in connection with the Pi^acas.'** Tila 
mixed with gu^a is mentioned as a good gift in 
^raddha.'** Tailabhadra is also mentioned in con¬ 
nection with the Pi^acas.'*® 

Cf. KulmSsa above. 

Yogins are advised to eat it with curds as a cure 
against gudavarta, a kind of disease.'*' Also re¬ 
commended as food for yogins.'** 
Recommended as food for yogins.'** 

111. Cf. 80.42. 112. Cf. 30.151. 113. Cf. 30. 151. 114. Cf. 69. 287. 
115. Cf. 80. 43-7, 116. Cf. Kulmdfa-vyaHjanais tathd : 80. 47. 
117. Cf.30.151. 118. Cf.69. 287. 119. Cf. 80. 46. 120. Cf. 16.14. 
121. Cf. 80. 42 Kha, Gha and Jla ; Piniha. 
122. Cf. iarkard-kftra^amyuktam prtkukath : 80. 47. 
123. Cf. 80. 48» 124. Cf. snigdhdmS ea pup&n yo dadyad : 80. 43 ; cf. also 81. 3^ 
125. Cf. 80. 48. Khai Gha and I^a have an altogether different reading. 
126. Cf.80.48. 127. Cf. 75.22, 128. Cf.69.287. 
129. Cf. 82. 50. Gha omits this. 
130. Cf. 69. 287. Kha, Oa and l^a : TaHa-bhakfa. 
131. Cf. bhuhvd iadhi yavdguth vd : 11. 42. 132. Cf. 16.13. 133. Cf. 16.13. 
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Other food-Btuffs, such as guda, iarkarut haridra and taila, have been 
noted in connection with the above food-preparations. In the ac¬ 
count of creation we find taiia extracted from tila mentioned in a 
simile'^* and a reference to Tailika (i. e. a dealer in oil) as a person 
unfit for invitation at a ^raddha also occurs.’*® There is a reference to 
lava^a (i. e. salt) which was a taboo for yatis.’** 

Milk and its Products : Milk is recommended as a food for the 
yogins.'®’ Siva is called Ksirapa (i. e. he was fond of milk).’** 
Its use in ^raddha is common.’** Milk hgures as an important factor 
in the story of “the milching of the earth”.’*® 

Vessels filled with butter are good gifts in ^raddha.'*’ Urva^i is 
stated to have lived only on the food of ghrta during her stay with king 
Pururavas.'** Dadhi (curds) is frequently mentioned in connection 
with ^raddha’** and is considered as good food for yogins troubled 
with gastric disorders.’** Takra too is recommended as good food for 
yogins.'*® 

In the geographical chapters we find Dadhimandodaka, Ghrtodaka, 
Kiiroda and Ksiravahini as proper names for rivers or seas. 

Soma : Soma is usually referred to as a drink of the gods. Siva 
is called Somapa.^*^ In the reign of Vena, sacrifices ceased to be per¬ 
formed and gods were without their drink of Soma.'** It was one 
of the most important objects created by Brahma along with the 
Vedas'** and in his boar form the Lord Brahma is mentioned as soma- 
iotiita ( i. e. having Soma as his blood ).'** Its connection with Indra is 
also borne out. King Dharmaratha drank Soma with Sakra in a sacrifice 
performed on the Visnupada mountain.'®® Inspite of the opposition 
of Indra, Tvasta drank Soma and in consequence was hurled down on 
the earth by the latter.'®' The Pitrs too drink Soma. After enjoying 
Soma-drink offered in ^raddha they commenced their yogic practices.'** 

Soma also figures in the story of the “milching of the earth” as 
the “milk” which Brhaspati “milched” with gayatri as the vessel.'®* 
Offering of Soma in ^raddha, particularly on the amdvasya day is re¬ 
commended as a meritorious act.'** A dealer in Soma (soma-vikrayin) 
is not to be invited for a ^raddha.'*® 

134. Cf. tUefu va yatha tailam : 5. 9. 135. Cf. 83. 62, 
136. Cf. abhojyi^i yaanSth ca pratykfolavavani ea : 18. 20; omitted in Ghs. 
137. Cf. 16.13, 138. Cf.30. 266. 139. Cf. 80. 46-8 etc. 
140. Cf. 62.151 ff.; cf. also 1.124; 8.148 ff. 141. Cf. 80. 28. 
142. Cf. ghjta-matfaihtatha’harahii 143. Cf. 80. 42-4. 
144, Cf. 11. 41-2 : pdla-fidma. 145. Cf. 16.13. 
146. Cf. 97. 179-80 ; 30. 266-7 ttc. 147. Cf. 62.110; cf. also 30. 100 ; 30, 10. etc. 
148. Cf. 3.16. 149. Cl. 6.19. 150. Cf.99.102. ISl. Cf. 78. 6. 
152. Cf. 71, 65-6; cf. also 73.14; 73, 26 ; 73. 52; 30. 7 etc. 
153. Cf. 62. 176-7. 154. Cf.8l.:»-2. 155. Cf.83.62. 
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The story of the birth of Soma, the eponymous ancestor of the 
lunar race, is narrated in the Purina. The sage Atri was practising 
severe austerities as a result of which Soma (the drink) began to flow 
from his eyes to all the ten directions. It was ordained that ten 
goddesses should bear this garbha{i. e. Soma) but they could not do 
it and Soma rushed down towards the earth along with them. For 
the sake of the world Brahma yoked his chariot (but why he did 
so is not clear). The mind-born sons of Brahma then recited hymns 
from the Vedas and Soma was bom together with the plant-world.'®* 

Amrta : The celestial drink amrta is mentioned many times. Fruits 
as sweet as amrta is a common expression.'®^ Amrta is often mentioned 
in similes, e.g. mana (pride) is compared to amrta and avamana (insult) 
to poison.'®* The Vayu Purina itself is called vdrmayath amrtam?^* 

The connection of amita with the moon is borpe out by the state¬ 
ment that Soma (i. e. the moon) is called the mine of amrta among the 
gods.'*® The gods had stocked amrta on the Somaka mountain but 
Garutmat forcibly took it away from their custody for the sake of his 
mother.'*' The Alvins cultivated certain plants on the mountain named 
Candra in the:Plaksa-dv!pa for obtaining amrta.'** 

Siva is called amrtapa and amrtanga'*^ The sea which forms 
the bed of Visnu is called atnrtodadhi.'** Amrta also figures in the 
story of the “milching of the earth” as the “milk” of the earth.'*® 
With reference to the story of Siva’s name Nilakantha we have already 
mentioned the story of the "churning of the ocean” for amrta. 

Honey : Honey is mentioned as food of the people in the Treta 
age’** and the people at the end of the Kali age will be living on honey, 
fruits and roots of trees.'*’^ We have a reference to honey of the 
Kalpavrkga tree'** and Plak§a-Kha^da is called madhu-vaha.'** With 
Siva honey was a favourite drink'*^ and one of his sons in his future 
22nd incarnation "will be” called Madhu-pingaksa. A Brahmin guest, 
it is advised, should be offered honey'*' but a yati or bhiksu must not 
even taste it.'** Honey was also a good gift in ^raddha.'*® In the 
land of the Kurus there is a river named (?) Madhumaireyavahim.^^* 

Sura : Siva is called swrapa”^ and surSsavas (i. e. wine and other 
intoxicants) are mentioned in connection with the Piilcas.'** Kaiya is 
a kind of madya (wine) and hence we have the name of Ka^yapa, the 
sage, apparently because he was addicted to that kind of drink.'** 

weTcObTiJo! is77~cfr4s^73872i; 3s, 28etc. issr^fTTsTil 
159. Cf. 1. 2. 160. Cf. Devandth amrtdkara ; 42. 2. 161. Cf. 49.10. 
162. Cf. No. 989. App. 163. Cf. 30. 266-7 ; 97. 179-80. 164. Cf. 97. 22, 
165. Cf. 62. 179. 166. Cf. 8. 92. 167. Cf. 58. 97 ; 99. 404. 
168. Cf. 8.128, 169. Cf. 46. 7. 170. Cf. 39. 266-7. 
171. Cf. 79. 11-2. 172. Cf. 18. 20-1. 173. Cf. 80. 50. 
174. Cf, 45. 26-8. 175. Cf. 30. 266-7. 176. Cf. 69. 287, 

,177. Cf. Kaiyarh madyath smrtam vipraib kaiyapanSt tu kaiyapab : 65. 116 ; omitted 
in Na. 
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The following references suggest that drinking of wine was con¬ 
demned as a sin. A drunkard (surapa) is as bad as a murderer of a 
Brahmin and is a great sinner.’” He is not to be invited for the 
4raddha.*” In the Dvapara age, people were addicted to mada (wine ?) 
and here mada is mentioned with murder, begging and gambling as 
an evil.^*® It is stated that in the Kali age (even) women will be fond 
of wine and similar vices.’*' 

But a drunkard can get rid of his sin if he pays his respects to 
the god Vadiditya.'** 

Other intoxicants such as Medhra and Dhuma (?) are also mentioned 
in connection with Siva.’** 

Juices of Fruits : The sugar-cane juice ilk^urasa) was a favourite 
drink with the people of Harivarsa.’** In the land of the Kurus, there 
were Kfirin trees dripping with six kinds of rasas, sweet as am^. The 
people enjoy it and live a life of 13500 years.’*® The people of 
Hiranvata-varsa drink the juice of Lakuca tree which is a reservoir of 
six rasas and live a life of 12500 years.'** The people of Ramaiiaka- 
varsa enjoy the juice of the fruits of a big Nyagrodha tree and live 
for 11500 years.’” The juice of Jambu fruits is the food for the people 
of Ilavrta-varsa and hence they do not know of old age.’** In the 
Jambudvlpa, the Gandharvas, Devas, Danavas, etc., enjoy the same, it 
being sweet as amrta.’^* I§vara, son of Brahma, drinks the juice of 
the fruits of a heavenly Panasa tree—a fountain of six rasas on the 
Gandhamadana mountain.’*® The Siddhas drink the juice of Parufaka 
fruits.’*’ 

Non-vegetarian Diet: Eating of meat is regarded as a characteristic 
of the Piiacas.’** Siva is said to be greedy of both cooked and un¬ 
cooked flesh’*® and his sons were equally fond of it.’** The Raksasas 
and the Bhfitas are called flesh-eaters.’*® It is said that at the end of the 
Kali age people “will” live on honey, roots of trees and meat.'** 
A yogin, however, was advised not to touch animal food.’*’ 

References to the use of meat in ^raddha occur frequently. The 
Vi^vadeva offering in 4raddha primarily consisted of meat.'** An 
offering of food-grains, such as masa, etc., in ^raddha, offers a month’s 
satisfaction to the ancestors but the case is different in the case of 
offerings of the flesh of various animals. The flesh of fish offers them 
a satisfaction for two months, of deer, for three months, of hare, for four 

178. MahS-paUikin : cf. 82. 36-7, 179. Cf. 82. 51-3. 180. Cf. 58 4. 
181, Cf. 58.43. 182. Cf. 60. 75. 183. Cf. 10, 49; 30.100. 
184. Cf. 46. 9. 185. Cf. 45.14-20. 186. Cf. 45. 6-9. 187. Cf. 45. 3-5. 
188. Cf. 46.12-29. 189, Cf. 35, 30-1. 190. Cf. 43. 4-5. 191. Cf. 38. 65. 
192, Cf. PUacib piiUiUanat: 9. 39; 69. 257. 
193. Cf. pakvennam&itta-isAdha : 30.203. 194. Cf. 10.49. 
195. Cf. 70.63 ; 69. 254. 1%. Cf. 58. 97. 197. Cf, 18. 20-1. 
198. Cf, bahu-mSthsa-parath havib ; 78. 5; 81. 3. 
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months, of 'sakuna, five months, of Varaha, six months, of Chagala, seven 
months, of Parsata, eight months, of Ruru (a kind of deer), nine months, 
of Gavaya, ten months, of Kurma, eleven months, of Gavya, for a 
whole year, of Gavya and Vadhrinasa with honey and ghee, for twelve 
years and of Kir§^a~cchaga, Godha'** and Khadmayarhsa, for ever.*®® 
Flesh of various kinds was also served in the sacrifice of Daksa.*®' 

There is an interesting incident in the genealogical accounts re¬ 
garding the use of meat in ^rlddha. King Iksvaku once asked his son 
Vikuksi to fetch flesh for the ^raddha ceremony which he intended to 
perform. Vikuksi accordingly went to the forest and hunted many 
beasts (mrgan) and as he was tired he ate part of the flesh particularly 
of ia^a (hare). When he returned home with the remaining portion, 
the king directed Vasistha to cleanse it (so as to make it ready for the 
ceremony). In the course of cleansing Vasistha came to know that 
a part of it had already been eaten by Vikuksi. This meat was meant 
for the iraddha and thus was abhojya. The priest informed the king 
of what had happened and the king being enraged at this unwise act of 
his son expelled him.*®* After recounting the tale (akhyana) jthat one 
should not eat in a manner opposed to vidhi (Vedic injunction) the 
word mama is explained thus, “He to whom the flesh which I now eat 
belongs, will eat the flesh which belongs to me in the next world’’—so 
say the learned.*®* Vikuksi is thenceforward known also as Saiada 

(hare-eater ).*®* 
Prsadhra was a son of Vaivasvata Manu. He ate the flesh of the cow 

belonging to his preceptor Cyavana who, for that act of his, cursed him 
to be a Sudra.*®* There is also the note-worthy instance of Satyavrata 
TrUanku who was condemned by his father to live by 'sva-pdka (i. e. in 
the manner in which the dog-eaters—one of the outcaste tribes, such 
as the Cdr^ddlas, etc.—live ). 

Cannibalism: Gods, manes, men and Asuras were created by 
Brahma but the creatures who issued out of the rajas and tamas portion 
of his body proceeded to devour the gods, etc. These creatures are 
called the Raksasas.*®* The Yaksas are described as eating human flesh 
and drinking human blood.*®* The Pi^acas*®* and the Raksasas*®* are 
also similarly described. It is stated that at the end of the Kali age 
people will be following carnivorous habits.*-’® 

199. Kha, Ga, Gha and Sa : Loha. 200. Cf. 83. 2-12. 201. Cf. 30. lSO-2. 
202. Here an attempt is made to explam« apparently etymologically, the word 

mdthsa, 
203. Cf, mdfhsa hhah^ayitd'mutra yasya mdmsam iha admy aham etan mdthsasya 

rndthsatvarh pravadanti maidiinah, 204. Cf. 88. 12-24. 
205, Cf, 86.1-2. 206. Cf. 9. 29-31. 207. Cf. 69. 197. 
208. Cf, 69.114; 69. 267-79. 209, Cf, 70. 63. 210. Cf. Kravyddamfi: 58. 53. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MUSIC AND DANCING 

On Music in General : The Gandharva-vidya (i.e. the Science of 
Music) is included in the list of eighteen vidyas such as the Vedas, their 
aAgas, Mimarhsa, Nyaya, Dharma^astra, Purana, Ayurveda, Dhanur- 
veda, Gandharva and Artha^astra.' We have already seen that the names 
Gandharva, Rsabha, Sadja, Madhyama, Vairajaka, Nisada and Pahcama 
are mentioned as being the names of Kalpas and there they are directly 
associated with the svaras such as GIndhara, Rsabha, Sadja, Madhyama 
or Dhaivata, (?}, Snigdha (?), Nisada and Pancama respectively. As 
to why these svaras, which are seven in number, should have been so 
associated with the corresponding names of Kalpas it is difficult to 
guess for the present. The connection of the Madhyama Kalpa with 
the Madhyama or Dhaivata svara should, however, be noted.* Else¬ 
where we find a lengthy passage* devoted entirely to the Science of 
Music. It has been brought in, in this Purana, with reference to Revati, 
the daughter of king Reva, who was given in marriage to Baladeva (i.e. 
brother of Vasudeva Krsna). The whole passage appears to, be 
a digression deliberately made and its absence in the MSS. Kha 
and Gha also suggests that this is so. Here we are informed about the 
svara-ma^4<^la according to which there are seven svaras, three gramas, 
twenty-one murcchands, and forty-nine talas.* The explanatory details 
about these are too technical to be noted here. JVe find, however,- that 
a musician or music is tabooed in ^raddba.* 

Music in Relation to Sacrifice: The gods (?) had commenced the 
performance of a yajna which is famous for the fact that the seven sages 
had their origin from it. On this occasion all the gods, the various 
afigas of sacrifice itself and the Vedas had come to attend.* It is said 
that the SSmaveda was here “attended upon”* by the Gandharvas such 
as Viivavasu and others. Again, the Samaveda is here styled as sarva- 
geya-purahsarah (i.e. foremost amongst those to be sung).* The 
Gandharvas are also stated to be chanting Saman hymns at the* sacri¬ 
ficial session ( satra) performed by the sages in the Naimisa forest.* 

We have already referred to the origin of the SGta and Magadha 
narrated in the story of Prthu. It is not clear whether the yajna 

1. Cf. 61.78-0. 
2. Cf» ya*miAs tu madhyamo ndma %vafo daivata-pujitaf^^ 
3. Cf. 86. 29 ta the end of chapter 87. 4. Cf. 85. 36. 5. Cf. 82. 51, 
6. Cf, samagatd^, 1, Cf. $ambhrto*hhavaU 
8, Cf. Samavedas* ta vfU&4^ya}^ tarva*geyapura}^ardii Viivdvatvddibhifu sdrdham 

Ga$idharvaitt tambhrta*bhamt: 65. 22-6. 
9. Cf.2.3l, 

96 
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referred to there was performed by Pitamaha(i.e. Brahma) or by king 
Pjthu.'® It is in this yajna that while the Saman hymns were being 
chanted that Magadha was born in the utensil called srug which was 
meant for the VaiAvadeva offering." The context suggests that the 
function of the Magadha here is that of a bard in the royal court. 

With reference to the narration of the progeny of Ka^yapa we are 
told that Prabahi (a Danavi ?) gave birth to sons who proved to be the 
best singers in yajna.’* 

In the narration of an a^vamedha performed by Indra we have an 
allusion to the recitation of agatnas with good roarar .'* 

Music Associated with Siva : Siva is frequently described in the 
Puraua as being fond of music and dance." He is mentioned as mvMia- 
vaditrakdrin (i.e. maker of wind-instruments).’* It is in his nature 
to sing" and epithets associating him, in general terms, with music 
and dance are too numerous to be quoted here. The Tumba-Vlpa is 
his favourite instrument.'* That he is called Kinkipika suggests that 
he used trinklets for the purposes of his dance and music.’* He is also 
said to be using gha^itd perhaps for the same reason. 

The munis are said to worship the god Mahe^vara with dance and 
music, with the mystic omkdra and hu^kara at tirthas and temples 
in the north of the Himavat mountain. The Bhutas too worship the 
god with dance and music playing on various instruments.’* He is also 
attended upon by Siddhas with the accompaniment of music.** 

In the story of Daksa-yajna we find Siva telling his wife that even 
though he is not assigned any portion of offerings in sacrifices, he is 
prayed by the stray travellers with the Rathamtara Saman—z hymn 
which is worth singing.*' 

Music Associated with Gandharvas, Apsarasas and Kinnaras : The 
Deva-Gandharvas are said to be experts in music and dance.** It is 
stated that the Gandharvas and the Apsarasas sing and play with musical 
instruments** in honour of illustrious donors in ^raddha.** Siddhas, 

10. Cf. yajht PaiMmaht ■■ 62. 137 Kha. apparently refera to the king Pfthu. 
11. Cf. Samagefu tu gdyatsu STUg-lihSvd* Vaiivadevakt Satnagan* samutpannas 

tasmSn Mdgadha ueyatt: 62. 137-8 Ka omita this information. 
12. Cf. yaiit* vai gayanottamSn : 68. 37. 
13. Ct,;SttmpragU*tu tefu dgamefv atha susvaram : 57. 93 Ka. has sattvaram for 

tusvarani. 
14. Cf. gitavedyarata : 30.198 S. 15. Cf. 30. 198 S. 
16. Cf. gtta-itla : 24.142-3. 17. Cf. Tumba-Vivd-priya : 30.203. 
18. Cf 24.148. 19. 40.24-5. 20. Cf. 24.144. 
21. Cf. mint idhvtrt ianttitirap ftuvanti IUtthaiht«re{rath) Sima giyanti geyam : 

30.119. 
22. Cf. nr^^f^ta-vUiraii^.ftipwfi gUa-vidinab •' 69.44-5. 
23. Ct.vidayatttiea. 24. Cf. 80.10.15. 

V.P.7 
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Devas and Caracas also figure as singers with Gandharvas and Apsa- 
rasas.*’ Hundreds of the ganas of Kinnaras are described as being 
adept in dance and music.** 

Musical Instruments: Vadya, Vaditra or VSdanaka appear to be 
the terms signifying a musical instrument in general.** The following 
musical instruments have been noted in the Purana and they are here 
arranged in an alphabetical order : 

Bheri 

Dundubki 

Gomukhas 

Jharjkttras or 7 
yhallaras S 

Mfdanga 

Mukhavaditra '7 
or Mukhamar- > 
dalavdditra ) 

Pafuiva 

Pafaha 

Ratfi-tdlasita (?) 
Sankha 

Tutnba 

The BhQtas played upon the Bhetis to pay their 
respects to Siva.** 
Played upon by the Bhutas as above.** 
Its use is associated with Siva.** There is a mountain 
named Dundubhi in the Plaksadvipa so called be¬ 
cause in former times the Suras beat the drums (i.e. 
Dundubhis) there and created a deadly noise.*' 

The Bhutas played upon the Gomukhas and paid 
their respects to Siva.** 
Played by the Bhutas as above.** 

Used by th,e people of the Kuru land.** 

Siva is called the maker of the Mukha-vSditrat.*' 
The BhQtas are said to be beating with force the 
Mukka-mardala-vSditras in the course of their wor¬ 
ship of Siva.** 

Associated with the people of the Kuru land.** 

The Bhutas played upon the Pa^ahas to pay their 
respects to Siva.** 

The Bhutas are associated with it.** 

The Bhutas blow the white conches. Vi^Qu is de¬ 
scribed as holding a Safikha. 

Siva loved this instrument. 

V€9U Its use is associated with the people of Kuru.*® 

VlpS Siva loved this instrument. The'BhQtas who lived 
_with Siva played upon this instrument. When 

25. Cf. 81.21-4. 26. Cf. nrtya-gitapragalNia : 69.37. 
27. Cf. 81.21-4; 30.248 etc. 28. Cf. 40. 24-S. 
29. Cf. 40. 24-5. 30. Cf. 55. 55. 
31. Cf. iabdamrtyv^ poti Uumin DunduMui Swaifi 49.9. 
32. Cf. 40. 24-5. 33. Cf. 40.24-5. 
34. Cf. No.660App. 35. Cf.30.198ff. 
36. Cf. miMa-$mtrdaIa-vidUreir balitOth’ t^tUais toM : 54.35-7 Gha and l^a : 

valg^Sr^tetomUh, auggeating tbat they created all aorta of noitea at that time. 
37. Cf.No.660App. 38. Cf. 40.24-5. 39. Cf. 40,24-5. 
40. Cf.No.660i^. 
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Skanda was born, Sarasvatl presented him with a 
great Vina/' It is also associated with the people 
of the Kuru country." 

Dancing: In references to Siva’s connection with music we have 
already noted his association with dance also. The munis and the Bhutas 
worshipped the god Siva with dance and music. There is a picturesque 
description of Virabhadra, created by Siva to destroy the sacrifice of 
Daksa, which may be noted here : “He sometimes danced with various 
movements of his body and at the same time sang (in the accompani¬ 
ment of his dance It should be noted that this was the manner in 
which Virabhadra raided the sacrifice of Dak^. We find a similar 
description of Siva also." He is said to have a peculiar fascination 
for dancing." 

Gandharvas, Apsarasas and Kinnaras also are associated with dance. 
The ganas of Apsarasas danced on the occasion of the sacrificial session 
performed by the sages in the Naimisa forest at Kuruk^etra." 

The daughter of the Vrsni-chief Brhaduktha, named Brhatl, is called 
nartakonneyi*’’ but it is not clear whether this reference has any¬ 
thing to do with dancing.^* 

41. Cf. makisvani mahSvi^S : 72.46. 42. No. 660 App. 
43. Cf. KvoHh vtyati titrdikgaik kvaeid vadati mvaram..kvaeid gSyatii 30.134-5. 
44. Cf. tutdait kSrdat$ etdpa t.«. dtooec sod makes loud uoIm J : 24. 145. 
45. Ct.nStyopLkOradtAdha iVi.m. 46. Cf.2.31. 47. Gl» t nSrudmtyi. 
4«. Cf.%.246. 



CHAPTER IX 

WAR AND WEAPONS 

Of War in General: In connection with the Ksatriyas it has already 
been stated that war is the concern primarily of the Ksatriyas to whom 
that function has been assigned by divine ordination. Of Bharatavarsa 
it is said that there the Ksatriyas live on warfare.’ The expression 
KfSttravidhi may be noted in this connection. This entire earth of 
the seven dvtpas and surrounded by seven seas was subjugated by 
king Kartavirya Arjuna in accordance with Ksattra-vidJd^ We have 
again an interesting reference that trade-war (va^ig-yuddha) was the 
feature of the Dvapara age.® 

The warrior who pays his respects to king Prthu before proceeding 
to the scene of battle is sure to achieve victory.® It is said that by 
listening to the story of Nilakantha Siva one can aspire to display 
bravery in war® and such is the merit of the syllables of oth that the 
brave who utter them do not think of retreat in ww.® Similarly, it is 
stated that a gift of fuel in a ^raddha performed in winter enables the 
donor to be always victorious.’ 

We have no picturesque descriptions of any long-drawn wars such 
as we meet with in the epics. The Devas and Asuras fought twelve 
wars but the details described about them do not reflect anything on 
the modes of actual warfare.® We have a graphic description of the 
raid of Daksa’s sacrifice carried by Virabhadra but that too does not lead 
us to infer anything. King Raji is said to have helped the gods in their 
war against the Asuras but we have no details about the way in which 
he fought. The numerous references to the performance of aivamedha 
suggest that wars had probably taken place before the sacrifice was 
actually performed but, except in the instance of Sagara’s a^vamedha, 
we find none of them described, or even alluded to, in the Purai^i 
and even in case of Sagara, the details are not at all connected with the 
practice of warfare.® We have, again, the instance of king Kuvala^va 
fighting the water-demon (udaka-Rdkfasa) Dhundhu but the details are 
too fanciful to offer us any useful information.'® 

Some glimpses regarding the practice of warfare and facts in¬ 
cidental to it are, however, available from the following references: 

1. Cf. 45.83. 
2. Cf. tetta iya^ prthivi KfUni tapia-ivipS sapattanS saptedadhiparikfiptS- Kfittrtna 

vidhitajM: 94.14. 
3. Cf.58.3. 4. Cf.63.9. 5. Cf.S4. 106. 6. Cf. 20.19. 
7. Cf.80;23-4. 8. Cf.97. 87ff. 
9. Cf. 88.144. Here we find the incident of Kapila being offended by the'adns of 

Ssgara at the aubject of narration. 10. Cf. 88. 34-60. 
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In the battle between Bhoja Satadhanvan and Kr^ the former was 
riding a mare capable of covering hundred yojanas at a stretch." This 
mare had a name VijSSta-krdaya (i.e. clever enough to read the master’s 
mind ). The animal, however, died through fatigue (and Satadhanvan 
seems to have fled on foot). Krsna, who was pursuing Satadhanvan, 
came to know of the fate of the mare. He got down from the chariot 
and continued his pursuit on foot and afterwards killed Satadhanvan." 
We have another reference regarding Krst^’s fight against ]^§araja 
Jambavat. Here we do not find them using weapons and it appears that 
this is an instance of musft-yuddha which took place continuously 
for twenty-one days. Of king Kartavirya it is said that he invaded the 
city of Lanka, brought Havana as a captive to his city of Mahismati and 
then set him free at the request of Pulastya." King Sagara too van¬ 
quished his enemies and allowed them their freedom after inflicting 
certain indignities upon them. King Jyamagha was victorious in a war 
and had brought home a girl (as a captive ?). 

Composition of the Army : The only information directly pertain¬ 
ing to the composition of the army is obtained from the description 
of the end of the Kali age. Here it is stated that Kalki raised an army 
composed of horses, elephants and chariots and with the help of anned 
Vipras carried out his mission which took him twenty years." Of the 
‘future’ Kalki we have practically the same information.'® These 
references imply that employment of cavalry, elephants and chariots 
in war was known. Of cavalry we have no other references in the 
Purarm. Horse-riding is, however, indicated in two cases of which the 
one of Satadhanvan is already noted above and the other instance is 
hinted at in the story of Prasena who rode on horse-back when he 
went out for hunting and subsequently lost his life.'® There is only 
one additional reference regarding the employment of elephants in 

war wherein names of elephants employed in the war between gods 
and Asuras are mentioned.'^ 

We have many references, in addition to the one quoted above, in 
our text regarding the use of chariots in war. King Jyamagha used a 
chariot in his victorious campaign.'* There is a mysterious reference 
to the chariot of king Kartavirya that it appeared before him whenever 
he wished." We have a history of the chariot of king Yayati 
narrated in the Puripa. Rudra was pleased with Yaylti and gave him 
a shining golden chariot together with two inexhaustive quivers. 

It. Cf0 iata’-yt^ana*gdmini> 12. Cf. 96.68*74. 13. Cf. 94.35*6. 
14. Cf. samd^ sa vimiaUm puti^dh.d€akaffa ia vai $4ndtk ta^v^i^ratha-htn^ardm 

pragrhitdyudkair Viprair : 58. 76*8. 
15, Cf. 98.104-5. " 16. Cf * tdivam hatath Pras^naih taih : %• 39. 
17. Cf. 69. 230-1. 18. Cf.9S,30. 
19. Cf. ralhai caiva prddurihavati mdyayd: 94.15# 
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It was with the help of this chariot that the king made conquests all 
over the world. It was the cherished possession of the Pauravas till the 
time of Janamejaya who lost it, because of a curse of GSrgya to king 
Vasu of the Cedi dynasty. From him it passed to Brhadratha and when 
Jarasaihdha, descendant of Brhadratha, was killed by Bhima, Ki^na got 
it from him.“ Expressions such as rathin,^* maharathe^ arc the epithets 
used for kings in the genealogical lists. Viduratha, son of Bhajamana 

csXliA Rath^thdj/mukhya {i.e. chiti zmongBt rathins),*^ Siva and his 
sons too are called rathin.** In the story of the birth of Soma we find 
Brahma also yoking his chariot. Along with the above epithets we 
find the expression dhvajin too used,*’ probably suggesting that kings 
had their distinctive standards or Sags fixed conspicuously to their 
chariots. 

A number of horses yoked to chariots are referred to only in one 
case. Brahma’s chariot was drawn by a thousand horses.*’ Skanda, 
however, had lions yoked to his chariot.** It is said that if one sees 
in a dream chariots yoked with bears, monkeys, donkeys or buffaloes 
going to the south that means a sign of impending death.** 

About the size of the chariot we have almost no information. The 
fact that Krspa and Balarama were the only two persons in the chariot 
in which Krspa pursued Satadhanvan suggests that it was a small-sized 
vehicle.** 

Weapons: The following is an alphabetical list of weapons com¬ 
piled in the same manner as in the case of musical instruments. 

Ankuia The fact that men control elephants with an Ankuia 
is mentioned in a simile.** (Here Afiku^ is not a 
weapon of war.) 

Asi In his raid of the Dak§a-yajna Virabhadra used nn.*' 
Its use is also associated with Siva** and his followers, 
the BhQtas.** 

Astras Virocana, son of Ptahlada, is said to have obtained 
special astras from Bhava and had thus no fear of death. 
But Vifnu entered Sakra’s body and killed Virocana 
in the sixth Asura-Deva war.** Sukta saw the Asuras 
wounded by Devas with astras*’ and then thought of 

20. Cf. 93. lS-27. 21. Cf. 96. 21; 96. 175. 
22. Cf. 96.16; 94.48; 92. 70 Ratheivara according Gha only : 99.109. 
23. Cf.96. 135. 24. Cf.97.191; 54. 78; 10-4 etc. 
25. Cf. 94.15; 95. 30-1; 96.121-2 ete. 26. Cf. 90.9-11. 
27. Cf. No. 469 App. 28. Cf. 19.13-27. 29. Cf. %, 66-73. 
30. Cf. 16. 20. 31. Cf. 30. 124. 32. Cf. 101.272. 33. Cf. 69. 253." 
34. Ct. BhavOd mtMtyaS&ik pripya vUtsSstrOiaUs tu yalf sadtifiwu uuthi 

Sakrdvisttpo VispvnS s 97. 81. 
35. Cf, astfohttttdrUh {Kha, Ga, Gha and ]!^a read /crffii inatead. 
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some measure to procure victory for them.^ Rudra 
used a great astra {paran^stra) in the war that broke 
out on the issue of the seduction of Tara by Soma.*' 
We have also a mention of Vedaiiras astra used by 
Veda^iras, the 15th incarnation of Siva.** The sons of 
KIrtavIrya Arjuna are called Krtastraff (i.e. accom¬ 
plished in the use of astras ).** King Sagara is said to 
have secured the Agneyastra from Jamadagnya with 
which he annihilated the usurpers of his father’s king¬ 
dom. This astra was terrible “even” to the Asuras." 
In the description of his fight against Satadhanvan K^^na 
is called param&straoit.*' Carudesna and Samba are 
called krtSstrau.*^ 

Bhurhhura Associated with Siva.** 

Cakra It is mainly associated with Vi^nu who meditated upon 
his cakra when he desired to kill the mother of KSvya 
i cf. abhidhy&ya tatai cakram). The cakra is also men¬ 
tioned as an astra with which he cut her head off.** 
Tva$tS is said to have fashioned the cakra of Vifnu.** 
Siva is called iayaka-cakradh&ritt (i.e. he wielded the 
iayaka~cakra).** Virabhadra too is associated with its 
use.*' 

Carman The sons of Nllalohita are associated with its use.** 
(».«. ShUld?) 

Dap^a The use of Danda is mainly referred to in connection 
with Siva who is called da^a, da^dadhrk** mahada^a, 
da^a-dhara,^ sadapdin." The dapda used by Vira¬ 
bhadra in his raid of Dak|a-yajfta is mentioned as being 
sharp and shining.** 

Dhanus The bow and the arrows: 

There is a reference to dhanurveda as being one of 
the eighteen vidy&s (or branches of knowledge). Jamada¬ 
gnya Rama had learnt all these Vidyas including the 
Dhanurveda.** Satyadhrti, son of the sage Satananda, 

36. Cf.97.l01. 37. Cf. 90. 32. 38. Cf, 23. 167. 39. Cf.94.49. 
40. Cf. Asmaif api dfAftaham : 88.135. 41. Cf. 96, 74. 42. Cf. 96.188. 
43. Cf.30.237. 
44. Cf. kntidkm iai astram Svidhya iirai dethtda Mddhavak: 97. 138^. 
45. Cf. 84. 83. 46. Cf, 55.44-5. 47. Cf. 30. 124. 
48. Cf. 10.47 Ka hat dAomltuji for 49. Cf. 30. 251, 
SO. Cf.30.260. 51. Cf. 30. 266 etc. 
52. Cf. tita-^tktpadaif4» : 30.130 Ka haa dathtfra for dap4t>> 
53. Cf. tarva-vidySniovak dkMdr-vtdMya pdragam 91.91, 
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Was also skilled in the Dhanurveda” and the same was 
the case with Pracetasas, sons of Pdicinabarhis.’” 

- Vi^vakarman is said to have been the maker of the 
bows of gods.” Amongst the gods, Siva is often de¬ 
scribed as wielding the bow. His bow—the pinaka—is 
many times mentioned.” He is 'called dr4hadhanvin 
or sudhanva?* He is addressed by Daksa in a prayer 
as “the bow amongst the yantras”.^* This would sug¬ 
gest that the bow was regarded as a kind of yantra.” 
The bow which Siva used in the war caused by seduction 
of Tara is mentioned as ajagava.*' 

The king Prthu was born out of the “churning” of 
Vena’s arm “first” with a resounding bow named ajagava 
and (then ?) with arrows and a shining kavaca (armour) 
for the purposes of self-protection.” He pursued the 
earth in the form of a cow with a bow and arrows." 
Tying the bow-string to his bow Kartavirya Arjuna 
shot five hundred (arrows ?) which bewildered the whole 
city of Lanka and Rlva^a became a captive.” The 
same king is said to have shot arrows which set fire to 
cities, towns and villages." Epithets such as dhanvin,** 
dhanurdhara,*'^ uttama-dhanvin,*^ etc., are frequently 
used in connection with kings. King Jyamagha took up 
a bow and set out, in a chariot, to carve a kingdom 
for himself and was in the end successful.** The Devas 
and the Danavas separately requested the king Raji to 
take up his vara-karmuka (i.e. the best bow) and fight 
for them. Raji, however, acceded to the request of the 
Devas.” King Rukmakavaca had killed in former times 
many dhanvins (wielders of bow) and kavacins (wearers 
of armour) with his sharp arrows.’’ King Yaylti 
handed over his bow, arrows (pr$atkan) and his kingdom 

54. Cf.99.203. SS. Cf.30.36. 
56. Cf. tridaidnStk ea dhanvakrt: 66. 29 Ka haa a different reading. 
57. Cf.25.2; 24. 132 ; 54. 107-8; 54.60 ; 55. 54 ; 97. 166-71 etc. 
58. Cf. 97. 183-91. 59. Cf. yantrSifdth dhanur tva ea. 
60. Cf. 30.235. , 61. Cf. 90.31. 
62. Cf. Sdyam ^agavam ndma dhanur gfkya makaravam iarSihi ea bUhrad ridtfSr- 

tkofk kavaeath ea mahSprabham : 62.127. 63. 62. 15L 
64. Cf.tavaibadhvddihauur ySna uttUuah paHeabkih iataih La^diSyAh mohayUva 

tu tahaltm RSvapam bdlSt.for dhdtm ySna Glia and I^a have dhanurdySudm. The word 
"badhvS” BUggeata that the how.string waa not fitted to tiie bow for all time : Cf. 94-35, 
« 65. Cf.96.184. 66. Cf.95.43. 67. Cf.9S.40. 68. Cf. 92,61. 

69. Cf. 95.30-3. 70. Cf. 92.81-5. 
71. Cf.n^atya Re^mahavae^ pmd kaveteina rmfe dheawbieu^takbtpair 195.25-6. 
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Gads 

Hala 

Kavaca 

Khadga 

Khatvanga 

Kuliia 

Kuiavajra (?) 

Mudgara 

to his SODS and retired to the peaceful life of the forest.” 
This shows the importance of the bow. The same king 
had received from the ^d Rudra two inexhaustible 
quivers.” It is said that in the TretS age people were 
skilled in archery.” 

We have already referred to the bow (dhanus) as 
a unit of measurement of distance and there is an 
interesting simile in which the bow is compared to 0th, 
the arrows to^tman, the brahman being the target.” 

Siva is often addressed in prayers as the wielder of 
gads.” Virabhadra in his raid of Daksa-yajna used gada 
also.’^ It is also associated with Hari who reclines on 
the ocean-bed.” While Balabhadra was in Mithila king 
Duryodhana went to him and learnt from him the divine 
art of wielding gada.” 

Balarama, the elder brother of Kr^^a, is called halin and 
Idngalin."* Lahgalin is also a name of the twenty-second 
incarnation of Siva and he used hala as his weapon.*' 

Siva is frequently called Kavacin.^ The kavaca, which 
was meant for self-protection, is mentioned in connec¬ 
tion with Akrura or Babhru.*® There is a reference to 
narikavaca said to have been used by king Mulaka who 
was afraid of Rama. The exact significance of this 
narikavaca calls for an explanation.** 

When Kamsa heard the fatal voice foretelling his death 
he "drew out” his sword to kill Devakl. This suggests 
that the sword was sheathed.** Kartavirya Arjuna also 
used khadga.^ 

King Dilipa had a son named Khatvangada.*'' Siva is 
a KhatvShgin (i.e. wielder of Khatvanga ).** 

Virabhadra used it.** 

The sages killed king Pururavas with Ku^vajras.** 

Associated with Virabhadra*' and with the Bhutas.** 

72. Cf. dkanar nyeuya prtatkdiki ea rajyaieaiva sutefu ea : 93.93. 
73. Cf. : 93.18. 74. Ci,nuihd~dhamir-dharah :S1,66. 
75. Cf.2D.5. 76. Cf.30.237; 30.247 etc. 77. Cf. 30.124. 
78. Cf. 24.9 fi.; cf. also 55.12 for Vtyvu’s euocietioo with gads. 
79. Cf. gadS-iiktSfh tato divySm BtdalkadrSd avSfitavSn : 96. S3. 
80. Cf. 96.64; 96. 75. 81. Cf. 23.199. 82. Cf. 24.159 ; 97.191 etc. 
83. Cf.96.80. 84. Cf. 88.179. 
85. Cf. nitkramya (fkrtya) kke4g»m iSm konySm hantukStM’ kkavat tads: 96.222. 

Khe hat mithStya and Gba and Oa have mhkramya, 
». Cf.04.21. 87. Cf.68.182. 88. Cf.30.237. 
90. ICf.2.22-<l. 91. Cf.30.123. 92. Cf.69.253. 

89. Cf.30.127. 
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Nakha 

Paraiu 

Paia 
Paffiia 

Sakti 
$ankha 

$ula 

Tigma (?) 
Vajra 

Varman 
VarQtha 

The nakhas with which Naraaiihha killed Hira^yakalipu 
were neither moist n6r dry.“ 
Virabhadra wielded the paraiu in his raid of Dak^a* 
yajfia.“ Siva again is called Khaff^a-paraiuft." 
Associated with Siva.** 
Siva is called paftiUn (i.e. wielder of paffHo ).** Else¬ 
where he is addressed as pattiiarupadharin ).** 
Associated with Skanda.** 
It is associated with Vi§nu. ^iva too used it’°° and Vira¬ 
bhadra also had it in his hand when he raided the 
Daksa-yajna.'®' 

■Sulin ( wielder of iula) is a very common attribute of 
Siva.^®* He is again called iulap3^ni*°^ iulahasta,'°* 
iuladhrk,'°^ triiulin,*°* triiulapa^in,'^'’ triiulanga,"^^ 
sahasrodyataiula}'** and Jvalita-iula,^^^ etc. 3ulin is also 
a name of Siva’s twenty-fourth incarnation."’ Siva’s 
wife too wielded the ifi/a"* and the Rudras are likewise 
called iulahast^."* 
Siva is called tigmayudhadhara."* 
Indra, in different Manvantaras, wielded the vajra."* 
King Raji annihilated the Danavas in the presence of 
Indra, the wielder of vajra."* Siva is also called 
vajra-hasta."’’ In the prayer to the god Siva, Daksa 
addresses the god as vajra amongst praharapas (i.e. 
weapons or striking weapons ?). That he is addressed 
also as dhanus amongst yantras, as previously noted, 
in the same context is rather interesting. Are we to 
suppose from this that there were two general classes 
of weapons, viz., the yantras and the praharapas ?"* 
Associated with the sons of Siva."* 
Siva is often called Varuthin (i.e. wearer of varutha).**^ 
His sons too are mentioned likewise.'*’ 

93. Ctandrdraiufkaff.61.6i-6. 94. Cf. 30.124. 95. Cf.25.2. 
96. Cf. 24. 159 ; 24. 117. 97. Cf. 24.159, 
98. Cf. 55.45 Kha, Gha and l^a have a different reading altogether. 
99. Cf. 41. 38-9; 54.24. 10\ Cf. 24. 159. 101. Cf.24. 124. 

102. Cf. 26. 2; 55.30 ; 54.3; 97. 166-71 ; etc. 
103. Cf. 69.289 ; 70.8; 24. 36 etc. 104. Cf.25.17. 105. Cf. 55. 54. 
106. Cf. 25. 70 ; 25.89. 107. Cf. 54.107-8. ,108. Cf. 24. 55. 
109. Cf.30.215. 110. Cf.30.92. 111. Cf.23.206. 
112. Cf./i]hi-d»crds9.91. 113. Cf.23. 105. 
114. Cf.24.135;cf.al8o97. 183. 115. Cf.64.7. 
116. Cf. uauAfcak vtdrd-pdi/inaff: 92.85. 117. Cf. 54.66. Itt. Cf. 30.235. 
119. Cf. 10.47. 120. Cf. 54. 77; 97.191 «te. 121. Cf. 10.47. 



CHAPTER X 

FLORA AND FAUNA 

I. The Plant-World 

Of Plants in General: The origin of the plant-world is connected 
with the birth of Soma. Elsewhere .we find Soma mentioned as the 
consecrated lord of the vegetable kingdom.' In the Cak^u^ Manvan- 
tara it so came to pass that the Prachetasas were practising severe 
penance which brought a considerable calamity on the plant-world. 
The earth became bereft of trees and only a few branches of trees 
remained. Soma came to the rescue of the vegetable kingdom and 
on their behalf requested the Pracetasas to be merciful. On Soma’s 
request the Pracetasas took Marisa (daughter of Soma ?) as their wife 
and procreated Prajapati Dak^a who created anew the whole world.‘ 

Classification of Plants: In the Treta age the lord Svayambhu 
created the gramyarapya and yajniya ofadhis.^ It appears that here the 
plant-world is divided into three classes, viz., gramya, Srapya or gramy- 
ara^ya and yajHiya. We have also a list of gramya and gramyarapya 
osadhis but the text is so confusing that it is difficult to arrive at the 
point of difference between the two classes. Again we have no list of 
the yajniya o^dhis. The statement that gramyara^ya o^dhis do not 
require cultivation^ suggests that these plants are distinct from the 
gramya ones on this point but the list given of them does not warrant 
such an inference. It should be noted that the word "osadhi” here 
signifies the plant-world in general.” In continuation of the same we 
find reference to vTkfa, gulma,latS, vallt, virudh, and tf^jatis, and these 
are probably the five classes under which the plant-world was known.* 

In the chapter on the narration of the progeny of Ka^yapa vri have 
it stated that Ira had three daughters, viz., Lata, Valll and Virudha. Of 
Lata were born the vanaspatis without flowers. She (again ?) gave birth 
to Tfk^as with flowers and fruits. Valli had her progeny in the gulmas 
and the tri^-jitis and virudhas were the progeny of Virudha.” This 
amounts to the system of classification which can be presented thus: 

(1) Latas (2) Vallis (3) Virudhas 
I _L_ 

Vanaspatis Vrk^as Gulmas Tn;a-jStis 
(without (with flowers (grassy plants) 
flowers) and fruits) 

1. Cf. 70.3 ; 31.38. 2. Cf. 63. 27 fit. 
3. Gha and 5la omit the reference to ytgUiya tfadhb. 
4. Cf. apkSlakftttt ofadkyp grSmySratfygt tv ttarvaia^: 8.156. 
5. Cf. 8.14^56. 6. Cf.8.157. 1 Cf. 69. 338-41. 
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Divyaufodhis* and Vanaufodhis* are also mentioned but they are of 
not much use in this connection and may be noted for the reason that 
the genera of the plant-world was expressed by the term ‘*osadhi”. 

The following is the alphabetical list of plants : 

A4hakya It is included in the list of grdmya plants. 

Aguru There is a forest of aguru plants in the Kuru land." 
Mentioned in connection with ^raddha." 

Akfofaka It grows on the region between the Naga and Kapin- 
jala mountains.’* 

Ambuda (f) A tree named Ambuda (Ambuda-vfk^a) is mentioned 
with reference to the end of Yuga.'* 

Amra Mentioned as a progeny of Kaiyapa.'® 

Af^u Included in the list of gramya plants.'* 

Aioka Cf. Nilaioka. 

Aivattha It is called vanaspati.'* On the summit of the Vipula 
mountain grows a great aivattha tree which was once 
garlanded by Indra—a fact from which the name of 
Ketumala-dvipa is derived.'* The Aivattha trees 
grow at the source of the river Kaveri on the Auilta 
mountain.'* Its sticks are recommended for use in 
iraddha.** It symbolizes the spirit of kingship.*' The 
fire which the Gandharvas presented to king PurQ- 
ravas was to be prepared with the sticks of aivattha 
tree; and it is said that by kindling fire in this 
manner a king accomplishes his cherished goal in 
the world of Gandharvas.** 

Aifisi Cf. Badarl. 

Badari The forest of the following trees or plants are situated 
in the region between Naga and Kapifiajala moun¬ 
tains :~-drSksa, naga, kharjUra, rdlaioka, dSdima, akfo- 
faka, ataH, tilaka, kadali and badari.^ The vanquished 
Indra—king Raji had deprived him of his status— 
requested Brhaspati, "Please arrange for me the puro- 
ddia-offering, composed of badari fruits only, so that 
I may regain the lustre I have lost.”** 

8. Cf. 47.4; 49. 26-7 ; 34. 54. 9. Cf. 3.14. 
10. Cf. 8.152 Kha and Ga : Afhakya; Gha aad I^a omit it. 
11. Cf.No.660 App. 12. Cf. 75. 32. 13. Cf.38.66fi. 
14. Cf< 94.37. 15, Cf. 69.307-8 j cf. No, 31 App. for ^Mfo-vono. 
16. Cf. 8.150 omitted in Na. 17. Cf. 35.38. 18. Cl. No. 819 App. 
19. Cf. 77. 29. 20. Cf, 75. 71, 21. Cf. aivatAe : 75,1. 
22. Cf. 91.42-8. 23. Cf. 38.66-70, 
24. Cf. badarUphiiia*m4»aA vai pmo4dioA vUkatna m: 92, 92. 
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Balvaja It is taboo in Sraddha.** 

Its flowers are taboo in ^raddha.** 

Bilva Mentioned as a progeny of Kafyapa.” The following 
trees grow on the Auiira mountain : paUtia,^* khadira, 
bilva, plakfa, aivattha and vikankata}* Again the 
following are the yajniya trees : samSna-plakfa, nyag- 
rodha, plak^a, aivattha, vikahkata, udumbara, bilva,^ 
candana,^' sarala (?), devadaru, i&la^ and khadira. 
Their sticks (samidh) are good for iraddha purposes. 
So should sticks of kalkaleya trees (?) be used.” 
For the description of Bilva-vana and Bilva-sthaB 
see No. 146-7 App. The use of a vessel {patra) made 
of bilva wood is said to fetch wealth.” 

Campaha Cf. No. 168 App. 

Cai^aka Mentioned as gramya osadhi.*® 
Candana There is a forest of candana trees in the Kuru land.” 
Da^ima See Badarl above. 

Darbha Darbha grass is used in iraddha. The Creator in his 
boar form was dharbha-romd.'^ 

Devadaru Cf. No. 226 App.; cf. also Bilva above. 

Drak^a Cf. Badaii above. 

Durvara Mentioned in connection with 4raddha.** 

Falgu A vessel made of falgu wood is recommended for use 
in 6raddha for the fulfilment of all the desires.” 

Godhdma It is a gramya osadhi.*’ 

GrUjana Laima, Grhjana, Pala^du and Karambha are taboo 
in 4rlddha. Any food>preparation in which any of 
them is used should be avoided in ^raddha. Here is 
a reason why this is so enjoined.” Formerly, in the 
Deva-Asura war, Bali was wounded and the drops of 
blood that gushed forth from his wounds fell on the 
earth, and from that blood originated the above 
plants (?). They are again inferior on account of their 
smell and taste.” 

25. Cf.75.6t. 26. Cf.75.34. 27. Cf. 69.307-8. ' 
28. Kh*, Gha and Na ; PalOia. . 29. Cf. 77.29. 
30. Ga, Gha and I^a have viiva. 31. Ga, Gha and I^a vUvaeaniana. 
32. Kharfd/MflK. 33. Cf. 75. 70-4. 34. Cf. 75. 3-4. 
35. Cf. 8.152 omitted in Gha and I^a. 
36. No. 660 Apip. cf. No. 332 App. for candana trees in the Gokaroa forest; See 

also No. 437 for caidana in MalsTadvipa. 
37. Cf. 75.17-8; 83. 79. 38. Cf.6.16. 39. Cf.75.39. 40. Cf.75.3. 
41. Cf. 8.150 omitted in ]$a. 42. Cf. MrapetA edtre oel^ata. 
43. Cf. htndid rata-ganUtatab: 78.12-4 l^a omits all Uiis information. 
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Ik^U 

Jamba 

Japs 
Kadall 
KSl&mra 

Kalkaleya 
Kalpavjckfa 

Kapittha 

Karambha 

Kdrafo 
Kaia 
Kaimari 

Khadira 

Kharjura 

Kimiuka 

Tlte iksu (sugar-cane) plants grow in the Plak^a 
dvipa/* The Agrayapa offerings to Pitrs in the form 
of iyamakas and ikfus are particularly recommended 
in the ^raddha ceremony/® 

Cf. Nos. 436, 823 App. for the derivation of the name 
of Jambudvipa. 

Its flowers are a taboo in ^raddha.^' 

Cf. Badari above. 

It grows in a forest in the Bhadraiva (?) dvlpa.®^ 
Cf. Bilva above. 

It grows in the Kuru land.®* There is also a re¬ 
ference to honey extracted from this tree.®* 

The following trees are tabooed in 4raddha : ileirnd- 
taka, naktantala, kapittha, ialmali, nipa and vibMtaka.^ 
Cf. grnjana above. 

One of the gramya osadhis.®' 

It is good for 4raddha purposes.®* 

By using a vessel {patra) made of kaimari tree one 
can bring about the destruction of demons.®* 

Cf. Bilva above. Its sticks are used in 4raddha on the 
occasion of pitf-tarpaf^.'* 

Cf. Badari above. Varutrin was one of the four sons 
of U&inas Sukra. VarQtrin again had four sons who 
were great Brahmins and offered oblations to Suras.®® 
But they approached Manu to bring about the 
destruction of the Institution of Sacrifice.®* Indra, 
however, seems to have scolded Manu who then 
migrated from that country (where the sons of VarQ- 
trin lived ? ).®* The yatis (i.e. the sons of VarQtrin ) 
now intended to annihilate Indra who bid himself in 
the southern side of the vedi (sacrificial altar). The 
yatis appeared on the scene of the altar with ialavfkas 
and probably proceeded to devour the eatables lying 
about it, but Indra cut their heads off and the heads 
that fell were turned into the kharjura plants.®' 
Cf. No. 584 App. 

44. Cf. 49.28-30. 45. Cf. 78. 7-8. 46. Cf.75. 34. 47. Cf.43.6. 
48. Cf.4S.40. 49. Cf.8.128. SO. Cf. 75. 75-6. 
51. Cf. 8.152 omitted in Ght and I^a. 52. Cf,75.41. 
53. Cf. 75. 2 omitted in l4a. 54. Cf. 74.9. 

^i'^**"kthd^Sma-3Htiahah 56. Ct ttya-dhamavitatOrthtHk Mamm 0tya. 
57. ChtatmadModapahramat. 58. Cf. 65. 75-84. 



KUlaUhaka 

Kuraifdaka 
Kuia 

Lakuca 

LaSupa 

Lava 
M&fa 
MasUra 

MatuluAga 
Mudga 

Ndga 

Naktamala 

miSioka 

Nipa 

Nifpdva 

Nyagrodha 

Padma, {Ambu- 
ja, Kamala, 
Kmnuda, Ut- 
pala, etc.) 
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It is one of the grSmya o^adhis.’* 

Its flowers are tabooed in ^rSddha.*** 

Cf. Nos. 673-6 App. 

Its juice is a drink. 

Cf. G^jana above. 

The lava grass is a taboo in Iraddha.*' 

One of the four gratnya ofadhis.** 
One of the gramya ofadhis." 

Cf. No. 804 App. 

One of the gramya o^adhis.'* 

Cf. Badari. 

Cf. Kapittha. 

Cf. Badari. 

Cf. Kapittha. 

One of the gramya o^adhis." 

The Nyagrodha symbolisses prosperity.** We oc¬ 
casionally find similes such as *‘with arms as wide 
as the nyagrodha tree”.*’ The fruits of this tree 
formed the food for Durga when she practised austeri¬ 
ties.** The people of the Ramapaka-var^ live on 
the juice of these fruits.** We have also a description 
of a very big Nyagrodha tree on the peak of a moun¬ 
tain in the Ketumala-var^a.’* The yak^as worship 
the tree where Guhyaka, a yak?a, lives.” 

This is the plant mentioned either by way of similes 
or symbolically. Lakes beautiful with the lotus- 
plants are frequently described.” In the Padmavana 
there is a big lotus in which the goddess Sri resides.” 
In the centre of a lake in Sabala forest is a great 
tthala-padmim, which is described in detail. In its 
centre grows a big Nyagrodha tree, about five yojanas 
in extent, where the god Hari dwells.” The padma- 
pStra (i.e. a vessel made of the lotus leaves) was 

59. Cf. 8.151 i omitted in Gha and ]$•. 60. Cf. 75.34. 61. Cf. 75. 51. 
62. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gfaa and I^a. 63. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gha and I^a. 
64. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gha and I^a. 65. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gha and I^a. 
66. Cf, pnyltAdaiaiA cn Nyagrodlunm : 75. 2 omitted in l^a. 
67. Cf. nyagrodhapari^Oh^ : 57.66-7 ; 57. 78. etc. 68. Cf. 72.8-9. 
69. Cf.45.3-5. 70. Cf. 35.40-2. 
71. Cf. 69. ISO; ef. alao BUva and Padma, 72. Cf. 41.14-6; 37.2-3; 45. 33. 
73. Cf.37.6-^ 74. Cf.38.51ff. 
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Paldfi^u 

Palaia 

Panasa 

Parijata 

Parusaka 

Pafala 

Pafola 
Plakfa 

Priyathgu 

Pufkara 

Saka 

&ala 

S&lmala 

Sar&la 
Sarjaka 

used by the Gandharvas in the incident of the 
“milching” of the earth.” 

Brahma’s origin from the lotus whose stalk arose 
from the navel of Vi?nu is very often mentioned.” 
The earth is said to have a shape like that of a 
lotus.” A lotus-mark on an arm of a king indicates 
that he will be a paramount sovereign (?).” 

Cf. Gmjana. 

The Pallia symbolises the lustre of a Brahmin.’’* A 
vessel made of palaia wood was used by the plant- 
world in the incident of the “milching” of the earth."® 
It grows in the Campaka forest.*' 

In the Bhadra4va(?)-dvlpa grows a heavenly Panasa 
tree from which six kinds of rasas are obtained.** 

The Mahendra forest abounds in the Parijata plants 
the frangrance of whose flowers spreads over hundreds 
of yojanas.** 

We have a description of Parusaka-sthali.** 

Its fruits formed the food of Durga in the course of 
her penance.** ^ 
Referred to in connection with ^raddha.** 
See Bilva and cf. also Plaksa-dvipa Nos. 988-990 in 
App. The Plaksa-tree symbolizes the lordship of 
the world .*’ 

It is one of the gramya osadhis.** 

See Puskara-dvipa, Nos. 1027-30 App. 

See Saka-dvipa, Nos. 1099-1101 App. 

A Sala-forest is mentioned as being situated in the 
Bhadra^vaCPj-dvIpa.** 

See Salmali-dvipa, Nos. 1108-11 App.; cf. also Bilva 
and Kapittba. 

Cf. Bilva. 

Cf. Bilva. It is a taboo in iraddha.*®. 

75. Cf. 62. 187-8. 76. Cf. 24. 52; 23.113 ; 54.65 ; 24.11-3 ; S. 31 etc. 
77. Cf. PfMvi Hrtita krtsna padmdkardmaya : 41.86. 
78. Cf. 57. 79. 79. Cf. pSldiam brahmavareasvatk : 75.1. 80. Cf. 62.191. 
81. Cf. 37.18-9; cf. also BUva. 91. Cf. 43.4. 83. Cf. 39. 11 flf. 
84. Cf.38.63e. 85. Cf.72.8-9. 86. Cf.78.9. 
87. Cf. sarva-bhmsdhipatyam ta plakf* nityam udSkrttm : 75.1. 
88. Cf. 8.151 oaaittod'in Gbs and Na. 89. Cf. 43.6; cf. Milvu. 
901 Cf. 78.11 Kha, Ga, G%a and Na read differently. 
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Stnii^mka 
SleimStaka 

Syamaka 

Ud&ra 

Udurhhara 

UHra 
Tala 

Tamala 
Tila 

Tilaka 

VathUkarira 
Vat a 

Veftu 

Vibhltaka 

VikaAkata 
Vrihi 

Yava 

Kha has sacinaka.*' It is one o£ the grSmya ofadhis.** 

Cf. Kapittha. The Brahma-Rlksasas have their dwell¬ 
ings on this tree.** 

Inspite of the opposition of Indra, Tvasta drank soma 
and was hurled down on the earth and the ^yamika 
trees had their origin thence. In the Agraya:^a 
offerings to Pitrs ^yamaka-sticks are recommended 
for use.** 

It is one of the grSmya osadhis.** 

Cf. Bilva. The vessels, sticks and fruits of the uduih- 
bara are very good for Imddha purposes.** We have 
also a description of an Udumbara-forest.*' 
Mentioned with Tamala in connection with ^rSddha.** 
We have a description of Tala-forest.** 
Cf. U^ira. 

It is a gramya osadhi.**® Kff^a-Ula (i.e. black variety 
of tila) is also mentioned in connection with ^raddha.'*' 

Cf. Badari. 
It is a taboo in ^raddha.'®* 
Daksa, in his prayer to god Siva, addresses him as 
Fafa.'®* 

Venu~pdtra is recommended for use in irSddha.'®* We 
have also a Veniimat mountain.'®* 

Cf. Kapittha. 
Cf. Bilva. 

One of the gramya osadhis.'®* 

One of the gramya osadhis.'®* 

II. The Animal-World 

Of the Animal-World in General; We have seen, in connection 
with the Ktta age, that the animal-kingdom did not exist then and that 
the people enjoyed a life of bliss.'®* In the further account of 
creation, however, it is stated that after the creation of gods, the 
Creator proceeded to create the animals from the various parts of his 

91. Kha has saefnaka. 92. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gha and life. 
93. Cf.69. 135, 94. Cf. 78. 6-9. 95. Cf. 8.151 omitted in Gha and Sla. 
96. Cf. 75.67, 97. Cf. 38. 3 ff. 98. Cf. 75. 32. 99. Cf. 37. 23 fi. 
100. Cf.8.150, 101. Cf. 75.31. 102. Cf.78.11. 103. Cf. 30. 250. 
104. Cf.75.5, 105. Cf. No. 1427-8 App. 106. Cf. 8. 150. 107. Cf. 8.150. 
108. The text leavea the matter here and doea not elucidate, aa it doea in the caae 

of the v^table kingdom, v^ether the animel world made its firat aptpearanM in the 
Treta age; cf. 8. 54. 

V.P.8 
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body.'®* We have already noted above the birth oT Prajapati 
as a son of Pracetasas. Daksa is said to have created the animals, such 
as the bipeds and quadrupeds,"® This was the history of animals in 
the Cak^ufa Manvantara and in this Vaivasvata Manvantara they are 
bom as the progeny of Kasyapa who is also the ancestor of the Devas, 
Asuras, Gandharvas, etc. and the plant-world.'" 

Classification of Animals: The four-fold classification, viz., attdaja, 
udbhija, svedaja and jarayuja is frequently alluded to in the Purina. 
We are informed that at the sacrifice of Daksa all the creatures of the 
world such as jarayujas, andajas, svedajas,"* and udbhijjakas—^were 
invited to attend the session."* We have also a list of svedaja 
creatures."® 

. The two-fold classification of bipeds and quadrupeds is mentioned 
above. Another system of classification is probably implied in 
the gramya and aranya pa^us. The gramya (i.e. the domesticated ) 
animals are: go, aja, purusa (man !), mesa, asva, aivatara and gardabha. 
The aranya (i.e. wild) beasts are : ivapadas, dvi-khuras (i.e. having 
two hoofs), hastin, vanara, paksis, undakas, and san-srjbai."® 

Domesticated Animals : The list of gramya animals given above 
suggests that they were the domesticated animals. It should be noted 
that the elephant is included in the list of wild beasts and the list of 
domesticated animals does not mention the dog. We have, however, 
other references in the Puranas to suggest that the elephant was 
already domesticated. The horse and the cow are the most important 
of the domesticated animals. The buffalo is not to be found in the 
list of gramya animals and we elsewhere find king Satyavrata hunting 
the Mahisas as if they were wild beasts but in the iraddha chapters 
we find the milk of a she-buffalo as a taboo in ^raddha which suggests 
that the animal was domesticated. 

The following is an alphabetical list of animals : 

•4/* It is born of the Creator’s mouth."* It is included 
in the list of gramya-paius.’'^’’ It is a useful, animal 
in yajfias (as a victim )"® along with cows, nuAi^s, 
aivas, hastins, and birds,"* It is said that at the end 
of the Kali age people will be keeping aja, e^aka, 
khara and ustra as their pet animals.'*® At the time of 
the birth of Skanda Kartikeya, Vayu gave him mayUra 
and kuhkuta ; lord SvayathbhQ gave him aja and Siva 
gave him tne$& as presents.'*' 

109. Gf. 9.41ff. 110. a. dvi-pado'iha ealntpadah •.(>%. W. 
111. Cf.69.290ffi -112. . tadhhtdajas. 113. Cf.23,101. 
114. Cf.«9.298B.; cf. .Uo 30. 227. 115. Cf.9.44-8. 116. Cf.9.43. 
117. Cf. 9.46. 118. Ct.vpayakfakripanttejMdiUyam. 119. Cf. S9.16. 
120. Cf. 99.406. 121. Cf. 72.46. 
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Aiva 

Asvatara 

Avi 

Baka 

Bhramara 

Bidala 

Cakora 

Cakravaka 

Ckagala 

Edaka 

Garddbha 

Garuda 
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The horse is said to have ;been born of the Creator’s 
feet.’“ It is included in the list of domesticated 
animals.**® We have noted references to stables for 
horses and to horse-riding. Horses are good gifts 
for Brahmins in ^raddha'*^ and they are regarded use¬ 
ful in sacrifices. Horses were yoked to chariots. 
A horse was one of the select jewels (ati^aya-ratnani) 
of a cakravartin in the Treta age,'*® The horses of 
the Gandhara country are said to be the best amongst 
the species.'** The Asmnl-nak^aira is said to be 
favourable to the acquisition of horses.'** 

Included in the list of domesticated animals.'*® 

Its milk is a taboo in 4raddha.'** 
SyenI was a wife of Aruna.'®® SHe gave birth to the 
Sdrasas, Kuraras, and Bakas.'^' 

The Bhramaras are the progeny of Pulaha.'®* In the 
geographical chapters we are often reminded of the 
existence of the sat-padas or hhrngas on the mountain- 
tops and in the forests where their humming sound is 
alluded to.'®® 

The Bhutas who worship Siva on the Kailasa mountain 
are said to have the faces of bidalas.*®* 

The following are said to resound the forests such as 
Caitraratha, Nandana, etc. with their melodious 
sounds; sdrikds, tnayuras, cakoras, sukas, bhrngarajas, 
kokilas, sugrivas and bhramaras etc.'*® 
Dhrtarastr! was a wife of Garuda. She gave birth to 
hathsas, kalahamsas, cakravakas, and various other kinds 
of birds.'®* The attachment between the cakravaka 
and the cakravdfd is alluded to in a simile.'** 

Recommended for the offering of its fiesh in ^raddha. 
Cf. Aja. 
Regarded as a gramya-pa^u. 

Garutmat or Garuda had four wives, viz. Bhas!, Kraufici, 
SukI and Dhrtarlstrl. Suki gave birth to sons who are ' 
the enemies of snakes who occupy various regions 

122. Cf, 9.42-4. 123. Cf.9.46-7. 124. Cf. 80.15. 125. Cf. 57. 68. 
126« Cf. Gdndhara^deiajdi c&pi iuragd vdjindm vardh : 99,10. 
127. Cf. 82, 14. 128. Cf.9,42-4. 129. Cf,'-8.17. 130, Cf. 69. 3'i6. 
131. Cf. 69. 336. 132, Cf. 70.64 
133. Cf, 36.1-5; 34.18; 37.7; 37.20; 38. 53 ; 38.9-10; 39.20 ; 45.32-3 ; 

47. 70 .tc. etc. 
134. Cf.54.40. 13S. C£.36. 1-5. 136. Cf. 69.337-9. 137, C£.45.19. 
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luch as the Saltnali-dvipa, and DevakQta and other 
mountains. Following are the progeny of BhIsI: 
ulukas, kakas, kukkufas, mayUras, kalaviUkas, kapotas 
and Idvatittiras. Krauhcl gave birth to the vardMpasas 
and the progeny of Dhrtarastri are already noted 
above.'** Garuda as the vehicle of Visnu is also 
mentioned.'** Visnu is called garuda-dhvaja'*^ and 
Siva too is mentioned as the lord of Gammas.'*' 
Garuda is the “consecrated lord” of the birds.'** 

Go: the cow, This species had its birth from the belly of the 
the bull, etc. Creator'** and is included in the list of domesticated 

animals. 

The cow symbolizes the gdyatri metre.'** The cow 
that dropped from Mahe^vara’s mouth when Brahml 
was engaged in meditation, was none else than the 
gayatrl.'** Prakfti (or matter) too is called the cow.'** 
Flying of the Earth in the form of a cow in the incident 
of the “milching of the earth” by Prthu is a good 
instance of symbolism.'** 
The cow figures considerably in ritual. Gift of cows 
in sacrifices is a highly commended act. The cow is 
included in the list of animals useful in sacrifices. 

In the description of the end of the Kali age we 
find a reference indicating that the slaughter of cows is 
a sin. Again, in the same connection we are told that 
the number of cows “will be diminishing”. But a 
different state of facts is reflected in the material 
that is available on non-vegetarian diet. 

We have a solitary reference connecting Vasudeva 
K^na with the cows. He is said to have been brought 
up amongst the cows'** and in the chapter purporting 
to glorify the god Visou we find the sages asking 
Suta, “How is it that the god who protects the whole 
world lived amongst the cows and protected them ?”'*• 

We find cows serving also as means of exchange 
and gavyfiti is a unit of measurement of distance. 

The bull figures in the PurSt^ mostly as a vehicle 
of Siva'®* who is also mentioned as vrfabha-dhvaja 

138. Cf. (9. 328-38. 139. Cf. 97.22. 140. Cf. 24.80. 141. Cf. 24. 108. 
142. Cf. 70.10. 143. Cf.9.42-4. 144. Cf. 23.69. 145. Cf. 23.5-12. 
146. Cf. 23.57. 147. Cf. 62. 136 0. 
148. Cf. go}u govindaft samvrddha^ : 96.218. 
149. Cf, gopdyanaik kurut* Jagatddt tdrvalttukihith sa katkath gdih gate tdfpur 

gepatvam akaret firaUtu^ : 97.12. 
150. Cf.30.261: 54.107-«; 55.54 etc. 
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Godhd 

Goldngulas 

Grdkra 

Hathsa 

Harit^a 

Hastin 

(i.e. having the Bull standardSiva himself is 
addressed as Bull by Dak§a in his prayer to the 
god.*** The bull is the “consecrated lord” of the 
quadrupeds.**® 
Already referred to as good for offering its flesh 
in ^raddha. ^ 

Cf. Vanaras. 

The grdhras preyed upon the spoils of Daksa’s sacri¬ 
fice.*** If a k&ka, kapota, grdhra or any other bird 
that has fondness for the dead bodies touches the head 
of a person, he is sure to die within a period of 
six months.*** The Bhutas are said to have the faces 
of grdhras.**• 

Cf. Cakravaka. On the Devaktita mountain there are 
many hamsas.*** 

Mrgi was a wife of Pulaha. Her progeny are the 
haripas, mrgas, iaias, nyankus, sarabhas, rurus and 
pr^atas. (Most of these are the different varieties 
of the species of deer. )*** 

(Ndga, Gaja, Dantin, Dvirada, Kunjara, Karin, 
Dvipa, Matanga, etc.): Iravati was a wife of Pulaha. 
Her son was Airavata, the vehicle of Indra. He was 
the first king of the elephants.'** The various words 
for elephants are also explained in this account.**® 
The word samaja, however, is interesting as it con¬ 
nects the animal with the Samaveda.**' In the account 
of cosmology we find them described as being born of 
the Creator’s feet.'** It appears that “gaja” signified 
the class of the species born of domesticated parents.*** 

We have seen above that the elephant is included 
in the list of wild beasts {ara^yapaius). But there 
are numerous references to suggest that they were 
tamed. We have it in a simile that when a lion or an 
elephant is captured and made to serve he becomes 
mrdu (i.e. tame ).*** A reference to stables for ele¬ 
phants bad already been made and elephants are also 

151. 
153. 
156. 
159. 
161. 
163. 
164. 

Cf. 30. 180 ; 24. 106 ; 24. 60 etc. 152. Cf. 30. 267-8. 
Cf.70.10. 154. Cf.30.170. 155. Cf.19.6. 
Cf. 40. 21-2. 157. Cf.41. 70. 158. Cf.69.206. 
Cf. prathama^ sa mataftgafdp : 69.211e 160* Cf. 69. 231*-4« 
Cfe idmaiaft $dma*jdtatvdd : 69. 244* 162. Cf. 9« 42*-4« 
Cf. narair haddhdfi UpdrhjdyjnU vikrtS gajdhi: 69. 224. 
Cf. 10.83. 
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*Kaka 

Kalavinka 

Kapota 

Karatfda 

Kha4ga 

Khadyota 

Khara 
Kitakas or 
Pipilakas 

Kokila 

KrauHca 

Kukkuta 

Kumbhira 

Kuraras 

Kurma 

Ldvafittiras 

recommended as good gifts to Brahmins in ^raddha.'** 
•The elephant is also a yajaiya animal (cf. Aja). 
Making of gifts under the shadow of an elephant is 
considered to be meritorious.'** It is already seen 
that elephants were employed in war. 

Cf. Garuda and Grdhra. 

Cf. Garuda and Cakora. 
Cf. Grdhra and Garuda. Siva is addressed as Kapota 
in a prayer by Daksa.'*’ 
On the Devakuta mountain there are many Karandas.'** 

Mrgamanda was a wife of Pulaha. Her progeny are 
the gavayas, makisas, ultras, varahas, khadgas and 
gauramukhas.^** 
Its flight in the night-time is a matter for simile.'”; 

Cf. Aja. 

There is a small passage in the account of the progeny 
of Ka^yapa on the insect-world. The insects are 
supposed to be svedaja creatures (i. e. those born of 
perspiration, heat or moisture). All the names of 
these insects are not enumerated here as the passage 
is confusing to some extent. Some of them may be 
mentioned, viz., minakas, tittiras, simhalas, 
romalas, picchalas, nilamak^ikas, sarpas, vrscikas, etc. 
Some of these are supposed to have their origin from 
foodgrains such as mudga, tandula, mdsa, etc. and 
from fruits such as^panasa, etc.'” 
Cf. Cakora. 

Cf. Garuda. Kartikeya is called the destroyer of 
krauncas.'” 

Cf. Garuda and Aja. It is a taboo in iraddha.'” 

He who recites the names of Devi ( i. e. Siva’s wife ) 
is assured protection from Kumbhiras and Vyaghras.'” 

They are the progeny of Syeni, the wife of Aruna.'” 

Its utility for offering its flesh in ^raddha has already 
been referred to. Its contraction of limbs is men¬ 
tioned as a simile.'” 

Cf. Garu^. 

16^ Cf.80. IS. 166. Cf.80.45. 167. Cf.30.241. 
168. Cf. 41. 70. 169. Gha : Gauramrgas, Cf. 69. 207. 
170. Cf. 6. 7; 8. 4; 59. 207..^ 171. Omitted in Ka and Ga. 
172. Cf.69. 298ff. 173. Cf. 54.19-21. 174. Cf. 78. 38-10. 
175. Cf, 9. 96. 176. Cf.69. 336. 177. Cf. : 11.19; 93.94. 
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MMfa Cf. Aja and Kha^ga. 

Matsya The utility of its flesh in ^raddha has been referred to 
already. 

Mayurd Cf. Aja, Cakora and Garuda. It is also a vehicle of 
Kartikeya.'” 

Me^a It is included in the list of gramya paius. Mesas as pets 
of Urva^I have been mentioned before. See also Aja. 

Mufika The musikas “will be” a menace to the people at the 
end of the Kali age.'** 

Nagas and Brahma was practising severe penance as a result of 
Sarpas which sweat came forth from his body which gave, rise 

to the serpent world. These sarpas had marks of 
svastika on them. Brahma did not like this creation.'^ 
They are included in the insect-world which had its 
origin from perspiration, heat or moisture.'*' Vasuki 
or Tak^ka is mentioned as their chief or consecrated 
lord.'®* Siva too is their lord.'** The lord of ser¬ 
pents who lives on the Devakuta mountain has a 
hundred hoods and is marked with the cakra of 
Vispu.'** It is said that at the end of the Kali age 
they “will be” a menace to the people.'** 

Nyanku Cf. Harina. 

Pdr^ata The utility of its flesh in ^raddha has been noted. 

Prfata Cf. Harina. 

Ruru Cf. Harina. 

Sakuni The utility of its flesh in iraddha has already been 
mentioned. Siva is addressed in a prayer as Sakuni.^^ 

Sarabha Cf. Harina. Siva is addressed in prayer as Sarabha.'*^ 
They are supposed to be born of the Creator’s feet.'** 

Sarika Cf. Cakora. 

Sarasas Cf. Baka. 

Saia Cf. Harina. The utility of its flesh in iraddha has 
been noted already. Sasada (hare-eater) was a nick¬ 
name of Vikuksi, son of king Iksvaku. 

Sirhha, Sardula The lion is often mentioned in the Puraiu in the 
similes for expressing strength'** and well-developed 
shoulders.'** This beast is a terror to mrgas (i. e. 

m. Cf.S4.19-21. 179. Cf.58.61. 180. Cf.25.64a. 
181. Cf.iCnaAas. 182. Cf. 70.10-3. 183. Cf.24.108. ' 
184. Cf. 41. 73 : cf. alto Garu4a. 185.- Cf.58.61. 186. Cf. 30. 160. 
187^ Cf. 97.180. 188. Cf. 9. 42-4. 189. Cf. 93.; 88. 165 ; 92. 74. 
190. Cf.ti'i«Aa.iAaMiAa;«8.192. 
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Sv& 

Tarakfu 
Ulukas 

Vfpra 

Vattar as 

VarSha 

V&rdhi^as 

Vy&ihra 

other beasts).’*' Prasena was killed by a lion when he 
was on a hunting excursion in a forest but the lion in 
turn was killed by Jambavat (the lord of jiglksa—i. e. 
9k?a mountain).’** The lion is the “consecrated lord” 
of beasts.’** 
There is a reference to the caging of lions. Vlrabhadra 
rushed towards the scene of Daksa-^ay^a as a lion let 
loose from a cage.’** Cf. also Hastin regarding taiping 
of lions. We have also an incarnation of Narasiihha 
(Man-lion) of Visiiu who killed Hirauyakaiipu with 
nakhas (or nails). 
Cf. Cakra. 

It was a taboo in iraddha.'** 
Cf. Vanara. 
Cf. Garu^. 

Cf. Khadga. They are supposed to be born of the 
Creator’s feet.’** The milk of the u?tra is a taboo in 
iraddha.'** 

Haribhadra was a wife of Pulaha. Her progeny are the 
Golangulas, tarakfus, vanaras and vyaghras.'** 
Cf. Khadga. The utility of its flesh in ^raddha is 
already referred to. We also have a reference to the 
Varaha-incarnation of Visnu. 
Cf. Baka. 

Cf. Vanara and Kumbhira. Garments of tiger-skin 
were made. 

191. Cf. 54. 55. 192. Cf. 96.33-4. 193. Cf. 70.10-3. 
194. Cf. haaUm pratnrAttna Uthktna iva 130. 139- 195. Cf. 78.38-40. 
196. Cf, 9.42-4. 197. Cf. 78.17. 198. Cf. 69. 208, 



PART 11 

CHAPTER I 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

I. Social Theory 

Cosmic Origin: The earliest evidence for the theory of society 
of four var^s is found in the famous Hymn of Man occurring in the 
tenth Mao^ala of the IRV. It is here said that Puru^a’s mouth became 
the Brahmin, his arms the Rajanya (warrior), his thighs the Vaiiya and 
his feet the Sudra.' But this hymn is generally regarded as “one of 
the very latest poems of the ^Igvedic age ; for it presupposes a know¬ 
ledge of the three oldest Vedas.”* The Satapatha Brahmana actually 
refers to the four varnas and it has been conceded that it was a fact 
that the four varnas existed in the days of the Brahmanas which do 
not merely speak of “a theory which was to be striven for as an ideal”. 
Conditions seem to have been considerably changed at the time of the 
Smrti-writers who often seem to try to approximate the state of 
society existing in their times to the varnas of the older literature which 
they held were of hoary antiquity.* 

The contents of the Vayu Purina at once remind us of the Purusa 
SQkta, the only difference being that it has K^atriya instead of the 
Rajanya of the latter. The stanza occurs in the Purina at two places 
in the cosmological account which is greatly influenced by the Sim- 
khya ideas—a fact which, in addition to the mention of Ksatriya for 
Rajanya referred to above, suggests that this Vayu-material is con¬ 
siderably later than that of the Purusa SOkta of the RV., if not coeval 
in point of time with the works of the Smrti-writers. 

Mythic Origin : The statement that Siva is the originator of the 
var^airama is merely an eulogy of the god by Dak§a and may be dis¬ 
missed altogether in connection with this enquiry. With regard to 
Manu, however, it may be stated here that even in the age of the ^V. 
he was regarded as the “first sacrificer and the ancestor of the human 
race. The Satapatha Brahmana makes Manu play the part of a Noah 
in the history of human descent.”* 

It is not clear whether our Pura^a refers to this Manu. It does 
not even make an allusion to the story of the flood of the Satapatha 
Brlfama^a. The reference to SmSrta-dharma as being stated by Svlyath- 
bhuva Manu and the association of Manu with the sages suggest that 

1. Mac.HSL,133. 2. Ihid. 3. Kai«. 11,47. 4, Mac. H5X.. 108. 
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we Iiave here something to do with the author of the so-called Manava 
Dbarma-^stra’ though it is inopportune to guess more about that for 
the present. 

Some observations may be made regarding the connection of Bali 
with the foundation of varna^rama. We know from the political his¬ 
tory of the Puranas that this king Bali belonged to the Anava branch of 
the Ailas and had five sons after whom the five kingdoms of the east, 
viz., Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Pundra and Suhma were so called.' If 
any historical significance is attached to the reference of the Vayu 
under discussion we may be allowed to infer that this king Bali was 
regarded by the PurlM-tradition to be the propagator of Aryan culture 
in the eastern countries which we know did not come under the pale 
of Aryanism quite as late as the period of the early Dharma-sutras and 
grammatical treatises.^ 

Varna, A^rama and Dharma : “The word a^rama does not occur in 
the Samhitas or Brahmaiias”' but this does not mean that the stages of 
life indicated by this word were unknown in the Vedic period. Per¬ 
haps, the earliest reference to the four a^ramas, though somewhat 
obscure, occurs in the Ait. Br. 33.' A much clearer reference to the 
three a^ramas is found in the Ch. Up. II. 23. 1. But still one cannot 
say whether the four a^ramas were certainly known in the time of the 
earliest Upanisads which, however, frequently allude to the three 
airamas." The Ch. Up. clearly relates the term a^rama to dharma 
though its connection with varija is not definitely indicated." The 
Jatakas, however, are aware of the four a^ramas, especially of a Brah¬ 
min, though the incidents found therein do not necessarily presuppose 
a schematic partition of the course of life of a Brahmin." We are 
not, for the present, in a position to take it for granted that in these 
works the a^ramas are so linked up with the varnas and dharma as to 
suggest the evolution of a compact social theory. It is, however, 
in the Arthaiastra of Kautilya that we get a definite and clear evidence 
of the blending together of these three concepts"—viz., those re¬ 
presented by the three terms varna, a^rama and dharma—so as to make 
a coherent whole. Even the earliest Dharma-sutras refer to the four 
airamas and in the whole range of the Dharma-^astra literature these 
three concepts receive elaborate treatment and are closely inter¬ 
related." Thus we can safely assign the highest antiquity of the 
social theory of varriairama-dharma to the age of Kautilya. 

5. SBE, 25, IntrodueHen.p.zx{{. 6. AIHT.m. 
7. History of Bengal, Ed. by R. C. Mujomdar, 1.3&-7. 8. Kane, II. 418. 
9. IKd.420. 10. Ibid.m. 11. Hid. 420, 12. Pick, 193 ff. 
13. Cf. Catwvi^ varndnSm SirtmagSm ea tva-dharma-tthspana,..tte. p. 7. 
14. Vide Kane, op. cit, 416 and 1S. 
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Out of the three concepts of varna, airama and dharma, the Vayti 
appears to put more emphasis on dharma and certainly presupposes the 
existence of some works on the dharma-^astra. The fact that it refers 
to the smarta-dhariha as being primarily concerned with the varna^rama 
suggests a knowledge of some existing Smrti-works of which the 
existence of one, namely the Manu Smrti, may be accounted for by 
the-statement that the Smarta*dharma, as based on tradition, is told by 
Svayambhuva Manu. 

It should be noted that the term ii^^acara is mentioned, in a techni¬ 
cal sense, as an important source of law in many of the Dharma-^astra 
works from the earliest times of Vasistha and Baudhayana.'* As to the 
exact nature of the authority of 4istacara and its relation to the authority 
of the Sruti and Smrti, there is some diversity of opinion amongst the 
ancient law-givers and their commentators’* and our Purana is appa¬ 
rently making here a reference to those of them who placed the authority 
of the 4istacara on the same footing as that of the Vedas and the Smrtis. 

Varna and Varna-sathkara: So far as our knowledge goes the term 
var^a-samkara, in its technical aspect, does not occur in the Vedic 
literature. The Samavidhana Brahmana (3.4.2) and the Varhia- 
Brahmana do mention the word ‘ samkara ’ but not in connection with 
‘ varna ’. Though many instances of inter-caste marriages can be cited 
from the Vedic literature,'^ still we find there the rules regarding 
connubium appearing in a stage of development.'* As regards the 
rules of commensality,. however, there are no traces in the Vedas. It 
is in the Jatakas that we, for the first time, become aw'are of the ideas 
implicit in the varna-sarhkara though we are not certain for the present 
whether these works refer to the word ‘ varnasamkara ’ in this con¬ 
nection.'* In them the rules both as regards connubium and com¬ 
mensality appear considerably developed** and the main force of their 
condemnation in this respect is laid against the Candalas, the Pukkusas 
and similar despised classes existing in their time.*' Kautilya men¬ 
tions 'samkara’ in connection with ‘ varna ’ only once where he says 
that observance of one’s own dharma leads one to heaven and that its 
transgression, due to samkara, amounts to the destruction of the 
world.** He further calls upon the sovereign not to swerve from the 
path of dharma. In the Dharma-^astra works the term ‘ varna-saihkara ’ 
occurs frequently in connection with castes and sub-castes.** Baudha¬ 
yana mentions the Vratyas as being the products of varna-sarhkara** and 
Manu (X,1 fir.) enumerates the various saihkara-jatis that have their 

15. N. C. Sena Gupta, Sources qf Lam and Society in Ancient India, 68 6. 
16. Ibid.n. 17. Kanb, II. 447 ff. 18. Ved. Ind„ 2. 2S1 B. 
19. Vide Pick, 31 il. 20. Rhys Davids, 52 ff. 21. Pick, 27 ff. 

22. p. 8. cf. sva-dharmas svargSySnOntydya ca tasya atikrame lekas samkarad 
ucchidyittt. 23. Kamb, 2.59. 24. Ibid, 60. 
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origin in the anuloma kind of marriage. The Dharma*ia8tra works 
generally relate the term var^a-saihkara to the regulation of the rela¬ 
tions of the four var^as inUr se particularly on the point of marriage. 
These orks lay such a great emphasis on the prevention of vari^a- 
saihkara that they consider it one of the principal duties of the king 
to see to the matter.” It is on account of this that so early as in the 
first centuries of the Christian era we see that the Satavahana king 
Vasithiputa Siri Pu}umayi is extolled for having prevented the ad¬ 
mixture of the four varnas.” 

The Vayu also speaks in very strong terms against the prevalence 
of vari^a-samkara almost in the spirit of the Dharma-^astra works. Its 
reference to the Ajivas and Mlecchas as products of var^-sainkara is 
more than interesting ; the same being the implications of its references 
to Pafandas, Yavanas, Sakas, etc. in connection with the society suppos¬ 
ed to be existing at the end of the Kali age. In order to avoid repeti¬ 
tion we may reserve a chronological discussion of these references for 
a later stage of our investigation. 

Varna^rama and Varta : The term *varta\ technically so called, 
does not occur in the Vedic literature. The earliest reference to 
’varta’ is found in the Artha^stra of Kautilya who calls it a branch of 
learning and quotes his predecessors on that point.” According to him 
varta deals with artha and anartha ; and the study of dharma, vart» and 
a§rama comes under that branch of learning called the trayi (i. e. the 
Vedas), while agriculture, cattle-breeding and trade, etc., come under 
the varta. The Manu-Smrti also ^mentions vaha as one of its four 
vidyas” and it elsewhere states that it is the function of a VaiSya.” 
This would suggest that the varta of Kautilya or Manu signified, more 
or less, something like our science of economics. But its other sense 
as 'a means of subsistence’ occurs in the Artha^astra which mentions 
“a samgha subsisting on the profession of arms.”” Unfortunately 
the term varta denoting its technical sense is nowhere traceable in later 
literature though we find it occasionally mentioned in its literal 
sense of ‘occupation’.*’ 

There are many references to ‘varta’ in the Vayu. At two places 
varta is directly connected with the origin of the var^a^rama which in 
the sequence of creation takes place after the creation of the vartas. 
Again the origin of varta in the Treta age and its destruction at the end 
of Kali coincide with the similar history of the var^iarama. Of such 
views we are not aware either from Kautilya or from Manu. Was there 
any school or theory which regarded the varnas purely from the occupa- 

25. Kanb. 2.60. 26. /fridL 61. 
27. Vide p. 6 8. 28. Cf. VII. 43. 29. C£. X. 80. 
30. See p. 376, cf. v&Tta lattrepajivina^. 
31. 8se O. R. BhanoabkaS, Som* AtptM tf AtuitiA Hindu Polity, 13. 
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tional point of view ? If there was any, excepting the one probably 
reflected in our text, we have no knowledge of it so far. 

We have at one place a reference to the trayi, varta, dan^-nlti, etc. 
and we are here reminded of varta as a branch of learning mentioned by 
Kautilya and Manu. But the Purina does not mention vidya in this 
connection and adds ijya and varna^rama which are not included as a 
vidya by Kautilya and which come under the trayi in the four vidyas of 
Manu. D. R. Bhandarkar informs us that after the fourth century A.D. 

we hear nothing of varta as a vidya,®* a conclusion which may be noted 
here as a chronological pointer to this material of the Purina. 

II. The Brahmins 

The Brahmin’s Claim for Superiority : The superiority of the 
Brahmin is recognized from the time of the ^IV. onwards. The claim to 
be a god, however, is not found in the RV.; but in later Vedic literature 
such claims are many times expressed.®* The Vedic texts are full of 
references to civilities to be paid to the Brahmins. In the Jatakas too 
similar claims are found to have been made by the Brahmins,** though 
the Buddhist monks did not regard such claims with approval. The 
ideas of the sacredness and superiority of the Brahmins were carried 
forward and further emphasized by the Dharma-^astra works some of 
which assign to them a status superior even to that of the gods. Manu 
tells us that a Brahmin, learned or not, is a deity.®* The Mbh. also 
indulges in the expression of similar sentiments.** 

Such theoretical claims that a Brahmin is a god or that he is superior 
even to gods are not found in the Vayu. 'This is more to be noted 
when we are told that “most exaggerated and hyperbolical descriptions 
of the greatness of the Brahmanas are sown broadcast over all the Smrtis 
and the Purliias.’’®’ Certainly our Purina is an exception to the 
above proposition ; for nowhere does it refer explicitly to the sanctity 
or to the extravagant claim for superiority of a Brahmin. It no doubt 
shows us the Brahmins as a respectable class of people whom it often 
associates with gods but still it does not make such a straightforward 
claim for them as we find in the Smrtis and the Mbh. The same can 
be said with regard to the incident which led to the origin of the 
avataras of Vi^tiu, for in the narration of this incident we nowhere find 
a definite assertion that a Brahmin as such is a deity and can be superior 
even to the gods. 

Kinds of Sages : We have no information for the present about 
the different theoretical gradations (and their characteristics) amongst 

32. im. 
33. Vti. led., 2. 80 £f., ef. alio Keith, Religion and Philosophy nf the Veda, HOS. 

32.454 ff. 
34. Fick, 30>1, and Rhys Davids, 60-1. 35. Kane, 2.135. 
36. rwd. 136. 37. Ibid. ns. 
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sages mentioned in the Vedas and in other ancient works. The mind- 
born sons of the Creator are not referred to in the RV. which however 
mentions the seven sages denoting the great Bear.** In the Satapatha 
Brahma^ we find a reference to the region between the sages and the 
setting of the Sun.** In the same work occurs the legend of the 
Krttikas and the seven sages.*® Thus in the Vedic literature we find 
the saptarsis associated with the astronomical sphere. The Gita, how¬ 
ever, mentions the seven mind-born sages*' and the seven sages in 
heaven.** Again in the Mbh. we find the saptarsis “sometimes con¬ 
founded with the seven mind-born sons of Brahma”.** The Brhat- 
samhita has a separate chapter on the saptarsis (of astronomy) but it is 
silent on their “mind-born” characteristic. Varahamihira gives their 
names thus: Marici, Vasistha, Angiras, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha and 
Kratu.** The omission of Bhrgu, whose name commonly occurs in the 
Vayu lists of seven sages, is interesting. 

In the Vayu these seven sages are stripped of their astronomical 
attributes and they frequently figure as the mind-born sons of Brahma, 
the Creator. But the fact that the pralaya does not affect them reminds 
us of their association with the Ursa major. They are, however, 
more than humanized when they, as maharsis, hold anti-ritual ideas and 
think low of the sacrifice in which killing of animals invites their 
re-proof. Our Purana here merely reflects the spirit of the great Epic. 

Brahmarsis, Devarsis and Rajarsis : Such a gradation amongst sages 
is not observable in the Vedic literature. The term rajanyar^i appears 
in the Pancaviih^a-Brahmai^** and the Grhya-sutras mention the 
worship of the Brahmarsis.** According to Manu the Madhya-de4a 
( middle-country) is the land of the Brahmarsis.** The Mbh. is replete 
with references to Brahmarsis, Devarsis and Rajarsis** and the Gita 
mentions by way of analogy that Narada is the chief of the Devarsis.*" 

The Vayu information suggests that these three were the com¬ 
monly recognized gradations amongst the sages with the distinctive 
features of their own. For want of similar information from other 
sources we niay leave the matter as it is for the present. 

The Munis : -The powers and practices of munis are found des¬ 
cribed in the RV. according to which they were probably a set of 
wandering ascetics devoted to a primitive cult of yoga."® At one place 
in that V^a we find Indra mentioned as a friend of munis.** “Trans¬ 
ported by divine impulse, they pursued the course of the winds ; they 
could fly through the air and perceive all forms ; they were the friends 

38. Ved.Itid.,i.m. 39. SBfi, 44.425. 40. 5BB, 12.282 £f. 
41. SBE,9.S6. 42. SBE, 9. 291. 43. SOrensbn, 620. 
44. Edited by Kekn, 85 ff. 45. Cf. xii. 12. 6. 46. SBE, 29.141. 
47. Cf. II. 19. 48. Cf. SOrbnsbk, 164, 237. 49. SBE, 8. 89. 
SO. Rudra-Sha, k. 51. Jad,, 2.167-8. 
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of Gods and moved along the paths of the Apsaras, the Gandharvas 
and wild animals; and broke the unbending things by virtue of the 
cup of poison which they drank in the company of Rudra.”” But the 
muni of the RV. is more of the medicine-man than a sage. In the 
Upanisads he is described as a sage steeped in the problem of the 
Absolute. He was probably not approved by the priests who followed 
the ritual and whose views were essentially different from the ideals 
of a muni which are superior to earthly considerations such as desire 
for children and dakfina.*® A quaint reference to Vaikhanasa-munis is 
found in the Tan^ya-Mahabrahmana (xiv, 4. 7) which mentions Muni- 
marana as a place where they were killed.®* The muni also figures in 
the Buddhist canonical works which regarded him as a respectable 
personage.*® Buddha himself gave a definition of a muni®* and the 
Sutta-nipata refers to a state of muni (cf. mauneya ).*® In the Jatakas 
the homeless ascetics are often termed as samaras and probably they 
are the same as the munis.** 

The Vayu also credits the munis with magic powers as we find 
them in the Rgveda. The munis of our Purana do not appear to be 
mere rsis and are sometimes distinguished from them. Their connec¬ 
tion wnth yatis and bhiksus and their adherence to non-violence 
probably reminds us of the doctrines of the Buddhist and Jain faiths. 
But of far more importance is their association with Siva who himself 
is called muni many times. The fact that even Ksatriyas are men¬ 
tioned as munis suggests that they represent an order of ascetics which 
was open to other castes than that of the Brahmins. 

Brahmins and the Ritual: The Brahmin as an officiating priest at 
sacrifices figures from the RV. onwards. It is doubtful whether this 
was an exclusive privilege of the Brahmins in the ancient Vedic days 
for the l^V. mentions Devlpi as a purohita of Santanu and according to 
the Nirukta at least we may admit that a Ksatriya could officiate as a 
priest in the Vedic times.®* It was in the days of the Brahmanas that 
the Institution of Sacrifice had developed beyond all proportions and 
we find in those works the elaborate nature of the ritual functions of 
the Brahmins, who, it is averred, could even control the fortune of 
the gods, by virtue of their correct knowledge of the ritual.*" In the 
Upanifads, however, there is a definite protest against the external 
sacerdotalism of the BrShma^as^ They re-interpret sacrifices and try 
to allegorise them and sometimes even go to the extreme of ridiculing 
their superficial character.*' But the sacrificial religion was still the 
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dominating force in the days of the Upani^ads.** With the rise of the 
new faiths of Jainism and Buddhism the Institution of Sacrifice 
suffered considerably in popular estimation. The Jatakas often contain 
polemics against the Brahmins profiteering in sacrificial ceremonies 
and quote a proverb current amongst the people regarding the priests 
at the ritual.*® Soon after this period, which synchronizes with the age 
of the later Upanisads, we already find the germs of the Bhakti ideas 
taking root which finally revolted against the killing of animals at 
sacrifices.®* But it will be incorrect to suppose that sacrifices ceased to 
be performed altogether from this period onwards. We have inscrip- 
tional evidence to suggest that a few centuries before the Christian 
era some kings had performed sacrifices. If we believe in the histori¬ 
city of the statement contained in an inscription of Samudrgupta that he 
performed an a^vamedha after a long period of its abeyance,®® we have 
to concede that sacrifices were rarely or not at all performed by kings 
who flourished in the centuries of the Christian era before the date of 
Samudragupta. 

The Vayu Purana credits the instances of the performance of 
sacrifices with its kings of the * past * and amongst its kings of the 
future , only Pravira is said to have performed sacrifices. These 

instances appear to have some historical basis as they closely agree with 
the historical survey of the ritual given above. Again our text speaks 
of the institution of yajna as if it is a thing of the by-gone Treta and 
Dvapara ages. The Purana is apparently unaware of the a4vamedha of 
Samudragupta and its political history does not take into account the 
far-flung and glorious empire of Samudragupta and his successors.®® 
The fact that it gives credence to the views which went against the 
performance of rituals and the fact that the mabarsis—also called 
munis themselves protest against the violence of killing animals at 
sacrifices may make us believe that here the influence of the Bhakti 
ideals had made itself felt. This is more than obvious from the speech 
of Siva to Brahma about the futility of sacrifice and its corollaries. 
Thus, chronologically speaking, the Purana has left for us a state of facts 
about yajna which prevailed in the early centuries of the Christian era 
preceding the age of the Imperial Guptas. 

Brahmins and Dana : From the times of the ^V. the right of the 
Brahmin to receive gifts has been recognised and it is equally obliga¬ 
tory on the other classes to make presents. The RV. also contains 
dSna^stutis ( in praise of giving’*) which immensely exaggerate these 
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donations and the exaggeration grows in the Brahmatias. The Satapatha 
Brihmana states that ‘‘oblations go to the gods and the fce*to the learned 
Brahmins who arc the human gods*It is important to notice that 
the enumeration of gifts in the Vedic literature, in the main, includes 
articles of personal property such as horses, kine, buffaloes, ornaments, 
etc., but not land. The Satapatha Brahmana mentions gift of land but 
with disapproval. The Upanisads view dana with the same estimation 
as they do in case of the sacrifice and the Ch. Up. contains an ironical 
statement describing a procession of dogs to march like a procession of 
the priests, each holding the tail of the other in front and saying, ‘ Om, 
let us eat. Orh, let us drink.etc.’**® But the Upanisads never 
“influenced society as a whole’’.®® The Jatakas are aware of gifts to 
priests but they often ridicule the swindling ways of the greedy 
Brahmins who filled their pockets from the sacrificial ceremonies.’® 
Kautilya too recognises the right of the Brahmin to receive gifts and the 
corresponding duty of the other castes to make them.” The topic of 
dana, however, receives a very elaborate treatment from the works on 
the Dharma-^astra which contain many principles and regulations re¬ 
garding the proper dana, its kinds and religious efficacies. The early 
Dharma-^astra works, in their definition of dana, generally emphasize 
that the donees should be proper persons’^ and put a stress on their 
observance of Gastric rites.’® They divide dana into three kinds namely 
nityai naimittika and kamya. The three categories of best, intermediate 
and worst are also referred to but the basis for this classification is the 
value of the subject-matter of gift’® and not the motive or purpose 
behind it for which thfy adopt the three-fold classification mentioned 
above. But the growth of the Brahmin population appears to have its 
repercussions on the principles and regulations of dana and “it came to 
be said that a Brahmana, whether learned or ignorant, was to be a donee 
and may accept gifts without any scruples’’.’® The first inroad on the 
old ideals of dana was made in the great Epic which makes it a rule that 
“in rites meant for gods the character and learning of the Brahmanas 
need not be deeply inquired into, but that such enquiry was proper 
only when they were to be invited for ^raddha and other rites for the 
dead’’.’® Even these rules appear further relaxed in the later Smrtis 
and Pnranas which enjoin that in 4raddha gifts should be given to 
Brahmins without scrutinizing their conduct.” 

There is another aspect of this topic of dana. Verses regarding 
dana are commonly cited in the inscriptions of land-grants of the 
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Gupta period and of later times. These verses have been traced in 
the Mbh. and«in the Agni, Garuda, Kurma, Linga, Matsya, Padma, 
Varlha and Bhavisya Puranas.” Pargiter says that these verses are 
peculiar to the Purinas though in the inscriptions they appear as quota¬ 
tions from the great Epic. The verses generally affirm the beneficial 
nature of the gifts and proclaim the merit accruing therefrom and con¬ 
demn those who deprive the grantees of land to future evils.’* 

Though the Vayu Purana does not speak so strongly against d^a 
as do the Ch. Up. and the Jatakas still it contains a reference indicating 
its low estimation by the maharsis (or munis) and by Siva. Its classifi¬ 
cation of dina is peculiar to it as it is not found in any of the early 
Dharma-^stra works in the same sense as it does in our Purln** 
Its idea of dana-lak^ana indicates tendencies which appear to be earlier 
than those reflected in the definition of dana found in the Anu^sana 
Book of the Mbh.*® This stanza is almost equivalent to the one in the 
Vayu but the latter emphasizes the point that the subject-matter of 
a gift should be a lawfully acquired property (cf. nyayena upagatam) of 
the donor—a fact which is mentioned differently in the stanza quoted 
below. It is in its treatment of the ^raddha that the Purana is more 
elaborate on the matter of dana and here we find a statement that the 
conduct of a Brahmin should not be enquired into. This statement 
definitely shows traces of a later date and we are already informed that 
the 4raddha chapters of the Purana cannot claim a very high antiquity. 
But the absence in the Purana of the imprecatory verses which occur 
in inscriptions and which are traced in most of the other PuraMs and 
the Mbh. may be regarded as chronologically suggestive. 

Brahmins at Tirthas : Cf. App. B. 

The Brahmins as Reciters of Kathas, Gathas etc.-: The term ‘gdthd, 
occurs in the ^IV. meaning usually a song or verse. The gathls, though 
religious in content, are not mantras and hence are non-Vedic.** In 
the aivamedha sacrifice, as described in the Brahmapas,** we find men¬ 
tion of two lute-prayers, a Brahmin and a warrior, who in verses of' 
their own composition ( gathas), glorified the generosity and war-like 
deeds of the sacrificer and his ancestors.** With the fate of the 
asvamedha, recitation of such githas also seems to have gone out 
of existence. 
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The word Katha occurs in the Ch, Up. in the sense of ‘‘philoso¬ 
phical discussion’*.” Kautilya refers to a king interested in KathS 
(i.e. conversation ) with a courtier” but he does not enlighten us on 
the Brahmin reciter of Katha. The early Dharma-^astra works do not 
inform us anything about the Brahmin reciting or narrating Kathas 
though they refer to temple-priests with contempt. Manu says that a 
devalaka a Brahmin who takes remuneration to perform service 
before the image in a temple) for three years continuously was unfit 
to be invited at a ^raddha or to officiate in a sacrifice to gods,” We 
have no information from these works whether these temple-priests, 
or any other class of Brahmins at such temples, maintained themselves 
by reciting Puranas and Kathas of old. About the beginning of the 
seventh century A. d. we find the Poet Bana relating in his historical 
romance, the Harsa-carita, how he attended a reading of the Vayu 
Purana “in his native village”.” Thus it appears that some centuries 
before the date of Bana the practice of reading Puranas—whether at 

village-temples or tirthas, we do not know—had come into vogue. 

The Gupta inscriptions mention Kathavids by which they pro¬ 
bably refer to Brahmins well-versed in Kathas, but the information 

of the inscriptions does not throw more light on this.” 

The reference to recitation of gatha by dvijas found in the Purana 
may probably remind us of the lute-player Brahmins at a^vamedha 
performed in the period of the Brahmanas. The references to PuraM 
and Katha recitations, however, cannot claim such a high antiquity, 
though we may not take them to be later than the age of the Guptas. 

Brahmins and Politics : The Purohita : In the RV. he appears as 
a domestic priest of the king or perhaps a great noble himself. Every 
king must have a Purohita according to the RV. But very often he 
appears to assure his lord’s safety or victory by means of his spells 
or prayers,” In the Brahmana literature we find in the rajasuya sacri¬ 
fice the Purohita as one of the eleven ratnins—also called king-makers 
(rdjakft)—to whom ratnahavis were offered by the king who was 
about to be consecrated. He is here mentioned after the commander- 
in-chief.” He is studiously referred to as a Brahmin only in the 
majority of the Yajus schools and it would appear that he represented 
the Brahmin caste in the king’s ministry and wielded much influence 

in matters of state policy. The Purohita, as can be made out from 
Alt. Br. VIII, 24-7, was the partner and co-adjutor of the alter ego 
of the king. More than that he was the active Providence ruling the 

kingdom as well as the king.” The Jatakas depict the person of the 
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Purobita in a wider perspective. There we find him as a domestic 
priest of his sovereign, as his teacher and guide, as his friend and com¬ 
panion in good or bad days and more than that an ofiicer of purely 
temporal character. He is even described as a fortune-teller.” The 
Artha^astra, however, ruled him out from the list of proximate factors 
of government.” Kautilya no doubt advises the king to heed him 
“as a student his teacher, as a son his father, and as a servant his 
master,”” and places the Purohita in the first rank of state officials. 
But he is conspicuous by his absence in the list of “seven elements 
nor is his skill in the use of charms and spells included in the list of 
the three powers of the king.** The early Dharma-4astra works tend 
to show that kings often left the ecclesiastical matters to the Purohita 
and relied on their advice.*^ In the Ramayana we find the Purohita 
Vasiftha wielding considerable influence in matters of state. He is 
mentioned sometimes as being prominent amongst the mantrins and 

sometimes acts as a de facto premier.** 

The term ratnin is not traced in the literature later than that of 
the Brahmanas. The Vayu uses the term "ratna" in a different sense 
in which it has been used in the Brahmanas. It mentions seven jewels 
instead of eleven in addition to other seven heavenly (divya) ratnas. 

The words used by the Vayu is ratna and not ratnin. Again the Purina 
associates the term with a cakravartin of the Treta age which according 
to it is a by-gone age. Significantly enough the Purina mentions 
the term ratna elsewhere in connection ^with the consecration of 
king Prthu—a fact which leads one to believe that the Purim has 
handed down for us, in this respect, a piece of very ancient information. 
It may be recalled here that the ratnins of the Brihmanas are mentioned 
in connection with the rajasuya sacrifice. 

In addition to what has been given above, the Purohita figures in 
the Viyu as an important person in matters of state, as an adviser 
whose advice was heeded with respct and as one who could virtually 
become the ruler in the king’s absence. As these incidents about 
the Purohita mainly refer to the kings of the pre-Mauryan period and 
^ree in general with the Vedic information about him, we are right 
in assuming his historical role in ancient Hindu polity as being next in 
importance to the king himself. 

Brahmins versus Ksatritas : 

(i) Vasi^tha, Satyavrata Tri^anku and Vi^vamitra : King Trilanku 
is not known to the Vedic literature and Pargiter takes him as the 
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king of the K^atriya tradition.** He has discussed this episode in 
a separate article'** where he has shown three stages in the narrative 
of the storyi viz. (i) the exile of Satyavrata due to the intrigues of 
Vasiitha, (ii) the great famine in which Satyavrata supported the 
family of ViivSmitra, and (iit) Vasis^ha-Vi^vamitra struggle and 
restoration of Satyavrata. After considering all the bare facts of the 
story he comes to the conclusion that “it is really an ancient K^atriya 
ballad” which “may have been handed down by the court bards and 
then put into writing six or seven centuries before the Christian'era,”'®' 
though it shows some traces of preliminary tampering by the 
Brahmins.'** It should be noted that the Vayu, (though elsewhere it 
merely alludes to the Vasistha-Vi^vamitra conflict,) does not narrate the 
details of the conflict between Vasistha and Vilvaraitra and the incident 
of the raising to heaven of Tri^nku by Vi^vamitra occurs only in the 
version of the Ms. Kha. Thus our Purana has handed down to us a 
reliable version of this “ancient ballad” the historicity of which may 
be judged accordingly. 

We are here concerned primarily with the influence of the Brahmin 
Purohita vis-a-vis the king or his heir-designate. The ancient kernel 
of the story bears out the conclusion that the royal priest was a power 
to be reckoned with even by the heir-designate—the only son of his 
father!?). The intriguing Purohita was capable of effecting an heir’s 
exile. Indeed he could become a de/acto ruler of the kingdom and he 
“had all the religious and political power of the kingdom in his 
hands”.'** But this was politics and his position was such only by 
virtue of facts and could not be legalized by usage ; for Vasistha seems 
to have apprehended the nature of opposition to his regime as we can 
infer from his intention to anoint Satyavrata on the throne.'®* This 
according to Pargiter, indicates that the K^atriya order and the people 
disapproved of Satyavrata’s enforced exile since we are not informed 
about any actual conflict about Satyavrata’s restoration with the help of 
Vi^vamitra. Vasistha probably had to withdraw from the scene as 
“the whole kingdom was ill-affected towards him.” Vi^vamitra now 
became the dominant influence and after Satyavrata’s death, he'** 
“probably did his king honour by raising him to the celestial dignity 
by naming a constellation Tri^anku after him.” The whole story clearly 
indicates the true import of the term rajakft mentioned in the Brahma^a 
literature. Indeed the significance of the position of Purohita becomes 
more apparent when we notice that Viivamitra, after undergoing the 
severity of penance should have aspired not for the throne of his 
anceatral kingdom but for the purohitaship of the king of Ayodhya I 
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(ii) The Sages, Vena and Prthu : Prthu is the name of a semi- 
mythical personage who is mentioned in the ^IV. and later as a r?i and 
more especially as the inventor of agriculture, and as the lord of both 
the worlds of men and animals. He bears in several passages the 
epithet Vainya “descendant of Vena”.’®* In the RV. Vena is mentioned 
as a “generous patron”.’®’ The compilers of the Vedic Index consider 
Prthu as a “culture hero” rather than a real man'®* and Pargiter too 
thinks him to be mythical.’®* Jayaswal, however, regards him a histo¬ 
rical personage."® The incident of the “milching of the earth” is 
alluded to in the AV.’" In the Satapatha and Taittirlya Brahmapas we 
have the rajasuya sacrifice described in details."* Here we are told of 
the six Partha Homas which are connected with Prthu Vainya who is 
expressly stated to be the “first anointed king” of the world. The 
Suta is here mentioned as one of the Ratnins—reference to w'hom has 
already been made above—to whom the preliminary offerings called the 
ratnahavis are to be offered in the course of the ceremony. But before 
these offerings are made it is enjoined upon the king to seek a formal 
approval of the earth. We are also informed that waters of rivers and 
seas are to be brought for the sprinkling ceremony. The Mbh. account 
of the story of Prthu is more coloured and amplified and brings in 
altogether new elements. It does not associate him so much with the 
older ritual of the rajasuya as it connects him with its own theory of the 
origin of kingship."* The Ramayana too narrates the tale in the same 
manner but gives more prominence to Brahmins.’’* The Manusmrti 
appears more concerned about Vena than Prthu. Of Vena it tells iis 
that in the reign of this king the levirate (jtiyoga) system—which it says 
is called the law of the jungle {paiudharma) by the learned Brahmins— 
had its origin."* The Smrti further adds that this kind of varnasamkara 
was promulgated by Vena who had no control over his passions’’* 
and that he met his ruin on account of his arrogance.’” Of Prthu the 
same work informs us that Prthvi (earth) was his bharya (wife)."* 

This brief survey of the various versions of the story of Prthu at 
once enables us to fix the chronological position of the version of the 
same tale occurring in our Purapa. Chronologically the Vayu version 
stands midway between those of the Brahmanas and the Mbh. Even in 
the period of the RV. Prthu was regarded as a very ancient personage 
and the Satapatha Brahma^a merely testifies to the statement of that 
Veda by calling P^hu the “first anointed king”. Our Purai^a further 
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corroborates the same information: by associating him with the period of 
the interregnum between the Caksufa and the Vaivasvata Manvantaras. 
The calls Prthu the inventor of agriculture, the Satapatha Brahma^ 
makes a king in rajasQya seek formal approval of the earth and the 
VSyu narrates the incident of the prthvl-dohana. For so much of the 
Vayu account there is corroboration from the Vedic literature. The 
annihilation of Vena, however, finds no reference in Vedic literature; 
on the contrary, the RV. calls him a “generous patron’’. It is difficult 
to imagine the source from which Vayu has obtained its information. 
With regard to the remaining details the Vayu agrees fairly with the 
Brahmanas, though it modifies the account to a certain extent. The 
Vayu reference to the Suta refusing at the outset to sing a panegyric of 
the king is also instructive; and we know from the rajasQya ritual of the 
Brahmanas that the Suta was one of the ratnins offerings to whom 
implied that their approval was necessary as a condition precedent to 
the coronation ceremony."* That the Vayu version is earlier than that 
of the Mbh. will be apparent when we discuss the theory of the origin 
of kingship. It is unnecessary to comment on the comparatively later 
character of Manu’s version. 

A few words may be added here regarding the part of the Ni|adas 
and other tribes in the story. The Nisadas are mentioned in the 
viivajit sacrifice and the Vedic literature probably understands by them 
“a whole body of aborigines outside the pale of the Aryan organiza¬ 
tion’’.'*® The Nisada sub-tribes are not mentioned in the Vedas. If 
we believe that the story of Prthu has some historical basis, as Jayaswal 

tells us,'*' we may venture the following explanation of the part played 
by the Ni?adas: There was a conflict between the tribal chief Vena and 
the sages who were supported by the common people. Vena seems to 
have sought the help of the aboriginal tribes—that is the Nisadas—but 
still he could not maintain his position and finally met his ruin. That 
the people supported the sages is suggested by the fact that they 
seconded the speech of the sages at the consecration of Prthu. Whether 
we regard Prthu as a historical personage or not, it has to be admitted 
that the legend has something to inform us regarding the Aryan 
expansion in the eastern and central India; for it mentions the Magadhas 
and SOtas and the aboriginal tribes about the Vindhyas. 

(iii) Brahmins and Janamejaya: In the Vedic literature, Janame- 
jaya appears with his patronymic Pariksit who was famous at the end 
of the Brahmat^a period. He is known as the performer of a^vamedha. 
According to the Satapatha and Aitareya Brahmanas his capital was 
Asandivanta. The Ait. Br. states that at one sacrifice he did not employ 
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the KS^yapas which eventually resulted in a tussle between 
Ratchacdhari has discussed the chronology of this Parikfit Janame- 
jaya. From the evidence of the Brahmapa-literature he states that 
this Janamejaya had performed two a^vamedhas and that it was at the 
performance of the second a^vamedha that he had quarrels with the 
Kaiyapas.’** From the evidence of the collated Puranic tradition 
Paroiter concludes that the story of his ruin at the hands of Brahmins 
is a mixture of Ksatriya and Brahmin traditions.'^ 

So far as the performance of two a^vamedhas is concerned the V3yu 
version of the story corroborates the information of the Brahmat^s. 
But our Pura^ does not refer to the Ka^yapas and amplifies the Brah¬ 
ma^ account of the quarrel by stating that he met his ruin at the 
hands of the Brahmins who consecrated his son Satanika as the king. 
Raychaudhari says that the Gargyas had quarrels with Janamejaya, 
the son of Pariksit I, while our Janamejaya according to him was the son 
of Pariksit II.'** If this be the case, the Vayu may be taken to have 
confused the two Janamejayas. Again the Vayu gives another account of 
his quarrel with the Gargyas which is not found in the Vedic literature 
in connection with the same Janamejaya. 

The Matsya Purina gives a different version stating that the king 
made a successful stand in the beginning but later gave in and after 
making bis son the king, went to the forest.'** Thus the Matsya-account 
falls more in line with that of the Brahmans than that of the Vayu 
and may be considered to be the earlier one of the two ; and we may 
conclude with Pargiter that the Vayu has here some mixture, if any 
of the Ksatriya and Brahmin traditions. 

By the time of Kautilya the story of Janamejaya appears to have 
been regarded as one of the glaring examples of how a king can go to 
rack and ruin through his non«control of senses. He further tells us that 
“the wrath of the Brahmins brought him his ruin.”'** 

(iv) Brahmins and Pururavas: Aila Pururavas is mentioned in 
the RV. which however does not definitely say;whether he was a king.'** 
The story of the antagonism of Pururavas against Brahmins is considered 
by Pargiter to be an ancient tradition. He further draws other con¬ 
clusions with which we are not here concerned.'** 

Brahmins and Kartavirya Arjuna : Kartavirya Arjuna is not men¬ 
tioned in the Vedic literature,'*® and Pargiter calls him a king of the 
Ksatriya tradition. He considers the story of Kartavirya’s death at 
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the hands of jSmadagnya Rama as historical,”' though the account of 
Rama’s hilling Kfatriyas off the earth twenty>one times, as is found in 
the Mbh. and in the other Pura^as, is according to him purely a tale 
of Brahmanical tradition without any historical basis behind it.'^ 
There is no doubt that "at the end of his long reign Arjuna came 
into collision with Jamadagni and his son Rama.’’ The genealogical 
accounts of the Pura^as—the Vayu included—do not explain how this 
happened except as a result of Apava’s curse.”* The story of this 
curse is, according to Pargiteb, largely Brahmanical and the contents 
of this story, as given in the Vayu, also confirm his opinion. The 
introduction of the sun-god, the occurrence of marvels, exaggera¬ 
tions in the incident and also the curse of Apava Vasistha for which 
the king was almost innocent, belie the historicity of the account. 
Pargiter tells us that there is no Ksatriya version of this story, the 
nearest approach to which, he says, is found in the version of the 
Brahmanda Purana which says nothing of the destruction of all the 
Kfatriyas.”* He has apparently missed our Vayu version which too 
does not mention it. It should be noted that our Purana does not 

'‘narrate the exploits of Rama especially his annihilation of the whole 
Ksatriya order, which forms a very powerful theme for the redactors 
of the Mbh.,”® nor does it mention the expression “thrice seven 
times’’ which appears to have been a favourite slogan with the bards 
of the great Epic”* with regard to the tale of this extermination 
of the Ksatriyas. Thus the Vayu version is probably earlier than 
that of the Mbh. 

Some observations may be made here with regard to the con¬ 
clusion that can be deduced from these stories of the "Brahmin-Kfatriya 
conflicts’’. ' The above discussion about them shows that only the 
first, third and the fifth can be taken to have some historical basis. 
About the second and the fourth it is doubtful whether we should 
treat them as historical. The fifth is largely tampered with, still the 
germ of the tale, viz., the conflict between Arjuna and Rama, may be 
considered to be based on facts now lost to us. Do these incidents lead 
us to conclude that in those ancient times the Brahmins vied with the 
Ksatriyas for supremacy ? Or was there a< jclass (or caste) struggle 
for ascendancy between the Brahmins and the Kfatriyas ? The answer, 
it appears, should be in the negative. For in the first instance of 
Vasiftha we find it merely a personal rivalry and at no stage the con¬ 
flict assumes a representative character, and again Vasiftha appears 
there to he devoid of popular support. The third incident may be 
considered important in this connection but the mention of Paura- 
Janapadas suggests that whenever the Brahmins came into conflict 
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with the ruling sovereign they expected support from the people; 
and the last incident—on which the Vayu does not throw much light— 
suggests that the Bhargavas looked at the affair with the point of view 
of their own clan and probably were helped by other Ksatriyas with 
whom they were related by matrimonial ties.**’ 

Brahmins and Education : Study of the sacred texts formed the 
basis of the Brahmin’s learning from the Vedic times. The expression 
'svadhyaya* occurs in the Satapatha Brahma]^ which waxes eloquent 
on its advantages.'** In the Jatakas we find a distinction made be* 
tween the proper (i.e. learned) Brahmins and the other ones. The 
later Sutra-literature contains many rules and regulations regarding 
his studies.'** 

The Vayu does not contain any rules and regulations about the 
education of the Brahmins. It only gives us instances some of which 
can be traced to the Vedas and are probably ancient facts. The 
debate at Janaka’s aivamedha is described in the Br. Up.'*® But in that 
work we find the king himself putting questions to the sage Yajna- 
valkya and the questions are of a different nature.'*' In the Vayu, 
however, we find Devamitra Sakalya contesting with Yajnavalkya 
the prize announced, the discussion centred on the topic of kama, 
and its termination was the victory for Yajnavalkya and death for 
Devamitra Sakalya. This Yajnavalkya was a son of Brahmavaha who, 
according to Pargiter, was a contemporary of king Adhislmakrs^ of 
the Kuru-Paurava line. Sakalya was his contemporary teacher of a 
^akha of the RV.'** Pargiter is, however, silent on the historicity of 
the contest. 

Suffice it to state here that debates at sacrifices were common which 
afforded good opportunity for the learned to display their knowledge. 
A disputation called brahmaugha had a regular place in the a^vamedha 
sacrifice and in the daia-rdtra (ten-night) festival. The reward for 
such learning was the gaining of the title of Kavi or Vipra.'** The 
Vayu Purina, it is to be noted, calls Yajnavalkya a Kavi.'^ 

The system of the teachings passing from father to son is found in 
the Vedas.'** The sage Jaimini, however, is not mentioned in the Vedas 
though the Vedic works of4he Samaveda on his name are extant.*** 

In the Vayu we find Jaimini as a disciple of Vyasa to whom the 
compilation of the Samaveda was entrusted. The Vedic silence on 
Jaimini, according to Pargiter, is due to the fact that the Vedas are 
regarded as existing from the primordial times and to admit that any 
one had compiled them struck at the very root of that belief.'*’ 
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III. K^ATRIYAS 

Who were the Ksatriyas ?: The word Ksatriya is used in the ^IV. 
frequently as an epithet of gods and in some verses it means ‘a king or 
a nobleman’.’*” Its use in the sense of a caste, i. e., one of the four 
castes, is observable particularly in the later Vedic literature.’** The 
term *Kfattra’ is also used in the RV. sometimes in a compound "brahma- 
kfattra” but here the two words mean ‘prayer’ and ‘valour’ respec¬ 
tively.'*® In some Vedic works the term Ksattra collectively stands for 
the Ksatriyas.’®’ The word rajanya is found in the ^IV. only once in 
the Puruga-siikta,^^* but in the later Vedic literature it becomes a regular 
term for a man of the royal family.’** It appears that by the time of the 
J Stakas the word Khattiya came more into general use and here it is 
applied not only to the descendants of the victorious classes under 
whose leadership the Aryan people acquired their new dwelling-places 
in the Gangetic lands but also to the rulers of the aboriginal peoples 
who, in their fight with the foreign invaders, maintained their independ¬ 
ence.’** Kautilya uses the term K§atriya more often than Ksattra.’** 
The epics probably take the word Ksatriya in a wider sense but there is 
nothing in them to infer that every warrior was a Ksatriya.’** 

Out of these terms the Vayu uses only Ksattra and Ksatriya 
very frequently. It rarely mentions the term rajanya. The use of the 
term Ksattra is found mostly in the genealogical lists where too we find 
the compound brahma-k$attra also occasionally mentioned. This may 
lead us to speculate on the chronological aspect of these lists. 

In the story of the king Sagara, our Purana refers to the Sakas, 
Yavanas, etc., as Ksatriya-ga^s. Pargiter tells us that the ballad of 
Sagara’s conflict with these Sakas, Yavanas and Kambojas, etc., is 
really ancient dating back to a period earlier than the Bharata battle.’** 
The Sakas, he says, ‘^certainly were not Aryans by origin”.’** Then 
why are they here called Ksatriyas ? Pargiter suggests that they were 
originally Druhyus ruling in the Mleccha countries of the north who 
came back to India to help the Haihayas and were called Sakas.’** He 
is probably labouring under a supposition that those who were not 
Ar}ans—i.e., who were foreigners or aborigines—could not be called 
Ksatriyas. But the evidence of Jatakas shows us that in their time even 
princes of the aboriginal tribes could become Ksatriyas and the epics 
too express the same view. The very fact that later tradition maintained 
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that in the Kali age Ksatriyas do not exist means that many foreign and 
aboriginal princes had been incorporated into the order which the later 
theorists viewed with disfavour. 

Prominent Position of the Ksatriyas: Jatakas almost always, in 
their enumeration of castes, mention the Khattiyas first.**® The Mbh. 
equally shows, if cleared of the priestly gloss, that the military caste 
stood at the top, below whom were the priests and the people.’*’ 

In the cosmological account with regard to the origin of the varnas 
or their functions, the Vayu mentions the Ksatriyas first and the other 
orders (varnas)—including the Brahmins—are mentioned afterwards. 
No Brahmin compiler could have ever thought of so mentioning the 
Kfatriyas first, for elsewhere, wherever the four varras are mentioned, 
the sense of gradation is never lost sight of. The Vayu mentions the 
Ksatriyas first and repeats the same again in the same account and this 
cannot be regarded merely as an oversight. Have we here anything to 
do with the Ksatriya tradition’** of Pargiter which regarded the 
Ksatriyas as the foremost amongst the four castes ? But this would be 
speculating too much for the present for there is no general agreement’** 
regarding an independent Ksatriya tradition of Pargiter nor have we 
any information from Pargiter as to whether even cosmology was 
included as a topic in his Ksatriya tradition. 

Intellectual Activities of the Ksatriyas 

(i) Brahmavadin Ksatriyas : (a) PurQravas :—Though PurOravas is 
mentioned in the RV.,’** we have nothing from that Veda to infer that 
this king was so learned as to justify an epithet “brahmavadin”. The 
PurSnic tradition itself is not unanimous on this point. The Matsya'** 
and Padma’** Puranas do not know of this epithet of the king while the 
Brahma’** Purina has its information identical with that of the Vayu. 

(b) Malina : The Brahma Purina credits the son—his name is not 
mentioned—of Taihsu (i.e. Trasu of the Vayu) with being a btahma- 
vadin. His mother named Ila (for which name Vayu has Itina) is also 
called a brahma-vidinl. She is referred to in the Matsya as Hina 
who bore four sons all of whom were brahma-vadins par excellence. 
It appears that Malina was the name of a king whose father was Taihsu 
(or Trasu) and mother Hina. His name Malina sounds well with that of 
his mother. This king was known to have been s brahmavadin as the 
genealogies in the Puranas invariably mention the epithet though 
they confuse the names. Pargiter has completely missed this Malina 
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of the Vlyu as the name does not occur in any other Purana. Indeed 
he has also missed this Trasu of the Purina.’** 

(c) Sons of iMitrajyoti: The Brahmanda has its text identical 
with that of the Viyu. The information about these sons of Mitra- 
jyoti, however, is found in the other Puranas also.'** Pargiter thinks 
that the passage is misplaced in the Puranas and is unable to find its 
true connection.'” It appears that this is a piece of very ancient infor¬ 
mation which the redactors had to retain though they did not know 
where to place it. It would be unnatural to expect the Brahmin redac¬ 
tors to invent this information and insert it in the genealogies for which 
it appears there would be no reason for them to do so. 

(ii) Kings who Retired to Forest-life and Practised Penance : 
(a) Brhada^va : Pargiter remarks that though this story is in a fabulous 
form still it is worthy of note. He even suggests from the contents 
of the story that the southern part of the Rajputana desert was probably 
a sand-filled sea. The story is also found in the Mbh.'^' The RaksasI 
Dhundha is referred to by Hemachandra and the anniversary of her 
death was observed as a ceremony in the 10th and 11th century 
Gujarat,'” a fact which may have some historical significance. 

(b) Trayyaruna : The Puranic tradition knows nothing more about 
him except that he left his kingdom and went to forest because of bis 
son's behaviour.'” 

(c) Vi^vamitra: The story of Vi^vamitra has been discussed 
fully by Pargiter'” and it is unnecessary to give the details here. 

(d) Kapila: PaIrgiter has not discussed his political history. 
The Vayu identifies his father Vasudeva to be the same Vasudeva as the 
father of Krsna.'” 

(e) Bali: A boon was granted by Brahma to this king who was the 
father of five sons to whom he gave five kingdoms of the east. He is 
also mentioned in the Matsya'” and the Brahma Puranas.'” 

(0 Manu: Some Puranas omit his name in the genealogical list of 
Ik^vaku kings of Ayodhya. Pargiter, how'ever, accepts the historicity 
of the Vayu account.'” The Matsya refers to Manu as a mahiyogin 
and as the promoter of the Ksatriyas in “ future yugas it also men¬ 
tions him elsewhere with DevSpi while summing up the genealogical 
lists in which place, however, Vayu does not mention his name. 
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(g) Saihyiti: The other Purinas mention Yati for SarhySti of the 
Yayu.'” The Brahma says that Yati was the eldest brother of YaySti 
and that he became a muni.**® The Matsya states that Yati, while still 
young, became a yogin and embraced the life of a wanderer.'*' The 
Padma has the same ^loka to describe Yati.'** It appears that the V5yu 
has mistaken Saihyati for Yati. It mentions both the names and its 
information should properly apply to Yati who, it mentions, was the 
eldest brother of Yayati after whose “becoming a muni” Yayati became 
the king.'** 

The Vedas refer to Yayati but do not know anything about Yati, 
his elder brother.'** 

(h) Yayati: He is mentioned twice in RV., once as an ancient 
sacrificer and once as Nahusya, descendant of Nahusa, apparently a 
king.*** The compilers of the Vedic Index further remark that “ there 
is no trace whatever of his connection with Puru as in the Epic, the 
tradition of which must be deemed to be inaccurate'** and Pargiter 
has aptly refuted this argument to which it is unnecessary to add here 
anything more.*** The Rgvedic king Yayati is undoubtedly the Puranic 
king of the same name who too was a son of Nahusa. 

The reference to hi? entering forest life is contained also in the 
other four Puranas including the Harivaih^a.'** 

(i) Devapi: The IRgvedic canon contains a hymn by Devapi.'** 
The Nirukta says that Devapi and iSantanu were brother-princes in the 
line of the Kurus. Devapi was the elder brother but Santanu anyhow 
became the king. So there was draught which the Brahmins attributed 
to Devapi being set aside by Santanu who then was prepared to offer 
the kingdom to him. Devipi refused the offer but acted as Purohita of 
Santanu and rains came.**® Other versions of the story also occur in 
the Brhaddevata, the Mbh. and the other Puranas.'*' The compilers of 
the Vedic Index remark that there is nothing in the Vedic evidence to 
indicate that he was not a Brahmin. But this is argumentum ex silentio 
which cannot be treated as conclusive.'** According to Pargiter his 
identity with Puranic Devapi is quite obvious though his relation with 
^stiseiia, mentioned as his father in the l^V., is not found in the genea¬ 
logical lists.'** 

(iii) List of RAjar^i Kings 

Ambarisa: He is mentioned in the ?IV. as Varsagira*** with 
l^jra^va, Sahadeva, etc. Probably he was a king.'** This becomes 
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more probable since he is mentioned with kings in the RV. The 
Furai^ic tradition knows two Athbarfsas. The Mbh. refers to songs 
sung by king Ambaii?a.’** 

Ajamidha : He appears in the ^V. probably as a seer of a hymn.’” 
In the Vayu also he is called a mantrakrt sage. 

Divodlsa: He is mentioned in the RV. as a king, who was an 
energetic supporter of the fire ritual, for Agni is once called by his 
name in the RV. (VIII, 103, 2 cf. Daivodasa i.e. worshipped by 
Divodasa Hymn I, 130, 7,10 of the RV. proves that some of the 
descendants of the warrior Divodasa were sages and Brahmins. But in 
the 9V. Divodasa does not figure as a king of Ka^i.'** The Purapic 
tradition shows him as a king of Ka^i*®® and tells a tale of his abandon¬ 
ment of his capital Varanasi. The same incident is found in Brahmln^la 
(iii. 67, 26-31). 

Pargiter says there were two Divodasas in the Ka5i dynasty of 
whom one was identical with the Rgvedic king Divodasa.*®' 

Kaksiva : (The same as Kaksivat). He is frequently mentioned 
in the RV. as a seer. Weber suggested that he was originally a Ksatriya 
as he is mentioned with kings such as Vltahavya, Trasadasyu, etc.*®* 
To the puranic tradition two Kaksivats are known. The Kakstva in the 
rajar§i-list was probably the son of DIrghatamas through a iudra maid¬ 
servant of king Bali. This Kaksiva practised severe austerities and 
became a Brahmin. Kaksivat was the earlier one of the two.*®* That he 
should be included in the list of royal sages is interesting. But let us 
here recall the Purina information that king Bali claimed him as his son 
and IMrghatamas set aside that claim. The opinion of Weber quoted 
above deserves to be considered in this respect though the compilers of 
the Vedic Index take it to be “an unnecessary assumption”.*®* 

Maihdhata : The king Mandhatr of the first Mandala of the RV. 
appears as a protege of Alvins.*®* The hymn X. 134 of the RV, is 
attributed to him.*®* Ludwig and Griffith equate this king Mandhatr 
with the rajar^i Mandhatr of the epics and the Puranas but the compilers 
of the Vedic Index dismiss the suggestion as "unnecessary and improb¬ 
able”.*®* Mandhitr Yauvanalva (‘descendant of Yuvana^va’), is in the 
Gopatha Brihmana, the name of an emperor who was instructed by 
Vicarin, son of Kabandha Atharvana.*®* 

The Puraiiic tradition knows him by the patronymic.*®* The Vayu 
quotes two stanzas current about him*'® and also calls him an incarnation 
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of Vi^nu. The BrahmSn^a also quotes the stanzas found in our Purazm. 
The specific information of the Gopatha Brahmana appears to corrobo¬ 
rate the Puranic tradition that he was a learned rajar^i. 

Prthu Vainya : He is mentioned in the BV. as a seer.*" Pargitbr 
suggests that the Prthu Vainya in the list of the mantrakrt sages was a 
descendant of Prthu, son of Vena, "for Vainya Prthu is included in a 
list of eighteen Bhargava hymn-makers and appears as Venya Prthi in 
Rgveda X. 148, 8. Thus this Vainya Prthu is, according to him, 
a different person from the king Prthu of the hoary past.*'* 

Purukutsa : "There are two Purukutsas with sons named Trasa- 
dasyu" known to the Puranic tradition*'* and Pargitbr identifies the 
Bgvedic king Purukutsa,*'* not with the son Purukutsa of Mandhatr but 
with another and later Purukutsa who was a contemporary of A^vamedha 
Bharata.*'® In the Vayu the epithet rajarsi does not occur in connection 
with either Purukutsa in the genealogical lists. But elsewhere in, the 
list of rajarsi kings it mentions Purukutsa after Samkrti and Kapi who 
were descendants of Bharata, and this probably suggests that this rajarsi 
Purukutsa is the same as the Rgvedic king of that name. 

Janamejaya; About the rajarsi Janamejaya, son of Puranjaya, we 
have no information from the Vedic literature. The Brahma and Matsya 
Puraras and the Harivam4a too mention him as a rSjarsi.*'* Pargitbr 
has apparently missed his political history.*'* 

^sabha : According to the Satapatha Brahma^ he was a king of 
Sviknas and had performed an a4vamedha. He is also mentioned there 
as having probably been the source of a saying of gauravlti^aktyas.*'* 
He is probably identical with the mantrakrt B^abha of the Vayu Purina. 
But whether he can be identified with any of the Bsabbas mentioned in 
the Puranic tradition is a moot point.*’* 

(iv) Ksatriyas and Vedic Learning : Of training and education of 
the K^triyas we have no record from the BV. presumably because they 
were mainly instructed in the art of war. In the latest sfratum of the 
Brahmana literature there are references to learned princes such as 
Pravahaoa Jaivali, Janaka, Aivapati Kekaya and Ajitalatru.*** Their 
eminence was due primarily to their knowledge of brahma-vidyl, 
though Janaka is mentioned by Yajnavalkya as one who had studied the 
Vedas as well as the Upanisads.**' There occur various passages in the 
jStakas which leave no room for doubt that sons of princes had to 
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devote, like the BrahmaQa youths, a certaia time of their life to religious 
studies.*” Kautilya also expected a king to be well-educated in the 
Vedas and in various other sciences.*** The Dbarma^astra works enjoin 
that the Ksatriyas should be well-versed in the traditional lore of the 
Vedas; but these directions were probably meant to be an ideal.*** 
It appears that by about the beginning of the Christian era the average 
prince and K satriya “used to possess only a very limited knowledge 
of the Vedas and philosophy”.**® 

The information of the Vayu in this respect is not very instructive. 
It quotes only one instance of a king’s education and of his learning the 
Vedas. But it has more to inform us about their connection with the 
compilation of the Vedas and about their interest in the life of the 
forestland the problem of the brahman. 

It will not be out of place if we state here the conclusions that 
emerge out of this discussion on the intellectual activities of the 
Ksatriyas. Most of the kings, mentioned above in this connection, 
have been found to be historical personages. Many of them were 
known to the Vedas which in some respects testify to the PurS^ 
evidence that they were learned. What is striking about them is that 
the political history of the Purapic tradition shows them, excepting the 
doubtful instance of Manu, to belong to a very hoary antiquity and that 
is probably the reason why their names are traced in the Vedas. Some 
of them belong to a period anterior to that of the Kgveda and the 
ascription to them of the knowledge of brahman and of the practice of 
yoga and Aapas—which were developments of an age posterior to their 
own—can hardly be considered as historical facts. Nevertheless the 
Pui^nic tradition, in common, knew that they had some connection with 
learning though not with what it tells us. 

Some scholars have protested against the general assumption that 
the Brahmins alone were the custodians of the intellectual heritage of 
ancient India. Long ago Duessen pointed out that “numerous indications 
point to this that the proper guardians of this (i.e. Upanifadic) thought 
were not originally so much the priestly classes...as the Kfatriyas^”*** 
R. G. Bhandarkar also supported this view in his "Vatf^avim, 
Saivism as did also Garbe and Pick.*** Grierson says that the 
Ksatriyas contributed a great deal to the development of the Bhakti 
school,*** and Winternitz has expounded the thesis that the Ksatriyas 
were mainly responsible for the development of the ascetic literature 
of India.**® The information of the V5yu Puripa may be regarded 
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to support the view of Winternitz. But we are warned that ‘‘to attri¬ 
bute wisdom to a king was a delicate and effective piece of flattery/’*** 
and we have to judge the value of our evidence accordingly. 

(v) Ksatriya-Brahmin-Relations: There have been divergent views 
regarding the formulation of caste in the age of the Rgveda.*** But 
the general opinion on this subject is that the caste system developed 
at the end of the Vedic period.*** It has been suggested that the 
Ksatriyas of the RV. were probably only a class—and not a caste—w'hich 
was more or less fluid and the kings and Purohitas were not so known 
by virtue of their birth.*** 

The connection of the Ksatriyas with Brahmins was very close in 
the Vedic times and the prosperity of the two is repeatedly men¬ 
tioned.*** The marriage of Brahmanas with Rajanya women is illustrated 
by the cases of Sukanya, the daughter of king Saryata, who married 
Cyavana and of Rathavlti’s daughter, who married SyavaSva,*** but such 
instances are few and it has been generally conceded that the system 
of caste with its rule regarding marriage within caste had taken a 
definite shape in the times of the later Samhitas,**^ though the rule 
about connubium was not so rigid as it was in later times. By the 
time of the Jatakas we find that marriage within the caste was a general 
rule, though we have certain examples of the transgression of this rule 
where the children of such mixed marriage were considered legiti¬ 
mate.*** The early Dharma-^astra works generally enjoin that one 
should marry within one’s own varna though they do show a con¬ 
sciousness of a state of facts that this was not always so.*** The epics, 
however, show occasionally that the Brahmins were matrimonially 
connected with the Ksatriyas.*** 

The instances of Ksatriya-Brahmins have been fully treated by 
Pargiter.*** He says that the Puranic statements referring to them 
cannot have originated with the Brahmins because it was not in the 
interest of any Brahmin gotra to allege such a beginning. He further 

231. V§d, 1 206. ^ 

232. For references of. Vedic Index^ 2. 247 ff. Ghurye, Caste and Race in India, 
40 ff. and also BDCRI, 2. 34. 
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adds that “these statements were too damaging to exclusive Brahmanic 
pretensions. The Brahmins then did not put them into the genealo¬ 
gies. The statements came from Ksatriya sources and were notices 
which occurred naturally in the course of the royal genealogies.the 
statements, therefore, were genuine ancient tradition and were known 
to be true beyond gainsaying’’.”* 

The names of kings with whom the origin of these various Kfatriya 
Brahmins are associated may be given below : 

(a) Mamdhata—ancestor of the Haritas and Visnuvrddhas and 
whose origins are separated from him not beyond three to five 
generations. 

(b) Ajamidha—ancestor of the Kanthayana Brahmins and the Maud- 
galyas who were not removed for more than five generations 
from him. This Ajamidha was the earliest king of the North 
Pancala dynasty.”* 

(c) Vitatha Bharadvaja,—adopted son (?) of Bharata {ancestor of 
Gagras, Kapis and Sarhkrtis who were his immediate des¬ 
cendants ). 

(d) Divodasa—ancestor of the Maitreyas who were his immediate 
descendants. 

The origin of the Saradvatas is, according to the Purana, to be 
assigned to the period immediately after that in which king Samtanu 
fiourished. 

It will be obvious from the discussion of the age of these kings, 
that they belonged to a period anterior to that of the RV. which 
mentions all of them.*” Thus the origin of these Ksatriya-Brahmins 
can be said to have taken place in the age anterior to that of the Veda 
except in the case of the Saradvatas who appear to have sprung up in the 
time of the BV.*** What is striking in this is that we do not find such 
instances in later genealogies probably because the caste system began 
to have its effect on the social structure of the post-Rgvedic period. 

Chronologically the same conclusion is true of the instances of 
Ksatriya-Brahmin marriages also (excepting the last two whose chrono¬ 
logy it is difficult for us to make out). These cases are found in the 
Purai]ia without any vestige of an idea that they went against a settled 
custom prohibiting inter-caste marriages. 

(iii) Brahmins appointed to raise issue for Ksatriyas (for parti¬ 
culars see "Niyoga" in the chapter on Marriage). 

(iv) A Ksatriya adopting a Brahmin as his. Heir: “In early societies, 
a son by levirate was always preferred to a son by adoption. An 

242. JW<f. 124. 243. /6»i. 116, 251. 
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245. cf. Afar, 7. 
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adopted son presupposed a tremendous legal fiction for which society 
was not yet ripe.” We have a statement in the ?lV. that an adoptive 
son bom of another is no son at all.*** This prejudice against an 
adopted son was due primarily to the fact that there existed other 
kinds of sonship known to the society of those days which were pre¬ 
ferable to the sonship by adoption. The kinds of sons referred to in 
the early Dharma>^stra works and the degree of preference in which the 
adopted son stood clearly testify to this. The Apastamba Dharma- 
sQtra, even though it condemns Niyoga, is equally opposed to giving 
away of a son in adoption.**’ But the more the other kinds of sonship 
fell into disuetude through the advance of morality and the increasing 
prevalence of child marriage, the more was the theory of adoption 
improved and was at last developed into one of the most important 
institutions of Indian Law.*** In connection with adoption the Smrti 
works generally cite the well-known legend of SunaWepa in the Ait. 
Br. whom his father Ajigarta sold to king Hari^candra under the pinch 
of poverty and who was afterwards adopted by Vi^vamitra.*** That 
these texts do not note the case of adoption cited in our PurSna is 
really very significant. This omission may be due to the fact that the 
instance belongs to the Puranic tradition which had not the same 
authority as the source of law as the Vedic texts,**® or it may also be 
due to the fact that the Smrtikaras by referring to this instance would 
have involved themselves into a fallacy that a Brahmin could be adopted 
by a Ksatriya which would have upset the principles which they held 
in general about caste in their law of adoption. The historicity of the 
instance of the Purana is assured for us by Pargiter who remarks that 
“the statement that a distinguished Brahmin became a Ksatriya’s son 
could not have come from a Brahmin source”. He regards the Vayu 
version of the story as earlier which according to him is manifestly 
an ancient Ksatriya tradition.**’ The Vayu has an interesting in¬ 
formation that Bharadvaja claimed to be both a Brahmin and a Kfatriya 
and calls himself as one having “two fathers” which the Matsya tries to 
change.*** Again the Purana states that this BharadvSja from being 
originally a Brahmin became a Ksatriya. Such a state of facts could 
never have been viewed with favour by even the early Dharma-sHtra 
works according to whose theories of varnalrama such an occurrence 
should certainly have been stamped as a case of variiasaihkara.*** 

246. Altbkar, 169. 
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trb vai^yas and the ^OdBAB 

TheIVai^yas 

“The Vai^ya plays singularly little part in the Vedic literature 
which has so much to say of the Ksatriyas and the Brahmins.” He was 
really an agriculturist and followed pastoral pursuits and commerce 
also. The Vaiiyas formed the bulk of the masses excluding, of course, 
the Sudras.**^ 

The name Vai^ya is first found In the Purusa-sukta of the and 
then frequently from the AV. onwards.*®* The ?IV. however uses the 
word “ vi^ ” quite a number of times though in a variety of senses. 
The expression is sometimes used to signify ‘‘a people” and is occa¬ 
sionally used as a synonym ofyawa.*®* It is certain that viS cannot in 
almost all the hymns of the RV. mean Vai^ya.*®* Pick says that the 
Jatakas do not show Vai^yas as a caste. The gahapatis of these texts 
show some resemblance to the Vai^yas of the Brahmanical theory.*®* 
In the great Epic, however, we find the Vaisyas forming the caste of a 
people who were after money.*®® 

We have an interesting instance of the expression ‘vi^am pati^ used 
in the Puratia in connection with king Kartavirya' Arjuna and his son 
Jayadhvaja. Here the word viS does not certainly mean the caste 
vai^ya but appears to signify ‘‘the peoples” or “countries” as we find 
the same expression used in the Vedic literature. That the expression 
‘ vUath patih ’ should be found in the Purana-genealogies Oftly in 
connection with the king KIrtavirya and his son is really significant 
though we are unable for the present to explain this connection. 

The Vaiiyas mentioned in the story of Prthu probably indicate that 
they formed the bulk of the masses, for here the three varnas—and not 
the 4udras—are mentioned and they are here recommended to pay 
homage to the king. 

The other references to Vaisyas in the Purana can be easily assigned 
to a period subsequeilt to that of the Jatakas, for nowhere do we find 
them in the Purapa in such a respectable position as the gahapati in the 
Jatakas. On the contrary, they are occasionally condemned probably 
because many of them belonged to faiths which the Purapa-redactors 
held in contempt and whenever they are mentioned in a favourable 
light they are associated with Sodras and women. 

The Sodras 

The word iudra is unknown to the ^V. except in the Purusa-sQkta. 
The l^V. knows the Dasyus or Dasas both as aborigines and as subjected 
slaves and the Sudras of the later Vedic texts were certainly aborigines 
who were reduced to subjection by the Aryans. The term mostly 

254. P«»,/W., 2. 333-S. 25S. lUd. .256. IHd. 257. Kanb, 2. 32-3. 
255. P. 252 ti. 6f. slio Msbts. 255r7. 259. Hofkins, JAOS, 13. 73. 
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indicated those who were beyond the pale of the Aryan state. The 
Vedic references to his condition imply this. The Ait. Br. says that 
he is a “servant of another to be expelled at will” and “to be slain 
at will”. The Pancavith^ Brahmana says that even if he is prosperous 
he cannot but be servant of another and that his business is to wash the 
feet of his master.**® Though the Jatakas mention the word iudda 
(i.e. iudra) in their theoretical discussions of castes, there is nothing in 
them which points to the real existence of a fourth caste, the Sudras. 
In their realistic picture of the society of their times in eastern 
India, however, there are frequent references to the low races such as 
those of Candalas, Pukkusas, etc.**' In the Dharma-^astra-literature 
we find many disabilities imposed on Sudras*®* and the Mbh. says that 
they cannot own property*®* and insists on their duty to serve. 

In the Vayu account of social origins we find them first described 
as a miserable, powerless and servile people. The occurrence of 
delusion and the consequent revision of the functions of the varnas by 
the Creator may be regarded as significant. Does it indicate a reminis¬ 
cence in the Purana of a fact that the people who were loosely called 
Sudras were originally aboriginal peoples rendered helpless by the 
invading Aryans who then later absorbed them into their society by 
assigning to them the lowest work of servitude ? The reference to Sodras 
in connection with king Yayati, where they appear as distinct from the 
Dasyus must be considered inapplicable to the period of the king who 
is mentioned in the RV. It only shows that a large number of aboriginal 
inhabitants had been incorporated into the Aryan fold and the Dasyus 
signified probably the remaining aboriginal tribes. On the contrary, 
the absence of reference to Sudras amongst the varnas who were 
required to pay respects to the king Prthu indicates that the story has 
been preserved for us in an antiquarian form. 

The Dasyus 

The mention of the Dasyus in connection with Budha, father of 
PurQravas, clearly indicates the antiquity of the information, for here 
we find the Dasyus not as slaves but as enemies with whose annihilation 
Budha is credited as if it were his glorious achievement. In the Vedic 
tradition we find Indra credited with this achievement.*** The Dasyu- 
dharma mentioned in connection with king Satyavrata Tri^anku 
is equally suggestive of the antiquity of the reference because of 
the absence of the prohibition of eating cow-flesh in the story and 
because of the possibility of the Dasyus harassing the Brahmins in their 
possession of cows. 

.260. , Jwd., 2.387-92. .261. Pick, 314. 262. Kane, 2.151. 
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Slavery and Slave-Trade 

The word dSsa has the sense of ‘slave* in several passages of the 
Slaves, both male and female, are found mentioned in the Vedic 

literature.*** The Vaideha slaves are referred to as prize in connection 
with king Janaka of the Br. Up.*** The Jatakas too testify to the 
existence of slavery,**® Slavery was probably not much in evidence in 
India of the 4th cent, b.c., for we find Megasthenes stating that none of 
the Indians employ slaves though it is admitted that slavery did exist 
then. The Dharma-^astra also gives some consideration to slaves.*** 

There is one very striking instance of slavery found in our Purana 
in connection with the sale of the child of Vi^vamitra by his wife. We 
have seen above how the story of Tri4ahku embodies an ancient tradi¬ 
tion and in the reference to this tale we have a very ancient state 
of facts preserved for us. We find a similar account from the Ait. Br. 
regarding the purchase of Sunah^epa as a victim in a sacrifice.**® The 
story of the prize of slaves, etc., told in our Puranas, is corroborated by 
the Br. Up. in connection with the same king Janaka. 

265. F«LI«I., 357. 266. Kane, 2. 180-1. 267. lUd. til, 
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CHAPTER II 

WOMAN AND MARRIAGE 

I. Woman 

Estimation of Women :—In the RV. we find that “the wife on her 
marriage was at once given an honoured position in the house; she is 
emphatically a mistress in her husband’s house.’’’ But still uncompli¬ 
mentary remarks about her, especially with regard to her unstable 
faith, are found in that Veda. Regard for her begins to diminish in the 
latter Samhitas and in the Brahmanas to such an extent that the Maitrayan! 
SamhitS generally classes her with dice and drink, as one of the three 
chief evils and she is even declared to be the very untruth and the em¬ 
bodiment of calamity.* Early Buddhism did not regard her with much 
respect and Buddha is shown very unwillingly admitting her to the 
uddhist Order which consequently led to the formation of a separate- 
order of nuns.* Her wicked nature is frequently alluded to in the 
Jatakas.* In the early Dharma-^astra works her position gradually be¬ 
comes worse and worse and she is assigned a position of dependence* 
and is even charged with serious moral defects.* 

The peculiarity of the information of our Purana is such that con¬ 
demnatory remarks about her are rarely found in it. The only positive 
statement regarding her evil disposition is found in her association 
with the Kali age when women are said to outnumber men. Altekar 
tells us that deliberate attempts were made to blacken her character 
from about the beginning of the Christian era’’ and the Vayu statements 
may be supposed to reflect the social condition of the women of 
that age. 

Women and Chattel: In some respects women were regarded as 
chattel even in the times of the RV., as is indicated in the famous hymn 
about gambling, which shows that confirmed gamblers would stake 
away their wives to their opponents. But the sarne hymn suggests 
that social conscience had begun to disapprove of such practices.* 
Women, captured in war, particularly, suffered in their status and were 
regarded as chattel and thus we find in the RV. Vimada described as 
having won his bride in battle* and similar incidents are found in the 
epics also.'* It is clear that though the Kfatra marriage—according 
to which the condition of woman as a chattel is implied—continued 

1. Ved. Ind., 1.484; A. C. Das, (tgvtdie Ctdture, 238-9. 
2. V*d, Jnd., 1.483 S.; Kanb, 2.368, 575; Altekar, 383 fi. 
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to be recognised by the Smjtis and the epics, it had ceased to be 
approved, even by the enlightened Ksatriyas in the 3rd century B.c." 

In the Jitakas the wife is shown under the subjection of her husband 
and was hi8.8bsolute property.’* 

The Vayu has only one instance of this category and its antiquity 
may -be judged accordingly. The first reference to women in con¬ 
nection with the king Yayati is devoid of historical basis as Yayiti was 
a king of the pre-^gvedic period. We are not sure whether we can 
say the same about the other statement about women in connection 
with the same king. 

Women equal in Status to Sudra: In Vedic times woman had 
equal status with men and initiation and other ceremonies were per¬ 
formed for her also.’* The Vedas do not class her with Sodras and the 
Jatakas are silent on this point.’* In the Dharma-4astra literature, 
however, we generally find that their position is similar to that of 
the Sudras in many matters.'* Manu positively states her to be equal 
in status to a Sudra.’* 

The Vayu has no explicit statement with regard to this and this 
silence may be regarded as suggestive though not as a conclusive 
evidence. The inference that her status was, according to the Purina, 
equal to SQdra becomes probable from the description of the Kali age. 
We have to note, however, that our Purina classes even Vai^yas 
with women. 

Her Status as Wife : The sanctity of the marriage-tie is as old as 
the ^V.’* The perpetuity of the marriage-union is praised in the Viyu 
and the reference presupposes the knowledge of the theory of re¬ 
births and probably of the avataras also. Thus this statement of the 
Puripa must be supposed to be coeval with or later than the antiquity 
of the theory of rebirth and avatiras. The ideal happiness which our 
Purina wishes for a girl—to secure a good husband and be blessed 
with male progeny—is also as old as the Vedas and the sentiment was 
popular throughout the ages. Hence it is unnecessary to discuss 
its chronology. 

Her Status as Mother: In the Vedic period the mother ranked 
after the father in the family. Details are given in the Sotras about the 
respectful attention paid to a mother and about the ceremonies in which 
she is concerned.’* The social conditions depicted in the Jitakas also 
imply her respectable position.’* Whatever the condemnation of women 
in the whole of Dharma-iistra literature, we find there her position as 
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mother definitely exalted. Some of these works are even schematic on 
this point and work out the degrees in which she should' be respected as 
compared with the preceptor, the father, etc.*° Manu says that a mother 
is thousand times greater than the father.The great epic also contains 
eulogies of this nature.** 

The Vayu does not discuss the niceties of the problem of the 
degrees of respect to be paid to the mother. We are not sure on the 
point whether this points to the antiquarian character of the Purana. 
The incidents which indirectly show the high respect paid to her are 
purely mythical, but at any rate they reflect a state of society in which 
a mother was highly esteemed. 

Immunity from Capital Punishment: “From very ancient times it 
appears that the idea was that women should not be killed on any 
account.** The datapaths Brahmana says that a woman ought not to be 
killed,** that only a king, (according to some Dharma-^astra works, e.g. 
Gautama Dharma-sutra and Manusmiti) could punish a woman to death 
but even for this he had to undergo a slight penance and this punishment 
is allowed in the case of her adultery with a man of a lower caste.*® The 
epics are equally emphatic on this point.** 

The information of the Vayu in this respect falls more in line with 
the Dharma-^astra works and the epics than with the datapaths BrihmsDa. 
The incident stated in connection with king Prthu suggests that she did 
not enjoy an unconditional immunity and this reference accords well 
with the views expressed in the Gautama Dharma-sQtra and the 
Manusmi’ti. 

Women and Higher Studies: In the Vedic times women were 
capable of undertaking higher studies. They participated in the 
intellectual activities of the day.** Twenty women are recorded in the 
Sarvinukramanika as authoresses of the hymns of the RV.** The names 
of Maitreyi and Garg! of the Upanisads are too well-known to need 
mention. The ancient grammarians were also familiar with women 
teachers.** The Jatakas, however, show that her education was on the 
decline. But still we find women admitted to the order of nims.** At 
least, this was so at that- time in eastern India. The Dharma-iSstra 
literature shows that “literary education amongst wotnen was in a 
languishing state or almost nil.’’” The cause of women’s education 
suffered a good deal after about 300 B.C., on account of the new fashion 
of child-marriage that began to come into vogue. Even the initia¬ 
tion ritual that was allowed her from the Vedic times was now reduced 
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to a mere formality and then was dropped out altogether. This put an 
end to her education.** 

The instances quoted from the Purana are mostly mythical and thus 
of doubtful value. Of the instances from the genealogical portion of 
the Purana the one about DhQmini’s penance is apparently fantastic. 
The only incident that deserves the credit of historicity is that of the 
wife of king Bahu, though the penance practised by the wives of Sagara 
may also deserve some consideration. Whether we regard these refer¬ 
ences as historical or not, the Purana has given us information about 
matters which rarely took place in the period after the 3rd cent. b.c. 

Seclusion of Women : There is no evidence from the Vedas and 
the Jatakas** regarding the seclusion of women. “There can be no 
doubf whatsoever that the Purdah was quite unknown down to about the 
beginning of the Christian era”.** But soon after this time it appears that 
a section of society began to advocate a greater seclusion of women.*® 

The Vayu shows no instance of any seclusion of women. The case 
of Kumaripura in a Krtrima fort does not appear to indicate seclusion 
of women. It only shows that women had separate residential 
arrangements for them in an ideal Krtrima fort, just as the harems 
of kings were known to us from very early times. ‘Thus, according to 
the Vayu, women could move freely in society. This may be taken as 
evidence for the antiquity of these references from the Purana. 

The Suttee : The custom of sacrificing the wife at her husband’s 
death existed amongst the Indo-Europeans.*® The Vedic age shows 
that self-immolation of the widow was then an ancient custom which 
began to fall out of practice.*^ We find the AV. mentioning suicide of 
the widow on the death of her husband as an “ancient duty” (XVIII. 
iii. 1). The custom, however, appears again to peep into existence at 
about 300 B.c. and afterwards grew in frequency till at about 400 a.d. 
It was common amongst the Ksatriyas.*® 

The Vayu has only one instance of the suttee. The text is not 
explicit whether she did actually ascend the funeral pyre. The Brahma 
Purana and the Hari Vaih^a fill up the blank. They say that king BShu’s 
wife ascended the funeral pyre evidently to immolate herself and the 
sage Aurva dissuaded her from the act. The Visi^u and the Brhanna- 
radiya say so explicitly.*® The ground on which Aurva appears to have 
dissuaded the wife of Bahu from her act of self-immolation suggests 
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that the custom was not still regarded with disapproval. This instance 
thus falls in time and spirit with the period anterior to that of the ^V. 
which reminds us of an ancient custom of the suttee but shows its 
discontinuance.*” This leads us to conclude that the Purina had pre¬ 
served for us a fact which might be considered historical as it sinchro- 
nizes with the political history of king Sagara. 

Matronymics and the Matriarchate : In the Vedic literature we 
find a person born of a maiden mentioned with his matronymic. In this 
custom may be found the origin of matronymics such as those which 
make up a greater part of the list of teachers (vamSa ) of the Br. Up.*’ 
This practice of mention by matronymics might also be due to 
polygamy.** We find Dirghatamas mentioned in the by his matro¬ 
nymic Mamateya alone.** 

We know that the Aryan society was essentially patriarchal from 
the Vedic times and such was the case also with the Indo-Europeans.** 
The occurrence of matronymics amongst them might be due to reasons 
stated above. Only one case of matronymic—i.e. of Aila PurQravas—is 
found in the Vayu which, however, mentions many patronymics with the 
‘Aryan’ names. But the reverse is the case when the Purana mentions 
the names of Asuras, Raksasas, Yaksas, etc. Preponderance of matrony¬ 
mics amongst them as against the preponderance of patronymics amongst 
the “Aryans” is a fact worthy of attention. It has been suggested that 
the Asura institutions were matriarchal on the ground that they are 
often mentioned with matronymics.*® The evidence of our Purana is 
really very suggestive in this connection. Again we find in the Pura^ia 
the speech of Kasyapa to his wife Kha^, who w'as a Raksas! which 
appears to confirm the above suggestion. The statement that a son is 
devoted to his maternal uncle may make us infer that the society of the 
so-called Raksasas or Asuras was probably matriarchal. 

II. Marriage 

Promiscuity: “The Vedic works contain no indications about a 
society in which the relations of the sexes were promiscuous or un¬ 
regulated.” The Mbh., however, shows Pa^du stating to his queen 
Kunt! that women in former ages were under no control, that they 
indulged themselves as they liked, that they left one man and went 
after another and that this state of things continued to his day when 
Svetaketu, son of UddSlaka, for the first time stopped all this licence 
and laid down certain tules regarding marriage. There is another 
passage in the Sabhiparvan referring to the unrestrained nature of 

40. Ved. led., i. 48S, 41. V$d. Jed.,U4il. 42. /Mi, fa. 70. 
43. Ved.Ind.,t.m. 44. Cwivot, Aryam, ti. 45. 12.533C 
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MShismatl wotnen.^ Kane, however, puts little reliance on these 
passages, which Pargiter considers as “possibly true”/’ Pargitbr 

also quotes another instance from the Mbh. which mentions DIrghatamas 
as putting an end to promiscuity/* 

If any historical significance is attached to these passages, they 
must be referred to the pre-Vedic times; for in the RV we already find 
marriage as a sacred institution. 

The instances of the Vayu should be considered in this light. In 
the first instance wt find Tara, the wife of Brhaspati, seduced by Soma. 
What is necessary to notice here is the procedure followed in deciding 
the vexed question of the paternity of the child born of that ‘illicit 
union’. That procedure does not at all indicate that Soma’s connection 
with Tara was a case of ‘illicit’ union, offending the sanctity of the 
marriage tie. 

Budha’s relation with Ila is equally significant. The text ex¬ 
pressly says that she was ‘invited’ by him for cohabitation. 

Equally interesting is the case of Budha’s son Pururavas. That 
this Pururavas is mentioned by his matronymic Aiia is equally signi¬ 
ficant. Was it that he was born of illicit union ? Ila was a maiden 
when Budha cohabited with her. It is doubtful if the relation between 
PurQravas and Urva^i can at all be called ‘marriage’ as we understand 
it from the Bgveda onwards. A curious dialogue between him and 
a nymph Orva^I occurs in the RV.**and the compilers of the Vedic Index 
conclude that PurQravas might be a mythical figure, pure and simple. 
We find, however, that the Satapatha Brahmana (11-5-1), while narrating 
this story in details, mentions the ‘condition’ as stated in the Vayu. 
This story of the Satapatha Brhahmana offers closer resemblances to 
that of our text.** Though it is difficult to say whether this episode 
belonged to the ancient and original Purlnic tradition, yet its character 
suggests that it might have been so. Fabricated stories stand on a 
different footing and Pargiter says that this is not one of them. 
“PurQravas and Orva4I were the progenitors of the great Aila race; 
hence their legend must have existed in earliest times”.*’ He, 
however, doubts the historicity of the story of Soma’s abduction of 
T3ra on the ground that it belongs to mythological tradition. But still 
he immediately says that “myths that explain the origin of the chief 
races...may suggest clues for exploring earliest conditions”.** 

What interests us further is that all these instances are associated 
with the earliest ancestors of the so-called Aila race who were not 
mudi removed in time from each other; and it is tempting to assume 

46. Kane. 2.427-8. Cf. also Altekar, 35 ff. 47. AlHT, 328, fn. 8. 
48. im. 49. V*d.Jnd.,2.3. 
SO. Macoonbix, Vtdie Mycology, 135. 51. AIHT, 38. 52. AIHZ 58. 
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that in the above three cases we have "explored the earliest conditions’* 
of the institution of marriage as it prevailed amongst the "Ailas". 

The fourth instance shows Brhaspati mating with his brother’s wife 
Mamata, and Bharadvaja, the issue of the union, is called fiirhaspatya 
and a Brahmin. What is important here to notice is the idea regard¬ 
ing sexual morality. Though there is a faint plea on the part of MamatS 
that Brhaspati’s behaviour amounts to violation of dharma, Brhaspati 
dismisses it on the ground that it is sheer modesty. The whole story 
assumes still more importance w'hen we find Bharadvaja, (the issue of 
that union) adopted by Bharata. 

This incident is found in the Matsya Purana in a modified form. 
Pargiter considers the Vayu version earlier and says that "neither 
version could have been composed by the Brahmans after the Purana 
had passed into their hands’’. Thus this story must have belonged to 
the ancient Ksatriya tradition.** 

The instances, discussed above, do not exactly give us a picture 
of a society in which the relations of the sexes were promiscuous ; 
still they show us that ideas regarding marriage-obligations were 
different. According to them, one is tempted to infer that sexual 
morality was not the sine qua non of the obligations that arose out of 
marriage. 

It should be noted that many primitive tribes do not always regard 
marriage as an institution controlling sexual behaviour. Mating must 
not be confounded with marriage. A realistic analysis of the institu¬ 
tion of marriage does not confound the theory and actuality in sex 
behaviour nor does it derive conjugal life from sexual drive. To merge 
the two concepts is to forego an insight into the distinctively human 
element of the phenomenon.*^ The above cases may then be sup¬ 
posed to offer glimpses of such primitive stage of the institution of 
marriage, a stage which, as seen above, must be assigned to times far 
anterior to those of the Vedas. 

The Cult of Godharma : The text has confused king Bali with 
Vairocana Bali, the asura, probably because the purSpakdra could not 
view such an incident connected with the progenitor of the five great 
faimilies. The whole episode clearly indicates promiscuity. The story 
shows that Dirghatamas borroued the Cult from a Bull of Siva and 
that he was persecuted. This implies that the practice was alien to the 
society to which Dirghatamas belonged. Pargiter thinks that this 
incident finds support in the RV.** We have also to note that in the 

Mfghatamas is often mentioned by his matronymic. But the 
compilers of the Vraic Index dismiss it by saying that it would be 
unwise to see any historical significance into this.** 

53. Ibid,, 160. 54. Lomi, Eneyeloptedia tf Soiial Seiness, IQ, \46. 
55. AlHr, 158. 56. Ved.Ind,, 1.366} of. >ho Mbh. 1.104.4193-721. 
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Certain scholars hold that according to the RV., the aborigines 
practised the phallus cult.” The ^V. mentions Si^nadevas twice.” 
Perhaps a custom akin to this godharma might have existed amongst 
them which attracted the attention of Dirghatamas to the extent of 
practising it himself. It must be stated that this is merely a specula¬ 
tion as, with the available evidence, it is difficult to suggest any 
historical explanation for this quaint practice of Godharma, 

Levirate or Niyoga: There was a custom amongst the ancient 
Aryans to appoint a person to procreate male progeny for another 
under certain conditions. The ancient Dharma-sQtras like the Gautama 
allowed niyoga, still there were others, equally as old as the Gautama, 
who condemned the practice and forbade it. The Mbh. is replete 
with instances of niyoga. Satyavati pressed Bhisma to procreate male 
progeny for his younger brother Vicitravirya and though Bhisma re¬ 
fused to do so, Vyasa acceded to her request. Pandu himself asked 
his wife Kunti to procreate sons for him by niyoga from a Brahmin 
endowed with tapas.^ This practice of niyoga was a relic of a very 
remote past and did not find favour with later writers.” 

Now the law-books give certain rules as regards niyoga and it is 
necessary to state some of them here in order to examine the evidence 
of the instances from the Vayu : 

(1) The husband, living or dead, must have no son. This shows 
that the underlying motive was to continue the family line. 

(2) The gurus, in a family council, should decide to allow the 
widow to raise the issue for her husband. The person appointed 

to raise the issue must be the sapiifda, especially the brother, 
of the husband of the woman.” 

(3) The person appointed must be annointed with ghee or oil. He 
must not be animated by lust. 

(4) The issue belonged to the ksetra (i.e. the husband of the 
woman who is allowed to practise niyoga). The text-books 
however differ on this point.** 

In both the instances of the Vayu we find the main motive to be the 
same as laid down in (1) above. (Cf. the expressions santan&rthaih and 
IkfoSkukulavrddhaye). As regards point (2) it is noteworthy that the 
persons appointed (in the Vayu) are not the sapipdas of the husband, but 
are Brahmins. One is the preceptor himself. The other provision 
that in the case of the death of the husband, the gurus should decide 
in a council to appoint the person, deserves attention in this respect. 

57. 1.111. 58. /wi., 2.382. 59. Kanb, 2. 602-4. 
60. C£. Altbkar, 170 ff. 61. Kanb, 2.599-601; Altbkar, 170 ff. 
M. TCANB,2.60t. 
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Why are they to have any voice in the matter according to the bw-texts ? 
In the Mbh. we find Pan^u advocating appointment of a Prahmin 
endowed with tapas. It seems that the primitive custom was that a 
Brahmin, especially the preceptor of the husband, was a fit person in 
this respect and the law-books give a later stage of the custom still 
showing a trace of the former practice in the form of the consultation 
with the gurus. This would mean that the Vayu has (as also the Mbh.) 
preserved for us a very ancient stage of the custom. Of the third point 
we find a clear evidence in the narration of the appointment of Dirgha- 
tamas in the case of Sudesna. This Vayu passage, however, says that 
curd mixed with salt was applied to the naked frame of the sage. The 
Matsya adds honey also.** (The exact significance, medical or other¬ 
wise, of this practice, is difficult to be made out). As regards the fourth 
point, we find in both the instances from the Vayu that the issues of 
niyoga belonged to the ksetra. 

The practice of niyoga was a relic of the remote past. It was 
theoretically a practice forbidden in the Kali age.*1 We do not find any 
instance of niyoga mentioned in the Vayu in connection with the 
dynasties of the Kali age. Manu states that “in former ages men 
possessed tapas and knowledge and could strictly carry out the rules 
while in Dvapara and Kali there is great deterioration of power and so 
men of these times cannot practise niyoga.** We have to judge the 
antiquity of the instances of Vayu in the light of these observations. 

63. 48.69. 64. Kane, 2.606. 65. Kane, 2. fffi. 



CHAPTER III 

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

I. Kingship 

Origin of Kingship : In the RV., monarchy is the normal and the 
only form of government known.’ The Vedic theory of the origin of 
kingship is found in the Ait. Br. “It asserts that the Devas.origi¬ 
nally had no king. In their struggle against the Asuras, when the 
Devas found that they were repeatedly defeated, they came to the 
conclusion that it ivas because the Asuras had a king to lead them that 
they were successful. Therefore they decided to try the same experi¬ 
ment. And they agreed to elect a king.” If this is taken to have 
a historical reference it would refer to the tribal stage of the Aryans in 
India and it would suggest that the institution of kingship was borrowed 
from the Dravidians.* 

This theory is not found anywhere in later literature on political 
theories,I nor is it found in the Vayu. 

The ancient Hindu political writers however held two theories 
regarding the origin of kingship which are found narrated in the Mbh. 
It is necessary to discuss them here as they have a bearing on the Vayu 
passages. 

First Theory : (a) A dreadful picture of the conditions of anarchy 
is described which precedes the origin of kingship. This is narrated to 
stress the evil consequences of king’s non-existence. 

(b) People tried to live by mutual contracts but being afflicted with 
sorrow they approached (collectively) Lord Brahma and begged for a 
chief to protect them. 

(c) The Lord appointed Manu as their ruler. Manu hesitated at 
first to accept this office but after the assurances from people regarding 
the payment of taxes, homages, etc.,.he accepted the office and made 
them do their duties.* 

Here we find the notion of social contracts blended with the 
theory of divine creation of the king. 

The Vayu account differs considerably from this. It does not make 
much of the evil state of anarchy—technically known by the Matsya- 
nydya. The Mbh. account introduces immediately at the close of the 
anarchical state of nature a stage which approximates closely to the 
notion of the social contract. The VSyu, however, states that at first 
Brahma had ordained the four varies and they lived in a state of bliss ; 

1. CHf, 1.94ff. 2. Jayaswal, 2.1-5. 
3. Ghoshal, 174 fi. ef lisntiparvan, 67. 17-32. Cf. also Dikshitar, Hindu Adnunit- 

trative Institutions, 16-7. 
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but somehow people were swayed away from the path of dharma by the 
spell of moha. And this gave rise to mutual conflicts which resemble 
the state of anarchy. Thus, as comoared with the Mbh. account, the 
order of the two stages are inverted in the Vayu. In the Vayu the 
people approach Manu Prajapati himself, who creates two kings. This 
mention of two kings is very queer. Has it any semblance to the theory 
of dual organization of Perry ?* It should be noted that most of these 
references occur in the genealogical portion of the Puraua. The Vayu 
passage suggests that kingship was a divinely ordained institution. Yet 
we are immediately told that “thenceforward are kings wielders of 
dan^ and entertainers of their subjects”. This Vayu passage knows 
nothing of the notion of social contract which smacks of the ideas 
prevalent in the old Buddhist canon.* Thus it appears that the Vayu 
has handed down to us different ideas about the same theory and we 
may be allowed to state that they are probably the earlier ones than 
those of the Mbh. which introduces the technical term matsya-ny&ya 
of which the Vayu betrays complete ignorance.® 

Second Theory: ’’ Only the points of difference need here be 
noted. 

(a) Here also the Mbh. gives a picture of the state of nature where 
there was no monarchy nor the monarch and that people protected each 
other according to the law. This mutual co-operation, however, failed 
to work and the law began to suffer. Lord Brahma prepared a gigantic 
treatise on Danda-niti and gods approached Visnu who produced a son 
out of his own lustre. Vena was the fifth successor of this son of Visnu. 

This matter is absolutely new to the Vayu which does not show 
any trace of it. 

(b) The Mbh. is elaborate on the point of Vena’s persecution of 
the Brahmins while the Vayu only shows how he viewed ritual and the 
law (dharma) and says nothing of his persecution of the Brahmins. 

(c) The Vayu says nothing of the Pratijna which the gods and 
sages proposed to the king Prthu.® On the other hand we find in the 
Vayu account a ceremonial procedure which has a tinge of antiquity. 

4, Children of the Sun. 5. Cf. Ghoshal, 117-9. 
6. Kautilya bat another version thouah we are not sure whether of the same theory 

as itnmd in the Mbh. and in the Vayu. He mentions Vaivasvata Manu while our works 
mention Sviyadibhuva Manu. Again it is stated that Kaufilya drives at the theory of 
the human origin of kingship in this passage referring to Manu; cf. Dikshitab, op. cit., 
16-7, 

7. Wo followed the account of this theory as it is given by Ghoshal, 176 ff.; 
cf. also Jayaswal. 2-47 ff.; and Panikkar, Origin md EvnlvUon ijf KStigthip, 25 ft. 
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In the procedure we find the sage—who made him king—occupying a 
subordinate position. 

(d) The Mbh. says that “the divine Visnu entered the person 
of the king and hence the whole universe worships the kings as if they 
were gods.” This is not found in the Vayu which, however, says that 
Prthu, being Brahmayoni and sanatana, must be respected by the 
three varnas (i.e., Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vai^yas. Note that the 
Sudras are not mentioned), for their own sake. 

(e) The Vayu, however, adds the account of the “milching of the 
earth”. The exact significance of this is difficult to make out. We have 
a suggestion from the compilers of the Vedic Index that Prthu of the 
RV. was probably a vegetation deity.* The idea which appears pro¬ 
minent in the Vayu is that the king must provide for his people means 
of sustenance especially through the vegetable world. 

The Vayu material is manifestly earlier than that of the Mbh. It 
does not, for certain, establish that kingship was the creation of the 
Divine will, nor does it show kingship associated with Visnu. 

The Matsya-nyaya : It would have been seen that matsya-nyiya 
forms an important element in both the theories of the Mbh. The 
ideas about the prevalence of anarchy which preceded the rise of king- 
ship appear in their germs in the S. Br. and the Tait. Br. which were 
woven by the later canonical writers into elaborate theories of the 
state of nature crystallized into the celebrated popular maxim of 
the matsya-nyaya.'^ The Jatakas are aware of this matsya-nyiya and in 
them we find a description of the pre-stated condition of anarchy." 
Kautilya knew it well (1.4) and we find its vivid description in the 
Ramaya^ia.'* By the time of Manu'* and the later Smrti works it had 
already become popular. 

It is significant that the second Vayu passage does not even show 
a hint of the knowledge of the maxim. Nor is the first one colourful in 
its description of the state of things before the advent of monarchy. 
From its simple description that “the people did not observe the 
dharma and mutual conflicts arose” we cannot definitely make out 
whether this is exactly the state of anarchy implicit in the matsya-nyaya. 
Even if we think that it is so, still it seems that the ideas are not ripe 
enough to bloom into a celebrated maxim. It appears that our Purirta 
favours the term moha more than the term matsya-nyaya and probably 
is not aware of a commonly known maxim of the matsya-nyaya which 
otherwise would not have been missed by the Purina. 

The Conception of King’s Divinity : The germs of the ideas of 
the king’s divinity are found in tho ^V. where we find a king comparing 

9. Ved. Ini., 2. 10. Ghosral, 42-2; Dikshitar, op. cit., 19 fh 
11. Mehta, 79. 12. Mis* Dharma, Rdmdyaifa Polity, 12-3. 13. 7.20. 
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and identifying himself with the two leading deities of the Vedic 
pantheon. In the AV. the conception is inculcated in the form of 
a general doctrine while in the YV. and the Brahmanas his divinity is 
pre-eminently associated with his participation in the great political 
sacrifices. In all these cases w'e find mostly the deity Indra represented 
in the king’s person. But these statements appear merely metaphorical 
for we find others also called divine. But the corner-stone of the theories 
of the king’s divinity of the later canonical works, however, appears to 
be laid in a passage of the §. Br. where the king, “the rajanya is the 
visible representative of Prajapati; hence while being one, he rules 
over many.’’ Still it must be remembered that these texts do not 
declare the king to be a god by virtue of his hereditary descent. On 
the other hand they distinctly affirm the human origin of the king.'* 
The Jatakas are not mindful of the theory of the king’s divinity. 
Kautilya, however, appears to note it but Jayaswal comments that “no 
divine origin of the king is preached in the passage of the Artha- 
iastra’’.'® It was, however, the Manu-samhita that lent its weight in 
support of this theory.'* And we have already stated above the views 
expressed in the Mbh. 

If we examine the Vayu material in the light of this chronological 
sequence we are right in assuming the high antiquity for its contents. 
We are not led by it to expressly infer about the king’s divinity except 
in its hints noted above. The creation of two kings by Prajapati should 
be noted in connection with the statement in S. Br. that the king is the 
visible representative of the Prajapati. 

Other Fragmentary Statements regarding King’s Divinity : These 
statements, especially those associated with Visnu clearly remind us 
that they had been aware of a well-known theory of king being animated 
with the spirit of Visnu, a view which had been well-established in the 
story of Prthu of the Mbh. Thus they should be viewed chronologically 
in the line of the Mbh. story. 

The association of kings with gods (especially with Indra) may be 
pieces of panegyrics. It is, however, possible that associations with 
Indra might be remnants of the theory of S. Br. which saw in the king 
the essence of Indra. It should be noted that most of these references 
occur in the genealogical portion of the Purana. 

There are some Puratias which discuss the fine question as to how 
many deities are represented in the king’s person. It must be said that 
the Vayu is a stranger to such notions. 

14. Ghoshal, 27-33 : cf. also Banerjba, 70 ff.; Jayaswal, 2. 54-41; Dikshitab, 

op. eft., 57 ff. See also Ghoshal, A History Hindu Publie Life, pp. 33, 57-9, 162-3. 
15. 2.' 56; Ghoshal, 93-6; Dikshitab, op. cit., 64. 
16. Jayaswal, 2. 54 ff.; Ghoshal, 173-4. 
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Protection of the People : The activity of the sovereign on which 
a great stress is laid in the RV., is his duty of protecting his subjects.'^ 
The S. Br. says that the king is the upholder of the law or dharma, by 
upholding the law he becomes rastrabhrt (i.e. “sustainer of the 
realm”).'* It is on this striking dictum of the Br. that the early 
Dharma-sutra works, such as those of Gautama and others, base their 
theory that the most important of the king’s duty is to protect the 
dharma and the four-fold human race (i.e. the four varnas). Thus the 
duty of the king to protect his subjects, as is found in the early Vedic 
literature, is now interpreted by the canonical works in the sense that 
the king as a part of his most important function must try to main¬ 
tain the status quo of the varna^rama and that he must, at all costs, try 
to prevent the recurrence of the varnasarhkara during the course of his 
regime. It is this that the Dharma-^astra works generally mean by 
their insistence on the king’s duty to protect dharma and the people. 
Kautilya also expresses his views in the same manner.'® According to 
Ghoshal this was a necessary corollary to their theory of the divine 
origin of the king.** Ideas such as those of the king being the servant 
of his people and that the king’s duty of protection is his service for 
the payment of taxes by the people are also expressed in the Dharma- 
sGtra of Baudhayana,*' in Manu“ and occasionally in the Mbh*® and later 
works,** but they do not seem to have secured general support.*® 

The Vayu, similarly, emphasizes, by way of incidental reference, 
the duty of the king to protect his people. But there is nothing in 
the Vayu references to confirm the contention of Ghoshal that this 
duty of protection is a necessary corollary to the theory of the divine 
origin of the king. The story of Prthu, how’ever, is interesting. We do 
not find there any allusion to king’s duty to protect his people. On the 
other hand we find the people asking the newly consecrated king to 
offer them means of sustenance. The definition of the king (rijan) in 
the story makes him a “pleaser” without any idea of protection. 
But in the case of Vena, the predecessor of Prthu, we find the sages 
reminding him of his former promise to protect the people ; and here 
we do not find even a trace of an idea that Vena regarded himself as 
a creation of the Divine or as the Divinity itself. 

The repeated occurrence of the expression dharma in connection 
with kings in the Purana may make us infer that the Purina has come 
greatly under the influence of the Dharma-^astra ideas. 

17. CHT, 1.95.18. Ghoshal, 41, 63; Dikshitab, op. cit., 102. 
20. Ghoshal. 97. 19. Ghoshal, 63. 
21. Jtid, 65. Banerjea, Public Administration in Ancient India, "11-1; Dikshitab, 

op. cit., 155. 22. Ibid., US tu. 23. Ibid. 
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Kings and Danda: We have no information on the technical sense 
of the word da^a in the Vedic literature. The earliest reference to 
dandsi technically so called, is found in the Artha-iastra of Kautilya. 
Kautilya mentions a science (vidya) dapda-niti about the exact con¬ 
notation of which there has been a divergence of views amongst 
scholars. Jayaswal takes it to mean “the Ethics of the Executive’'*• 
and Ghoshal differs from him.*’ According to Ghoshal, Kautilya 
himself gives its two senses, viz. (i) etymological—the art of punish¬ 
ment and (ii) broadly as the art of government. According to him 
Kautilya does not use artha-sdstra and dando’-nlti as convertible terms as 
is found in the later literature on that subject.*® D. R. Bhandarkar, 

however, takes danda-niti and artha-^astra both as meaning the science 
of Polity which he says must have been known in at least the 7th cent. 
B.C., if not earlier.** We are again told that the expression dan^- 
nlti of Kautilya means the art and science of government which later 
on came to be known as artha-4astra, raja-dharraa, raja-niti, niti- 
<astra, etc.*® 

The Manu-smrti also mentions dandaniti as a science (or vidya )*' 
and deifies it and says that this da^da is the summum bonutn of a state’s 
existence.** The purpose of this deification, says Jayaswal, was 
simply to bring the king under the rule of law, that is, in short, “the 
sovereignty of the law is preached with the greatest vigour.’’** 

The term dapda, technically socalled, figures considerably in the 
Mbh., especially in the Santiparvan. Here we find the concept of 
danda definitely assimilated to its idea of raja-dharma.** The same 
work contains a tale of how the Danda-niti came to be evolved. Here 
we are told that lord Brahma originally created a gigantic treatise 
called the Danda-niti which was handed down by him to Siva who 
summarised it. From Siva it came to Indra and then to U^anas (i.e. 
Sukra) both of them having summarized it in turn.** The same work 
again works out, rather elaborately, the idea that danda itself is a 
deity, a conception, as we have seen above, which was familiar with the 
Manava-dharma-^astra.*® 

The Matsya Pumna elevates dap4a to the rank of different ex¬ 
pedients such as sdtna, bheda, ddna, etc., to which the king was advised 
to resort according to circumstances.*’ 

26. Calcutta WeeMy Notet, 15. 875. 27. p. 78. 
28. JbU. 29. Some Aspects Ancient Bitidu Polity, 5 ff. 
30. DiKSHiTAU, Bitidu Administrative Institutions, 2. 31. VII. 43. 
32. VII. 17-8; cf. Jayaswal, 2. 58; Dikshitar, op. cit., 10. 
33. Maim and YajHaval^, Tagore Late Lectwres, 1917, 81. 34. Ohoshal, 165. 
35. JUd., 176-7; D. R. Bhandarkar, op. cit., 21. 36. Dikshitar, op. oit., 10. 
37. Dikshitar, The Matsya Pvripa, A Study, 80. 
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The Vayu takes the word dan^ in the sense of government and 
says that it is the most important function of a Ksatriya. It does not 
deify danda nor does it make such a fetish of it as do Manu and 
the Mbh. It mentions ntti in association with Siva and Sukra but its 
details are not so elaborate as we find them in the Mbh., nor does it 
narrate the tale of this niti in connection with the origin of kingship. 
Again the Purana does not expressly refer to dandaniti and we are not 
sure whether we should treat the Vayu account as having some con¬ 
nection with the one found in the Mbh. If it be taken to have such a 
connection, the Vayu version of it must be deemed to be earlier. Our 
Puraiia does not know the other expedients mentioned in the Matsya 
and thus the claim for a higher antiquity of this Vayu material can be 
taken for granted. As far as Kautilya is concerned we are unable to 
find a basis for its relative chronology with our PuraM. It may be 
stated here that the Vayu, in its enumeration of the eighteen vidyas 
( branches of knowledge), mentions arthasastra and not dandaniti. 

Devolution of Kingship : In the age of the RV. kingship was norm¬ 
ally hereditary and even in the scanty notices of that Veda we can trace 
lines of succession.’* The hereditary character of the monarchy is 
clearly apparent in the later Saihhitas where in one case, that of the 
Smjayas, we hear expressly of a monarchy which had lasted ten gene¬ 
rations.’* It has been maintained that there are instances in the Vedic 
literature that kings were sometimes elected to their office.*® Jayaswal 

says that the theory that Hindu kingship is elective was never for¬ 
gotten, for the observance of the coronation ceremonies and rituals had 
kept it “evergreen”.*' In the Jatakas election of the king by the 
people is nowhere mentioned.*’ According to them hereditary suc¬ 
cession to the throne was the general rule.*’ The great epic, however, 
shows certain instances of the election of a king,** but here too 
we findjnany instances of hereditary succession.” 

The Vayu has no instance of the election of a king and it shows that 
kingship devolved according to the rules of hereditary succession. The 
only instance, if any, which may remind us of it is found in the incident 
of king Yayati’s nomination of his successor. The grounds of objection 
raised by the people and the manner in which His Majesty explained 
his position to justify his action are the points that deserve our attention. 
It appears that according to the original tradition contained in the 

38. CHI. 1. 94. 39. Ibid. 130. 
40. Jayaswal, 2. 5 ff.; Banerjea, op. cit., 64; Dikshitar, of. cit. 68; Keith 

quotes the opinions of Zimmer, Weber and Bloomfield on this point that kings were 
sometimes elected, but he refutes their opinions though he states that “that sometimes 
election actually took place is quite probable*’. Cf. CHI, 1.94 fn. 

41. Jayaswal, op. cit., 2.51. 42. Pick, 125. 43. Mehta, 99. 
44. 7/405, 13. 143. 45. /W.,317ff. 
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Parana the pe0|7>i^ formerly directed the course of devolution of king- 
ship and that this people’s right had been subsequently substituted by 
the conception of dbarma though the formal approval of the people, 
implied in the Parana reference, preserved itself. The tone of the 
king’s speech and his repeated reference to the fact that the successor 
nominated by him was the people’s favourite reflects the reality of the 
approval. The excuse of the boon of Sukra is certainly a later polish 
and appears to be a theoretical attempt by the Puranakara even to do 
away with this formal approval of the people. It may be stated here 
that Yayati was a tribal king of the pre-Vedic period and the tradition of 
this incident about him might be regarded to have some historical basis. 

Primogeniture : In the Vedic age the kingdom generally devolved 
on the eldest son of the deceased king.^* The same rule prevailed in 
the age of the Jatakas^’ and later,** the Vayu also shows that generally 
this rule of primogeniture was followed in matters of succession to the 
throne. That this was almost the settled law or usage (dharma) in its 
days appears obvious from the incident which arose out of king Yayati’s 
nomination of Puru as his consecrated heir. 

Oligarchies : It has been stated that side by side with the existence 
of monarchy there existed in the Vedic times other forms of govern¬ 
ment, such as the oligarchies or the republics.** Zimmer sees traces in 
one passage of the that in times of peace there was no king in 
some states, the members of the royal family holding equal rights.*® 
In the Jatakas, however, we find many oligarchies existing in Eastern 
India.®' The Kula-Sarngha mentioned by Kautilya is taken by Jayaswal 

to mean an aristocratic state in which the family—apparently the whole 
royal family—ruled.®* The law-books, says Jayaswal, always treat 
the Kulas as distinct from the Ganas, the latter being not based on 
the hereditary principle as the former was. The distinction however 
was ignored in later times®* probably because such fdrms of 
government were not known then. 

The instances of the first category collected from the Vayu refer to 
the actual division of the kingdom, and we find their separate genealogies 
narrated in the Parana. But the case of Yayati’s sons call for explana¬ 
tion. We have to note that Puru is said to have been consecrated to the 
heirship of Svarajya and that at the same time portions of the kingdom 
were assigned to his brothers. The exact significance of this term is 
not clear. It is found in the RV. and in the other Vedas. It is the 

46. Pick, 123 ; Hopkins, JAOS, 13.137; Ved. I«i., 2. 211. 
47, Pick, op. cit., Mehta, 99. 48. Hopkins, op. cit., 139, 317 ff. 
49. Banehjba, op. cit., 42 ff, 50, Quoted in Vtd. Ind., 3. 216. 
51, Rhys Davids, 19; Pick, 135 ff, 52. II. 65 ; cf, also 1.85. 
53. 1. 85-6. 
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other technical term for the kings of the west according to the Ait. Br.” 
Jayaswal says that the Svarajya-mltt was taken from amongst the 
equals and that he was made president.’’ It is difficult to suggest here 
whether this Svarajya of the Ait. Br. has anything to do with the 
Svarajya (another variant is Svarastra) of our Purina. But this much 
can be said that the reference is peculiarly found in the Vayu and 
occurs nowhere else in its text. 

The instances of the third category appear to be mythical and even 
if their value is not discredited they do not add more than what is 
inferred from those of the first and second categories. 

The instance of the second category stands on a different footing. 
The references to Pracetasas and Sibis suggest that probably here we 
have some information about the oligarchical form of government men¬ 
tioned in the Jatakas and the Vedas. The fact that the Purana does not 
trace their genealogies is full of significance. The other instances, 
however, use a word Janapada of which we shall see later on. 

Kings and Ritual: Of the priest-king” we have no evidence in the 
whole range of the history of Ancient India. In the BV. we find the 
provinces of the priest and the king already separate.’^ Even the 
earlier traditions do not hint at the king who was a public magician or 
a Shaman. Nowhere do we find in him the magico-political tribal leader 
of primitive times. But kings were closely connected with the perform¬ 
ance of sacrifices some of which were specially meant for them. 

The Rajasuya : The Rdjasiiya is described in the S. Br. which 
mentioned king Prthu, as the “first'annointed king”.” The importance 
of the consecration ceremony is fully realized from the Jatakas accord¬ 
ing to which also investiture was a condition precedent to the validity 
of succession.” But they show that the ceremony had lost its ritualistic 
character in Eastern India.” This might be due to tbe anti-ritual policy 
of Buddhism. It is noteworthy that Kautilya mentions Rajasuya only 
once and that too in a simile.** The early Dharma-^astra works too 

54. Ved.Ind., 2.494. ' 

55. 1,91. Banekjea, however, refutes the suggestion of Jayaswal and interprets 
the term in the sense of "independent kingdom” or "extensive kingdom". Cf. his 
Publie Adminktration in Ancient India. 41. fn. 1. 

56. "Students of customs both ancient and modern have long been aware that the 
line which divides a king from a priest is a very faint one and often disappears 
^altogether. They have therefore coined a term priest-king or king-priest to indicate 
that doubtful personage of whom it is difficult to say whether he is a priest or a king. 
He is chiefly to be found in ancient times or in backward communities.” Cf. A. M, 
Hocart, Kingship, ll9. 57. ERE, 7. 720, 

58. Keith, Religion and Philosophy cf the Veda, BOS, 32. 340-3. Cf. Jayaswal, 
2.14 ff. where he explains fully the ceremony and iu constitutional implications and 
also Dikshitar, op. cit., 82 ff.; yAOS, 13.143 ff. 

59. Pick, 128 ff. 60. Mbhta, lOS. 61. Trans, p. 300. Sat Jnd. Verb, 
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describe the RSjasuya sacrifice. According to them only the K^atriyas 
are entitled to perform the sacrifice and Jaimini says that even Brah¬ 
mins cannot perform it.“ Jayaswal tells us that the Puranas do not 
count the pre-coronation years of Anoka’s reign while they are included 
in the total for the dynasty; thus he suggests that A^oka had performed 
the ceremony“The legalism about coronation was so strong that 
KSlidasa in drafting Pusyamitra’s letter to Agnimitra takes care not to 
describe Pusyamitra as king. The preparations for coronation by 
Rajasuya were still in progress and coronation had not yet taken place. 
He was not therefore king Jayaswal further states that the 
coronation ceremony was performed for the Emperor Kharavela in his 
24th year and here he mentions the Rajasuya sacrifice,*® but his reading 
of the word ‘Rajasuya’ in the Hathigumpha inscription is not accepted 
by other scholars.** The earliest inscriptional reference to the per¬ 
formance of A^vamedha is from the Ghasundi inscription of the 
Chhattisgarh Division of 1st cent. B.c.*’ and slightly later we find in the 
Deccan a Satavahana king to have performed the Rajasuya and A^vamedha 
sacrifices.** These instances belie the boast of Samudragupta who 
claims to be “the restorer of the A^vamedha that had long been in 
abeyance’’,** and consequently the contention that the Brahmanical 
revival began its vigorous career in the time of the Guptas has to be 
modified.™ 

Most of the instances of coronation ceremonies of the Vayu are men¬ 
tioned in connection with kings not belonging to the Dynasties of the 
Kali Age, and the Vayu states that in the Kali Age these ceremonies 
‘will’ cease to be performed. This Vayu statement has to be explained 
in the light of inscriptional evidence. We have to note that Kautilya 
does not regard rajasuya and a^vamedha as important sacrifices. The 
Vayu states it categorically that Mahapadma Nanda was a Sudra Emperor 
after whom-all kings ‘will be’ Sudras. After Mahapadma no king 
is recorded by the Vayu to have performed consecration. We have 
again statements in the Purana equating the merits of the performance 
of the rajasuya and a^vamedha with gifts in Sraddha, thus probably 
making us infer that these sacrifices were no longer performed. The 
Vayu estimation of its later kings that they ‘will be’ practically Yavanas 
in point of ideas of dharma, artha and kama and that they will not be 
“sprinkled on their heads’’ is suggestive of an age—especially a period 
when foreigners were pouring in hoards into the plains of India and. 

62. Kane, 2.153,1214 ff. 63. 2. 53 ; cf. aUoyBOJiS, 1. 93. 
64. Jayaswal. 2. 53. ^65. JfBORS, 3.4iS. 
66. Cf. Barua, Old Brdhmf Jnteriptiont, 15.53. 67. BI, 22. 203. 
68. ASWI, 5.60; cf. D. R. Bhandarkar, Vobinit o/ Eoitirn and Iranian Studi$$ 

prumttd in honemr rf P, W.J homos, 29-30., cf. nXvsJIH, 22.1-6. 
69. Fleet, Gupta Inseriptiom, 28. 70. yjH, 1941,1-6. 
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establishing principalities. We know from the political history of 
ancient India that these conditions are best reflected in a few centuries 
after the fall of the great Mauryan Empire. But why should the Vayu 
not mention the rajasuya and a^vamedha sacrifices which are said to have 
been performed according to the evidence of the inscriptions ? The 
answer is found in the fact that the Vayu—and also the PurRnic tradition 
in general—was not prepared to regard the kings who ruled after the 
Nandas as being K^triyas’’ and thus it could not entertain the possi¬ 
bility that these kings could rightfully perform the coronation ritual. 
It is clear that the Purana is here relying on the authority of the law- 
texts according to which only the K^atriyas can perform such sacrifices. 

The Aivamedha : The Horse-sacrifice was performed by kings who 
were successful in their conquest of the quarters.” The Jatakas do not 
show instances of the performance of aivamedha. Kautilya mentions 
it only once in a simile.” The Mbh., however, gives many instances 
of the performance of the ritual.” The inscriptional evidence has 
been pointed out above. 

The same observations that are made in connection with the raja¬ 
suya apply here. The statement that a muttering of a matra of <m is 
more meritorious than monthly performance of a^vamedha for a hundred 
years is significant. It appears that a^vamedha was no longer performed 
and had fallen low in general estimation. 

Vajapeya : The Vajapeya sacrifice was originally the proper ritual 

for an emperor but later on it became only a preliminary ceremony to 
the ritual of rajasuya.'* It was probably not of a political nature in its 
origin and became later associated with the Brahmins only.” We hear 
nothing about it from the Jatakas and Kautilya does not mention it. 
This sacrifice was befitting a great emperor and the great imperialist 
Kautilya should not have mentioned it is a fact which is full of meaning. 

The Vayu gives one reference of the performance of these sacrifices 
by king Pravira. But it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion from this 
single instance. 

II. Popular Institutions 

^amiti, as an assembly of the people, is mentioned in the l^V. and in 
the later Samhitas we still find its power felt by the sovereign though 
traces of the decline of its political influence are also observable.” 
*‘That the institution did not far outlive the later Vedic age...is borne 

71. Cf. idJHT, 226-8. 
72. Banerjea, 92. cf. Keith, op. cit., 343 ff. for the details of the ritual* 
73. Trans, p. 294. 74, JAOS.M. 75. Dikshitar, 82; Banerjea, 90 ff. 
76. Jayaswal, 2.14; Dikshitar, 86; Banerjea, 92. 
77. Vid, Ind», 2. 430; for detailed discuasion on *Samiti’ cf. Jayaswal, 1.11--6; 

Baherjba, op* cit., 94 ff.; R. C. Majumdar, Corporate Life in Ancient India, 113 ff.; 
DlKSHXtAR, op. cit.« 152 ff. 
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out by the Paraskara Grhya SQtra which treats the Samiti evidently as a 

reminiscence.”’® 

In the Vayu we have only one reference to the Samiti which most 
probably means “an assembly”. But whether we should relate this 
Samiti with the Samiti of the Vedic age we are not sure as the Purana 

gives no other elucidatory details about it. 

Sdbha: The term‘Sabha* is often mentioned in the RV. “but its 

exact character is not certain”. It meant an ‘assembly’ of the Vedic 
Indians as well as the ‘hall’ where they met in assembly.” ‘‘The rise 

of the Sabha,” says Jayaswal, ‘‘is to be dated like that of the Samiti in 
the latest period of the Rgveda. Its career is co-extensive with that of 
the Samiti.”*® Thus with the close of the Vedic period the institution 
Sabha passed into oblivion though traces of its popular origin could still 
be found in the later times in the judicial Sabha of the king.*^ 

The Sabha of the Vayu suggests a later connotation of the' term 
having its origin in the sense ‘hall’ of the word in the Vedic times. 
The significance of the ‘‘four Sabhas” cannot be for the present made 
out as we are not aware of such a use of the term in the other ancient 
sources on the topic of Sabha. It should be noted that all these refer¬ 
ences to Sabha are found in the portions other than the genealogical 

lists of the Purana. 

In the genealogical portion of the Purana we find two references 

to the Sabha. In the first reference we find sabha and samad 
as synonyms and here Sabha apparently means an “assembly” in 
which Krspa is reported to have made a speech addressed to Akrura 
in connection with the Syamantaka jewel. It should be noted 
that Jayaswal takes the Satvatas,—amongst whom Krsna was born, 
as a republican tribe known to the Ait. Br. and their character 
as a republican tribe is clearly indicated in descriptions about them 
in the Mbh.** “In the tradition quoted in the Mahabharata, the 
party of Akrura is bitterly complained against by Krsna”®* and we 
have also the epic stating that Krsna’s “heart was roasted by terrific 
speeches.”®® Our Purana no doubt refers to the same matters as 
quoted from the Mbh. and thus corroborates the tradition known to the 

great epic. It is interesting to observe that according to the story 
told in our Purana all the attempts of Krsna to get possesstion of the 
jewel were of no avail and he could secure it only by addressing 
AkrQra straight in the assembly of the Satvatas. That such a powerful 

----------; .... 

78. Jayaswal, 1.15. 

79. Ved* Ind.flAKi* For detailed on* sahhd' see Jayaswal, 1.17-21; 

BanbrJea, op. cit.i 94 ff.; R. C. Majumdar, op. cit., Dikshitar, op. cit., and cf. also 
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80. Jayaswal, 1. 20, 81. JWd. 82, 1.39, 191 ff, 

83. 1.42, a4. 1.176. 
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personality, as Krsna was, should have resorted to an expedient of 
addressing him in the assembly for obtaining the possession of the 
jewel cannot be said to be without any significance about the con¬ 

stitution of the Sat vatas.*® Pargiter says that “real difficulties occur 
with regard to Andhaka’s and Vrsni’s descendants” and their genealo¬ 
gical lists are very often confused in the Puranas, including, of course, 
the Vayu. The Andhaka-Vrsnis were one of the six republics known to 
Panini and Jayaswal claims that they were the same as the Satvatas 
of the Puranas®® and that they were a republican tribe. The confusion 

about their ‘genealogies’ in the Puranas might have been, partly at least, 
due to this fact which the Purana redactors probably did not know. 

We do not know from other sources whether the Nagas were a 
republican people, having a representative institution such as the 
Sabha. The Vayu has no detailed information about them so as to 

enable us to discuss this reference to Sabha further. 

Gana : As early as the later Vedic period, we find a reference to 
ga^a as a corporate organization amongst the Vai^yas.®^ In the early 
Buddhist works the term gana occurs in a technical sense signifying a 

republic*® and Jayaswal says that Panini too used the word in the 
same sense.®* The term gana, technically so called, is also mentioned 
in the Dharma-^astra works®® and Jayaswal quotes a passage from the 
Mbh. regarding the exact significance of gana known to the epic.®* 
“By the time of the legal commentators, ganas, as political institutions, 

had long ceased to exist.”®* 

The term gana, in addition to its general collective sense, is men¬ 
tioned in the Purina also in a technical sense. We find gana mentioned 
in connection with Daityas and Raksasas and what is interesting to 
notice here is the hereditary principle on which a gana is named. The 
mention of Jati in the same connection should also be noted. For 
want of similar evidence from other sources we are forced to defer this 

point to later investigation. To discuss the matter here is to involve 
ourselves in a controversy whether the Raksasas, Daityas, etc., of the 
tradition were non-Aryans or merely the demons of human imagination. 
The same observation may be, for the present, made with regard to 
to the ganas of the Mlecchas existing in the various continents (dvipas) 

85* is mentioned in the Puraiia also as **Va8udeva-purogama*’ (Va 86. 28) 
[according to Kha, Gha and I^a only] and aa being afraid of *Mivision in the commu¬ 
nity** (jhati-bheda) (Va. %. 85-7) etc., thus suggesting that he was a ‘^leader** or 
*'head** of his tribe, clan or party. 

86. Is 39. 87. R. C. Majumdar, op. cit., 12. 
88. Jayaswal, 1. 26*81 cf. also Rhys Davids. S9. Op. cit. 
90. R. C. MaJumdar, op. cit., 142 ff.; Dikshitar, op. cit., 347; D, R. 

Bhandarkar, op. cit., 105 ff. 
91. 1. 30.125 ff. 92. Ibid. 
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of the earth. But if any reliance is kept on these references we ^are 
led to infer that ga^a was a sort of organisation known to the Pura^ic 

tradition to be existing amongst the “non-Aryans” also. The reference 
to gana in connection with ^raddha definitely means some kind of 
organization, whether political or religious we cannot say. The nature 

of the reference suggests that ganas did exist then. The information 
on gana, in connection with the story of Yajnavalkya, clearly show’s 
gana as a corporate organization in religious matters for the exist^ce 
of which we have no definite evidence in the Vedic literature. T e 
power and functions of this gana are evident from the story narrate 
in this connection. Samayas, meaning the laws of ganas, are mentione 
in the Dharma-^astra works** and the use of this term in the reference 

under discussion may be noted accordingly. 

In the last category of references we find ganas of Ksatriyas 
tioned and here it appears we have something to do with the political 
‘gana’(i. e. republic) of Jayaswal. It should be noted that in sec¬ 
tion XIII of Rock Edicts of A^oka we find a reference to Nabha-panktis 
which according to Jayaswal means “a league of Nabhas.” Panini 
mentions Nabhaka and Jayaswal says that he is unable to identify this 
Nabhaka. The Crna-Nabhas are mentioned as a republican tribe by 
Panini. Jayaswal, however, concluded that “Nabhaka was probably 

a national title derived from the Nabha people”.*® 

Our Purina mentions Nabhaga as a name of a Ksatriya-gana' with a 
strength of one thousand. The RV. mentions Nabhaka, i.e. “a descen¬ 
dant of Nabhaka” as a name of a sage** and Pargiter takes him to be 
the same as Nabhaga, son of Vaivasvata Manu, of the Puranic tradition.*’'- 
The descendants of this Nabhaga are not mentioned in the Puranas*' 
and the reason for this omission according to Pargiter is that probably 
“their line played no part in traditional history”.** But it appears 
that the “omission” in the Puranas of the genealogy of the Nabhagas 
is quite natural for they had formed a republican tribe whose genealogy 
the Puranic tradition could not have apparently handed down to 
posterity. This suggestion becomes more probable from the ob¬ 
servations of Jayaswal quoted above—the more so if we, with Pargi¬ 

ter, identify NabhSka of the l^V. with the Nabhaga of the Pur3i^ic 
tradition. 

The same is probably the reason why the descendants of Dhr;^, 

brother of Nabhaga, are also not mentioned in the Puraoa for the 
Vayu also mentions “a Dh3r§taka gai>a of three thousand K^triyas,” 
so named after Dhr§ta, brother of Nabhaga. But about them we have 

93. Cf. R. C. Maiomdas, op. cit.. 13. 94. Jayaswal, 1.124. 
95. 1.145. 96. Ved.Ind.,\.^n. 97. AlHT^TSS. 
98. Ibid., 9$. 99. Ibid., 2S6. 100. Ibid., 256. 
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no other corroborative information for the present. The republic of 
the Bhojas has been described by Jayaswal from the evidence of other 
sources and the Vayu may be said to be corroborating Jayaswal s con¬ 
clusions regarding their being a republican tribe.*®* About the other 
K^atriya ganas mentioned in the Puratia we have no corroborative 

evidence for the present. 

Janapadas: The term *jana is used in the ]RV, and later, in the 
sense of ‘a tribe’ or ‘people’.*®* The term ^janapada y however, occurs 
first in the Brahmanas denoting both the ‘people’ as opposed to the king 
and^the ‘land’ or ‘realm’. The ‘subjects’ are also denoted there^by the 
adjectival‘janapada’.*®* Jayaswal says that the term ‘janapada’ origi¬ 
nally meant the seat of the nation “and was secondarily employed as 
denoting the nation itself’’. According to him this original sense of the 
term was lost in later literature where it generally came to signify the 
province'* or “the country’’.*®^ The expression ^janapada\ a deriva¬ 
tive form of janapada, is mentioned in the Pali Canon, in the epics and 
in inscriptions and Jayaswal tells us that modern writers have wrongly 
taken the word as meaning “the people of the Janapada’’. “It really 
means”, he continues, “the whole area of a kingdom minus the capital 
constitutionally”. In support of this contention he further adds, the 
technical significance of the janapada as a collective institution has now 
been established by Kharavela’s inscription of 165 B.c.”*®* But thig 
interpretation of the term has been objected to by N. N. Law who says 
that in all the cases where Jayaswal sees a technical janapada he finds 
only “the people of the country meant”.*®® It has been however con¬ 
tended that in some cases the term may signify what Law means but to 
totally deny the existence of such organized bodies of citizens is to miss 

the mark altogether”.*®*' 

The Vayu uses the term very frequently as a geographical term 
meaning a particular territory or region. But occasionally we find the 
expression used to signify a ‘people’ or ‘tribe’ also. Only at two places 
the Purana uses the term Paura-Janapada and these instances of the use 
of the term occur in the genealogical portion of the Purana. There is 
reason to believe, that here we have the janapada, technically so called, 
of Jayaswal. Tly repeated reference by the king Yayati to the fact 
that the successor nominated by him (contrary to the provisions laid 
down by ancient usage) was well-disposed to the Paura-Janapadas 
suggests that His Majesty was trying to justify his position under 

101. See 1, 39. 102. FeJ. Jwa., 1. 269. 103. Ibid., 213. 
104. 2.61-2. Jayaswal, however, has not discussed the use of the terms *jana* 

and qsnapada’ of the Vedic literature quoted above. He, on the contrary, attempts to 
show that the ^‘jftnapada** assembly of the post-Vcdic times was an ‘'incarnation of the 

Vedic Samiti. Cf.62. 
105. lUd. 106. IHQ, 2.385 ff. 107. Dikshitar, op. oit., 157. 
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some pressure. It should be noted that here the Paura-Janapadas 
are also referred to as “representatives (?) of the people with the 
Brahmins to lead them’’ and the passage concludes with the formal 
approval of the Paura-Janapadas. The other reference to Paura-Janapada 
in connection with king Janamejaya, too, suggests that they were the 
powerful organizations capable of making “the heads that wear the 

crown’’ feel uneasy. If this be not the case there is no other reason 
why the Purana should at all refer to them in the course of narration. 

Paura : Jayaswal says that “the Paura was a communal association 
in which was vested the municipal administration of the capital’’ hnd 
that it also exercised great constitutional powers.'®® It was according 
to him “a twin-sister of the Janapada in constitutional matters. The 

two are almost mentioned together, and sometimes one stands for both’’. 

The two instances of Paura-Janapadas mentioned in the Vayu may 
be said to confirm the view's of Jayaswal. We have, however, one 
instance of the word “Paura’’ occurring alone. It is not clear whether 
here Paura stands for both the Paura and the Janapada; nor are we sure 
whether w’e should take the Paura of this reference as signifying 
“a corporate association’’ of the capital.'®* Any W'ay we have here 
a good case of the influence of public opinion on the sovereign who had 

to expel his son for the latter’s activities prejudicial to the Pauras. 

108. 2.'X). For Law's objection to ^io itttwpretatioB also cf. op. cit.; cf. also 
Diksbitar, op. cit., regarding his comments on Law’s objection. 

109. 2.«8. 



CHAPTER IV 

RELIGION 

I. Saivism 

Mahe^vara, the Supreme God: Rudra is a minor god of tb^ 
Rgvedic pantheon. He is celebrated in only three hymns of that Veda 
and his name is mentioned slightly less often than that of Vi^^u.' 
In the later Saihhitis Rudra has become, along with Vi?niu, one of 
the two great gods of the Brahmins.* The Vajasaneyi Sathhiti 
(Chapter 16) mentions many epithets of the god, such as, Giriia, Paiit^ 
pati, Kapardin, Sarva, Bhava, Siva and Sathbhu and there he is also 
referred to as wearing hide<skin garments. The name Mahideva of the 
god is also found elsewhere in the same Samhiti (Chapter 39).’ In 
the AV. the conception of Rudra is further developed and he is elevated 
to a higher platform. We find here more names for the god which are 
also addressed as separate deities.^ A reference to the cult of Rudra 
by the Vratyas has been seen as the explanation of the curious Viatya 
hymn of the AV.® but Keith,® and Hopkins* regard this view as un¬ 
tenable. In the Brahmanas we find the power of Rudra at its height. 
The gods even are afraid of him lest they be killed by the god.® It is, 
however, in the Sveta^vatara Up. that we find Siva alone in the 
field as the supreme god and the germs of Bhakti or love which mani¬ 
fested themselves at that time were directed mostly towards him.* 
R. G. Bhanbarkar considers this work to be earlier than the Bhagavad- 
g!ta.'* In this Upanisad the god is mentioned as the creator and 
destroyer of the world. Certain Yoga-processes are here prescribed 
for the purposes of proper meditation of the Supreme Soul and the 
treatise ends with an expression of self-surrender to the god." But 
this Upanisad is not a sectarian work and there is no evidence in the 
work of the existence of a Saivite sect which worshipped Siva as its 
favourite god." The Grhya-sutras, too, do not testify to the existence 
of a Saivite sect." From the days of Patanjali onwards, the existence 
of some Saiva sects can be taken for granted.'* In the ‘earlier’ portions 

1. M\cdovsu., Vtdie Mythology, cf.tUo Keith, Rtligion and Phttotophy tf tA« 
Veda, HOS, 31.142 ff. 

2. Keith, op. cit., 143. 3. R. G. Bhandarkar, 103. 4. Ibid. 
5. Charpentier, VOy, 23.151 £f.; 25. 355 ff. 6. Op. cit., 149-50. 
7. Bpie Mydtology, 231; fn. 2. Cf alco C. V. N. Ayyar, Origin and Early History 

oj Saixnm in South India, 17 If., Where e view similar to that of Charpentier ia 
advocated. 

8. Keith, op. cit., 144. 9. Bhanoarkar, 106 ff. 10. Pp. IKK-lll, 
11. Ibid. no. 12. Op. cit. 
13. Ibid. 115; cf. also V. M. Aptb, Social and RtUgiem Life in dte Ofhyat&rat. 
14. ^ANOARKAR, 115 ff. 

v.p.ta 177 
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of the Mbh, we find both the sects, namely, the Saivites and the 
Vais^vites existing without much antagonism between them, but in the 
later parts of the epic such antagonism is clearly traceable.’® 

Judging from the above discussion our Purana shows traces of 
sectarian sentiments. We find attempts made, in some places, to humi¬ 
liate the position of Visnu. It should be noted, however, that these 
references occur mostly in connection with stories narrated about the 
god and the philosophical portion of the Purana does not include any 
of them. Again these references do not suggest the violently sectarian 
character of the Purana testifying to an actual antagonism between 
the two sects of the Vaisnavas and the Saivas and we may state here 
that the VSyu in this respect falls more in line with the earlier por¬ 
tions of the Mbh. than with its later parts. This will be obvious when 
we discuss the important stories told about Siva in our text. 

Rudra, the Malevolent: The Rudra of the ^IV. is a fierce god 
destructive like a wild beast.'* In the whole range of Vedic literature 
there are many instances indicating his malevolent character, though 
we find him here and there emerging as a great god capable of bestow¬ 
ing good on those that pray to him. Even up to the time of the Grhya- 
sQtras this darker side of the nature of this god was never forgotten 
and we find a sacrific called Sulagava mentioned in these works which 
was meant to appease him.” With the growth of religious sentiments 
which exalted Siva as a supreme god this darker side of his nature 
began to recede in the background though it w'as never wiped out 
altogether. 

Of the demonaical qualities of the god Siva the Vayu is not so 
ela^rate as it is on indicating his supremacy. The Purapa nowhere 
indicates that the wrath of the god should be appeased and it appears 
from the -Purapa that in this respect tendencies exist posterior in time 
to that of the Grhya-siitras. 

Names of Siva : Most of the names of Siva are found mentioned 
in the later Saihhitas and the Brahmaitas.'® In the Mbh. many more 
names of the gods are mentioned.'* The story of the eight names 
occurs in the S. Br. and in the Kausitaki-Brahmana where Rudra is 
mentioned as the son of Usas and the names are given to him by Praja- 
pati.*® The eight names of these texts are Rudra, Sarva, Ugra, A^ni, 

15. Hopkins, op. cit., 220. 

16. For the malevolent qualities of Rudra cf. Macooneix, op. cit., Keith, op. cIt., 
.142 ff.; IteAMDARKAR, 102 ff., Raira-Siva, 6-8. 

17. Bhandarkar. 105; V. M. Aptb, op. cit. 

18. For names of Siva cf. Bhandarkar, 102-5 ; Rudra-Siva, 32 ff.; Macdokell, 
op. cit., Kbitk, op. cit. 

.19. Hopkins; op. dt.. 173,219,223; cf. also BDCRI, 5. lSl-2. 
20. Bhandarkar, 105, 
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Bbava, Paiupati, Mahadeva and liana. The first four af these names 
denote his destructive energy while the last four may be regarded as 
its benign counterpart.^' 

The Vayu gives apparently a later version of the same tale as here 
we find Brahm3, instead of Prajapati of the Brahmanas, giving the 
eight names to the god. Again the eight names are here slijghtly 
changed probably with a view to show the benevolent character of the 
god. The names Sarva, Aiani of the Brahmanas are dropped and the 
names Siva and Ugra introduced. But still in these names we find three 
which indicate the malignant character of the god and except for the 
introduction of Siva there is not much difference in the two lists 
of names. This probably should indicate that this portion of the 
Purina is not very much removed in time from the accounts in the 
Brahmanas. 

Important Myths about Siva 

The Story of Daksa’s Sacrifice : The main features of the Dak^ 
story are found in the Vedic literature. Daksa is mentioned several 
times is the RV. The Brahmanas also mention Dak^ as a Prajapati and 
a sacrificer. The account of the Daksayani sacrifice, so called because 
it was first performed by Prajapati Daksa, is described in the Sata- 
patha and Kau^itaki 'Brahmanas. Siva’s exclusion from Daksa’s sacri¬ 
fice is also supported by the Vedic evidence but here the cause of 
Rudra’s attack on Dak^a’s sacrifice is quite different. The reason 
here stated is that Prajapati Daksa had intercourse with his daughter 
Usas and to remedy the evil effects of this the gods created a new 
being out of their fearful forms. This new being was the BhQtavao 
(i. e. Rudra) who was commanded to pierce the Prajapati and he accord¬ 
ingly carried out the behests of his creators. But in the Vedic evidence 
we nowhere find a reference to Siva’s marriage with Daksa’s daughter.^ 

The Ramayapa has the story in a very simple form and it does 
not contain any reference to Virabhadra and to Uma, wife of Siva. 
Siva is only said to have wounded the gods.” The same story occurs 
thrice in the Mbh.” and Muir has shown that many of the verses in the 
narration of the Mbh. account of the story are found also in the Vayu 
Purina.*’ In one version of the story in the Mbh., Siva himself puts 
an end to the sacrifice, while in another version we find DadhTci as a 
staunch votary of Rudra, warning Daksa in a rather lengthy speech 
about the impudence of his decision in not inviting Siva for the sacri¬ 
fice. Both the Mbh. and the Ramayai^a versions of the story, however, 
do not even remotely allude to Umi’s parentage or Daksa’s relation- 

21. Op. cit. 22. Vide, Rudra^Siva, 78-BO. 
23. Muir, OST, 4.372-3 ; cf. alto C. V. N. Ayyar, op. cit., 63 £f. 
24. /Ud.373 ff, 25. /Aid. 373 fn. 124, 374 fo. 126, 375 foa. 127.9. 
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•hip to her. Thus it would be obvious that the VSyu version of the 
story is later than those contained in those two epics, excepting 
perhaps the lengthy speech of Dadhici in the Mbh. which appears, in 
brief, in the Vayu. Had the Vayu been a purely sectarian PurSps and 
had it been aware of such a verbose grandiloquence of Dadhici** we 
would probably not have missed it in our text. 

Kalidasa, however, knew the story about Siva’s wife Satl, who 
was the daughter of Daksa and who put an end to her life owing 
to the insulting treatment of her father.** Thus the Vayu ver¬ 
sion of the story can be assigned to the period between that of the 
Mbh. and Kalidasa. This becomes more probable when we compare 
the Vayu version with those contained in the other Puranas** which leads 
us to conclude with Wilson that the narration as found in our Purapa 
“from its inartificial, obscure and uncircumstantial construction is 
probably of an ancient date.”** 

The Story of how Siva came to be called. Nllakantha : The RV. 
gives an account of the powers of a long-haired Muni who drank poison 
in the company of Rudra*®and the YV. alludes to the latter’s blue neck.*’ 
The AV. also knows his blue neck.** The two facts, namely, (i) the 
blue neck and (ii) the drinking of poison are, however, not connected 
in the Vedic literature and the story connecting them is certainly 
post-Vedic. The Vayu account connects the two facts but is not very 
elaborate about the incident itself though it gives a far-fetched account 
of its transmission. It is not possible for the present to trace its 
relative chronology with the versions found in the epics and the 
other PurSnas as our Purai^ account appears in an abridged form and 
does not admit of such a discussion. 

Siva’s associates 

The Bhiitas : The Bhuta of the Vedic literature does not bear the 
sense of ‘demon’ until possibly a very late period; but it denotes 
beings pure and simple.** Rudra as BhQtapati is mentioned in the AV. 
but here means simply a “being”. But the Buddhist literature 
knows the Yak^s and BhQtas as evil spirits who dwell in cemeteries. 
It would thus be seen that the BhQtas, as associates of the god Siva, is 
a post-Vedic development. The Mbh., however, knows BhQtas as 
followers of Siva who are also stated to have oppressed Indra.** Siva 

26. The existence of this speech in the Mbh. may be due to the ** bhfguiaation ** 
of the great epic. Cf V, S. Sukthankar, EpU Studies VI. ABORI, 18, 

27. See Kumdrasambhavatn, Canto I, verse 21. 
28. See Wilson, Translation cj the Vitifu Furai^a, 61 ff. and notes. The Viyu 

version of the tale is translated here and ia compared with those occurring in the odier 
Puripaa which a hows a definite sectarian influence. 

29. Ibid. 61 fn, 1. 30. Rudra^Siva, 18; cf. also Kbitk, op, cit., 142. 
31. Kbith, op. cit, 32. Rudra^Siva, op. eit. 
33t Kbith. op* cit„ 153|, 214-5. 34. Botkins, Epie MytMogy, m, 



Diva’s yoga and tapaS m 
is there called "the Lord of the BhQtas" which, however, may mean 
both “the lord of the creatures" or “the lord of the BhQtes, the 
demons."” The Vayu gives more information about them and may 
in this respect suggest the post-epic development. 

The Rudras : The Rudras of the Vedic literature are not demons, 
though a view to this effect has also been advocated.” In the Vedic 
literature they figure as the children of Rudra and are identified with 
the Maruts.” In the Mbh. they figure: as companions of Indra, 
servants of Siva and of his son and also as the escort of Yama who 
appears as being surrounded by them.” 

The Vayu mentions Rudras not so often with Siva as it does 
the BhGtas. 

The Asuras, the Raksasas and the Daityas : They are all of them 
mentioned in the Vedic literature mostly as demons and evil spirits,” 
but there we do not find a definite evidence about their close associa¬ 
tion with Rudra.” In the Mbh. also they do not figure closely 
along with Siva.^' 

For the present we are unable to locate chronologically the in¬ 
formation of the Vayu with regard to this point. 

Munis: The association of Munis with Rudra is found in the 
But Keith regards the passage in which the reference to Muni occurs, 
as curiously isolated in the BV. and even in the later Vedic texts, since 
the aspect of life which may be inferred from the reference does not 
fall within the outlook of the Vedas.** The AV. mentions Kevins 
(long-haired), who, it is asserted, were the Munis attending upon 
Rudra.” The Mbh. is silent on the special association of Munis 
with Siva. 

The Vayu evidence on the matter shows them frequently as de¬ 
votees of Siva and it appears that they had something to do with the 
development of asceticism connected with that deity. 

Siva’s Yoga and Tapas: Siva in Mohenjodaro is pre-eminently 
the prince of Yogis, the typical ascetic and self-mortifier. Like Saivism 
itself Yoga had its origin among the pre-Aryan population.” The 
existence of this proto-type of Siva in the Indus civilization is now 
generally accepted though an objection is raised against the contention 
that Siva was at all a non-Aryan god.” The term yoga in the sense 

35. /M. 37.142. 36. Kbibh, op. cit., 153. 37. Op. cit., 150-1. 
38. Hopkins, op, cit., 173. 39. Kbxth, op, cit., 218, 231-4. 
40. Rndts is, no doubt, addressed in the Taittiriya Sadihita (I, iii, 14,1), but 

this is not a cleat evidence for an association of the god with the Aauras. 
41. Hopkins, op. cit., 38 ff., 47 ff. 42. Op. cit., 402. 
43. C, V. N. Attak, op. cit,, 11 ff. 44. Mthtniodaro, 1, 52-3. 
45. ttwira-Siva, 
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of “mystic union of the individual with the Absolute” does not occur 
in the IglV. But some glimpses of the crude ideas about Yoga are 
available from that Veda. We have already noted above the connection 
of Munis with Rudra and it appears that they were devoted to some 
kind of primitive cult of Yoga. Keith regards the passage describing 
them as somewhat isolated in the It has been also suggested that 
the forest'tribe of Nisadas are brought into close connection with the 
Rudra of the RV. and that probaby they were his worshippers or their 
own peculiar gods were identified with the Aryan Rudra. The Munis 
might have belonged to such tribes as the Nisadas and that is probably 
the reason why they are not approved of by the priest.^'. The 
Yatis also figure in the BV. as a tribe or people connected with the 
Bhrgus and in the later Samhitas they are mentioned as enemies of 
Indra and were opposed to the ritual.** It appears that there existed 
a sect of ascetics who propounded an esoteric doctrine opposed 

to the cult of the ritual and they might have had some connection 
with Rudra who was a friend and a companion of the Munis.** 
With regard to the Vratya hymn in the AV. it has been suggested that 
they were a class of Ksatriya Yogins devoted to some form of worship 
of Siva but this suggestion has been refuted by Keith as being im¬ 
plausible.** If these Munis, Yatis or Vratyas, as the case may be, 
signify a non-Aryan people, their predigree with the people of the 
Indus Valley becomes a tempting assumption. According to Frazer, 

the practice of austerities was in great part at least adopted from the 
aboriginal tribes amongst whom the new-coming Aryans settled.*’ 
It is probable that Rudra had a parallel in some aboriginal god to whom 
tapas and similar occult powers, such as those of the primitive Yoga, 
were congenial and the cultural contacts with these tribes led the 
Aryan thinkers to absorb some of their beliefs and they found in 
Rudra the capacity to absorb such elements. 

The Sveta^vatara Upanisad, however, mentions Rudra-Siva as the 
Supreme Soul for the perception of which it prescribes certain Yoga 
processes. Here Rudra is apparently a personal god ; but Bhandarkar 

says that the Upanisad is not a sectarian treatise and the god Rudra is 
not here raised to the supreme godhead to the exclusion of another.** 
There is, however, another Upani^d, by name Atharvaiiras, which is 
purely sectarian in character and belonging to the sect of the PSiupatas. 
This Upanisad is considered by Bhandarkar as a much later work.** 
Rudra is here mentioned as the Gayatri. It expressly mentions the 
PSiupata-vrata and the term paiu-paia-vitnokfa^ also occurs in it. 

46. Op. cit. 47. Bhandarkar, 103. 
48. Ved. Jnd., 2.161-S. 49. Keith, op. cit., 56, 
50. Haubr, quoted by Kui«i op. cit., 148 fn. 1. 51. EJiS, 2.88. 
52. Cp. pp. 110-111. 53. Ibid. 
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Besides, the muttering of the matra of orh is also enjoined to be 
practised by the Upani^ad. 

The theology of the Upani§ad offers close resemblance to that of 
the Vayu and the account of the avataras of the latter arc undoubtedly 
connected with the school of Pa^upatas according to which Lakullia 
was the last of the incarnations of Siva.®* 

The PaSupata School of Saivism : The rise of the Paiupata School 
is assigned by Bhandarkar to the period of about 2nd century B.c. 

The school as such is mentioned in the Narayanlya section of the Mbh., 
as one of the five schools of religious doctrines known to it.®® Ac¬ 
cording to him there lived a certain person of the name of Lakulin 
(the holder of a/aAittfa, or laguda or lakula i.e. a club) who founded 
the Pa^upata system. “The fact that his rise has been represented by 
Puranas to be contemporaneous with Vasudeva-Krena points to the 
inference that traditionally the system was intended to take the same 
place in the Rudra-Siva cult that the Pancaratra did in the Vasudeva- 

cult.®* The earliest inscriptional evidence regarding the ex¬ 
istence of this sect is found in Mathura Pillar inscription of 380-1 a.d.®^ 

Here we find the teachers of the school mentioned who according to 
D. R. Bhandarkar must have been “experts in the Paiupata Yoga.” 
We must, therefore, presume that they too must have passed away 
like the Yogins driving away their prd^a-tayu through the brahma- 
randhra. They must have thereby merged themselves into the god¬ 
head of Siva. This explains why all those departed ascetics of the 
LakulISa sect have received the title of Bhagavat.®* It should be noted 
that the inscription shows the Lakuli^ sect having connection with 
‘liAga’. On the strength of the evidence of this inscription D. R. Bhan- 

OARKAR concludes that it might be considered as “well-nigh proved 
that Lakullia flourished in the first quarter of the first century A.d”.®* 
Formerly Fleet had also gone so far as to suggest from the evidence 
of the representation of Siva with a club on the coins of Huvishka, 
the Kushan king, that the sect might have had its origin even earlier.*" 
The wide diffusion of the sect in the later period is testified by the 
statements of Varahamihira and the Chinese traveller Hiuen-Tsiang 
and the latter gives considerable information about them.*' 

The position of the Vayu evidence vis-a-vis the above discussion 
is this: It certainly presupposes the contents of the Atharvasiras 
Upanisad which though “a much later work” knows nothing of the 
incarnations of Siva. The close connection of the Vayu material with 
that of the Upani§ad is, however, borne out by the former’s elucida- 

54. Cf. Dikshitar, Some Aspects the V&yu PurUpa. 55. Bhandarkar, 116. 
56. Ibid. 57. El, 21.1 if. 58. Ibid. 7. 59. lUd. 
60. Cf. JRAS, 1907, 424-5 ; cf. tUo JBBRAS, 22.151-3; Dikskitar, op. cit., 24 ff. 
61. - Bhandarkar, 117. 
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tion of the P84u|>ata-vrata, the matra of om and the gSyatri,** all of 
which are intimately associated with Siva by the Purai^. The im¬ 
portance of the Vayu Purina as containing the earliest reference to the 
]Udtul!&a Pa^upatas has already been noted by D. R. Bhandarkar who 
considers the Vayu version on the incarnations of Siva as being earlier 
than that of the Liiiga Purina which too mentions them.** The material 
of the Vayu, again, appears to be earlier than the information found 
in the Mathura inscription for the latter associates the cult of Lakulila 
with the Lihga and the Vlyu does not establish such a connection 
though it narrates the story of lihga in a difFerent context. 

It would be seen that the earliest reference, though somewhat 
vague, to the theology of the Pl^upatas is found in the Svetalvatara 
Upanisad which gives us some rudimentary ideas about the Yoga which 
seems to have been subsequently known as the Pa^upata Yoga. Our 
Purlpa seems to have regarded this work as an authority and it con¬ 
tains two quotations from that Upanisad.“ The table of the incarna¬ 
tions of Siva may be noted in this connection. It mentions Sveta as 
the first incarnation of Siva and the four sons or disciples of god—who 
were really the teachers of the school—are : Sveta, Sikha [ according 
to other MSS. Sveta], Svetalva and Svetalohita. The emphasis on 
the word ‘Sveta’ is unnecessary. It appears that the tradition of the sect 
regarded Sveta or Svetalva as the original founder of the school and 
the same person might have had some connection with the Sveta^vatara 
Upanisad which was probably named after him. Originally it might 
not have been a fully developed sect as it came to be in subsequent 
times especially through the efforts of Lakulin (or Nakulin). The 
names of the so-called disciples of the god Siva seem, in some cases, 
to have a tinge of historicity. The names Kapila, Asuri, Pancalikha 
and VIgvali (cf. No. 8) are already noted by Dikshitar who, with regard 
to Sana, Sanandana (cf. No. 8) and Sanatkumira, again, tells us that 
"they belonged to a common school of philosophy which became lost 
in obscure tradition at a very early period.’’" We may also recall 
the names of Akfapada, Kapada, Uluka and Vatsa (No. 27). We may 
further state that Pralastapada characterises his predecessor Kanada 
"as having composed the Vailesika-Iastra after propitiating Ma'hei- 
vara by the greatness of his Yoga,’’" and on the strength of this 
information R. G. Bhandarkar had conjectured long ago that this 
"Kapada, therefore, may have been a follower of the Paiupata or 
Saivaisystem’’." We may here venture a suggestion that the same 
Kai^da is referred to in this Vlyu list of teachers. The fact that the 
Itipida of the VSyu was the immediate predecessor of Lakulin may be 

62 s See VCyu ChapUr on Om MdM, 63. JBBRAS, 1908,151. 
M. Cf. DuaaiTAB, op. cit., 13. 6S. Op. cit., 27. 
(6. BiUMDAaxAa, 117. 67. IHd. 
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chronologically suggestive though we need not be dragged into the 
matter for the present. It is further interesting to note that the 
hierarchy of teachers mentioned in the Vayu shows some resemblance 
with those mentioned in the Mathura inscription.** 

Siva and Linga: The phallus-worshippers are twice referred to 
with disapproval in the ]^V.** and it has been maintained that this 
phallus-worship was probably of prehistoric age in India. By the 
“phallus worshippers” of the RV. apparently the aborigines are meant 
and it has been generally asserted that the people of the Indus Civili¬ 
zation also were the followers of this cult.” The term *‘linga”, 
however, appears first in the Sveta^vatara Upani^d which says that 
I^ana presides over every yoni and here the “linga” is directly 
affiliated to the god Siva,^' but Bhandarkar is not sure whether this 
should be regarded as a characteristic of the worship of Siva in the 
days of the Upanisads.” He further states that even in the days of 
Patanjali and Wema Kadphises such a worship was unknown.” By 
the time of the Mbh., however, it had already won its way into the 
orthodox Hindu Cult,.” The Mathura Pillar Inscription of 380-1 a.d. 

shows that lihgas in honour of Upanite^vara and Kapile^vara (i.e. with 
their portraits carved on the lihgas) were installed in the Teacher’s 
Shrine. These teachers belonged to the Lakull^a sect. Thus the 
existence of the lihga-worship appears to have existed in the 4th cent. 
a.d. connected particularly with the Lakuli4a Paiupatas.” 

In the Vayu, however, there is no mention of linga in connection 
with LakulHa, the last of the incarnations of Siva. There is, however, 
a separate chapter in the Purana devoted to the story of lihga. But 
the description of the linga given in this story does not allude to the 
physical fact of lihga being connected with the yoni and we are not sure 
whether we should see here in the lihga, “the phallus”. There is no 
doubt a reference to the upper and lower extremities of the lihga 
which Brahma and Vispu tried to reach but this does not establish that 
the lihga here means the “phallus”. The description of this lihga 
as a shining object enveloped with flames is significant in so far as 
we are reminded of fire out of which the lihga arose. There is a view” 
that the phallic emblem “grew naturally out of the sacrificial cult 

68. £7.21. 6 ff 
69. CHJ, 1. SS: cf. alio Keith, op. cit., 10; Bhandarkar. 115; Muir, OST, 
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and fastened klelf upon Rudra on account of his close association 
with Agni”. The author of this thesis quotes with approval references 
from the §. Br. in support of his theory and the Vayu evidence may be 
said to be equally confirming this view. 

The other references of the Purana to linga, however, suggest 
that linga meant a ‘phallus’ but still here there is no indication what¬ 
soever that it was an object of worship and the interpretation of this 
lifiga can be the same as the one found mentioned in the SvetS^vatara 
Upanisad. On the whole it can be stated that the Vayu does not know 
the worship of linga as such and consequently its material in this re¬ 
spect may be said to ante-date the age of the Guptas. 

Skanda-Karttikeya: The name Kumara occurs in the RV. and 
also in the Brahma^as denoting the god Agni and not Skanda.^^ The 
earliest reference to Skanda is found in the Ch. Up. where he is 
identified with Sanatkumara.’* The Atharva^iras Upanisad also men¬ 
tions the god Skanda. But in these references to Skanda we do not 
find him connected with Siva.” The Skanda of the great epic does 
not appear as a later addition but as a god rapidly increasing in im¬ 
portance. In the Paraskara Grhya Sutra we find the mention of a 
demon-cough in the form of a dog, named as Kumara.®® The same work 
again mentions Mahasena as a disease-demon and here Mahasena is 
an epithet of Skanda.*' His sonship is debated in the epic but his 
connection is not lost sight of. The story of his birth is narrated in 
the epic at length*® and it is considered to be an .earlier version than 
those generally found in the Puraipas as Siva does not find a place in 
the story.** In the Mbh. we do not find his name Subrahmanya 
mentioned,** nor does he figure there as a demon, though his followers 
are often said to be imps and disease-demons.** Patanjali mentions 
the images of Siva, Skanda and Vi^Skha as being worshipped in his 
time** and the Existence of the worship of this god seems to have 
developed further in the days of the Guptas.*’ The names of the 
Gupta emperors such as KumSragupta and Skandagupta are adduced as 
evidence indicating the flourishing state of the Saivite sect in which 
Skanda had entered as a pet deity. It should be noted that even the 
seven matrkas, the female attendants of the god, had become objects of 
worship in these days.** It may also be noted that the name Brahmanya 
of the god is mentioned in the Gupta inscriptions.** 

77. Rudra-Siva, 71. 78. IhU. 73. 79. IHQ, 7. 309 ff. 
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In the Vayu, though Skanda figures as the generalissimo of the gods, 
there is nothing to indicate that he and the Seven Mothers had be¬ 
come objects of worship. This, in addition to the fact that the name 
Brahmaiiya is not mentioned in our Purai^, suggests that the Vayu 
material is earlier than that of the Gupta inscriptions. The account 
of the birth of the god as given in our Purai^, however, shows that 
the Vayu version of the story is later than that of the epic. But the 
Vayu also connects the god with demons in a manner in which it is 
not found in the epics where more stress is laid on his being the 
military chief of the gods. It appears that this material reflects the 
condition of beliefs found in the Grhyasutra of Paraskara. 

Gane^a: In the Vedas we find Rudra with his hosts called the 
Ga^s whose leader was Gapapati. The Taittiriya Brahmai^ mentions 
a god Dantin along with Karttikeya and Nandi and it is probable that 
this Dantin was the same as the later elephant-faced god.** Besides 
the Ganas, Vinayakas are also associated with Rudra who himself is 
sometimes called Vinayaka. The Manava-Grhya-Sutra mentions four 
Vinayakas who were supposed to possess men and cause them evils and 
by the time of the Yajnavalkya-Smrti these four Vinayakas had be¬ 
come one Ganapati-Vinayaka.*' Ga^e^a is mentioned only at a few 
places in the Mbh. and he is not here the god Ga^e^a, for Vispu himself 
is mentioned as Ga^elvara.*^ It should be noted that the invocatory 
verse with which the epic begins, according to some MSS., has been 
omitted in the critical edition of the text.*’ 

There is no definite evidence of a Gane^a-cult in India before the 
5th cent. a.d. “There is a sculptural evidence of his popularity from 
the fifth century onwards, although no inscription has been found 
referring either to Gaiie^a or to Ganapati as a god until after the 
Gupta period”.*’ The first stage of Gane^a’s embryonic existence must 
have belonged to a far earlier period. The Mathura school yields 
us a comparatively early likeness of the deity which Foucher is 
inclined to regard as an archaic image-of Ga^ie^.** 

In the Vayu Siva often appears as attended upon by the Ga)^s, 
BhGtas and also by the Vinayakas; but the god Ganapati, Ga^e^ or 
Ganapati-Vinayaka does not at all figure in the Purana. The Purina* 
however, narrates a story of one Gane4a(also called Gane^vara, Ganapati) 
who appears to have two other names Nikumbha and K§emaka 
(the literal meaning of Ksemaka should be noted). This Ganeia was 
a follower of Siva who commanded him to bring about the expulsion 

90. Gxtty, Gatftia, 1-2. 
91. Bhandarkar, 147-8. 92. Hopkins, op. cit., 106, 206. 
93. Prologemtna. 94. Gitty, op. cit., 10. 
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of king Divodasa from the city of Varanasi. Here Gapeia appears to 
be a vegetation deity particularly popular with the lower order of 
the populace as suggested by the fact that a barber installed his image 
outside (or at ?) the city gates and it was worshipped particularly 
by women desiring male progeny. His popularity with the lower 
classes is further suggested by the fact that the king at first hesitated 
to offer worship to the deity and his desire being unfulfilled he calls 
the deity in anger hkutam (note the neuter). The place of worship 
is called the sthana of Ganapati. It is noteworthy that this Gane^ 
(Ksemaka) is also called Raksasa. 

The context of this story suggests its antiquity as it involves the 
ancient king Divodasa as a victim of Siva’s anger.** The features of 
Siva here show him as a god of the wild (for he had no dwelling) and 
comments on his nature by his mother-in-law suggest that he was 
a lord of the lowly and the paupers. The god Gaiie^a who was wor¬ 
shipped at the city-gates and whose image was installed by a barber 
and who is also mentioned as a Raksasa appears to have been a god 
originally of some aboriginal tribe. He was at first worshipped by 
the lower classes but later on, with the change of fortune in Rudra- 
Siva, he also entered upon the stage as one of the first order of divinities 
among the higher classes also. It is held that Gai^e^a was originally a 
kind of demon or “to put it more politely, a jungle genius’’.” Are 
we then to suppose that this Ga^e^, Ga^e^vara or Ganapati who had 
a name Ksemaka was a forerunner of the later Vighne^vara Gane^a ? 

We have already seen how Gane^ emerged as a divinity in about 
the 5th cent. a.d. and consequently the Vayu material has to be con¬ 
sidered as being considerably earlier. 

II. Vaisnavism and the other Sects 

Vai?pavi8m ; Visnu as a Sectarian God : There are but few hymns 
addressed to Vi^iju is the . but his personality is by no means un¬ 
important." In the Biiihmairias we find clear traces of his rise as 
a great god.” The name Narayana occurs in the S. Br. but there he is 
not in any way connected with Vispu'” and the conception of Narayana 
as the Supreme Being had already been evolved by the end of the 
BrShmana period.*®’ In the Taittirlya Aranvaka, however, we find 
the name NSraya^ja directly related to Visnu.'®* By the time of Papini 

96. Paroiter appear* to believe in it* hiitoricity thouph in a different connection. 
Cf> 263. The Mbh., it ehould be noted, mention* KumUi* and Nikumbha a* 
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Cf. Hopkins, op. dt., 133. . 97. Gbttv, Gape/c, Introduction p. ax. 
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the worship of Vasudeva had become well-known'®* and it appears*®^ 
that VSsudeva came to be identified with NSiSyara sometime after¬ 
wards, as in the Mbh. The evidence of the inscriptions found at 
Besnagar and Ghosundi in Rajputana suggest that the worship of the 
god Visudeva had already gathered a large following so that even the 
foreigners were attracted to it.'®* The NSrayanlya section of the 
Mbh. sheds more light on the problem but it is not necessary to state 
its details here.'®* It is in the Mbh. that we get a definite evidence 
for the identification of Visnu with Vasudeva. But still in many parts 
of the great epic we find a state of things in which the divinity of 
VIsudeva-Krsna was not generally acknowledged.'®* The story of 
Krsi^’s boyhood in Gokula was unknown till about the beginning 
of the Christian era'®* and the Harivarii^ is probably the earliest 
authority on the matter.'®* 

The Vayu information no doubt testifies to the worship of Vasu- 
deva-Krsi^a in whose connection the story of the incarnations of Vis^u 
is narrated in the Puraiia. There is a reference in the Purana to 
the five great men of the family of Krsna, but here the term Vyuba 
is not used and we are not sure whether that is to be understood 
by implication, thus suggesting that our Purana knew of the doctrine 
of VyQhas of the Pancaratra school."® The Vayu again alludes to the 
cowherd god, a fact which brings down the antiquity of the chapters 
containing it, at least to the beginning of the Christian era. But we 
have to note in this connection that the Vayu does not further develop 
the idea probably because it thinks the matter to be within the purview 
of the Harivarhia with which it has much resemblance in certaiii 
respects. 

Incarnations of the god Visixu: The habit of thought which 
identifies one god with another is refiected in the Vedas though they 
had not arrived at the conception of the incarnation of a god.'" The 
names Matsya, KOrma, Varaha, Nrsiihha and the Dwarf (Vamaua) as 
manifestations of the divine are known to the Brahmaips but here 
they are not—excepting the Dwarf—identified with Vis^iu and are, on 
the other hand, identified with Prajapati, the Creator."* The idea 
that a creator god appears in an animal form is certainly pre-epic."* 
Tortoise as a representation of Brahman is mentioned in the S. Br."* 
and the Fish and the Boar manifestations first belonged to Brahma. 
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The Boar incarnation is not that of Visnu but of brahma in the older 
Ramayaiu and the gods do not at first recognise the Boar-form of 
Visnu at all.”* Th idea of incarnation is best expounded in the Gita 
where it is stated : ‘‘Whenever there is a decline of the Law, O Bharata, 
and an increase in inequity, then I put forth myself (in a new birth). 
For the rescue of the pious and the destruction of the evil-doers 
for the establishment of the Law I am born in every age.” (iv, 7 f.). 
The Mbh. has no systematic account of the avataras and even in the 
Harivam^a the list is not that of the later ten.”* The Narayanlya 
section of the Mbh. gives first a list of six incarnations and after a 
short interval it refers to the ten avataras of the god.*” It is stated 
that the later epic alone has the ten avataras but that they are not 
always the same. In short, the theory of avataras is still developing 
in the epic which represents only a stage in brief where the factors 
were still not fixed.”* Among the seven original avataras the form of 
boar, man-lion, dwarf and tortoise were the foremost, the three 
remaining may have been fish, Rama and Krsna, It is only in the 
later epic that JSmadagnya Rama figures as an avatara, and the Hari- 
vam^a mentions his function as an avatara, viz., the annihilation of 
Kartavirya Arjuna. It should be noted that in the early portions of 
the Rimayapa, Rama is only a great hero and not a god.”* 

The Vtyu gives the number of avataras as ten but its list of these 
ten is peculiar. It does not include Varaha, Matsya and Kurma in the 
list and these are the well-known incarnations of the god in the 
Purinas and also in the later epic.’*® The curse of Bhrgu mentions 
seven “descents” of the god and not ten and it appears that the 
original text had seven incarnations. The fact that one Ms. omits 
the names of Marndhata and Jamadagnya Rama is' also significant, for 
the former is rarely known as an avatara of Visnu and the latter 
appears as an incarnation only in the later epic. Again there is an 
explanation in the Purana which purports to classify the incarnation 
into two categories, viz., 'i) heavenly (ii) earthly, and this tends to 
confirm the suggestion, already made, that the original Purira knew 
only the seven incarnations which was probably the case also with 
the Mbh.’*' 

The Conception of the Triad ; “Though the BV. does not con¬ 
tain the conception of a supreme spirit manifested in three forms 
(trimOrti) which is the doctrine of Trinity, it contains elements which 
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have contributed to form that belief”. Agni, in the Vedic literature, 
is stated to have three forms and in connection with the ritual we find 
the three-fold character of the sacrificial fire sometimes referred to.’“ 
Thus the earliest triad is that of the fires.’*® In the Maitrayau! 
Upani^d, Brahma, Rudra and Visnu appear as forms (tanavah) of 
the Absolute which itself is incorporeal and again are declared to cor¬ 
respond respectively with the rajas, tamas and sattva aspects of the 
Absolute.'** “The union of the three highest gods into a trinity forms 
no part of the epic belief”^ and the trinitarian doctrine is recognised 
only in one late epic passage ; others do not really imply it and the 
aim of the later epic poets is to equalise Krsna-Visnu and Siva as two 
aspects of God rather than to establish a trinity or reconcile militant 
factors.'*® The Harivatn^a, however, seems to have known the doctrine 
of trinity and by the time of Kalidasa it had become quite well- 
known.'*® 

The Vayu shows traces of the doctrine of trinity and these portions 
may be supposed to fall in line with the Harivam^a. Our Purai^, 
however, does not indicate too much of sectarian preference as is often 
the case in later literature,'*® for in one case we find Brahma as the 
Creator whose other forms are there mentioned to be MaheSvara and 
Narayaria, 

The Cult of the Sun-god : Adoration of the Sun-god was a common 
practice with the Vedic Aryans; and we find in the Brahmanas that 
offerings were made to the Sun for the removal of sins.'*® The Chh. 
Up., however, refers to Devaki-putra Krsna as a disciple of Ghora 
Angirasa, a priest of the Sun.'** But we have, however, no definite 
evidence from the Vedic literature on a special sect of Sun-god. 
Kautilya refers to the temples of other deities but not that of the Sun. 
In the Gupta age the prevalence of Sun-worship was known and prac¬ 
tised and references to temples of the god are found from the in¬ 
scriptions of the Gupta period.'*® There is evidence to testify to 
the existence of the Sun-cult in Gujarat before the 5th cent. a.d. 
and it continued in the subsequent period also.'*' Varahamihira tells 
us that the installation and consecration of the images and temples of 
the Sun should be caused to be made by the Magas and it appears that 
in his days the Magas were the special priests of the Sun-god.'** Thus 
it has been concluded that the cult of the sun-god was introduced into 
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India from Persia and the construction of the temples of the god, 
alluded to above, was also due to foreign influence.'” The Bhavisya 
Purana contains a legend which too implies this.'” There also existed 
a school for the exclusive worship of the Sun known by the name of 
Sauras, whose existence in South India in the days of Saihkarachirya'” 
can be inferred from the information of Anandagiri who brings him 
into contact with the followers of that sect.'” This sect appears to 
have evolved a theology of its own, but the system docs not contain 
even the remotest allusion to a temple of the Sun and appears to have 
no connection with the cult of that god as it prevailed in Northern 
India. 

Most of the Vayu information on the matter merely alludes to the 
adoration of the god and does not suggest an existence of a cult in 
honour of that deity. The story of Yajnavalkya appears to have some 
significance in this connection but the myths told about the origin 
of the Vajasaneya school of Yajurveda (whose founder Yajnavalkya 
was), occurring in various ancient Sanskrit works do not clearly imply 
that they were particularly devoted to a cult, as such, of the Sun-god, 
though that god figures prominently in these myths.'” The Vayu, 
however, appears to suggest their connection with the worship of the 
Sun but it is not clear on this point. The reference to the temple of 
the Sun-god at Vayupura, also called Pavanapura, and the four tanks 
at that place, of which the tank of the Sun (Surya-kupda) was one, 
suggest that the prevalence of Sun-worship is here implied. It should 
be noted that the Purana, in connection with the same Vayupura, 
refers elsewhere to Vadavas as inhabiting the place whose customs 
are stated to be ‘'many and varied”. This reference to their customs 
appears somewhat unusual, and are we to infer from this that they 
were a foreign people akin probably to the Magas mentioned by 
Varahamihira ? The text of the Puraiia is here confusing, a part of it 
having been omitted in some Mss., (Cf. No. 1422 App.), and it is 
not clear whether the above reference should be taken to be a genuine 
text of the Purina or a later interpolation. This much, however, 
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can be stated that the worship of the Sun>god in temples is known 
from the VSyu and that this worship probably had nothing to do with 
the Saura system which prevailed in the south in the days of iSamkarl- 
carya, i.e. in the eighth century a.d. 

It is not clear whether the Vayu information that the Riksasas 
named YatudhXnas were the followers of the Sun-god should make us 
infer that they were the worshippers of the god ; and we have no 
information of that kind available for the present from other ancient 
sources so as to confirm the same. 

Ajivas : The central figure in the history of the Ajfvikas is Man- 
khali Gosala whose teaching served to supply a philosophic basis to 
the Ajivika religion.’** He was originally a disciple of Mahavira and 
lived with his teacher for six years practising the most austere asceti¬ 
cism. After that period, however, a dispute arose between them 
out of a very trifling matter and Gosala separated himself from Maha- 
vtra and set up a religious system of his own.'*® These Ajivikas, as is 
evidenced by the Jaina and Buddhist canonical works, were naked 
ascetics and had Sravasti as their headquarters.'*' The sect continued 
to flourish in later times and had gained considerable following in the 
days of the Mauryas. There are three cave inscriptions of A^oka at 
Barabar in the Gaya Dist,'** which record the dedication of cave-dwell¬ 
ings for the use of the Ajivikas who “went about naked and were 
noted for ascetic practices of the most rigorous kind.”'** The Seventh 
Pillar Edict of A^oka mentions them with Brahmins and Jainas.'** The 
grandson of A4oka, Da^aratha, had bestowed on the sect caves in 
NagarjunI hills.'*® Kern and BOhler had opined that the sect of the 
Ajivikas was a subdivision of the Bhagavatas but the view bad been 
ably refuted by D. R. Bhandarkar.'** The further existence of the 
sect in the 5th and 7th centuries a.d. is testified by references to them 
by Varahamihira and in the Harsa-carita,'** but the subsequent in¬ 
formation about them becomes more scrappy and they are sometimes 
confused with the Buddhists and Jains. After about the 14th cent. a.d. 

we hear of them no more.'** 

The history of Buddhism and Jainism is well-known and their 
history need not be sketched here. 
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The VSyu' mentions the Ajivas as a people who hsd PiiScas as 
their deities and the mention of Caityavrk^as in the same connection is 
significant. It is not certain whether by these Ajivas the Purina means 
the people who followed the Ajivika sect or understands by the name 
all the heterodox sects who were oppposed to the orthodox religion. 
The reference to nagnas in a different context suggests that by that 
term the Purina understands all these hostile non-Brahmanical sects 
known to it. This portion of the text (i.e. Sraddha chapters ) is assigned 
by Hazra to 3rd century a.d. He states further : “The contempt shown 
to these religious sects could be possible only when their religions were 
in a decadent state”.It should be noted that the Vayu speaks very 
highly of ascetics in general and uses the technical words peculiar to the 
religious doctrines of Buddhism. It is not clear, however, whether the 
use of these words suggests that the faith of the Buddhists was not quite 
unknown’*® or whether all these references should be taken to be 
complimentary to the religion of the Buddhists which would appear 
rather un-PurSpic. 
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CHAPTER V 

YUGAS AND THE SYSTEM OF CHRONOLOGY 

The Kalpa; So far as our knowledge goes we do not find Kalpa 
being mentioned in the Vedic literature. The belief in the periodical 
creation and destruction of the world is no doubt found in the AV. 
(X. 8, 39, 40). The early Buddhist canonical works often mention 
Kappa in the sense of aeons or cycles of time. They mention three 
principal aeons, viz., Mabakalpa, Asahkheyakalpa and Antarakalpa.' 
Here Kappa is also related to the cosmic life. An early Jaina canonical 
work, namely the Uttaradhyayana, refers to Kalpa but there the con¬ 
ception of Kalpa signifies only centuries of years and not a fabulously^ 
lengthy range of time.* The Gita is well aware of a Kalpa which 
meant a length of time commencing from the period of creation tO' 
that of destruction. “At the expiration of a Kalpa, O son of KuntI, 
all entities enter my nature and at the beginning of a Kalpa I again 
bring them forth.” This is what Krsna says to Arjuna.* The Mbh. 
connects ‘Yuga’ with Kalpa and at one place it mentions that 12,000 
Yugas make a Kalpa. It also refers to “past Kalpa*’But the great 
epic does not much elaborate on the point. “Even the pseudo-epic 
does not have such calculations as are found in the Harivaih4a and 
the Purai>a8...The earlier calculation is that of 12,000 years making a day 
of Brahman... An insert at 52, 51,41 says that 3,600,000 years pass while 
Visniu sleeps...Unless specially restricted, the years are to be calculated 
as human years, and probably till the period of later epic...as well as 
by the pseudo-epic the only period known was the Yuga-comple^ "of 
twelve thousand years. Then a thousand such were made into a day of 
Brahman, and with the introduction of Manvantaras in the later epic 
8peculation,*thi8 was replaced by astronomical calculations.”®...The 
Manu-smrti, however, says that 12,000 four-yuga periods make a Yuga 
of gods and one thousand of such Yugas of gods make a day or night 
of Brahma. But in this connection it does not refer to the Manvan¬ 
taras at all, though it refers later on to “innumerable Manvantaras.’’* 
It appears that the Manu-smrti is not aware of a standardized system of 
“chronology” connecting the three concepts of Kalpas, Manvantaras- 
and Yugas. Wilson shows that two systems of calculations regarding- 
the duration of Kalpa are observable in the Purlpas, the original and 
the simple one indicating that a Kalpa was equal to 1000 great ages 
and the later calculation had incorporated into it the conception of 
Manvantaras also.^ 

1. Davids and Williams, Pali~Bngluh DUHomry, see Kappa. 
2. SBE, 45.16. 3. IM. 8.82. 4. SOrbnsen, 378. 
5. HopKisa, EpU Mythology. l%-7. 6. 1.71-81. 
7. Vifpu Purgfut, Trantlation, 24 fh, 6. 
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The VSyu Infonnation on the Kalpas is definitely very elaborate, 
more elaborate than that obtaining in the early Buddhist and Jaina 
works as also in the Mbh. and the Manu>smrti referred to above. But 
even here certain stages are observable. For at one place we find the 
duration of a Kalpa as one thousand four yuga-periods; and in the 
same context the number of Kalpas is ten. But at another place there 
is much of fanciful scheming for there we find the number of Kalpas 
as 33 and the names of some of these Kalpas are derived from terms in 
music. Again, here the duration of Kalpa is stretched to a fabulously 
lengthy period of time. Besides, the names of Kalpas in this narra* 
tion do not include the Varaha Kalpa which is narrated in the former 
case. Thus the Vayu material shows two distinct stages in its in¬ 
formation. The first stage is indicated in the purely cosmological 
setting of the Purina while the second is found in connection with 
Siva. It might be stated here that the first stage falls chronologically 
in a line with the later portion of the great epic, the latter belonging 
to a much later period. 

The Manvantaras : The patronymics Vaivasvata, Sivarni and Saih- 
varana of Manu occur in the Vedic literature" but we do not find 
Manvantaras mentioned in the Vedas. The Buddhist canonical works, 
though they refer to Kalpas in their ideas of aeons or cycles of time, 
do not mention the Manvantaras. The same is the case with the early 
works of the Jaina faith. Though Kautilya mentions Yuga in his 
'divisions of time’ he is silent on the Manvantara and Kalpa. The 
Gltl mentions four ancient Manus, but another construction is also 
put on the passage containing the reference." The Mbh. gives some 
information on the Manvantaras though its information is not certain 
on the number of Manvantaras which is occasionally nfcntioned as 
four, seven or fourteen.’® The epic alludes to names of Manvantaras 
such as the Vaivasvata, Caksusa and the Svarocisa. It should be noted 
that the Clksusa Manvantara is mentioned as being the sixth one." 
The Manu-smrti refers to ?vlanvantaras being innumerable'" and does 
not mention their number and here the commentator KullQka puts it 
in his gloss that fourteen is the number known in the Purlpas and the 
expression ‘‘innumerable*’ should be taken to signify the endless 
process of creation and destruction. The Smrti, however, mentions 
seven to be the number of the Manvantaras'" and whatever be the 
interpretation of KullQka, the number fourteen of the Manvantaras had 
not become a matter of common knowledge at the time of the com¬ 
pilation of this Smtti. Kulloka’s gloss, however, suggests that in 

8. Vtd.Ind.,2A2i. 9. SBE, 9. 96. 
10. Hopkins, op. cit., 201. 202. 222. 11. TKd. 36. 174, M2, 81,85,«, 201. 
12. Cf. MAHvatarApi 1.80. 13. 1.62-3. 
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his days the PurSms were regarded as authoritative works on the 
question of Manvantaras. 

It should be noted that the description of Manvantaras is one of the 
five characteristics of a Purina and it is on this ground that a particular 
Purina is often considered by scholars to be ‘ancient’. Whether the 
Purinic tradition in its floating stage conformed to these characteristics 
is a problem still to investigated. Judged from the contents of the 
Mbh., our Purina definitely shows an advanced stage of information 
on the question of the Manvantaras. The Manvantaras are introduced 
in the scheme of chronology only in the later portion of the epic. Thus 
the Pu»9a scheme of chronology, namely that of the Yugas, Manvantaras 
and Kalpas must be supposed to be a post-epic development though 
its exact antiquity cannot be fixed at this stage of our researches. 

The Units of Measurement of Time : In the S. Br. we have the 
following divisions of time: 15 idants — etarhi15 etarkis = kfipra •, 
15 kfipras = muhurta ; 15 muhurtas — day or night; 15 days=half month... 
Here the year is the highest unit of the measurement of time. The Yuga, 
Manvantara and Kalpa are not mentioned in this connection at all.'^ 
The Artha^astra of Kautilya mentions the following divisions of time, 
in order: trufi, lava, nimefa, kSfthS, kala, nalika, muhurta, forenoon, 
afternoon, day, night, pakfa, month, rtu, ayana, year (samvatsara) and 
yuga.'* Kaufilya’s ‘Yuga’ is equal to five years.'* He, however, 
does not mention Manvantara or Kalpa. An early Jaina canonical 
work, namely, the Kalpasutra, mentions stoka, k^a^, lava, muh&rta, 
nadika, samaya, etc., as divisions of time.’^ The Manu-smrti, however, 
gives the following units of the measurement of time :—18 nimefas» 

kSffhS’, 30 kSffhSs = kala i 30 kalSs = mtdiurta •, 30 muhurtas day and 
night. The context also makes references to Kalpas and Manvantaras 
and to ‘days’ of the manes and gods.'* 

’ ''' It will be obvious that the Vayu material of calculations regarding 
the divisions of time closely resembles that of the Manu-smfti, the 
only difference being that in the Vayu 15 nimefas make a* kdfthS while 
in Manu 18 nimefas are said to be equal to a hdffhd. 

The Yugas : The term ‘Yuga’ occurs in the ^V. in the s^nse of 
generation. To the four ages there is no reference in the Vedic litera¬ 
ture though the four names are mentioned as designations of the throws 
at dice. The four ages Pu§ya, Dvapara, Kharvi and Krta are mentioned 
in the BrShma^a and Dvapara in the Gopatha *Brdhma9a. 
The name Kali occurs in the Vedic literature but it is not clear 
whether there it signifies the name of a Yuga.'* Thus there is no definite 
evidence for the existence of the Yuga-system of chronology in the 

U. SfiS. M.mit. 15. Trow., 133 ff. 16. /M. 135. 
17. BBS, 22.262. 18. 5H8,25.20-4. 19. Jfrf., 2.1«2«3. 
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Vedic literature. We do not know if the JStakas were aware of such 
a system. Kautilya, however, knew a Yuga of five years which he con¬ 
nects with a regular system of computation {of time. The early Jaina 
canonical work, named BhagavatIsQtra, the composition of which is 
assigned to a period of about 300 B.c.,*" mentions the four Yugas and 
further evolves them into its own elaborate system of chronology. 
It should be noted that this work refers to two kinds of Yugas, viz., 
the great Yugas (mahayuga) and the small Yugas {kfudra-yuga).*' 
The expression ‘Yuga’ occurs also in the Hathigumpha inscription of 
Kharavela but scholars have often taken it to signify ‘a pair’.** The 
Manu-smrti mentions Yuga in a familiar tone and its Yuga is different 
from that of Kautilya. It mentions all the four Yugas and shows 
awareness of the Manvantaras and Kalpas connected with its Yuga.** 
The Mbh. is familiar with the four Yugas though it is not so advanced 
on the whole scheme of chronology formed of Yugas, Manvantaras 
and Kalpas. In the epic, Krsna is said to represent the four Yugas.** 
The durations of the four Yugas are the same as they appear in the 
Puranas.** As an entity. Time is subdivided into four ages—the Yugas 
and according to Hopkins—“Of these only one is mythologically 
important. Krta, the perfect age, is no more personified than are the 
other time-divisions, nor is the succeeding Treta age of more mytholo¬ 
gical worth while Dvapara appears on the stage only with Kali, the 
last of the ages.’’ Kali is here described to be the “bad present 
age.’’** Jamadagnya Rama is stated to have lived in the Treta or in 
the period between Treta and Dvapara ages.** Vi^vamitra, the rival 
of Vasi^tha, too, is said to have lived in the same period.** There are 
two 6pic Kalis, however, one the musical demi-god, son of Muni, and 
the other the time-spirit of evil. The latter figures considerably in 
the great epic. It signifies the “wheel of time’’, the “fatal time’’, 
and sometimes is the same as “plain destruction’’ and even appears 
incorporated in all destructive kings. It appears as a human personage 
in the history of Nala. “As the fiend of the dice Kali is then playing 
only the part of his general character. In the great gambling scene 
of the epic he plays no part afall*’.** In the Gupta inscriptions we find 
that the PurSpic view of the Yugas seems to have been known, for 
they mention the Krta as the perfect age, though the Kali is not ex¬ 
pressly mentioned.** 
Ir....... '-----__ 

20. C^RPBNTiBR, Introduction to his edition of UttarSdkyayana* 
21. Agamcdaya SamiU Edition, 744, 958, 964. I am indebted to Mr. M. N. 

DsaRtr^DB for this information. 

22* Barua, Old Brghmi Jnteriptiont, 1, 20,41, 44. I am indebted to Dr. Mbhbn* 
DA1.B for kindly supplymg me this information. 

23. I 61ff. 24. Hopkins, Ob. cit., 217. 2S. Ibid. 15^. 26. J6fA 76. 
27. IiU.2\U. 28. IbU.m. 29. JHd.%-1. 30. BDCRJ,2.\bZ, 
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Paroitbr says that the Yuga reckoning, as is found in the Pui^oas, 
appears to have an historical basis though later speculations elaborate 
it into an amazing yet precise scheme of cosmogony. The repeated re¬ 
ference to the application of the theory of four ages only to Bharatavarsa 
(and not to the whole world ) suggests that originally the ‘Yuga’ had 
nothing to do with cosmogony.’* It should be noted in this connection 
that ‘Yuga’ in the means “generation” and it is probable that some 
crude era was known in the Vedic times. The fact that Kautilya 
refers to a secular mode of reckoning a Yuga is significant. His ‘Yuga’ 
was of five years, a fact clearly attested in the Vayu Purapa. The 
Vedic “generation” may have been subsequently treated as being 
equivalent to the period taken by the four Yugas of the secular scale. 
The Purina further seems to emphasize that Yuga formed the central 
feature of its chronological system for Time, when personified, refers 
only to “Yuga” and not to “Manvantara” and “Kalpa” which means 
that the latter had been incorporated into the scheme only subsequently. 
But even this incorporation had taken place before the final edition 
of the Mbh., if not before the compilation of the Manu-smrti, both of 
which testify to the system of chronology of Yugas, Manvantaras and 
Kalpas. We are told that the chapters of our Purana which deal with 
these details were composed in the period about the 3rd century a.d.,” 

—a conclusion which corresponds closely to the observations made 
above. The fact that in this portion of the Purana there should be no 
reference to the Yuga of five years is significant. 

The Names of the Four Yugas : We have stated above that the 
four Yugas, as such, were not known in the Vedic period and later the 
Jatakas are silent on them. The earliest literary evidence on them 
is, however, found in the Jaina canonical work noted above it and 
is striking that Kautilya mentions a Yuga—(which we have called a 
secular Yuga) but not the four Yugas. It appears that in his time the 
four-yuga period was not a secular one and die four Yugas had been 
elaborated into a cosmogonic scheme which it was not his business to 
refer to. The Mbh., however, knows all the four Yugas with the 
same characteristics in which they appear in the Purana and the 
Manu-sm|ti shows the same. 

The Descriptions of the Yugas : We are not in a position for the 
present to assume that the description of the Kita, Treti and Dvapara 
ages have any historical significance. These descriptions are given 
above in order that probably thby may be found of some use for 

31. AIHT,ilS, G. Bose haa discuited the different eras found ia the Purists in 
hie ** Pnrina-Praveia ’* 'wbioh unfortunately it written in the Bengali language. He has, 
no doubt, given e aummary oi hia views on the matter in JRASB, 1939, 5.74 ff. but 
hit viewa are one>aided, to far as hia summary goes, and it cannot he used for dw 
present .diMUsshMU We have deliberately refrained from diacuHion sddoh involves 
kaowledfs of astronomy. 32. Hassa, 16. 
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subsequent investigation. The Krta age, as a perfect age, was known to 
the Mbh. and to the Dharnia>43stra works in general and the concept 
had its origin long before the age df the final edition of the Mbh. 
The notion was popular in the age of the Guptas—i.e. in the fourth and 
fifth centuries a.d.—for this is the only Yuga actually mentioned by 
name in the inscriptions of this period.^ The Mbh. has not got such 
an elaborate description" as is found in the Vayu and we are not 
sure whether on this ground we should assign that Vayu portion to a 
later date. The same holds good as regards the description of the 
Dvapara age for the Vayu material, in this respect, is peculiar to it and 
is not found in the Mbh." 

The case of the description of the Kali age is, however, different. 
Some scholars have seen a historical significance into it, thinking that 
the PurSnas are herein depicting an actual state of facts existing in 
the times when the chapters containing such description had been in¬ 
corporated into the Puranas." It should, however, be noted that such 
descriptions are common to many Purapas" and that they probably 
suggest a common source of the information. The Mbh. also indulges 
in similar description and its description of the incarnation of Kalki, on 
its own authority, is based on the Vayu Purina." Hazsa has brought 
much evidence to bear upon these passages. He says that the evidence 
of the Buddhist literature also confirms what is described in the 
PurSnas. “The similarity between the two accounts is very great. 
In numerous cases what the PurSnas formulate, the jStakas seem 
to illustrate. This striking agreement between the two accounts proves 
that they are not so imaginary as we may take them to be, but have 
some historical value,’’” According to him the state of society re¬ 
flected in these descriptions belongs to the period before 200 a.d. 

“In spite of the obvious exaggeration, this description refers to 
the disintegration of the social fabric, on account of the vigour of 
Buddhism from the time of ASoka Maurya, the position of the Bodras 
as kings and perhaps also as high state oflicers, and the settlement of 
die immoral and casteless nomads, viz., the Sakas, Pahlavas and 
Abhiras.’’” Though there is some justification in what Ha^a has 
argued, still, we have to bear in mind that there is much of wishful 
thinking in this description and so far as the details of this description 
are concerned, we are not prepared to attach any historical importance 
to them. 

33. aDCia,2.m. 34. SAbsmbsm, 639. 35. /Uil. 283*4. 
36. G« Boss refers to *Soekl order in the Kell 'jfugs’ but does not develop the ides 

further^ Cf. JMASB^ 1939, 5, 7S<^; cf« sUo Hazra, 208 If. where he hss disottsed the 
psftlbleOii in deUilt. 

37. lUSk 38« Cf. SditSNSiN, 377 end op. eit,, 218; 
39* P*212. 40. P. 210. 



CHAPTER VI 

TOWNS. VILLAGES AND DWELLINGS 

I. Towns and Villages 

The Origin of the Communal Settlements: “We really know 
nothing whatever of the dwelling-places of men other than caves during 
Quarternary times; the first traces of huts built in the open appear 
with mesolithic industries.”' Palaeolithic Man was primarily a cave- 
dweller, a nomad and a hunter. “The palaeolithic age was characterised 
by a purely hunting culture,...by a semi-nomadic way of life in which 
the only permanent forms of habitation were caves and rock-shelters. 
The men of the neolithic culture, on the other hand, followed a 
settled way of life in huts and villages, practising agriculture and the 
breeding of domestic animals...”^ It should be noted that the neolithic 
age had followed a great change of climate which resulted from the 
passing of glacial conditions and the emergence of northern Europe 
from the great ice-sheets that had covered it. This is how the pre¬ 
historians tell us about the origin of the fixed habitation of man and 
the rise of the village organisation. 

The description found in the Vayu with regard to the same topic is 
really very striking.’ The emphasis on climate which, according to 
our text, forced man to resort to fixed dwelling is certainly interesting. 
It should be noted, again, that the rise of civilization, according to 
the theory known to the Vayu, had taken root in the Treta age. The 
analogy, however, should not be stretched too far, for the preceding 
description in the context does not show an orderly and clear way of 
thinking over the matter. But still we have to admit that the descrip¬ 
tion is striking as considered with the findings of pre-historians. 

Different Terms used for Communal Settlement: “Upto the pre¬ 
sent no evidence has been found that the city of Mohenjo-daro was 
protected either by wailing or by fortifications”.’ It is not certain, 
howrever, whether stone fortifications were known to the Aryans of the 
$V.* The village probably consisted of a certain number of houses 
built near each other for purposes of mutual defence, perhaps sur¬ 
rounded by a hedge or other protection against wild beasts or enemies. 

1. Jacqubs De Morgan, Prehistorie Man, 154. 
2. Dawson, Tk$ Agt tf th* Gods, 45; cf. also Kbith-Hbndbrson, Prehistorie Man, 

in tf. 
3. Cf. also Dikshitar, The Mattya Purina, A Study, lOI ft. where he quotes the 

text of die Btaboriode Purina whidi is almoet the same as that of the VSyu. 
4. Mackay, Mohenjo-daro, 1.282. Cf. aleo fn. 2 and also p. 9 where MARSHAtx 

asye that peraonalljr he "sees no aufficisstt reason at present for this supposition.** 
5. CSI, 1.99. 
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Indra in the ^IV. is often described as destroying hundreds of strong, 
holds of the Dasyus, called “Pur”. But this “Pur” according to 
Keith was no more than a mere earthwork fortification.' P. K. Acharya, 

however, says that the Vedic Indians “were not ignorant of stone 
forts, walled cities, stone houses and brick edifices.”^ The canonical 
books of the Buddhists more elaborately refer to the arrangement of 
villages, towns and forts.' Here we find gama, nigama, kula and 
nagaraka often mentioned.' The early Jaina texts also refer to 
settlements such as ghofa, kheta, kharvata, gr&ma, palU, pattana, 
samvSha, uagara and matamba.'° Kautilya refers to four [kinds of 
forts, viz., water fortification, mountainous fortification, desert and 
forest fortifications." The two epics also furnish us copious de¬ 
scriptions about towns and forts, though they do not give us structural 
details about the same. There are nine Puranas which have treated 
the subject more systematically (the Vayu is not one of them). The 
Matsya Purina has eight chapters entirely devoted to the subject of 
architecture and sculpture" and it mentions as many as eighteen teachers 
of Vastu Sastra." The Brhatsaihhita of Varahamihira has five chapters 
“wherein both architecture and sculpture are treated with a masterly 
hand”." Acharya says that Varahamihira might have based his in¬ 
formation on the Manasara which is the standard treatise on the subject 
handed down to us. But the date.of this compilation is a moot point 
though it might probably be assigned to the period anterior to that 
of Varahamihira." This work refers to eight kinds of fortified cities, 
viz., the Nagaraf royal and ordinary), Pura, Nagarl, Kheta, Kharvata, 
Kubjaka and Pattana and also eight kinds of forts." 

It would thus be obvious that the material of the Vayu is certainly 
earlier than that of the Matsya and antedates Varahamihira. It does 
not know at all the eight kinds of durgas and nowhere shows any 
knowledge of a standard treatise on the subject such as the Manasira. 
Its material, however, shows closer resemblance with that of Kautilya, 

.though the details of the four kinds of durgas given by the VSyu 
,do not agree with those mentioned by Kautilya. It should be noted 
that the Vayu information is not so systematic, elaborate and clear 
as that of Kautilya, a fact which may make us infer that our PurSoa 
has handed down to us a material which probably belongs to a 

6. IbU.; cf. alto Ved. Ind., 1. 538. 
7. BitUtry Indian Arehiteemr$; cf. alao Dab. ftgvedie Cvliurn ; cf. also Mbhta, 

317 ff. 
8. P. K. Acharya, Arthiteelure ef MdnasSra, 4. Preface, xlvUl; Ibid, xlia ; ef. 

also Rhys Davids, 96 aod CHI,\X, 616. 
9. Cf. CHI, 1.200 ff.;. Radha Kumuda Mookerji, Hindu CivUiMutUu, 299. 

|0. I4M. 300-1. 11. Traos., 56 ff. 
12. Acharya, op^ cit., aad cf, also Ducshiyar, op. oit., 105. 13. Ibid, 
1^. Acharya, op. cit., 11. ' IS. Ibid, Ivi. 16. Ibid, 95, 
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period anterior to that of Kautilya, though it cannot claim an antiquity 
as high as that of the Vedas. 

Units of Measurement of Distance: Anguli, 'finger-breadth’ 
is mentioned as the ‘lowest measure’ in the S. 6r.'^ The term 
‘PrSdeia’ also frequently occurs in the Brahmanas as a measure of 
length equivalent to a ‘span’.’* Of ‘Vitasti', however, there is no men¬ 
tion in the Vedic literature. The word ‘Aratni* which primarily means 
‘elbow’ is frequently met with '.from the ^V. onwards as denoting 
a measure of length (‘ell’ or ‘cubit’), showing the distance from 
the elbow to the tip of the hand.'* The exact length is nowhere given 
in the early texts. The term *Ratni’ is mentioned in the 
BrShmana and is a corruption of ‘Aratni’.*^ *Dhanus\ 'Hasta' and 
*Kifku' are not mentioned in the Vedic texts as units of measurement, 
though ‘Yojana occurs very frequently in the RV. and in later works 
as a measure of distance but there is no reference defining its real 
length. l<ater, it is reckoned at four Kroias or about nine miles. It is 
also calculated at 8 Kroias or 18 miles and the estimate of 2 miles is also 
found.*' The Pancavim^a Brahmana mentions ‘Gavyuti' as a measure 
of distance.** The Taittiriya Saihhita mentions another measure 
of distance, namely, 'Baku' which is often mentioned in the Sutras.** 
This *Bdhu’ may be the same as 'Hasta'. The S. Br. mentions ‘Pada’ 
also as a measure of length.** The Jatakas seem to refer to other 
measures of distance as used in their time in Eastern India. Here 
we find references to ‘sticks' and ‘ropes' used for the purposes of 
surveying the land.** Kautilya, however, is more elaborate about his 
measurements of distance,** and it is unnecessary to repeat the whole 
thing here. Fleet, however, says that the Artha^astra "presents its 
table of measures of length in a somewhat disjoined form owing to the 
various parenthetical excursions into special subsidiary measures.”** 

The Vayu has two tables regarding the measures of distance. It is 
clear that it shows the tables in a more systematic form than what 
can be made out from the Vedic literature. As compared with Kautilya, 
however, the first table of Vayu is more antiquarian in its contents ; 
for the Vayu had not then advanced to such minute measures of dis¬ 
tance as the atoms, Ukfa, yarn, etc., which are found in the Artha- 
ilstra.** It should be noted that these minute measures are not, so far 
as our knowledge goes, mentioned in the Vedic literature. Again the 
Viyu does not mention the ‘R^jju' (tope) and ‘Da^a' (stick) which are 
found as measures in the Jatakas and also in the Artha^stra.** It should 
be further noted that ‘Gavyuti', which occurs in the Vedic literature 

17. F«l./«!.. 2.511. 18. Ibid. 50. 19. Ibid. 1.34. 20. Ibid.2.\99. 
21. JM.196. 22. Ibid. 1.223. 23. Ibid. 2.60. 24. lUd. 1.516. 
25. Pick, 148-50; cf. site fa. 1 on p. 149; cf. alto Muta, 143-4. 
26. Traofc, 131-3. 27. 1912,331. 28. Op.cit., 131. 29. JW. 133, 
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and in the VSyu is not mentioned by Kaufilya. The second table, 
however, shows closer resemblance with the information of Kautilya 
on the same subject. But this table is more elaborate in regard to 
minute measures of distance than Kautilya and probably shows traces 
of a later age. Here we find 'Da^da' also mentioned and the fact that 
this table mentions 1000 Yojanas as being equal to a Kroia of Indra 
suggests that it shows traces of a later speculation. 

Town-planning: As regards town-planning the Vayu does not 
show an advanced state of facts or knowledge. The Purana information, 
especially in connection with the Treta age, does not elucidate much, 
the probable antiquity of which we have already discussed above. The 
information occurring in the geographical chapters is more or less 
fanciful.as is clear from the cities or the extent of the cities described 
therein. 

Village-roads, etc. : The existence of path-ways and roads in the 
^gvedic times appears to have been implied .in references to Pu^an as 
a protector of paths and high-ways, chariots and carts and since 
carriages and chariots are frequently mentioned in the Vedic literature, 
it may be presumed that a system of communications might have been 
evolved in those days. In the Jatakas we already find trade and 
commerce in a flourishing state and these works clearly testify to an 
existence of a net-work of trade-routes known in those days.” Kautilya, 
however, gives better information on this subject. He describes 
names of the various kinds of roads and highways.” He mentions 
six principal roads in a city and he further enumerates several small 
roads and foot-paths and frames also rules and regulations regarding 
traffic.” According to him the royal road was to be 4 Da^as wide.” 

The Vayu information, in this respect, does not agree with that of 
Kautilya nor is it so systematic as that of Kaufilya and thus it is to be 
assigned to the stage of development as is indicated by the Purana 
inferniiation on durga, pura, etc. which is described in the same context. 

II. Houses and Dwellings 

"The sort of houses inhabited by the Aryans would be of great 
interest could it be reconstructed. Equations exist for door, door¬ 
frame or porch and pillar as well as the whole structure. They cer¬ 
tainly suggest something more substantial than a nomad’s tent—even 
perhaps a porched house......From the series of i&la, ceUa, hM, ScHRAomt 
infers some ' sort of pi^dwelling such as is common all over- pre¬ 
historic Europe.’’” Such is the information on the dwelling of the 

30. Mmsdonbu., VtdU Mythology. 31. CHI, 1. 213; Pick, Tilit. 
32. N. N. L.AW, Studios in AsuUm Hindu Polity, 66 fi,; cf. alto Dikiiutar, Hindu 

AdminitIraHvt Imtimiom, 313. 
38* TrBM.,217. 34, Law, 04>. cit., 71, 55. CmJs*,Tlu Aryans, U, 
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primitive Aryan. That the word ‘idla should have an Indo* 
European antiquity is interesting from the view-point of the informa¬ 
tion available from the Vayu. "Of the construction of the Vedic 
house we learn little, but the bamboo seems to have been largely 
used for the beams which borrowed their name from it.“ There is, 
however, a short hymn in the RV. wherein the deity of the house, 
Vastospati, is invoked to bless man and beast, to afford protection 
and to grant a favourable entry.®’ The Grhya-sfltras lay dowm rules 
regarding building of houses and the ceremonies to be observed in 
that connection** and we need not probe into the later history of this 
subject as the Vayu does not furnish such details as would justify such 
an attempt. 

The origin of a fixed dwelling, as is explained by the Vayu, is 
certainly very interesting as compared with the information noted 
above about the primitive Aryan house. It shows that a house was 
more or less a wooden structure and it does not refer to any other 
material in this connection. It is further interesting that one Ms. omits 
the etymological explanation of the word ‘prasdda' which occurs im¬ 
mediately after ‘idld\ thus probably suggesting that the original 
tradition of the history of the dwellings of men did not know anything 
about a ‘prasada\ meaning a palatial building. 

The references to cave-dwellings in our Purina occur in a purely 
mythological setting and we need not attach any historical importance 
to them. It is possible, however, that ascetics might have inhabited 
the caves, excavated by nature, for the references do not suggest any 
caves excavated by man. 

The Vayu has a very scanty information regarding the construction 
of buildings. It does not presuppose an existence of any treatise, 
well-known or otherwise, on the science of architecture. References 
to Tvastr and Vi^vakarman** occur in the Vedic literature and almost 
the same functions are assigned to them in the \ayu. But the latter 
mentions Maya who is not referred to in the Vedas. The Mbh., 
however, gives us more information on this Maya but there he is 
recorded to be a brother of Namuci. The epic calls him Viivakarman 
and his cleverness in building cities and palaces is often alluded to.** 
He is there the son of Diti*' and was spared by Agni in the famous 
incident of the burning of the iChap^va forest.*® It will’at once be 
obvious that the Vayu information about him is comparatively earlier 
tlan that of the great epic. 

36. CHI, 1. 99; cf, slso Das, CtUturt, 187 ff. 
37. Kbitb, Riligion and Philosopky ef iht Vtda, HOS, 31.188. 
38. CHI. 1. 39. Kbith, ®p. cit., 204-10. 40. Hopbins, EpU Mythology, 49. 
41. nnd.9. 42. •/«<». 49. 



CHAPTER VII 

DRESS. ORNAMENTS. FOOD AND DRINK 

I. Dress and Ornaments 

Dress 

Nudity: The information of the V5yu, in this respect, is purely 
mythological and hence useless for the purposes of the present enquiry. 
Again we do not know of any stage in the history of the Indian people 
when they wandered naked. 

The VSyu information regarding the origin of clothing forms a 

necessary part of the description which tells us about the origin of fixed 
dwelling and is consequently very valuable. The latest contribution to 
the history of dress, as indicated by the Pui^na, occurs in its tfraddha 
chapters. On the ground of other evidence, these chapters, according 
to Hazra, were added to the Vlyu probably in the middle of the third 
century a.d. ' There is no other criterion to judge the antiquity of thia 
material. 

Materials for Dress: The use of cotton and wool for the 
purposes of clothing is indicated by the finds of the Indus>Valley.* 

The ^tV. shows that garments made of wool, skin and grass or leaves 
of trees (mostly for ceremonial purposes) were used in those days.’ 

About the use of cotton fabrics we have no information but silken 
garments are mentioned in the later Vedic literature.^ Cotton clothes 
were, however, in common use in the period indicated by the Jatakas, 
at least in Eastern India.” It is unnecessary to deal with the period 
subsequent to that of the Jatakas wherein all the materials for clothing 
mentioned in the Vayu were known and such a discussion is not useful 
for chronological purposes. 

The Vayu information on garments made of leaves and bark of 
trees occurs mostly in mythological setting and hence is of little 
historical value; and the same can be said with regard to skin-garments. 

The reference to munis, however, suggests that the ascetics were 
accustomed to this material for their clothes. The VSyu references to 
cotton, silk, wool and linen occur mostly in the Si^dha chapters, the 
^tiquity of which has already been referred to above. The informa¬ 
tion on the clothing of the people at the end of the Kali age need 
not be taken seriously though the general description which embodies 
this information among other details, has been, on certain grounds, 
assigned to a period immediately preceding 200 a.d. 

1. P. U; 2. 3. CH/. 1.101; Das, op. eh., 210-5. 
4. CHI. 1.137. 5. CHI. 215; rf. also Mskta.'IOA, 239. 
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Shape of Garments' Our evidence on the dress of the Indus* 
valley people is very scanty.* The Vedic Aryans used two garments 
to cover their nakedness - the upper and the lower garments. The 
Vedic evidence is not clear on the point whether males and females 
used different kinds of dress.'' The style of clothing seems to have 
remained unchanged till the time of the later Brahraanas.* “Suit of 
clothes was the ordinary dress” of the people depicted in the Jatakas. 

“One Jitaka informs us that people wore under-garments in the 
pockets of which they put money or such valuable things. The richer 
class could afford to indulge in little luxuries in the matter of dress.”* 
In the Mbh. we find women using only one garment covering both 
the upper and the lower parts of their bodies,'® The warriorsi however, 
are shown there using two garments." 

The V3yu information on the shape of garments occurs only in the 
mythological and sacerdotal settings. The reference to upper and 
lower garments occurs in the ^raddha chapters. The only evidence 
of the dress of a female occurs in connection with the wife of god 
Siva which may be supposed to represent the dress of women known 
at the time when the reference was incorporated into the text, but 
this information is chronologically of little value. 

Hair-Dressing : 'The Indus-Valley people had their hair taken back 
from the forehead and either cut short behind or coiled ^in a knot or 
chignon at the back of the head, with a fillet to support it/* In the case 
of females it appears that the practice was to let the hair fall loosely 
behind.’* In the time of the RV. women dressed their hair in braids, 
so did men. The Vasisthas had long hair which was braided and coiled 
on the right. The term kapardin occurs in the RV. in connection with 
Rudra and Pusan. The Grhya-sutras, however, contain two important 
Samskaras (the cuddkarman and goddna) which give numerous prescrip¬ 
tions regarding the arrangement of the hair.*^ 

The Vayu information on hair-dressing is mostly in connection with 
Siva, the Bhatas and the PiSacas. It is difficult to say whether the fashions 
of Siva*s hair-dressing had any historical reality. We find, however, the 
appearance of the Sikhi or Sikhandi which must presuppose the art Of 
shaving. The expressions tnutfdi^ ardhamu^da also point to this. 

Beards: The men of the Indus-valley wore short beards and 
whiskers with the upper lip sometimes shaven.”' In the ^V. Indra is 

6. Mchtnjo^dafOt 1. 33, . 
7. Das, op. cit., 210-5; Altekar, 334-5 ; Ved, Ind,, 1. 292 ; CHI. 1. 101. 
S. CHJ. 1.U7. 
9, Mehta, 239. Cf. also Davids, Dialogues of Buddha% 2.180 fn. 
10, Altbkab, 335 ; Hopkins, 7^05. 13. 349 fn. 11. /friU* 105-6. 
12. 1. 33-1. 13. Das, 217. 14. Aptb, op. cit., 73.’ 
15. M^enjo^daro, 1. 33 ; 'cf. aleoJIOSA, 8. 66. 
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described as weaHng 1)eard and the information of the same Veda on the 
Tftsus and Vasi^thas shows that men in those days sometimes wore 
beards and sometimes shaved them.’* But it is difficult to state 
definitely whether it was a common practice to wear beards in the Vedic 
times for we also find shaving of beards often referred to.'^ 

The practice, however, shows decline in later times for the 
sacraments of the Grhya-sQtra contain elaborate prescriptions regarding 
shaving which included shaving of the beard.’* In the early Buddhist 
sculptures we find beards less common.’* 

It is intersting that Vayu has its information connected with its 
genealogical lists. Though this information shows that shaving was 
known, still the details suggest that beards were generally worn by 
kings and the members of the nobility. The information may probably 
be considered to be true to its political setting. 

Ornaments : The Vayu information on the origin of ornaments is 
to be explained in the same manner as in the case of similar information 
on dress. 

Armlets and Bracelets : Keyura and Angada: Bracelets were used 
by the Aryans of the Rgvedic period,** and no doubt continued to be 
used in later times. The Yaksa statue from Patna of about the third 
century b.c. shows that both bracelets and armlets were used in that 
period.*’ Both angadas and keyuras are frequently mentioned in the 
Mbh. and Hopkins says that armlets arc the most frequently mentioned 
ornaments in the great epic.** Their use is also indicated in the South 
India of the second century a.d.** The Vayu associates their use with 
Siva, the Raksasas and the people of the Kuru country. Its evidence 
does not admit of chronological verification. 

Crowns and Turbans ; Kirifa, Mukufa znd Uftfifa: We have no 
evidence from the ^V. whether the people used any head-dress such 
as a crown or a turban. The AV. mentions kutnbha worn on the,head 
but-we have no information regarding its form or size.** The S. Br. 
describes Indraiji as wearing the u§ni|a as her head-dress.** The 
Jatakas show that, in Eastern India of their times, use of turbans was 
very common.** Gods and men from the Bharhut sculptures wear 
mostly the turbans and not the jewelled crowns,** and the same can be 

16. Das, op. cit., 219. 17. Ibid. 18. V. M. Am, op. c t., 74-5. 
19. hAmvA, Bharhut SaUpturet, 3. Piste*. 
20. CBI. 1.101; Mac., HSL. 164; Altekar, 360. 
21. Cf. Steixa Kkamrisch, Indian Seulptara, PItte I, No. 2. 
22. Ji40S, 13. 317fn. 23. BDCRI. 2.iS. 24. VI. 138.3. 
25. XIV, 2.1. 8. 26. Mehta, 239. 

. r?!’ Marly Indian Sadptart, Plate* lOff. 5 cf. abo Barva, Bkarhm, 
3. 52-4 aiul plate*. 
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said from the evidence of the Sanchi sculptures,*® The Nagarjunikonda 
sculptures of about the second century a.d. show that in the South 
India of that period turbans formed the most common head-dress for 
men but here we find the wearing of crowns coming into practice 
especially by princes.*® Both Mukuta (crown) and usmsa (turban ) are 
mentioned in the Mbh. and Hopkins says that mukuta seems to be worn 
only by kings and princes while the u^nisa was worn by all. He 
attributes the former to a later usage when “the king, free from 
immediate personal danger, drove upon the scene (of war) to see, not 
to fight, permitting the use of the crown and not the older helmet.***® 
That the wearing of crown was a “later usage** appears probable from 
the evidence of the sculptures noted above. 

The Vayu mentions usnisa many more times than the mukuta. It is 
striking that it associates the use of mukuta not with the gods but with 
the Raksasas and with people of the Kuru country, a fact full of chrono¬ 
logical significance, for we find in later sculptures the wearing of 
crowns associated with gods and princes. The epic kings wear the 
crown but no king is so described by the Vayu ; it may be that 
the Pura^ had no occasion for such a description. Nevertheless the 
evidence of the Purana, in this respect, is striking and it shows the 
comparative antiquity of this information. 

Necklaces : The use of necklaces as ornaments is as old as the 
RV. for we find in it such an expression as maftigrtva (i. c, having a 
jewel on the neck ).** They continued to be worn in later times. The 
early Buddhist sculptures testify to their common use both by males 
and females.®* The Mbh. refers to jewelled necklaces.®® 

The Vayu mentions *h&r(C ^ and sutta , but we have no 
information to judge whether each of them had their distinctive charac¬ 
teristics. Again this material of the Purana does not suggest anything 
definitely chronological about them. 

^Use of Garlands : (cf • also Ak§amala ): The fashion of wearing 
gafl^nds of flowers appears to have been very popular with the ^gvedic 
Aryans* They wore also a golden lace. The very fact that the maker 
of nhha and the maker of garland are mentioned in that Veda as having 
boon troubled with evil dreams suggests the frequency of its use.®* . 

Of the Vayu evidence on the matter we may observe the same 
remarks as in the case of necklaces. 

Waist-bands or Belts : Mekhala, KaUcanapafta and Srotfibandha: 
The S* Br* shows that the waist-band was worn round the lower garment 

2S. Bacchofer, op. cit. 29. BIJOR/..2. 66 ff. .30. 13. 317 fn. 
31. Das, op. cit., 217 ; cf. also Mac., HSL. 164 and CHI. I, 101. 
32. Cf. BACCHOFtR, op. cit„ plates; Barua, op, cit, and BDCRI. 2. 81 ft, 
33. y^iOS. 13.317 fn. 34. Das, op*cit., 216. 
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and it appears that it was more a part of dress than an ornamental 
device.** The earliest sculptures, however, show it more as an orna¬ 
mental device. The tw’o Yaksa statues from Patna of about the third 
century b. c. suggest that waist-bands were probably commonly 
worn.** The frequent use and the elaborate nature of this ornament 
are clearly seen from the Bharhut sculptures.*’' Its use in South 
India of about the second century A. D. is clearly testified by the 
evidence of Nagarjunikonda sculptures.®* 

The Vayu mentions the use of waist-bands in mythological and 
sacerdotal settings only. The reference to Kuncanapatfo as a good gift 
in ^r3ddha may be assigned to the period to which the 4raddha chapters 
are assigned by Hazra. The association of the use of iroffibandha 
with the kings of the Aida-vaih^a does not occur in the genealogical 
portion of the Puraria and wc do not know whether it can be considered 
to have any historical basis. 

Ear-rings: Kundala: Ear-rings {karna-iobhana ) are referred to 
in the 9V.** and may have been used in later times. The Vayu in¬ 
formation on this matter does not admit of chronological discussion. 

Anklets: Valaya: The RV. mentions anklets*® and the Vayu 
evidence has the same chronological implications as in the case of 
ear-rings. 

Cosmetics: ‘Kohl’ vessels have been discovered in the Indus- 
Valley excavations suggesting the use of some sort of eye-paint.*' A 
similar practice appears to have prevailed in the Vedic times. AHjana 
(eye-solve) is frequently mentioned in the AV.** The same work 
also makes frequent allusions to scents and perfumes the importance 
of which can be easily realized from the fact that they were presented 
to the bride in the beginning of the nuptial rights. It again refers to 
guggula and use of flowers for the purposes of decoration.** The S. Br. 
shows use of ointments for eyes and even gives a story of the origin 
of anjana.** In the Jatakas the art of cosmetics appears in a more 
developed form.*® We find the ancient Pali texts giving a stock expres¬ 
sion mSlSgandha~viIepana~dhdrapamap4<ino-vibhufa9a-fhfhSpa which 
apparently suggests that all these kinds of toilets had become a matter 
of common use. 

‘ Most of these are mentioned in the Vayu but only in the mytholo¬ 
gical and sacerdotal settings. The genealogical account mentions 
none of them. The information contained in the Iraddha portion of 
the PurloA niay be assigned to the period of about 200 a.d. 

35. Altbkar, 334. 36. Bacchofer, op. cit., Plate 10. 
37. IKd. Plates 17 ff. 38. BDCRI. 2. 87 ff. 
39. Das, op. eit., 216; Altxkar, 358; Mac. H.3L. 164. 40. Mac.HSL. 164. 
41. yiSOA. 8. 62. 42. Ibid. 68-9. 43. /W. 70-72. 
44. Ibid. 68.9, 45. Ibid. 73 S. and cf. aUo Mehta. 
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II. Food and Drink 

Food-grains : Yava and dhanya are the only terms for food-grains 
mentioned in the l^gveda. The diet of a people of semi-pastoral 
habits must essentially be composed of milk and flesh of their cattle 
and thus we find few references to food-grains in the RV.** But a 
considerable change had taken place in the economic life of the people 
in the times of the Brahmanas.^^ A good many food-crops—Vtihi, 
Priyangu, Tila, Godhuma] MSfa—are mentioned in these works. The 
censure of meat-eating, for the first time, in the Brahmanas is also sug¬ 
gestive of a possible change in the dietary of the people. The presence 
of a large number of cultivated food-grains, ready for use as food¬ 
stuffs, seems to have become an important psychological factor in the 
development of these ideas of animal ahithsa. These various food- 
grains had been introduced in the place of meat as important articles 
of food for the people. A further development in this state of things 
in the Jatakas is already noted above. In the Jatakas we find the 
following field-crops: Salt, Vihi, Tar^dula, Yava, Kangu, Kaliye, 
Mugga, Masa, Tila, Era^da, MarJca, Jiraka, Siddhathakka, Lona, 
Ambila, and Addasugivera*^ The Artha^astra is even more elaborate.^* 

The Vayu references to food-grains are merely illustrative and 
not exhaustive. Only those primarily associated with ceremonies such 
as ^raddha and yajna are mentioned. They show the use of masura, 
varieties of rice, yava and tila only. It is not clear whether the dhanya 
of Vayu refers to barley or in general to any food-grain. The Vayu 
material is clearly indicative of conditions of post-^gveda times though 
we cannot set up the lowest limit thereof. 

Food-preparations : In the IRgveda we find that the principal meals 
were prepared from barley and rice. The food preparations mentioned 
in the ^V. are: odana, k^iraudana, nmgdaudana, mamsaudana, a^pa, 
pakti and karambha.^ Conditions must have fairly advanced in the 
times of the Brahmanas, but we have no evidence to record here. Ex¬ 
traction of oil from tila was known in Brahma^a times.’’ The field- 
crops of the Jatakas are noted above and they must have been used 
for the purposes of food-preparations. The jStakas further show sugar¬ 
cane as a common crop and its juice was used in plenty and sugar 
was obtained from sugarcane.” Salt-makers are also mentioned 
We even find food-stuffs, groceries and oil sold in bazaars.” 
Kaufilya throws more light on this problem but his information is of 
an altogether different character which does not admit of comparison 
here.” The same conclusion as in the case of food-grains can be 
recorded here. 

Cf. CHI. 1. 99-101. 47. IKrf. 136. 48. Mbhta, 19. 
49. Cf. pp. 142 S. and 114 S. 50. Das, 201-2. 51. Aptb, op. cit., 117. 
52. Mbhta, 187. 53. CHI. 1. 214-5. 54. Cf. trtaa. 112 ff. 
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Milk and its Products: The chief articles of food in the ^gvedic 
times were milk and its products.®* The word dadhi is mentioned in 
Abe 9'V. and the frequent occurrence of ghrta was due to its use in 
sacrifices.®* This predominance of milk and its preparations in the 
food of the people was due to the fact that the ^gvedic Aryans were, 
to a large extent, a pastoral people.®^ Things must have changed 
considerably when they settled to agricultural pursuits which means 
predominance of the food-grains and vegetables in the dietary of the 
people ; thus milk and its products would no longer remain as the 
chief articles of food. In later samhitas we find this clearly reflected ; 
for quite a large variety of grains came to be known in this period.®* 
The Jatakas show a further advance in this state of things where we 
find even manufacturing industries connected with food-grains.®* 

The references to milk and its products in the Vayu occur mostly 
in connection with the ^raddha ceremonies. It had also become a part 
of the mythological nomenclature, viz., Kproda, the name of a sea; 
and Dadhiv&hiniy that of a river. 

The Vayu statement that Urva^i’s food consisted only of ghfta 
when she lived with Pururavas is pregnant with chronological sugges¬ 
tions. It appears as if we are here reminded of PurQravas, a king of 
a pastoral people, a state of facts well suited to the Rgvedic or even 
pre-^gvedic times. This only shows how facts of material culture 
strongly coincide with the facts of a corresponding greater antiquity 
indicated in political history. The story of the Pjthvidohana fits well 
in the folklore of a pastoral people, for it involves an idea showing milk 
as the main sustainer of the people. 

Soma and Sura : These were the principal drinks of the ^Igvedic 
Aryan*.*® Soma was probably a sacrificial drink and it must have or^in- 
ally been a popular drink also,*' but with the l^gvedic people Sura was 
a more popular drink. Another drink named Panta is also recorded in the 
?V.** A Distiller of Wine is mentioned'in the Vaj. Saifa.*® and we find 
Ch. ‘Up. fi.lO mentioning drinking liquor as a tnadSySiaka. Licpior was 
maindactuted and consunMd on a large scale in the times of the Jgtskas 
in eastern India and there were a good many liquor-shops open day 
ai^ night.** Kautilya has an independent officer as a Superintendent of 
ILoquor and he mentions the manufacture of different hinds of liquor.** 

The VSyu has also a general tendency to regard Sura as an evil and 
calls om who drinks it as a makSpStakin, But it refers to Siva as Surlpa 
and derives the origin of the name Ka^yapa from his habit of drinking 

5S. CSJ. 1.101; Mac. H8L, 164; Das, 202. 56. Das, 202. 
57. CB/. 1.101. 58. Avte, op. cit., 117. 59. Mbhta, 196-7. 
60. Das, 208 il. 61. CH/. 1.102, 62. Das,-210. 
«3. Cf. Avtb, op. oit., 118. 64. Mbhta, 197. 65. Tons. p. 147 ff. 
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tCalya—a kind of spirituous liquor. It is difficult to say whether these 
references indicate an age when the drinking of Sura was not regarded 
as a sin, i.e. to an age earlier than that of the Ups. when it was not so 
much regarded with disapproval.®* 

The Vayu refers to Soma many times and associates it with 
gods only, thus suggesting that it was not a drink of human beings at 
all; but we have at one place a reference to a Dealer in Soma who was 
not invited for 4raddha. This reference suggests that traffic in Soma 
was regarded with disapproval though such traffic was taking place. 
The prohibition is equally suggestive of the fact that Soma was 
primarily used in sacrifices and hence was considered too sacred to be 
an article for sale. 

It is fruitless to make chronological suggestions on this evidence. 

Amrta ; In the RV. amrta is not found as a name of a divine drink. 
The term, however, occurs as an attribute of Soma which was regarded 
as a divine drink.'^ Soma was a stimulant and conferred immortality 
upon the gods.'® The term Amrta itself, signifying a celestial drink, 
occurs very often in the S. Br." Still it has close connection with 
Soma. We find Soma called the nectar {amrta) of immortality.” 
There is also a reference to Amrta being recovered by gods.” Amita, 
as purely a drink of immortality, is many times mentioned by the Gita.” 
Here we do not find it connected with Soma at all. 

In the Vayu Amrta occurs as a drink of the gods ; but there are 
some instances connecting it with Soma, the moon, and not with Soma 
the plant. This information of the Vayu is thus assignable to a period 
subsequent to that of the S. Br. though it is difficult to say about the 
lowest limit of time. There is one reference stating that Amrta was 
stored by the gods on the Somaka mountain but it is not clear whether 
this name Somaka should be connected with Soma, the drink or Soma, 
the moon. 

Honey : Honey was used with food by the Iftgvedic Indians.” The 
S. Br. mentions honey as the life-sap of the sky.” It even calls it a 
form of Soma,^® and shows its use in the ritual.” The madhuparka 
offered to guests is mentioned in the AV.” Kautilya mentions it many 
times even in similes.” It includes also the juice of grapes in ‘honey’ 
(madAtt).” 

With the Vayu honey is amongst its favourites, and we find even 
a river of honey mentioned. 

66. CH7.1. 102. 67. Mac. HSL. 98. 68. Ibid. 
69. SBE, 26. 374; SBE. 44, 87; SBE. 41.164 etc. 
70. SBE. 26.385(n). IbU. 43. 251 B. 71. Ihid. 43. 355 S. 
72. /6M.8.62, 88«., 126,391. 73. Das, 206. 74. SBB. 41. 390. 
75. /Utf,44.243. 76. /M.43.182S-. 77. /6iW.42.84. 
78. TmT.: p. 70. 79. Trans, p. 114. 
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Juices : Fruits of Jaihbu, Fanasa and Parusaka are mentioned in 
Kautilya"® but it is not clear whether juice was extracted from them. 

For want of evidence from other sources it is not possible to discuss 
the implications of this Vlyu material. 

Non-Vegetarian Diet: ‘The Vedic Indians were a nation of meat- 
eaters'.®' This might have been due to the fact that they were a pastoral 
people.** Beef was probably the kind of meat most frequently eaten 
by them.** Cow is no doubt called aghnya sixteen times in the RV. 
thus probably indicating a new school of thinkers who were opposed to 
the killing of cows.** Ideas of general prohibition against meat-eating 
appear in the Brahmana literatuie, but it was in the time of the Ups.'that 
we find these ideas gaining ground and becoming widely accepted. Meat- 
eating was regarded by Upanisadic teachers as one of the heinous sins.** 

The Grhya-Sutras also have a considerable evidence for flesh as one 
of the common articles of food of the people. Cows and bulls were 
sacrificed and the deification of the cow was still to become a settled 
belief. The general rule in a ^raddha is that flesh is compulsory ; in 
its absence only vegetable food is allowed (irdddhe tnathsam nityarht 
mathsabhdve idkatn).** “Not only animals but even the cow was, on 
certain - occasions, killed according to Grhya or Dharma SQtras** 
and the Dharma-^astra works contain numerous rules regarding 
flesh-eating. Gradually, however, a change came over the sentiments 
of the people. Megasthenes and Strabo state that the ; caste of 
philosophers abstained from animal food. We find in the Jatakas 
that fish and meat had a flourishing market and slaughter-houses were 
common. Such was the state of things then in eastern India.** Kautilya 
has a separate officer of state known as Superintendent of Slaughter¬ 
houses. Such ArthaSastra, however, contains a provision prohibiting 
slaughter of cows and bulls.** We have the edicts of A4oka testifying 
to a fact how originally thousands of animals were killed in royal 
kitchens and how the great emperor was determined to prevent this 
state of things. The Smrti works, most of which were post-Atokan 
in date, put a general ban on flesh-eating. Manu particularly appears 
to be a staunch opponent of flesh-eating, though he had on certain 
points tried to square with the views of the ancient 4astra which 
permitted animal food in sacrifices. He allows the use of flesh in 
iraddha. But conditions seem to have been different even in Manu’s 
days and flesh-eating was common. Gradually, however, flesh-eating 
was abandoned by the people of India when Vai^navism began to 
sway their minds.*® 

80. T««.p.94. 81. CH/.l.IOl. 82. Cf. Dab, 203. 
83. Mac. HSL. 164. 84. V$d. ltd., 2.146; Das, 205, 
85. Aptb, op, cit., 117-8. 86. »«. 122. 87. Kami, 2. 776. 
88. Cf. Mbhta, 196. 89. Trsas. 151-2. 90. Kanb, 2.776-80. 
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There is a good deal of material on flesh-eating in our PurStui. 
Use of flesh in Mddha was considered very meritorious and details 
regarding the nature of its merit are given. There is not even a trace 
in these details about the prohibition of eating flesh. The occasion 
in the story of Vikuksi, who was nick-named Sa^ada (hare-eater) was 
due to a ^raddha to be performed by Iksvaku. We find also the use 
of flesh, of various qualities, in Daksa-yajna. This state of things must 
be considered more ancient as compared with the Smrti works, 
though it must remain a tentative inference. There are three in¬ 
cidents which occur in the genealogical accounts connected with flesh¬ 
eating. (i) The reference to the hunting of buffaloes indicating that 
they were wild beasts still undomesticated. It means that this fact 
of material culture squares well with the antiquity of the king Iksvaku 
as indicated in political history. The statement that his son Vikuksi 
ate the flesh on his way might be suggestive of crude methods of 
cooking, thus strengthening the above chronological point. But we 
And an explanation of the term manna which occurs verbatim in the 
Manu-smrti (V. 55 ). This stanza appears quite unnecessary in the 
context and must be considered as a later interpolation probably by 
a redactor who sided with the views of Manu. It is necessary to 
mention here that the Mbh. does not include this stanza in connection 
with Vikuk§i. 

The incident of Prsadhra does not essentially indicate that cow- 
slaughter was regarded as a sin. It seems more probable that Cyavana 
cursed him because his cow was slaughtered, that being an offence 
against his ownership of the cow. Thus this incident is not a definite 
instance of the prohibition of eating beef, less so of flesh-eating in 
general. On the other hand, it proves that beef was eaten by the 
Ksatriyas while among the Sudras it was a common practice. 

The story of Tri^anku also leads us to the same conclusion. 
Pargiter considers the incident of Satyavrata killing Vasi^ta’s cow as 
“not improbable.” It is important to note that Vasi§tha did almost 
nothing against Satyavrata except that he stigmatised Satyavrata as 
Tri^flku (i.e. a man of three stains of sins). He did not even curse 
him. The whole incident does not indicate anything about the sam tity 
of the cow and prohibition of cow-slaughter for ordinary purposes 
(i.e. other than sacrificial). Had such a state of things existed, as it 
apparently was, at the time of Kautilya, we would have found traces 
of it in that work. This leads us to conclude that the story fits well 
in the matter of flesh-eating with its antiquity indicated by the politi¬ 
cal history. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MUSIC AND DANCING 

Music in General: In the age of the IRV. music had already 
advanced beyond the primitive stage and some musical instruments 
were used. The hymns themselves prove that singing was highly 
esteemed.' The best evidence for the antiquity of music is, of course, 
the Samaveda. It is even suggested that it was practically a musical 
rendering of the RV.* The Samaveda was sung according to very 
strict rules.^ The Jatakas show music and dancing as despised 
callings.^ But the earliest reference to musical theory as such is found 
in the ^kpratiSakhya.’ 

Association of the Gandharvas, etc., and of the Ritual with Music : 
The ]RV. shows music as connected with ritual. The singing of the 
Brahmins at the time of pressing the Soma is alluded to in the Frog- 
hymn (VII. 103, 7-8). But the Gandharvas of the Vedic mythology 
nowhere appear as celestial singers.* The germs of this idea, however, 
can be traced in the Vedas. For instance, we find in the S. Br. (II. 5. 1) 
the Gandharvas connected with the ritual where Pururavas is said to 
have obtained the sacrificial fire from the Gandharvas. They are also 
often associated with Soma in the RV.^ But the idea becomes more 
prominent when we find in the $. Br. (11, 6, 1) the Apsarasas—the 
female associates of Gandharvas from the ^IV. onwards—* described as 
engaged in dance, song and play. By the time of the Jatakas, however, 
the close association of Gandharvas with music had become an esta¬ 
blished fact; for we find there the art of music called by the name 
Gandharva Veda as being one of the 18 iippas or subjects of study.* 
In the Jatakas they often appear as heavenly musicians. "* It is un¬ 
necessary to dilate on the subsequent history of this association. 

It should be noted that there is no evidence of the connection of 
Gandharvas of the Samaveda either in the Vedas or in the Jatakas and 
it is difficult to say at this state of our knowledge whether such an 
evidence can be traced in the epics and later literature. 

In the light of this history of associations, the Vayu references to 
Gandharvas as celestial musicians might be either contemporaneous 
with or later than the period of the Jatakas. It is interesting in this 
connection to note that the Vayu also says that the Gandharva-vidya is 

1. CHI. 1.103 ; Das, 234 fi.; Diksritar, Atpeas oj tht VS. Pur., 34. 
2. DiasHiTAB, iUd. 3. Poplby, 8-9. 
4. C07.1.207; cf. alio Pick, 291; Mehta, 312 S. 5. Poplby, 9. 
6. MACDOinis., Vedie MyihUogy, 131. 7. 136. 8. IbU. 134 B, 
9. Law, India as Rsfiecud in tht Early Ttxts sf Jaitdtm and Bttddhitm, .149 

Mbhta, 342 fi. 10. Davids, 220. 
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one of the 18 vidyas—a fact worthy of comparison with the 18 ^ippas 
of the Jatakas mentioned above. 

The Gandharvas of the Vayu are connected with the ritual especi¬ 
ally in connection with the chanting of the Samaveda. In the Vedas 
they are no doubt associated with the ritual and especially with Soma 
and not with the Samaveda. The UdgatS was a special priest who 
chanted the Simans. As already stated above, it is not possible to 
comment on this at this stage. 

Association of Siva with Music : Nowhere in the Vedic mythology 
do we find Siva connected with music and dancing." In the Ramayana, 
however, there is an indirect connection between Siva and music 
where RSvana is described in that epic (VII. 16. 35) as praising the 
god Sankara with Sama hymns." But this is found in the 7th Kapda 
of that work which is considered by scholars to be a later inter¬ 
polation." 

The Vayu evidence shows Siva very often associated with music 
and the antiquity of this evidence cannot be discussed here for want 
of relevant information from other sources. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS : 

Bheti: It is not mentioned in the BV. But the Jatakas mention 
it." In the Ramayana its use is found in the military band, i.e., as 
a trumpet." In the Mbh., too, it is frequently mentioned." 

The Vayu sets it in connection with Siva-worship and does not 
show its use in war. 

Di^dima: It is not mentioned in the Vedic literature, but the 
Jatakas have it." The Ramayana" testifies to its existence as also the 
Mbh." The Ramayana says that it had a leather facing. 

The Vayu information is the same as in the case of Bheri. 
Dundttbhi : In the early Vedic times it was used both in war and 

peace.*” The jStakas are silent about it, but in the epics we find it very 
commonly used on the battle-field.*' In Kautilya it is the same.** 

The Vayu also seems to hint that it was used in war, for the noise 
of the drums of Suras is described as being as terrible as death. 

Gomukka: It is said to be “a wind instrument*' of shell species, 
a kind of conch somewhat resembling the mouth of the cow, whence 
it derives its name.** The Vedas do not know it though it appears 
that the fiute (another kind of wind instrument) has a Vedic antiquity 

II. Macdonbll, op. cit. 12. iC. 4.445i 
13. Se« Jacobi, .Dot B&mitfaffai cf. alw Mac. HSL. 304. 14. Mbkta, 315. 
IS. JC. .4.451. 16. JAOS.M. 17. S«e . Mbhta, 315. 
18. /C.4.451. 19. 20. Dab, 734, 21. /C.4.451 Midy.<«aS. 13. 
22. P. 40lk 23. Taoobb, iBfHN'rai 4. 
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(see Venu). The Jatakas are silent about it and Kautilya also does 
not mention it. But there are many references to it in the epics.^^ 

About the Gomukhas in the Vayu vre can say the same as in the 
case of Bheri. 

Jkarjhara: It was a kind of drum.** Though the mentions 
Dundubhi (i.e. a drum ) we do not find Jharjhara there. The Jatakas 
too are silent and so is the Ramayana.*' The Mbh. has it.** About 
its use in later times it is difficult to be definite at the present state' of 
our knowledge. 

The Vayu mentions it in the same manner as in the case of Bheri. 

Mukhavaditra: Probably this term signified a general class of 
musical instruments to be played upon with the mouth. The same 
might be said of Mukhamardalavaditra. The Bheri, Dindima, Dundubhi, 
Jharjhara, Mrdahga, etc., might have belonged to another class. 

We do not find the term in the RV. which knows only the Dun¬ 
dubhi, belonging to this class. Though the Jatakas refer to various 
kinds of drums we do not know whether this was then known. We are 
right in assuming from the number of such instruments and from the 
then general condition of the science of music that the term might 
have been known.** 

The Vayu shows that they were “beaten” [sphotitaih) with force 
«nd connects them exclusively with Siva. 

Mrdanga: It is not mentioned in the RV. The Jatakas** mention 
Mutinga probably the same as Mrdanga. But Kautilya knows it well.** 
The Ramayaiia*' mentions Mrdanga as also the Mbh.®* In later litera¬ 
ture we find the origin of this instrument attributed to Brahma made to 
serve as an accompaniment to the dance of Siva in honour of his 
victory over the three cities and that GapeAa first played upon it.** 

The Vayu associates this instrument with the Kurus who used it 
in their sports for entertainment. The information occurs not in the 
genealogical accounts but in the chapters on geography. Of the later 
story of its origin the Vayu knows nothing. The Ramayapa tells us 
that it was also used in war but there is no such reference in the V3yu. 

Pat^ava : It is not found mentioned in the RV. and the papava- 
dei}4i^ is mentioned in the jStakas ; and this Papava is probably the 
same as our Panava.** The Ramayana mentions its use in military 
bands,** and the Mbh. confirms this.** 

24. yAOS, 13. Mist Dkarma does not mention it as being found in the RimSyat^. 
But Taoorb Mys so without quoting the exact source of his information. 

25. Mower Williams, Sanskrit English Dietionary. . 26. JC. 4. 451. 
27. yAOS. 13. 28. Cf. Mehta, 312-5., 29. Ibid. 
30. P, 125. 31. iC. 4.451, 32. 13. 
Vii PoFLay, 120. No reference is given by the author. 
34. Cf. Mehta, 315, 35../C. 4.451. 36. yAOS. 13. . 
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The Vayu associates its use with the Kurus as above. 

Pafaha: It is not mentioned in the Vedas nor in the Jatakas. 
It is, however, mentioned in the epics 

The Vayu mentions it in the same manner as the Bheti. 

Rapitdlasita: Was it a musical instrument at all ? There is no 
reference to it in works on music. 

The Vayu mentions it with Bheri and others mentioned above. 

Sankha: The RV. does not refer to it; but the Jatakas mention it. 
In the epic war-scenes use of the ^ahkhas is very common,^* and we find 
in the Gita the ^ahkhas of various warriors mentioned by name.** 
Kautilya testifies to the use of fenkhas in war.*® 

The Vayu, however, shows its use only in connection with the 
worship of Siva by the Bhutas. 

Tumba: We have no information on it from the other ancient 
sources. 

The Vayu mentions it to be the pet instrument of Siva. 

Vtpa: The ^tV. mentions that K§oni or Vii?a was the musical 
instrument of the Maruts.*' The Jatakas shed more light on the con¬ 
struction, size and use of this instrument. It was very popular in the 
period of the Jatakas.** In the Ramayana it is a favourite instrument of 
the songsters,** and similar is the case with the Mbh.** Kautilya also 
mentions it.** 

The Vayu refers to Vina at four places mostly associating it with 
Siva and the Kurus. Of Siva it was a pet instrument. 

Veriu : The ^LV. mentions Vana and Das suggests the Venu might 
have been a later corruption of Vana. But there is no definite opinion 
on this point.** In the Jatakas, however, the Venu or flute is found to 
be a popular wind instrument.** The epics also mention Ve^iu.** 

The Vayu associates it with the Kurus already mentioned above. 

Dancing : In the RV. we find that “dancing was practised and 
dancing of maidens is several times mentioned ; it seems that men also 
danced occasionally in the open air, as a metaphor alludes to the 
dust of the dancing feet of men.** In the S. Br. the Apsarasas are 
described as engaged in dance, song and play.*® But the Kinnaras are 
not mentioned in the Vedas. In the Jatakas we find dancing as a despised 

37. Cf.JC.4.4St»ndJAOS.13. ^ 38. /C. 4,451 and 13. 
39. SBE. 8. 38. 40. P.401. 41. Das, 234. 
42. Mihta, 313-34. 43. /C. 4. 450 8. 44. JAOS. 13. 
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46. Cf. Das, 233. 47. Mbhta, 315. 48. /C. 4.451 andy^lOS. 13. 
49. CHI. 1.102-3 sad Das, 236. 50. Macdonsll, op. cit., 134, 
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calling.” In them vie find Apsarasas and Kinnaras associated with 
dancing.” Pacini, in his comments upon the root nrt—to d^ce— 
mentions two persons named Silalin and Kr^S^vin as the authors of two 
sets of sQtras on dancing.” The Artha^astra deals with the life and 
duties of dancing girls.” 

It appears that the art of dancing was cultivated by the ladies of the 
royal family and the families of the rich from very early times.” But 
by the period of the Jatakas it seems to have declined in the estimation 
of the members of the higher strata of society. It subsequently tended 
to become a profession of a hereditary caste. 

The custom of association of dancing girls is nowhere evident till 
the time of Kautilya at the latest; and its origin might be assigned to a 
period of about 300 a.d. as Kalidasa some time later shows awareness 
of it and several Puranas devote their attention to it.” 

In the Vayu we find dancing connected mostly with Siva and with 
Kinnaras, Apsarasas and Gandharvas. Our text is silent on the point 
whether dancing was a despised calling but the fact that god Siva him> 
self danced and the munis worshipped that deity with dance and song 
would lead us to infer otherwise. Except in one instance, all refer¬ 
ences to dancing in the Vayu occur in mythological setting and their 
value may be judged accordingly. The one instance, referred to above, 
which occurs in genealogical accounts is also doubtful as the reading is 
confusing, and thus there is nothing to suggest as to whether dancing 
was a favourite pastime with the royal ladies or not. There is, however, 
one certain chronological pointer to the Vayu material on dancing, i.e., 
regarding the custom of dancing girls, attached to temple-establishments. 
The Vayu is absolutely ignorant of it. Since this custom had attracted 
the attention of several Purii^as we might naturally have expected 
reference to it in the Vayu if it had known it. Thus tentatively it 
becomes a good proposition to make that the Vayu-material on dancing 
can be relegated to a time prior to the third century a.d. 

On the art of dancing itself the Vayu has some technical details to 
give us and they are already dealt with by Mr. Dikshitar in his work 
quoted above. In the absence of any studied information on the ancient 
history of this aspect of dancing we are unable to comment on the same. 
It must be stated, however, that this material also is included in the 
probably interpolated portion referred to above. 

Re'sume' 

Some observations may here be made as they are indicated in our 
discussion of the musical instruments. The number of these instru¬ 
ments found in the Vlyu is not very lai^e. Few of ^em are mentioned 

SI. .CfiJ. 1.207; Law, oi»^, cit.. 179; Mbhta. 312-S. 52. Mssta, 31:3. 
53. Po.Puy,9. 54. Altbkar, 214. 55. JMli 213, 56. md.2m-5. 
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in the RV., many in the Jatakas and a few in the epics and later litera¬ 
ture. Our text shows no reminiscences of the various theories of the 
origin of music current in later mythology. We, no doubt, find Siva 
closely associated with music but the information does not amount to 
a set theory that Siva was the founder-deity of Hindu music. The 
association of music with the ritual is as old as the Vedas but its 
connection with the Gandharvas is certainly not Vedic though anterior 
to the period of the Jatakas. It must also be noted in passing that the 
whole of our information from the Vayu on music is unconnected with 
the historical setting and is wrapped up with mythological lining. It is 
in this perspective that we have to judge the antiquity of this material. 

There is a lacuna in the Vayu statements regarding the chanting of 
the Samaveda by the Gandharvas. With the present condition of our 
researches it is impossible to fix its location chronologically. 

The V3yu has two chapters (86. 3 ff. to 87 end) which deal exclu¬ 
sively with music—especially on the theoretical side of it. It should 
be noted that some Mss. omit this portion of our text. As Dikshitar 

has dealt with this material in his “ Some Aspects of the V&yu 
PurS^a*’,” it would be an unnecessary repetition to discuss the 
same here. It will suffice to refer to his chronological findings in this 
connection. “Taking the first chapter we find that the rules which are 
laid down are a mingling of both the schools, orthodox and secular. The 
Puratja does not mention either the famous author Bharata or his treatise. 
We have, therefore, to credit these portions of the Purana as materials 
of an earlier epoch, earlier than the BharatanStya Sastra. It may be 
noted in passing that in some respects the injunctions agree with those 
of the Naradiya Sik?a.** 

Again the names .of tanas which are found in the text are different 
from those found in extant works on music. Thus we are forced to 
assume that the Vayu contents of music are certainly old, older than 
any regular treatise on the science of music.’* 

It has already been observed that some Mss. omit this portion of 
the text and it is likely that it did not form part of the original text and 
was probably incorporated into the text afterwards. But even this 
interpolated matter is old as will be obvious from the findings of 
Dikshitar. 

57. Pp.34-7. S8. IHd. 34. 59. JAW. 36. 



CHAPTER IX 

WAR AND WEAPONS 

Of War in General: Unfortunately the Vayu sheds little light on 
the art of war in ancient India. The wars alluded to in the text belong 
mostly to the domain of mythology and hence of little historical value. 

Composition of the Array : The technical term caturanga-sena which 
first occurs in the Jatakas' and which became a common feature in the 
description of an army in the epics and the later literature is not men¬ 
tioned by our text,* nor does the text show us anything of the sixfold 
division of the army, the earliest references to which are found in 
Kautilya and the Mbh.* An army composed of elephants, horses and 
chariots (infantry is omitted probably for the sake of convenience ) is 
no doubt mentioned in the description of war at the end of Kali. 
This reference might indicate the knowledge of a four-fold army. Here 
we might have a recognition of an existing fact of the time when the 
reference was incorporated into the text—i.e. perhaps at a time when 
such an army was known but still not so standardized as to be 
expressed by such a technical term as the caturanga-sena. Had this 
term become very common we would probably have not missed it in 
the text. 

(i) Infantry : About this we have no gleaning from the texts. 

(ii) Cavalry: In the later Sariihitas we find references suggesting 
the use of horses, for riding had certainly become more common; but 
no clear reference is made to the employment of cavalry in war.* 
Upto the period indicated by the Jatakas we do not find cavalry in 
the armies of ancient India. But by the time of Alexander cavalry 
bad secured a place in the army of king Porus, though it did not prove 
effective against the disciplined Greek cavalry. We find also Kautilya 
emphasizing the use of cavalry in war.® In the Mbh. cavalry is re¬ 
cognized as a part of the armed forces.® 

The Vayu in its accounts of the genealogies is silent bn cavalry. 
We have one instance in which Satadhanvan is shown riding on a mare 
and Kr;9a pursuing him in a chariot. But this had nothing to do with 
cavalry. The only instances referring to cavalry occur in conneaion 
------^- 

1. Ducshitar, Hindu Administrative ImtituHom, 293. DtKSHiTAR «ayB that the 
ofganitatioo of the In<)iaii army which came to be known as CaturaAga, both in epic 
Sanakrit and FiLli literature, was baaed on the ancient game of Chess. See his War in 
AnHent India pp« 153*-156|, for details of the. discussion on this topic. 
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with the accounts of the end of the Kali age and they point to an age 
indicated in the above discussion on the composition of the army. 

(iii) Elephants: Elephants were not used in war in Vedic times. 
The YV. first mentions “an elephant trainer” {hasiipa) and we find 
references in the AV. to domesticated elephants.^ It is, however, in 
the Jatakas that we, for the first time, find elephants used in military 
operations' and the Great Epic bas many instances of this kind.* Their 
use in the Indian armies of later times is too well-known to need 
mention here." 

The Vayu genealogical accounts are silent on this except in its 
description of the end of the Kali age. 

(iv) Chariots: In most of the ancient countries of the world we 
find that chariots were used in war. The war-chariot was known to 
ancient Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia." The Aryans were experts in 
the use of war-chariots long before their entry into India and it is 
said that the introduction of the use of horse-drawn war-chariots into 
Babylonia in about 2000 B.c. was primarily due to them." Two model 
chariots have been found at Harappa and cart-frames are common in 
the finds of Mohenjo-daro." There are numerous references to war- 
chariots in the RV." The AV. (IV. 125) contains a hymn addressed 
to war-chariot. But it appears that by the time of Alexander chariots 
had ceased to be the important arm of the armies of ancient India." 
King Porus did make use of his chariotry against Alexander but with 
no useful result. The evidence from the Arthaiistra shows that the 
Mauryas kept a chariot arm." But .we find a gradual decline of war- 
chariots from the scenes of war after the Mauryan period so that at the 
end of the 8th century A. u. we hear of them no more in the battles 
fought on the soil of India." 

In the Vayu a halo of sanctity is attached to the chariot of Yayati 
so much so that its history had been a topic of narration. The same was 
the case with the chariot of Kartavirya Arjuna and the epithet rathin has 
been used in the case of many kings too numerous to mention. This 
preponderance of the war-chariot tends to suggest that it was the only 
vehicle of war that could find a place in the summary narration of the 
dynasties of the kings of yore. The absence of references to cavalry 

7. CH/. 1.137. 8. Chakravarty, 47 ff. 9. 3^^05. 13. 265. 
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Rf)d elephants is instructive. The genealogical accounts are faithful to 
the facts of antiquity whitdi testify that chariots alone have a hoary 
antiquity to their credit in the history of the art of war. The reference 
to war*chariots in the turmoil at the end of Kali need not be taken 
seriously in this connection. 

Of the equipment and size of charipts we have little information 
from the Vayu. The reference to 1000 horses drawing the chariot 
of Brahma is historically valueless as it occurs in a mythological setting. 
It is likely that the chariot in which Krsna pursued Satadhanvan was 
o small-sized vehicle drawn by at least four horses (cf. hayah, plural, 
not dual) for only Krsna and Rama appear to have been in that chariot. 
This is merely an inference though it is supported by the Mbh. 
which often mentions Krsna in that manner.’* The most common 
embellishment of the war-chariot which the Vayu often mentions is its 
dkvaja. The standard or flag might have served as a distinctive device 
of the warrior as is often the case in the Mbh.'* The Mbh., however, 
often mentions chhaUra also in this connection and Hopkins says that 
references to it in the Great Epic must have belonged to a later age 
and that it is to be “associated with the mass of effeminate luxuries 
depicted long after the originar*.** It is significant that the VSyu does 
not mention this chhattra, a fact which is chronologically so suggestive 
that it can be incorporated in the floating tradition “long after the 
original.” 

It appears tl»t only horses were yoked to the chariots. The re¬ 
ferences to asses, monkeys, etc., yc^ed to chariots as seen in a dream 
occur in a different context not concerned materially with our topic. 

Thb Ancient Indian Arms and Weapons 

The Bow and the Arrows : The origin of the bow is still a mystery. 
It was used in ancient Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria. We find 
evidence of its use in about the 3rd or 4th millenium B.c. by the 
people Of the Indus Valley.*' The evidence of comparative philology 
tkkes its use right upto the time of the primitive Indo-Europeans.^ 
In'the EV. it is most frequently mentioned and practically no other 
weapon played any substantial part in the Vedic warfare.** “Throu^- 
etftiifae ancient period it was the weapon par excellence of the Hindus.” 
It gave its name to the military science and proficiency in its use was 

17. For BSpa, the author of Harfa-Carita (7th century a.d.) in hie deceriptiOn of 
BmpCror -Hstte '•’•rmy Soea not tnahe eoy reference to the nee of eheriots in 'wer. Sec 
DiK8HiTAit,op. eit., lSS-6. 

18. CHAKRAVABTy. 29. 19. JA08.13, 243>4. 20. JAOS. 13.246. 
21. XMt*tijo-dero, 2.392-3. 
22. Cf. ScHRADBR, Prehistoric AsstifsiiHts ^ the Aryan Peoples, and cf. alto CmLDB, 

op. cit., 85, 92,185. 
23. F«ii./Mt., 1. MS. 
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the measure of one’s reputation as a warrior.** In the Jitakas we find 
the science of archery having attained a high state of efficiency.** In 
the Mbh. we find that the bow, the arrow and the quiver are inevitably 
the most important.** 

In the Vayu also the bow is the most frequently mentioned weapon 
of war. There are some references which smack of its antiquity. 
The primitive king Prthu is said to have been bom with a bow, 
arrows and an armour. It is difficult to decide whether * Sdyath ’ 
in the text is to be construed with the bow. If this is the interpreta¬ 
tion, it would mean that Prthu was the inventor of the bow. But there 
is no other evidence to maintain this. The fact that king Yaylti, on 
the eve of his retirement to forest-life, relinquished his kingdom, 
bow and arrows to his son is highly suggestive of antiquity. It 
is interesting in this connection to note that in the funeral hymn 
of the ]RV. the last act of the funeral rite included removal of 
the bow from the right hand of the dead man (^V. X. 18. 9); and 
entry into the life of retirement almost amounted to civil death. 
The bow was also a unit of measurement and the science of archery 
passed into the list of the eighteen vidyas. The bow and arrows are 
also the objects of boons to warriors and of magical devices. Bows 
are also given pet-names and prominent personages of the tradition 
are often mentioned as having been the masters of the art of archery. 
All these facts about the bow and the arrow show their importance in 
the estimation of the Vayu Purina tradition. 

About the size of the bow and the material of which it was made 
our text indicates nothing except that the bow-string was not tied to 
both ends always. 

The Arrows and the Quiver: The arrows are often the subjects of 
magical devices in the Vayu ; e.g. we find arrows ‘ burning ’ cities and 
‘ stunning ’ a whole city. It is equally interesting to hear of ‘ cver- 
full ’ quivers. Except from the w'ord iara implying that arrows were 
made of reed there is no information from the VSyu about the size and 
materials of arrows. 

The Sword : Asi and Khadga : The use of the sword was known in 
ancient Near East** and to the ancient Greeks of Homer.** The kind 
of sword used by the Indo-Europeans was not originally a slashing 
but a thrusting weapon.** No sword or sword-blade was found in the 
Mohenjo-daro and Harappa excavations.** The Vedic Aryans used it 
rarely. In the Mbh., however, we find Bhi?ma favouring it eyen more 

24. Chakravarty, 152, cf. alto Dikshitar. op. eit., pp. 93-101. 
25. Mbhta,311. 26. JAOS.n.iiAti. 
27. BakylmHa and Assyria; cf. Petris, Took and Weapons. 
28. Hah, op. cit., 38; Chodb, op. cit., 29,51. 29. Chimjb, op, eit., M. 
30. Mohenjo-daro, 2. 35, d.JJSOA. 4.101. 
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than the bow. The same book of the Mbh. also contains a legend 
regarding the mystic and divine origin of the sword.*' “ The epic age 
seemed to represent an epoch where the bow is yielding to the sword. 
In the final epic it reigns supreme.”** 

The Vayu mentions asi only in connection with Siva and the 
BhQtasi i.e., in a mythological setting. Khadga is mentioned twice. 
The sword of Kariisa was sheathed and he had * drawn ’ the weapon 
out of its sheath to kill his sister. The other reference is in connec¬ 
tion with Kartavirya who is called a Khadgin. About the kinds of 
swordt its size and manner of use, the text tells us nothing. It is not 
clear whether Khatvanga was more of a kind of khadga than a separate 
weapon. Thus with our text the sword is not a popular and important 
weapon of war; and it is interesting to compare this with the informa¬ 
tion of the Mbh. The historical stages in the evolution of the use of 
the sword are pointers to the antiquity of the Vayu material. 

The Battle-axe s Khandaparaiu, Kuliia, Paraiu, Parahia, Patfisa: 
Copper axes have been discovered at Mohenjo-daro.** The use of the 
axe was known to the primitive Aryans.** It is mentinned in the RV. 
where it is more of a tool than a weapon.*® Kautilya refers to paraiu 
and kufhara as being two kinds of axes and the commentator explains 
the latter as the “kind of axe well-known”.** The axe {paraiu, 
paraivadha, kuliia, and kufhara) of the Mbh. might be termed as a 
royal weapon being chiefly used by the nobles and is often mentioned 
as a missile.** 

The Vayu does not mention the kuthSra known to Kautilya. Our 
Purana associates the axe only with Siva and not with any historical per¬ 
sonage. It would be natural to expect paraiu mentioned in connection 
with Jamadagnya Rama as in the Mbh.,** but the Vayu is silent on this. 
This is a fact which may reflect on the relative chronology of the res¬ 
pective references of the two works. Our Purana, however, mentions 
two more varieties of the weapon noted neither by Hopkins nor by 
Chakravarty. They are the paraiva and the kka^a-paraiu. For 
want of corroborative evidence from other sources it is difficult to say 
as to what they exactly signify. 

Kautilya classified paifiia with paraiu and kuthira and it is stated 
that this paftiia was "a kind of bill or halbred”.** But Hopkins 

31. Hofkinb, Epic Mythology, 176. 32. JAOS. 13. 284. 
33, Mohenjo-daro, l.35S.\2,493. 34. Childb, op. cit., 85. 
35, Das, op. cit., 335; Childe, op. cit., 30. 36. Chakbavarty, 171 fn. 1, 
37. JAOS. 13. 291. 
38. So far as the critical edition of the Adiparvan poea he H simply called as 

*'«ieldei of weapons” and is not associated with the paraiit distinctively; cf. BDCRI. 
5,157: hut on ^ whole he dUes figure in the epic in this character. Cf. Hopkins, Epic 
Mythology. 39. Chakravarty, 171 fn. 1. 
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takes the Mbh. patfi^a to be a kind of spear.^® It is difficult to say 
which of these two is signified by the Vayu pattUa. 

Discus: Cakra: It is suggested that a kind of boomerang which 
is supposed to return after striking the enemy, was used by the 
Sumerians in Assyria/' Even today the aborigines of Australia use 
this kind of weapon/* But it is not certain whether the discus is the 
same kind of weapon. The RV. mentions discus as a weapon of Indra 
but it does not appear to have ever become a national favourite.** 
Kautilya defines it as a movable machine {cala-yantra )** and the Mbh. 
describes it as a revolving weapon made of iron or steel and sharp- 
edged.*® 

The Vayu associates' its use mostly with Visnu. The cakra of 
Visnu appears to have been a missile and is called astra. It was pro¬ 
bably a magical device for we are told that Visnu “ meditated ” upon 
it before he made use of it. The reference to Siva’s iayaka-cakra 
needs an explanation which it is difficult to suggest at this juncture. 

The Club or the Mace : Gada and Mudgara : It was known also to 
the people of the Indus Valley, as maces of stone and copper have been 
discovered at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa.*® The use of a club or a 
mace was known to the Indo-Europeans.** The ^Igvedic Aryans con¬ 
tinued to use it.*® The Sibis who opposed Alexander used mostly 
clubs and we have a statement from Plutarch that in the capital of 
Malloi Alexander received a blow on his neck from a club which forced 
him to lean for support against the wall with his face towards the 
enemy.*® In the Mbh. it stands second to the bow in general esteeni 
and appears to have been used more often than the sword. There we find 
a favourite club of a warrior having its own name and set-duels of 
club-men are often described in the epic.®® 

Except for the instance of Duryodhana acquiring the divine know¬ 
ledge of wielding the gada from Balabhadra all the Purina references 
to gad& occur in the mythological setting connecting its use mainly 
with Siva and Vi§nu. We find mudgara also mentioned in connection 
with Siva and the BhQtas. But was it a mace ? Hopkins takes the epic 
mudgara to be a hammer made of iron which, according to him, was 
distinctly a missile.®' 

40. JAOS.Vi.TS^. 41. Sydney Smith, op. cit., 63. 
42, SoLLAS, Aneitnt Hunteri and their Modem Representatives, 
43. Chakravarty, 171. 44. Ibid. 
45. Ibid. esf.nUoBDCRI. 5. for Viwu’t cakra. According to Dikimitar it 

was a circular disc with a small opening in the middle. It was of three kinds of eight, 
sis and four spokes. It was used in five or six ways. It resembled the quoit of tiie 
Sikhs today. The various uses of the disc were felling, whirling, rending, breaking, 
severing and cutting. See op.'cit., p. 109. 

46. Childs, op. cit., 85. 47, Moherd^o-daro, 1.36. 48. Oar, op. cit. 
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Spear: Sakti, Sula : Spear-heads have been discovered in Mohenjo- 
daro and Harappa.” The primitive Aryans knew the use of spear 
as a weapon of war” and the Vedic Aryans continued to use it.” The 
word iahti meaning ‘spear’ is found in the ]^V.” Kautilya defines it 
as a weapon provided with edges like a ploughshare.” In the Mbh. 
saktV means a spear or a javelin particularly used as an adjunct to 

the bow by the warrior in the chariot. There it does not essentially 
belong to the knight’s furnishings.” The iula is almost always as¬ 
sociated with Siva in early Indian coins. The triiula is found on the 
coins of the Pahcala king Rudragupta, on other early coins and on the 
coins of Verna Kadphises.” 

The Vayu associates iakti only with Kartikeya and su/a and triiula 
with Siva. 

Ploughshare : Hala: The Vayu mentions this as a weapon of 
Krsna s brother Balarama who is called Halin ; the only other wielder 
of this weapon is Siva according to the Vayu.” 

Vajra : It is mentioned in the RV. mostly as a weapon of Indra.” 
It is suggested that it was originally made of stone and later of bone.*' 
In later literature its use as a weapon becomes rare. 

The Vayu uses it mostly in connection with Indra and Siva. It, 
however, shows a stage when vajra as a weapon was probably no longer 
in use and the term was often metaphorically used. 

SrAga: From the solitary reference to Indra as a bearer of hnga 
in our Purina it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion. 

"^gma: Only Siva is mentioned by the Vayu to have used it. 
We have no information from other sources to discuss anything 
about It here. 

used^^* mostly magical weapons supposed to have been 

A^uia: It was probably not a weapon of war, and was probably 
used only to control elephants. 

^nch : Saiikka: Already referred to as a musical instrument. 
^ Noose or Lasso ; Pdsa: “The plia was a sort of lariat or lasso. 

weapons of Varupa and Soma.** 
The Mbh. also makes allusions to it.** 

The Vayu mentions it only in connection with Siva. 
Defensive Armour : No defensive armour has been discovered 

The gV. inentions dripi and varman in the 

52. Mohtnio dwo, \. 53, Childe, op. ctt., 85.1. 54. Chakravartt, 166. 
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sense of coat-of>mail or body-armour.*® The varutha also finds mention 
in the RV. but it does not seem to have been much used by the warrior 
in those days.** The AV. uses the term kaoaca in the sense of corselet 
or breast-plate.*® In the 4th century B.c. we find that coats-of-mail 
were used by Indian kings in their wars against Alexander; for king 
Poms, according to the Greek writers, used metal armour.** Kautilya 
refers to different kinds of body-armour and he also furnishes us de¬ 
tails about the construction of shields in his days. 'Kavaca* according 
to him was an iron armour and he says that varman is a kind of 
protective clothing made of skin-hides of elephants, cattle, etc.** The 
Mbh. also makes frequent references to them.®* Most of them are 
associated by our Purana with Siva and his associates. ‘Kavaca* how¬ 
ever is mentioned by the Vayu with reference to kings Prthu and 
Rukmakavaca. The fact that king Rukmakavaca killed “many who 
wore kavaca' with sharp arrows shows that these kavacas were probably 
not made of iron. If this can be assumed to have been the case, we 
have to remark that the genealogical portion in which this reference 
to kavaca occurs is faithful to the antiquity which it depicts; for 
we have no definite evidence up-to-date whether metal-armours were 
used by the warriors of Rgvcdic Aryans; it is mentioned probably 
for the first time, in the AV. 

Rdsutnd: 

It would be seen from the recorded information above that most 
of these weapons are associated either with Siva, his followers and 
sons or occasionally with Visnu and Indra. The only weapons as¬ 
sociated with historical personages are : the bow, the club, the sword 
and the ploughshare. Of the defensive armour only the kavaca occurs 
in historical setting. Of all these weapons only the bow has the widest 
range of references to its credit. These facts corroborate the antiquity 
of the historical personages gleaned from works on political history. 
The genealogical lists of the Vayu, as far as our information on 
weapons goes, do not show a type of tampering common in the Mbh. 
where we find Cultural traits of later times mixed with the facts of 
antiquity. The Vayu shows us the kings of yore only in their ancient 
military equipment and does not generally try to ‘revise’ the tradition 
in the light of its own material culture. This becomes more obvious 
when we take into account the observations already made regarding 
composition of the army, cavalry and war elephants. This is, of course, 
argumentum ex silentio, still the chronological implications presented 
by them cannot be easily set aside unless shown otherwise. 

65. Das, op. cit. 336. 66. Ibid. 67. .Chakbavarty, 178. 
68. JM. 69. IHd. 70. 7M. snd slsoyAOS. 13.305«. 



CHAPTER X 

FLORA AND FAUNA 

I. Plant-WORLD 

Of Plants in General: In the RV. plants ( ofadhi) are personified 
as divine and a whole and a long hymn is devoted to their praise mainly 
with reference to their healing powers.’ The same Veda often refers 
to Soma as the king of the plant-world.* By the time of the Br. Up. 
(IV. 5.1) we find people holding a view that essence of water is 
embodied in the plants. If any other views were held regarding the 
origin of the plant-world we have no information on them so far. 

In the Vayu also the plant-world is closely associated with Soma 
who is called the “ consecrated lord ” of the vegetable kingdom. 

Classification of Plants : Rudimentary ideas about classification 
of plants can be found in the RV. and the AV.* Roughly speaking 
the vegetable world is divided, in the Vedic literature, between ofadhi 
or vdrtidh {plants) and vana or vrkfa (trees ).* The Manu-smiti, how¬ 
ever, divides the plant-world into four classes* which are also found 
in the works of Caraka and Sulruta.' This fourfold classification is ; 

(i) Vanaspati : Trees not bearing flowers. 

(ii) Vanaspatya: Trees bearing flowers and fruits. 
(iii) Au$adhis: Plants. Commentators further subdivide it into 

two classes, such as (a) annuals or perennials and 
(b) grass or trpa. 

(iv) Virudh ; Creeper. They are further subdivided into (a) lata 
and (b) valli and gulma. 

The Vayu classification of plants into gramyaravya (or grdmya and 
araiftya) and yajniya is not found in any of these works. This classi¬ 
fication, however, reminds us of an age when sacrifices were very often 
performed so that popular nomenclature regarded plants used in 
sacrifices as forming a separate class altogether. Sucn a system of 
classification would obviously be in harmony with the spirit of the 
Brahmapas but we have no information so far whether there were any 
works which adopted such a classification. 

The other system of classification is certainly cruder than that of 
the Manu and Caraka, though it comes closer to them than to the one 
found in the RV. For we find Vanaspati and Vrkfa (i. e. Vanaspatya 

1. Macdok^vl, Vedie Mythology, 2. Ibid. 
3. Cultwal Heritage ef India (RSmakrishna Centenary Volume), 3. 42. 
4. Ved. Ind., 1.125. 5. Cultural Heritage if India, 3, 429. 
6. G. F. Mujumoak, VunatpaU, and cf. alao B. N. Sbal, Pmitive Seiente* Ae 

Audent Hindm, 169. 
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in Caraka ^-both the terms of the Vayu have the same sensje as in 
Caraka—^as sub-species of Lata. But in Caraka and Su^ruta Lata itself 
appears as a sub-species of Virudh, Vrksa and Vanaspatya being there 
regarded as main classes. Again, in the Vayu we find Valli as a main 
class of which Gulmas and various kinds of grasses form the sub¬ 
species and Virudh is here regarded as a separate main class. The case 
is apparently different with Caraka where Virudh alone is the main 
class, the other being its sub-species. There is another difference to 
be noted. In the Vayu Ausadhi signifies the genera of the whole plant- 
world while in Caraka Ausadhi signifies one of the four main species 
of the plant-world. It has already been noted that the Manu has the 
same system of classification as in Caraka and the antiquity of the Vayu 
classification has to be estimated accordingly. 

About the other modes of classification—medicinal, dietetic, etc.— 
we hear nothing from the Vayu. This is another evidence of the com¬ 
paratively archaic character of the system of classification employed 
in our Purana. The plants referred to in the Purana have been given 
below in alphabetical order : 

Aguru: Kautilya knew it and gives its characteristics.’ Caraka 
mentions it‘ and so does Su^ruta who alludes to the oil being extracted 
from it and includes it in tailavarga.* 

Akfofa : Caraka mentions it in his phalavarga class of plants.'**^ 

Amra: It is mentioned by Kautilya*' and by Caraka and Suiruta 
in their system of classification.’* 

Asvattha : It is the most important tree of the ^V. and its fruit 
is described as sweet. Its wood was used for Soma vessels.'* It is 
called vanaspati in the RV. 

The Vayu connects this tree with the grandeur of royalty, quite in 
fitting with its sanctity and its association with Soma as in the ]RV• 
Our Pura^, however, relates its use mostly in connection, with the 
^rSddha. 

AtaA : Kautilya mentions it'* and according to Caraka it belongs 
to his ‘ oil group It is called lin-seed and is included in tailavarga 
by Suiruta.'* 

Badari: It is mentioned by Kautilya as an acid fruit.” 

Campaka: It is referred to by Su^ruta and also in the Brhat- 
Saifahiti.'* 

7. Trans, vs. i. Vsp. %. 9. I«rf. 100, 121. 
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CaiUtaka : iDaraka mentions Canaka'* and Su4ruta takes it amongst 
pulses.*® 

Candana : Kautilya,*' Caraka and Su^ruta mention it.** 
D34ima: Caraka and Su^ruta mention it.** Varlhamihira states 

how it should be planted and associates its growth with AnQpa region.** 
Darbha: Kautilya mentions it.** 
Devadaru: It is mentioned by Kautilya.** According to Su4ruta 

oil can be extracted from it.*^ 
DrSkfa : Caraka and Suiruta mention it.** , Varahamihira describes 

how it should be planted and states that it grows in Anupa region.** 
Durvdra : It is mentioned in the AV.*° and in the Brhat>Samhita.*' 
Godhutna; In the RV, we find only the Yava referred to which in 

later Saihhitas means barley. We do not know whether cultivation of 
wheat was known to the IPlgvedic Aryans.** In the later Saifahitas we find 
that wheat was cultivated.** By the time of Kautilya it had become 
quite familiar.** Caraka says that it unites fractures, prolongs life and 
promotes nutrition.** Su^ruta also describes its nutritive value.** 

Gfnjana ; Caraka includes it in his classification under the group 
of greens (haritavarga). He mentions it as grnjanaka.” 

Ikfu: The AV. mentions iksu (1.34.5). Kautilya terms it 
under kfdra.** He states that sugar-cane crops are worst (i. e. very 
difficult to grow as they are subject to various evils and require much 
care .and expenditure ).** He also refers to sugar.*® Caraka mentions 
its medicinal properties*' and the Brhat-Samhita also refers to it.** 

Jambu: Kautilya mentions/am&upAa/a.** The Jaina Sutras refer 
to/am&ti tree as an abode of a deity.** Caraka mentions its medicinal 
property and says that it relieves one of vomitting.** The Brhat- 
Samhita lays down certain rules regarding its planting.** According to 
him it grows in the Anupa region.** 

Kadatt: Kautilya mentions kada]i. He says that it is procured 
from Aroha which according to a commentator is a place in the Hima¬ 
layas.** He even mentions a process of making metals soft by treating 
them with the powder of kadalt.** It is known to Suiruta imd 
VarShamihira.*® 

Kdldmra: It is alluded to in the AV.*' 
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Kapittha: Kautilya shows that oil was extracted from this plant.” 
It is also mentioned by Buddhaghosa in his commentary on the Digha 
Nikaya.** Caraka and Su^ruta knew it.” The Brhat-Samhita mentions 
the mode of its planting.” 

Kaia: It is suggested that the darbha of the hymns of the AV. 
might be the same as Ka'sa. It is still used for sacrificial purposes.** 
The Brhat-Sathhita refers to it.*’' 

Kaimarya: Caraka mentions its medicinal properties and also 
its dietetic value.** Suiruta does the same.** 

Khadira: It is mentioned in the AV.** Caraka says that these 
trees grow in the Jahgala (forest) region.*' Su^ruta takes these plants 
as beneficial in the PSndu disease.** According to Varahamihira its 
overgrowth indicates impending famine.** 

Kharjura: The Taittirlya Samhita (II. 4. 9. 2) contains a myth 
about the origin of this plant. Formerly yatis did not offer sacrifice 
to Indra. Indra was incensed and cut off their heads into pieces and 
threw them to wild dogs. The hungry dogs tore open the skulls of 
these yatis and as these were scattered about on the ground they took 
root and grew into Kharjjiiras.** Caraka and Suiruta give its medicinal 
and dietetic properties.** 

The Vayu apparently contains a version of the same story as it 
is found in the Taittirlya Satnhita. But we do not know as to why 
Manu should come into the story of the Vayu at all. Again the yatis 
here are Varutrins who were the descendants of Bhrgu and that they 
should be opposed to sacrifices to Indra is really interesting to note. 
Instead of dogs the Vayu mentions Vrkas (wolves). The description 
of the Varutrins appears to be strange in the true Purapic setting. 
They appear as sacrificers to gods (Surayajakah) and in the same 
breath we are told how they contrived to destroy the institution 
of sacrifice. Their connection with the origin of the date-palms is 
pregnant with some ethnological suggestions, probably locating the 
Bhrgus in Persia—the home of date-palms—who were opposed to the 
set of Indo-Aryans migrating into India. 

Considering the contents of this story of the Viyu which offer 
contradictory details, one is tempted to infer that its material is 
really very ancient which the final redactors of the Puranas retained 
though they did not seem to have understood it. 

Kimiuka : Suiruta mentions it.** 
• Su^ruta mentions Kurantaka.** 
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Kuh: In the Jatakas we find people accustomed to the art of 
ascertaining the presence of water through its vegetable accessories 
amongst which Ku^ is mentioned as one.*” It might be the same as 
darbha of the Vedas.•* Kautilya mentions the oil extracted from its 
fruit and states that its oil, if it is poured over the fire, bums even in 
the storm.” 

Lakuca; Caraka and SuSruta mention it.” Varahamihira says 
that it should be planted by means of cuttings’* and that they grow it 
in Anupa region.” 

Laiuna : It is mentioned by Caraka and Su^ruta.” 

Ma§a: Kautilya mentions the proper time for its cultivation.” 
It is referred to by Caraka, Su^ruta and Varahamihira.” 

Masura: Kautilya refers to the proper season of its cultivation.” 
It is known to Caraka and Suiruta.” 

Mudga: Kautilya mentions the proper season of its cultivation.” 
It is also mentioned by Caraka and Su^ruta.” 

Mdtulunga : According to Kautilya it bears acid fruits.*' Caraka 
states its medical properties namely that it promotes cheerfulness and 
relieves one of vomitting effect.®* 

Naga: It is mentioned in the book of “Milinda”.** 

Naktamdla: Kautilya mentions the sticks of naktamala used for 
caning offenders.** Caraka says that it cures Pruritius^^ and according 
to Varahamihira it grows in Anupa region.** 

Nipa : Mentioned by Caraka and Su^ruta. Varahamihira*’ says that 
it grows in Anupa region.** 

Nyagrodha ; ' The ]^V. does not mention it but it is referred to in 
the AV. though only twice.** The S. Br. mentions its sweet drink.*® 
In the Ups. we find seeds of this tree mentioned in similes.*' But 
there it does not seem to indicate the symbolism of strength. Kautilya 
does not mention it and Caraka and Suiruta allude to its various 
properties.** 

In the Vayu we find it regarded sacred, symbolising strength and 
is mentioned accordingly in similes thus pointing to the post-Vedic 
character of the references. 

Padma {Ambuja, Kamala, Kutnuda, Utpala, etc.): The lotus 
had not become an object of similes or metaphor in the RV.** but by 
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the time of the Br. wt find it achieving a symbolic character; for we 
find there*^ the lotus-leaf as a symbol of the womb of speech and water. 
It is even called immortal light.*® The symbolism of the lotus is 
closely woven into the theories of cosmology in the Ups. where the 
concept of the lotus-birth of the manifested creative deity often occurs,** 
The idea of the lotus symbolising the earth is found in the Taittirlya 
Samhita and the S. Br.*^ But the conception of Brahma, the Creator, 
himself born of a lotus which arose out of the navel of Narayana, is 
not found in the Vedic texts; and corresponding representations in 
art do not appear before the fifth or sixth centuries a,d.** The idea is 
no doubt found in the Vayu but not in its cosmological chapters. 

Sri in the RV. is an attribute of Agni and in the Brahmans and the 
Ups. we find Sri-Laksmi often as an angel. There is, however, a 
Srisukta, said to be of the period of Br. Up.** which corresponds in all 
respects with the iconographic formula of the early Indian art. Here 
we find her closely associated with the lotus symbol. The. early 
Buddhist sculptures of about the 2nd century B.c. already show her 
connection with lotus.’** 

Palaia: It is mentioned in the BV.'*' The S. Br. refers to 
palasa and compares it with Brahman and Soma.'** It was often used 
in the ritual.'** The Ait. and S. Br. contain myths about its origin.'** 
In later works we naturally find it mentioned.'** 

Panasa: Kautilya, Caraka, Su^uta and Varahamihira'** mention it, 
the last one saying that it grows in Anupa region.'** 

Parijata : Kautilya mentions its pleasant colour in his description 
of Saugandhika gem.'** 

Parufaka: Kautilya, Caraka, Su^ruta and Varahamihira'** men¬ 
tion it. 

Patala: P3tala is mentioned by Caraka and Suiruta."* Varaha¬ 
mihira also mentions it as a commodity."' 

Pafola: It is mentioned by Caraka and Su^ruta."* 

Plakfa: The AV. refers to it.'** Kautilya mentions the seed of 
plakfa.^'* It is mentioned in the Gita as the first of immovable 
entities."* 

Priyatigu : Kautilya,"* Caraka and Su^ruta mention it."* 
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Sska: Katitilya mentions it many times”* and VarShamihira also 
refers to it.”* 

S&lmala: It is mentioned in the RV.'“ According to Kaufilya 
ialmali trees are good for denoting boundaries of villages.'*' 

Sarala : It is mentioned by Kautilya'** and Su^ruta.'** 

Slesmataka: It is mentioned by Kautilya,'** and by Caraka and 
SuSruta.'*® 

Udara: Udaraka is mentioned by Kautilya as food.'** 

Udumbara: It is very frequently mentioned in the Brahmanas.'** 
A throne>seat made of Udumbara was used in the coronation ritual.'** 
It was also considerably used in other sacrifices. Kautilya mentions 
it twice.'** 

Uiira: Kautilya mentions its plantation.'** Sii^ruta and Varaha- 
mihira also refer to it.'*' 

Tala: Kautilya,'** Caraka and Su^ruta mention it.'** 

Tamala: Caraka mentions it.'** 

Tila: Kautilya,'** Caraka, Su^ruta and Varahamihira mention it.'** 

Vata: Kautilya mentions it.'** 

Ve^u: It is often mentioned by Kautilya.'** Su^ruta also refers 
to it.'** 

Vihhitaka: It is mentioned by Caraka, SuSruta and Variha* 
mihira.'*® 

Vrihi: It is known to Kautilya,'*' Caraka and Sulruta.'** 

Yava: The exact significance of Yava in the RV. is uncertain'** but 
in later Saihhitas it indicates ‘ barley ’.'** Kautilya mentions it many 
times.'** 

It would have been noted so far that most of these plants men¬ 
tioned by the Vayu are found in the Arthaiastra and the standard works 
of Caraka and Su^ruta. These latter, however, mentiori other numerous 
plant-names which are not found in the Vayu. It is difficult to make 
any chronological findings from this but certain indications have been 
already noted above. The names of dvipas after plant-names deserve 
some treatment here. They are Ku^advlpa, Sakadvipa, Salmalidvipa, 
Plaksadvtpa, Jambudvipa, Puskaradvipa. It has been suggested that 
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these names might be indicative of regions where these trees predo¬ 
minated.*** The Purina explicitly mentions their derivation from a 
big tree of that name in the particular dvipa. All these trees have no 
history so old as the RV. Only the Sdlmali was known to the Rgvedic 
Aryans. The Ahattha, the most important of the plants, has no 
dvipa after it. Again f/JumWa is very frequent in the ritual of the 
Brahmanas and still it has no dvipa to its credit. The Nyagrodha 
comes to be used in later Vedic literature and it too has no dvipa. 
The same can be said of the Palasa. Of these dvipas only the Jambu- 
dvipa is mentioned by the Jatakas**’ which, though they mention 
plakfa, do not refer to Plaksadvipa. We have seen above that the 
names after whom dvipas were so called were all of them known to 
Kautilya and to later writers. Kautilya, however, does not mention 
the dvipas of those names. It would thus lead us to infer that the 
practice of naming dvipas after particular names of trees has come into 
vogue in the period of the Jatakas and the idea might have been 
developed further in later times. 

None of these plants are associated with the genealogical lists 
except the Rgvedic ascattAa tree. This reflects something on the anti¬ 
quity of that portion of the Purana. 

II. Animal-world 

Of the Animal-World in General: The twofold classification of 
animals (viz., domestic and wild) is found in the S. Br. which mentions 
seven domestic and seven wild animals.*** The number seven should 
be noted. This classification was based on practical experience and 
had no scientific precision. The fourfold classification into aifdaja, 
udbhijja, svedaja and jarayuja may be traced to the period of the Chh. 
Up. which mentions the terms atidaja, jlvaja and udbhijja'** The Jain 
Sutras also mention this fourfold classification**® and the same is found 
in the Gita,*** the Manu-smrti*** and in the ‘ Questions of Milinda ’.*** 
Thus before the rise of the Christian era this method of classification 
of animals had become a matter of common knowledge and later on we 
find Caraka and Sulruta very much familiar with it.*** SuSruta, how¬ 
ever, is more elaborate in his system of classification and mentions 
vyala, paiu, krmi, Hfa, piptlaka, sarisrpa, etc.'** 

There is also another classification which divides the animal-world 
into two broad categories, viz., (i) yonija (sexually generated), 
(ii) a-yonija (not sexually generated). The jarayuja and a^aja, 
according to this classification, come under yonija. This is the system 
of classification adopted by Patanjali and he gives several alternative 
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definitions of the animals of the a-yonija class. He calls them kfudra- 
janiavah (small animals ).'*• 

It is interesting to note here that the Vayu agrees closely with the 
classification of the S. Br. which is not observed by later writers. The 
mention of seven domestic animals in S. Br. confirms the above 
finding. Unfortunately, the S. Br. does not mention their names 
while the Viyu does. The antiquity of this V3yu material can be 
further judged from the fact that the elephant is included in wild 
animals by the Vayu. 

The fourfold classification of the Vayu can be reasonably assigned 
to a period later than that of the Chh. Up. and earlier than that of 
Su3ruta ; for we have found Su^ruta more elaborate and systematic than 
the Vayu in this connection. The Vayu gives (without order) a list of 
svedaja creatures while Sudruta’s knowledge of the subject decidedly 
appears to be more advanced. He mentions 18 classes of kifas, and 
3 varieties of scorpions and he describes pipilakas, mak§ikas, masakas, 
etc., in a more systematic manner.’*’ 

The last mode of classification of which Patanjali had some know¬ 
ledge, also has no corroboration in the Vayu. The Purana, no doubt, 
uses the words yonija and a-yonija but in a quite different context, 
viz., in regard to the origin of sages. Even if this is regarded as being 
a fore-knowledge ot such classification still it can be maintained that 
the VSyu material is more archaic in character. 

For want of detailed information on various animals, referred to 
in the First Part from other sources, we have dealt here only with fhe 
most important of them about whom we get at least some information 
from elsewhere. 

Aiva: The horse figures considerably in the Vedic ritual. The 
a^vamedha sacrifice is well-known. The story of its domestication 
goes over to the Indo-European age’** and the Vedic Aryans had their 
chariots drawn by horses though riding does not appear to have been 
known.'** The S. Br. says that a horse draws nothing else than a 
chariot.'** We have seen above how cavalry came to be employed 
in ancient India. 

The conclusions arrived at in our discussion of the cavalry can be 
confirmed here and nothing more need be added. 

Cow: The belief in the sanctity of the cow seems to have been 
inherited by the Indo-Aryans from prehistoric times before they had 
separated from the Iranians.'*' The cow is sacred to the ^gvedic 
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Aryans for we find cow addressed as Aditi. The earth itself is often 
spoken of as the cow.’** In the AV. we find the earth conceived 
under the figure of a cow and a clear reference to the story of her 
being ‘milched’ by divine beings and men.’** The history of this belief 
continues to our own times. In the Ups. we find speech meditated 
upon as cow.’** 

The practice of making gifts of cows to priests as, fees for their 
services in rituals was very common in Vedic times. This might be 
due to the fact that the cow often served as a standard of value right 
from the times of the RV.’*® 

“Though the cow-killer is in the White Yajurveda already said to 
be punishable with death, the ^tV. does not express an absolute pro¬ 
hibition, for the wedding hymn shows that even the cow was slaughtered 
on solemn occasions while bulls are several times described as having 
been sacrificed to Indra in large numbers.”’** The S. Br. prohibits eating 
of cow-flesh but still we find there Yajnavalkya saying, “I, for one, 
eat it, provided it is tender”. The Grhya Sutras permit the slaughter 
of cow on the arrival of a guest especially at a wedding or a sacrifice.’** 
Not only the cow but its five products (pancagavya) also appear 
to be sacred in the Mbh. as purifying agents'*® and similar is the case 
with the Dharma-^astra works.’** The Vedas appear to be silent on this 
aspect of her sanctity. 

The V3yu too shows the sanctity of the cow but regarding the 
paHcagavya it is silent. Regarding the relation of cow to speech it 
appears we can point to the story of Gayatri in the Vayu as its equiva¬ 
lent. The Vayu also shows us that cow served as a means of exchange 
and except nifkas, suvarnas, etc., we have no other evidence for use 
of coinage as currency. We have in the Vayu an instance of how the 
cow served as a means of exchange, e.g. Viivamitra’s wife sold her 
middle son for 100 cows. This culture-complex which is found in the 
genealogical lists must then be considered as antic, thus indicating the 
authenticity of the contents of the lists. 

Elephants: The ^Igvedic sages seem to have regarded it a strange 
creature and it is mentioned only in two passages of the ^V. It 
appears, however, that by the end of the ?gvedic period attempts 
were made to catch the animal. In the YV. and the AV. the elephant is 
quite familiar’** though its domestication must have taken some time. 
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The elepha&t figures considerably in the Jatakas.'^* By 300 B.C. it was 
quite familiar as a domesticated animal.*''* 

It should be noted that the Br. enjoins that elephants should not 
be accepted as gifts'** and elephants do not at all figure in the ritual 
as do the cows, goats and horses. 

The Vayu evidence indicates two different chronological stages in 
in its contents about this animal. In the first, the elephant was purely 
a wild animal and was not domesticated. In the second, it shows 
elephants as objects of gifts to Brahmins in ^raddha and mentions it 
as a yajniya animal. It refers to elephant-stables and to their use 
in war at the end of the Kali age. Accordingly this material of the text 
belongs to a later chronological stratum (i.e. from about the time of 
Buddha j'though we are unable to fix the lower limit of time. The 
geographical implications of this evidence is obvious from the fact 
that elephants abound in the north-east end of India and at the foot of 
the Himalayas. It is regarded as one of the ‘jewels’ of the paramount 
sovereign. The redactors of the Purina were very familiar with the 
animal as they mention the use of Ankula for controlling it. 

Lion : The lion was very familiar to the Rgvedic Aryans and they 
often allude to his roaring and they were even aware of catching Hons 
in snares.'” The lion typifying vigour is mentioned in the S. Br.'” 
In the days of Kautilya we find that a Superintendent of Forest had 
to look after certain forest products which included lion-skin.'” 

The information of the 'Vayu is of a very general nature and does not 
make us infer anything about its chronology. The statement that lions 
are made to serve when domesticated and the reference to caging of 
lions appear to show some advance after the Vedic period. It is 
difficult to say whether the yoking of lions to Skanda’s chariots had 
any semblance of reality. 

Tiger: It is unknown to the RV. but in the other Vedas it often 
figures as a beast of prey and the AV. describes the animal as man-eater 
(purufada).'” In the S. Br. we find the tiger as typifying vigour.'” 
Kaulilya mentions its skin as a forest product. 

As compared with the lion the tiger figures less in the Vayu. It 
does not appear’as a vehicle of Durga as in later mythology ; but a 
stage for this seems to have been prepared in the Vlyu statement that 
recitation of the Devi’s name protects one from a tiger. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

I 

IDENTIFICATION OF PLACE-NAMES AND TRIBES 

There exists considerable literature on the geography of ancient 
India' which occasionally takes notice of the material of the Purges. 
There are, again, different views regarding the accuracy of the geogra* 
phical information contained in the Puranas.* There are some who 
attempt to identify the dvipas or island-continents of the Puranas and 
others who regard them merely as the product of geographical fancy.* 
About the exact geographical definition of the Jamhudvipa also there 
are different views and scholars are further divided on the point 
whether the nine divisions of Bharatavarsa of the Puranas means our 
modern India or only its ninth division is what we call India today. 
By entering into the arena of these controversies we would be involving 
ourselves into a separate investigation altogether. We have, therefore, 
avoided any discussion on the point. Again the names of tribes and 
places in the Appendix A are too numerous to discuss the identification 
of all of them in this work, which is not a treatise mainly on 
geography. It is clear that such a discussion should form an in¬ 
dependent enquiry altogether and we hope to undertake it in future. 
The identifications of some names, however, are attempted here only 
to show how far the Vayu information admits of verification in the 
light of a similar information from the other sources. 

Abhiras: We learn from the Greek sources that the Abhiras 
“ were on the Indus, north of the Sauviras, where they gave their name 
to the Greek Satrapy of Abiria ” Patanjali locates them in Sindhu- 
dega with their settlements pear the Sarasvati,® and connects them with 
Sadras.* According to the information of the Mbh. we learn more of 
their movements from the region about the Punjab and Mathura to the 
region now known as the Konkan’ and here too they are at places 
associated with the Sodras.* The Mbh., however, shows them in 
another light, that is, as a nomadic tribe of cowherds “amongst whom 
the boy-god Kr§i)a lived.”* In the Nasik cave inscription we find men¬ 
tion of an Abhira king I^varasena who flourished about the end of the 
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2nd cent. a.d.’® This is probably the earliest reference to their south* 
ward inarch. Their location in the region about the A paranta (Konkan) 
and Suris^ra is also attested by the Vi§nu Purina and by Varlha- 
mihira," and the latter also refers to them as a southern people.'* 
They are again connected with the Pandu migration to the south.'* 
Even today the Ahirs (probably the same as the Abhiras ) are found in 
the Punjabi'* Kathiawad'* and parts of the Nasik and the Khandesh 
districts.'* 

The Vayu places them both in the north and in the Daksinapatha but 
not in the extreme south. 

Acchoda: The Acchoda lake is mentioned by Bana in his 
''Kadambarl ’ and it'is located, on the ground of this reference, in 
Kashmir.'* 

The Vayu calls it, at one place, a heavenly lake and at another 
locates it on the Kailasa. It is difficult to say whether the above 
Acchoda is the same as our lake Acchoda. 

Ahukas: The Ahuka tribe is mentioned in the Mbh. and Rukmi 
is mentioned as being their leader or chief.'* 

The Vayu calls them a northern ' deia'. The other reading 
‘ Bahuka ’ appears to be dubious for we have no information of a tribe 
of this name from any source so far. 

Alaka ; AlakI as a city of Kubera figures very often in the ‘Megha- 
dQta’ of Kalidasa who also gives its picturesque description. 

The Vayu also associated it with Kubera but at one place we find 
a mention of king PurQravas having resided there, thus suggesting its 
location somewhere near Pratisthlna in the Himalaya. 

Aldkanandd: It is mentioned as a tributary of the Ganges'* and 
the Vayu appears to support the inference. 

AUmadras: The Markandeya Purina has ' Animadras in the same 
connection as in the Vayu’.** No information is available from any 
other source so as to locate the region where they flourished.*' 

Amdladas (or Mdladas): The Mirkandeya has Mlnadas instead.** 
The Mbh. mentions Maladas as a people of the east who w’ere van¬ 
quished by Bhimasena in his digvijaya (conquest of quarters ).** This 
may probably refer to their location in the region now known as the 
Maldah District of Bengal.** 
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It would thus be seen that the Vayu reference to these people as 
an eastern janapada or de^a testified by the above evidence and the 
readings of the Anandalrama edition, which do not include the name 
Maladas, may be modified to this extent. 

Ambastka : The Ait. Br. mentions'an Ambastha king.*® The Greek 
historians of Alexander mention Abastanoi as an Indian people who 
had come into conflict with Alexander. They had settled on the lower 
Chinab,*® They are identified with the Ambasthas of Sanskrit and 
Pali works.** The Mbh. refers to the Ambasthas with Sivis, Ksudra- 
kas and Malavas and other north-western tribes.** The BSrhaspatya 
Artha^astra mentions an Ambastha country in connection with Sind. 
Patanjali mentions Ambastha as a name of a country or state and 
its inhabitants he. calls as Ambastheyas.** According to the Smrti 
writers Ambastha denotes a man of mixed Brahmin and Vai^ya parent¬ 
age.*® Varahamihir? locates them in the east and south-west.*’ 

The Vayu seems to refer to Ambastha as a name of a city and not 
of a people or tribe. But from the evidence of Puranic tradition in 
general, as collated by Pargiter, we can take it to mean a people of that 
name rather than a city Ambastha. It has been surmised that the 
Puranic references to these people are to be considered earlier than 
those of the Greek writers;** and the fact that the Vayu does not 
speak of them so contemptuously as the Smrtis do and as the Purana 
itself does in the case of other peoples, may be said to support the 
inference. It should be noted that the Vayu also associates them .with 
Sivis and the Yaudheyas as in the Mbh. 

Amarakaittaka: In his “Megha-duta” Kalidasa mentions the 
mountain named AmarakQta. In the Skanda Purana we have its sanctity 
described and there it is mentioned as holy, it being the source of the 
river Narmada.** Its sanctity, especially for the purposes of 4rSddha, 
is mentioned in the Visriu-saihhita.** 

The Vayu also probably means the same mountain by its reference 
to Amarakantaka, which it mentions as holy for 4r3ddha purposes (cf. 
also Kali^ga ). 

Anartta : In the Mbh. we find the country of Anartta mentioned 
in connection with Krsiia who himself refers to his absence from that 
country but for which absence he would have prevented the fatal 
gambling scene of the epic.*® In the Sabhaparvan, the people, Anarttas, 
are mentioned as having been conquered by Arjuna.** The territory 
of Anartta, as being ruled by Rudradaman, is alluded to in the Junagadh 

25. Cf. PHAJ. 206. 26. PHAI. 206 ff. 27. Ibid. 28. S0bbn8«k. 
29. PHAI. mu. 
30. Cf. Law, Ancient Indian Tribes, 2. 34 ti. for details cf. alto PHAI.W. 
31. M. 22,272-3. 32. Jayaswai,, 1. 74. 33. Dr, 4. 34. Ibid. 
35. III. 14. 14 (Critical Edition). 36. SeRBMSBN, 
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Rock Inscription of the year 72.’^ It is suggested that this Anartta might 
signify the territory around Dvaraka,®* But the exact definition and 
boundaries of Anartta have always been vague both in the literary and 
epigraphic references to that name.” In the Mbh., again, we find 
Ku&sthal! as being another name for Dvaraka,*® which was situated 
in Anartta. 

The evidence of the Mbh. and the inscription of Rudradaman 
suggest that Anartta may mean the region about DvSraka for here we 
find Ku^asthali as the capital of Anartta. One of the Vayu references 
to that name (No. 38) would probably take it to be the same ^region. 
But the other reference (No. 39) suggests (—Surastra, Kacciya and 
Arbuda are also mentioned in its context)—that it means a different 
region, probably the same as the Northern Gujarat of to-day.*'^ It 
should be noted that the name Lata is not mentioned in the Vayu. 
may make us infer that Anartta included Southern Gujarat also. 

This 

Andhras: The Andhras as a people are mentioned in the Brah- 
manas. The Ait. Br. speaks of them as the exiled sons of Vi^vamitra, 
that is, as non-Aryans." In the Jatakas a city named Andhapura and 
the Andhra country are referred to" and in the inscriptions of A^oka," 
they are mentioned as inhabiting the borderland of his empire. Megas- 
thenes calls the Andhras as a separate race altogether and according to 
the Manusmrti," they were a barbarian people. In the Mbh. they 
are often found mentioned with Sabaras, Pulindas, etc." In all these 
references to them there is no direct indication of an express mention 
of a country known particularly after their name. 

The VSyu mentions the Andhras as inhabiting the Daksinapatha 
and its reference to them as people who are a taboo in 4raddha suggests 
that according to it also they were a non-Aryan people. 

Andhrakas: They are probably the same as the Andhras mentioned 
above. The Mbh. refers to them with Sakas, Yavanas, Daradas, 
Mlecchas, etc." The Vayu also mentions them in the same manner. 
The absence of the name "Andhras” in the list of tribes wherein 
Andhrakas are mentioned lends support to the above inference that both 
these names signify the same tribe. 

Andkravakas: The Markandeya Purina reads Andhrarakas in the 
same connection as in the Vayu.^® There is no other information about 

37. Cf. PHAI. 424. 38. Ibid. 
39. Cf. Altbkar, AneitM Towns and Citiss in Gujofat and Kathiawar, 4; and abo 

Sankalia» Afchmtdogy qf Gujaratt 4-5, 
40. SOrbnsen, 433. 41. Ci. Bombay Gatt«tte€r,\. (i •, cf. alio fn. 5 abova. 
42. Gopalachari, Early History tf the Andhra Country, 1. 
43. Mehta, 370. 44. Corpus Juseriptiotmm ImUearum, 1. 
45. See Samtore, Wild Tribu in Indian History. 9. 46. Cf, ABORI. 17. 324. 
47. Salbtorb, ep. cit., 32. 48. Gopalachari, eit., 1. 
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them for the present so as to fix their location. It should be noted 
that our Purana places them in the east and thus they may not be the 
same as the Andhras noted above. 

Anga: The AV. mentions a people of this name with the Muja- 
vats, Magadhas, etc.^* In the Jatakas the Ahgas and Magadhas are 
often associated together®® and their janapada is mentioned first 
amongst the sixteen great janapadas known to these works.®' It appears 
that the Anga dominions at one time included Magadha also®® and that 

the important city in this territory was Campa which is famous in 
the Jatakas.®® The Ramayana gives a story about the origin of the name 
‘Anga’ from Madana,®® which is apparently an attempt at etymology 
probably confusing the name Anga with ananga (i.e. Madana ). The 
Mbh. and the other Puranas (Vayu included )> however, derive the 
name from Anga, son of king Bali. There appears to have been some 
truth in this tradition,*® 

The Vayu mentions the same Anga as that of the Mbh. and mentions 
the city of Campavati in connection with the region. 

Angadlya : The mention of Karapatha occurs in the Raghuvarhia®* 
in connection with the two sons of Laksmana who were placed there 
by the order of Rama. There is, however, no reference to its capital 
cities. The Ramayana calls it Karupatha.®® It is identified with 

Karabagh or Kalabagh on the banks of the Indus at the foot of the salt 
range in the Bannu District. Most of the Puranas read it as the Kara- 
patha-de&®' and not Karapatha as in the Raghuvam^a. The identification 
proposed above appears improbable from the evidence of the Puranas 
including the Vayu which locates it near the Himavat mountain; and 
in the region with which Karapatha is identified we find the sons of 
Bharata ruling. It is, however, not possible at this state of our know¬ 
ledge to suggest anything about the location of the city called Angadiya. 

ASjana : The Jatakas mention the Anjana mountain as situated 
in the Great forest.®* It is identified with the Suleiman Range in the 
Punjab on the strength of the evidence of the Ramaya^ and the 
Markan^eya and the Varaha Puranas.*® The Jatakas also mention ASjana 
forest near Saketa which is identified with the Kalakavana of the Dharma- 
sutras and the Kalaki^rama of the Buddhists.*’ 

The evidence of the Vayu does not throw any light on this 

information. 

49. 7.195.1918,317. 
51. Davids. 23. 
54. Cf.7,AS5.1918. 317. 
57. Da, 92. 
60. JM., 6f.OB,8. 

50. Ibid. 320 fn. 7; cf. alto Davids, 23. 
52. PHAI.91. S3. /Wil., cf. also Mbhta, 
55. Cf. PBAI.n. 56. XV. 90. 
58. AIBT.m fn.i. 59. Mbhta, 369. 
61. /HO. 4.93-4. 
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Anupas: The Jitakas mention a town named Anupiya which Was 
probably situated in the Madhy*de4a (Middle country )•* but here it is 
not clear whether it has anything to do with the AnQpa country. In 
the Mbh. we find kings Kartavirya Arjuna and Nala associated with 
the AnOpa country and references to it in the Harivaihda suggest its 
proximity with SurSstra and Anartta.** The country of AnQpa is men¬ 
tioned in the Nasik inscription of Gautamiputra Bala4ri with Aparanta, 
Vidarbha and Avanti and it is suggested that there it signifies the 
district around Mahismati on the river Narmada.** The same location 
is probably indicated also by the Junagadh Rock Inscription of Rudra- 
daman.” The Marka^d^ya and the Matsya Puranas have Annajas and 
ArQpas instead of AnQpas of the Vayu, in the same connection and 
these readings have been considered to be erroneous.** 

The Vayu mentions a janapada of Anupas as situated on the 
Vindhya plateau (Vindhya-prstha) and associates this name with the 
Vitihotras and Tu^4^}uras who are elsewhere mentioned in the Puraiia*^ 
as the branches of the Haihayas, thus suggesting the proximity of the 
region over which Kartavirya Arjuna probably ruled. At another 
place the Vayu refers to Narmadaniipa. Thus this information of our 
Puraigta appears to support the evidence of the Mbh. and the inscrip¬ 
tions. There is, however, another reference to the Anupa-de^a in 
connection with the story of Prthu and here it appears that the region 
has some connection with the territory of Magadha. It has been sug¬ 
gested that this AnQpa might mean a part of Bengal, east of Magadha.*' 
It should be noted that "anupa” means “watery tract or region”. 

Apardntikas: The Edicts of A4oka mention Aparantas as includ¬ 
ing SurSftra, thus suggesting that Aparanta meant all the countries in 
Western India." It appears that according to the Mbh. Aparanta 
included the whole of the Western Coast.” The Nasik inscription of 
Gautamiputra Bala4ri takes the same term as meaning a narrow region 
of the present Northern Konkan and the same inference appears to be 
evident from the other inscriptions of the Satavahana kings and of 
RudradSman.^' According to R. G. Bhandarkar the Aparanta of the 
Purinas means the modem region of the North Konkan.” From the 
reference to Ariake in the Periplus, Bhaoavanlal Indraji suggested 
that Aparantaka signifies the Western sea-board of India” and the sam*'* 
appears to be the inference from the information of Ptolemy on that 
point.'’'* The MarkaQ^cya seems to take Aparanta in a general sense 

62. Cf. Malalasbkhara, DkHonary Pali Prop*r Namtt, 91 for reference*; 
of. steo Law, Geography cf Early Buddhism, 24. 

63. Cf, ABORI. 17.330. 64. PSAI. 411. 65. Ibid. 424. 
66. Cf. .ilSOJif. 17. 330. 67. F4.94. SOff. 68. AlHT.lb. 
69. PHAI. !B9. 70, Altbkar, op. cit., 2. 71, PHAI. 411, 420,425. 
72, Early History <4 the DoHwn, 73. JA, 8.140. 74, Cf. Altskar, op. oil., 2. 
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meaning all the 'countries of Western India,” and that was also the 
information known to Yuan Chwang, the celebrated Chincse- 
Buddhist traveller.” 

The reading of the Markandeya is changed in the Vayu to '* other 
countries” (cf. apararhs tan) and elsewhere we find mention of 
VindhyaparSntikas ; and the people Aparantas are shown as inhabiting 
the region of the Vindhyas, probably its westernmost extremity. Thus 
Vayu shows that Aparanta region is a restricted area, that being pro¬ 
bably the geographical knowledge of the redactor of the PurSna. The 
Gha reading of the Purana, however, mentions Aparanta in the sense 
in which MSrkandeya uses it which appears to be the original reading 
changed by the other versions to ‘ sathparitah ’ fronri ‘ hyaparaniSh ’. 

Apagas: The ^V. mentions the river Apaya with the Sarasvati 
and Drsadvati.” The river Apaga is mentioned in the Mbh. as flow¬ 
ing through the country of the Madras.” The Markandeya has 
Aupagas in the same connection as in the Vayu,” and from the refer¬ 
ence to the region of Apaga in the Brahmanda Purana its identification 
with Afganistan has also been surmised. 

The fact that the Vayu places the Apagas in the north may perhaps 
corroborate the information of the ^V. and the Mbh. but it is difficult 
to say whether we are justified to see here the modern region of 
Afganistan. 

Apartias: The Markand^ya has Aparantas and the Matsya Puran- 
dharas in the same connection as in the Vayu. The Mbh. mentions a 
tribe Aparanta and Markandeya’s astronomical list locates it in Sindhu- 
Sauvlra country, and the Vayu reading ‘ Aparita ’ is supposed to be 
wrong.*' It must be stated that the Aparitas in the Vayu are the dtia in 
the north and might mean an independent tribe of that name inhabiting 
the northern region of India. The Markapd^yR Puratm gives a separate 
list of Aparanta countries taking it in a broad sense and there the men¬ 
tion of the name Aparanta as a northern country is improbable. 

Arhudas : The mountain Arbuda is mentioned in the Mbh.** The 
people Arbudas of the Markandeya** and the Vayu may be supposed 
to be inhabiting the region about that mountain. 

Asmakas: The Asmakas are one of the sixteen great janapadas 
in the JStakas.**. They had, in Buddha’s time, a settlement on the banks 
of the God3varI and in the Jatakas they are associated with the Avantis.** 

The name, however, is ambiguous; for in Sanskrit we have names of 
two tribes, viz., the Asmakas and Aivakas as they are mentioned in 

75. ABORI. 17. 325. 76. Cunningham, Ancient Geography India, 690. 
77. Das, op. cit., 161, 178,353. 78. SObbnsbn. 79. ABORI, M.TSt. 
80. Db, 10. 81. ABORI. 82. SmDb, 10. 
83. Set ABOW. 17.327. 84. Davids, 23 . 85. /Wdf.27. 
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the Mbh.” and' ** either there were two distinct tribes so called or the 
Sanskrit form * Aivaka ’ is a wrong reading or a blunder in the 
sanskritisation of Assaka Panini also mentions Aimaka in one of 
his SQtras.'^ A legend regarding the origin of the A^makas is found 
in the BrhannSradiya and Visnu Puranas,*® and it is suggested that the 
A4makas were an offshoot of the Iksvakus of Ayodhya.** The mention 
of Assakenoi by the Greek writers and the evidence of BrhatsarhhitS 
and the Kurma Purana*® suggest that their country was in the north¬ 
west.*' But it has been suggested that the Assakenoi of the Greeks 
means the A^vakas and not the ASmakas.” Panini, however, mentions, 
the A^makas in the Deccan.” The Hathigumpha Inscription of KhSra- 
vela mentions Asikanagara.** 

The 'Vayu has the Asmakas (not A^makas) as a janapada of the 
Dak^inapatha and thus its information sides with the Jatakas and Pacini. 
They are mentioned with Maunikas, Paunikas and Bhogavardhanas. 
There is a suggestion that A^maka and Mulaka of the Iksvakus founded 
the two kingdoms of A^maka and Mulaka regions** and D. R. Bhandar- 

KAR suggests that they were independent kingdoms.” The 'Vayu no 
doubt mentions the king A^maka and his successor Molaka but from 
the Vayu evidence it is improbable that this line can be brought to the 
Deccan ; for we find in the Purina Raghu and Rama as descendants of 
this Aimaka who certainly ruled in the region of Ayodhya. There is 
no indication in the Purina that this king ruled in the Deccan also. 
It appears that sameness of names—which according to Pargiter has 
brought many errors in the Purai^ic dynastic lists**—has confused the 
redactors of the Brhannaradiya and Vispu Furies and thus they try to 
relate the king Aimaka with the region Aimaka. It should be noted 
that the Jatakas do not throw any light on this assumption. 

Aivamukhas or Aivakamukhyas: (See Aimakas above.) They are 
mentioned in the Brhatsathhita” and were probably a north-western 
people. Its literal meaning “ horse-faced ” is interesting and there 
appears to have been a similar inference about them from the Greek 
sources also.” They are probably the same as the Assakenoi of the 
Greeks or the A^vakas referred to above. 

Afavyas : The Markan^eya has A^hakyas and the Matsya agrees 
with the V5yu reading in the same connection and it is supposed that 
the VSyu reading is correct.'” Ataviasacity in the Deccan is men- 
tioned in the Mbh.'®' and the Atavyas of the Allahabad Pillar Inscrip- 

86. Jbid.TS. 87. Law, op. cit., 87. 88. Wilson, Tram. 
89. Law, op. cit., 88 ff. 90. See De. 12. 91. PHAT. 121 ff. 
92. Ibtd, fn. 5. 93, Ibtd. 94. See Mehta, 372 for reference. 
95. PHA/. 122, 96. Ibid. 121. 97. Ct.AIHT. 131. 
98.. I A. 22. 174. 99. CHI. 1.159 fn. 100. ABORI. 17. 322. 

101. BOasNSSN. 
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tion of Samudragupta'®* probably signify the Atavyas of the Purapa who 
were probably the aboriginal tribes of Central India.'®* The Vayu 
appears to confirm this view by locating them in the Dak^inapatha. 

Atreyas: The Vayu has the same information as in the Markan- 
deya Purapa.’®* 

Aftahasa : The region Attahasa is mentioned in the Padma Purapa 
and in the Kubjika Tantra and an attempt is made to identify it with 
the eastern part of Labhalpur in Bengal. The Vayu information makes 
it a mountain chain of the Himalayas thus coming into conflict with the 
above assumption.'®* 

Avantis: The Avantis are one of the sixteen janapadas of the 
Jatakas with its capital Ujjeni.'®* The janapada of Avantis, according 
to D. R. Bhandarkar, was divided into two parts : Northern part with 
its capital Ujjeni and the southern one in Dak^ipapatha with its capital 
Mahismati; but Raychaudhari hesitates to accept this conclusion.'®* 
The Mahagovinda Suttanta mentions Mahissati as the capital of the 
Avantis but the Mbh. distinguishes between the kingdoms of Avanti 
and Mahi?mati.'®* 

The Vayu mentions the janapada of the Avantis on the Vindhya- 

pnfha. In the account of Kartavirya Arjuna we find Mahifmati as 
“ conquered ” by him from the Nagas and his sons in “ Avantis " are 
afterwards mentioned. This probably suggests that Mahismati was 
the capital of Avanti. The five gapas of Haihayas, as enumerated in 
the Purapa, do not mention the Avantis but mention Avartis. The 
Matsya Purapa has the former reading. But in the list of the janapadas 
Avantis are mentioned with Tupdikeras and Vltihotras (two of these 
gapas). This would make us infer that Avanti as a separate janapada 
came into existence in later times while formerly it comprised the. 
territory of all the five gapas. The Brhatsaihhita takes Avanti and 
Ujjayini as meaning the same city.'®® But the Vayu does not mention 
Ujjayini at all. It should be noted that * Avanti ’ definitely meaning 
" a city ” is not mentioned in our Purapa. 

Avanti (river): Avanti and Sipra are understood as being the 
two names of the same river."® But the Vayu mentions Sipra and 
Avanti separately, thus suggesting names of two rivers both of which 
had their source in the Pariyatra mountain. 

Ayodhyd and Saketa : Both the cities of Ayodhya and Saketa are 
mentioned in the Jatakas.'" Saketa is supposed often to be the same 
as Ayodhya but it is pointed out that they were possibly adjoining 

102. Fleet, Gupta Itutriptions. 103. ABORJ. 17.322. 
104. Cf, Law, ilBOJli. 17. 237. 105. Ds, p. 13. 
106. Mehta, 372; Davids, 23-8. 107. FHAI. 122 fn. 4. 108. Ibid, 123, 
109. M. 22.174. no. P.14. 111. Mbhta,3:o-1. 
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cities like London and Westminster."* It was a town on the river 
SarayQ."* The Brhatsamhita mentions the inhabitants of Ayodhyl."* 

The Vayu mentions both ‘the city’ and ‘the kingdom’ of Ayodhya. 
According to the JItakas the city of Ayodhya was included in the terri¬ 
tory of Kosala being one of its three great cities."’ Ayodhyi seems 
to have been the earliest and Saketa the next capital of the Kosalas 
of the Buddhist works."' After the Iksvaku dynasty, it appears that 
this city had never had the privilege of being a capital; but it 
is suggested that the successors of Skanda-Gupta had a capital in 
Ayodhya till the rise of the Maukharis."^ It should be noted that in 
connection with the region of the Guptavaihiajas we find the VSyu 
Purana mentioning Saketas (and not Ayodhya) as being one of their 
four important janapadas. The absence of Ayodhya in the later Kali 
age accounts of the Puram is significant. 

Bahuda : The river Bahuda is mentioned in the Mbh."' as one of 
Eastern India. Pargiter identifies this river with that of the RSmayaiia 
which joins the Ganges near Kanauj but De' rejects this identification 
and identifies it with the Dhalabha, a feeder of the Rapti in Oudh."* 

The Vayu mentions it with Gomatl and Drsadvatl, thus confirming 
Paroiter’s view. 

Barbaras : The Mbh. locates them in the north-west region with 
Sakas, Yavanas, etc. It has been contended that the ‘‘Barbaricum’’ of 
Periplus is the same as Barbarika of the Dhanvantatlya Nighai^tu, an 
Ayurvedic work and that it was the city of the Barbaras.'" It was the 
same as the Barbarii of Ptolemy which along with Patala formed the 
two towns of the islands formed by the river Sindhu.'*' The Bphat- 
saihhita mentions the Barbara people in the region of south-west 
which appears strange from the evidence sketched above."* It is held 
that they were a north-western tribe according to the Brhatsamhita but 
no reference is quoted to support his statement. The Bjrhatsaihhita 
also mentions the Sindhu-Sauviras, the Kambojas, the Ambafthas and 
the Kiratas in the south-west (Nairti diU) J** 

The Vlyu too calls it a northern desa and elsewhere the river Cak^u 
is shown watering this land and passing through the Sindhu-maru country 
as in the Matsya Purina."' 

BhadrakSras: The Mbh. mentions a people Bhadrakaras and also 
Bhadras. It is stated that both these people might mean the same. 
It is also suggested that they might have had their habitat near about 

112. Davids, 39. 113. PHAT. 85; cf. Db. 14 for details. 
114. JA. 22. 174. 115. PHAI.8S. 116. PBAI. 90. 
117. Ibid. 496. 118. SOrsnsbn. 119. Db. 16. 
120. iC. 1.389; Cunningham, op. cit., 694>5. 121. /C. 1. 389. 
122. M. 22. 174 ; Law, JC/. 389. 123. XIV. 18. 124. fC. 1.389. 
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the Kurus, the Matsyas and that the Uttamabhadras, known in historical 
times as a republican tribe, might have been a section of the Paura^ic 
Bhadrakaras. The Markandeya has Bhadrakaras'” in the same con¬ 
nection as in the Vayu. 

The Vlyu places them in the Madhya-de4a and thus confirms the 
evidence of the MSrka^deya. 

Bhadraivas : The people of the name Bhadra^vas are referred to 
in the Brhatsamhita which mentions the king of Bhadrasvas and Kern, 

in his^ note to his translation of the same work, remarks: “The 
Bhadrasvas are a mythical people fabled to have lived in the remote 
East...The origin of the BhadraSvas living near the Udayagiri may be 
traced to the ]^V. (1.115. 2 ff.)”.*“ Kern further adds that they w'ere 
probably the same as the Bhadras of the Madhya-deSa. 

In the VSyu also they appear to be a mythical people of the East 
and there is no indication as to where we should place them. 

Bhanukacchas: The Markapdeya has Bhirukacchas in the same 
connection as in the Vayu. They are stated to be the same as the 
Bhrgukacchas of Sanskrit literature. The region about modem Broach 
represents their country which is the same as the Baryagaza of early 
Greek Geographers.'*’ Bharukaccha as “a seaport town of the Bharu 
kingdom” is also mentioned in the Jatakas.'** 

The Vayu also has the reading Bharukacchas and it locates them in 
the same region as above. 

Bharadvajas: The Bhisma Parvan of the Mbh. mentions them with 
the Atreyas. The evidence of the Epic seems to locate them “not far 
from the upper regions of the Ganges near the hills”.'** 

The Vayu agrees to a certain extent with the above assumption by 
referring to the BhSradvajas as a northern deia and by mentioning them 
with the Atreyas. 

Bh&rgavas: The Mbh. mentions Bhargas who are taken to be the 
same as the Bhargavas. It is further stated that they were perhaps 
the eastern branch of the Bhaggas of Suthsumaragiri.'*" The Vayu 
has the same information as in the Markandeya in which connection 
the above inferences are made. 

BhtmaratM: This river is mentioned in the Purina with Godavari 
and K|:f9l as flowing from the Sahya mountain and thus is the same 
as the modern Bhima river. VarShamihira mentions the same river by 
the name BhimarathS.'*' 

125. ilfiOJtJ. 17.228-9. 126. M. 22. 175. 
127. ABORl. 17. 326; Dx, 32; Cunningham, op. cit. For details about Bbaru- 
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Bhogavardhanas; The Bharhut Inscription mentions Bhogava^m^** 
but the identification of the tribe, Bhogavardhanas, is difficult to sug¬ 
gest. Varahamihira mentions the Bhogavardhana country (or a city 
of that name ?) summarily and the mention is ‘perhaps* an interpola¬ 
tion.Their association with the Asmakas in the Puratta suggests 
that they inhabited a region close to the Asmakas, i.e., in the Dak- 
sinapatha. 

Bhojas: They are mentioned in the Brahmana literature and had 
spread over Central and Southern India from the period represented 
by the Brahmapas'*^ onwards. There is also an evidence aboui their 
association with Vidarbha'” and the Bhojas are mentioned in the edicts 
of Aioka.'^ Kautilya’s information suggests that the Bhojas were 
ruling in his time in the Da^daka.'” The Vayu mentions them with 
Utkalas, Uttamarnas, Da^arnas and Kiskindhakas thus probably locating 
them somewhere about Vidarbha and not in Dapdaka which occurs 
separately in the list. It should be noted that the Vayu mentions them 
as occupying the Vindhyaprstha ( Vindhya plateau). 

Bhrgutuinga: On the evidence of Varaha-Purana it is located as 
a mountain in Nepal to the eastern bank of Gandaki.'®* This appears 
improbable from the statement in the Vayu that after ascending the 
Bhrgutuhga one goes to the holy river Sarasvati. 

Bindusaras : On the evidence of the epics and the Matsya Purana 
it is located as a place 2 miles south of Gangotr!.'** The Vayu agrees 
with the Brahmanda Purana in showing its situation at the foot of the 
Gauda (Gaura in Vayu) mountain.’** Our Purana further says that in the 
vicinity of this lake king Bhagiratha dwelt for many years, an informa¬ 
tion confirmed by the Ramayana and the Matsya Purana.'*' 

Bodhas : They are mentioned also in the Mbh. and the RamSyana. 
Their location somewhere in the eastern districts of the Punjab is 
suggested by Law.'** The Matsya Purana has Bahyas in the same 
connection as in the Vayu.'** The Vayu calls them a janapada of the 
Madhyadeia. 

Brahmottaras: It is suggested that Suhmottara is the original 
reading implying thereby their location to the north of the Suhma 
country.’** This is probable because Sumha, son of king Bali, after 
whom the janapada Suhma was known, is also mentioned as Brahma in 
our Purapa.'** Their location in the east by our Pum^a confirms the 

132. Barua and Samha, Bharhut Instriptions, 15. 133. lA. 22, 175, 
134. For detailed information from other aoureet on the Bhoiaa, cf. Law, op.cit., 

176 a. 
135. PHAI, 77. 136. See Ibid, for referenoea; 137. Ibid. 
138. Db,34. 139. Ibid.H. 140. JKd. 141, Jttd. for referenoea. 
142. Cf..i4JSORf.l7. 229. 143. Ibid. 144. iW. 17.241. 
145, Cf. V«yu, 99.85. 
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same. It should also be noted that the Vayu Purina mentions the 
region of Brahmottaras with Adgas, Vadgas and Magadhas as being 
watered by the river Gang!. Anga and Vadga were the two other sons 
of king Bali. The interpretation that the Brahmottaras were a people 
who inhabited the region north of the Brahma or Sumha country may 
probably be not correct and it appears that the Brahmottaras are the 
same as the Brahmas who, however, are not mentioned as such. 

Charmahhaifdikas: The Marka^deya has the same reading as in the 
Vayu in this connection but the Matsya has Atta-Khandikas (or Catta- 
Khandikas) while the Mbh. has Carmamandalas. It is suggested that the 
region occupied by them might be identified with the one about 
Samarkand.”* We have a reference in the Brhat-Samhita to ‘Charma- 
ranga’ as people in the north-west division, and the same source refers 
to an island named a Carmadvipa (lit. island of bark) in the south-west 
division.”’ But it is difficult to suggest anything about their identifica¬ 
tion on this very account. The reference to a river named Carmanvatl 
in our Purana flowing from the Pariyatra mountain may be a pointer 
towards location of the people who, it is tempting to suggest, might be 
the same as the Charmarangas of Varahamihira. 

Caulyas or Colas (?): The Colas are mentioned in the inscriptions 
of A^oka. Their country is roughly the modern region of the Districts 
of Trichinopoly and Tanjore drained by the river Kaveri.”* It is 
interesting here to note that in the Tamil tradition the Colas have also 
Sembiyan as their name which is '‘generally taken to mean a descendant 
of Sibi**.’** In the Mbh. they are seen fighting on the side of the 
Pandavas and are mentioned with Dravidas, Andhrakas and Pandyas.'*** 

The Vayu locates them with Pandyas, Keralas, etc., in the ^k^ina- 
patha. They are again shown vanquished by king Sagara along with the 
Khasas, etc., as Kfatriya-gapas and the Cola-janapada is derived from 
a son of Janapida, a descendent of Turvasu. Thus if we believe in the 
Vayu tradition they were once in the north as Ksatriyas having some 
connection with the Turvasu branch of Yayati. Pargiter, however, thinks 
that their connection with Sagara’s story is erroneous.”* But in this 
account of the Vayu Purana they are not associated with either the 
Pandyas or the Keralas or such other admittedly southern people. It is 
on this ground that Pargiter suggests that “the Colas it seems were not 
the Colas of South India but rather another frontier tribe whose name 
appears as Culikas in later times’’.'** He also asserts that the kingdoms 
of Cola, Pai^dy^ And Kerala were offshoots of the Turvasu branch of the 
Ailas.’** 

146. B. C. Law quotes a suggestion of Pargiter on which he bases his sUtement 
but does not quote a reference in that connection. Cf. ABORI. 17. 233. 

147. M. 22. 176. 148. PBAJ.lli. 
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It is interesting to note here that the Vayu does not mention tie 
Colas in its list of tribes in India. It mentions the COlikas in the 
north and the Caulyas in the Dak^inapatha. The Colas are mentioned 
in reference to genealogies. The question remains whether the Colas 
in Sagara account should be identified with the COlikas or the Caulyas 
or whether all the names mean distinct tribes. The Colas • descendents 
of Janapidi are mentioned with Keralas, etc., and they appear to be an 
offshoot of the Turvasu line and thus mean a Southern people.’®* Sibi, 
we know, belonged to the line of Druhyas, But at any rate, Sibi and 
Janipida were descendents of Yayati. Still the connection of Sibi 
w'ith Colas, so far as the Vayu is concerned, is far-fetched though 
certainly suggestive. If we regard the Colas in Sagara account as the 
same as Culikas suggested by Pargiter their location in the north 
becomes probable. 

Culikas: Pargiter places them, tentatively, in about the north¬ 
west region and connects them with the Piiacas.'®* He quotes the 
Matsya, Markandeya, Vayu, etc., in support. 

Cinas: The Mbh. locates them both in the extreme north-west 
and in the east and also at the source of the Ganges.’®* The Ramayapa 
mentions the Western Cinas (in the west).’®’ For the Cinas in the 
Markapdeya list, Vayu has a corresponding reading Pina ( except in Na 
which has Pina). Thus V3yu does not show them in the north but 
probably locates them in the extreme east. We find also here a mention 
of Cinamaru country but it is difficult to identify it. 

DaiSr^s: A town named Erakaccha in the Dasanna (Da43rna) 
country is referred to in the P§li literature but this reference does not 
help much in locating the country of the people.'®* Kaufilya also 
mentions the Da43rius, the elephants from whose region are, according 
to him, of a secondary category as compared with those from Anga and 
Kalifiga.’** The Mbh. refers to the Daiarpas and during the period 
represented by the epics, it is suggested, that these people seem to have 
more than one settlement and the Mbh. thus refers to two Daiarpas, 
one in the west conquered by Nakula and another in the cast ( or 
south-east) subjugated by Bhimasena.’*® According to the R3mi- 
yana and the other Puranas, the Daiarnas are often shown as grouped 
with the MSlavas, Karu^as, Utkalas, Mekalas, etc. In the Periplus 
there is a reference to Dosarena which might indicate a knowledge of 
these people. Kilidasa, however, gives a better information about 
them and in his ‘ MeghadQtaiii ’ he refers to their country with its 

154. Ibid. 292. 155. JRAS. 1912,213. 
156. FordetaiUcf..4fiOA/. 17, 236-7. 157. Ibid. 
158. Law, op. cit,, 2. 30, 159. Book 11, Ch. 11. 
160. Law, op. oit,, 29; of. tUo B. A. Salbtoke, WiU Tribes in IrsManHislary, 103 B. 
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capital Vidi^ (i. e. modern BhiUa), situated on the river Vetravatl. 
They seem to have occupied the region about the river Daiar^a (i. e. 
the modern river of the name Daian) which is a tributary of the 
Vetravatl.'*’ 

The Vayu mentions them with the Malavas, KarQsas and Utkalas 
and thus places them somewhere in Central India (cf. also the river 
Dalari^). 

Daiar^: The name of a river Dosaron mentioned by Ptolemy'** 
sounds very much like the Da^arna, which actually occurs in the list 
of rivers issuing from the ^ksa mountain as given in many other Pura^as 
including the Vayu-copy used by Alberuni.’** This Daiarna, it is 
suggested, is the modern river named Dhasan near Saugor in the C, P.'** 
In the Periplus also the name Dosarena occurs thus suggesting a 
knowledge of the same river. 

The Vayu, in addition to the reference quoted above, also asso¬ 
ciates the river with Kalahjara suggesting that this holy place (of 
Kalanjara) was situated on its banks. The Mbh,, however, associates 
K3lanjara with the mountain Citrakuta. Thus the identity of the river 
Daiarna becomes more difEcult in view of its association with Kalahjara. 

Dffadvati: According to the Mbh. Kuruksetra was situated on 
the banks of the river'*’ and in its Vana-parvan it is mentioned as form¬ 
ing the southern boundary-line of the holy land.'** Cunningham 
identifies it with the river Rakshi which flows by the south-east of 
Thaneshwar.'** It should be noted that Varahamihira knew of a tank at 
Thaneshwar which was famed holy in his days. 

The Vayu too appears to support this suggestion of Cunningham 
as it expressly states, as does the Mbh., that Kuruksetra was situated 
on the banks of this river (see Kuruksetra ). 

DvSrakS, Dvaravatl or Kuiasthali : The first and perhaps the only 
early epigraphical reference to Krsna’s rivarakS is found in the Pilitana 
Plates of Samanta Sirhhaditya of about 600 a.d.'** The location of the 
city of Dvaraka in which Krsna lived and its identity with the modern 
city of the same name is still a moot point.'** The name of a city of 
DvSiaka occurs in the Pali literature in connection with the Kambojas 
but it is not here expressly stated that it was a capital city of the 
Kamboja people.'*® The Mbh. abounds in references to this city in 
connection with Krs^ and it contains a legend to the effect that the 

161. Ibid. 162. Vll. i 39-41. 
163. Raychaudham, Studies in Indian Antigiuitiet, 124. 164. Ibid. 
165. SORBNrsBK.. 166. For detail* cf. Cunningham, op. cit., 382 ff. 
167. ArehatolagUed Sttrvey Reports, 14. 
168. Cf. Sankalia, op. cit., 227, App. 21. 
169. Cf. Altbkab, op. cit., 25 ; cf. also IHQ. 
170. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, 50. 
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city was washed off by the encroachment of the ocean upon the main¬ 
land where the city was situated.’^' Many other Puranas refer to this 
event.'” 

The Vayu evidence does not throw much light on the problem. 
But the fact that Prasena, when he went for hunting, lost his life in the 
region where the Rksa-raja, probably a chief of a people inhabiting the 
Bk?a mountain, ruled, suggests that the Vayu Dvaravati is not the same 
as the modern one. The story of the flooding away of this city is 
nowhere hinted at in the Purina. 

In the Mbh. the cities Ku^asthal! and Dvaraka are mentioned as 
identical. But the Vayu however appears to suggest that they were two 
cities (cf. No. 681) but the fact that two Mss. omit the reference to 
Dvaravati is significant. 

Gandharas: The people of this name are known from the very 
early times.'” The Jatakas include the Gandhara country in their list 
of the sixteen great janapadas. The Behistun inscription of Darius 
(of about 516 B.c.) purports to record that Gadara or Gandhara was one 
of the kingdoms subject to the Persian Empire.'” In the time of 
Adoka, however, Gandhara formed part of the Empire of the great 
Buddhist emperor ; and the Gandharas with their capital Takkaslla are 
mentioned in the Fifth Rock Edict of A^oka.'” The Mbh. also refers 
to Tak?alila as their capital city.'” According to the Matsya and the 
other Puranas the Gandhara kings were the descendents of Druhya, a 
son of Yayati. The king Druhya and his people are mentioned several 
times in the ]^V. and it is stated that it is probable that the Druhyas 
were probably a north-western people.'” Thul the Purinic tradition 
about the connection of the Gandharas with Druhya accords with the 
Vedic evidence.'” 

The Vayu has the same tradition as in the Matsya about the origin 
of the name of the people. Its information about the two important 
cities of Takfa^ila and ^skaravati accords well with that of the great 
epic. The particular reference in our Purina to the best breed of 
horses in this region is significant. 

Gokar^a : There are in India more than one sacred place bearing 
the name Gohar^a.'” The Tirtha of Gokarija is in the N. Kanara 
district of the Bombay Province and is still a celebrated place of 

171. Mbh. XVII. 7. 
172. See Altekar ; no references ere, however, quoted here. 
173. See Law, Some Kfotriya Tribes in Aneient Chapter IX. 
174. Cf. Law, Geography of Early BtiUMsm, 50; RAYCUAtmaARi, Studies in 
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pilgrimage.Another holy place of the same name is located in 
Nepal'*' which is probably the same Gokarna that is mentioned in the 
Monghyr Copper-plate inscription of king Devapala of the Pala dynasty 
of Bengal. There is much of literary tradition about the former 
Gokarna.'** 

It is not clear whether the Vayu Gokarna is the same as the Gokarna 
in the North Canara District. The Purina, however, locates it in the 
southern region. The mention of the river Tamraparni'** as having its 
source in the mountainous region near Gokarna suggests that the Vayu 
Gokarna is not the same as the present Gokarna in the North Canara 
District. 

HairaV’Vaii: The river Hirahnavati is mentioned in the Digha- 
Nikaya. It is the Little Gandak and the same as Ajitavati near Kulinarl 
or Kusinagara. It flows through the Gorakhpur District and joins the 
Ghograd.e. Sarayu).'** 

Hastindpura: The city of this name is mentioned in the Jatakas 
and the Pali Canonical literature.'*® The Hatthipura of the JItakas may 
be the same as the Hastinapura of the epic and Puranic tradition and it 
has been identified with an old town in the Mawana Tehsil in Meerut 
division.'** 

The Vayu informs that the city was founded by king Hastin of the 
Paurava line and it was in later times flooded by the Ganges. The exact 
location of the city, however, is not indicated in our Puram. 

Hut^s : The Mbh. knows the HOnas and generally associates them 
with the Paraslkas.'*^ The Ramayana, however, does not allude to 
them.'** It has been found that no literary work, the date of which 
can be definitely assigned to a period earlier than the 5tb century a.d., 
speaks anything about them.'** They are, however, referred to in the 
Raghuvaiiila of Kalidasa.'** They probably appeared for the first 
time on the Indian soil in the time of Skandagupta (455-67 a.d.) under 
the distinctive name HQDa.'*' 

The Vayu mentions them summarily as one of the peoples who 
inhabited the mountainous regions with Darvas, Khasas, etc. It should 
be noted that the Marka^deya mentions t)rnas, instead of the Hu^as of 
the Vayu in the same connection.'** 

180. See Bombay Gazettter, 15,2. TSSfft 181. IC.^. 265-7, 
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Kalinga '. The country of the Kalingas is mentioned by PSnini and 
BaiudhSyana brands their land as impure including it in his list of 
samHrna-ymayah. According to Kautilya Kalinga elephants are 
amongst the best of the species. All these authorities, including also 
those of the classical Greek writers, such as Pliny and others, mean by 
KaliAga the region of or about the modern Orissa bordering along the 
sea-coast.’** In the Hathigumpha Cave Inscriptions we find the capital 
of Kharavela mentioned as Kalifiga-nagara. The Mbh. and the other 
Purapas tell a story of the five sons of king Bali amongst whom Kalinga 
was one whose name the region under him bore. 

The Vayu also tells the same story and, as in Baudhayana, our PurSna 
also mentions the region as impure and taboo for ^raddha where the 
A^ramadharma does not prevail. It is a southern land probably near the 
region of the Mahisikas. Our Purflna gives its location as being to the 
south-east of the Amarakantaka mountain. 

KSmbojas: The reference to the people Kambojas by Yaska may 
probably be the earliest literary information about them.’** In the 
Indian tradition they are often associated with the Gandharas. They are 
mentioned accordingly in the early Pali Canonical literature of the 
Buddhists.’** The Mbh. also refers to them often with the GandhSras.’** 
Although the name of Gandhara survived for long centuries that -.of 'the 
KSmbojas was later forgotten. “This makes it probable that they 
belonged to the nomad hordes of Central Asia which were moving from 
place to place” .’*’' The numerous references to. Kamboja horses as 
being of the best breed in both the epics may be considered as signifi¬ 
cant in this connection.’**, 

The Vayu refers to them as a northern people and mentions them 
in the story of Sagara who is said to have vanquished them with the 
Sakas, Haihayas, etc., who according to Pargiter, were the foreign 
tribes of the north. The Vayu, however, refers to “the best breed of 
horses” not in connection with the Kambojas but with the Gandharas. 

KauiSmtS: The expression Kauilmbeya as a local epithet of 
a person occurs in Satapatha and Gopatha Brahmai^s’** and “it may be 
safely inferred that the name Kau^ambl was prevalent as early as the 
age of the Brahraana literature.**® The high antiquity of the city of 
KauiiSmbl, as the capital of the Vatsa country, is further testified by 
frequent references to it in the text of the Pali Canon a;id in the epics 

IM. Fpr detsiU cf. 21. 203-9. 
194. Sm Baochi, op. cit., 2, cf. B. C. Law, Stm* Kfatriya Tribei ef Ancient India, 
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and the other Puranas.^' As to the exact identification of the place 
where this ancient city stood, there is some difference of opinion amongst 
scholars. According to Cunningham the present village Kosam stands 
on the actual site of Kau^ambi.*“ But Vincent Smith says that the site 
is still to be looked for and when looked for k will be found in a native 
state inBaghelkhand Agency probably on the Tons river, not very far from 
the East Indian Railway which connects Allahabad with Jubbulpore.*®* 
Cunningham’s identification is now generally accepted.*®^ 

The Vayu does not help in fixing the location of the site of this 
city. It only says that the city of Hastinapura was washed: off by the 
Ganges and that the king Nirvaktra, son of Adhisamakrsna, who was 
ruling at that time, shifted his capital to Kau^ambi. The explanation 
that the city of Hastinapura was flooded by the Ganges is considered as 
inadequate by Pargiter*®® and the Puranic tradition only means that he 
was forced to abandon the city. The Purana does not appear to indicate 
that Kau^ambi, his new capital, was founded by the king. 

Kulyas : There is, for the present, no information about them from 
any other source. Law takes them to be the same as the Kulutas who, 
according to him, dwelt in the Punjab and are mentioned in the 
inscriptions of about the 1st century a.d.*®* 

But it should be noted that the Vayu places them both in the north 
and south and it is doubtful whether their identification with the 
Kulutas should be regarded as correct. 

Kuntalas: The Mbh. locates them in the region about Ka^i and 
Ko^la and also in the western and southern India.*®^ 

The Vayu, however, shows them in the north and in the south and 
does not show their association with either the Ka^is or the Ko^alas. 

Kurus: The Kuru country is mentioned in the .*®* and the Pali 
literature alludes to the Kuru country (i. e. Uttarakuru ) as a mythical 
region. The case of South Kurus is, however, different and is as such 
one of the sixteen tnahajanapadas of Jambudvlpa in the Buddhist litera* 
ture.*®* The region about Thane^var, Panipat and Sonapat may iiidicate 
the ancient Kuru land. 

The Vayu gives a picturesque description of the Uttarakuru 
country and it must be deemed to be a fabulous region. Elsewhere the' 
Vayu associates the people Kurus with Pancalas probably suggesting the 
geographical contiguity of the regions occupied by them, 

201. Ibid., cf. aUo Mehta, 38?; for details see Law, op. cit. 
202.. Op, cit., '♦54 and 709. 201, See JRAS. 1898, 503. 
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209. IjAW, Geography Early Buddhism, n. : i. . . 
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The Ait. Br. mentions the Uttarakurus as distinguished from the 
Kurus in the Punjab.*'® The existence of the Uttarakurus in the region 
of Central Asia beyond the Himalayas is noted by Greek writers of the 
5th cent. a.d. Ptolemy mentionsi for the first time, a town named 
Ottarakorrha and of a river and a mountain bearing the same name in 
the Serique (Chinese Turkestan) near the moun tain Emodos (Himavat). 
Uttarakuru thus signified Chinese Turkestan.t 

Malavas: According to D. R. Bhandarkar*" there are three stages 
in their history. Their earliest location is found in the Punjab where 
they opposed the invading Alexander. The Greek writers knew them 
as Malloi.*'* Later on they migrated to the South in Rajputana near 
about the Jaipur State, for their coins have been found just over here.*” 
The Mbh. also locates them there.*'* Their occupation of this region 
is testified by the Nasik cave inscriptions of Saka Usavadata.*'® In 
the Gupta period, however, they seem to have migrated still to the 
south and settled somewhere in the north-western part of Central 
India.*'® 

The Vayu calls them the inhabitants of the Vindhya and of the 
mountainous territories and thus shows us their location in the area 
indicated by the inscription of Samudragupta. 

Parados'. On the strength of an almost unanimous Puranic and 
Epic tradition which associates them with the barbarous foreign 
tribes of the north, Pargiter locates them in the North-west.*'* The 
Manu-smrti says that they were originally Ksatriyas and lost this status 
through their avoidance of the sacred rites.*'® The Mbh. at one place 
associates them with the Abhiras. 

A tribe named Palidas is mentioned in the Edicts of A^oka with 
Andhras, Bhojas, etc., and a variant of this name in another version of 
the same edict at Girnar and Kalsi is Palada. Due to this fact a con¬ 
troversy has arisen whether this tribe is to be known as the Paradas or 
Pulindas in Sanskrit. If they be taken as Paradas they are to be located 
in the south. It is doubtful whether such interpretation should be 
considered as correct.*'® 

The Vayu mentions them with the foreigners from the north and 
nowhere locates them in the south. 
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Ramafas: The Mbh. calls them a western people and Varaha- 
mihira gives a similar information.**® According to some Purai^is 
(Matsya and Kurma), however, they are to be located in the north.**' 

The Vayu too mentions them as a northern defe. 

Tufaras: The Greek writers, Ptolemy and the Periplus, appear to 
locate them in the province round Bactria and the Mbh. and the Hari- 
varii^a refer to them as an outside northern race along with the Mlecchas 
and Dasyus. According to Lassen they inhabited the region north of 
Hindukush.*** It has been only recently pointed out that the Tokharians 
of the Greek geographers were a Central Asian people living to the 
north of Kashmir.*** There is considerable information from the 
Chinese sources in this.connection but we need not dilate upon it 
here.*** Some Puranas confuse the Tusaras with Turuskas (i.e. the 
Turks )*** but the Vayu does not do so. 

The Vayu mentions Tusaras with Yavanas, Sakas and Barbaras and 
with Andhras also. Elsewhere it calls them a Northern de^a which 
probably means the same as the one inferred from the above evidence. 

Vaiiaraifi: The Buddhist tradition supports that of the Brahmana 
that the Vetarani is Yama’s river. It is the river VaitaranI in Orissa 
and is referred to in the Mbh. as flowing in Kalinga. According to the 
Padma and Matsya Puranas, however, it is the river that flows north of 
Bassein which was brought down on earth by Para^urama and the Epic 
elsewhere takes it to Kuruksetra. Thus its identification is difficult 
to ascertain.*** 

The Vayu refers to it as a sacred river and taking into consideration 
the unholy character of Kalinga land the Vayu probably does not show 
it flowing through that country. But it says that the river has its 
source in the Vindhya and it may be we have here something to do with 
the tradition in the Matsya Pura^. 

Vatsas : The MSrkandeya has Matsya for the Vatsa of the Vayu.*** 

Vetravati: The river Vetravatl and a city of that name is men¬ 
tioned in the Jatakas. Kalidasa mentions the river of this name in his 
MeghadGta. It is undoubtedly the modern Betva, a small tributary 
of the Ganges.*** 

That the Vayu means the same Vetravati as that of Kilidasa is clear 
from its mention of Sipra and Avanti along with the river Vetravati. 

220. I A. 22. 221. Ct. ABORI, 2\, 210. 
222. For details see ABORL 22, 95-6. 223. Baochs, op. cit.^ 14 ff. 
224. See Ibid, for details. 225. Ibid, 20. 
226. LaW| Geography of Early Buddhism, 40. 
227. See ABORL 17. 224; also Law, op. oit., 16«*17. 228. Law, op. cit., 35, 
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; Yaudheyas: Panini refers to the Yaudheyas as ^'dyudhajivi sathgha" 
i.e., probably as a republican tribe subsisting on the profession of 

arms. Here they are mentioned with the Trigarttas*** and the Mbh. says 
that they were defeated by Arjuna along with the Malavas and the 
Trigarttas. The epic references to them suggest that they were also 
associated with the Sivis and Ambasthas.*®® According to the epic 
evidence they were probably settled somewhere in the Punjab and 
their migration to southern regions is suggested by the inscriptional 
and numismatic evidence about them.®*’ According to the Purapic 
tradition in general, including the Vayu, they were the descendents 
of king U^Inara and were related to the Sivis and Ambasthas as their 
kinsmen.*** Cunningham identifies them with the Johiya Rajputs of 

today who inhabit the region round Multan.***, 

It should be noted that the Vayu does not refer to them in its lists 
of tribes. It is only in the genealogical portion that the name Yaudheya 
occurs and a reference to them is found commonly in the Puranic 
tradition, a fact which is already noted above. 

II 

This part of the Appendix has been prepared with a view to make 
available the geographical and tribal material of the Purana in the form of 
a ready reference work. All geographical names have been included in 
this section. The tribal names, such as, Para^vas, Sudras, Andhras, 
Sakas, Pulindas, Tulikas, Yavanas, Kaivartas, Abhiras, Sabaras, and 
the various ya/is of the Mlecchas (Va. 99. 268-9) and also Gardabhins, 
Tusaras, Mananpis [ Kha, Gh, Gha and Na : Marundas ; Ga : Murundas 
elsewhere in the same context], Maunas, Vr^las, Kolikilas, Nagas 
(Va. 99. 358-66), Vindhyakas, Vahllkas, Meglias [Na has Medbatithi 
which dispenses with a tribal name ], Pancakas, and Brahmanas (Va. 99. 
373-8) have not been included in the appendix as they are merely 
referred to in the Purana as dynastic names said to be ruling in the 
‘future’. ( For the relevant details about them see Pargiter : Purdpic 
Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age pp. 2-3, 44-8 and 50-1). All other 
tribal names are included in the list. 

It will be obvious to one acquainted with the Puranas that it is 
sometimes difficult to understand the distinction between an adjective 
and a proper name. Wherever a doubt as to this had arisen it is 
indicated by a question mark. Again, sometimes a compound word 

229. See Law, Andent Jndiati Tribet, 2. 43 ff. for details ef. also Javaswal, 1. 
230. Cf. Law, op. cit., for reference. 

211. See and cf. also Jayaswal, op.fiit. 232. Ct.AIHT.26i. 
233, Aneitttt Geography ej India, 281-2. 
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occurs which appears to signify a name and it is difficult to decide 
whether we should split up the compound and understand different 
names or simply take up the whoje word as signifying one name. Such 
doubts are also expressed by a question mark. 

There are certain geographical names which, according to general 
assumption, belong purely to the domain of mythology but some 
scholars have attempted to identify even such names. It would be 
prejudging an issue for us to exclude these names for the present 
and hence these names are included in the list. 

This Section has been arranged as follows; (1) Serial Number, 
(2) The name proper, (3) Its distinctive geographical or tribal feature, 
(4) Relevant details about it, and (5) Reference figures in brackets. 

The abbreviations used for (3) are as follows : 

Cy. — City P. — People or tribe 
D. — De4a Rg. — Region 
Dv. — Dvipa Rv. — River 
F. — Forest S. — Sea 
H. — Hill St. — Sthali or marshy tract 
Ja. — Janapada T. — Tank 
Ks. — Ksettra Ti. — Tirtha 
L. — Lake Vr. — Varsa 
Mt. — Mountain Vs. — Visaya 

1. Abhiras—(D.)—No. 130 
2. A(A)bhirras—Ja.—No. 130. 
3. Abhiras—Ja.—No. 470. 
4. AcalakGtakas or (Maheyacalakutakas ?)—Ja.—No. 569. 
5. Acchoda—L.—Acchoda was a manasl daughter of the Agnifvatta 

pitrs. She is called a river [nimnaga). From her is the 
heavenly lake Acchoda so called. Acchoda was originally 
a heavenly river but had fallen down on the earth due to her 
sinful behaviour. [ Ka, Ga, Gha and Na omit this portion of 
the text. ] (73.1-5) 

6. Acchodi—L.—No. 470. 
7. Acchoda—Rv.—No. 5. 
8. ,, —Rv.—Its source is the Acchodaka lake. (77. 76) 
9. ,, —Rv.—No. 470. 

10. Acchodaka—L.—No. 8. 
11. Acciiodika— Rv.—No. 470. 
12. Agastyae-<-P.—A class of learned Brahmaraksasas wh6 were fol-’ 

lowers of Kubera in Hari^rnga. (47. 60-1) 
13. Ahukas—D.—No. 130 iNa reading is BShukas ], 
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14. Ajatunga—Ti.—Whwtt tarpa^a to pitfs should always be per¬ 
formed. (77.48) 

15. Ajivas—P.—They were so called by Suras. They were irreli¬ 
gious, having been the issues of the contamination of castes 
ivarpairamasankarikah). Of such people—belonging to the 
class of artisans (karuiilpijanah)—who were likewise thieves, who 
could not be trusted—the Pi^acas were their deities. (69. 281-8) 

16. Alaka—Cy. (?)—An extensive city (?) where PurQravas lived 
with Urvaii, (91. 5-8) 

17. Alaka-Cy. (?)—No. 470, 779. 
18. Alakananda—Rv.—No. 469 [Ga, Gha, Na : Kanakananda]. 
19. „ —Rv.—No. 1022. 
20. Alimadras—D.—No. 130. 
21. Amaladas or Amaladas ?—D.—No. 130 [ Gha reads Maladas and 

Ga, Amalavas or Amalavas ]. 
22. Amarakantaka—Mt.—This holy mountain is inhabited by Siddhas 

and Caranas. There lord Ahgiras practised penance for a thou¬ 
sand years. It is beyond the reach of death and demons (asura- 
rak$asam). (It is located probably to the southern side of the 
river Narmada). Here should'^f^dtir be offered. To its south¬ 
east, situated in a mountain which forms half the boundary-line 
of Kalihgade^a, is the ©ap* (pond ?) called Savarta. The great 
sages call it (?) a Siddhak^etra. A verse by U4anas says: 
“Blessed are they who having gone to Amarakantaka perform 
4raddha there.” A little penance is sufficient here to achieve 
emancipation. Merely worshipping leads one to svarga. (77.4-16) 

23. Amarapuri—Cy.—No. 366. 

24. Amaravati—Cy.—By bathing in the river Tamraparpi one goes to 
Amaravatl, free from all mental and physical maladies. (77. 26) 

25. Amaravati—Cy.—^By bathing (?) in the tirthas of Sriparvata and of 
the Vaikrta mountain one goes to AmarSvati. (77. 30) 

26. Amaravati—Cy.—Nos. 184, 826. 
27. Ambara-nadi—Rv.—Falling from the peak of Meru and circum¬ 

ambulating it, it waters the Devabhraja forest and enters the 
Sitoda lake. Then it passes along the Supaksa, Sikhi, Kanka 
(Kaka), Vaidurya, Kapila, Gandhamadana, Pifijara, Sarasa, 
Kumuda, Madhumat, Mukuta, KHQa, Sveta, and Sahasra^ikhsra 
mountains and fails on the mount PSrijata. Then watering 
through the KetumSladvipa of various Mleccha ga^as it joins 
the western sea. (Cp. also No. 1022). (42. 43-57) 

28. Ambaranadi—Rv.—No. 1022. 
29. Ambaf^S—Cy .—Belonging to Suvrata, son of U4inara of the YaySti 

linelKa: Vm5]« (99.22) 
30. Ambikeya—Mt,—No. 1100. 
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31. Amravana—F.—Situated between the Viilkha and Patahga moun- 
tainst and to the east of Tamravaroa lake. There Gandharvas, 
Kinnaras, Yak^as, Nagas and Vidyadharas enjoy the drinks of 
mango-juice in such a way that their frolic is resounded in 
the forest. [ Ga has “Amravana”. ] (36. 18-22) 

32. Amrta—Rv.—No. 989 [ Ka omits this ]. 

33. Anala—Mt.—^There Raksasas dwell. (39. 53) 
34. Anandas—Ja.—No. 989. 
35. Ananda—Rg.—No. 988 [ Kha, Gha: Anaida ]. 
36. „ Vr.—Nos. 988,989. 
37. Anandajala—L.—No. 456 [Gha, Na : Nandajala]. 
38. Anarta—Vr.—Saryati had a son Anarta or Anarta. His successor 

was Reva. 
,, Rg.—To Reva the vi§aya Anarta and its capital Kuiasthali 

belonged. 
39. Anartas—Ja.—No. 130 [ Ka reading is Anartas ]. 

40. Andhakaraka—D.—A dc& in Krauncadvipa called after Andha- 
karaka, son of Dyutimat, lord of that dvipa [Kha, Gha omit this]. 

41. Andhakaraka—Vr.—No-606. 
42. „ Mt.—No. 606. 
43. Andhras—Ja.—Will be ruled by Guha (after the Guptas ?) [ Andhras 

may well be the reading. ] (99. 385-6) 
44. Andhras—Ja.—No. 130. 
45. Andhras—D.—A country inflicted with sin (papa-deia). Sisfhas 

and learned Brahmins do not go there. (78. 69-70} 

46. Andhrakas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki, when this yuga 
will begin to close. [Ka, Ga : Andhaka]. (98. 103-8) 

47. Andhravakas—Ja.—No. 470. 

47a. Anga—D. ?—^Janamejaya was Kharva (?) of the inhabitants of 
Anga. (99.255) 

48. Angas—Rg.—Where people will take shelter at the end of the Kali 
age. (99. 402) 

49. Angas—Ja.—No. 470. 

50. „ —Ja.—A janapada called after AAga, son of King Bali. 
(99. 33) 

51. Ailgadiya—Cy.—Situated in- Karapatha de^a near the Himalayas. 
Probably named after Angada, son of Daiarathi Laksmana. 
(88. 188) 

51a. Angadiya—Cy.—No. 524. 
52. Angadvipa—Rg.—No. 437. 
53. Angalokavaras ?—D.—No. 470. 
54. Afljana—Mt.—Situated to the west of Skoda lake. (36. 26-29) 
55. „ —Mt.—No. 867, 1179. 
56. u —Mt.—Inhabited by Maboragas. (39. 59) 
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57. Anta^ill—K.v.—No. 130. 
57a. Anuganga-yja.—^Wbere descendants of Guptas will rule. [ Ga, 

Kha, Gha a6d Na : Anuganga ]. (99. 383) 
58. AnQpa—D.~King Prthu made a gift of Anupadeia to SOta for 

his panegyric. (62. 147) 
59. Anupa—Ja.—No. 130. [ Anupa in another reading. ] 
60. „ —Rg.—No. 888. 
61. Anutapta—Rv.—^No. 989 [ Omitted in Ka. ] 
61a. ,, —Rv.—No. 1100. 
62. Apagas—D.—No. 130. 
63. Aparantikas—P.—The Vindhyaparantikas will be annihilated by 

Kalki at the end of this yuga. (98.106-8) 
64. Aparantikas—P.—The Aparantikas on the Vindhya plateau were 

annihilated by Pramiti at the end of Kali. (58. 75-81) 
65. Aparitas—D.—No. 130. 
66. Arbudas—Ja.-rNo. 130. 
67. Arthapas—Ja.—No. 130. [ Ka reading dispenses with the name. ] 
63. AruDa—Mt.—No. 470. 
69. Arunavatl—Rv.—No. 108. 
70. Arunoda—L.—No. 1022. 
71. „ —L.—No. 1178. 
72. Arya-Ja.-No. 130. 
73. Aryas—P.—No. 844. 
73a. Asita—Rv. ?—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 39) 
74. Asmakas—D.—No. 130. 
75. A^ka—Mt.:—No. 569 [ Ga omits this name. ] 
76. Asta—Mt.—No. 1100. 
77. A^vamukhas—D. ?—No. 470. 

78. A^vakamukhyas—D. ?—Janamejaya was Kharva (?) of the A^vaka- 
mukhyas. (99. 255) 

79. Atala—Rg.-No. 1048. 

80. Atavyas—Ja.—No. 130. 

81. Atreyas—D.—No. 130. 

82. Attahasagiri—Mt.—Siva in his Attahasa incarnation will live on 
tbe Atthasagiri of the Himalayas in 20th dvapara (?). (23,189-91) 

83i AtySkaralagojvalas—Ja.—No. 569. 

84. Avantis—^Ja.—^No. 130. 

85. Avanti—Rv.—No. 130. 

86. Avanti—Cy.—Vatsa is called Avantaka King. (99. 173) 

87. Avanti— ? ? (96.157) 

88. Ayod:bya—Cy.—Vaiii9tha protected the kingdom of AyodhyS .when 
the king had retired to forest. (88, 94) 

89. Ayodhya—Cy.—King (name ?) of AyodhyS alluded to. (88.20) 
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90. Ayodbya—King Divakara of Iksvaku line is ‘now’ ruling Ayodhya 
city. (99.282) 

90a. Ayodhya—Cy.—No. 345. 

91. BShuda—Rv.—No. 130 [ Na reading is BahudS. ] 
92. Bakula—Rv.—No. 569 [ Ga, Na ; Bahula ]. 
93. Balahaka—Mt.—Sub-merged in the southern sea, (47. 75) 
94. —Mt.—No. 1108. 

95. Balarakas—P. ?—One of the four Pak^s of men. Born in Atri 
gotra. [ Kha reading is Valguraga. ] (70. 78) 

96. Barbaras—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 
the Kali age. (98. 108) 

97. Barbaras—P.—Pramiti annihilated them at the end of the Kali age. 
(58. 83) 

98. Barbaras—P.—No. 842. 
99. „ —D.—Nos. 130,470. 

100. Bhadra—F.—No. 765. 
101. Bhadra—Rv.—No. 569. 
102. Bhadras—Dv.—One of the four mahadvipas of the earth. (41.85) 
103. Bhadrakara—Dv.—To the west of Candradvipa. It covers 10,000 

yojanas in a round ; and Vayu is worshipped there. (45. 61-5) 
104. Bhadrakaras—Ja.—No. 130. 
105. Bhadrasima—Rv.—^Nos. 180, 660. 
106. Bhadrasoma—Rv.—(This river forms the northern course of the 

river Puuyoda—see Puuyoda). It originates from the Supar^va 
mountain—i. e. a mahapada of Meru—and joins the Mahabhadra 
lake whence its name Bhadrasoma. Then it crosses the Sankha- 
kuta, Vrsa, Vatsa, Naga^aila, Nila, Kapihjala, Indranlla, Maha- 
nila, Hema^rnga, Sveta, Sunaga, Sata^mga, Puskara, Varaha, 
MayQra, Jatudhi, Tri^rnga and Virudha Mountains. Then it 
waters (the land of) Uttara Kurus and crossing the Mahadi(dvi)pa 
joins the northern sea. (42. 58.77) 

106a. Bhadrasoma—Rv.—^No. 660. 

107. Bhadra^vas—P.—No. 765. 

108. Bhadra^va—Dv.—There are five Kula-mountains in this dvipa. 
They are;: Saivala, VarnamSlagra, Koranja, Svetavarna and Nila. 
These mountains have their own innumerable branches. The 
janapadas of this dvipa are : Sumafigalas, Suddhas, Candra- 
kantas, Sunandanas, Vrajakas, Nllamauleyas, Sauviras, Vijaya- 
sthalas, Mahasthalas, Sukamas, Mahakeias, SumQrdhajas, 
Vataraihhas, Sopasangas, Pariviyas, Paracakas, Sambhavaktras, 
Mahanetras, Saivalas, Tanapas, Kumudas, Sakamundas,. 
Urahsaihkir^abhaumakas, Sodakas, ^Vatsakas, Caikas (?), Varahas, 
Haravamakas, Safikhakhyas, Bhavimandras, Uttaras (?), Haima- 
bhaumakas, Krft^bbaumas, Subhaumas, and Mahabhauroas. 
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The rivefl in this dvipa are ; Sita, Cakra, Vaktra, Kahci, Surasa, 
Sakhavati (?), Indranadi, Megha, Maiigaravahinl, Kavcri, 
Haritoyai Somavartta, Vanamala, Vasumatl, Pampa, Pampavatl, 
Suvarna, Paficavarna, Vapusmati, Manivapra, Suvapra, Brahma- 
bhaga, Sila4tni, Krsnatoya, Punyoda, Nagapadl, Saivalini, 
Manitata, Ksaroda, Arunavati, Visnupadi, Hiranyavahinila, 
Skandamala, Suiavati, Vatnoda, Pataka and Vetall. 

109. Bhandraiva—Dv.—Nos. 232, 819, 1022. 
no. „ —Rg.—No. 818. 
111. Bhagirathi—Rv.—Holy for ^raddha. (77.92-3) 
112. ,, —Rv.—King Bhagiratha with his own afforts ‘brought* 

her and that is why the knowers of vaih^ call the river Bhagi¬ 
rathi. (88. 169) 

113. Bhagirathi—Rv.—Nos. 306, 470. 
114. Bhaksas—P.—One of the 15 paksas of Ahgirasas. (65. 107) 
115. Bhaksyakas—P.—They will be ruled over by one named Kanaka. 

[ Kha, Ga, Na : Bhoksyakas ]. (99. 387) 
116. Bhanukacchas—Ja.—No. 130. [Gha, Na reading is Bharukaccha]. 
117. Bharadvajas—D.—No. 130. 
118. Bharadvajas—P.—One of the 15 paksas of Angirasas. (65. 106) 
119. ,, —P.—Belong to the same stock as the Angirasas. 

(65. 97) 
120. Bharata—D.—No. 818. 
121. Bharatas—Dv.—One of the four mahadvipas of the earth. (41. 85) 
122. „ —Ja.—No. 470. 
123. Bharata—^Vr.—Bharata and other varsas are described (in the Vayu 

Purana ) with their rivers and mountains. (1. 87) 
124. Bharata—Vr.—^There are four yugas in BhSrata var^. (24. 1) 
125. ,, —Vr.—^The southern varsa called Himahva was assigned to 

Bharata by his father B^^bba:; and that is why this varsa is 
known by the learned as Bharatavarsa. (33. 51-2) 

126. Bharata—Vr.—Satajit had hundred sons who were all of them 
rajanah. They divided this Bharata varsa into seven Khandas. 
(The expression ‘into seven Khandas’ is not found in Na. ] 
(33. 60-1). 

127. Bharata—Vr.—This Haimavata varsa (i. e. varfa with the Himavat 
mountain at its north ?) is known by the name Bharata. (34.28) 

128. Bharata—Vr.—Of the Bharata varsa there are nine divisions. 
(47. 78) 

129. Bharata—Vr.—There are four yugas in Bharata-var^. (57. 22) 

130. Bhirata—Vr.—There are fourteen Manus (SvSyambhuva and 
others) in this BhSrata var^. The Pauranika sQta Lomahatfai^a 
narrates its tiisarga ( physical features) thus :—I will enumerate 
the janapadas scattered about in this holy land (pu^yatirtha) 
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which is to the south of Himavat mountain. It is in the centre, 
to the north of the sea and to the south of the Himavat moun¬ 
tain. Manu is called Bharata as he supported the people ; 
hence etymologically {niruktavacanat) this varsa is called 
Bharata. There svarga, mok^a, the middle and the end are 
known ; indeed nowhere else do mortals know karman. 

This varsa is divided into nine subdivisions, separated by 
seas and inaccessible to each other. These subdivisions are: 
Indradvipa, Kaseru, Tamravarpi, Gabhastiman (?), Nagadvipa, 
Saumya (?), Gandharva, Varuoa and {?). This ninth dvipa (?), 
amongst them, is surrounded by sea. It is 1000 yojanas north- 
south, extending from Kumarikya to the source of the river 
Ganga. It is 9000 yojanas (? cf. tiryaguttard). Its frontiers are 
always inhabited by Mlecchas—to the east are the Kimtas and 
to the western extremity the Yavanas. The Brahmanas, Ksatriyas 
and Vai^yas live in the centre with Sudras scattered about. 
They follow their particular avocations, namely sacrifice, war 
and trade. He who conquers the whole of this ninth dvipa 
is called the Samrat ( paramount lord or emperor ). This loka 
is Samrat, the antariksa is called Virat, while another loka is 
called SvarSf. 

There are seven Kula mountains in this varsa, e.g., 
Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, Suktimat, Rksa, Vindhya, and 
Pariyatra which have their own innumerable branches, e.g., 
Mandara, Vaihara, Dardura, Kolahala, Sasurasa, Mainaka, Vaid- 
yuta, Patamdhama, Pandura, Krsna, Gantuprastha, Godhana, 
Puspagi, Yuj, Jayanta, Raivataka, Sri, Karu, and Kuta^aila. 
‘Mixed’ (vimiirah) with them are the various Arya and Mleccha 
janapadas drinking the waters of the rivers : Ganga, Sindhu, 
Sarasvati, Satadru, Candrabhaga, Yamuna, Sarayu, Iravati, 
VitastS, Vipaia, Devika, Kuhu, Gomati, Bahuda, Drsadvati, 
Kau^iki, Ni^cira, Gandaki, Iksu, and Lohrita which flow from 
the Himavat mountain. Those flowing from Pariyatra moun¬ 
tain are: Vedasmrti, Vedavati, Vrtraghni, Sindhu, Varna^a, 
Candana, SatirS, Mahati (?), Para (?), Carmanvati, Vidi^a, Vetra- 
vati, Sipnl, and Avanti. From the Bksa mountain flow the 
following rivers: Sona, Narmada, MandSkinI, Da^Srpl, Citra- 
kuta, Tamasa, Pippala, SropI, Karatoya, Pi4acika, Nllotpala, 
Vipaia, Jambula, Siteraja, Suktimati, Makruna, and Tridiva. 
Those that flow from the Vindhyas are ; Tapi, Payosid, Nir- 
bandhya, Madra, Nisadha, Venva, Vaitarani, Sitibihu, Kumud- 
vati, Toys, Mahagauri, Durga, and Anta^ila. These rivers 
of the Daksit^patha flow from the Sahya mountain: 
GodSvari, Bhimturathi, Kr§Di, VaiDi, Vafijula, TufigabhadrS, 
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SuprayogI, and Kaveri. Those flowing from the Malaya moun¬ 
tain are : Krtamala, Tamravarni, Puspajatli and Utpalavati. 
Thfe rivers Trisama, Rtukulya, Iksula, Tridiva, Langulini, 
and Vamiadhara are the ‘daughters* of the Mahendra mountain. 
The rivers Rsika, Sukumarl, Mandaga, Kiipa and Palatini 
flow from the Suktimat mountain. All of them are holy and 
join the sea ; and they have their own innumerable tributaries. 

The janapadas of the madhyadefe, to wit, are: Kurus, 
Pancalas, iSalvas, Sajahgalas, Surasenas, Bhadrakaras, Bodhas, 
Satapathe^varas, Vatsas, Kisasnas, Kulyas, Kuntalas, Ka^iko- 
^alas, Arthapas, Tilangas, Magadhas, and Vrkais. The place in 
the northern half of the Sahya mountain whence the Godavari 
flows is a charming site on this earth ; here did the king of gods 
create the Govardhana for the good of Rama (?). 

The northern de^as are: Vahllkas, Vatadhanas, Abhiras, 
Kalatoyakas, Aparitas, Sodras, Pahnavas, Carmakhandikas, 
GSndhSras, Yavanas, Sindhu-sauvIra-Bhadrakas, Sakas, Hradas, 
Kulindas, Paritas, H3rapurikas, Ramatas, Raddhakatakas Keka- 
yas, Dafemanikas, K3mbojas, Daradas, Barbaras, Pinas, Tusaras, 
Pahlavas, Atreyas, Bharadvajas, Prasthalas, Kaserukas, Lampa- 
kas, Stanapas, Pidikas, Juhudas, Apagas, Alimadras, the various 
classes (jdtayah) or Kiratas, Tomaras, Hamsamargas, Ka^miras, 
Taflganas, Culikas, Ahukas and Purnadarvas. 

The eastern countries idfiah) are: Andhravakas, Sujarakas, 
Pravaflgas, Vangeyas, Amaladas, Malavartins, Brahmottaras, 
Pravijayas, Bhargavas, Pragjyotisas, Mun^s, Videhas, 
Tamraliptakas, Malas and Magadha-Govindas. 

The janapadas of the Daksinapatha are : Pandyas, Keralas, 
Caulyas, Kulyas, Setukas, 'MQsikas, Kumanas, Maharastras, 
Mahisakas, Kalingas, Abhiras, Sahacaisikas (?), Atavyas, Varas, 
Pulindas, Vindfayamulikas, Vaidarbhas, Dan^akas, Paunikas, 
Maunikas, Asmakas, Bhogavardhanas, Nairiiikas, Kuntalas, 
Andhras, Udbhidas, and Nalakalikas. 

The other countries (ddkpnatyah deiah) are : Surparakas, 
Kolavanas, Duigias, KSlItakas, Puleyas, Suralas, Rupasas, 
TSpasas, and Turasitas. All these are Paraksaras (?). The 
NSsikyadyas (i.e. Nasikyas and others), Antara-Narmadas 
(i.c. about the river NarmadS), Bhanukacchas,-SaroSheyas (?), 
Kacchiyas, Surastras, Anartas {ind Arbudas-^11 these are 
tathparita^ (?). 

The inhabitants of the Vindhya are : Malavas, Karufas, 
Rokalas, Utkalas, Uttamari^s, DasSrnas, Bhojas, Kiskindhakas, 
Tosala^, 4Co8alas, Traipuras, Vaidikas, Tumurafr, Tumburas, 
§a^8uras,S:;Nl|adh8a, Anflpa^, Tundikeras, .-Vlt^otiras, and 
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Avantis—All these janapadas occupy the plateau of the 
Vindhyas. 

The other de^as sheltered by the mountains are: Nigarharas, 
Haihsamargas, Ksupanas, Tanganas, Khasas, Ku4apravarai»s, 
Hunas, Darvas, Sahudakas, Trigartas, Malavas, Kiratas and 
Tamasas. 

131. Bharati—Rv.—No, 569 [Omitted in Gha]. 
132. Bhargavas—D.—No, 130. 
133. Bhavimandras—Ja,—No, 108. 
134. Bhima—Rv.—No. 569. 
135. BhimarathI—Rv.—No. 130. 
136. Bhogavardhanas—Ja.—No. 130. 
137. Bhojas—Ja.—No. 130. 
138. Bhramaras—Ja.—^No. 569. [ Na reading is Bhramaras. ] 
139. Bhramaras—Ja.—No. 470. [ Another reading is Bhramatas. ] 
140. Bhrgus—P.—With Adityas, Maruts, etc. (10. 71) 
141. ,, —P.—Their expansion is narrated in the Purapa. (1.137) 

142. Bhrgutunga—H.—A peak of the Himavat mountain, named after 
Bhrgu, Four sons of Siva will reside there in the tenth 
Dvapara. (23. 148) 

143. Bhrgutunga—H.—After ascending the Bhrgutunga one goes to the 
holy river Sarasvatl. (79. 20) 

144. Bhrgutuhga—H.—In Bhrgutunga king Yay3ti practised penance 
after his retirement from kingship. (93. 102) 

145. Bhrgutunga—H.—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 82) 
146. Bilva—^F.—It is to the east of the Sri l^ke. This Bilva-vana is also. 

known by the name of Sri-vana. It is situated in the valleys 
between the Sitanta and Kumunja mountains. It is 100 x 300 
yojanas iq extent. (37. 1-15) 

l'i7. Bilva—St.—It is situated between Samula and Vasudhara moun¬ 
tains. There Yaksas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Siddhas, Nagas, 
etc. live on bilva fruits. It is 100.x 800 yojanas in extent. 
(38. 23-6) 

148. Bindusaras—L.—No. 470. 
149. . Bodhas:—ja.—No. 130. 
150. Brahmabhaga—Rv.—No. 108. 
rSl. Brahmak^tra—Ks.—Vi?nu is born as man at Brahmakfetra in the 

end of yuga. (97.4-5) , 
152. Brahmak$etra—Ks.- This great tirtha was founded by Brahma in 

former times. It is the same as Kuruk^etra (?). There gods, 
sages and munis dwell. (59. 106-7) 

153. Brahmaknnda—^T,—Holy for ^raddha. (82. 20) ' 

154. Bxahmsrak$asa8.^P.—class, of Rakiasas, . known after their 
maternal uncle Bn^maTSksa (E). . (69^^13^^)-'' 
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155. Bhahmatiitha--T.--Holy for ^raddha. (77. 55) 
156. Brahmatunga—H.—Holy for 4raddha. (77.82) 
157. Brahmatungahrada—T. ,, (77.71) 
158. Brahmaved!—?— it (82. 20) 
159. Brahmi—Rv.—No. 569 [Omitted in Gha]. 

160. Brahmottaras—D.—No. 130. 
161. I, -Ja.-No. 470. 
162. Caitraratha—F.—It is in the east of (?) where gods have their 

play-houses (kridanakani). (36. 10-1) 
163. Citraratha—F.—Here Pururavas enjoyed with Urva§i. (91.6-8) 

163a. „ ,, —Nos. 470,779. 
164. Cakra—Rv.—No. 108. 
165. Cakragiri—Mt.—No. 437. 
166. Caksu—Rv.—No. 470. 
167. Campa—Cy.—The descendants of the Guptas will rule over the 

lovely city of Campa, protected by gods. (99. 385) 
168. Campaka—F.—It is situated between Vikanka and Mapi^aila 

mountains. It is lOD ^ 200 yojanas in area. There Devas, 
Danavas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, etc. dwell. The hermitage of 

Ka^yapa is also to be found there. (37.16-22) 
169. Campavatl—Rv.—No. 569 [Omitted in Gha]. 
170. „ —Campa was the son of king Prthula^va. The city 

(founded by him ?) was Campivati ( or Campa ). It was in¬ 
habited by the four varnas [Gha, Na omit this]. (99. 105-6) 

171. Campivati—Cy.—This city will be ruled by the Navanakas. 

(99. 382) 
172. Candana-Rv.—No. 130. 
173. Candra—Mt.—No. 989. 
174. Chandra-Rv.—No. 1108. 
175. Candrabhaga—Rv.—The river loved by Fire (Havyavahana) 

[Omitted in Na]. (29. 13) 
176. Candrabhaga—Rv.—^No. 770. 
177. „ „ No. 130. 
178. Candradvipa—Dv.—^Nos. 103, 660. 
179. Candrakahka—Mt.—It is sub-merged in the northern sea. (47. 73) 
180. Candrakanta—Mt.—In between the Candrakanta and SQryakanta 

mountain ranges. In the Uttarakuruvar^a passes the river 

Bhadrasimi. (45.25) 
180A. Candrakanta—Mt.—No. 660. 
181. Candrakantas—^Ja.—No. 108. 
182. Candraprabha—H.—No. 470. 
183. Candra&ila—Mt.— 
184. Candratirtha—T.—Aholy tirthaat the source of the river Kiveri, 

where those who die go immediately to AmarSvatl. [ Ka, Ga, 
Gha and Na omit this. ] (77. 28) , 
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185. Candravaktra—Cy.—The capital (?) city of Candraketu, son of 
Da^arathi Laksraana. It was situated in a de§a (named Kira- 
patha ?) at the foot of the Himavat mountain. (88.187-8) 

186. Candravarta—Rv.—No. 660. 

186a. Candravati—Rv.—No. 569. [Omitted in Gha. ] 

187. Carakas—P. ?—A branch of the followers of Yajurveda. (61,24) 
188. Carmakhandikas—D.—No. 130. 
189. Carmanvatl—Rv.—No. 130. 
190. Caulyas—Ja.—No. 130. 
191. Cedi—Rg.—Vasu mentioned as Cedipati. (93.26) 
192. (Cedi)—Rg. (?)—Cidi was son of Kau^ika of the Kro§tu line. 

After him his descendants were known as Caidyas. (95. 37-8) 
193. (Cedi)—Rg.—Si4upala is mentioned ns Caidya. (96.157) 
194. Chagala—Mt.—It is on the peak of the Himavat (?) where the 

four disciples of Siva will reside. (23. 116) 
195. Cinas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 

Kali age. [Gha reads Canyan instead of Cinan, thus dis¬ 
pensing with the name of a tribe or people. ] (58. 78-83) 

1%. Cinas—D.—^No. 470. 
197. Cinamarus—D.—No. 470. 
198. Citrakuta—Rv.—No. 130. 
199. Cola—Ja.—Cola was the son of Janapida of Turvasu line. After 

him the Janapada was known as Cola. (99. 5-6) 
199a. Colas—P.—No. 345. 
200. Culikas—D.—No. 130. 
201. Dadhimaiidodaka—S.—No. 1100. 
202. „ ’ —S.— 
203. Daksa—Rv.—No. 569. 
204. Dakfii;^—Rg.—Sankhapada was descendant the of the Prajapati 

Pulaha. He loved the south. (It is doubtful whether by 
the ‘south’ here we should understand a particular geographical 

area.) (28. 28) 
205. Dak;mapara—Rg.—This was the region assigned to Yadu by his 

father Yayati. (93. 89) 
206. Dakfiijiapatha—Rg.—Nos. 130, 886. 
207. Dak^ii^apiirva—Rg.—This region was assigned to Turvasu by his 

father Yayati. (93. 89) 
208. Daksipatyas—D.—No. 130. 
209. DaksiDatyas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at thcjsnd of 

the Kali age. (58.82) 
210. DaksMityas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 

this Kali age. (98. 107) 
211. Da^dS—Rv.—No. 569. 
212. Dai^dakas—Ja*—No. 130. 

V.P. 18 
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213. Darada*—D.~No. 130. 
214. „ —Ja.—No. 470*. 

215. Daradas—^Ja.—No. 842. 
216. „ —P. ?—They were annihilated by Pranaiti at the end of the 

Kali age. (58. 83) 
217. Daradas—P. They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 

this Kali age. (98. 108) 
218. Darbhavatl—Rv.—^No. 569. 
219. Dardura—Mt.—No. 130. 
220. Darvas—D.—No. 130. 
220a. Darvas—P.—No. 345. 
221. Da^manikas—D.—No. 130. 
222. Da^arna—Rv.—^Nos. 130, 477. 
223. Da^ariia—Rv.—Kalanjara, on the river Da^arna is holy for 4raddha 

purposes. (77. 9) 

224. Da^ariias—Ja.—No. 130. 

225. Devabhraja—F.—No. 27. 
226. Devadaru—F.—^The place where Siva will reside in his incarna¬ 

tion of Daruka in 21st dvapara will be known as Devadaruvana. 
(23. 195) 

227. Devadaru—F.—Holy for 4raddha. (77. 91) 
228. DevakQta—^Mt.—Inhabited by Garudas. (69. 332) 
229. Devakuta—Mt.—Here is a place of the birth of Vainateya Suparna. 

This place covers an area of 100 (square ?) yojanas. Many kinds 
of birds and Garudas live here. There is also a mansion of the 
king of birds, the inhabitant of Salmalidvipa. 

Again there are seven cities of the Agneya Gandharvas, who 
are the followers of Kubera, on this mountain. [This portion 
re : the cities of Gandharvas is omitted in Ga. ] 

On its northern summit is the city of Saiihhikeyas, the 
enemies of Devas. There is also a city of Kalakeya Asuras. 
This city is known as Sunasa. It covers 60 x 100 yojanas and 
is difficult of access. 

On its southern peak is the city of Autkaca Raksasas covering 
an area of 20 x 62 yojanas. On the central summit is the 

- mansion (or temple, cl.&ycAana) called BhOtavafa of lord 
Mahadeva. There BhQtas, gods, sages, Gandharvas etc. are 
forever worshipping the lord BhQtapati. 

230. ^vakQta—Mt.—No. 819. 

231. Mt.—No. 1022. 

232. „ Mt.—To the east of this mountain is the BhadiaiSva 
dvipa. (43.12) 

233. Devapura—Cy.— ? (89. I) 

234. Devairftga-H.-No. 1022. 
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235. Devika—Rv.—Holy for iraddha. {77. 41) 
235a. ,, Rv.—No. 130. 

236. Dhara—Cy.(?)—In the holy Vindhya mountain the virtuous see 
not the stream of sin but Dhara. (77. 34) 

237. Dhatak!—Rg.—It is a name of a Khanda after Dhataki, son of 
Savana, lord of Pu?karadvipa. [ Kha, Gha and Na : Dhatuki. ] 
(33.15) 

238. Dhataki—Rg.—No. 1027. 
239. Dhenuka—Rv.—No. 1100. 

240. Dhivaras— Ja.—No. 470. 
241. P.—No. 576. 
242. Dhrtimat—Vr.—No. 673. 
243. „ Vr.—No. 674. 

244. Dhruva— Vr.—No. 989. 
245. „ Vr.—No. 988. 

246. Dhruvas— Ja.—No. 989. 
247. Dhumajas—^Ja.—No. 569. 
248. DhOmra—Mt.—It is sub-merged in the eastern sea. (47. 71-2) 

249. Dhutapapa—Rv.—No. 674. 
250. Divavrta—Mt.—No. 605. 
251. Divinda—Mt.—No. 606. 
252. Dravidas—P.—They were annihilated by' Pramiti at the end of 

the Kali age. (58. 82) 
253. Dravidas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 

the Kali age. (98. 107) 
254. Drona—Mt.—No. 1108. 
255. Drsadvatl—Rv.—The sages performed sacrificial session at the 

holy place of Kuruksetra on the banks of the holy river Drsad¬ 

vatl. (1. 14) 
256. Dr§advati—Rv.—Its original name was Ratnavatl but in the Kali 

age it is known by the name Drsadvatl. The Vayupura is on 

its bank. (59. 127-8) 
257. Dr?advati—RV.—No. 669. 
258. „ —RV.—No. 130. 
259. Druhas—Ja.—No. 470. 
260. Dundubhi—D.—No. 608. 
261. „ —Mt.—It is sub-merged in the eastern sea. (47.71-2) 
262. „ —Mt.—No. 989. 
263. Dundubhisvana—Mt.—No. 606. 
264. „ —Vr.—No. 606. 

265. Durga—Rv.—No. 130. 

266. Durgas—Ja.—No. 130. 

267. Dvaraka—Cy.—KffQa was absent from Dvaraki as he had been to 
the city of Viranivata to. perform the obsequial ceremonies 
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for the Paiidavas (who were supposed to have been burnt to 

death in the lakiagfha ). In the meanwhile Bhoja Satadhanvan 
killed Bhadrakara (or Bhangakara) and besieged the city of 

Dvaraka. The syamantaka jewel was with AkrQra who had fled 
away. Krsna received the news of what had happened in his 
absence and he pursued Bhoja Satadhanvan to his capital 
Mithila and killed him. But the jewel could not be secured at 
which Rama grew angry and refused to leave the city of 
Mithila. It was at this time that king Duryodhana came to 
Mithila and learned the art of wielding the gada from Rama. 
After many entreaties Rama came back to Dvaraka. (96. 60-84) 

268. Dvaravatl—Cy.—In the episode of the jewel Syamantaka those 
who were with Krsna in their search for Prasena went back 
to Dvaravatl thinking that Krsna was killed in the cave into 
which he had gone and had not returned for a long time. (%. 46) 

269. Dvaravatl Cy.—When Akrura came back to the famine-stricken 
city of Dvaravatl there was again rainfall and plenty. (%. 89-90) 

270. Dvaravatl—Cy.—It was inhabited by the Yadavas. It had many 
gates and was protected by Bhojas, Vrs^is and Andhakas with 
Vasudeva ( or Vasudeva) as their leader. (86. 27-8) 

270A. Dyutimat—Mt.—Nos. 437, 674. 
271. Ekaksa—Rv.—No. 569. [ Omitted in Gha. ] 
272. Eka^rnga—Mt.—No. 820. 
273. Gabhastala—Rg. (?)—No. 1048. 
274. Gabhastimat—Rg.—No. 130. 
275. Gajasaila—Mt.—No. 820. 
276. ,, —^Mt.—There the Rudras reside. (39. 47) 
277. Gan^kl—Rv.—No. 130. 
278. Gandhamadana—^Mt.—The four sons of Siva will reside in the 

Vali(la)khilyasrama on the Gandhamadana mountain in the 13th 
dvapara. (23. 159) 

279. Gandhamadana—Mt.—Nos. 779, 823. 
280. „ _Mt.—No. 818. 
281. „ —Mt.—No. 819. 
282. „ —Mt.—No.27. 

283. Gandhamadana—Mt.(?)—On one side of the Gandhamadana 
(mountain ?) is a vast gandika (plain ?) 32000 ^ 34(X)0 yojanas in 
area. There the people are called Ketumalas (?)- There is also 
a heavenly tree of Panasa of six rasas. (43.1-4) 

284. Gandhamadana—^Mt.—No. 1022. 

285. „ —Mt.—There PurOravas enjoyed with Urva^T, 

(91. 6-8) 
286. —F.—No. 1022. 
287. „ -Vr,-No. 434. 
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288. GSndhSras—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 
the Kali age. ^98.106-9) 

289. GandhSraa—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of 
the Kali age. (58. 78-83) 

290. Gandhara—Vs.—Bharata, son of Daiaratha, had two sons, Tak$a 
and Puskara. Their respective capital cities were Taksasill 
and Puskaravati which were situated in the Gandharavisaya. 
(88. 188-90) 

291. Gandhara—^Vs.—Gandhara was a son of Aruddha, a descendant of 
Yayati. After him is the Gandhara-visaya so called. (99.9-10) 

292. Gandhara—D.—The horses of the GSndharade^ are the best of 
their species. (99.10) 

293. Gandbaras—Ja.—No. 130. 
294. „ —Ja.—No. 470. 
295. Gandharva—Rg.—No. 130. 
295a. Gandharva—Ja.—No. 470. 
2%. Ganga—Rv.—No. 606. 
297. ,, Rv.—It is the best of rivers and is the source of waters 

of all the tirthas. In the holy region at the source of this 
river on the Himavat mountain Daksa started performing a 
sacrifice which led to the incident of the Daksa-Siva conflict. 
(30. 92 ff.) 

298. Gafiga—Rv.—This river once flooded the place {desa) where 
king Jahnu was performing a sacrifice. The enraged king 
drank the whole stream. (The gods and sages appear to have 
appealed to the king to let the stream flow again.) Thence is 
the river called Jahnavi, i.e., daughter of Jahnu. The water 
of the river is said to be yellow {pita); [ but this sense is dis¬ 
pensed with by the readings of Kha and Ga]. (91. 54-60) 

299. Ganga— ? —Ganga bore the garbha (of Urva^i ?). (2.17) 
300. ,, Rv.—It is the best of rivers, being also the wife of 

Lava^ddadhi (i.e. sea) [Omitted in Na]. (30. 32) 
301. Gafiga—Rv.—Siva is praised as being Gangatoyardra (wet with the 

water of Gangl). (30. 225) 
302. Ganga—Rv.—Siva’s hair [ body according to Ghal were dishavel- 

led by the water of (the river) Gaiiga. (54. 97) 
303. Ganga—Rv.—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 68) 
304. ,, Rv.—Holy for ^raddha [ Gaya according to Ka, Ga and 

Na]. (77.96) 

305. GaAgS—Rv.—Holy for 4raddha. (77.117) 
306. „ Rv.—^The Paura^ika quotes a stanza which says that those 

versed in genealogies tell that Gafiga is called Bhaglrathl 
because King Bhaglratha made successful efforts to 'Inake 
it flow down on the earth. (88. 168-9} 
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307. GaAgS—ftv.—Pramiti perished {nifthathpraptal^) in the region 
between Gangs and Yamuna. (58. 88) 

308. GaAga—Rv.—Kali will perish (niff hath prSpsyati) in the region 
between the rivers Gahga and YamunS. (98.117) 

309. GahgS—Rv.—Noa. 130, 839, 867, 989, 1022. 
310. », Rv.—Noa. 470, 1256. 
311. „ Rv.—No.607. 
312. ,, Rv.—No. 708. 
313. „ Rv.—No. 770. 
314. „ Rv.—No. 817. 
315. Gantuprastha—^Mt.—130. 
316. Gaura—Mt.—No. 470. 
317. Gaurl—Rv.—No. 606. 
318. Gautama—F.—Sons of Siva will reside in the Gautama forest in the 

Kali age (i.e. in the 14th dvapara age ?). (23. 163) 
319. Gautamas—P.—They belonged to the stock of AAgirasas. 

(65. 97) 
319a. Gaya—(See Introduction.) 
320. „ Ti. ?-Holy for Sraddha. (77.97) 
321. ,, Ti.—Very meritorious for Sraddha. One who offers 

SrSddha in Gaya in the middle of the year gets everything he 
desires, and is respected in the heaven, etc. [ This portion is 
omitted in Kha. ] (82.14-42) 

322. Gaya—^Ti.—Holy for Sraddha [ Omitted in Kha ]. (82. 43) 
323. Ghrtoda—S.—No. 674. 
324. Ghrtodaka—S.—No. 606. 
325. Girivraja—Cy.—The son of SiSunaka will occupy Girivraja on 

(the river ) VarSnasl. (99. 315) 
326. Girivraja—Cy.—Sahadeva of Magadha was killed in the Bharata 

war. His son Somadhi ruled in Girivraja for 58 years. (99.2%) 
327. GodSvara—Ti.?—Bathing at Saptagodavara is equal in merits to 

performance of aivamedha. (77. 19) 
328. GodSvari—Rv.—Agni (Havyavahana) loved her. [Omitted in Na.] 

(29.12-4) 
329. GodSvari—Rv.—No. 130. 

330. GodSvas—Ja.—No. 559. 

331. Qodhana—Mt.—No. 130. 

332. ^ Gokarna—F.—By bathing here a sinner gets rid of all his sins 
and attains merits of aSvamedha. Here.did MaheSvara practise 
penance. Here do vipras preach the tenets of the atheists 
InSstikSnam). If a non>Brahmin recites Sivitri here he is 
bound tn face destruction. The place is beautiful with sandal* 
wood trees and the river TimraparDi has its source here. 
(77.19-24) 
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333. Gokarna—F.—The sons of Siva will reside in the Gokan^ forest 
in the 16th dvapara. [ Omitted in Gha. ] (23. 172) 

334. Gokarna-F. ?—No. 437. 
335. Gomanusyas—Ja.—No. 569. [ Omitted in Gha. ] 
336. Gomati—Rv. ?—Nos. 130, 1403. 
337. Gomeda—Vr.—No. 989. 
338. Gomedaka—Mt.—No. 989. 
339. Govardhana—Mt. ?—No. 130. [ Omitted in Ga and Gha. ] 
340. Grdhrakilta—H.—Holy for Iraddha. In an area covering five 

yojanas around this place there is (always ?) snowfall. (77. 97) 
341. Guhyakas—P.—Nos. 470, 817. 
342. ,, —P.—The Yaksa Rajatanabha was their pitamaha. He 

had married a daughter of the Daitya Anuhrada and had a 
son named Manivara. (69. 151) 

343. Guhyakas—P.—They were the descendants of Manivara. They 
are described both as handsome and crooked; and are also 
mentioned as Yaksas. (69. 162) 

344. Guhyakas—P.—^They are called Raksasas as are called also the 
Yaksas. They were inferior to Gandharvas by three degrees 
(padaih) but are equal to Yaksas. (69. 194-201) 

345. Haihayas—P.—King Bahu of Ayodhya was deprived of his king¬ 
dom by the Haihayas, Talajanghas, Sakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, 
Paradas and Pahlavas. But his son Sagara vanquished them 
and made them captives. But, on his preceptor’s advice, he.set 
them free under pain of certain indignities. He also van¬ 
quished Kalispar^as, Mahi^ikas, Darvas, Colas and Khasas. 
(88.121-42) 

346. Haimabhaumakas—Ja.—No. 108. 
346a. Haimavata—Vr.—No. 127. 
347. Hairanvati?—Rv.—No. 406. 
348. Haihsa—Mt.—No. 713. 
349. Hamsamargas—D.—No. 130. 
350. ,. —D.-No. 470. 
351. Harapiirikas—D.—No. 130. , 
352. HSravimakas—^Ja.—No. 108. [Gaand Gha and Na : Harivamakas.} 
353. Hari—Mt.—No. 569. 
354. Hari—Vr.—All the people here are refugees from the Deva- 

loka. Their appearance is as those of Devas. They relish the 
sugarcane juice. Each of them enjoys a life of 11,000 years. 
They are all happy without any fear of old age. (46. 8-10) 

355. Harigiri-Mt.—No. 674. 

356. Harivarsa—Vr.-Nos. 434, 818. 

357. HarikOta—H.—God Hari resides here. (39. 58) 

358. Harita-Vr.-No. 1108. 
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359. Harita-<^'Sr.—No.:1107. 
360. Haritas—P.—One of the fifteen pakfos of Angirasas. (65.107) 
361. HaritoyS—Rv.—No. 108. 
362. Harya^vas—P.—They were the sons of Daksa. They were brought 

to ruin by Narada. (65.139-50) 
363. Hastinapura—Cy.—Hastin was a son of Suhotra, a descendant of 

Dausyanti Bturata. He founded the city of Hastii^pura. 
(99.165) 

364. Hayaiiras--T.—Holy for iraddha. (77. 46) 
365. Hema—Mt.~No. 674. 
366. Hemakak§a—Mt.—On this mountain is a city of the Gandharvas 

like the eighty cities of gods with big ramparts and gates. 
There the war-like Gandharvas, by name Apattana, with their 
chief Kapinjala dwell. (39. 51-2) 

367. HemakOta—Mt.—This varsaparvata is described in Vayu. 
(1. 85). 

368. HemakQta—Mt.—There the Garudas reside. 
369. ,, —Mt.—This mountain is to the south of..(?). To the 

north or south (?) of the Himavat is the well-known city of 
Puinidra. (51.48). 

370. HemakQta—Mt.—The Sayana lake is situated on the HemakQta. 
(47. 63) 

371. HemakQta—Mt.—Gandharvas and Apsarasas live here. (46. 33) 
372. „ —Mt.—Nos. 812, 818, 1022. 
373. „ —Mt.-No. 435. 
374. „ —Vr.—No. 434. 
375. Hemairnga—Vr.—On it is the abode of the great Prajapati, the 

four-faced Brahma. (39. 46) 
376. Hemairnga—Mt.—No. 106. 
377. Himahva—Vr.—No. 434. [ Kha : Himada. ] 
378. „ —Vr.—No. 125. 
379. „ —Vr.-No. 470. 
380. Himavat—Mt.—The Saravat^ is in the comer (kuk^i) of the 

Himavat mountain. (72. 32). 
381. Himavat—Mt.—On its peak the Vi^vedevas practised penance. 

Here do Gandharvas and gods dwell with Apsarasas. The 
Pttrs were pleased with the penance of the Viivedevas and 
asked them to demand any boons. (76.1-7) 

382. Himavat—Mt.—At the end of the Kali age people will fly to the 
Himavat mountain for shelter. (99. 403) 

383. Himavat—Mt.—1080 (?) yojanas in extent. It is also rich in 
various minerals. (77.114) 

384. Himavat—Mt.—On the Chagala hill (?) in its peak will reside the 
four disciples devoted to Siva. (Z3.116) 
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385. 

386. 

387. 

388. 

389. 
390. 

391. 

392. 

393. 

394. 

395. 
396. 
397. 
398. 
399. 
400. 
401. 
402. 
403. 
404. 
405. 
406. 

Himavat—Mt.—In the 15th dvapara, there will be a mountain 
called Veda4ir$a on the Himavat. On the SarasvaU hill (a 
branch of this mountain ?) will dwell the sons of Siva. (The 
sense is very confusing here.) (23. 168-9) 

Himavat—Mt.—On the peak of the Himavat is the Jatayu mountain 
where the sons of Siva will reside in the 19th dvapara. (23.186-7) 

Himavat—Mt.—On the Attahasa range (?) of the Himavat the 
sons of Siva will reside in the 20th ( dvapara ?). (23. 191-2) 

Himavat—Mt.—The Mahapurusa created by Siva was like the 
Himadri. (30. 130) 

Himavat—Mt.—It is called a varsaparvata. (1. 85) 
Himavat—^Mt.—The Agnisvatta Pitrs gave their daughter Mena 

to Himavat. (30. 31) 
Himavat—Mt.—It extends north-south and east-west right upto 

the8ea(?). (35.9) 
Himavat—Mt.—Siva in his incarnation of Guhavasi resided on 

the summit of the Himavat in the holy Siddhaksetra in the 17th 
dvapara age. (23. 174-5) 

Himavat—Mt.—It was consecrated as the lord of mountains. 
(70. 9) 

Himavat—Mt.—On the occasion of the milking of the earth Meru 
was one who milked, Himavat was the calf and Saila (mountain) 
was the pot. (62.190) 

Himavat—Mt.—Nos. 369, 524, 607, 812, 818, 819. 
„ —Mt.—Nos. 185, 820, 831, 1022, 1155. 
,, —Mt.—No. 130. 
„ —Mt.-No. 194. 
,, —Mt.—No. 435. 
„ -Mt.-No. 469. 
„ -Mt.-No. 470. 
„ —Mt.—No. 142. 
„ -Mt.-No. 297. 

HlnSnas—Ja.—No. 569. 
Hiranimaya—^Mt.—No. 818. 
Hira^vat—Vr.—This var§a is to the north of Sveta and to the 

south of Sfiigasahva mountains. There the Manavas live 12500 (?) 
years. They are happy and lovely in appearance with their 
desires fulfilled in all seasons. They drink the juice of the 
fruits of a big Lakuca tree which grows in that var§a. The 
river Hiranvatl also flows there. (45. 6-10) 

407. Hira^yapura—Cy.—In this city the Danavas named Paulomas 
and KSlakeyas lived. (68. 25-7) 

408. HiraDyavihinlli—Rv.—No. 108. 
409. Hcada»-D.—No. 130. 
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410. Hrada9-^5«.--No. 470. 
411. Hradinl—Rv.—Agni (i.e. Havyavahana) loved her. [Na omits 

this.] (29.13-4) 

412. Hradini-Rv.-No. 470. 
413. Hutjas-D.-No. 130. 
414. Iksu—Rv.—No. 130. 
415. ., —Rv.-No. 1100. 
416. Iksula—Rv.—No. 130. 
417. Iksurasodaka—S.—No. 1108. 
418. Ilavrta—Vr.—It is in the centre of Jambudvipa (?). There the 

sun, the moon and the nakfatras do not shine. The people, 
who are really refugees from the Devaloka, live on the fruits 
and juice of Jambu tree, having a life ojf 13000 years each. 
This varsa is to the opposite side ( pratidi^am) of the Mount 
Meru covering 9000 (or 1026 ?) yojanas. Its shape is like that 
of a iaram (earthenware ?) (46.11-6) 

419. Ilavrta—Vr.—No. 818. 
420. Indradvipa.—Rg.—No. 130. 
421. „ -Rg.-No. 470. 
422. Indradyutnna.—L.—No. 470. 
423. Indrahasas.—Ja.—No. 470. 
424. Indranadi—Rv.—No. 108. 
425. Indranila—Mt.—No. 106. 
426. Indra^aila—Mt.—^No. 713. 
427. Iravati—Rv.—^Agrii (Havyavahana) loved her. [ Omitted in Na. ] 

(29.12-4) 
428. Iravati—Rv.—No. 130. 
429. Jalada—Vr.—No. 1099. 
430. „ —Vr.—No. 1100. 
431. Jaladhara-Mt.—No. 1100. 
432. Jambudvipa—Dv.—The Jambudvipa and other dvipas are de¬ 

scribed in the Vayu Purarta. [Kha, Gha and Na : Jambudvipa.] 
1. 88. 

433. Jambudvipa—Dy.—Priyayrata was the son of Svayaihbhuva Manu. 
He had ten sons and two daughters. He divided the whole 
earth of seven dvipas amongst his sons thus:—Jambudvipa 
he assigned to Agnldhra, Plak^advlpa to Medhatlthi, Sslmali- 
dvlpa to Vapu§mat, Ku^adyipa to Jyoti$mat, Krauhcadvipa to 
Dyutimat, Slkfidvlparto Havya and Pusbaradvlpa to Savana. 
33. 1-14. 

434. Jambudvipa—Dv.—Priykvrata consecrated, Agnldhra {i.e. Priyk- 
vrata’s daughter’s son) [Ga and Na read differently] as the 
lord of Jambudvipa. This Agnldhra has the following sons, 
viz,, Nabhi, Kiihpurufa, Harivarfa, Ilgvita, Rainya^ .Hafi^anat 
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(Gha : Hiranmat), Kuru* BhadrI4va, and Ketumala. The 
deias assigned to them are as follows: The southern varsa 
named Himihva was assigned to Nabhi, the Hemakuta varfa 
to Kiriipurusa (?), Naisadha varsa to Harivarra, the central 
portion of Sumeru to Ilavrta, Nilavarsa to Ramya, the northern 
Sveta (varsa) to Harinmat, the northern Srngavat varsa to 
Kuru, Malyavat varsa to Bhadraiva and Gandhamldanavar^ 
to Ketumlla. 33. 37-45 

435. Jambudvipa—Dv.—^The Jambudvipa of the nine varsas is 
described thus It is 100 thousand yojanas in expanse, and it 
teems with various janapadas and puras. It is encompassed 
by nine bhuvanas and is adorned with mountains inhabited by 
Siddhas, Caranas and Gandharvas. The Lavana sea surrounds 
it [ Kha and Gha omit this sentence ]. Extending east-west to 
the seas (thus equal in extent to the dvipa) are the following 
six varsa mountains : Himavat, Hemakuta, Nisadha, Sauvarrm, 
Meru, and Caturasra (?). (34. 9-16) 

436. Jambudvipa—Dv.—On the peak of the southern mountain (i.e. 
Gandhamadana—cf., Meru No.v819) do jambu trees grow ever 
decked with fruits and flowers. The river Jambunad! flows 
thence, and the Jambunada is also there. There the Devas, 
Gandharvas, Danavas, Yaksas, Raksasas, and Paunagas relish 
the sweet jambu juice and hence (?) is the sanatana Jambudvipa 
so called. (35.26-32) 

437. Jambudvipa—Dv.—There are six sub-divisions of Jambudvipa, 
which are : Angadvipa, Yamadvipa, Malayadvipa, ^nkhadvipa, 
Ku^dvipa and Varahadvipa. [The last three are omitted 
in Kha. ] 

The Angadvipa is occupied by the various gat^as of the 
Mlechhas. In it is the Cakragiri in the centre of Nagade^. . In 
Yamadvipa there is a mountain called Dyutimat which is a 
source of gold and pearls (samudraganaih prabhavah). [ This 
information about Dyutimat is not found in Na. ] The Malaya¬ 
dvipa is inhabited by the Mlecchas and there sandalwood trees 
grow in abundance. It is equally a store-house of gold and 
pearls. In this dvipa are the Malaya and Mandara mountains. 
On the Mandara is the abode of Agastya revered by gods and 
asuras alike. The Malaya excels even the svarga in its foliage. 
On the TrikQta mountain (of this dvipa) is the spacious 
city of La6k3, 100 x 30 yojanas in extent. It belongs to Kama- 
rupin Rakfasas, who pride id their power and hate the Devas. 
It is a terra'incognita to men and is difficult of access. In the 
eastern tlra(?) of this dvipa (i.e. Malayadvipa) is Gokaroa, 
an abode of SaAkara [according to Kha and Gha, of Deva.] 
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The Cahkhadvipa, which is a home of the various ganas of the 
Mlechas, is 100 yojanas in extent. It has only one king, viz. 
Saiikhamukha, the lord of the Nagas (nSgarSja). In it are 
the mountain Sahkhagiri and the river SaAkhanSga. In the 
Kumudadvipa (i.e. Ku^advipa?) KumudS, a sister of Mahadeva, 
is worshipped. The Varahadvipa is occupied by the various ganas 
of the Mlecchas. This prosperous dvipa has a mountain named 
Varaha whence the river Varaha flows. Here the lord (Visnu) 
in his Varaha form is worshipped by gods. Such is the descrip¬ 
tion of the six anudvipas of (Jambudvipa) and in the south 
(of this Jambudvipa ?) is the 6haratadv!pa-de4a. (48.13-43) 

438. Jambudvipa—Dv.—No. 469. 
439. „ —Dv.—Nos. 818, 823, 989. 
440. JambQla—Rv.—No. 130. 

441. Jambumarga—?—Holy for iraddha. (77.38) 
442. Jambunada—Rv. ?—No. 818. 
443. „ -Rv. ?—No. 819. 
444. „ —Rv. ?—No. 436. 
445. JambunadI—Rv.—No. 436. 
446. „ —Rv.—No. 824. 
447. Janasthana—Rg.—At Janasthana, Rama, the son of Da4aratha, lived 

and fulfilled the desire of gods by killing the son of Pulastya 
(i.e. Rayapa). (88. 194-5) 

448. Jangas—Ja.—No. 569. [Gha: Janghas. ] 
449. Jahnavl-Rv.—Vi4vasphani of Magadha will offer his body (i.e. 

die ) in the stream of the river Jahnavl after paying respects 
to gods, manes and Brahmins. (^. 381) 

450. Jahnavl—Rv.—^Nos. 298, 709. 
451. Jarudhi—Mt.—No. 660. 
452. „ —Mt.—No. 713. 
453. Jatayu—Mt.—No. 386. 
454. Jathara—Mt.—No. 819. 
455. „ —Mt.—No. 1022. 
456. Jatudhi—Mt.—In the northern de4a is the devaparvata jStudhi 

[ Gha and Na : Jarudhi]. There Yaksas, Kinnaras, Gandharvas, 
Nagas, RSk^asas and Daityas dwell. In its central kOfa (hill) 
is a beautiful lake named Anandajala [ Gha, Na : Nanadajala ] 
which covers an area of 30 yojanas. There the lord of the 
Nagas named Capde of hundred faces dwells. He has, as bis 
emblem, the discus (cakra) of Vi^nu. (41.66-73) 

457. Jatudhi—Mt.—No. 106. [ Gha and Na: J&rudhi. ] 
458. Jayanta—Mt.—Nos. 130, 569. 
459. JImfita—D.—No. 
460. „ -Vr.-Noa. 1107,1108. 
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461. Juhu^s—D.—No. 130. 

461a. Jyotsna—Rv.—No. 1278. 

462. Kacalas—Ja.—No. 569. 

463. Kacchiyas—^Ja.—No. 130. 

464. Kaikata— ?—No. 1316. [ Kha, Ga and Na : Vaikata. ] 

465. Kailasa—Mt.—^The Mahapurusa created by Siva was like Kailasa. 
(30. 130) 

466. Kailasa—Mt.—Bali, the Danava, is compared to Kailasa. (50. 48) 

467. ,, —Mt.—The summit of the Kailasa is frequented by the 
Cakravakas, Mayuras, Krauncas, Kokilas and also by Siddhas, 
Caranas, Apsarasas, Kinnaras and the Bhutas and Vinayakas. 
Here did the wife of Siva ask him a question as to why he is 
called Nilakantha. (54. 30-45) 

468. Kailasa—Mt.—The lord of the Yaksas has his place of residence 
on the Kailasa, (30. 85) 

469. Kailasa—Mt.—The Kailasa is an abode of the devotees of god. 
On its central hill (kuta) is situated the city of Dhanadhyak^ 
Kubera. This city occupies an area of 100 x 50 yojanas. At the 
centre of this city is a spacious sabha called Vipula. The great 
vimana which is a vehicle of Kubera, the king of the Yaksas, is 
kept here. Here does Kubera, the friend of Mahadeva, dwell 
with Apsarasas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Siddhas and Caracas. The 
eight tnahanidhanas of Kubera are also kept in this sabha. In 
this city Indra, Agni and Yama also reside. A beautiful pond 
(vapi) named MandakinI adds to the beauty of the city. The 
rivers Alakananda and Nandi flow here. On the eastern hill 
of this mountain are situated the ten cities of the Gandharvas. 
These cities occupy 1000 x 30 yojanas of area. On the western 
hill (kufa), which is 80 x 40 yojanas in area, are the thirty 
mansions of thirty Yak^a-chiefs whose paramount lord is 
VaiSravapa. On the snow-clad peak in the south are the 100 
cities of Kinnaras. There Rudra married Uma; there did she 
practise penance ; there Siva played in his Kirata form ; and 
SivRand Uma had a view of Jambudvipa from this very place. 
Here is also the Umavana where Siva assumed the ardhanaranari 
form, as also the Saravapa where the six-faced (Skanda) was 
bom. On the Kraunca4aiia of this mountain were lions yoked 
to the chariot of Kirtikeya. It was here that Guha (i.e. 
Skanda ?) was consecrated to the generalship of the gods. On 
the eastern ta$e of Kaillsa is the Kalapagrama where the sages, 
viz., Mrkaii^, Vasi^tha, Bharata, Nala, Vilvamitra, Uddalaka 
and others have their hermitages in hundreds and thousands in 
this Hiraavat (mountain). (41.1-47) 
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470. Kailisa—Mt.—It is to the left side of the Himavat. Kubera, the 
lord of the city of Alaka lives here with Rak^asas and Apsarasas. 
Here is a lake named Kumudvat at the foot of the mountain 
whence the river MandakinI flows. On its bank is a great forest. 
A little north of the Kailasa is the hill called Candraprabha at 
the foot of which is the Acchoda lake which is the source of 
the river Acchoda whose banks are lined with a forest named 
Caitraratha. On the Candraprabha hill the commander of the 
Yak^as, by name Manibhadra, dwells surrounded by the cruel 
Guhyakas. The rivers Mandakini and Acchododika flow south¬ 
east and passing along the Piianga mountain join the great sea. 
At the foot of the Lohita hill is the Lohita lake which is a source 
of the river (?) Lauhitya on whose banks is a forest named 
Visoka. On the Lohita the Yaksa Manivara resides with the 
pious Guhyakas. To the south of the Kailasa are the Trikakuf?) 
[Na-Trikatu] and Vaidyuta hills. At the foot of the Vai- 
dyuta hills is the Manasa lake, the source of the river 
Sarayu with the Vaibraja forest on its banks. Here dwells 

the powerful Raksasa, named Brahmapata [Ga and Gha : 
Brahmapeta] who is a follower of Kubera and is followed 

by hundreds of Yatudhanas. The Aruna mount, the abode of 
Girina, at the foot of which is the Sailoda lake whence the river 
Sailoda flows, is also to the south of the Kailasa. This river joins 
the Lavanodadhi. The forest Surabhi is on its banks. To the 
north of Kailasa is the hill named Gaura with the beautiful lake 
Bindusara at its foot. It was near this lake that the royal sage 
Bhagiratha dwelt for many years for the river Ganga. It was 
here that the heavenly river of the three courses descended 
on the earth and started its sevenfold course. While falling 
from the heavens the drops of water so collected formed the 
lake Bindusara (hence its name) whence this river flows in seven 
channels—three to the east and three to the west, the one to the 
south which followed Bhagiratha, after whom it was called 
Bhkgirath!. All these seven courses of the river grace the 
Himihva varfa. The names of the eastern courses of this river 
are^: Nalini, Hradini, and Pavani; those of the t^estern are : 
®ta, Caksu and Sindhu. All these courses water the 'following 
deias :—Sirindhras, Kuhtalas, Cinas, Barbaras, Yavasas, Druhas, 
Ru^i^s, Kuoindas, AAgas and Lokavaras (or Angalokavaras ?). 
The river Sit5 thus divides the Sindhumaru land and joins the 
western sea. The river Caksu waters the folldwing janapadas 

Cinamarus, TaAga^as, SarvamQlikaa [ Kha, Ga, Gha and Na : 
SarvalfllikM ], Andhras, TufSras, Tampakas, Pahnavaa, Daradas 
and Sakas. The river Gaftgi blesses the follow!^ arya jana- 
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padasDaradaa, Ka^mlras, Gandharas, Varapas, Hradaa, 
sivapauras, Indrahasas, Vadatis, (Visarjayas ?), Saindhavas, 
Randhrakarakas (or Randhras and Karakas ?) [ Gha : Randbrava- 
rakas], Bhramaras, [ Kha, Gha and I^a : Bhramatas ], Abhiras, 
Rohakas, Sunamukhas, Crdhvamanus [ Kha, Gha and Na : 
Urdhyanaarus. The same Mss. read that these janapadas were 
watered by the river Sindhu ], Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yaksas, 
Raksasas, Vidyadharas, Uragas, Kalapagramakas, Piradas, 
Siganas [Kha and Na : Tanganas], Khasas, Kiratas, Pulindas, 
Kurus, Bharatas, Pahcalas, Kaiis, Matsyas, Magadbas, Angas, 
Brahmottaras, Vangas and Tamraliptas and being obstructed by 
the Vindhya (mountain) it joined the southern sea. The river 
Ahladini, (in the above list of seven courses of the river the 
name is Hradini), runs to the east through the Upabhogas (or 
territories) of the various jatis of the Nisadas, and of the 
Dhivaras, ^sikas, Nilamukhas, Keralas, Ustrakarnas [ Kha, Ga 
and Gha : Naspikarnas] Kiratas, Kalodaras, Vivarnas, Kumaras 
[Kha, Ga, Gha and Na : Kumaris], and Svarnabhusitas (?). 
The course PavanI, wading through the Indradyumna lake and 
watering (the land of ?) Kharapathas, Indra^ahkupathas and 
Kuthapravaranas (?) enters the Lavanodadhi (?) near the sea of 
Indradvipa. The course Nalinl also rushes up to the east 
watering (the land of ?) Tomaras, Hamsamargas, Sadduhukas {?), 
Karnapravaranas, A^vamukhas and Vidyadharas and thus joins 
the great sea. These courses, in their turn, have their own 
numerous tributaries. (47. 1-60) 

471. Kailasa—Mt.—Nos. 694, 845. 
472. „ —Mt.—No. 817. 
473. „ —Mt.—No. 819. 
473a. ,, —^Mt.—^No. 820. 
474. Kala—Mt.—Nos. 1022,1179. 
475. Kalas—Ja.—No. 567. 
476. Kalamjara—Mt.—On this mountain Siva will pass away his time 

in the 23rd dvipara; that is why this mountain is called 
Kaladijara. (23. 204) 

477. Kllanjara—Cy. ?—Situated on the banks of the (river) Da^arnr. 
It is holy for 4tSddha. (77. 93) 

478. Kalapagnima—Cy.—^The king Aida (PurOravas) is called the 
inhabitant of Kalapagrama. (1.189) 

479. Kallpagrima—Cy.—PurOravas enjoyed with Urvaii in Kalapa- 
gtima. (91. 7) 

480. Kalapagrima—Cy.—Manu, a descendant in the Iksvaku line, 
resorted to yoga and resided in Kalapagiima in the 19th 
prayuga. He is also called Ksatraprivartaka. (88. 210) 
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481. Kalapagrama—Cy.—Devapi, a Paurava king, was a great yogin. 
He resided in Kalapagrama. 

482. Kalapagrima—Cy.—Nos. 469, 779. 
483. Kalapagramakas—Ja.—No. 470. 
484. Kalasarpi—Ti.—The tirtha of Kasyapa [Ka^yapa in Gha] is 

known as Kalasarpi. It is holy for ^raddha. (77.87) 
485. Kalatopakas—^Ja.—This janapada will be ruled over by the Mani- 

dhanyajas. (99. 384) 
486. Kalatoyakas—D.—(No. 130). 
487. Kalind!—Rv.—(No. 569). [Omitted in Gha. ] 
488. Kalidgas—D.—Here the a^ramadharma does not prevail and it is 

taboo for ^raddha purposes. (78. 23) 
489. Kalingas—Ja.—It was the janapada of Kalinga, son of king Bali 

(of Yayati’s line ) who reigned in the east. (99. 33-4) 
490. Kalingas—Ja.—This janapada will be protected by Guha. 

(99. 386) 
491. Kalingas—Rg.—There people will fly in the end of the Kali 

age. (99.402) 
492. Kalingas—D.—^No. 22. 
493. Kalinga-Mt.-No. 820. 
494. „ —Mt.-No. 1022. 
495. Kalinga8-Ja.-No. 130. 
4%. „ —? —No. 470. 
497. Kalispar^s—Ja.—No. 345. 
498. Kalodaras—^Ja. ?—No. 470. 
498a. Kambalas—Ja.—No. 567. 
499. Kambala—Mt.—No. 569. 
500. Kambala—Rv.—No. 569. 
501. Kambojas—D.—130. 
502. ,, —^Ja.—No. 345. 
502a. Kamodakas—Ja.—569. 
503. Kampilya—Cy. ?—Samara, one of the Nipas and a descendant of 

Yayati, ruled in Kampilya. (99. 106-8) 
504. Kanakanandi—Ti.—By having a bath here one goes to heaven. 

(Cf. No. 856). (77. 105) 
505. Kanakhola—Ti. ?—Holy for sraddha. (82.21) 
506. Kanakairflga.—Mt.—No. 713. 
507. Kanka—Mt.—(No.27). [Ghaand Na : Kaka. ] 
508. „ -Mt.-No. 1108. 

509. Kananasthali— ?—It is situated between the Pu^paka and Mahi^ 
megha mountains. It is 100 x 60 yojanas in extent. (38. 71-3) 

510. KaScaaaka—Cy.—The descendants of' Vindhya4akti (?) will rule 
in this city for sixty years. (99. 371-2) 

511. Kind-^Rv.-(No.l83). [KatKafici]. 
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512. * KaficI—Rv.—No. 569. 
513. KSnva—P.—One of the fifteen Paksas of Angirasas. (65.’.106-8) 
514. Kapila—Vr.—Nos. 673, 674. 
515. —Mt.—No. 713. 
516. „ —Mt.—No. 1179. 
517. „ —Mt.-No, 27, 
518. Kapilakarnikas—Ja.—No. 569. 
519. Kapinjala—Mt.—Between Kapinjala and Naga^aila there is a big 

r/Aa/f which is 100 x 200 (or 102?) yojanas in extent. It is 
overgrown with trees of Kharjjura, Nila^oka, Dadinta, AtasI, 
Kadali, Aksotaka, Badari, Naga and Draksa. (38 . 66-70) 

520. Kapinjala—Mt.—No. 106. 
521. Kapotakas—Ja.—No, 569. 
521a. Karanibhavas—Ja.—No. 567. 
522. Karafija—Mt.—On this mountain there is an abode of Sankara, the 

lord of the Bhutas. Here the Bhutas dwell in their different 

forpis. (39. 42-3) 
523. Karanjas—Ja.—No. 569. 
524. Karapatha—D.—Angada, son of Da^arathi Laksmana, had his 

janapada at the foot of the Himavat mountain. This janapada 
is the same as the Karapatha de4a in which the capital city 

known as Angadlya was situated. (88. 187-8) 

524a. Karapatha—D.—No. 51. 
525. Karaskaras—D.—Here the a^ramadharma does not prevail and 

this de^a is taboo for ^raddha performances. [ Ka ; Karan- 

karas.l (78.23) 
526. Karaskaras—P.—They live in a country (desa) of sin. The virtu¬ 

ous evade contact with them. By visiting this unholy land one 
is inflicted with sin. (78. 69-72) 

527. KaratoyS—Rv.—No, 130. 
528. Karavatas—Ja.—No. 569. 
529. Karkotaka— ? —Kartavlrya Arjuna conquered Karkotakasabha 

(i.e.'the sabhl of Karkotaka Nagas ?) with the thousand Nagas 
and entered the city of M3hi?mati. (94. 26) 

530. Karu—Mt.—No. 130. 
530a. KarQsa—Rg.—Dantavaktra was lord of Karu^a. (96. 155) 
530b. KarQsas—P.—No. 130. 
531. Kaseru—Rg,—No. 130. 
532. Kaserukas—D.—No. 130. 
533. Ka4i—Cy. ?—Kufedhvaja was the lord of Ka3i. He was a son of 

Siradhvaja Janaka. [ Gha : Samk34i. ] (89.18) 
534. Kiii—Cy. ?—Vibhu [ Kha and Gha : Babhru ] was the king of Ka4i. 

Jo his vifd^a rain did not fall for three y^ears. Then he invited 
Svafalka (or Svafalka) to stay with him and the rains came. 
96.103-4) 

V.P.19 
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535. Ka4i—Cy. ?—Satyaka’s wife was Ka^iduhita (i.e. a daughter of 
the king of Ka^i). (This Satyaka was one of the Vrsnis or 
Andhakas.) (%. 115) 

536. Ka^i—Cy. ?—People will fly to Ka^ikoialas (i.e. Kaiis and Kosalas ?) 
at the end of the Kali age. (99. 402) 

537. Ka^i— ? —Ka^a was one of the three sons of Suta-hotra. His 
rasta (rastra ?) was called Ka^is (or Ka^aya ?). (92. 1-6) 

538. Kaii— ? —Dirghatapas was a son of Ka4a. He had no son and 
hence he practised penance. Dhanvantari was pleased and as a 
consequence of the boon demanded by the king he was born as 

. the king's son in the second dvapara age. This Dhanvantari 
(i.e. son of Dirghatapas) is described as Ka^i-raja. (92. 18-21) 

539. Ka^i— ? —King Alarka, called Ka^isattama, achieved a long life 
due to the favour of Lopamudra. (92. 67) 

539a. Km— ? —No. 1403. 
540. —Ja.—No. 470. 
541. „ — ? —No. - 
542. „ —Ja.—No. 130. 
543. KS^mlras—D.—No. 130. 
544. „ -Ja.—No. 470. 
545. „ —Rg.—People will fly to (the land of ?) Ka^miras at the 

end of the Kali age. (99. 402) 
546. Kaumara—Vr.-No. 1100. 
547. „ —Vr.-No. 1099. 
548. Kauraja—Mt.—It is inhabited by the Garudas. (69. 330-4) 
549. Kauiambi—Cy.—No. 361. 
550. Kau4ika-Rg.—No. ? 
551. Kauiikas—P.—At the end of the Kali age the Kauiikas will 

inhabit countries afflicted with hunger and fear. (58. 62)^ 
552. Kauiiki —Rv.—Agni (i.e. Havyavahana) loved her [Na : omits this]. 

(29.14) 
553. Kau^iki—Rv.—It is the best of rivers, named after (?) Kau^ikt or 

Satyavatl, wife of the sage Rctka. (91. 88-9) 
554. Kauiik!—Rv. ?—Holy for ^rlddha (cf. Nos. 184 & 1197). (77.101 
555. ,, —Rv.—No. 130. 
556. Kiveri—'Rv.—It is the best of rivers. King Jahnu’s wife was 

Kaveri. (91.59) 
557. Kaveri—Rv.—Holy for ^laddha. (77.28) 
558. ,, —Rv.—Agni (i.e. Havyavihana) loved her. (29) 
559. „ -Rv.-Nos. 130,184. 
560. „ —Rv.—No. 108. 
Si^. KSyirohana—T.—^No. 814. 
561. Kekayas—^Ja.—Kekaya was one of the four sons of Sibi. His 

janapada was Kekaya. (99. 24) 
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562. Kekayas—Ja.—No. 130. 

563. Keralas—^Ja. —Kerala was one of the four sons of king Janapida of 
Turvasu line. His jai^apada was known as Kerala. (99. 5hS) 

564. Keralas—^Ja.—No. 130. 

565. —Ja.—No. 470, 
566. Kesara—V.—This Kesara-droni is situated between the Kumuda 

and Anjana mountains. Here is also the Sabala forest in which 
is a mansion of Visnu, the guru of the Suras. (38. 45-8) 

567. Kesari—Mt.—No. 1100. 
568. Ketas—P.—^They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 

Kali age. (58. 78-83) 
569. Kctumala—Dv.—This dvipa is to the west of the Nisadha moun¬ 

tain. The seven Kula mountains in this dvipa are : Visalai 
Kambala, Krsna, Jayanta, Hari, Asoka and Vardhamana. [Ga 
omits the last two names. ] These mountains have their own 
numerous ranges. The janapadas which are ‘mixed’ (vimisrdh) 
with these mountains and which are protected by many kings 
are as follows:—^Pauras (is Paura here a generic term as the 
janapada?) [Gha and Na, however, read Sauras instead ]> 
Gomanusyas, Kapotakas [Gha omits these three names ]i 
Tatsukhas (?), Bhramaras [ Na : Bhramaras ], Yuthas, Maheyas, 
AcalakQtakas, Sumaulas, Stavakas, Krauncas, Krsnangas, Mani- 
punjakas (Na : Maniyunjakas), Kutas, Kambalas, Mausiyas, 
Karambhavas, Kucasi Svetas ( Gha and Na : Syenas ], Suvarria- 
katakas (?) [Ga, Gha and Na : Suvarnatatakas], Svetangas, 
Kfsnapadas, Vihas [ Ga : Vidas ; Gha : Vindas ], Kapilakarnikas, 
Atyakaralagojvalas, Hinanas, Vanapatakas [Ga, Gha and Na : 
Vanapatakas], Mahivas, Kumudabhas, Karavatas, Utkacas, Suna- 
kasas [Gha ; Sukanasas], Mahanasas (?), VapasagajabhQmikas (?) 
Karaftjas, Manjamas, Vahas, Kiskindis (?), Pa^dubhOinikas, 
Kuberas, Dhumajas, Jangas [ Gha : Janghas ], Vangas, Rajiva- 
kokilas (or Rajivas and Kokilas ?), Vacangas, Mahangas, 
Madhaureyas, Surecakas, Pittalas [Gha and Na : PittaXas], 
Kacalas, Sravanas, Mattakasikas [ Gha : Mattavasikas ], Godavas, 
Vakulas, Vangas, Vangas, Kamodakas and Kalas. They drink 
the waters of the following rivers: Suvapra [Ga and Na : 
Suvaksa], Kambala, Tamasi, Syama, Sumedha, Bakula [Ga and 
Na: Bahula], Vikirna, Sikhimala, Darbhavati, Bhadra, Sukanadi, 
Palasa, Bhima, Prabhanjana, Kanci, CuSavati, Daksa, Sakavati, 
Punyoda, Candravatl, SumOla, RsabhS, Samudramala, Campa- 
vati, Ekaksa, Puskala, Vaha, Suvarna, Nandini, Kajindi, 
PunyodS, Bbarati, Brahmi and ViSala [ Names from Candravatl 
to Vi^ala are omitted in Gha], Pivari,. Kumbhakari, RusS, 
Mahisi, Manu§i and Da6da. Such is this western mahadvipa. (44) 
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570. Ketumaia-Dv.-Nos. 27, 819. 
570a. „ —Dv.—No. 818. 

571. Khasas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 
Kali age. (58. 83) 

572. Khasas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of the 
Kali age. (98. 106-9) 

573. Khasas—D.—No. 130 [Ga : Strasas ]. 
574. „ —P.—No. 345. 
575. „ -Ja.-No. 470. 
576. Khasas—P.—The angry sages ‘churned’ the left arm of Vena and 

thence arose a pigmy-like (hrasva) black figure ; he was fright¬ 
ened and stood aghast with his hands folded begging for mercy. 
The sages ordered him to sit {nisida). Thus did he become the 
founder of the race (varhia) of the Nisadas. He also procreated 
the Dhivaras who inherited the vices of Vena; and those who 
were the inhabitants of the Vindhya, viz., Tumburas, Stuvaras, 
(or Tuvaras?) [Ga: VarbarasJ, and Khasas, were irreligious 
and they too inherited the vices of Vena. (62. 119-25) 

577. Khyati 7—Rv.—No. 606. 
578. Kiihbhayas—P.—One of the fifteen paksas' of Angirasas. 

(65. 106-8) 
579. Kiihpurusa—^Vr.—^The people in Kiihpurusa varsa enjoy a life 

of 10,000 years: Their complexion is like gold in colour. 
With their minds pure they are always happy. In this varsa 
there is a plaksa tree the juice of which the people drink. 
(46. 2-7) 

580. Kimpurusa—Vr.—No. 434. 
581. „ Vr.—No.818. 
582. Kiihpuru^s—^P.—^They were the descendants of Hari (-bhadra ?), 

a daughter of KrodhS, who was a Rlk^asi. (69. 208) 
583. Kiiiipurusas—P.—The Mayi-kithpuru^as were descendants of 

Pulaha. (70.65) 
584. Kiiyuka—F.—It is situated between Vasudhara and Ratnadhara 

mountains covering an area of 100 x 30 yojanas. Here Siddhas, 
Caranasand Apsarasas reside. In this forest is a mansion 
(dyatana) of Aditya (i.e. sun-god) where he descends every 
month. (38.27-32) 

585. Kiratas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 
Kali age. They had various jatis. (58. 78-83) 

586. KirStas—P.—^They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of the 
, Kali age. (98.106-9) 

587- KirStas—P.— No. 130. 
588. „ Ja.-No, 130. 
589- „ Ja.T-No. 470. 
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590. Kiratas—P.— No. 470. 

591. Kisasnas—Ja.—No. 130 [ Ga : Kisastas ]. 

592. Kiskindha—C.—The god Siva, after narrating to his wife the 
story of how he came to be called as Nilakantha, retired to the 
Kiskindha cave with his wife Uma. (54. 116) 

593. Kiskindhakas—P.—No. 130. 

594. Kiskindis (?)—Ja.—No. 569. 

595. Kolahala—Mt.—No. 130. 

596. Kolavanas—D.—No. 130. 

597. Komala—Cy. or Rg.—In Komala there will be powerful kings 
who will be known as Meghas of whom there will be nine kings 
[ Na reads Medhatithi instead of Meghas ] They will {also ) 
be known as Nisadha kings, as they were (cf. prasutah) des¬ 
cendants of Nala. (99. 375-7) 

597a. Koranja—(No. 108)—[Na : Kauranja]. 

598. Koalas—Ja.—This janapada will be protected (i.e. ruled) by 
Guha. (99. 385) 

599. Komala—Rg.—The kingdom of Ku^a, son of Da^arathl Rama was 
known as Komala. Its capital was Ku§asthali situated amidst 
the hills of the Vindhya mountain. In the Uttarako^ala was 
the kingdom of Lava (brother of Ku4a), with its capital city 
Sravasti. [ Gha reads Kosala only for Uttarako^ala and does 
not connect it with Sravasti]. (80. 199-200) 

600. Kosalas—Ja.—No. 130. 

601. Ko^la—T.—In Komala there is a pond or well (vapi). By 
merely bathing there one goes to heaven. (77. 36) 

602. Kolalas—Ja.—Nos. 536, 542. 

602a. Kratu—Rv.—No. 989. 
603. Kraunca—Mt.—Skanda killed Tarakasura on the Kraunca moun¬ 

tain. (72. 47) 

604. Kraunca—Mt.—Nos. 469, 606. 
605. Krauhcas—Ja.—No. 569. 
606. Krauficadvipa—Dv.—This dvipa is twice in area as that of Ku^- 

dvipa ; it surrounds the Gh^odaka sea. The following are the 
mountains in this dvipa: Kraunca, Vamanaka, Andhakaraka, 
Divavrt, Divinda, Pun^rika, and Dundubhisvana; and the 
corresponding varsas are : Ku^ala, Manonuga, Usna, Pravaraka, 
AndhakSraka. Muni and Dundubhisvana. The seven great 
rivers corresponding to these varfas are: Gauri, Kumud- 
vati, Samdhya, Ratri, Manojava, Khyati and Pu^^buika. Thus 
is Gaiiga sevenfold (i.e. having seven courses; cf. saptavidhS), 
f49. 61-71) 
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607. Krauncadvipa—Dv.—Mena was the wife of Himavat. She gave 
birth to Mainaka and Ganga. Mainaka’s younger brother 
(anuja) was Kraunca after whom Krauficadvipa is so called 
( Na omits this ]. (30. 32) 

608. Krauncadvipa—Dv.—Dyutimat, lord of Krauncadvipa, had the 

following sons : Kuiala, Manuga, U$na, I*!vara, Andhakaraka, 
Muni and Dundubhi [these names are omitted in Kha and 
Gha]. Usna-de^a belonged to Usna ; P!vara-de4a to Pivara; 
Andhakarade^a to Andhakara; Munide^a to Muni and Dun- 
dubhi-de^a to Dundubhi (here two names are omitted). These 
are the seven janapadas in the Krauncadvipa. (33. 21-3) 

609. Krauncadvipa—Dv.—No. 433. 

610. Krmila—Cy.—No. 891. 
611. Krsna—Mt.—Between Krsna and Pandura mountains is a plateau 

30 X 50 yojanas in area. There in the centre of a lake is a 
sthalapadmini [ Gha : jalapadmini ] haunted by ’.Yaksas, !Gan- 
dharvas, Siddhas and Caracas. In the centre of this sthala« 
padmini is a great Nyagrodha tree covering a space of five 
yojanas. It is here that the thousand-faced god Hari dwells 
and is worshipped by Yaksas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, 
Siddhas and Caracas with lotus offerings. (38. 49-50) 

612. Krsna—Mt.—On the Krsna (mountain) are situated the cities 
of Gandharvas. (39. 59) 

613. Krsna—Mt.—No. 130. 

614. V.' -Mt.-No. 27. 
615. „ —Mt.—No. 569. 

616. Krsnabhaumas—Ja.—(No. 108). [GaandNa: Krsnas and Bhau- 
mas. ] 

617. Krsnagiri—Mt.-No. 130. 
618. KrsnapSdas—Ja.—No. 569. 
619. Krfpatoya—Rv.—No. 108. 

620. Krsnaveni?—Rv.—Agni( i.e. Havyavahana) loved her. (29.13-4) 
621. Krtamala—Rv.—No. 130. 
621a. KsSroda—Rv.—(No. 108). [Gha : Ksiroda]. 
622. Kferaaka—Vr.—No. 988. 
623. „ —Vr.—No. 989. 
624. Ksiroda—S.—In the northern portion of the Ksiroda (or Am^) 

sea Vi$nu sleeps having resorted to an eternal yoga. (97. 22) 

625. Ksiroda—S.—^Visnu is near Ksiroda. (55. 5) 
626. ,, —S.—While returning from the south, the sun is at 

Vifuva; (then?) he passes in the direction north of the 
Ksiroda sea. (50. 125) 

627. K9iroda-S.-No. 1027. 
628. „ -S.-No. 1100. 
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629. Ksiroda—No. ?, 
630. Kfupa^s—D.—(No. 130). [Gha; Kulapas ; Na : Kunapas. ] 

(77. 78) 
630a. Kuberatunga—H.—Holy for 4raddha. 
631. Kuberas—Ja.—No. 569. 
632. Kulindas—D.—No. 130. [ Ga : Kunindas ]. 
633. Kulyas—^Ja.—Janapida was a descendant of Turvasu. Kulya was 

■ - one of his four sons. His janapada was Kulya. (99. 5-6) 
634. Kulyas—Ja.—No. 130. 
635. Kumanas—Ja.—No. 130. 
636. Kumarakoiala—Ti.—Holy for ^raddha [ G : Kumaraku4ila ]. 
637. Kumaras—P.—No. 470. 
638. Kumar!—Rv.—Nos. 1100, 1197. 
639. Kumarikya—?—No. 130. 
640. Kumbha—T.—Holy for ^raddha. (77 . 47) 
641. Kumbhakar!—Rv.—No. 569. 
642. Kumuda—Mt.—No. 1174. 
643. ,, Mt.—No. 566. 
644. ,, Mt.—Between the Sahasra-iikhara (?) and Kumuda 

mountains is the hermitage of Sukra. It is 50 x 30 yojanas in 
area. (38. 60-62) 

645. Kumuda—Mt.—No. 1179. 
646. „ Mt.—No. 27. 
647. „ Mt.—No. 1108. 
648. ,, Mt.—Kinnaras dwell on Kumuda mountain. (39. 59) 
649. Kumudas—Ja.—No. 108. 
650. Kumudabhas—Ja.—No. 569. 

651. Kumudadvipa—Dv.—No. 437. 

652. Kumudvati ?—Rv.—No. 130. 

653. —Rv.—No. 606. 

654. Kumuhja—Mt.—No. 146. 

655. „ Mt.—Between Kunja [ Ga ; Mumunjaka] and Sltanta 
mountains. There are big valleys (drofiyah) and is 300 x 100 
yojanas in area [ this portion about the area is omitted in Na 
and Ka omits the following: ] Here is also a lake named 
Sr! where Mahoragas, Gandharvas, Devas and Danavas dwell. 
There is a big lotus in this lake where the goddess Sr! herself 
resides. (37. 1-8) 

655A. Kumunja—Mt.—Nos. 1174, 782, 1290. 
656. Kunindas—Ja.—No. 470. 

657. Kuntalas—Ja.—No. 130*. 
658. D.—No. 470. 

659. KQpa—Rv.-No. 130. [ Gha and Na: Kfpi ]. 
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660. Kuru—Vr.—To the extreme borderline of the northern sea and 
to the south (?) is the holy Kuru inhabited by Siddhas. Here 
trees, called k^rin, grow. From them Ksira, composed of 
six rasas gently oozes out. It is sweet like amrta. Here and 
there in this varsa can be found trees which fulfil all desires of 
men and from which sweet honey flows. The people of this 
varsa are refugees from Devaloka. The men are ever young 
and enjoy the ksira with their beautiful wives. They are equal 
in all respects, even in respect of the time of their death. Like 
Cakravakas they love their wives. Adultery is unknown. They 
enjoy a life of 135(K) years : This varsa is to the north of the 
Jarudhi. There are two mountains in this varsa, viz., Candra- 
kanta and Suryakanta. They are inhabited by Siddhas and 
Carats. Between them flows the great river Bhadrasima. 
There are numerous other rivers which are flooded by ghee, 
honey, curds and maireya (?), etc. There are also forests of 
sandle-wood, tamala and aguru trees in this varsa. Here can 
one listen to the sweet melodies of Mrdanga, Venu, Panava, 
Vina, etc. Everywhere do we see here gardens and cities. The 
svarga by name Bhoma is situated in this varsa. The people are 
great and bear the lustre of gods. They use the following 
ornaments for decoration : valaya, angada, keyura, hara, kundala 
and mukuta. Their dress is picturesque. They are not 
tainted by egoism imamatva), and dharma and adharma have 
no meaning for them. Similarly old age, disease and fatigue 
do not distress them and at the scheduled time of their death 
they vanish away like bubbles of water. To the southern side 
of this varsa, after crossing a distance of 5000 yojanas, we come 
to the home of Suras, known by the name of Candradvipa. 
In its centre is a mountain attended by Siddhas and Caranas. 
From this mountain flows the river Candravarta. On the same 
mountain is a place (i.e. residence) of Candramas, the lord of 
the Nakfatras. (This very mountain) is known by the name 
Candramas. (45. 11-60) 

661. Kuru—Vr.—No. 818. 

662. „ —D.—No. 819. 

663. „ —D.—No. 130. 

664. Kurus—Ja.—No. 470. 

665. Kurujangala— ? —Holy for sraddha. (77. 93) 

666. Kuruk^etra—Ti.—After a long and weary search, king Purflravas 
saw his beloved Urva^i at Kuruk§etra in Plakfatirtha sporting 
with five aparasas in a puskari^i. (91. 31-2) 
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667. Kuruksetra—Cy.—Kuru was the son of king Sariivara^a, a des¬ 
cendant of Puru. He crossed over to (?) Prayaga and founded 
the Kuruksetra. (Cf. Yah Prayagam padakratnya kuruksetrath 
cakara ha.) (99. 214-5) 

668. Kuruksetra—Ti.—It is a holy tlrtha of Sanatkumara, the lord of 
yoga. It is holy for 4raddha. 

669. Kuruksetra—Ti.—The pious king Adhisamakrsna is now ruling. 
It is in his reign that this (Vayu Purana) is being narrated to 
you on the occasion of this difficult and long-drawn sacrificial 
session of three years at Kuruksetra on the banks of the river 
Drsadvat! and two years have already passed (since the time of 
its commencement ?). (This is what the Suta says to the sages 
of the Naimisa forest who had started the session which had 
been the occasion for the narration of the Vayu Purana.) [ Kha 
mentions the name of the king as Adhimasakrsna. ] 

670. Kuruksetra—Ti.—No. 152. [Omitted in Gha. ] 

671. Kuruksetra—Ti.—No. 215. 

672. Kutupancaias—Ja.—No. 130. 

673. Kusadvipa—Dv.—Jyotismat, lord of Kusadvipa had the following 
seven sons :—Udbhida, Venumat, Svairatha, Lavana, Dhrti, 
Prabhakara and Kapila. Their respective varsas are : Udbhida, 
Venumandala, Svairathakara | Kha : Svarathakara ], Lavana, 
Dhrtimat, Prabhakara and Kapila. The people of these varsas 
follow the asrama system. (33. 24-7) 

674. Kusadvipa—Dv.—This fourth dvipa surrounds the Surodaka sea. 
The seven mountains in this dvipa are : Vidrumoccaya, Hema, 
Dyutimat, Puspavat, Ku^e^aya, Harigiri, and Mandara. Mandara 
is so called because the streams that flow from it have very still 
and gentle courses (?). This dvipa is twice in area to Salmala- 
dvlpa. The seven varsas in this dvipa are : Udbhida, Venu¬ 
mandala, Svairathakara [ Kha : Vairathakara ], Lavana, Dhrtimat, 
Prabhakara and Kapila. Devas and Gandharvas rejoice in 
these varsas, where there are no Dasyus nor any jatis of 
Mlecchas. The people are of fair complexion. The seven 
rivers in this dvipa are : Dhutapapa, Siva, (the plural for these 
two names should be noted), Pavitra, Samtati, Dyutigarbha 
[ Ga and Na : Dyutidarbha ; Gha : Dyutirdarmbha ] and Mahl. 
There are numerous other rivers and all of them flow to the 
region where rain falls. The Ghrtoda sea, equal in area to 
Kusadvipa, encircles this Kusadvipa. The Krauncadvipa is 
twice in area as that of the Kusadvipa. 

675. Ku^dvlpa—Dv.—Nos. 437, 606. 

676. „ —Dv.—No. 433. 
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677. Kufela ?-^Ja.-No. 608. 
678. „ -Vr.-No. 606. 
679. Ku4ala ?—F.—Diti, wife of Marica KaSya, practised severe 

penance in Ku^ala [ Ga, Gha and I^^a : Ku^pla ] forest to enable 
her to beget a son capable of killing Sakra who had slain her 
sons. (67. 84) 

680. Ku^apravaroas—D.—No. 130. 
681. Kusasthali—Cy.—Saryati was a son of Vaivasvata Manu. His son 

(? mithuna or putra) was Anarta [ Kha : Anarta ]. He had also 
a daughter who was married to Cyavana. Anarta’s successor 
was Reva whose visaya was Anarta and whose city was Ku^a- 
sthali. Reva’s eldest son was Kakudmin who ruled over 
Ku^asthali. (It appears that Kakudmin’s daughter, by name 
Revati, was married to Baladeva or Rama in Dvaravatl. But 
this is omitted in Kha and Gha.) (Cf. also No. 270.) (86.23) 

681a. Kuiasthali—Cy.—After Kakudmin, son of Reva, had gone to that 
loka (i.e. died ?), the Raksasas raided (the city of) Ku^asthalf. 
The hundred brothers of Kakudmin fled away. (88. 1-3) 

681b. Ku^asthali—Cy.—No. 599. 
681c. Ku^avatl—Rv.—No, 569. 
681d. Kutesaya—Mt.—No. 674. 

681e. Kusuma—Cy.—There will be a great (Sai^unaka?) king named 
Udayin [ Kha and Gha : Udayin ], By him will be founded the 
city of Kusuma on the southern bank of the Ganges, [or accord¬ 
ing to Gha, Kona instead of Kula ] in the fourth year of his 
reign. [ Na omits the name of Udayin and refers the foundation 
of the city to Ajata^atru who was a predecessor of Udayin. ] 
(99. 316-9) 

681f. Kusumottara—Vr.—No. 1100. 
681g. Kuta4aila—Mt.—No. 130, 

682. Lampakas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of 
the Kali age. (58. 83) 

683. Lampakas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end of 
the Kali age [ Kha, Ga and Gha : Lampakas]. (88. 108) 

684. Lampakas—D.—No. 130. 

685. Laftka—Cy.—Kartavirya overcame Ravana in his Lanka and 
brought him as a captive to Mahismatl. (94. 35) 

685a. Lanka—Cy.—No. 437. 

686. Lauhitya—Ti.—Holy for 4raddha. It was situated on the banks 
of the river Vaitarani ? (77. 95) 

687. Lavana—Vr.—Nos. 673 , 674. 

687a. Lavaoa—S.—^No. 435. 

688. Lavainiodadhi—S ?—Nos. 300, 470. 

689. Lava^iodaka—S.—No. 989. 
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690. Lohita—Vr.—No. 1108. 
691. M -L.-No. 470. 
692. „ —F.—No. 470. 
693. Lohrita—Rv.—No. 130. 
694. Lomaharsa^ia—F.—It is situated between the Kailasa and Panca- 

kuta mountains. It is 36 x 100 yojanas in area. The forest is 
impenetrable even to tiny creatures. (38. 33-4) 

695. Madhaureyas—Ja.—No. 569. 
696. Madhu—F.—Satrughna, son of Da^aratha, went to the forest 

named Madhu and killed Madhava Lavana. There he founded 
the city of Mathura. Satrughna had two sons, viz.., Subahu and 
Surasena. With them he protected the city of Mathura in 
Vaidehi. (88. 184-6) 

697. Madhumat—Mt.'—No. 1179. 
698. „ —Mt.—No. 27. 
699. Madhvi—Rv.—No. 1278a. 
700. Madhyade^a—D.—In connection with the distribution of the 

Vakhas of Yajurveda, Aruni was the foremost in Madhyade^a. 
(61. 8-9) 

701. Madhyadeias—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end 
of the Kali age. (58. 81) 

702. Madhyadeda—Rg.-No. 130. 
703. MadhyadeSas—P.—They will be annihilated by Kalki at the end 

of the Kali age. (98. 106-9) 
704. Madra—Rv.—No. 130. 
705. Madrakas—Ja—King Sibi had four sons viz. Vrsadarbha, Suvira, 

Kekaya and Madraka [ Na : Bhadraka ]. Their janapadas were : 
Kekayas, Madrakas, Vrsadarbhas and SQcidarbhas [Ga, Gha 
and Na : Sucidarbha ]. (^.23-4) 

706. Magadha—Rg.—Brhadratha [Gha and Na : Mahadratha], a descen¬ 
dant of Puru, was king of Magadha [ Ka reads Bhagadharo, i.e. 
probably a personal name ]. (99. 221) 

707. Magadhas—Rg. ?—The Brhadrathas are mentioned as Magadheyas 
[Ga, Gha and Na : Magadhas ]. One of these, Sahadeva, was 
killed in the Bharata war (bharate sangrame ). Jarasaradha also 
was one of them. (99. 294-6) 

708. Magadhas—Ja.—The Guptas will rule the following janapadas : 
AnugaAga, Prayaga [ Kha, Ga, Gha and Na : Anuganga-Prayaga 
i.e. Prayaga situated on the banks of the river Ganga ? ] Satektu 
[Gha : Saketam] and Magadhas. (99. 383) 

709. MSgadhas—Rg. or P ?—Vilvasphani [ Ga and Gha : Vi^vasphani 1 
will be the king of Magadhas. He will annihilate all kings and 
will create other vamas, viz., Kaivartas, Paficakas, Pulindas and 
BrShma^s. He will set up principalities in various de^as. 
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This Vi^vasphani will be as powerful as Visnu. He will 
destroy the Ksatra (i.e. the whole Ksatriya order) and create 
another Ksatra. After offering oblations to gods, manes and 
vipras he will breathe his last on the banks of the river 
Jahnavl. [ This last sentence is omitted in Ga.) (99. 377-81) 

710. Magadhas—D. ?—King Prthu made a gift of Magadhas {i.e. land 
of Magadhas ?) to Magadha for his panegyric. Magadha and 
Suta were born in a yajna performed on the occasion of Prthu’s 
consecration. (62. 137-47) 

710a. Magadhas—D. ?—Nos. 325, 449. 
711. „ -Ja.-No. 130*. 
712. —Ja.—No. 470. 
713. Mahabhadra—L.—To the north of Mahabhadra lake are the fol¬ 

lowing mountains ; Sankukuta, Vrsabha, Hamsa, Naga, Kapila, 
Indra^aila, Nila, Kanaka^rnga, Sata^rnga, Puspaka, Megha- 
saila, Viraja and Jarudhi. (36. 30-33) 

714. Mahabhadra-L.—No. 106. 
714a. „ —L.—No. 1178. 
715. Mahabhaumas—Ja.—No. 108. 
716. Mahadruma—Vr.—No. 1099. 
717 —Vr.—No. 1100. 
718. Mahagaurl ?—Rv.—No. 130. 
719. Mahake^as—Ja.—No. 108. 
720. Mahakuta—Mt.—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 57) 
721. MahSmegha—Mt.—No. 509. 
722. Mahamula—Mt.—No. 820. 
723. Mahanada—Rv.—No, 130, 
724. Mahanasas—Ja.—No. 569. 
725. Mahanetras—Ja,—No. 108. 
726. Mahanila—Mt.—No. 782. 

727. ,, —Mt.—There are fifteen cities of Kinnaras known as 
Hayananas ( horse-faced ?) on this mountain. The fifteen kings 
of Kinnaras, viz., Devasena, Mahabahu, etc., rule here. These 
cities have bila entrances or gates (cf. bila-praveiaih nagaraih), 
(39. 32-5) 

728. Mahanila—Mt.—No. 106. 
729. Mahangas—Ja.—No. 569. 
730. Maharastras—Ja.—No. 130. 
731. Mahafeila—Mt.—No. 
732. Mahasthalas—Ja.—No. 108, 
733. Mahatala—Rg.—No. 1048. 
734. Mahati-Rv.—No. 130. 

735. MahSvlta-Vr.-No. 1027. 
736. „ -Vr.-No. 
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737. Mahendra—Mt.—On the Mahendra mountain is the holy abode 
of Sakra. Bilva trees grow here in abundance. The mountain 
is holy for ^raddha purposes. (77,. 17-8) 

738. Mahendra—Mt.—No. 130. 
739. ,, —The janapadas inhabiting the Mahendra (mountain ) 

will be ruled over by Guha. (99. 386) 
740. Mahendri—Cy.—No. 826. 
741. Maheyas—Ja.—No. 569. 
742. Mahi—Rv.—No. 674. 
743. Mahisas—Ja.—This janapada will be ruled over by Guha. (99.386) 
744. Mahisa-Mt.—No. 1108. 
745. Mahisakas—Ja.—No. 130. 
746. Mahisis—P. ?—Sakyama will be the king of Mahisis ( or Mahi.sis ?) 

[ Ga, Gha and Na ; Mahi.sis ]. 
7+7. Mahisi—Rv.-No. 569. 
748. Mahisikas—P.—No. 345. 
749. Mahismati—Cy.—No. 529. 
750. Mahismati—Cy.—No. 685. 
751. Mahivas—Ja.—No. 569. 
752. Mainaka—Mt. ?—In the northern Manasa where those (?) of the 

name Mainaka are holy for ^raddha purposes. The same is 
the case with the southern Manasa and with Kanakhala in the 
north (or with Khanakhala and Udici ?). (82. 21) 

753. Mainaka—Mt.—Holy for ^raddha purposes. (77. 68) 
754. ,, —Mt.—Sub-merged in the southern sea. (47. 75) 
755. „ —Mt.—No. 607. 
756. „ _Mt.—No. 130. 
757. Makrui^a—Rv.—No. 130. 
758. Malas—Ja.—No. 130. 
759. Maladas—Ja.—No. 130. [ Ga : Malavas. ] 
760. Malavas-Ja.—No. 130*. 
761. Malavartins—Ja.—No. 130. [Ga : Malavartins. ] 
762. Malaya—^It.—No. 130. 
763. „ —Mt.—No. 437. 
764. Malayadvipa—Dv.—No. 437. 
764a. Malini-Cy.—No. 170. 
765. Malyavat—Mt.—To the east of the Malyavat (mountain) is a plain 

(gatjtdikd). The people here are called Bhadra4vas who enjoy 
a life of 10,000 years : The people are white (in complexion) 
and the women-folk are very beautiful. They enjoy the juice 
of Kalamra fruits and are thus ever young. There is also here 
a forest of sala trees called by the name of Bhadra. (43. 5-9) 

766. Malyavat—Mt.—No. 818. 

767. „ —Mt.-No. 1022. 
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768. Malyavat—Mt.—No. 823. 
769. —Vr.-No. 434. 
770. Manasa—L.—By going to the north of Manasa one achieves eman¬ 

cipation (siddhi). There a great wonder is seen and it is a 
good place for performing ^raddha. There the river Ganga, 
of the three courses {tripathaga} is seen.in the sky. From here 
flow the holy rivers, viz., Can^rabhaga and Sindhu which join 
the western sea. (77. 108-13) 

771. Manasa—L.—No. 820. 
772. „ —L.—No. 1022. 
772a. „ -L.—No. 1178. 
773. Mlnasa—L.—No. 470. 
774. „ —Mt.-752. 
775. ,, —Mt.—No. 1027. 
776. „ —Vr.—No. 1107. 
777. ., —Vr.-No. 
778. „ —Vr.—No. 826. 
778a. Mandaga—Rv.—No. 130. 
779. Mandakim ?—Rv.—King Pururavas enjoyed with Uravasi at the 

following places : Caitraratha, bank (of the river) Mandakim, 
spacious (city of) Alaka, Nandana forest, foot of Gandha- 
madana mountain, Summit of Meru, Uttara-Kuru and' Kalapa- 
gmma. (91.6-8) 

780. Mandikin!—Rv.—Nos. 470,130. 
780a. „ —L.—No. 469. 
781. Mandara—Mt.—The Mahapurusa created by Siva was like the 

Mandara. (30. 130) 
782. Mandara—Mt.—^The following mountains are to the east of 

(AruDoda lake ?) or of Mandara ?:—SitSnta, Kumunja, Suvira, 
Vikanka, Maniilla, Vffabba, Mahanila, Rucaka, SabiDdu, 
Mandara (?), Venumat, Sumedha [Gha and Na : Samedha ], and 
Niiadha. (36. 17-20) 

783. Mandara—Mt.—No. 819. 
784. „ —Mt.—No. 816. 
784a. ,, — ? —It shakes at the movements of Kartavirya’s arms. 

(94. 33) 
785. „ —Mt.-Nos. 1022, 130, 437, 674. 
786. Maulcaka—Vr.-Nos. 1099, 1100. 
787. Manimat-Mt. —It is inhabited by the Garuns. (69. 333) 
788. Maiiiparvata—Mt.—No. 1022. 

789. Mai>i4aila—Mt.—No. 168. 

790. Maiiifila—Mt.—No. 782. 
791. MaiiitatS—Rv.—No. 108. 
792. Mai)tvaprS—Rv.—No. 108. 
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793. 

794. 
795. 
7%. 
797. 
798. 
799. 

800. 

801. 
802. 
803. 
804. 
805. 
806. 
807. 
808. 
809. 
810. 
811. 
812. 

813. 
814. 

815. 

816. 

817. 

Manivarta—Cy ?—Descendants of Hiranyaka^ipu are called the 
residents of Maoivarta. 

Manjamas—Ja.—No. 569. 
Manojavl—Rv.—No. 606. 
Manonuga—Vr.—No. 606. 
Manuga—Vr. ?—No. 608. 
Manusi—Rv.—No. 569. 
Mathara—F.—This holy forest is inhabited by Siddhas and 

daranas. (77. 33) . • l 
Mathurif—Cy.—The Nagas (i.e. Naga kings) will rule in the 

beautiful city of Mathura. (99. 383) 
Mathura—Cy.—No. 696. 
Matsyas—Ja.—No. 470. 
Mattakasikas—Ja.—No. 569. 
Matulunga—St.—No. 1268. 
Maunikas—Ja.—No. 130. 
Mayura—Mt.—No. 106. 
MayurabarhavarDa—Mt.—No. 818. 
Megha—Rv.—No. 108. 
Megha^aila—Mt.—No. 713. , 
Mekala— ?—In MekalS there will be seven kings. (99. 375) 

„ _?_No.888. . . „ 
Meru—^Mt.—The following varsa mountains are described l in 

the Vayu Purana) Himavat, Hemakuta, Nisadha, Meru, 
Nila [Ga : Nila], Sveta, and Srixgavat (?) [Kha, Ga, Gha and 

Na: Srngin]. (1.85) ... m 
Meru—Mt.—Savarna and other Manus reside on it. \l* 

„ —Mt.—In a heavenly and holy cave of Meru mountain ^va 
will reside with Vi?iiu in the 28th dvSpara m the Sidtfha- 
k?etra by name Kayarohaiia. Siva’s incarnation at this time will 
be known as Nakulin [ Ga, Gha and Na : Lakulin ]. \ 

Meru-Mt.-This is the Iharl maya of the universe and this is 
the Meru mountain known as Devaloka. (24.86) ... 

Meru—Mt. ?—Mcru’s wife was Dharaiii, daughter of the Barhmd 
Pitrs. She gave birth to a son Mandara and to 
This happened in the Svayambhuva Manvantara. (30. 3U-35) 

Meru—Mt.—In former times the shining peak of Meru was 
known throughout the three worlds. It was known as Savitra. 
On its one side dwelt the daughter of the lord of mountains 
(i.e. Himavat). It was here that the Adityas, Vasus, the two 
A4vins. the best of physicians, VaiSravana, the of ^ 
Guhyakas, the lord of the Yak§a8 and resident of Kailaw, 
the great Muni Uianas, the sages with Sanatkumara being the 
foremost amongst them, Angiras and others, the Devarsis, the 
Gandharva Vi^vavasu, Narada and Parvata and the various 
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gaiuis of Apsarasas dwelt. It is here that Mahadeva, the 
lord of the paius (beasts) is worshipped by the Vidyadharas, 
Siddhas, Bhutas, RSyasas and Pisacas. Here it is that the lord 
of Nandin dwells, w'ith his shining ^ula, served by the best 
of rivers (i.e. Ganga) which is the source of w'ater for all the 
tirthas. (30.81-93) 

817a. Meru-“Mt.—Due to the terrible howling of the Rudras the Meru 
mountain began to shake. (30. 145) 

818. Meru—Mt.—(Continued from No. 435 ). On the east it is white, 
hence its brahmanya; on the south it is yellow, hence its 
vaiiyatva; on the west it is black, hence its iudrata; on the 
north it is red, hence its ksattratd. Nila, Sveta^rnga, Hiran- 
maya (?), Mayurabarhavarna, Satakaumbha and Srhgavat are 
the names of its ranges (?). It is in the centre of Ilavrta (varsa ?) 
which surrounds it (?). It is 9000 yojanas in extent (visttrnah). 
In the centre of the Meru mountain is a smokeless fire. It is 
(compared to or called ?) the southern portion of the sacri¬ 
ficial altar. There are seven varsa mountains (equal in extent 
to ?) Jambudvipa. They are : Nila, Nisadha, Sveta, Hema- 
kuta, Himavat, Srhgavat and (Meru ?). The varsas defined by 
them are: the Bharata-varsa (defined by Himavat), Kimpurusa 
(defined by Hemakuta), Harivar^a (defined by the Nisadha and 
Hemakuta mountains), Ilavrta (defined by Meru), Ramyaka 
defined by Nila), Hiranmaya (defined by Sveta), and Kuru 
(defined by Srngavat). The Ilavrta varsa is in the centre 
with three varsas to its north and the rest three varsas to its 
south. This Ilavrta varsa is to the south of Nila mountain and 
to the north of the Nisadha mountain. To the east is the 
MSlyavat mountain and to the west, the GandhamSdana mountain 
[ Kha omits information on Gandhamadana]. The Meru is the 
greatest in this chain of mountains. If the earth is like a lotus 
the Meru is its petal....Here Devas, Gandharvas, Uragas, Rlk- 
sasas and Apsarasas reside. To its four sides are the following 
four deias :—Bhadralva, Bharata, Ketumala, and Uttara-Kurus... 
Here is a sabha of Brahma known as Manovati throughout the 
three worlds. Here H3na, the lord of Sri, and Indra have 
their dwellings. Here is a garden created by Jambunada 
(river?). The great sabha of Huta4a, known as Tejovatl, is 
also situated here on the second antaratata. On the third 
antaratata is a great sabha of Vaivasvata ; on the fourth, that 
of the lord of Nairrtya ; on the fifth, those of Vaivasvata and 
Vanity, the lord of the sea; on the sixth, that of VSyu ; on 
the seventh, that of the lord of the Naksatras and on the 
eighth, that of I43na. (34. 16-93) 
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819. Mcru—Mt.—To the east (of Meru) are the mountains Jathara 
and Devakuta touching (?) the Nila in the north and the 
Nisadha in the south. The Kailasa and the Himavat are 
to the south and north respectively (?) extending east-west. 
Of Meru there are four great padas (ranges ?) which ^ are 
responsible for the stability of the earth. It is 10,000 yojanas 
in extent. Devas, Gandharva and Yaksas [Kha, Ga and 
Gha omit mention of Yaksas ] dwell here.To the east is the 
Mandara, to the south the Gandhamadana, to the west the Vipula 
and to the north the Supar^va. Yaksas, Gandharvas, Siddhas 
and Caranas dwell on all these mountains. On the summit of 
Mandara is a great Keturat tree known by the name Bhadra^va. 
The dvipa known by the name Bhadrasva is called after the 
Dame of this tree.(cf. No. 436). On the summit of the 
Vipula mountain (in the west) grows a great A^vattha tree. 
Formerly, on the occasion of the ‘‘churning of the ocean , the 
party of the Daityas had been defeated. To celebrate this 
victory of the Devas, Sahasraksa (i.e. Indra) garlanded, 
of worship (?), this great Asvattha tree. This garland {mold) sjill 
adorns the tree (Ketu) and thus is the dvipa called Ketumala- 
dvipa after these two words. On the summit of the Supar^va 
mountain grows a great Nyagrodha tree attended by Siddhas 
and Caranas. This is the tree worshipped by (?) the^ Uttara- 
Kurus. Here dwell the seven Kurus, the Sanatkumaras, i.e. 
the seven mind-born sons of Brahman. The dvipa (in which 
this Suparsva mountain is) is called after them. (35. 8 ff.) 

820. Meru—Mt.—To the south of the Manasa lake, i .e. also to the south 
of the Meru mountain, are the following mountains : Ri(or Tri ?)- 
^ikhara, Si^ira [ Gha: Sikhara], Kalinga, Patanga, Rucaka, 
Tamrabha [Gha and Na : Tamrabhra], ViSakha, Svetodara, 
Samula, Visadhara, Ratnadhara, Ekairhga (?) MahSmula(?), 

Gaja^aila, Pi^acaka, Kailasa and Himavat. (36. 21~5) 

821. Meru—Mt.—The network of mountains (girijdla) of Meru is called 
Siddhaloka. Its centre (?) is the same as svarga. (41.81-2) 

822. Meru—Mt.—The earth is spread from the (central) mountain 

Meru to all the directions. (42. 79) 
823. Meru—Mt.—To the west of Meru is the mountain Gandhamadana, 

to the north is the Nila, to the south, the Ni§adha and to the 

cast, the Malyavat mountains. To the south of Nila an o e 
north of Nisadha is situated the Mahameru, the centre ot all 
these mountain chains.. To the south of Meru and to t e nort 
of Nisadha is a big Jambu tree, named Sudar&na, touching the 

, sky. The vanaspati (vegetation?) in Jambiidvlpa is known 
after it. The local people enjoy the fruits and juice of this 
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tree and are free from old age. The thirty three yajfiiya 

Suras dwell on the Meru. (46. 17-32) 

824. Meru-Mt.—To the west of Meru is a lake whence the river 

Jambunadi flows. (47. 65-6) 

825. Meru—Mt.—Meru forms the centre of the earth. (50. 68-70) 

826. Meru—Mt.—^The following are the cities of Lokapalas in the 
astronomical sphere (?):—To the cast of Meru, on the head 
(? murdhani) of Mlnasa, is the city (?) of Mahendri. To the 
south of Meru, on the head of Manasa,^ is the city of 
Vaivasvata Yama called Samyamana; in the same manner to 
the west is the city of Varuna named Sukha ; and to the north, 
the city of Soma named Vibhavari. Thus, on the northern 
surface iprftha) of the Manasa, the Lokapalas dwell to protect 
the world and to uphold the dharma. The following is a chart 
which explains the direction of the movements of the sun in 
reference to these cities referred to above :—When the sun is 
at the zenith from Amaravatl it is udaya [ Gha gives a reading 
which it is difficult to make out] in Samyamana, and it is mid¬ 
night [Na gives an unconstruable reading] at Sukha (?). When 
it is midnight at Vibha vi.e. Vibhavari) it is sun-set at Mahendri. 
It is then aparahna in south-east, purvahana in the south, 
apararStra in the Uttarapatha, and purvaratra in north-east. 
If it is mid-day at Sukha then it is rising sun at Vibhavari, the 
city of Soma [ before referring to Vibhavari Kha introduces 
a long passage ]. It is mid-night at Amaravati when the sun 
sets on the city of Yama. If it is mid-day at Vibha [Kha and 
Gha : Vibhavari], the city of Soma, then it is rising sun at 
Amaravati, mid-night at Samyamana and sunset at the city of 

Varupa. (50. 88 ff.) 

827. Meru—Mt.—Once upon a time the sages convened a meeting on 
the Meru mountain and they resolved that whosoever would 
not be present (at the next meeting) within the period of seven 
nights he shall be inflicted with the sin of the murder of a 
Brahmin {brahmavadhya). It so happened that Vaifempayana 
and his followers were not present at this meeting and thus he 
was inflicted with that sin. This incident led to the division 

of the Yajurveda. (61.12ff.) 

828. Meru—Mt.—^To the north of all is the Meru. (50. 108) 

828a. Meru—Mt.—Dakia’s grandsons practised penance on the Meru. 

(100.25-6) 

829.. Mem—^Mt.—The sun wanders about the summit of Mem and 
circumambulates it. It is the cakra (circle) of all the astrono¬ 
mical bodies (/yo&'fdw). (52. 98-9) 
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830. Meru—Mt.~The gods had assembled on the Meru and after the 
incident of Siva’s drinking of poison (i.e. the KilakOta) they 
dispersed. (54,101) ' ^ 

831. Meru—Mt.—In the prthvi-dohana incident, Meru “milked” the 
earth; Himavat was the calf {vatsa) and Saila was the vessel 
ipdtra). (62. 190) 

832. Meru—Mt.—Manu is still residing on this lovely mountain. 
(84. 82) 

833. Meru Mt.—Raivata practised penance on the summit of the 
Meru [ Kha and Gha omit this]. (86. 29) 

834. Meru—Mt.—Nos. 27, 106, 418. 779. 
835. Meru-Mt.—Nos. 394, 435. 

836. Minas—P. ?— Mina was a daughter of Rsa (aPisaci?). Her 
progeny is known as the Maina gana. (69. 292-4) 

837. Mithila Cy.—Nemi was a son of Iksvaku. He became videha 
due to the curse of Vasistha. The son of Nemi was Mithi. 
He was born through the churning of arani (arafiyam mathya- 
tndnayam) and hence his name Mithi. He was also called 

Janaka because of his The city of Mithila was called 
after his name (This last sentence is omitted in Kha and Gha]. 
(89. 1-6) 

838. Mithila—Cy.—No. 267. 

839. Mleccha—P.—The Pirthivas, Mlecchas and the irreligious Vrsalas 
were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the Kali age. After 
accomplishing this, Pramiti perished voluntarily in the region 
between the Ganga and the Yamuna rivers. (58. 88-90) 

840. Mleccha—P.—They too make offerings to Pitrs as do the four 
varnas. (83. 110-2) 

841. Mleccha—P.—Turvasu, son of king Yayati, did not accede to the 
request of his father regarding the exchange of his youth for 
his father’s old age. Yayati then cursed him that he would be 
a fool amongst the Mlecchas who follow the habits of beasts 
(pafudharmefu mlecche$u). (93 . 42-4) 

842. Mlecchas—P.—^When this yuga will come to an end there will be 
born Kalki of Para^ra (gotra ?) and who will be known as 
Vimuya^s. Yljhavalkya will lead him. This Kalki will raise 
an army composed of armed vipras (i.e. Brahmins) and will 
proceed to annihilate the following impious (peoples) :-Udicyas, 
Madhyadeias, Vindhyas, Aparantik^, Daksinatyas, Dravi^s, 
Siihhalas, Gandharas, Paradas, Palhavas, Yavanas, Sakas, 
Tu^aras, Barbaras, Pulindas, Daradas, Khasas, Lampakas [ Kha, 
Ga and Gha : Lampakas ], Andhrakas, Rudras and Kiratas. 
With a discuss (as his weapon ?) he will also annihilate the 
Mlecchas. (98. 103-9) 
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'843. Mlecchas—P.—Pracetae was a descendant of GandhSra (cf. No. 291). 
He had a hundred sons who were, all of them, kings. They 
inhabited in the north and became the rulers of the rastras of 
the Mlecchas (Mleccha-ra§tradhipdh sarve), (99. 11-2) 

844. Mlecchas—P.—At the end of the Kali age, the kings will be 
(practically speaking) Yavanas in matters of dharma and artha 
and kama; they will not be consecrated as kings and the evil 
effects of the age (yuga) will affect them. The offences 
regarding the murder of vpomen and children will often take 
place. The janapadas will follow the customs {dcdrah) of 
the Mlecchas, The irreligious Pasandas and the Mlecchas will 
at last be annihilated by Kalki. Thus the word ‘nrpa’ (i.e, 
king) will be heard no more and anarchy, pestilence and 
disease will follow suit...The Aryas and the Mlecchas will fly 
to forests. (99. 388-404) 

845. Mlecchas—P.—They dwell on the Kailasa with Yaksas and Gan- 

dharvas. (41. 46) 

846. Mlecchas—P.—Nos. 27. 130. 437. 
847. Modaka—Vr.—Nos. 1099, 1100. 
848. Mrgakanta—Rv.—No. 1278A. 
849. Mudgalas—P.—One of the fifteen paksas of Angirasas. (65. 107) 

850. Mudita—Rv,—No. 989. 
851. Mukunja—Mt.—No. 1022. 
852. Mukuta—^Mt.—The habitations of the Pannagas are on the Muku^a 

mountain. (39. 62) 

853. Mukuta—Mt.—Nos. 27. 1179. 
854. Mulikas—Ja.—No. 130. 
855. „ -ja.-Cf. No. 
856. Mun^as— —No. 130. 
857. Muri^prstfaa— ?—The tirtha named Kanakanandi is to the north 

of Muipidaprstha. (77.105) 
858. Muni—D.—No. 608. 
859. ,. —Vr.-No. 606. 
860. MQsikas—Ja.—No. 130. 

861. Naga—Cy.—Nirvaktra, son of Adhisamakrsna [ Kha, Gha and Na : 
Adhislmakrsr^ ], will desert the city of Naga (?)—which was 
flooded by the river Ganga—and will establish himself in 
KaulSmbf. (99.271) 

862. Naga—Mt.—No. 713. 

863. Nagadeia—D.—No. 437. 
864. Nagadvipa—Dv.—No. 130. 

865. Nlgapad!—Rv.—No. 108. 

866. Nigaaaila—Mt.-Nos. 106, 519. 
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867. NSgavana—F.—The region defined by (?) Kau^iki [ Kha and Kh : 
Kauiilya], the sea, the river Ganga and the Anjana mountain 
is the Nagavana. (Another interpretation might be that Naga- 
vana is to the east of Anjana). (69. 238) 

868. Naimisa—F.—The sages who started the sacrificial session at 
Kuruksetra are called Naimisaranya-gocarah. (1. 14-5) 

869. Naimisa—D.—The sages started the sacrificial session at Naimisa. 
This holy de^ is so called because the axle (nitni) of the 
wheel of dharma broke here (visiryate). (1. 183-5) 

870. Naimisa— ?—When the rolling axle of the wheel of dharma broke 
here the place was called Naimisa and was revered by sages. 
(2. 8) 

871. Naimisa— ?—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 93) 

872. ,, —Here Siva will reside in 24th dvapara ?. (23. 206) 
873. Nairnikas—Ja.—No. 130. 
874. Naisadha—Vr.—No. 434. 
875. Naisadhas— ?—No. 597. 
876. Nalakalikas—Ja.—No. 130. 
877. Nalini—Rv.—No. 470. 
878. Nanda—Rv.—No. 469. 
879. „ —Rv.—No. 1100. 
880. Nandana—F.—No. 779. 
881. Nandini—Rv.—No. 569. 

882. Narada—Mt.—It is sub-merged in a sea in the west. (47. 74) 
883. „ —Mt.—No. 989. 

884. Narmada—Rv.—Havyavahana( i.e. Agni) loved her. {^.9.13) 
885. ,, —Rv.—Narmada, the best of rivers, was the daughter of 

Pitrs. The river is holy for 4raddha purposes. (29 . 32) 
886. Narmada—Rv.—Sukalas were a class of Pitrs (of Vasistha?). 

They were worshipped by madras. Their mental daughter 
{mdnasi kanyd) vf&s Narmada, the best of rivers. Narmada 
was also the wife of Purukutsa and the mother of Trasadasyu. 
The river Narmada Hows to the DaksinSpatha. (73. 46-50) 

887. Narmada—Rv.—Kartavirya Arjuna had trampled on the region 

about the river Narmada. (94. 28) 
888. Narmada—Rv.—King Jyamagha took up a bow and entered a 

dense forest about the marshy tracts carved by the river 
Narmada (Narmadanupa) [ Kha, Ga and Ka : Narmadaih nrpa ]. 
The word Mekala also occurs along with NarmadS but it is 
difficult to make out its significance ]. The king also went 
to the mountain ^ksavanta (or ^favat) and entered the Sukti- 
mani (or Suktimati river ?). (95. 30-31) 

889. Narmadi—Rv.—No. 130*. 
890. N58ikya-Ja.-(No. 130). [KaiNisika]. 
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891. Navarastra—Rg.—King Uitnara, a descendant of Turvasu, had 
five wives, viz. Mrga [Kha : Nrga], Krmi, Nava, Darva and 
Drsadvati. The sons of these wives respectively were : Mrga, 
Krmi, Nava, Suvrata and Sibi. The territorial possessions of 
these sons respectively were ; Yaudheya, city of Krmila, Nava¬ 
rastra, Ambastha (city?) [Kha : Vr§tha ] and Sivapura. 
(99! 18-27) 

892. Nila ?—^Mt.—The varsaparvata Nila is described in the Purapa. 
(1. 85) 

893. Nila Mt.—Siddhas and Brahmarsis dwell on the Nila moun¬ 
tain. (46. 34) 

894. Nila—Mt.—The Payoda lake is situated on this mountain. The 

rivers Payoda and Pun^rika flow from that lake. (47. 66-7) 
895. Nila ?—Mt.—Nos. 106, 108, 713, 818®, 819, 823. 
896. „ —Vr.—No. 434. 
897. Nila-Maulayas—Ja.—(No, 108 ). [ Ka : Nilasaileyas ]. 
898. Nilamukhas—Ja.—No. 470. 
899. Nilotpala—Rv.—No. 130. 
900. Nirbandhya—Rv.—(No. 130). [ Gha : Nirvindhya ]. 

901. Nisadas—P.—Ekalavya was brought up by the Nisadas and hence 
the (region) Nisada [Ga and Ka : Naisadhal etc. was so 
called (?). (%. 187) 

902. Nisadas—P.—Nos. 470, 576. 
903. Nisadha—Mt. This varsa parvata is described in the Purana 

(1.85) 

904. Ni?adha—Mt.—To the north of Nisadha and Deva6aila mountains 
the whole surface of the earth is rocky without any trace of 
vegetation. A portion of this surface is under water...(37. 28-9) 

905. Nisadha—Mt.—On the central summit of the mount Nisadha is 
a temple (? ayatana) of Vis^u attended by sages, Siddhas, 
Yak^s, Gandharvas, and Apsarasas. On another summit in 
the vicinity is situated a beautiful city of the Rak^sas named 
Ulahghis [ Na - Ulandhis ]. To its south is another city the 
entrance to which is through a cave. On the western summit 
are situated various cities of Devas, DSnavas and Nagas [ Ka : 
Bhagas ]. Here is a Somastone ( soma^ilS ) where Soma (i.e. 
Moon) comes very often. It is here that the sages, Kinnaras 
and Gandharvas worship Soma, the lord of TarS. On the 
northern summit is the place of Brahman, the lord of Suras, 
who is worshipped by Yak^as, Gandharvas and Dinavas. Here 
is also a temple of Fire worshipped by Siddhas and CSranas. 

• (41. 48-61) 
906. Nisadha—Mt.—The Nagas, viz., Se?a, Vasuki, Tak^aka, etc. dwell 

on the Nisadha mountain. (46. 34) 
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907. Nisadha—Mt.—On the Nisadha mountain is the Visnupada lake. 
(47. 64) 

908. Nisadha—Mt.—Nos. 435, 782, 818», 819, 823, 569. 

909. Nisadha—Rg.—Nos.-597, 901. 

910. Nisadhas—Ja.—The Manidhanyajas will rule the following jana- 
padas : Nisadhas, Yadukas, Saiiitas and Kalatopakas. (99. 384) 

911. Nisadhas—Ja.—No. 130. 

912. NisadhS—Rv.—No. 130. 

913. Ni^cirS—Rv.—Nos. 989, 130. 

913a. Nispapa—Rv.—No. 989. 

914. Nivrtti—Rv.—No. 1108. 

915. Omkarapavana— ? —Holy for ^raddha purposes. 

915a. Pahlavas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 
Kali age. (58. 82) 

916. Pahlavas-D.—Nos. 130, 345. 
917. Pahnavas—Ja.—Nos. 130, 470 [ In 130 Kha : Pahlavas ]. 
918. Palapahjara—Mt.—Holy for ^raddha purposes. (77. 37) 
919. Palana—Rv.—No. 569. 
920. Palatini—Rv.—No. 130. 
921. Palhavas—P.—No. 842. 
922. Pampa—Rv.—No. 108. 
923. Pampavati—Rv.—No. 108. 
924. Pancakuta—Mt.—The Danavas, the enemies of the Devas, dwell 

on the Papcakuta mountain. (39. 53) 
925. Pancakuta—Mt.—No. 964. 
926. Pancala— Rg.—Nila, an ancestor of Prsata [ Gha reads differently ] 

was a king of Pancala. He was killed by king Krta, who was 
a compiler of the twenty-four Sama-Samhitas. (99. 189-92) 

927. Pancalas—Rg.—Riksa, a descendant of Nila, had five sons, viz., 
Mudgala, Smjaya [ Kha : Sanjaya. Na;Snijaya], Brhadisu, 
Vikranta (?) and Kampilya [ Ka : Kampilya ] [ Na omits the 
reference to these five sons ]. For the protection of the five 
(? cf. paficdndth) the father said to his sons, "These are the five 
prosperous janapadas ; protect them.” It is thus that the 
Pincalas [ Kha and Gha : Pancalas ] are so called. [ This last 
sentence is omitted in Na ]. (99. 195-8) 

928. PSncalas—^Ja.—No. 130. 
929. Paficalas—Ja.—No. 470. 
930. Paficavana—F.—The holy Paficavana is inhabited by pious people. 

In it is situated the tirtha named PSnduvi^la. (77. 99) 
931. Paficavar^a—Rv.—No. 108. 
932. PitMjata-Mt.-No. 1179. 
933. Pa^^raka-F.-Holy for 4raddha {Kha : Pin^raka ]. (77.37) 
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934. PS^t^kui^—Rg.—In PaD^ukula, by the sea-shore {samudrSnte), it 
is meritorious to perform ^raddha. (77. 37) 

935. Pan^ura—^Mt.—On the Pandura mountain is situated the city of 
Vidyadharas. (39. 60) 

936. Pandura—Mt.—Nos. 130, 611. 
937. P59duviiala-Ti.—No. 930. 

938. Pandyas—Ja.—King Janapida was a descendant of Turvasu. 
Pandya was one of his four sons. His janapada was the Pandyas. 
(99. 5-6) 

939. Paiidyas—Ja.—No. 130. 

940. Panitoya—Rv.—No. 1108 [ Gha : Yanitoya]. 

941. Para (?)-Rv.—No. 130 [ Gha and Na : Para ]. 

942. Paracakas—Ja.—No. 108. 

943. Paradas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramitiat the end of the 
Kali age. (58. 82) 

944. Paradas—P.—Nos. 345 , 842. 
945. Paradas—Ja.—No. 470. 
946. Parakfaras—Ja.—No. 130 [ Gha and Na : Paraskaras ]. 
947.. Parijata—Mt.—No. 1179 [ Ka Paripatra ]. 
948. „ —Mt.-No. 27. 
949. Paritas—D.—No. 130. 
950. Parivayas—Ja.—No. 108. 
951. Pariyatia—Mt.—No. 130*. 
952. Parnamala—Mt.—One of the mountains inhabited by Garudas. 

(69. 330-3) 
953. Parthivas-P. ?-No. 839. 
954. Parvatiyas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of 

the Kali age. (58. 81) 
955. Pasa^das—P.— Do. Do. 
956. Pasan^s—P.—In the Kali age the ^udra Kings patronize the 

PSfaD^as. (58. 40) 
957. Pa^andas—P.—No. 844. 
958. Pataka—Rv.—^No. 108. 
959. Patala—Rg.—In sea, mountains, sky and Pitala (i.e. the under¬ 

world ?) untraceable are the ways of Cakravartins. (57. 79-80) 
%0. Patala—Rg.—^The Asuras in Patala were frightened when the sea 

trembled at the movements of the arms of KSrtavIrya Arjuaa. 
(94. 30) 

961. Patala—Rg.—Vi§9u, in the form of Saihvartakanaia went to the 
sea in Pitala and drank oblations (in the fonn of the water of 
the sea ?). 197. 18) 

962. Patala—Rg.—^The Asuras, after having been defeated by the 
Devas,.to]d iUvya tbit they might goto PStila. (97.99) 
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963. Patala—Rg.—^When Bali was vanquished by VSmana, the whole of 
the Virocana-kula entered Patala. (98. 86.) 

%4. Patala—Rg.—At the time of the Deluge ipralaya) all the creatures 
in the Patala and in the oceans come to the surface of the earth 
and are destroyed. (100. 153) 

965. Patala—No. 1048. 
966. Patarfidhama—Mt.—No. 130. 
%7. Patahga—Mt.—Nos. 31, 820, 1302, 1340. 
968. Paunikas—^Ja.—No. 130. 
969. Pauras ?—Ja.—^No. 569. 
970. Pavanapura—Cy.—No. 1423. 
971. PavanI—Rv.—No. 470. 
972. Pavitra—Rv.—No. 674. 
973. Payoda—L.—No. 894. 
974. Payoda—Rv.—No. 894. 
975. Payosni—Rv.—No. 130. 
976. Pidikas—D.—Nos. 130 [Gha and Na : Cudikas ]. 
977. Pinas—D.—No. 130. 
978. Pi6gala—Mt.—No. 1179 [Gha : Pifijara ]. 
979. Pinjara—Mt.—No. 27. 
980. Pippala—Rv.—No. 130. 
981. Pi^acaka—Mt.—On the Piiacaka mountain is a great mansion 

(bhavana) of Kubera attended by Yaksas and Gandharvas. 
(39. 57) 

982. Piiacaka—Mt.—Nos. 820. 
. 983. Pi^acika—Rv.—No. 130. 

984. Pi4anga—Mt.—No. 470. 
985. Pittalas—Ja.—No. 569. 

986. Pivara—D.—No. 608. 

987. Pivari—Rv.—No. 569. 

988. Plaksadvipa—Dv. Medhatithi, the lord of Plaksadvipa, had seven 
sons, viz., Santabhaya, Si^ira, Sukhodaya [Ga, Gha andKa: 
Sukhodadha], Ananda [Kha and Gha: Anaida], Dhruva, 
K$emaka and Siva. Their respective varsas are called after 
their names. In Plaksadvipa the people observe the rules of 
variiairama. In Plaksadvipa and Sakadvipa and in the other 
dvipas (i.e. ?) the var^a^rama is followed. (34. 31-6) 

989. Plaksadvipa—Dv.—T^he Plaksadvipa is twice in area to JambQdvIpa. 
It encircles the sea named LavaDodaka. The janapadas here 
are holy and the people live a long life without any fear of 
famine, pestilence and old age. The seven mountains in this 
dvipa are : the first is the Gomedaka mountain, after which the 
Gomedaka var$a is so called, the second mountain is 'Candra 
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where tlie two Asvins planted trees for obtaining amrta ; the 
third is the Narada mountain where Narada and Parvata were 
bom; the fourth is the Dundubhi mountain where in former 
times the Suras beat a drum (the reference to Salmala here is 
inexplicable); the fifth is the Somaka mountain where in 
former times the Devas placed amrta and Garutmat forced it 
away for the sake of his mother; the sixth is the Sumanas 
(also called Rsabha), mountain where Varaha killed Hiranyaksa ; 
and the seventh is the Vaibhraja mountain so called because of 
its lustre. , 

The seven varsas in this dvipa are :—The Gomeda is the first 
varsa also known by the name Santabhaya, [ Ka : Santamaya ]: 
of Candra the varsa is Sikhara, of Narada Sukhodaya, of Dun¬ 
dubhi Ananda, of Somaka Siva, of Rsabha Ksemaka, and of 
Vaibhraja Dhruva. Here the Devas, Gandharvas, Siddhas and 
the Caranas rejoice. 
The corresponding seven rivers in these seven varsas are : 
Anutapta, Sutapta, Nispapa, Mudita, Kratu, Amrta and Sukrta. 
Thus is the river Gahga there with her seven courses (?). These 
rivers have their own numerous tributaries and they flow 
(towards the region ?) where the rain falls. The following 
janapadas drink the waters of these rivers: Subhas (?), Santa- 
yahasi Pramodas, Sivas, Anandas, Dhruvas and the K§emakas. 
They follow the varna^rama, are ever healthy and free from any 
disease and fear. Here the yugas are not obtained and the 
conditions are always as in the Treta age. The people enjoy 
a life of 5000 years. There is a great Plaksa tree in this dvipa 
whence it has derived its name. This tree is worshipped. 
(49. 1-28) 

990. Plaksa—Dv.—Nos. 433, 1108. 

991. Plaksapra^ravapa— ?—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 67) 
992. Plakfatirtha— ?—No. 666. 

993. Prabhafijana—Rv.—No. 569. 

994. PrabhSkara—Vr.—Nos. 673, 674. 

995. Prabhasa—Ti.—In the 27th dvapara Siva will be a dvija named 
Soma^arman who will reside at the PrabhSsa tirtha. (23. 214-5) 

996. PrabhSsa—Ti. ?—Holy for Sraddha purposes. It was situated 
near the sea cl. mahodadhu). Itds mentioned along with 
Pu^kara which was abo holy for Sraddha. (77. ^0) 

997. PrabhSsa—Ti.—Having gone to the Preta mountain one should 
perform Sraddha in PrabhSsa. (82. 20) 

998. PrScyas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 
Kali age. (58.81) 
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999. Pracyas— ?—Alambira and others were the foremost among the 
Carakas (i.e. a branch of the Black Yajurvedins). (61. 9-10) 

1000. Pragyotisas—D.—No. 130. 

1001. Pramodas—Ja.—No. 989. 

1002. Prana ?—Mt.—The PrSna (?) mountain was sub-merged in the 
northern sea. (47. 73) 

1003. Prasthalas—D.—No. 130. 
1004. Praticyas—P. ?—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end 

of the Kali age. (58. 81) 
1005. Pratisthana?—Ti.—One, who listens to the story of Prati- 

sthana, the holy place of Satakratu (i.e. Indra), will not be 
affected by any evils. (The place appears to have some 
connection with king Raji). (92. 99) 

1005a. Pratisthana?—Cy.—No. 1009. 
1006. Pravangas—D.—No. 130. 
1007. Pravaraka—Vr.—No. 606. 
1008. Pravijayas ?—D.—No. 130. 
1009. Prayaga—Cy.—King Aila Pururavas ruled in Prayaga, or Pratis- 

thlna [ Ka : Pratisthanta ] on the northern banks of the river 
Yamuna. (91. 50) 

1010. Prayaga—Ti.—Sraddha should be performed in Prayaga on the 
banks of the Bhagirathi river. (77. 92) 

1011. Prayaga—Cy. ?—Nos. 667 , 708. 
1012. Prcta-Mt.—No. 9.7. 
1013. Puleyas—^Ja.—No. ICO. 
1014. Pulindas—P. ?—Theirs is the land of sin where ^raddha should 

not be performed. (78. 69-70) 
1015. Pulindas-P. ?-No. 842. 
1016. Pulindas—Ja.—Nos. 130, 470. 
1017. PuD^^rlka—Ti.—Holy for sraddha. (77. 55.) 
1018. Puridarika—Rv.—No. 606. 
1019. Pu^darika—Mt.—No. 606. 
1020. Pundras—Ja.—Pui^dca was one of the five sons of king Bali. His 

janapada was called the Pu^dras. (99. 34) 
1021. PuDdfRS—Cy.—No. 369. 
1022. Pu^yodi—Rv.—Soma is the fountain-head of all the waters of 

the sky. The river Pupyoda has its source here. With its 
course guided by the wind it swiftly circumambulates the 
mountain Meru before it falls on its four northern peaks. From 
the sky to the Meru its course is of sixty yojanas. From the 
Meru it has four courses flowing towards the four directions. 
The eastern course circumvents the Mandara mountain and 
joins the Aru^oda lake when it is called Ambaranadt. Then 
it falls on the SUanta mountain, a habitat of the Siddbss. Here 
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the course is called Sita. Then flowing along the Mukufija, 
Sumanjasa, Malyavat, Vaikanka, Maijiiparvata and ^sabha 
mountains it falls on the Jathara mountain whence flowing along 
the DevakQta mountain it waters the Bhadra6va dvipa and joins 
the eastern sea. The southern course crosses the GandhamSdana 
mountain and waters the Gandhamadana forest. Here this 
course is called Alakananda which later joins the northern 
Manasa lake. It then flows along the Tri^ikhara, Kalinga, 
Rucaka, Nisadha, Tamrabha, Svetodara, Sumula, Vasudhara, 
HemakQta, Deva^rhga, Pi^acaka, Pahcakuta and Kailasa moun¬ 
tains. Then it falls on the Himavat mountain [ Gha omits this 
sentence]. From the Himavat it pours into the southern sea. 
This river is supported by the god Samkara and that is why it 
is considered as the holy river Gahga. (42. 1-40) 

1023. Punyoda—Rv.—Nos. 108, 569. 

1024. Purika— ? —Si^uka, (a king of Ahga dynasty ?) will be ruling in 
Purika. (99. 370) 

1025. Purnadarvas—D.—No. 130. 
1026. Pu^kala—Rv.—No. 569. 
1027. Pu4kara—Dv.—This seventh dvipa encircles the Kiiroda sea. 

It is twice in area to Slkadvlpa. There is only one great 
mountain in this dvipa and that is the Manasa. There are only 
two janapadas in this dvipa, viz., Mahavita and Dhatakikhan^. 
The people live a life of 10,000 years. Here there is equality 
in all respects. The varna^rama, the vartas, cattle-breeding, 
trade and commerce, the three vidyas and danda-niti are not 
obtained in this dvipa. The sea named Svadudaka (Sweet¬ 
water) surrounds this dvipa. (49. 104-22) 

1028. Puskara— ? —When the sun passes over the centre of Puskara 
one third of the earth is traversed (by the sun) in one 
muhurta (?). (50. 119) 

1029. Puskara— ? —Ka^yapa once performed an aivamedha in Puskara 
where gods, sages and the Gandharvas were present. (67. 53) 

1030. Pufkara— ? —No. 996. 
1031. „ —Mt.—No. 106. 
1031a. „ —Dv.—Nos. 433 , 237. 
1032. Puskai3vatl—Cy.—No. 290. 
1033. Pufpagi—Mt.—No. 130. 
1034. Pu?pajiti—Rv.—No. 130. 
1035. Puspaka-Mt.—No. 509. 
1036. ,, —Mt.—Munis dwell on the Pufpaka niountain. (39. 62) 
1037. ' Pufpavat—Mt.—No. 674. 
1038. Raibhyas—P. ?—They wefe called after Ra^hya, the grandson of 

Katyapa. <70.25-8) 
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1039. Raivataka—Mt.—No. 130. 

1040. Rajivakokiias—Ja.—No. 569. 

1041. Rak^sas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1042. Ramanaka—Vr.—The Ramanaka varsa is to the south of Sveta 

and to the north of Nila mountains. The people here are 
white (in complexion?) and are handsome in appearance. 
They drink the juice of the fruits of a big Nyagrodha tree, also 
called Rohina(i.e. ?). These people live a life of 10500 years. 
(45.1-5.) 

1043. Ramatas—D.—No. 130. 

1044. Ramyaka—Vr.—No. 434. 

1045. Randhrakarakas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1046. Rasatala—Rg. ?—Lord Hari, in his Varaha form, entered Rasatala 

to lift up the earth, (6. 15) 

1047. Rasatala—Rg. ?—Hari lay on the ocean-bed in Rasatala. (25. 33) 
1048. Rasatala—Rg. ?—It is 10,000 (square?) yojanas in area. Its 

seven (sub-divisions ?) are : Atala, Sutala, Vitala, Gabhastala, 
Mahatala, Sritala and Patala. The first has a black (soil ?), the 
second white, the third red, the fourth yellow, the fifth like 
that of sugar (?), the sixth rocky and the seventh golden. In the 
first are the abodes of Namuci, the lord of Asuras, of Mahanada 
and Kabandha. Here are also cities of Sankukarna, Niskulada, 
Dhanaihjaya, Kaliya, Naga and of Kalasa. In the second are 
the cities of Daityas such as Mahajambha, Hayagriva Krsna, 
Nikumbha, Sankha, Gomukha, Nila, Megh, Krathana, etc. and 
of Nagas such as Kambala, Taksaka, etc. In the third are the 
cities of Prahlada, Anuhlada, Taraka, Si^umara, Cyavana, Khara, 
etc. In the fourth are the cities of Kalanemi, Gajakaria, 
Sumalin, Vainateya, etc. In the fifth are the cities of Virocana, 
Hiranyaksa, Mahamegha, etc. In the sixth are the cities of 
Kesarin, Puloman, Mahisa, Naga Vasuki, etc. In the seventh 
are the cities of Bali, Mucukunda, etc. (50. 9 ff.) 

1049. Rasatala—Rg.—The liar {mithyavadl) king entered Rasatala. 
(57. 109) 

1050. Rasatala—Rg. ?—While offering prayers to Siva, Daksa also pays 
homage to those who dwell in Rasatala. (30. 281) 

1051. Rasatala—Rg. ?—After being defeated by the Devas, the Asuras 
proposed to their preceptor Kavya that they should retire 
to Rasatala. (97. 95) (98. 46) 

1052. RasStala—Rg. ?—Defeated by the Devas, the Asuras entered 
into the Rasatala. (98. 68) 

1053. Rasitala—Rg. ?—The vicious kings in Rasatala were annihilated 
by Krf^a, an avatira of Vifnu. (98. 102) 
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1034. RasStala—Rg. ?—Having scorched the earth the Saihvartaka fire 
soaked (aiofayat) the Rasatala. (100. 157) 

1055. Rathitaras—P. ?—One of the fifteen paksas of Angirasas. (65.106) 
1056. Ratnadhara—^Mt.—No. 584. 
1057. Ratnadhatu~Mt.—The seven hermitages of the seven sages are 

situated on the RatnadhStu mountain. (39. 45) 
1058. Ratnavatl—Rv.—No. 256. 
1059. Ratri—Rv.—No. 606. 
1060. Rksa—Mt.—130. 
1061. Rksavat—Mt.—Krsna started search for Prasena and went so far 

as the ^Iksavat and Vindhya mountains where he found the dead 
body of Prasena. (96. 36-40) 

1062. Rksavat—Mt.—No. 888. 
1063. Rohakas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1064. Rohita—D.—No. 
1065. Rokalas—^Ja.—No. 130. 
1066. Rsabha—^Mt.—This mountain is sub-merged in the eastern sea. 

(47. 72) 
1067. Rsabha-Mt.—No. 1022. 
1068. IRsabha—Rv.—No. 569. 
1069. ]^ika—Rv.—No. 130. 
1070. 9§ika8—Ja.—No. 470. 
1071. ^sika ?—Rg.—In the valleys and mountains at the extremity of 

l^^ika people will take shelter at the end of the Kali age. 
(99. 403) 

1072. IRtukulya—Rv.—No. 130. 
1073. Rucaka—Mt.—Nos. 782, 1022. 
1074. Rudra—Mt.—No. 11179. 
1075. Rudras—P. ?—No. 
1076. Rudravata—F. ?—At the end of the Kali age Siva will reside in 

the holy Rudravata [ Kha : Rodravana ]. (23. 212). 
1077. Rusa—Rv.—No. 569. 
1078. Rusapas—^Ja.—No. 470. 
1079. Sabala—F.—No. 566. 
1080. Sabaras—P. ?—Their country is the land of sin where ^raddha 

ought .not to be performed. (78. 69-70) 
1081. Sabindu—Mt.—No. 782. 
1082. SaddQhukas—P. ?-No. 470. 
1083. Sa^vala—F.—Saihjna, wife of Vivasvat practised penance in the 

SSdvala [ Ka and Ga : Sidvala ] forest. (84. 68) 
1<'84. Sahacaisikas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1085. Sahasraiikhara—Mt.—The city of the Daityas is situated on the 

Sahasraiikhara mountain. (39. 61) 
1086. Sahasra^ikhara—Mt.—This mountain is inhabited by the Garut- 

mats. (69.333) 
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1087. Sahasra^ikhara—Mt.—Nos. 27, 644,11/9. 
1088. Sahotkacas—Ja.—No.—569. 
1089. Sahya—Mt.—No. 130*. 
1090. Sailoda—L.—No. 470. 
1091. Sailoda—Rv.—No. 470. 
1092. Saindhavas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1093. SaUltas—^Ja.—No. 910. 
1094. Saivala—Mt.—No. 108. 
1095. Saivalas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1096. Saivalini—Rv.—No. 108. 

1097. Sajangalas—Ja.—No. 130. 

1098. Sakas—P.—Nos. 130, 345, 470, 842. 

1099. Sakadvipa—Dv.—Havya, lord of Sakadvipa, had the following 
seven sons : Jalada, Kumara, Sukumara, Manicaka [Na : Mani- 
vaya], Vasumoda, Sumodaka [Kha, Ga and Gha : Samodaka; 
Na : Samaudaka ] and Mahadruma. Their respective varsas 
were : Jalada, Kumara, Sukumara, Mai^tcaka, Vasumodaka, 
Modaka and Mahadruma. (33. 16-20) 

1100. Sakadvipa—Dv.—This dvipa is twice in area to the Krauncadvipa 
and it encircles the Dadhimandodaka sea. The people here 
live a long life and there is no fear of famine, pestilence and 
old age for them. The seven mountains in this dvipa are as 
follows ; The first is the Meru mountain extending towards 
the east and is also called Udaya. Here Devas, sages and 
Gandharvas reside. Here the clouds rise and there is rainfall. 
The second is the Jaladhara mountain where the rain-god 
(Vasava) is always active in the rainy season. The third is the 
Raivataka mountain whence is seen (?) the naksatra Revatl. Then 
comes the Syama mountain whence the people had become 
black {iydmatvam dpannah ). Then come the Asta, Ambikeya 
[ Kha, Gha and Na : Ambikaya], Ramya which is also called 
Ke^ari. The corresponding varsas are: Jalada, Sukumara, 
Kaumara, Manicaka, Kusumottara, Modaka and Mahadruma. 
At the centre of this dvipa is a great Saka tree which is an object 
of worship. With it the Devas, Gandharvas, Siddhas and 
CiraDas sport. The seven rivers in this dvipa are : Sukumari 
also known as Anutapta, Kumari, Nandi, Sivetilu [Kha and 
Na: Sivenika ] also known as Tridiva, Iksu, Dhenuka and (?). 
These rivers have their own numerous tributaries which flow 
towards the region where the rains fall. There are many cities 
and prosperous janapadas in this dvipa which is surrounded 
by the Ksiroda sea. Here the varDlIrama :system works 
smoothly, the people being free from vices, such as, greed, 
anger, etc. Here taxation and laws do not exist. (49. 72-104) 
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1101. Sakadvipa—Dv.—No. 433. 
1102. Sakamundas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1103. Sakavati—Rv.—No. 569. 
1104. Saketu—Rg. ?—No. 708. 
1105. Sakhavati—Rv.—No. 108. 
1106. Salagrama—Cy. ?—Holy for 4raddha purposes. (77, 88) 
1107. Salma—Dv.—Vapusmat, the lord of Salma (i.e. Salmala) dvipa, 

had the following seven sons : Sveta, Harita, Jimuta, Rohita, 
Vaidyuta, Manasa and Suprabha. The territories (assigned to 
them ?) were called after their respective names. (33. 28-31) 

1108. Salmala—Dv.—The third dvipa named Salmala is twice in area to 
Plaksadvipa. It circumvents the Iksurasodaka sea. The seven 
mountains in this dvipa are : Kumuda, Unnata, Balahaka, Dro^ia, 
Kanka (wrongly mentioned as the tenth) Mahifa and Kakudmat. 
The corresponding seven varsas are : Sveta, Lohita, Jimuta, 
Harita, Vaidyuta, Manasa and Suprabha. The rivers in this 
dvipa are : Panitoya, Vitrna, Candra, Sukra, Vimocani and 
Nivrtti. This dvipa is named after a great ialmali tree in it. 
The Suroda sea surrounds this dvipa. (49. 28-45) 

1109. Salmaladvipa—Dv.—It is inhabited by the Garutmats. (69. 332) 
1110. „ —Dv.—Nos. 229, 433, 674. 
nil. Salvas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1112. Samaheyas—P. ?—No. 130. 
1113. Sariibhavaktras—^Ja.—No. 108. 
1114. Samudramala—Rv.—No. 569. 
1115. SamQla—Mt.—Nos. 147, 820. 
1116. Saihyamana—Cy.—No. 826. 
1117. Saiiidhya—Rv.—No. 606. 
1118. Sankhadvipa—Dv.—No. 437. 
1119. SaAkhagiri—Mt.—No. 337. 
1120. SankhakQta—Mt.—No. 106‘ 
1121. Sankhakyas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1122. Sankhanagi.—Rv.—No. 437. 
1123. SankukQta—Mt.—Nos. 713, 1473. 
1124. SaAkrtikas—P. ?—One of the fifteen paksas of AAgirasas. 

(65.'106-8) 
1125. Santabhaya—Vr.—No. 988. 
1126. Saihtati—Rv.—No. 674. 
1127. Santavahas—Ja.—No. 989. 
1128. &lnti—Rv.-No. 1278. 
1129. Sarasa—Mt.—No. 27. 

1130. Sarasvati—Rv.—Agni loved her [ Omitted in Na]. (29.12-4) 

1131. „ -Rv.-Nos. 130,143, 1320. 

1132,. „ —Mt. ?—No. 385. 
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1133. 
1134. 
1135. 
1136. 
1137. 
1138. 
1139. 
1140. 
1141. 
1142. 

1143. 

1144. 
1145. 
1146. 
1147. 
1148. 
1149. 
1150. 
1151. 
1152. 
1153. 
1154. 
1155. 

1156. 
1157. 
1157a. 
1158. 
1159. 
1160. 

1161. 

1162. 

1163. 

1164. 

1165. 

garavai>a—F.-No8. 380, 469. (29.12-4) 
SarayO—Rv.—Agni loved her [Omitted in 5la]. 

„ —Rv.—Nos. 130, 470. 
Sarvamulikas—Ja.—No. 470. 
Sasurasa—Mt.—Nos. 130. 
Satadru—Rv.—Agni loved her [Omitted in Na]. (29. 12-4) 

,, —Rv.—No. 130. 
Satakaumbha—Mt.—No. 818. 
Satapathe^varas—Ja.—No. 130. 
Sata^rdga—Mt.—The Yaksas have their cities on this mountain. 

(39.*54) 
Sata^rAga—Mt.—The Garutmats dwell on the Sata^mg* moun¬ 

tain. (69. 333) 
Sata^rnga—Mt.—Nos. 106, 713. 
Satsuras—Ja.—No. 130. 
Satira-Rv.-No. 130. 
Saumya—Rg.—No. 130. 
Sauviras—Ja.—Nos. 108, 130. 
Savitra—Mt.—No. 817. 
SSyana—L.—No. 370 [ Kha : Aksada \ 

Setukas—Ja.—No. 130. 
Siddhaksetra—Tl. ?—Holy for iraddha. (77. 80) 

.. ■ -Tl. ?-No8. 22, 392, 814, 1155. 

Slganas—Ja.—No. 470. 
Sikhaij4in—Mt.—In the 18th dvapara, Siva will known as 

Sikhandin and he will reside with his four sons in the Siddha- 
k?etra in the Sikhapdin mountain on the summit of the Himavat. 

(23.181-3) 
Sikhara—Vr.—No. 989. 
Sikhi—Mt.—Nos. 27, 1268. 
Sikhimala—Rv.—No. 569. 
SikhiSaila—Mt.—No. 1179. 
§ita4ini—Rv.—No. 108. „ . . a 
Sitiihalas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end ot 

the Kali age. (58. 82) 

Siihhalas—No. 842. o- ju u 
Sindhu—Rv.-In the land to the north of the river Sindhu the 

54ramadharma does not prevail and there 4raddha should not be 

performed. (78. 23) 
Sindhu-Ri(.-The region to the north of the river Sindhu ‘“ a 

land of sin. The virtuous evade contact with its inhabitants. 

Here iriddha ought not to be performed. (78. 69-70) 

Sindhu—Rv.—Nos. 130*, 470, 770. 

Sindhus—D.—No. 130. 

V. P. 21 
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1166. Sindhumaru—Rg.—No. 470. 

1167. Sipra—Rv.—No. 130 [ Gha and Na : Kfipra ]. 

1168. Sirindhras—D.—No. 470. 

1169. gi§ira-Mt.-No. 820. 

1170. —Vr.—No. 988. 

1171. Si^occaya—^Mt.—^This mountain is sub-merged in the northern 
sea. (47.73) 

1172. Sita—Rv.—Agni loved her [Omitted in Na], (29. 12-4) 

1171. „ —Rv.—Nos. 1022, 470. 

1173a. ,, —Rv.—No. 108. 

1174. Sitanta—^Mt.—This mountain is inhabited by Yaksas, Kinnaras 
and Gandharvas. In it is a pleasure-garden (Kridavana) of 
Mahendra. This garden or forest (?) is also known as Parijata- 
vana. There is always spring-time in this forest. To the east 
of SltSnta is the Kumuhja (or Kumuda) mountain on which are 
situated the eight cities of the Danavas. (39, 1-29) 

1175. Sitanta—Mt.—Nos. 655, 782, 1022, 1461. 
1176. Siteraja—Rv.—No. 130. 
1177. Sitibahu—Rv.—No. 130 [ Ga, Gha and Na : Siyudeva ]. 
1178. Sitoda—L.—The four great lakes are : Arunoda in the east, 

Manasa in the south, Sitoda in the west and Mahabhadra in the 
north. (36.15-7) 

1179. Sitoda—L.—To the west of this lake are the following mountains ; 
■ Suvak§as, Sikhi^aila, Kala (?), Vaidurya [ Kha and Na : 

Vaidurya], Kapila, Pihgala [Gha: Pinjara], Rudra, Surasa, 
Kumuda, Madhumat, Anjana, Mukuta, Krsna, Pandara, Sahasra- 
4ikhara (?), Parijata [ Ka : Paripatra] and Tri^rnga. (36. 26-9) 

1180. Sitoda-L.—No. 27. 
1181. Siva-Vr.—Nos. 988, 989. 
1182. Sivas—Ja.—No. 989. 
1183. Siva-Rv.—No. 674. 
1184,. Sivapauras^Ja.—No. 470. 
1185. Sivapura—Cy.—No. 891. 
1186. Sivetika—Rv.—No. 1100. 
1187. SkandamalS—Rv.—No. 108. 
1188. Sodakas-Ja.—No. 108. 
1189. Somaka—Mt.—This mountain is sub-merged in the western sea. 

(47. 74) 
1190. Somaka—Mt.—No. 989. 
1191. Somavartta—Rv.—No. 108. 
1192. Sooa—Rv.- No. 130. 
1193. SopasaAgas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1194. Srava^as—Ja.—No. 569. 
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1195. Srlvastl—Cy.—Sravasta was a son of YuvanaSva, a descendant of 
Iksvaku. This Sravasta founded the city of iSravasti. (88. 26-7) 

11%. SravastI—Cy.—No. 599. 

1197. Sri—Mt.—The Candratirtha is inhabited by the virtuous. In this 
tirtha, in Kumari, at the source of the river Kaveri, in tirthas 
on the Sriparvata and on the Vaikrta mountain, sraddha should 
be performed. [ Ka, Ga, Gha and Na omits this information ]. 
(77. 28) 

1198. Sri-Mt.—No. 130. 
1199. „ -F.—No. 146. 
1200. „ —L.—No. 146. 
1201. Srirastra—Rg.—It will be ruled over by one Kanaka [ Kha, Ga 

andNa : Srirajya]. (99.387) 
1202. Sritala—Rg.—No. 1048. 
1203. Srngasahva—Mt.—No. 406. 
1204. Srngavat—Mt.—It is described in the Purana [Kha, Ga, Gha 

andNa: Srhgin]. (1.85) 
1205. Srngavat—Mt.—The Pitrs live on the Srngavat mountain. (46. 35) 

1206. ‘ „ -Mt.-No. 818^ 
1207. „ —Vr.—(No. 434). [ Kha and Na : Srngavata ]. 

1208. Sroni-Rv.-No. 130. 
1209. Stanapas—D.—(No. 130). [Ga : Stanakas ; Gha : Stanasas]. 

1210. Stavakas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1211. Subha—Rv.—No. 569. 
1212. Subhas-Ja.—No. 989. 
1213. Subhaumas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1214. Sucidarbhas—Ja.—No. 705. 
1215. Suddhas—Ja.-No. 108. 
1216. Sudras—D.-No. 130. 
1217. —Suhmas-Ja.—Suhma was one of the five sons of king Bali, 

a descendant of Yayati. His janapada was known as the Suhmas 

[ Ka : Suhlakas]. (99.33) 
1218. Sujarakas-D.-No. 130. 
1219. Sukamas—Ja.-No. 108. 

1220. Sukanadi—Rv.—No. 569. 
1221. Suke4a—Mt.—Inhabited by the Garutmats. 

1222. Sukha-Cy.-No. 826. 
1223. Sukhodaya-Vr.-Nos. 988, 989. 
1224. Sukha—Rv.-No. 1108. 
1225. Sukrta-Rv.-No. 989. 
1226. . Suktimat—^Mt.—No. 130*. 
1227. Suktimati-Rv.—(No. 130). [ Na : Muktimatl ]. 
1228. Sukumara—Vr.—Nos. 1099, 1100. 
1229. Sukumari—Rv.—Nos. 130,1100. 
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1230. Salikas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 

Kali age. (58.83) 

1231. Sumanas—Mt.—No. 989. 

1232. Sumangalas—Ja.—No. 108. 

1232a. Sumanjas—Mt.—No. 1022. 

1233. Sumaulas—Ja.—No.—569. 
1234. Sumedha—Mt.—Between the Venumat and Sumedha mountains 

is an extensive valley (?). (37. 26-7) 
1235. Sumedha—Mt.—Adityas, Vasus, Rudras and the two Alvins have 

their dwellings on this mountain. Here the Siddhas have 
built houses (sthanani) for the gods where Yaksas, Gandharvas 
and Kinnaras are always engaged in worship. (39. 48-50) 

1236. Sumedha—Mt.—No. 882. 
1237. SumedhS—Rv.—No. 569. 
1238. Sumeru—Mt.—The MahSpurusa created by Siva was like the 

Sumeru. (30.130) 
1239. Sumeru—^Mt.—Svayarfibhu ‘churned’ the earth with Sumeru as 

the calf (vatsa). (8. 148) 
1240. Sumeru—?—No. 434. 
1241. SumQla-Mt.—No. 1022. 

1242. SumQlI—Rv.—No. 569. 
1243. SumQrdhajas—Ja.—No. 108. [Gha : SumQlajas ]. 

1244. SunSga—Mt.—Here the Daityas have their dwellings. (39. 36) 

1245. Sunaga—Mt.—No. 106. 
1246. Sunakasas—^Ja.—^No. 569. 
1247. Sunamukhas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1248. Sunandana—F.—No, 1422. 
1249. Sunandanas—Ja. ?—No. 108. 
1250. SunSsa—Cy.—^No. 229, 
1251. Supaksa—^Mt.—Vaivasvata, Soma, Vayu and the lord of the Nagas 

have their dwellings on the Supaksa mountain. (39, 63) 
1252. Supaksa—Mt.—No. 27. 
1253. Suplr^va—Mt.—Nos. 106, 819. 
1254. Suprabha—D.—No. 1107. 
1255. „ _Vr.—No. 1108. 
1256. Supratlka—F.—To the north of the Vindhya and to the south 

of the river Gang! is the forest of Supratlka. (69 . 239) 
1257. Suprayoga—Rv.—No. 130. 
1258. Surllas—^Ja.—No. 130. 
1259. Surasa—Mt.—No. 1179. 
1260. Sura^—Rv.—No. 108. 
1261. SOrasenas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1262. SurSftras—Ja.—^No. 130. 
1263. Surivatl—Rv.—No. 108. 
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1263a. Surecakas—Ja.—No. 569. 

1264. SQrpakaras—Ja.—No. 130. 

1265. Suryakanta—Mt.—Nos. 180, 660. 

1266. Sutala-Rg.—No. 1048. 

1267. Sutapta—Rv.—No. 989. 

1268. Suvaksas—Mt.—Between the Suvaksas and Sikhi mountains is 
a rocky tract covering about a hundred yojanas. At its centre 
is a fire-place which is thirty yojanas in extent. Here the lord 
of Fire is always active. The Matulungasthall [ Na ; Matrlunga- 
sthall ] which covers ten yojanas is also situated here with the 
hermitage of Brhaspati in it. (38. 37-44) 

1269. Suvaksas—Mt.—No. 1179. 
1270. Suvapra—Rv.—Nos. 108, 569. 
1271. Suvarna—Rv.—Nos. 108, 569. 
1272. Suvarnakatakas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1273. Suvira—No. 782. 

1274. Svairathakara—Vr.—Nos. 673 , 674. 
1275. SvaparSva—Mt.—No. 819. 

1276. Svarnavedi— ?—Holy for Sraddha. (77. 95) 
1277. Sveta—Mt.—This varsa-parvata is described in the Purana. 

(1. 85) 

1278. Sveta—Mt.—The Daityas and the Danavas dwell here. (46 . 35) 
1278a. ,, —Mt.—On the Sveta mountain is the UttaramSnasa lake 

whence flow the rivers : Jyotsna, Mrgakanta, Santi [ Kha : 
Sapta and Madhvi. (47. 67-71) 

1279. Sveta—Mt.—Nos. 27, 106, 406, 818*, 1042. 
1280. „ —Vr.—Nos. 434, 1107,1108. 
1281. Svetas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1282. Svetangas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1283. Sveta4rnga—Mt.—No. 818. 
1284. Svetavar^—Mt.—No. 108. 
1285. Svetodara—Mt.—On this mountain is the city of Sunabha, son 

of Garuda. (39. 56) 
1286. Svetodara—Mt.—Nos. 820,1022. 
1287. Syama—Rv.—No. 569. 
1288. Syama—Mt.—No. 1100. 
1289. Taksa^ila—Cy.—No. 290. 
1290. Tala—F.—This forest is situated along the bank of the river Sukba 

between the Mahanila and Kumunja mountains. It is 50 x 30 
yojanas in area. Here dwells Airavata, the lord of elephants. 

(37. 22-5) 
1291Tilajanghas—P.—No. 345. 
1292. Tamaliptas-Ja.—No. 470. 

1293. Tamasa—Rv.—No. 130. 
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1294. Tamasas—D.—No. 130. 

1295. Tamas!—Rv.—No. 569. 

1296. Tampakas—Ja.—No. 470. 

1297. Tamrabha—Mt. —On it is the city of Kadraveya Tak^ka. (39.54) 

1298. „ —Mt.—Nos. 820, 1022. 

1299. Tamraliptas—P ?—The Manidhanyajas will rule over the Tam- 
raliptas together with the sea (cf. Tamraliptdn sasagaran). 
(99. 385-b) 

1300. Tamraliptakas—Ja.—No. 130. 

1301. Tamraparn!—Rv.—No. 332. 

1302. Tamravarna—Mt.—Between the Tamravarna and Patanga moun¬ 
tains there is a holy lake inhabited by the Devas, Danavas and 
Uragas. In the centre of this lake (?) is a janapada hundred 
yojanas in extent. The great city of the Vidyadharas is 
situated here where Puloman, the lord of the Vidyadharas 
dwells. (38.8-17) 

1303. Tamravarni—Rv.—No. 130 [Tamravarna]. 
1304. „ —Rg.—No. 130. 
1305. Tanapas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1306. TaAganas—D.—No. 130*. 
1307. „ —Ja.-No. 470. 
1308. Tapasas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1309. Tapl-Rv.-No. 130. 
1310. Tatsukhas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1311. Tilangas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1312. Tomaras—D.—No. 130. 
1313. „ —P. ?-No. 470. 
1314. Tosalas—P.-No. 130. 
1315. Toya—Rv.—No. 130. 
1316. Traipuras—P.—No. 130. 

1316a. Trai^ankava—D.—This defe is a taboo for ^raddha purposes. It 
is to the north of the Mahanadi and to the south of Kaikata 
(i.e. ?). (78. 22) 

1317. Tridiva—Rv.—No. 130*. 
1318. Trigartas—D.—No. 130. 
1319. Trikaku—H.—No. 470. 
1319a. TrikQta—Mt.—No. 437. 

1320. Triplaksa—Ti.—Sraddha should be performed in the Vyasa tirtha 
on the banks of the river Sarasvati and in the Triplaksa (also 
on the banks of the Sarasvati ?). [ Ka reads Brahmakfetra for 
Triplaksa]. (77.67) 

1321. Trisama—Rv.—^No. 130. 
1322. TrWikhara—Mt.—No. 820, 1022. 
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1323. Tri^rnga—Mt.—On this northern mountain is a great city graced 
by the three temples of the three chief gods, viz., Vifnu, 
Brahma and Siva worshipped by the Daityas, Danavas, 
Gandharvas, Yaksas, Raksasas and Paunagas. The cities of the 
Yaksas, Gandharvas and Nagas are also situated on this moun¬ 
tain. (41.62-5) 

1324. Tri^rhga—Mt.—Nos. 106, 1179. 

1325. Tumburas—P.—Nos. 130, 576. 

1326. Tumuras—P.—No. 130. 

1327. Tundikeras—P.—No. 130. 
1328. Tuhgabhadra—Rv.—No. 130. 
1329. Turasitas—D.—No. 130. [Ghaand Na : Turaminas]. 
1330. Tusaras—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of the 

Kali age. (58.83) 
1331. Tusaras—P.—No. 842. 
1332. i, —D. No. 130. 
1333. „ —Ja.—No. 470. 
1334. Udaya ?—Mt.—No. 1100. 

1335. Udbhida—Vr.—Nos. 673, 674. 
1336. Udbhidas—Ja.—No. 130. 

1337. Udicyas—P.—In connection with the distribution of the Vakhas 
of the Yajurveda Syamayani was the foremost amongst the 
Udicyas. (61. 8) 

1338. Udicyas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of 
the Kali age. (58. 81) 

1339. Udicyas—P.—No. 842. 
1340. Udumbara—F.—This forest is situated between the SiSira and 

Patanga mountains. Here the Siddhas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, 
Kinnaras, Uragas and Vidyadharas have their dwellings. The 
hermitage of Kardama, the Prajapati, is also seen in this forest 
which covers an area of about 100 yojanas. (38. 1-7) 

1341. Ujjanta—Mt.—On this holy mountain is an abode of Yoge^vara 
and a hermitage of Vasistha. (77. "52) 

1342. Umatunga—H.—Holy for 4raddha. (77.82) 
1343. Umavana—F.—King Sudyumna happened to enter Umavana 

while he was out for hunting and he was immediately converted 
into a female. (85. 27-8) 

1344. Umavana—F.—No. 469. 
1345. Unnata—Mt.—No. 1108. 
1346. Urabsaihkirnabhaumakas ?—Ja.—No. 108. 
1347. Urdlivamarus—Ja.—No. 470. 
1348. U§na—D.—No. 608. 
1349. „ —Vr.—No. 606. 
1350. Uftrakarnas—Ja.—No. 470. 
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1351. Utakacas—^Ja.—No. 569. 

1352. Utkala—Rg.—King Sudyumna had three sons, viz., Utakala, 
Gaya and Vinata^va. Of these Utkala had Utkalarastra and Gaya 

the city of Gaya. (85.18-9) 

1353. Utkalas—P.—No. 130. 

1354. Uttamarnas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1355. Uttarakurus-Rg.—Nos. 106, 180, 779, 818, 819. 
1356. Uttaramanasa—L.—No. 1278a. 
1357. Vacangas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1358. Vad3tis~Ja.—No. 470. 
1359. Vadavas—P. ?—No. 1322. 
1360. Vaha—Rv.—No. 569. 

1361. Vahas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1362. V3hakas—P. ?—A class of BhQmiraksasas. (69. 184) 
1362a. Vahlikas—D.—No. 130. 

1363. Vaibhraja—F.—It is to the wfest of (?) and the Nandana forest is 
to the south of (?). (36. 11) 

1364. Vaibhraja—F.—No. 470. 

1365. „ —Mt.—No. 989. 

1366. Vaidarbhas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1367. Vaidefa—Rg.—Bhutinanda, the fifth king of a Naga dynasty will 

rule in Vaide^ [ Gha reads vathia thus dispensing with a geo¬ 
graphical name ]. (99.366-8) 

1368. Vaidurya—Mt.—Nos. 27, 1179. 
1369. Vaidyuta-H.—No. 470. 
1370. „ —Mt.—No. 130. 
1371. „• —Vr.—Nos. 1107, 1108. 
1372. Vaihara—Mt.—No. 130. 
1373. Vaikanka—Mt.—Birds, the enemies of the Pannagas, dwell on the 

Vaikanka mountain. Sugriva is their chief. (39. 41) 
1374. Vaikanka—Mt.—No. 1022. 

1375. Vaikrta-Mt.-No. 1197. 
1376. Vainakas—P. ?—A class of bhQmi-raksasas. (69. 184) 
1377. Vaini-Rv.-No. 130. 

1378. VaitaraQl—Rv.—Holy for 4raddha. (77. 95) 
1378. „ -Rv.—No. 130. 

1379. Vajraka—Mt.—On the Vajraka mountain dwell the Nilaka 
Rakfasas. (39. 30-1) 

1380. Vakra—Mt.—This mountain is sub-merged in the southern sea. 
(47. 75) 

1380a. VaktrS—Rv.—No. 108. 
1381. Vakulas-Ja. ?—No. 569. 
1382. Vimanaka—Mt.—No. 6C6. 
1383. VImoda-Rv.-No. 108. 
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1384. Vanamala—Rv.—No. 108. 

1385. Vanapatakas—Ja.—No. 569. 

1386. Vanasagajabhutnikas—^Ja.—No. 569. 

1387. Vanavasikas—Mt.—No. 130. 

1388. Vangas—Ja.—Vanga was one of the five sons of king Bali, a des¬ 
cendant of Yayati. Hisjanapada was known as the Vaheas 
(99. 33) 

1389. Vangas—Rg.—There the people will fly at the end of the Kali 
age. (99.402) 

1390. Vangas.—Ja.—Nos. 470, 569*. 
1391. Vangas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1392. Vangeyas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1393. Vanjula—Rv.—No, 130. 
1394. Vaih^dhara—Rv.—No. 130. 
1395. Vapusmati—Rv.—No. 108. 
1396. Varaha—Mt.—This mountain is sub-merged in the western sea 

(39. 74) 
1397. Varaha—Mt.—Nos. 106, 437. 
1398. Varahas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1399. Varahadvipa—Dv.—No. 437. 
1400. Varahi—Rv.—No. 437. 
1401. Vara^iasi—Ti. ?—Siva in his Langalin incarnation will reside in 

Varanasi, (23. 198) 
1402. Varapas!—Cy.—Sraddha should be performed in the city of 

Varanasi, (77. 93) 
1403. Varanasi—Cy.—The following is the story of how this siddha- 

ksetra happened to be cursed by Nikumbha :—The royal sage 
Divodasa was in former times ruling over this prosperous city. 
It so happened that at this very time Mahe4vara was recently 
married and was residing with his father-in-law. Mena, how¬ 
ever, disliked him and passed adverse comments about his 
behaviour to her daughter (cf. mama parive tu anacdras tava 
bharta maheivarah daridrah sarva eva iha akliftam ladate’ naghe). 
The wife of Siva took offence at this statement and pressed 
upon her husband to shift to their own place. (It appears Siva 
had no such fixed place of residence.) Siva thought for some 
time over the matter and commanded his attendant Ga^eia 
K^emaka to render desolate the city of Varanasi. Nikumbha 
( i.e. Kfemaka) appeared before the barber named Mankana 
in his dreams and directed him to instal his (i.e. of Gaite4vara 
Kfemaka) image at (or outside ) the gates of the city. Since 
that time this Gane4vara became an object of worship especially 
for women who desired male progeny. King Divodasa, as 
he had no son, asked his wife to offer worship to the deity ; 
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but all her efforts were in vain at which the king got wild and 
cursing the deity as bhutaih ( note neuter ) destroyed the place 
of worship (cf. sthdnam Ganapates tasya naiaydmasa). Thus 
did Nikumbha curse the city to become desolate. The king 
deserted ,the city and founded another city on the river 
Gomati...Siva now resided with his wife in this deserted city... 
After the effect of the curse was over, Alarka, the king of 
Ka^i, who was a descendant of Divodasa, took possession of the 
city after annihilating the Raksasa Ksemaka. (92. 24-68) 

1404. Varanasi—Cy.—Bhadra4renya was king of Varanasi. (94. 6) 
1405. —Rv.—No. 325. 

1406. Varanavata—Rv.—No. 267. 
1407. Varapas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1408. Varas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1409. Vardhamana—Mt.—No. 569. 
1410. Varnamalagra—Mt.—(No. 108). [ Na ; Varnamala. ] 
1411. Varna^a-Rv.—No. 130. 
1412. Varuna—Rg.—No. 130. 
1413. Vasudhara—Mt.—The Vasus have their eight mansions (ayata- 

nani) on the Vasudhara mountain. (39. 44) 
1414. Vasudhara—Mt.-Nos. 147, 584, 1022. 
1415. Vasumati—Rv.—No. 108. 
1416. Vasumodaka—Vr.—No. 1099. 
1417. Vatadhanas—D.—(No. 130). [ Ka : Vadhadhanas. ] 
1418. Vataramhas—Ja.—( No. 108 ). [ Gha and Na : Vatarangas. ] 
1419. Vatsa—Mt.-No. 106. 
1420. Vatsas—Ja.—No. 130. 
1421. Vatsakas—^Ja.—No. 108. 

1422. Vayupura—Cy.—Formerly Brahma founded the Brahmaksetra, 
the same as Kuruksetra [Gha does not mention Kuruksetra]. 
Here gods, sages and munis dwell. Once Brahma inquired 
of the inhabitants whether anybody amongst them had seen 
the Vayu-devata. The sages answered in the negative. While 
they were thus deliberating they happened to see the Vayupura. 
This city was inhabited by 18000 dvijas and 36000 Sudras 
under the leadership of MatariSvan who declared *to them : 
“You are my devotees and shall be known after my name 
(i.e. the city founded by them will be called Vayupura). 
There will be eleven gotras amongst you.” [From this 
sentence onwards Kha omits the remaining portion of the 
chapter ]. Here is a tank which relieves one from all the miseries 
of life. This tirtha is famous throughout the world. Here 
was Hanumat born. Here doth Rudra dwell-; and -it -was here 
that VSyu installed an image (?) of Vl^iditya iKha t Vlya^ 
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ditya ]. This Vadaditya is none else that Surya. Here are 
the four Kundas (or tanks), viz., Suryakunda, Brahma- 
kunda, Rudrakunda and Harikunda. Nine fortifications {durgah) 
protect this Ksetra. The customs of the Vadavas (i.e. the 
people of this Ksetra) are manifold. There are many resting- 
houses ( dhartnaialds) in this Ksetra, which is situated on the 
banks of the river Ratnavati which in the Kali age is called 
Drsadvati. The forest Sunandava is situated in the vicinity 
of this Ksetra. (This whole passage is omitted in Kha, 
Ga and Na ]. (59. 107 ff.) 

1423. Vayupura—Cy.—Yajnavalkya and his disciples incurred the sin 
of brahmahatyd ( murder of a Brahmin ). They approached 
Brahma for this purpose. Brahma advised them to go to Pavana- 
pura, to worship the god Valuke^vara and the eleven Rudras 
and to have a bath in the four tanks there and that their sin 
would thus be dissolved immediately. The sages did accord¬ 
ingly and merged themselves into the Surya-mandala. Since 
that time this city of Vayu is regarded holy. Here was Hanumat 
born of Anjani. (60. 67 ff.) 

1424. Veda4ir§a—Mt.—No. 385. 
1425. Vedasmrti—Rv.—No. 130. 
1426. Vedavati—Rv.—No. 130. 
1427. Venumat—Mt.—On it are the three cities of Vidyadharas. 

(39. 37) 
1428. Venumat—Mt.—Nos. 782,1234. 
1429. Venumandala—^Vr.—Nos. 673, 674. 
1430. Venya—Rv.—No. 130. [Gha:Venva.] 
1431. Vetall—Rv.-No. 108. 
1432. Vetravatl—Rv.—No. 130. 
1433. Vibhavari—Cy.—No. 826. 
1434. Videha—Rg.—King Rukmakavaca established his two sons Pari- 

gha and Hari in Videha. (95. 28) 
1435. Videhas—D.—No. 130. 
1436. Vidi^a—Rv.—No. 130. 
1437. Vidrumoccaya—Mt.—No. 674. 
1438. Vidyadharas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1439. Vihas—Ja.—No. 569. 
1440. Vijayasthalas—Ja.—No. 108. 
1441. Vikanka—Mt.—Nos. 168, 782. 
1442. Vikir^S— Rv.—No. 569. 
1443. Vimocini—Rv.—No. 1108. 
1444. Vina^ana—Ti. ?—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 67) 
1445. Vindhya—Mt.—In the vicinity of this mountain Viivamitra 

managed Triianku’s entry into the heaven. [Omitted in Ka, 
Ga, GhaandNa]. (88.113) 

1446. Vindhya—Mt.-Nos. 64,130, 236, 470, 576, 599,1061,1256. 
1447. Vindhyas—P. ?—No. 842. 
1448. Vindhyamulikas.—^Ja.—No. 130. 
1449. Vipa4|—Rv.—Agni loved her. [ Omitted in Na ]. (29.14) 
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1450. Vipa^a—Rv.—No. 130*. 
1451. Vipula—Mt.-No. 819. 
1452. Viraja-Mt.-No. 713. 
1453. Virudha—Mt.—No. 106. 
1454. Visadbara-Mt.—No. 820. 
1455. Vikkha—Mt.—There is a mansion of Guha on this mountain. 

(39. 55) 
1456. Vi^akha—Mt.—Nos. 31, 820. 
1457. Vi^ala—Cy.—Trnabindu had a son named VisSala who founded 

the city of Vi^3la. (86. 15-7) 
1458. Vi^ala—Mt.—No. 569. 
1459. Vi^ala—Rv.—No. 569. 
1460. Visarjayas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1461. Visnupada—Mt.—King Dbarmaratha drank soma with Sakra 

[Gha : Sukra ] in a sacrifice performed on the Visnupada moun¬ 
tain [Ga omits this ]. (99. 102) 

1462. Visnupada—Mt.—No. 9.17. 
1463. Visnupadi—Rv.—^No. 108 [ Ga, Gha and Na : Visnupada ]. 
1464. Vitasta—Rv.—Agni loved her [ Omitted in Na]. (29. 13) 
1465. „ —Rv.—No. 130. 
1466. Vitala—Rg. ?—No. 1048. 
1467. Vitihotras—Ja.—No. 130. 
1468. Vitrna—Rv.—No. 1108. 
1469. Vivarnas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1470. Vrajakas-Ja.—No. 108. 
1471. Vrkas—Ja.-No. 130. 
1472. Vfsa—Mt.-No. 106. 
1473. Vrsabha—Mt.—Between the Vrsabha and Sankukuta mountains is 

the Parusakasthall. There Kinnaras and Uragas drink the juice 
of Parusaka (plants^ (38. 63-5) 

1474. Vrsabha-Mt.—Nos. 713, 782. 
1475. Vrsadarbhas—Ja.—No. 705. 
1476. Vrealas—P. ?—No. 839. 
1477. Vrtraghni—Rv.—No. 130. 
1478. Vyasatirtha—Ti.—Sraddha should be performed at Vyasatirtha 

on the bank of the river Sarasvati. (77. 67) 
1479. Vyasatirtha—Ti.—Holy for ^raddha. (77. 78) 
1480. Yadukas—Ja.—No. 910. 
1481. Yaksas—Ja.—No. 470. 
1482. Yamadvipa—Dv.—No. 437. 
1483. Yamuna—Rv.—Agni loved her. (29. 13) 
1484. ,, —Rv.—Its source is holy for Sraddha purposes. (77. 69) 
1485. ,, —Rv.—Yamuna, the best of rivers, was sister of Tvastr. 

(84.84) 
1486. „ —Rv.—Nos. 130, 307, 308, 1009. 
1487. Yavanas—P.—They were annihilated by Pramiti at the end of 

the Kali age. (58. 82) 
1488. Yavanas—P.—Nos. 130«, 345 , 842, 844. 
1489. Yavasas-Ja.—No. 470. 
1490. Yaudheya—Rg.—No. 891. 
1491. Yuj.—Mt.-No. 130. 
1492. YOthas-Ja.-No. 569. 
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ON PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE 

In the Vedic literature we find water as a great purifying agent,’ 
washing off the sin of the evil-doer and the great sanctity of the water of 
a river is often mentioned in the RV. But in the Vedas we hear nothing 
of tirthas or holy places of pilgrimage. The Jatakas mentioned four 
titthas named Gaya, Timbaru, Dona and Bahuka.^ Payaga (Prayaga) is 
also mentioned as a tittha for bathing.* The Buddhist Suttas state that 
Lord Buddha told Ananda, “ there are these four places, Ananda, which 
the believing man should visit with reverence and awe”. They are the 
places where Buddha was born, where Buddha attained to the supreme 
and perfect insight, where the kingdom of righteousness was set on foot 
by the TathSgata and where Buddha passed away ; and ” they, Ananda, 
who shall die while they, with believing heart, are journeying on such 
pilgrimage, shall be reborn after death, when the body shall dissolve in 
the happy realms of heaven.”* The Jaina Sutras refer to holy bathing* 
places and they also mention separate places near rivers, marshes or 
ponds, where a monk or nun was not to ease nature.* Kau^ilya 
mentions tirtha, sabhS, ^ala, etc., as places where the king’s agents were 
advised to do propoganda in favour of the king.* Thus, it appears that 
in the days of Kautilya, people often assembled at tirthas. In the Manu* 
smyti, however, pilgrimage as understood now does not appear to be 
popular for he regards visits to Ganges and Kuruksetra as comparatively 
unimportant.* The Mbh. is replete with references to holy places or 
tirthas and we find in that great epic the celebrated heroes or sages of 
tradition visiting holy spots or tirthas almost as if on a holy campaign. 
There is a whole subparvan in the Aranyaka Book of the Mbh. devoted 
to the topic of tirtha-yatra (visiting places of pilgrimage).* Thus it 
would appear that in the period represented by the great epic the 
institution of pilgrimage had become well-known and popular. The 
Buddha-Carita of A^vaghosa is familiar with separate bathing-places.* 
He is more than familiar with pilgrimages when he utters through 
Buddha’s mouth : “The water that has been touched by the virtuous, 
that is the spot, if you wish for a sacred spot on the earth ; therefore I 
count as a place of pilgrimage only the virtues of a virtuous man”.’° In 
the questions of King Milinda we find sacred places familiarly mention¬ 
ed." In the Institutes of Visnu are mentioned tirthas called Puskaras 

1. Keith, Religion and Philotophy cf the Veda, (HOS, 32). In the Vedas we find 
the river Saraavati as holy and certain regions as previleged, cf. ERE. 10. 24. 

2. Fau8B6i.L’8 edition, S. 388 G 199. 3. Ibid, 6.198. G 857. 
4. SBK. 11.90-91. 5. SSB. 45. 56 ; 22. 182. 6. P.22. 
7. EBB. 10.24. 8. T. S. Shejwalkar, EOCB/. 5. 205 ff. 
9. EBB. 49 (i), p. 8, 22. 10. Ibid.14. 11. Ibid. 35. m. 
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which confer eternal bliss on the giver in ^raddha. Equally fruitful is 
the efficacy of the muttering of prayers, offering of burnt oblations and 
practice of austerities at such places. Mere bathing in Puskara means 
purification of sin.’* The work also contains a list of tirthas belonging 
mostly to the Deccan. This list, however, is considered to be a later 
addition to the text.’* The Visnu-smrti further says that by visiting 
tirthas some minor offenders’^ become pure and that visiting places of 
pilgrimage is a duty, among others, common to all the castes.’® He 
enjoins that ferrymen and officials at toll-offices should not levy toll on 
one about to visit a place of pilgrimage and asks them to restore it if it 
had been already levied.’® He further adds that even the company of 
one purified by visiting a place of pilgrimage is itself sanctifying.’^ 
Thus it would appear that by the time of the compilation of this work 
places of pilgrimage have grown all over the country. 

It appears that the institution of pilgrimage was first started by the 
Buddhists and this appears more probable when we consider the refer¬ 
ences of the Manu-smiti in this connection. Later on, however, it had 
become common to all religions and by the time of the Institutes of 
Visnu, it had become an established institution even with the Brahmins. 
The Brahmins seem to have developed the Buddist institution of pilgri¬ 
mage on the lines of their institutions. The Buddhists regarded as holy 
the places connected with the life of Buddha, while the Brahmins 
knowing the sanctity of the river and the efficacy of bathing in its water 
enlarged the sacredness by developing the great institution of pilgri- 
mage. The impulse to travel was already there when Indra (in Ait. Br. 
vii, 5) said to Hari^candra *‘There is no happiness for him who does 
not travel; living in the society of men, the best man often becomes a 
sinner ; for Indra is the friend of the traveller. Therefore wander*\’® 

In the Vayu we often find references to tirthas as situated on river- 
banks and the sanctity of the river-water is often mentioned in its 
geographical chapters. The peculiarity of the Vayu information is that 
it associates the tirthas mostly in connection with the ^raddha ceremon¬ 
ies and occasionally with the incarnations of the gods Visnu and Siva. 
The only clear reference to tirtha or holy place of pilgrimage in the 
genealogical lists occurs in connection with king Gadhi, father of the 
famous Vi^vamitra, But this reference occurs in the course of a 
narration which is undoubtedly a myth, pure and simple. This is really 
very significant as compared with the evidence of epic on the matter. 
As compared with the information of the Visnu-smrti our Purana does 
not appear to be very elaborate. 

12. SBE. 7, 256 ff, 13. See Jolly, Introduction, p. xxx. 14. SBB. 7. 135. 
15. Ibid. 13. 16. Ibid. 36. 17* Ibid, 254. 18. SRE. 10. 24. 
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II 

TIRTH-\S OR PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE 

Tirthas are occasionally glorified in the Purana. It is said that 
even a sinner—if he is a believer—is bereft of his sin if he pays a visit 
to tirthas, what then of a man of virtues ?* Such a person escapes his 
fets in chauldron and hell and finds a way to heaven and ultimately 
achieves moksa.^ But there is an addenda that dhyana (meditation) is 
the best tirtha.® Gaya is said to be such a tirtha that those in hell go 
to heaven and those in heaven achieve moksa by offering pindas there. 
Many more are the merits of this tirtha.'^ For the purposes of achiev¬ 
ing moksa and for a place in heaven, gifts at tirthas are recommended 
to be particularly meritorious.*' 

• A tirtha is a place where gods come down on the earth on certain 
occasions. The Brahma-ksetra (i.e. the same as Kuruksetra or Vayupura) 
was founded by Brahma and here gods, sages and munis dwell.® It is 
said that at the end of a yuga Visnu is born as man in Brahmaksetra.^ 
Siva too “willhave*^ his incarnations at tirthas. We are again told 
that in the two tirthas of Salagrama and Kasyapa (?) Dharma is actually 
seen in person.® 

The sanctity of the tirthas is indicated by the fact that they are 
places where men are purified of their sins. Yajnavalkya was responsi¬ 
ble for the death of a Brahmin Devamitra Sakalya and thus he and his 
disciples were affected by the sin of brahmanicide {btahmci-hatyd). But 
they were purified of this sin by a bath in the four tanks at Vayupura. 
The sacredness of the tirthas, however, is more pronounced in the 
performance of ^raddha there. The ^raddha chapters of the Purana are 
very eloquent on the merits of sraddha performances at tirthas and most 
of the tirthas^included in the appendix are found mentioned in the 
Purana mostly for this very reason. 

The tirthas are shown situated on the river-banks and in some cases 
on the tops of the mountains. The Vyasatirtha was situated on the 
banks of the river Saraswati.'° The river Varahi is said to be streaming 
along holy tirthas" and rivers are frequently described in the geogra¬ 
phical chapters as containing holy waters due to tirthas. For instance 
the river Gangs “is the best of rivers and is the source of waters for 

1, Cf, tirthdni anusarandhtraft sraddadhano jitendriyafi kYta-papai ca sudhyeta hint 

puff aft ^ubha^karma-krt; 77. 125. ^ 
2. Cf. 77. 126, dh^dnarh tirthaparam, /7.128, 
4.* Cf. No. 321 App. 5. Cf. 83. 102-5. 
6. Cf. No. 1422 App. A for details. 7. Cf. No. 151 App. A. 
8. Sdkfdt 77. 87-91. 9. For details cf. No. 1423 App. A. 

10. See No. 1482 App. 11. Cf. pu^ya-tirtha-taramgittt 
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all the tirthas”.'* The great tirtha of Vayusthana (i.e. Vayupura) is 
said to be situated on the banks of the river Ratnavati, which in this 
Kali age is known as the Drsadvatl.” We are told that by having a 
bath at the Kanakanandi tirtha one goes to heaven.'* In the Ko&la 
(tirtha ?) there is a pond or well (vapi) and by bathing here one is said 
to go to heaven.'* It is unnecessary to mention the names of rivers 
whose waters are described in the geographical chapters as simply holy. 

In the only reference to tirtha in the genealogical portion of the 
Purana, King Gadhi, on his way to holy places of pilgrimage, arrived 
at the hermitage of the Bhargava Rcika who was his son-in-law. This 
reference occurs in connection with the story which purports to narrate 
the birth of Jamadgani with the lustre of a Ksatriya and of Vi^vamitra 
with the lustre of a Brahmin due to transfer of Corns, apparently 
unknowingly, which were meant by the sage Rcika for his own wife 
and for his mother-in-law for the purpose of begetting a son.'* 

12. Cf. No. 297 App. 
13. Cf. No. 1422 App. A ; cf. alao Nos. 686, 1197, 297, App. A. 
14. No. 504 App. 15. No. 601 App. 16. 91.67 6. 
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Abhiras, 200 
AcchodS, 76 
AchSrya, P. K. 202 
Addasugivera, 211 
Adhisama-Kr^na, 13, 4?, 

138 
Aditi, 46 
Aditya, 67 
Adityas, 59 
Adoption, 36, 147-8 
Agamaa, 97 
Agastyas, 53 
Agneyaa, 43 
Agni, 63, 66, 186, 191,205 
Agnidhara, 50 
Agnika, 43 
Agnimitra, 170 
Agni Pur ana, 130 
Agnive^ya, 61 
Agrayaua, 110, 113 
Aha^ya, 36 
Aiija, (Aila), 22,43, 89, 

122, 157-8 
Alravata, 117 
Ajami^ha, 12, 33, 35, 42, 

46, 143,147 
Ajigarta, 148 
Ajivaa, 20, 38, 68, 124, 

193-4 
AkrQra, 24, 52, 105, 172 
AkfapSda, 15, 61, 184 
AkOti, 69 

Alamba, 43 
Alambeyas, 43 
Alarka, 9. 23 
Alexander, 222 ff. 
Altekar, A. S., 2.148 
AmSvaau, 8 
Atnbarl^a, 34, 35, 48, 

142-3 
Aibbila, 211 

Vs P. 22 

Amjrta, 93, 213 

Amrta-manthana, 21 

Anandagiri, 192 

Anarta, 7 

Anavas, 122 

Apdaja, 114, 237 

Andhaka, 10, 173 

Anenas, 9 

Aiiga, 11, 22, 28, 46, 50, 

122 
Angadvipa, 33 

An gas, 29, 96 

Angiras, 22, 28, 44, 61 

Angirasas, 35 ff. 

Ahgula, 79 

Aiiguli, 203 

Animal world, 15, 113 ff, 

Aniruddha, 66 

Anjana, 89, 210 

Anklets, 210 

Antarakalpa, 195 

Anu, 9. 11 

Anuganga, 13 

Anulonia, 124 

Anupa, 29 

Anuvatsara, 72 

Aparna, 59 

Apava, 137 

Apsirasas, 43-4, 87, 97-9, 
127, 216, 219 fL 

ApQpa,211 
Aratni, 203 
Ari^tii, 6 
Ari^tanemi, 46 
Arjuna, 195 
Armlets, 208 
Arrows, 224-5 
Ar^ti^e^aa, 36 
AruQa, 115, 118 
Arundhatl, 63 
Asamafija, 54 
Aaamkheyakalpai 195 
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Aiandivanta, 135 

Asani, 178-9 

Asija, 36 

\smaka, 7, 46 

Asoka, r.O, 174, 193, 200, 

214 

Asramas, 19, 73, 122ff, 

Assyria, 223-4, 227 

A?taka, 8 

Asuras, 41, 43, 55, 58-9, 

75, 81-2, 85-6, 95, 100-3, 

114, 156, 161, 181 

Asuri, 61. 184 

Asvakamukhyas, 29 

Asvalnyana, 61 

A^vamedha, 24-5, 29, 30, 

39, 51, 79, 100, 128-30, 

135-6, 138, 170 ff. 

Asvins, 93, 143 

Atharvan, 46 

Atri, 22, 28, 46, 61, 65, 

93, 126 

AUahasa, 61 

Aurva, 23, 34, 42-3, 155 

Ausira, 108-9 

Autkaceyas, 43,81. 

Avantis, 37 

Avataras, 21, 61, 64-6, 74, 

76, 125, 183 ff , 189ff. 

Are, 226 

Ayodhya, 7-8, 27-8, 133, 

141 

Ayu, 8, 9 
Ayurveda, 96 

Babhru, 52, 105 

Babylonia, 223-4 

BS^cya Gana, 53 

Badhyaiva, 33, 36 

BahQ, 42-3, 76, 155 

Bahu (unit of measure¬ 

ment of di8tifiCe)i 203 
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Balabhadra, (Baladeva, 
BalarSma), %, 102. 105, 
224, 22'/.8 

Bslaera, "9 
Balavandhu, 61 

Bali. 11, 19, 31. 35. 38, 
45-6. 48, 50-1, 56, 62. 
65. 8^1, 109, 121, 141, 
143, 158 

Baiia, 131 
BarSbar, 193 
Barbari, 61 
Barhadrathas, 12 
Barua, 193 
BaudhSyana, 123 
Beard. 87, 207-8 
Belts. 209 
Besnagar, 189 
Bhadrakaa, 63 
Bhadrasreriya, 8 10 
Bhadra^va, 110, 112 

Bhagavata Pnratia, 192 
Bhagavata Sect, 66. 193 
BhagavatisOtra. 198 
Bhagiratha, 48, 60 
Bhajamana, 10, 46, 102 
Bhakti, 128, 145, 177 
Bhandarkar, D. R„ 125, 

166, 183. 193 
Bhandarkar, Sir R. G., 

145, 177, 182-3, 185 
Bharadvaja, 23 
Bharadvija (Vitatha), 12, 

35-6, 45. 147, 148, 158 
Bharata, 11-2, 36, 45, 46, 

144 
Bharata, 43 
Bharata-ndtya Sdsfra, 221 
Bharatavar^a, 38, 100, 199 
Bharata War, 139 
Bharateyaa, 43 
BhSrgavas. 35, 61. 138 
BhSrhut Sculptures, 208, 

210 
Bh§si, 115-6 
Bhava, 56-7, 64, 69, 102, 

177,179 
Bhava, 69 
Bhavana, 83 
Bhavi^ya PurS^ja, 130, 192 
Bhauvana, 67 
Bhik^us, 23, 68, 127 
Bhima, 56,102 

BhUma, 159. 225 
Bhoja. 53. 101, 175 
Bhrgn. 21-2. 41-2, 46, 64, 

7'J-6, 176. 190 
BhOmi Raksavas, 63 
Bhutas. .^8. 63. 76. 94. 

97-9, 102 ff.. 115,117, 
180-1, 187, 207, 219, 
226 ff. 

BhQtadicthula, 79 
Bhutapati, 59 
Bhuti, 58 
Bhuva, 69 
Bhuvamanyu, 35 
Bow, 224-5 
Bracelets, 708 
Brahma, 19-22. 24-5, 30. 

37. 42. 44, 46, 48. 55. 
58-9. 60, 62. ^^4. 66, 67- 
70, 73-4. 77. 82. 87, 97, 
102. 112, 116, 126. 128. 
141.161-2, 66, 185ff., 
195, 218 

Brahma Purl^iia, 140-2, 
155 

Bt’ahmadhinas, 52 
Brahmaloka, 22 
Brahmaksetra, 21 
Brahmaoda Puraoa, 137, 

141, 144, 155. 193, 201 
Brahmainiya, 186 
Brahmargargya, 65 
Brahmarak^isas, 113 
Brahmar$is, 21-3, 126 
Brahmins, 19, 20 ff., 

35 ff., 38, 43, 48, 61, 
66-8, 74 ff., 121 ff., 
132 ff. 

B;‘hada4va. 7, 22, 32, 34, 
47, 51, 141 

Bfhadratha, 12, 102 
Bfhaduktha, 51, 99 
Brhadvasu, 12 
Brhanmanas, 46 
Bi-haspatt, 23, 25, 36, 42, 

44-5, 61, 77. 108, 157-8 
Brhat, 69 
Bfhatl, 51, 99 
Bfhatk^attra, 35 
Bfhatsamhita, 126, 202 
Buddha, 18. 67. 127 
Buddhism, 67-8. 193, 200 
Budha, 6, 8, 39, 44, 157 
BOhler, 193 

Caidyas, 10 
Caitraratha, 115 
Caityavi'kaas. 68, 194 
Cakra, 64 
Cak^us, 38 
Cak$u$a Manvantara, 

70-1, 78, 90, 107, 114, 
135, 196 

Campa, 11 
Campaka, 112 
CampSvatl (or MalinI), 

11. 37, 66 
Cvtnda, 64 
Candalas, 95, 123, 150 
Candramas. 75 
Caraka, 15, 18 , 230 ff. 
Caranas, 98 
Carudesna, 103 
Caturanga-sena, 222 
Catu§patha, 81 
Cavalry, 101 ff., 222-3 
Caya, 6 
Cedi, 10, 12, 102 
ChSgala, 61, 95 
Chariots, 101 ff., 223-4 
Chattra, 224 
Chess, game of, 222 
Cintaka, 69 
Citrabhanu, 26, 30 
Citraratha, 24 
City gates, 81 
Cola, 11 
Communal settlements, 

78. 201-2. 
Cosmetics, 89, 210 
Cosmology, 69, 195-6 
Cotton, 86, 206 
Crowns, 208 
Cud§, 87 
CQlikas. 75 , 86-7 
Cultural history, plea 

for, 2 ff. 
Cyavana, 38^ 61, 95, 146, 

215 

Dadhi, 92, 212 
Dadhici, 57. 179-80 
Dak^a, 19, 24, 26, 37, 38, 

40-2, 46, 52, 55, 57, 59, 
60, 66-7, 82-3, 90ff., 
97-100, 102-4, 105-7, 
113-4, 117-8, 120-1, 
179 ff., 215 
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Dak^iya^i (or Dalbha- 
yani), 61 

DSk^aya^i sacrifice, 179 
Dak^inS, 24 
Dak$inapatha, 7 
Daityas, 52, 58, 65, 67, 

81-2, 84, 173, 181 
Damagho^a, 22 
Damana (or Madana), 61 
Dana, 22, 24 ff., 128 ff. 
Danavas, 9, 43-4, 55, 59, 

63, 80, 94, 104, 106 
Dancing, 99, 219 ff 
Da9da, 7. 31,49, 166 ff. 
Da^ija (a unit of mea¬ 

surement of distance), 
79, 203-4 

Dap^aniti, 15, 20, 49, 73, 
125, 162, 167 

Dapdin, 61 
Dantin, 187 
Daruka, 61 
Darvas, 31 
Dasas, 39, 149 ff. 
Dasaratha, 7, 50, 65, 193 
Dasyus, 14. 38-9, 48, 

149 ff., 202 
Datta, 66 
Dattatreya, 65 
Deussen, 145 
Devas, 21, 43, 55, 59. 70, 

72, 85-6, 94, 98, 100, 
102, 104, 114 

Devaka, 46 
DevakI, 41, 64-5, 105, 191 
Devakuta, 81, 116-9 
Devala, 61 
Devaloka, 22 
Devamitra ^Sakalya, 24, 

30, 138 
DevSpi, 12, 23, 31-2, 127, 

141-2 
Devar^is, 21 ff„ 126 
Devavrdha, 10, 26 
Devayfin!, 9 

Dhaivata, 96 

Dhanurveda, 93, 103-4 

Dhanus (a unit of mea- 
aufement of distance), 
79-80, 203 

Dhanvantarl, 8, 76 

Dhfinyti 2i\ 

Dharma, 19, 46-9, 68, 
74 f f , 122 ff. 

Dharma (proper name), 
22, 43 

Dharmaratha, 2^, 47 
Dharmadala, 82 
Dharma4astra, 96 
Dharmavyddha, 8 
Dharmayuga, 76 
Dhar§taka K^attra, 53 
Dhy§ta, 7, 31 
Dh|-tara§tri. 115-6 
Dhumini, 42, 155 

Phu^da» 141 
Dhundhu, 47, 100 
Dhupa, 89 
Dhvaja, 224 
Diet, 212, 214 
D kshitar, V. R. R., 2, 4, 

220-2, 227 
Dillpa, 105 
Dirghatamas, 31, 38, 45-6, 

143, 156 
Dirghatapas, 8, 76 
Dili, 42, 46, 205 
Divodasa, 8-9, 12, 22, 34, 

36, 77, 143, 147, 188 
Drainage, 82 
Dydha^va, 49 
Dr^havrata, 61 
Dress, 85 ff., 206ff. 
Druhya (Druhyu), 9, 11, 

40 
Druhyus, 139 
Drupada, 33 
Dundubhi, 61 
Duratikrama, 61 
Durdama (king), 9 
Durdama (or Durmada), 

61 
Lurga, 111-2 
Durgas, 78, 82 
Durjaya, 48 J 
Durmukha, 61 
Duryodhana, 105, 227 
Du^kyta (or u^kanta), 11 
Du9yanta, 11, 32, 45 
Dvapara, 25, 37, 39, 55, 

70, 72 ff., 81, 94, 100, 
128, 160, 197 ff. 

Dvijami^lia (Dimi<iha), 
12 

Dv paSf 100, 236, 241 

Ear-rings, 210 
Education, 30, 34-5, 42, 

138, 144 ff, 154-5. 
Egypt, 223-4 
Elephants, 102, 223 
Ekaparna, 59 
Hkapa^ala, 59 
Eranc^a, 211 
Etarni, 197 

Pick, 145, 149 
Fleet, 203 
Food and Drink, 90 ff., 

211 ff. 
Food-grains, 90, 211 ff. 
F'ood preparations, 90 ff., 

211 ff. 
Foucher, 187 

Gada, 64 
Gadhi, 8, 18, 35-6 
Gagra, (Garga), 35, 147 
Gama, 202 
Gai>a (a political institu¬ 

tion), 15, 52 ff., 168, 
173 ff. 

Gapas, ( followers of 
Siva), 52, 187-8 

Gandha, 89, 210 
Gandhara country, 115 
Gandhara 1 svara in 

music ), 90 
Gandharl, 46 
Gandhamadana, 23, 94 
Gandharvas, 21, 43-4, 52, 

59, 80-2, 94-9, 108, 112, 
114, 127, 216 ff. 

Gandharva-kalpa, 69, 96 
Gandharva-veda, 216 
Gandharva-vidy§, 96 
G and ini, 25 
Ga^e^a ( Gai^eivara, 

Gapeia K^emaka), 16, 
38, 64, 77, 187-8, 218 

Gaijiita-yuga, 72 
Ganga, 60, 63, 75 
Garbe, 145 
Gardens, 82 
GSrgas, 35 
GSrgi, *54 
GSrgyas (or Gargyakas), 

35,136 
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Garlands, 89, 2C9 
Garments, E6, 207 
Garu^a ( or Garutmat), 

41, 43, 93, 115-^ 
Garu^a Purdna, 130 
Gatha, 26, 35, 90, 130 ff. 
Gautama, 61 
Gautamas, 35 
Gavyiiti, 79, 203 
Gaya, 22 
Gaya, 25 
Gayd^mdhdtmyat 5 
Gayatri, 92, 116, 182 
Ghan^apatha, 80 
Ghora Angiras, 191 
Gho§a, 79, 202 
Ghobhal, U. N., 166 ff. 
Ghosun(jii, 189 
Ghrta, 92, 212 
Giri4a, 177 
Gita, 186, 190, 195, 196, 

213, 219 
Codharraa cult, 14, 45, 

158 ff. 
Godhumaj 211 
Gokar^a, 61 
Gokarigia (i unit of mea¬ 

surement of distance), 
79 

Gokarna-tapovana, 59 
Gokula, 189 
Gomatl, 34 
Go^tl^a, 83 
Govinda, 55 
Grama, 78-80, 202 
Gramas (in music), 96 
Gi-harathya, 80 
Grierson, 145 
Gftsamada, 36 
Guggula, 89, 210 
Guha, 48, 63, 80 
GuhavSsin, 61 
Guhyakd, 111 
Guhyakas, 63 
Gulma, 107, 230 
Guptas, 13, 54, 131, 170, 

186-7, 198, 200 

Haihayas, 8-10, 53, 76, 
139 

Hair-dressing, 87, 207 
Hfilfihala, 52 
Hara,55ff. 
Harappa, 223, 225, 227-8 

Hari,64,86, 111 
Haribhadra, 120 
Haridra, 91 
Hariicandra, 7, 24, 31, 

148 
Haritas, 35, 147 
Harivarhia, 94, 142, 189, 

191, 195 
Harfa-earita, 131, 193 
Hasta, 78-9, 203 
Hastin, 12, 33 
Hastinapura, 12-3, 33 
Hastya4varatha4alas, 83 
Hathigumpha, 198 
Hazra, R. C., 2, 194, 200, 

206, 210 
Hemacandra, 141 
Hirapyaka^ipu, 52, 65, 

106, 120 
Hirapyak^a, 53 
Hirapynaman, 61 
Hopkins, 177, 198, 208-9, 

226 
Houses, 82.3, 204 ff. 
Huvi^ka, 183 

IdanI, 197 
Idvatsara, 72 
Ijya, 20, 125 
Ik^vaku, 7, 31, 36, 46, 95, 

119, 141, 215 
Ik^vakus, 67, 77 
Ha, 6, 8, 31-2, 44, 140, 

157 
Hina (or Itina>, 140 
Indra, 9, 21, 23-4, 40, 42, 

47-8, 70, 92, 97, 106, 
108, no, 113, 117, 150, 
164, 166, 181, 202, 207, 
228-9 

Indrota Saunaka, 24, 29 
Indu, 46 
Indus civilisation, 181, 

185, 206-7, 210, 223 ff. 
Infantry, 222 
IrS, 107 
IrSvati, 43, 113 
Ha, 55 ff. 
Hina, 56,185 

]8hnavi, 8 
Jahnu, 8, 12, 22 
JaigHaVfa, 61 

Jaimini, 30, 34, 138, 170 
Jainism, 67-8, 193 
Jamadagni, 8, 36, 137 
JambQ, 94, 214 
Jambavat, 83, 101, 120 
JambQdvipa, 53, 94, 110 
Janaka, 7, 23-5, 30, 34, 39, 

79, 138, 151 
Janaloka, 22 
Janamejaya, 12-4 22, 24, 

29, 34, 51, 54, 101, 135, 
136, 144, 176 

Janapadas, 53-4, 137, 
175 ff. 

Janapi^a, 11 
Janardana, 52 
Jarasarhdha, 12, 102 
Jarayuja, 114, 237 
Jata, 87 
Jatamalin, 61 
Jatukari;>ji, 65 
Jayadhvaja, 10, 37, 149 
Jayaswal, 134-5, 166 ff. 
Jiraka, 211 
Juices of fruits, 94, 214 
Jyamagha, 10, 40-1, 50, 

101, 104 

Kabandha Atharva^ia, 143 
K§draveyas, 43 
KadrQ, 43 
Kailasa, 21,42, 52,80, 115 
KaiSika (or Kauiika), 10 
Kak^iva, 61 
Kak$lvat (or Kak^iva), 

34, 38, 143 
Kakudmin, 7, 49- 
Kali, 72, 197 
Kalabha, 27 
Kilaka, 43 
Kilakeya, 81, 
Kalakeyas, 43, 82 
Kalaye, 211 
Kali, 13, 20, 25, 37-8, 40, 

42, 51, 54, 67-8, 72 ff.. 
83, 85-7, 93 ff., 101, 
114, 116, 119, 124, 139, 
152, 153, 160, 170, 198 
ff., 206, 223-4. 

KilidSss, 170, 180, 191, 
220 

Kalingt, 11, 46, 48, 50, 
122 
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Kalki, 65. 75. 101,200 
Kalmal!, 36 
Kalma^ap3da. 46 
Kalpaa, 40, 60, 69-72, 96, 

195 ff. 
Kalpasutra, 197 
Kambala, 43 
Katnbaleyas, 43 
Kambojas, 87, 129 
Kaibsa, 11, 31, 41, 65, 

105, 226 
Kamya, 36 
KanSda, 61, 184 
Kancanaka, 24 
Kane, P. V,, 157 
Kaiigu, 211 
Kanka, 61 
Kantha, 12, 33 
Kanthayanas, 33, 35, 147 
Kanyakubja, 8 
Kapalins, 75 
Kapardin, 56, 177, 207 
Kapia, 35, 147 
Kapila, 32, 141, 184 
Kapils, 43 
KapileSvara, 185 
Kipileyas, 43 
Kapinjala, 108 
Kappa, 195 
Karambha, 90, 211 
Karandhama, 76 
Kardama, 36, 90 
Karkolaka-sabha, 52 
Karini'i, 11 
Karpataa, 68 
KSryoeyas, 43 
KSrtavirya Arjuna, 10, 

22, 24, 26, 31, 37, 
48, 52, 65-7, 78, 101, 
103-5, 136 f£., 149, 190, 
223, 226. 228 

Kartikeya, 63, 118-9, 
186-7 

KarQ^a, 6 
KsSa, 8,36 
Ki4i, 8-10, 25, 143 
KS^hS, 72, 197 
KaSyapa, 22, 27, 42-3, 46, 

52, 58, 61,85,93,107-9, 
114,118, 156 

KalhS, 26, 130 f £. 
KauiAftrai, 63 
KauMinbi, 13 

Kau^ilya, 61 
Kau^ikas, 36, 53, 75 
KauSiki, 59 
Kautilya, 122-5, 129, 132. 

136, 163 ff., 196 ff., 
202-4, 21 Iff., 222 ff. 

KSveri (river), 108 
Kavi, 61 
Kavya, 41-2, 85, 103 
Kayarohana, 62 
Keith, 177, 181, 202 
Kennedy, 1 
Kerala, 11-50 
Kern, 193 
Kesin, 65 
Kesini, 33, 42-3 
Ke^inis, 43 
Ketumaladvipa, 53, 108. 
Ketumalavar§a, 111 
Ketumalin, 61 
Ketumat, 34, 61 
Ketuspiga, 61 
Khapdava (forest), 205 
Kharva, 197 
Kharvata, 78, 202 
Kharavela, 170, 175, 198 
Kha4a, 43, 156 
Khasayas, 43 
Khetvangada, 105 
Kheta, 78, 80, 202 
Kitn^uka (forest), 67 
Kingship, 15, 19, 27, 

47 ff., 73, 108, 161 ff. 
Kihkl^aka, 97 
Kinnaras, 52, 81, 97-9, 

219 ff. 
Kirlta, 64 
Ki§ku, 79 
Kohl, 210 
Kratha, 10 
Kratu, 22, 69. 126 
Kraunca year, 72 
Kraunca giri, 63 
Kraufi:!, 115-6 
KrodhS, 45 
Kro4a, 79-80. 203-4 
Kro^tu, 10, 22, 48 
Kfpa, 35 
Kf^i^vin, 220 
K^na, 11, 27, 30, 40-1, 

46, 52, 64 ff., 67, 81, 
101-3, 105, 116, 172 ff., 
183, 191, 195, 198, 222, 
224 

Knija, 43 
Kr^nangl, 43 
Kr§nangeyas, 43 
Krta (king), 34 
Kvta-yuga, 12, 20, 55, 

72 ff., 78, 85, 113, 
197 ff. 

Krtrima fort, 78, 155 
Krttikas, 63, 126 
K$ana, 197 
Ktjdtradharman, 9 
K§atriyas, 19, 23, 37-8, 

41, 49. 53, 65-6, 68, 
74 ff., 100. 121, 127, 
132 ff., 150 ff., 155, 
161 ff . 171, 215 

K^atriya Brahrrins 
♦ Kfatropetafi dvijatayah, 

23, 35 ff., 146-7 
K§attra, 36, 53, 139 
K^emaka, 13, 31, 38, 58, 

77, 187 
K§udra-yuga, 198 
Kubera, 52, 59 
Kubjaka, 202 
Kula, 168 
Kula (village settlement), 

78, 202 
Kulasarhgha, 168 
Kulluka, 196 
Kulya, 11, 50 
Kumara, 63, 186 
Kumaragupta, 186 
Kumarkas, 59-60, 87, 89 
Kumaripura, 42, 78, 155 
Kumbha, 61 
Kumbha (crown or 

turban), 208 
Kumbhakarsasya, 61 
Kunetraka^ 61 
Kuni, 61 
Kunibahu, 61 
Kunti, 159, 195 
Kurnta Purdna, 130 
KOrmSvatara, 189 
Kuru, 12, 29. 98-9, 109- 

10. 142, 208-9, 219 
Kuruk$e(ra, 12, 99 
Ku^advipa, 39 
KuSarira, 61 
Ku^asthali, 7 
KuSika, 61, 69 
Kuiikandbara, 61 
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Kg^, 84 
Kuthumi, 61 
Kuvala^vai 7, 32, 47, 49, 

100 
Kuvalayaplija, 65 

Lakulin (or Nakulin), 15, 
61, 183 ff. 

Lakuli^a-Pa^upata sect, 
183 ff. 

Lamba, 61 
Lambak$a, 61 
Lambake^aka, 61, 87 
Lambodara, 61 
Langalin, 61 
Lank5, 80-2, 104 
Lata, 107, 230-1 
Lava, 72,197 
Levirate (or Niyoga), 

45-6, 159 ff. 
Lik^a, 79, 203 
Linen, 86, 206 
Lihgai 58, 62, 185 ff. 
LiAga Purdifat 130 
Lohagandha, 22, 29 
Loheyas, 43 
Loheyi, 43 
Lokak§i) 61 
Lomapada, 10 
Lona, 211 

MSdhava, 66 
Madhupingak$a, 61 
Madhyama, 69, 96 
Madri, 46 
Magas, 191-2 
Magadha, 12-3, 29 
Magadhas, 28-9, 96-7, 135 
MahabhSrata, 3-4,14 ff. 
Mahadcva, 23, 49, 55 ff., 

64, 69, 75, 179 
Mahakala, 61 
MahSkalpa, 195 
MahSIaya, 61 
Mahdmanaa, 11 
MahSnandin, 38 
Mahanila, 81 
Mahapadma Nanda, 13, . 

38 
Mabarloka, 22 
Mahar^ia, 21 ff. 
Mahitena, 186 

Mahasthula, 79 
Mahavira, 193 
Mahavirya, 35 
Mahayuga, 198 
Mahendra, 52,112 
Mahe4vara, 23, 55 ff , 

61 ff., 97, 116, 177 ff., 
191 

Mahi§mati, 52,101, 157 
Maitreyas, 35, 147 
Maitreyi, 184 
Malayadvipa, 21 
Malina, 140 
Mamata, 36, 45, 158 
Marhdhata, 7-8, 35, 47, 

65, 143-4, 147, 190 
Marhsaudana, 211 
Manas, 69 
Manasa, 52 
Manasara, 202 
Manava-dharma-^astra, 

122 
Mandara, 21 
Mapigriva, 209 
Mankana, 38 
Mankhali GosSla, 193 
Mantrin, 27,132 
Manu, 19,41,49-50,70-1, 

74, 110, 121, 124-5,141, 
145, 153, 160 ff., 196 ff., 
204-5 

Manvantaras, 57, 66, 
69 ff., 106-7, 114, 135, 
195 ff. 

Marica, 211 
Marici, 28, 126 
Mari§a, 107 
Marjaliya, 69 
Markapdtya, 65 
Marka^deya Furd^a, 3 
Marriage, 36, 44 ff , 146, 

156 ff. 
Maruts, 27, 36, 181,219 
Marut'soma sacrifice, 36 
Marutta, 6, 11 
M5§a, 211 

Matarhba, 202 

MStariSvan, 26 

Matriarchatc, 43 ff., 156 

Matronymicf, 43 ff., 156 

Matfs (orMUtrkaa), 63, 
186-7 

Matsya Purdrta, 2-3,130, 
136, 140-2, 144, 148, 
158, 160, 166, 202 

Matsya-nySya> 161 ff. 
Matsyavatara, 189-90 
Maudgalyas, 35, 147 
Mauryas, 193, 223 
Maya, 83, 205 
Measurements of dist¬ 

ance, units of, 79-80, 
203 ff. 

Measurements of time, 
units of, 72, 197 ff. 

Megasthenes, 149, 214 
Meghavahana, 69 
Meghin, 56 
Meru, 21, 52, 82 
Mimarhsa, 96 
Mithila, 7,105 
Mitra, 6 
Mitrajyoti, 32, 141 
Mitraka, 61 
Mitrayu, 35 
Mieccbas, 11, 20, 39, 50, 

53-4, 75, 124, 139, 173 
Mobenjodaro, 181, 201, 

223-5, 227-8 
Mothers, 63, 186-7 
Mi-gamanda, 118 
MrgI, 117 
Mrtyu, 28 
Mudgala, 33, 35 
Mudgaudana, 211 
Mugga, 211 
Muburta, 72, 197 
Mulaka, 41. 105 
Munis, 23. 59, 85, 97, 99, 

126-7,181 
Munika, 51 
Murcchanas, 96 
Music, 96 ff., 216 ff, 
Musical instruments, 

98-9, 217 ff. 

Nabhas, 174 
NSbhaga (or Nabh§ga or 

Nabhaka), 6-7, 33, 34, 
48, 53, 76. 174 

Nabbanedi^fa, 7 
Nadt-durga, 78, 80 
NadikS, 197 
Nipaa. 52, 59. 64-5, 173 
Niga (mountain), 108 
Nagara, 7S, 80,202 
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Nagaraka, 202 
Nagarl, 202 
NSgarjani hill caves, 193 

Nagarjumkoii^a sculp¬ 
tures, 209-10 

Nagnas, 66, 194 
Nahu^a, 6, 8-9, 23, 30, 

142 
Naimi^a, 13, 96, 99 
Nairrtas, 43, 52, 58, 63 
Nakulin, 61, 82 
Nala, 198 
Nali, 79- 
Nalika, 197 
Nalikayuga, 79 
Nalva, 79 
Namuci, 2'^5 
Nandas, 171 
Nandagopa, 64 
Nandana, 115 
Nandi, 187 
Nara. 22, 35 
Nirada, 22, 126 
Ndradiya-Sikfdt 221 
Narasimha (or Nfsiihha), 

65, 106, 120, 189 ff. 

Narayaija, 22, 40, 64-66, 
70, 188ff., 191 

Narj§yanta, 7 
Narmada, 50 
Nigama, 202 
Nikaras, 63 
Nikumbha, 187 
Nila, 12, 33 
Nllalohita, 103 
Nllakaijtha, 23, 27, 41, 56, 

58, 100, 180 
Nime$a, 72, 197 
Nimi, 7 
Nipa, 50 
Nipas, 50 
Niramitra, 61 
Nirgranthas, 75 
Nirrta, 43 
Nirukta, 127, 142 N. 
Nirvaktra, 13 
NirvyOha, 84 
Ni^idakalpa, 69 
Ni$Sda-svara, 96 
NMdas, 133, 182 
Ni^adha, 21, 81 
Niyoga, 14, 45, 147-8 

159 ff. 

Nudity, 85, 206 
Nyaya, % 

Odana, 211 
Oligarchies, 15, 168 ff, 
Ornament^, 88 ff., 208 ff. 
0§adhi, 107-8, 230-1 

Pada, 203 
Padmakalpa, 69 
Padma Pur ana t 130, 140, 

142 
Padmavana, 111 
Pablavas, 31, 87, 200 
Pak§a, 72, 197 
Pakti, 211 
Palll. 202 
Panasa, 94, 214 
Pahcala, 12 
Paficama, 69, 96 
PSncar5tra school, 183, 

189 

Paficasikha, 61, 87, 124 
Pandu, 36, 156, 159-60 
Papdya, 11» 49 
Paradas, 31, 53, 87 
Paramanu, 79 
Para^ara, 61, 65, 76 
Pdraskara Grhya-sutrat 

186-7 
Pargiter, 1, 3, 5-7» 9, 

12-3, 130 ff., 199 
Pariksit, 12-3, 29, 135-6 
Parivatsara, 72 
Parks, 82 
Paru^aka, 94, 214 
Parvan, 72 
Parvata, 22 
Pasandas, 68, 75, 77, 124 
Pasupata School, 183 ff. 
Pasupata-vrata, 59-60 
Pasupata-yoga, 22-3 
Pasupati, 56, 177 
Patala, 59 
Patafijali, 177, 179, 185-6 
Pattana, 79, 202 
Paulastyas, 52 
Paulomas, 43 
Pauraa, 54. 176 
Paura-Janapadas; 27, 29, 

54, 137-8, 175-6 
Pauravaa, 13, 77, 101 
Pa^anapura, 192 

Phallua worship, 159, 
185 ff. 

Pinaka, 104 
Pi5acas, 20, 38, 58, 59, 68, 

81, 83-7, 207 
Pitavasas, 69 
Pitrs, 20, 72, 86, 110, 113 
Plak§a, 61 
Plak^a-dvipa, 98, 110 
Plant world, 107 ff 

230 ff. 
Plutarch, 227 
Polygamy, 46 
Prabahi, 97 
Prabha, 8 
Prabhakara, 46 
Prabhasa, 22, 42 
Pracetas, 11, 49 
Pracetasa. Dak^a, 57 
Pracetasas, 104, 107, 114, 

169 
PrScinabarhis, 33, 104 

Piadesa, 79, 203 
Pradhan, S. N., 2 
Pradyota, 51 
Pradyotas, 13 
Pradyumna, 66 
PrablSda, 83, 102 
Prajapatis, 21 
Pramati, 7, 66, 75 
Prasada, 83, 205 
Prasena, 101, 120 
Pratardana, 9 
Prat*pa, 23 
Pratistbana (or Prayaga), 

8, 9. 11, 13, 44 
Pravahuka, 61 
Pravarai?a, 86 
Pravira, 24, 171 
Priyangu, 211 
Priyavrata, 33, 36, 47, 49 
Primogeniture, 49, 168 
Promiscuity, 44, 156-7 

Pr^ada^va, 35 

Pf^adhra, 6, 38, 95, 215 

Prthu, 21, 24, 28-30, 37-^, 

41, 48, 71. %-7, 100, 
104, 116, 132 ff„ 144, 
149, 150, 152, 154, 
162 ff.. 169, 225. 229 

PvtbuiraVas, 10 

Pukkusas. 123, 150 
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Pulaha. 22, 46, 115, 117, 
120, 126 

Pulastya, 22, 76, 101, 126 
Puloma, 43, 89 
Pu9<;ilarika, 36 
Pun<}ra, 11, 32, 46, 49, 

122 
Pu^yajana Rak^a^as, 7 
Pur, 202 
Pura, 78-9, 202 
Puranjaya, 34, 144 
Purohita, 15 ff., 27 ff,, 

131 ff., 146 
Puru, 9-11, 27, 34, 51, 

142, 168 
Purukutsa, 34, 144 
Purumiijha, 12 
Pururavas, 6, 8, 24, 30, 

32, 39. 43-4, 49, 76, 92, 
108, 136, 140, 150, 156- 
7, 212, 216 

Puru^a-sukta, 121, 149 
Pusalkar, A. D., 4 
Pu^an, 204, 207 
Pu§kara-dvlpa, 21, 66 
Pu§ya, 197 
Pu$yamitra, HO 
PQtana, 65 
Putanas, 63 
Putradharma, 8 

Quiver, 225 

Raivata, '^0 
RSjamarg i, 81 
Rajanya, 31, 121, 139 
Rajapatha, ?0 
R3jar$U, 21 ff., 31-3, 47, 

126, 142 ff. 
RajasOya, 24, 44, 51, 

ni ff., 134-5, 146, 
169 ff. 

Raji, 9. 31, 47, 100, 104, 
106, 108 

Rajju, 203 
Rak^asas, 9,43, 52, 58,63, 

67, 81-2, 86, 88-9, 94-5, 
156, 173, 181, 193, 208*9 

Rakta-kalpa, 69 
RSma (D§4arathi), 7, 41, 

48, 53, 65, 6, 105, 190 
RSma (Jsmadagaya)^ 8, 

tmmn 

30-1, 76, 103, 136 ff., 
190, 198, 226 

Rama^aka-var^a, 94, 111 
Rambha, 69 
Ramparts, 81 
Ra.4adu, 24 
Rasatala, 88 
Ratharhtara Saman, 67, 97 
Ratharei^u, 79 
Rathavara, 49 
Rathaviti, 146 
Rathitara, 7, 33 
Rathitaras, 7, 34-5 
Rathyaa, 81 
Ratni, 79, 203 
Ratnin, 131 ff., 134 
Ravana, 53, 76, 101, 104, 

217 
Raychaudhari, 136 
l?cika (Bhargava), 8, 23, 

36, 61 
Ij^cika (or Ritika), 61 
Renuka, 36 

Rcva, 7, 50, 96 
Revati, 7, 96 
Ritual, 24 ff., 51, 96-7, 

110.127ff., 169\f.,185, 
213, 214, 216 ff. 

Riveyu, 22 
Ujrasva, 142 
^kprdtisdkhya, 216 
I<k§a (king), 12 
Bk§a (mountain), 50 
Roads, 80, 204. 
l:?§abha (king), 35 
I5$abha (incarnation of 

Siva), 61 
].'$abba-kalpa, 69, 96 
Polkas, 21 
P§ti?cpa, 142 
Rtafijaya, 23 
Ptathyat, 35 
pthu, 33 
Ptu, 61 
ptukalpa, 69 
Rudra, 23, 44, 56 ff.. 

58-9. 60. 63, 66, 101, 
103, 105, 127, 177 ff.. 
191. 207 

Rudras, 42, 57-8, 106, 
181 

Rudragupta, 228 
Rudraloka, 26, 37*8, 60*1 

RudrSt]ii, 63 
RudrS4va, 46 
Rukmakavaca, 10, 24, 50, 

104, 229 
Rukme^u, 50 
Rundha, 33 
Ruru, 95 
Ru^^a, 61 

Sabala, 111 
Sabha, 15, 52, 172 ff. 
Sadhya, 61 
Sadhya, 43 
Sadhyas, 43, 70 
fjadja, 69, 96 
fjadvala, 42 
Sagara, 7, 24, 27, 34, 42, 

46, 48, 53-4, 76, 87,100. 
101, 139, 155-6 

Sahadeva, 142 
Sahasrajit, 10 
Sahi^iju, 61 
Saimhiktyas, 43, 52, 81, 

82 
SaUunakas, 13 
Saiveyas, 43 
Saivism, 15, 55 ff., 177 ff. 
Sakas, 31, 53, 87, 124, 

139, 200; 
Saketa, 13 
i^akrajit, 67 
Saktu, 90 
j^akuni, 95 
Sakya, 67 
Sala, 36 
sals, 82-3, :04-5 
Sali, 211 
Salihotra, 61 
Salva, 65 
Samabuddhi, 61 
Samaveda, 30, 34, 96-7, 

117, 138, 216-7, 221 
Samaya, 197 
Samba, 66, 103 
Sarabhu^ 56, 177 
Samiti. 51,171 ff. 
Samjiya, 57 
Samj^a, 41-2 
Sathkhya, 60, 121 
Sarhkara, 55 ff., 58 
Sathkarfapa^ 66 
Saiiikrti, 33, 34, 44 
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Samkrtis (or Sarhkftikas), 
35, 147 

Samsad, 15, 172 
Samtanu, 12, 33. 35, 39, 

127, 142 
Samudragupta, 13, 128 
SatDVarana, 196 
Saihvatsara, 71-2 
Sarhyati, 23, 32, 142 
Sariiyu, 25* 
Sana, 61, 184 
Sanandana, 61, 184 
Sanatkumara, 61, 184 
SSnchi sculptures, 209 
SSndlpani, 65 
Sankha, 64 
Sankha-d vipa, 53 
Safikhapada, 33 
Sankhapadrava, 61 
^Spanas^na, 61 
Saptagodavara, 59 
Saptar^is, 72, 126 
^arva, 56, 61, 177-9 
Saradvasu, 61 
Saradvatas, 35-6, 147 
SSrasvata, 61 
SarasVati, 99 
$?aravapa, 53, 63 
Sarm!§tha, 9 
Sarvajfla, 61 
Sarvaka, 61 
^§aryata, 146 
Saryati, 7 
ga4ada, 95, 215 
^a^abindu, 10 
.^atadhanvan, 101-3, 222 
Satajit, 10, 49 
Satananda, 35-6, 101 
^atSnika, 13, 29, 51, 136 
Satarupa, 61 
SatarQpa, 42, 47 
Sati, 41, 57, 85-6, 180 
Satrajit, 46 
Satvata, 10 
Sgtvatas, 52, 172-3 
Satya, 33 
Satyadhrti, 103 
Satyavati, 36, 39, 76, 159 
Satya-yuga, 76 
Saunaka, 23 
Saunakas, 36 
Sauparijeyaa, 43 
Sauras, 192 

Savarng, 41, 43 
Savasa, 61 
Savitra, 69 
Sena jit, 13 
gibi, 11, 49 
Sibis, 169, 227 
Siddhas, 59, 67, 83,94, 97 
i^Tghra, 32 
J5ikha, 61, 184 
Sikh5, 87 
Sikhandin, 61 
Silalin, 220 
Silatala, 84 
Silk, 86, 206 
Simhika, 43, 52 
Sinivali, 52 
J^ipnas, 216-7 
i5isnadevas, 159 
5>istacara, 19, 123 
Sita-kalpa, 69 
Sita, 24 
J^iva, 45 
J5iva. 15, 19, 23. 25 -7. 32, 

37-8. 40 2, 45, 55 ff., 
67, 74, 80-5, 97 ff., 100, 
102-3, 107, 115-7, 119, 
121, 127-8, 158, 166, 
177ff., 196, 207, 208, 
217 ff., 227 

Sivapura, 63 
Skanda Kartikeya, 63, 

102, 106, 114, 186-7 
Skandagrabas, 63 
Skandagupta, 186 
Skanda Purdna^ 192 
Slavery, 39, 151 
Smarta-dharn a, 19, 73, 

121, 123 
Social theory, 19 ff., 

121 ff. 
Soma, 6, 8, 24, 28, 42,44, 

47, 92 ff., 102-3, 107, 
113, 157, 212 3, 216 

Soraadhi, 22 
Somaka, 33 
Somaka mountain, 93, 

213 
Soma4aiman, 61 
Somavaip4a, 8ff 
Spear, 228 
Sraddha, 20, 30, 88 ff., 

94-5 
Srauta«>dharina, 19, 73 

Sravana, 61 
J^ravasti, 193 
Sravistaka (or iSravis- 

thaka), 61 
Srnjaya, 33 
Srutarsis, 22, 74 
Stbanu,55 
Strabo, 214 
Subandhu, 61 
Sudcijna, 46, 160 
Sudhaman, 61 
Sudhanvan, 12 
i5udra, 19, 26, 34, 37 ff., 

40, 48, 64, 74. 83, 86. 
121, 149 ff., 170, 200, 
215 

Sudyumna, 49, 6^ 
Suhma, 11, 122 
Suhotrin, 61 
Sukanya, 146 
Sukarman, 30 
J^ukl, 115 
f^ukra Kavva, 9, 27, 

40. 59, P5, no, 166, 168 
Suktbankar, V. S., 3 
Sulin, 51 
Sumantu, 30, 61 
Sumedha, 61 
Sumedhas, 33 
Sumitra, 31, 77 
Sumukba, 61 
■ unahsyepa, 148,151 
^unaka, 36 
Sun-god, cult of, 67, 

191-3 
Sunitba, 28 
Suparna, 43 
Sura, 93 ff., 212-3 
Suras, 44, 55, 57-8, 64, 

67-8, 77, 98, 110 
Suratha, 12 
Su4ruta, 18, 230 ff. 
Suta, 11, 20. 28-30, 69-70, 

96. 116, 135 
Sutahotra, 35 
Sutara, 61 
Sutikagrhas, 83 
Suttee, 43, 155 ff, 
Sutvana, 30 
Suvahana, 61 
Suvarcas, 31 
Suveijiu, 36 
Svaphalka, 25 
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SvarSe, 96-7 
SvfirSjya, 51, 168-9 
Svarbhanu, 8 
Sv§roci*9a (manvantara), 

70, 196 
Svastika, 78 
Svayambhuva (manvan^ 

tara), 57, 66, 74-5 
Svedaja, 114, 237 
Sveta, 61, 184 
Svetaketu, 61, 156 
Svetalohita, 61, 184 
Svet54va, 61, 184 
Sword, 225-6 
Syamantaka, 52, 67, 172 
k^ySva^va, 146 
Syeni, 115, 118 

Tailaka, 103,157 
Takra, 92 
Tak§aka, 43, 119 
Tala. 79 
Talas, 96 
Talajangha, 10 
Talajangbas, 53 
Talavana, 113 
T§mraVarna, 54 
Tarhsu, 140 
T8naa, 221 
Tei><iula, 211 
Tapaa, 22, 59 ff., 141 ff., 

181 ff. 
Tapas Kalpa, 69 
Tapodhana, 61 
T8r5, 8, 42. 44, 103, 157 
TSraka, 44 
Tarkasura, 63 
Tila, 90, 211 
Tirthaa, 23, 26, 75, 80, 97, 

131. 333 ff, 
Ti9ya, 74, 77 
Titik^u, 11 
Torapa, 84 
Towns and Villages, 15, 

73 ff.. 201 ff. 
Tra’^adasyu, 35, 143 
Trasarepu, 79 
Trasu, 32, 140-1 
TrayySrupa, 27, 32, 49, 

141 
Treta. 19-20, 25, 37-8,47, 

49, 55. 64, 72 ff., 79,87, 
90, 93, 105, 107, 113, 

115, 124, 128, 132, 
198 ff., 201,203 

Triad, 66, l^.O-l 
TrikQta, 80 
Trinetra, 56 
Tripuraghna, 56 
Trii^anku (Satyavrata', 7, 

8, 14, 27-8, 39, 95, 114, 
- 132 ff., 141, 150.1, 215 
TrnaHindu, 76 
Truti, 197 
Trtaus, 208 
TulySrcis, 61 
Tumba, 97 

Tundikeras, 53 
Turuska, 89 
Turvasu, 9, 11 
Tva§tr. 83, 92, 103, 113, 

205 

Udbhija, 114, 237 
Uddalaka. 156 
Udpata. 217 
Udumbsra, 113 
Ufga, 56, 61. 178-9 
Ugrtitapas, 61 
Ulangbin, 82 
UlOka, 61, 184 
UmS, 42, 57-9, 63. 180 
Upamite^vara, 185 
Uparathya, 80-1 
Upavlta, 86 

, Orna-Nabbas, 174 
Urva4l, 8, 44, 78, 92, 157, 

212 
U^anas. 23, 61 
U^ija, 36. 61 
U8ika. 69 
U4inara, 11, 17 
U§oi§a, 87. 208-9 
Utatbya, 61, 65 
UtkacS, 43 
Utkala, 6 
Uttanapada, 33, 47 
Uttanka, 32, 47 
UttarSdbySyana, 195 

VScaSravaa, 61 
VS^aditya, 67, 94 
VSdanaka (or VAditra or 

VSdya), 68 
V8<jiava8, 67, 192 
Vadhrl^asa, 95 

Vagvali, 61, 184 
Vahlika, 33 
Vabni, 61 
Vaideba, 151 
Vaidyuta, 61 
Vaikbanasa, 23,127 
Vainateya, 43 
Vairajaka, 69, 96 
Vai^all, 7 

Vai^ampayana, 29, 53 
Vai§navism, 15, 64 ff., 

188 ff.. 214 
Vai^yas, 19, 26, 37-8, 40, 

48, 66, 68, 74 ff., 121, 
149 

Vaivasvata (Manvantara), 
69 ff., 90, 114, 135, 
l%-7 

V§japeya, 24, 51, 171 
Vajasaneya, 29, 67, 192 
Valabbi, 84 
VSlkbilya, 23 
VS15. 23,61 
Valkalas, 85 
Vatu. 107 
Valuke^vara, 67 
Vaka, 61 
VSmadeva, 56, 61 
Vamana, 83 
Vamanavatara, 65, 189 ff, 
Vanaspati, 107, 230-1 
Vanga, 11, 46, 50, 122 
Varaba, 95 
V at aha PurAttOt 130 
VarSba-dvipa, 53, 66 
Varabakalpa, 69, 70, 196 
Varabamibira, 126, 183, 

191-3, 202 
Var§bgvat5ra, 66, 120, 

189 ff. 
VarSpasi, 8-10. 33-4. 38,' 

58. 77. 81. 143, 188 
Var]]ia-sarnkara, 20,123 ff. 
Varn34rama-dbarma, 17, 
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